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This is the eighth and final volume of Northrop Frye’s notebooks—a miscellany of material that did not fit neatly into one of the other volumes, though in several cases the notes found here might well have gone into one of the previously published volumes: *Northrop Frye’s Late Notebooks* (2 vols., ed. Denham), *The “Third Book” Notebooks of Northrop Frye* (ed. Dolzani), *Northrop Frye’s Notebooks and Lectures on the Bible and Other Religious Texts* (ed. Denham), *Northrop Frye’s Notebooks on Romance* (ed. Dolzani), *Northrop Frye’s Notebooks on Renaissance Literature* (ed. Dolzani), *Northrop Frye’s Notebooks for “Anatomy of Criticism”* (ed. Denham). We began this project fifteen years ago, spending the first three or four years transcribing and organizing the notebooks and Frye’s other previously unpublished manuscripts, and we have collaborated throughout the project. It seemed appropriate, then, as we bring this undertaking to a close, that we share the editing of the final volume. This too has been a collaboration, though Robert Denham has been primarily responsible for the editing and introductory remarks for sections 1, 2, and 6, and Michael Dolzani, sections 3, 4, and 7. We shared the editing of section 5.

A large proportion of the material in what follows comes from either Frye’s holograph notebooks or from his typed notes. We have commented on the form and function of his notebooks in the introductions to the other notebook volumes. But in addition to Frye’s notebooks, the present volume also contains nine typescripts that are not notes, and it includes as well transcriptions of two lectures from tapes. We also thought it appropriate to incorporate in the section on fiction all eight of Frye’s short stories—fables and dialogues, as he called them—even though six of these were published in the late 1930s and early 1940s. The advantage of having all of Frye’s fiction, finished and unfinished, in one
place seemed obvious. These stories, two of Frye’s music reviews, and his two-part lecture “Reconsidering Levels of Meaning” are the only instances of our including previously published material.

Most of Frye’s notes served as the basis for his essays and books, and the material in the present volume is like Frye’s other holograph and typed notes: they present topics in a more or less discontinuous form that he later expanded, contracted, or abandoned altogether.

The division of the material in this miscellany could have taken other forms, though by settling finally on seven large divisions we have astrology, the Kabbalah, and the Book of Revelation on our side; and arguments for a different distribution of some of the separate pieces could be made. Frye’s lecture “Reconsidering Levels of Meaning,” in which he lays out another version of his theory of polysemous meaning, could just as easily have found itself in section 7—one the Bible and Religion. The eulogy for John Robins and his talk on the occasion of the centenary of Moncton, N.B., could have been placed with the Canadian material (section 4). Similar rearrangements were possible for other items, but whatever disadvantages might follow from our placing an item in one of the sections rather than another will be, we hope, forgiven.

We have continued the practice of using notebook numbers to designate the holograph notebooks, though for most of these we have given subtitles in square brackets, which are intended to provide readers with a general indication of their contents. For the typed notes, however, we have abandoned the practice used in the previous notebook volumes of assigning numbers to each unit of typed material, based on its location in the Northrop Frye Fonds at the Victoria University Library, a procedure that had little advantage beyond providing the editors a system of keeping track of the voluminous material. Again, we have supplied short titles for these materials, feeling that a title will be more useful to identify a unit of typed notes, the location of which in the Frye Fonds will be found in the headnote. Of course, as with the other notebook volumes, the index is an indispensable tool, and the table of contents provides at a glance the units we have placed in each of the seven sections.

We have transcribed the notebooks and reproduced the typed notes with the intent of replicating exactly what Frye wrote, retaining his own spellings, capital letters, and punctuation, even when his practice on these matters varies, and not adding accents to words in his typescripts that should have them. There are three exceptions: we have regularized his use of double quotation marks with periods and commas, following
the usual North American practice, we have italicized the words and phrases he underlined, and we have replaced his occasional use of square brackets with braces: { }.

Editorial additions are in square brackets. These include, in addition to titles, paragraph numbers and question marks for words that we have been unable to decipher (question mark only) or that are conjectures (question mark following the inference). We have also used square brackets to expand Frye’s abbreviations that are not immediately obvious, but when an abbreviation appears more than once in an entry, only the first instance is expanded. From time to time Frye uses a symbolic code, explained both in the notes to the present volume and in the introductions to the notebooks already published, to refer to various parts of his lifelong writing project. He occasionally refers to this project as his ogdoad, the eight parts, as outlined in “Autobiographical Notes II” in the present volume, being Liberal, Tragicomedy, Anticlimax, Rencontre, Mirage, Paradox, Ignoramus, and Twilight. When Frye uses one of his shorthand symbols, we have given its name in square brackets following the symbol, though again we have not repeated the name if the symbol reappears within a single paragraph. The square brackets we have used to enclose titles have been omitted in the table of contents.

In the introduction to Frye’s fiction Robert Denham has recycled two paragraphs about the bardo novel from his *Northrop Frye: Religious Visionary and Architect of the Spiritual World*, and from his introduction to *Northrop Frye’s Late Notebooks* several paragraphs having to do with Frye’s book of aphorisms.
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Introduction

I

The autobiographical reflections that introduce this collection begin with five units of material, drawn from Frye’s holograph notebooks and typed notes, that we have called “Autobiographical Notes.” The earliest, written between 1942 and 1944, is similar in form to Frye’s other notebooks in that he lets his mind play freely with a host of diverse subjects. It differs insofar as Frye has no particular critical project in mind, though the novel he had begun working on during these years does get brief mention here and there (pars. 23, 24, 31, 52). The sundry topics are as wide ranging as in Frye’s other notebooks—from buttocks and bathing suits towards the beginning (pars. 7–8) to Arnold Toynbee at the end (par. 72). In between we encounter scores of miscellaneous speculations. Among these, to mention only a few, are reflections on Roman Catholicism (pars. 63–7), Disney’s Fantasia (par. 45), radicalism (par. 17), the German war machine (par. 61), the possibility of leaving Toronto for a job in Asia (par. 14), female bodies (pars. 22, 27), nineteenth-century prose writers (par. 26), the bankruptcy of the Ph.D. degree (pars. 48–9), making money (par. 52), the unity of mind and body (par. 51), centaurism (par. 71), women students (par. 25), mystery stories (par. 10), and the cult of the useful (par. 15). Frye’s wife Helen makes several appearances, and we meet a dozen or so of Frye’s colleagues, as well as other contemporaries. Notebook 42 is one of Frye’s earliest (he is just past thirty), but like his later notebooks, it is expansive, frank, witty, iconoclastic, and filled with acute observations. As is the case with almost all of Frye’s writing, it is widely allusive: by the thirteenth entry we have encountered Aristotle, Plato, Montaigne, Pepys, Boswell, Plotinus, Blake, Trollope, Dostoevsky, Poe, Wilkie Col-
lins, Dickens, Byron, Veblen, Wyndham Lewis, Ellery Queen, Rilke, Mahler, Bax, Wagner, Socrates, and Chopin; and by the time we get to the final entry Frye has had occasion to refer to fifty more writers, philosophers, and musicians.

Notebook 42 does contain some self-analysis, but it is less explicitly autobiographical, or at least less personal, than the other four documents, except as it reveals the way in which Frye’s mind works. He occasionally does become quite explicitly personal, as in the injunctions he delivers to himself in Notebook 30r, the fifth set of notes in section 1.

The other three sets of autobiographical notes are all typescripts. The first of these, which dates from the 1950s, is an exceptionally valuable explanation of Frye’s lifelong desire to produce eight major works. More than a decade and a half later, Frye felt compelled to bring his account of the history of the ogdoad up to date, and so he wrote a more detailed explanation, “Work in Progress,” which was published in 2002 in *The “Third Book” Notebooks of Northrop Frye*. These two documents provide clear evidence that Frye knew his notebooks would eventually find readers, and he was aware these readers would be baffled by his shorthand references to parts of the ogdoad (Liberal, Paradox, Rencontre, and so on) and by their hieratic codes. Thus, the two explanations. Without these documents it would have been exceedingly difficult for the editors of Frye’s notebooks to have deduced the general shape and the separate parts of Frye’s own great code.¹

The third set of autobiographical notes is an outline of a talk Frye gave about his early life. The notes are condensed, containing very little elaboration, and some of the references are uncertain, but they do provide details, not available elsewhere, for Frye’s next biographer. “Autobiographical Notes IV” is also a series of notes Frye typed for a talk—this one presented at the meeting of the Learned Societies in 1972. As far as we know, he did not prepare a manuscript from his notes: no such manuscript, in any event, is extant. The talk was, however, taped, and later transcribed and published. In these notes Frye focuses on the influence of his Victoria College professors, his early teaching career at Victoria, and the honour course at Toronto. The notes include several matters that Frye chose not to include in his talk, such as his ambition to enter the ministry, his reading of “theology” at Emmanuel College (Frazer’s *Golden Bough*), and his learning from Wilson Knight the importance of relying on primary sources. The remaining four items in the autobiographical section are a eulogy for his teacher and colleague John Robins,
which dates from 1952; notes for a talk on Victoria College’s contribution to Canadian culture; Frye’s memoir recounting the life of his wife Helen, presented at her memorial service in September 1986; and the transcript of a talk Frye gave in November 1990, only two months before his death, on the occasion of the centenary of the incorporation of the town of Moncton, where Frye spent his early years.

Frye remarked to an interviewer that “everything I write I consider autobiography, although nobody else would” (OE, 211). He was speaking here, of course, about his critical works. He always seemed nervous in replying to questions about his own life, and in writing his book on Eliot, he objected to the requirement that his first chapter be biographical: “I didn’t want to write a biographical sketch, because I didn’t think Eliot’s biography was relevant to his poetry” (NFC, 108). Frye remarked to another interviewer that while the life of somebody like Byron is important to an understanding of his poetry, in his own case “it’s a matter of very incidental interest.” Whether that is the case or not, Frye’s next biographer will have to take account of the portrait of Frye that emerges from all of his previously unpublished work—his letters, diaries, student essays, typescripts, notebooks, and the autobiographical reflections collected here, which necessarily belong to the category “everything I write.”

II

Frye’s eight pieces of short fiction, six of which he published over a five-year period beginning in 1936, hardly qualify as short stories, at least in the main tradition of that form as practised by Chekov and Maupassant or James and Mansfield. The genre is admittedly difficult to define, and in Anatomy of Criticism Frye’s analysis of the genre amounts mostly to pointing out the forms that are shorter versions of his four forms of fiction: the tale, of the kind that Poe wrote, is a short form of romance; the short story, a terse form of the novel; the essay, a short version of the confession; and the dialogue or colloquy, a brief Menippean satire or anatomy. This means that the dialogue or colloquy, which Frye sometimes refers to as the cena, is, like the anatomy, an extroverted and intellectualized form. His stories are fundamentally brief anatomies. He has no interest in character development and very little in plot: ethos and mythos are displaced almost completely by dianoia. The point of Frye’s little anatomies, four of which he called “dialogues,” is to make a point. He
remarked to David Cayley that he was attracted to satire at an early age and that when he wrote the stories he “knew more about ideas than . . . about people,” adding that “[i]f somebody like Borges had been known to me at the time, I would have tried to pick up that kind of tradition” (NFC, 71). As a young person Frye immersed himself in Shaw, with his theatre of vital ideas and his comic and ironic tone. While the Blakean vision replaced the Shavian one as the point around which his literary universe revolved, he never discarded the ironic and satirical mask.

In addition to the anatomy form, five of the stories have supernatural features, though Frye treats the visitation of various spirits with such matter-of-factness that the distinction between the supernatural and the natural seems to collapse. We meet a ghost in the story with that title, a daimon in the allegorical “Fable . . . in the Nineteenth-Century Idiom,” an angel in “Affable Angel,” and Paris and the Greek goddesses in a retelling of the golden apple myth in “Prelude.” In “Face to Face” we have a dialogue on the idea of God among South Sea islanders, and a Phrygian (the pun seems to be intended) marriage rite in “Incident from The Golden Bough,” in which Attis makes a very natural appearance. The point of several of these stories involves some cosmological, philosophical, or theological debate. Are ghosts corporeal or not (“The Ghost”)? The punchline of the story suggests they are. Are the seven secrets of successful writing virtues or not (“Fable . . . in the Nineteenth-Century Idiom”)? The punchline indicates they are all vices. Is God to be conceived better in a colourful intellectual universe of either-or opposites or in a universe where everything is conceived as a grey golden mean (“Face to Face”)? The punchline favours the latter. Similarly, the “message” of “Affable Angel” is that we should not sell short the power of angels. The angel that appears, again, matter-of-factly in this story, joining in conversation with two drunks and a barkeeper, ends up causing a Nazi warplane to crash into the Thames.

These stories are pure little anatomies. The characters are simply mouthpieces for ideas, and we have no concern for them otherwise. About “Face to Face” Frye remarked to some unidentified inquirer who was writing a paper about his work that the “story reflects some of my difficulties with the enthusiasm for Thomism on the campus in the 30’s, when Gilson and Maritain were on campus.” This story, then, is personally allegorical, and others reflect events of the time, such as the Nazi threat in “Affable Angel” and the remark of the priest in “The Ghost” about beating up a medium, which comes from a story by Thomas Mann
and is related to a strange experience suffered by Frye’s mother. Frye’s interest in the ghost story can be traced back at least as far as his reading of Henry James in the 1930s. The supernatural also suggests a link with Poe’s tales, though not of the spine-chilling Gothic variety.

“Interpreter’s Parlour” is an ostensible dialogue between a poet and an unnamed interlocutor, but the latter makes no contribution to the dialogue, serving only to punctuate the poet’s clever interpretation of one of his own “difficult poems.” It is a satirical tour de force, even though the poem is hardly a poem at all: the creativity emerges not from the poem but from the poet’s creative reading, which becomes an elaborate exercise in comparative religion, illustrating that if you stare at the words long enough you can make coherence out of an incoherent riddle. The monologue prefigures the close readings that the New Critics would later develop into critical orthodoxy, though the monologue is of course a parody of such readings.

The two stories that have more than a vestige of a plot are also the longest, “The Resurgent” and “Incident from The Golden Bough.” The former is about the destruction of an artist, Andrew Larabian, who abandons his mode of abstract expressionism and enlists his talents in the service of a fascist political movement. The war in his soul caused by the impossibility of reconciling his genuinely artistic vision with the kind of political realism he is required to produce leads to insanity and then to death, apparently by suicide. The first-person narrator is the artist’s sister, a true believer in propagandistic art; she lets the last half of the story be told from the entries in her dead brother’s diary. The story, which has parallels to Balzac’s “Unknown Masterpiece”—about another mad artist—is really an exemplum or cautionary tale about the dangers of the artist’s selling out to political ends.

“Incident from The Golden Bough” is, like “Prelude,” a retelling of an ancient myth, this one borrowed from Frazer’s account of the spring festival of Attis and Cybele, primarily a Roman festival but also a Phrygian one. In describing the third day of this festival Frazer writes of how other Asiatic goddesses were served in a manner similar to the grisly ritual of Cybele, which involved a great deal of bloodletting. “These feminine deities,” writes the euphemistic Frazer, “required to receive from their male ministers, who personated divine lovers, the means of discharging their beneficent functions: they had themselves to be impregnated by the life-giving energy before they could transmit it to the world.” Frye engages in a number of displacements, making the goddess into a beau-
tiful bride-to-be who is offered to a passing stranger before she can go to her husband. The Phrygian explains to the Greek stranger that Attis originally performed this service but that his “appearances have become rather irregular in this degenerate age.” The bridegroom, not surprisingly, objects to this ritual prostitution, and he tells the Greek that there is a growing opposition to it in the community as well. As it turns out, Attis does make an appearance and performs the act the Greek had been charged with carrying out. The next day the young woman tells the assembled Phyrgians that it was Attis, not the Greek stranger, with whom she had slept. The movement towards reforming what the people think is an outmoded and superstitious custom then comes to a grinding halt. In the somewhat mystifying conclusion, it appears that the presence of Attis has changed the minds of the people: an old priest emerges to lead a hymn to the god, and the bridegroom accepts the intervention of Attis. What began as a move to abolish an embarrassing ritual fails and the displacement is reversed. The point seems to be that it is difficult to kill off the gods: when Attis appears, the enlightened opposition to outmoded religious ritual disappears.

Frye’s effort to produce a series of brief anatomies, while not without some interest as experiments, will turn out for most readers to be not altogether successful, which is doubtless why Frye abandoned them. He did not, however, abandon his interest in writing fiction, as we see in the second unit of material, which contains the earliest of examples of Frye’s life-long desire to write a more extensive work of fiction.

When Frye was nine he dreamed of writing eight concerti, and at the same age, after reading Scott’s novels, he imagined writing a sequence of historical novels. This was followed by his reading of Dickens and Thackeray, at which point his goal became “a sequence of eight definitive novels.” When he was fourteen, he gave each of these novels a one-word descriptive name, and these names remained with him over the years: as mentioned above, they appear hundreds of times in his notebooks as a shorthand designation for his books, both those completed and those anticipated. While he abandoned his brief anatomy experiment, he never really abandoned his fiction-writing dream: as late as 1990 there are hints—in Notebook 50—that he wanted to transform the final instalment of his ogdoad, which he called *Twilight*, from a critical work into a book of creative aphorisms.

As for his novel, in an undated letter to Roy Daniells from mid-July 1935, Frye wrote: “I come up blushing shyly to confess that I am taking advantage of my unaccustomed freedom to start working a bit on a
novel. Its provisional title is Quiet Consummation. It’s not much of a novel, but I want to get it out of my system. No plot or theme or thesis or anything, just yet. It’s laid out in sonata form. Amusing, I think, if it comes off at all. I am beginning to realize that while I may and probably will turn out some fairly decent things on Blake and Shakespeare and Augustine and the rest critically, the larger problem they refer back to, the relation of religion and art in symbolism, will require fictional and dramatic treatment.” Two years later Frye’s ambition has expanded: he tells Daniells that he is “going to write a tetralogy of four novels.” In Notebook 5, which apparently dates from about this time, Frye sketched on the flyleaf, “Quiet Consummation / A Novel in Sonata Form / Eratus Howard / Part One, Exposition”; on the second leaf is an “Analysis” of the novel, outlined as the exposition, development, and recapitulation.

We hear nothing more about Quiet Consummation until fifty years later, when, as we shall see, it takes another form.

Three months before his letter of July 1935 to Roy Daniells Frye confessed his novel-writing ambition to his girlfriend Helen Kemp:

I think I am giving birth to a novel, but maybe that’s only because of the relief of exams being over, as one might think he was travelling through interstellar space because his bedclothes slipped off. I don’t know anything about it, except that it’s going to be a dead secret between us for a long while. And it’s NOT going to be about a young misunderstood genius who finally wins through to fame and success through the inspiration of a pure woman. I am going to avoid a writer-hero like a venereal disease. But it’ll be a long time before anything exciting happens. I shall never write a novel until I reach maturity, which will be whenever the summation of my past experiences takes on a significant unity. . . . There’s a novel I should like to write, but I’m not yet old enough. Something about two people, man and woman, as courteous, intelligent, and altogether ideal as I can make them, deeply in love, tremendous mutual respect, common cultural interests. One consolidates on a religious tradition and the other on Communism and the theme of the book would be the struggle between them. A child would grow up, and as neither parent would force his or her ideals down its throat, it would be interesting to see what it would make of the situation. Sometime I shall go to bed with Henry James and spawn it. (NFHK 1:443, 446)

Two years later he reported to Helen that the novel was still “hanging fire” (NFHK, 2:689), and in May 1939 he wrote to Helen—now Helen
Frye—“I want to get a novel written and published. I’ve got the stuff of an unusually good writer in me” (NFHK, 2:899).

Frye’s initial effort, begun in the early 1940s, to realize his ambition was a more or less realistic piece of fiction, though with a strong satirical thrust, called *The Locust-Eaters*. He never completed the project, but he made extensive notes on the plot, character, and themes and produced a typescript of four brief chapters and the portion of a fifth, amounting to about 5500 words. The notebooks reveal that there were to be eight chapters in one projection (NB 30m, par. 1) and nine in another (NB 30m, par. 19), and there is a sufficient body of notes—another 9500 words—to suggest that Frye could have fleshed the story out into a full-blown novel. As best we can tell, it would have been a novel in the tradition of nineteenth-century realism, though, again, with a heavy dose of satire. The genre would be about as far as he could move from his later preference for romance. Frye recognizes that the central tradition of fiction, beginning with Richardson and continuing through Bennett, Wells, and Maugham, is realism, and his nascent story takes place, as we learn from his notes, in the late nineteenth century. Frye writes in one notebook, “I’m falling somewhere between the pure novel, the bourgeois study of personal relationships that has no ideas, on the one hand, & a Peacock *cena* on the other” (NB 2, par. 49). And he also writes that while he knows all about Joyce, he won’t try “to produce sniggering imitations” of the modernists (NB 1, par. 52).

What we have of the novel centres on Rev. Lyman Kennedy, who had been brought up in western Canada, went east to Champlain, an imaginary province north of Ontario between Manitoba and Quebec, for his university training (B.A. and M.A), and then returned to a church in a western town called Pilkey. Kennedy’s wife is introduced in what we have of the opening of chapter 5, and his children, Vanya (age 17) and Horace (age 10) in chapter 1. The central presence in Kennedy’s church, the widow of a Methodist circuit-riding preacher, Sarah Goremont Megill, is felt early on, though we meet her only through the omniscient narrator: her death is announced at the end of chapter 1. Sarah Megill’s extended family includes her daughter (a Mrs. Lauder), her son, referred to in the notes only as Megill, and his two children (Ada and Jack, whose mother has died), Sarah’s adopted son (John Goremont), and Ada’s fiancé, Harvey Oclose. The portraits of these characters are sketchy at best, but the extensive notes Frye made for *The Locust-Eaters*, beginning with those from as early as his final year at Oxford (1939), round out the..
characters somewhat, and the vignettes found in these notes give a sense of the direction that the plot—a matter that seems to have given Frye the most difficulty—would take. In the notes we gain more insight into several of the characters that appear in the typescript chapters, such as Aunt Haggie and the church pianist Helen Grodenus, and some who do not, such as Formius, the shadowy father of John Goremont.

The notes indicate that the novel will contain discussions of Second World War and totalitarian ideologies. The characters of the two young women, Ada and Vanya, will receive expansive development, as will the relationships between characters: Vanya’s with John Goremont (who goes off to war), the Lauders’ with each other, and Ada Megill’s with Harvey Oclove, the latter of which Frye intends to develop as a major theme alongside the Kennedy one. In addition to politics, the novel will introduce the other two universal themes, religion and sex (NB 1, par. 51).

Throughout all of this readers will discover quite a few similarities between events and attitudes in the novel and Frye’s own life. The hamlet of Bad Land is not at all unlike the villages in southwestern Saskatchewan that he served as a student circuit-rider in 1934—Stone, Stone Pile, and Carnagh: Frye initially proposed calling it “Rockpile” (NB 30m, par. 5). Sarah Megill’s husband was, like Frye’s maternal uncle, Donald Howard, a circuit-riding preacher. Sarah Megill was “the object of close scrutiny, sometimes with field-glasses, from all the neighbouring farmhouses,” just as Frye had been during the summer of 1934 (Ayre, 99). Rev. Kennedy hated prayers, just as Frye confesses in his diary that he himself did.14 The music played in the living room in Champlain, which is the name of both the province and its capital city, was all music that Frye himself had played. And there are smaller things, like the phrase “rutting in rubber,” which Frye repeats in his diaries (D, 466) and in his last book (DV, 8).

Frye had enough doubts about his novel that it seems unlikely he could have pulled it off. He remarks in one note that he simply does not have the inclination to collect the kind of data needed for realistic fiction, so that what he does produce remains “pedantic.” He is too introverted and cannot relate his fiction-writing to his other activities (NB 1, par. 60).

Anything that would so integrate would have to be mock-pedantic, intellectual slapstick as I call it. I feel that the Locust-Eaters, though clever, is mediocre, fits a too-well-established pattern, & would embarrass my friends. It’s
crotch-bound: it hasn’t the Frye swing & confident brilliance, & represents
the sort of careful synthetic wit I should have been producing at twenty &
couldn’t. As a novelist I suffer from abnormally arrested development. I’d
do better in something closer to Waugh than Forster, closer to Surtees, Bor-
row, Peacock & Lever than to Thackeray or Trollope: something more book-
ish than Rabelais and less so than Burton: something that strikes a glancing
blow at fiction but is fundamentally a reader’s synthesis of life. (NB 1, par. 60)

The realistic novel, by Frye’s own account, simply doesn’t fit into his
“high spirits,” pathos, and sardonic wit (NB1, par. 61). Still, he did not
abandon his desire to be a novelist. In a notebook written at least twenty-
five years after his drafts for *The Locust-Eaters*, Frye remarks:

All my life I’ve had an ambition to write fiction, either as a series of novels,
or as one big novel. Some of the motivation is dubious: I want to prove to
myself and to others that I can be “creative” in the conventionally creative
genres. The idea of a series of novels has gradually faded or has left me with
the desire to leave, like Santayana, a single work of fiction behind me. (NB
28, par. 1)

Exactly when Frye abandoned his *Locust-Eater* project is uncertain.
Sometime between 1942 and 1944 he writes, “I have always been prima-
rily ambitious to write ‘creative’ literature—i.e. novels or whatever I
invent in place of them. So deep an ambition must surely have some jus-
tification, yet when I try I show no satisfactory ability as a novelist. But
there’s enough ‘promise’ there to make me wonder if the only reason I
can’t write them is that I have to fish this critical stuff out of me first, & if
after having done so I could. If I put that beyond my horizon it may focus
my perspective instead of foreshortening it. Once drained of all learning
my creative power might then emerge without being befogged by ped-
antry” (*NR*, 17). But showing “no satisfactory ability” does not mean that
Frye abandoned his fictional efforts or at least his designs for such. In the
late 1940s, perhaps as late even as 1950, he is still fantasizing about a
tetralogy of novels in sonata form, of which *The Locust-Eaters* will be the
scherzo. He confesses about the same time that his creativity might best
manifest itself in a book of aphorisms or in a Tolkien-like “recreated
world of deep consciousness . . . that all prose romance gropes for,” add-
ing that “[i]t’s clear from all this how completely I’m still a critic. But I’ve
always felt that the only kind of book I’d want to write in fiction would be the one I’d most like to read for relaxation. And that book would go straight down to this dream of the red chamber at the heart of a fairy world full of golden lamps in a green night.”

Still, there were other forms of fiction that Frye wished to experiment with: the thriller (NB 1, par. 24); the Thorne Smith kind of fantasy; the detective story; “the intellectual comedy of understatement, deadpan mental slapstick” (NB 1, par. 60); a novel based on the “theme with variations” formula, “each variation a treatment of it in relation to a certain conceptual framework of Western society” (NB 1, par. 55); an academic novel in a university setting (NB 1, pars. 64–70); a novel about the discovery of a fifth gospel (NB 34, par. 12) and a form in which the central character journeys through various states of being (NB 300). This latter is related to perhaps Frye’s most interesting fictional fantasy—the bardo novel that he contemplates writing over a period of some thirteen years (1949–62).

Frye had gotten glimpses of the bardo world in Yeats, Gogol, Joyce, and Morris. These and other writers trigger the desire that continues for some years of writing a bardo novel himself, bardo being the “in-between period” that connects the death of individuals with their following rebirth, as this is formulated in *The Tibetan Book of the Dead*. Frye first entertains the notion in the 1940s, when he proposes writing a novel story from the point of view of a dead narrator looking at the world—a supernatural novel, but one based on intellectual paradox and without morbidity. He writes that all of his fictional ideas tend to revolve around Rilke’s idea of the poet’s perceiving simultaneously the visible & the invisible world. In practice that means a new type of ghost or supernatural story, possibly approached by way of some science fiction development. The idea is a vision of another life or another world so powerfully plausible as to make conventionally religious & anti-religious people shake in their shoes. I’ve begun notes on this many times, but threw away my best notebook, written in Seattle, in a London (Ont.) hotel. By “shake in their shoes” I don’t mean threats, but the ecstatic frisson or giggle aroused by plausibility. (NB 20.1)

By 1949 Frye has begun to find some models for such a work: Robert Nathan’s *Portrait of Jennie*, a romantic fantasy about a young girl who, defying time, mysteriously vanishes and reappears, and Henry James’s
The Sense of the Past, an unfinished ghost story in which characters disappear from one century and resurface in another. When Frye discovers Charles Williams’s All Hallows’ Eve, a supernatural tale that explores a world parallel to our own, with its characters, some dead and some alive, interacting with our own, then he temporarily loses his ambition to write the bardo novel: Williams has already done it. But in 1962 the idea gets resurrected: “How the hell would one write a good Bardo novel?” Frye asks (NB 2, par. 13), and he then proceeds to outline in some detail the narrative of a character who prepares for death, does die, and wakes up in bardo not knowing that he had died but living in some vision of a liberated world. Just as All Hallows’ Eve had dissuaded Frye earlier from pursuing his fiction-writing project, so now the appearance of Katherine Anne Porter’s Ship of Fools (1962) makes him realize, again, that he has been pre-empted. Thus he concludes, “My Bardo novel is not something to write, but a koan to think about and exercise the mind.” And exercise his mind he does: once he has abandoned the novel project, he engages in a series of speculations about bardo.

There is little question that Frye’s decision to devote himself to criticism rather than fiction-writing was the correct one. His considerable creativity manifests itself in his criticism, and he always insisted anyway that there should be no sharp distinction between the critical and the creative. It manifests as well in his notebooks, which are discontinuous and often aphoristic. The desire to complete a book of aphorisms emerges from a dozen or so entries in Frye’s Late Notebooks. “I wonder,” he writes, “if I could be permitted to write my Twilight book [the final book in the ogdoad], not as evidence of my own alleged wisdom but as a ‘next time’ (Henry James) book, putting my spiritual case more forcefully yet, and addressed to still more readers” (LN, 1:417). The reference here is to James’s The Next Time, the story of a writer whose work is admired by a small coterie but who is frustrated by his failure to reach a large audience. As we have seen, Frye proposes several models for his anagogic book, and he says, “I wouldn’t want to plan such a book as a dumping ground for things I can’t work in elsewhere or as a set of echoes of what I’ve said elsewhere.” “Such a book would feature,” he adds “completely uninhibited writing” and “completely uninhibited metaphor-building,” and some of the entries might even be fictional. Towards the end of Notebook 50, when Frye realizes that he may not live much longer, he suggests still another variation on the final book. He scribbles somewhat cryptically, “Opus Perhaps Posthumous: Working Title: Quintessence of
Dust. Four Essays.” And then, a dozen entries later, he adds, “Quintessence and dust; Quarks or pinpoints; Quest and Cycle: Quiet Consummation” (LN, 1:415, 417). “Four Essays,” the subtitle of Anatomy of Criticism, hints at the conventions of the anatomy as a genre, and “Quiet Consummation” (the phrase comes from the song of Guiderius and Arviragus in Cymbeline, 4.2.280) was of course the earliest title for his projected novel. For Twilight, then, Frye is looking for a form that would combine the creative and the critical—something aphoristic, anagogic, erudite, imaginative, even fictional that would be a calm consummation of his life’s work.

The interesting thing about Frye’s last-book fantasies is their correspondence to the notebooks themselves. Frye himself makes the connection between the “aphoristic book” and his “notebook obsession” (LN, 1:172–3), and the notebooks are a Promethean exercise in uninhibited writing and metaphor-building. His notebooks are, of course, not Twilight, not the anagogic book of aphorisms that he dreamed about—“my own’ book of pensées,” as he called it (LN, 1:372). But it is possible that the core of Twilight would have come from a selection of his notebooks. When Frye says that Twilight is “ideally . . . a book to be put away in a drawer and have published after my death” and that he always thought of the final book in his ogdoad fantasy as “something perhaps not reached” (LN, 1:238, 173), then possibility moves in the direction of likelihood.

III

With a few exceptions, Frye’s writing on music is confined to the period 1933–42, the discussion in Anatomy of Criticism of melos, or the rhythmic aspect of verse, being largely an adaptation of his article “Music in Poetry” from 1942. Most of it, to be properly understood, has to be seen in the light of the larger context of cultural theory out of which it emerged; this is true even for reviews of performances or what appear to be exercises in music history. The young Frye draws the terms of his cultural perspective from Spengler’s Decline of the West, which said that cultures at their peak have an organic unity, the basis of which is religion in its root sense of religio, to bind together (SE, 328). A primary manifestation of this organic unity is communal art, specifically music and drama: “Music and drama are both group art forms: that is, they are ensemble performances for audiences. The ensemble performance in music may be
only an ensemble of ten fingers, and the dramatic performance may be a monologue; but the group concept is there; both arts are presented rather than read, interpreted by some performer or group of performers intervening between the audience and his public. Both music and drama, therefore, flourish chiefly in an integrated society” (SE, 328). Frye accepts the view of the Cambridge school of anthropology that Western music and drama developed, in both ancient Athens and the late Middle Ages, if not directly out of religious ritual, at least within its close proximity: “Just as tragedy is an artistic development of the sacrifice, so comedy is an artistic development of the carnival” (SE, 334), the festival of disorder that is nonetheless part of the cycle of religious renewal. Most of Elizabethan drama drew away from the religious content of medieval drama, “[b]ut Shakespeare, by the intuition of transcendent genius, approached nearer and nearer the sacerdotal drama as his genius developed” (SE, 336), ending with The Tempest, which Colin Still called Shakespeare’s Mystery Play.

Nevertheless,

From the Renaissance onward, music rather than the strict drama took over the task of the artistic presentation of the religious impulse already dealt with. First, we have the development of the opera, in the early seventeenth century, with Greek tragedy as a model. Out of this early opera grow the later opera and the oratorio. . . . At the climax of the oratorio comes Bach, who, working in music, was able, in a way that Shakespeare was not, to present, in his two greatest works, the St. Matthew Passion and the B Minor Mass, the supreme sacrifice and the supreme symbol of it. The oratorio proper keeps the Greek tragedy form of recitativo or narration and chorus. The oratorio is, thus, an essentially tragic form. The opera, when similarly brought to its artistic culmination by Mozart, was established as a comedy or carnival-form. Along with these vocal forms go the strict instrumental forms of the fugue and the sonata, the development of each being also brought to its culmination by Bach and Mozart respectively. (SE, 341–2)20

That last remark brings us to the most remarkable productions in the present section. Notebooks 5 and 17, respectively on Elizabethan music in general and William Byrd in particular, exist in part because English culture refused to cooperate with Frye’s theory of cultural history. English drama, unlike Greek, Indian, Japanese, or even Spanish drama (e.g., Calderon’s autos sacramentales), not only developed away from its...
religious origins but in some ways repudiated them. The greatest Elizabethan and Jacobean playwrights, including Marlowe, Jonson, Middleton, and Webster, are hardly what Frye’s theory is looking for: they show little interest in the abiding preoccupation of Greek drama, namely, humanity’s relationship to the gods, or at least to a transcendent dimension beyond the human.\textsuperscript{21} If Shakespeare’s romances did not exist, Frye would have had to invent them. Worse, Elizabethan music seems the antithesis of what Frye’s theory calls for: instead of large-scale communal compositions we get madrigals, airs, and keyboard music appropriate for private performance: “Elizabethan music is, it is true, domestic, intimate & restricted in scope. It has nothing in King Cambyses’ vein, & it supplies no counterpart to Tamburlaine or Macbeth or The Duchess of Malfi” (NB\textsuperscript{17} par. 4). Frye gets around this as best he can by, for one thing, defining “communal” in terms of “performance based” rather than “ensemble production”: in the quotation above, the ensemble performance “may be an ensemble of only ten fingers.”

But his second line of defence consists in his identification of the religious roots of Western music not only in sacred ensemble performance but in counterpoint. At one point, his student essay “Religion and the Art Forms of Music and Drama” makes what seems like an astonishing statement: “There has only been one systematic development of a musical tradition in the world and that was produced by Western culture under the spiritual leadership of Christianity” (SE, 338).\textsuperscript{22} Even if we grant that knowledge of world music around 1936 was no doubt comparatively small, the seeming ethnocentricity of the assertion makes us uncomfortable. One systematic development? Compared to, say, the enormous complexity and subtlety of the Indian raga system? It is not the sort of remark Frye would have made in later years, and not just because he became more cautious. If he is saying that other music is simple-minded compared to Western music, then it is the statement itself that is simple-minded. But if there is something worth thinking about in his argument, it is that no other culture seems to have developed anything like Western counterpoint. And, to him, counterpoint, like communal drama, seems related to religion: “Counterpoint was a product of Christian genius through and through: the development from Greek mode to Western scale, which made counterpoint possible, was largely the work of two great Doctors of the Christian Church, St. Ambrose and St. Gregory” (SE, 339–40). Why should counterpoint be uniquely Christian? Because, to him, Christianity is life more abun-
dantly; life is, as Blake tells us in *The Marriage of Heaven and Hell*, energy; and energy, which is “eternal delight,” is expressed through contraries: “Without Contraries is no progression.” Thus, “In consequence our civilization formulates its supreme artistry in a dynamic accented art, moving, like life, in time. . . . To us, music is the epitome of life, and comprehension of it brings a quicker and more intuitive comprehension of life than any other approach can possibly do” (*SE*, 53). In more intellectualized—that is, spatialized—language, “the dynamic nature of Christianity works out, in theology, to the idea of a tension of opposites. This opposition finds perhaps its most direct theoretical formulation in the doctrine of the Trinity, in which the eternal creative activity of the Father and the temporal activity of the Holy Spirit are brought together by the impact of Jesus” (*SE*, 340). It follows that “[t]he ‘religious’ element in music is, therefore, counterpoint, melody and harmony mingled. Rhythm is its distinguishing temporal force” (*SE*, 54). To rephrase, vertical harmony and horizontal melody are united by a third force that cannot be located on the spatializing axes of a Cartesian graph—the purely temporal element of rhythm. This leads Frye to some conclusions that not all musical authorities accept: “The rhythmic force of music is incarnated and symbolized in the dance. Hence, men like Bach, Handel, Haydn, Mozart, were all dance composers” (*SE*, 55). But, if we cannot “see” what he is getting at, in the sense of strict logic or empirical verification, we can feel it. Music is fundamentally rhythm, what Blake called “the pulsation of an artery,” and rhythm is life.

It is not too much to say that, during the 1930s and early 1940s, Frye’s interest in literature at times seems overshadowed by his interest in two things, music and history, the key to both of which lay in Christianity. He wrote to Helen Kemp, in April 1934, that “[t]here are two things which are absolutely unique about the Christian religion and which guarantee its truth—one is music, the other a philosophy of history, and, though I’ll do them both eventually, I don’t care which I start on. They’re intimately connected, of course, and it may be better to get a solid musical background first. We’ll see how things turn out. The Catholic Church has four great ‘doctors of the Church’—St. Ambrose, St. Gregory, St. Augustine, and St. Jerome. The first two were musicians, the second two philosophers of history” (*NFHK*, 1:199). In October 1934 Emmanuel College approved Frye’s plan for a B.D. (Bachelor of Divinity) thesis on “The Development of the Christian Tradition in Music.” If Frye had written the thesis, it would have articulated many of the ideas laid out above.
Simultaneously, or a bit later, he seems to have contemplated writing a complementary essay or book on Elizabethan music, with William Byrd as its culmination, stressing its contrapuntal vitality and inventiveness, whether in the tradition of the madrigal or in keyboard music. Notebooks 5 and 17 record his research for such a project; if at times they seem more like a book report than original analysis, we should remember that, in the 1930s, such a project was perhaps still a little ahead of its time: the sources Frye cribs from, William Barclay Squire, Edmund Horace Fellowes, and Bruce Pattison, had only recently begun to renew public appreciation for English Renaissance music. We should also keep in mind the fact that, though his repertoire was of a later period, Frye was himself a keyboardist and collector of keyboard music; this no doubt gave him a more immediate relationship with the “private and domestic” English tradition than with the full-scale public productions of Bach or Mozart.23

Until he was well past thirty, Frye seems to have had surprisingly little affinity for any cultural development, literary, musical, or otherwise, beyond the cut-off point represented by Blake. Romanticism was to him basically a disease, a cancer of individualism, fragmentation, and alienation metastasizing through the organic unity of Western culture; Victorianism and Modernism were further stations of a deathwatch, the only question being whether the birth of some new cycle was to follow. He is far from being the only cultural theorist to derive pessimistic, anti-Romantic conclusions from Romantic premises. For the Spenglerian idea that culture is “objective” in its heyday and declines into various forms of subjectivity and self-consciousness in its decadence is itself a Romantic idea: it stands behind Schiller’s contrast between spontaneous “naive” and self-conscious “sentimental” poetry; behind Keats’s guilt in being influenced by the dream-world of Spenser or the epic sublime of Milton and Wordsworth when he should have been influenced by the self-effacing Shakespeare; behind the obsession of poets as opposite as Eliot and Yeats to create a communally popular poetic drama for modern times. To make matters worse, the artist who came closest to realizing Frye’s ideal of reviving a communal, religiously-based public art was Wagner, the ultimate post-Romantic decadent and a precursor of the Nazis to boot. Frye’s later work progressively evolves beyond the prejudices of his earlier, and the essay “The World as Music and Idea in Wagner’s Parsifal,” for which the notes are included here, is a milestone in that development. A remark in the Late Notebooks not only links two
works that Frye comments on in the present volume but suggests that the source of his interest is how many post-Romantic writers are drawn by a descent quest that reverses the traditional Christian direction of redemption: “Auden’s For the Time Being is a useful example of a Christian construct on a Schopenhauer basis, but Wagner’s Parsifal, considered as the epilogue of the Ring cycle, is a better one” (LN, 1:10).

In his younger days, however, Frye was still sniffing the air for signs of any revival of communal art, feeling that he scented them in two directions. One of them, no doubt partly because Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring had recently inaugurated Modernism in music, was the ballet; a number of Frye’s early music reviews speculate about ballet as the possible future of music drama. The other was film, particularly the kind of silent film, like the comedies of Charlie Chaplin, that was so obviously akin to the ballet. But ballet did not develop beyond itself in the way Frye had hoped for, and the development of film was in a direction in which Frye was not interested until the last twenty or so years of his life—namely, downward and inward, following the post-Romantic descent quest mentioned earlier. Although communal, film is, as Frye realized, introverted: the audience sits in the dark and enters a dream-world akin to the otherworld of romance. The rehabilitation of romance that is such an important achievement of what we could call Frye’s second career, after the Anatomy of Criticism, might well have included, at least theoretically, a new interest in film: as early as 1941 he committed himself to the statement that “the movie is capable of the greatest concentration of any art form in human history. The possibilities of combining photographic, musical, and dramatic rhythms leave all preceding arts behind in their infinity” (NFMC, 99).

Film is a visual medium, however, and the visual arts never struck Frye with quite the intensity that the musical arts did, probably because he encountered them at a considerably later age. In the notes for “Literature and the Visual Arts” (1985) he tells us, “My first experience of painting was coming to Toronto and looking at the Group of Seven, along with [Tom] Thomson, and, later, Emily Carr” [par. 1]. The visual arts are represented here only by that single text because he wrote about them less often, despite Blake’s being an artist and despite the fact that, in Canada, painting was the first art to come to maturity. Possibly another barrier was painting’s long association with the idea of holding a mirror up to nature; Frye’s essay stresses the symbolic over the representational powers of the visual arts.
The section on Canada in the present volume is a microcosm of what Frye had to say over a half-century about his country and its culture. It will be convenient to speak of these notes in terms of the framework that organizes the notes for “Levels of Cultural Identity” (1989), which, coming at the very end of Frye’s career, summarize his understanding of Canadian identity in terms of three levels of culture.

The lowest one, Frye says, “is the way people eat, dress, talk, marry, produce goods. On this level Canadian life is largely indistinguishable from (northern) American life” (par. 56). The middle level is defined as “the culture formed by tradition and history, and present in social, political, religious institutions and in the main currents of ideology” (par. 57). Frye has often made the point that American identity on this ideological level was deliberately constructed, and fixed into a written Constitution. The sense of a fixed American identity doubtless facilitated America’s growth from nation-state into superpower, but it has had the drawback of making ideological absolutism a permanent feature of American civic life. Frye often cites the phrase “one hundred percent American”; the phrase may be dated, but the sentiment is not. Nothing made this clearer than the presidential election of 2004, which was widely understood to be a with-us-or-against-us referendum on American values, each side accusing the other of arrogant intolerance. The day after George W. Bush was re-elected, some American newspapers reported a large increase in the number of hits on the part of the Canadian embassy’s website devoted to immigration to Canada, Canada evidently being seen as a more civil and civilized country by those interested in a both-and rather than an either-or ideology.

Canadians of Frye’s generation, by contrast, felt haunted by a lack of identity; the refrain of George Grant’s Lament for a Nation (1965) was that Canada had gone from British colony to American economic satellite without ever having had an identity as a nation. Lacking the coagulating agent of an overall ideology, Canada remained a set of communities isolated from one another, from the mother country, from the native inhabitants, and from the natural environment itself. In characterizing the paranoia induced by such deep alienation, Frye coined a phrase that became more famous than anything else he ever said about Canada. In “Conclusion to the First Edition of Literary History of Canada” (1965), he observed that “[s]mall and isolated communities surrounded with a
physical or psychological ‘frontier’ . . . are bound to develop what we may provisionally call a garrison mentality’ (NFC, 351). He goes on to say, “A garrison is a closely knit and beleaguered community, and its moral and social values are unquestionable.” Consequently, earlier Canadian culture was afflicted with an intense conformism. The phrase “garrison mentality” became widely known, especially after “Conclusion” was reprinted in The Bush Garden (1971), but also was widely controversial. Some Canadians feel that Canada has outgrown its garrison mentality; others are not so sure, feeling that much Canadian rhetoric about regional autonomy, multiculturalism, and a cultural “mosaic” is only an imposed political correctness that represses underlying resentment. However he would have responded to such a sentiment, Frye himself does suggest that ideological ambivalence can manifest itself as repression rather than as open conflict. In a section of the notes for “Culture as Interpenetration” that has no direct counterpart in the published essay, he lists four kinds of repression: “Rousseau and the repression of nature”; “Marx and the repression of the people”; “Freud and the repression of the unconscious”; “Imperialism and the repression of violence in Canada” (pars. 8–11). He goes on to speak of a need, and not just a Canadian need, for “repression becoming creative” (par. 7). We need to inquire what such an expression means.

The sense of isolation led a significant number of Canadian intellectuals—Harold Innis, Marshall McLuhan, Eric Havelock—to become communications theorists. Hence the notes collected here for Frye’s introduction to the first volume of Innis’s unfinished A History of Communications; hence also the inclusion of two sets of notes on television and media violence. The latter are related to Frye’s association with the CRTC, the Canadian Radio-Television Commission, as it was originally called. As he explains in the present volume, “I joined the CRTC in 1968, when a new Broadcasting Act, which made a good deal of sense at that time, was trying to shore up some Canadian control of electronic communications, magazines, movies, books, having all been sold down the American river long ago” (“Canadian Literature and Culture,” par. 3). The electronic media unite the various isolated garrisons as part of a globalized world, but Innis by the time of his death had come to see that such a development had its sinister side. In the notes just quoted from, Frye says, “Innis’ thesis about the control of communications by an ascendant class never came through clearly, because Innis himself wasn’t committed enough to understand his own real argument. The
university was his garrison, and he was perhaps the last major example of that in Canadian life” (par. 6). Perhaps as a result, Marshall McLuhan, Innis’s colleague at the University of Toronto, went in the opposite direction, extolling the virtues of a “global village.” As Frye points out, McLuhan’s qualifications and cautions were lost in a media frenzy. Innis himself had looked towards what he called the “oral tradition” as a counterforce to the control of the media by advertising, big business, and other special interests. Yet one wonders what an “oral tradition” could possibly be in the present day, other than a piece of helpless nostalgia. Frye’s view is that “his oral tradition is really a symbol for something else: the fact that as economic and political developments centralize, culture decentralizes into smaller and smaller units” (“Harold Innis,” par. 16). In terms of cultural identity, this reference takes us to the third and “[t]op level: the culture of our literature, painting, film, architecture, scholarship, philosophy, radio drama, etc.” (“Notes for ‘Levels of Cultural Identity,’” par. 58).

On this level, “creative repression” means the repression of the ideological itself, as opposed to the “privileging” of the ideological, not only in the United States but in the realm of post-structuralist critical and cultural theory. Canada pragmatically refuses to allow ideology to become absolute, as opposed to the United States, where Truth, Justice, and the American Way are so often held to be at stake in every ideological eruption, with no compromise or tolerance possible. What Americans get are, instead, the “culture wars.” What “creative repression” does, at least potentially, is drive the Canadian imagination to a level deeper than that of the ideological either-or. In his Moscow talk on Canadian literature, Frye describes how earlier Canadian writers seem trapped in a sense of guilt-ridden alienation from both the land and its native peoples. But then he goes on to speak with evident wonder of how “[t]he younger writers are talking very differently. They are trying to attach themselves to the indigenous culture which preceded them. There is a very considerable part of the most serious Canadian literature, both Eskimo and French, devoted to the struggles of Indian and Eskimo, or Inuit people as they are called now, to achieve some kind of identification in the white man’s society. I think of the remarkable young woman in British Columbia, Susan Musgrave, brought up in the Queen Charlotte Islands which are largely inhabited by the Haida Indians, and of the way in which her earliest poetry recaptures the spirit of Haida mythology” (par. 25). Similarly, Frye goes on to say, the younger generation dares to think less in
the sense of an either-or domination of or by nature, and more in the sense of an identification with nature. This sense of identification is what Frye means by interpenetration.

In contemporary identity politics, there are plenty of voices warning us that any attempt to identify with the Other culturally can only be “appropriation”; there are also plenty of “social constructionist” critics telling us that any claim to feel akin to nature must be “demystified” in order to reveal the sentimental bourgeois urge to escape from ideology and history. Frye’s trenchant response: “But one of the worst mental diseases in our society is panpoliticism, the doctrine, especially favored among ‘radicals,’ that there’s no activity in society except politics. That’s because the people who hold this doctrine don’t want to do anything except agitate” (“Notes for ‘Levels of Cultural Identity,’” par. 15). This is not to deny that appropriation and sentimentalism are very real dangers; they clearly are. Yet they are worth risking, if only because panpoliticism is an equal but opposite danger. As an example of what he is talking about, Frye cites the “Interpenetration of [Leonard Cohen’s] Beautiful Losers: a Montreal Jew writing with genuine compassion about a seventeenth-century Algonquin woman turned Catholic saint, with twentieth-century themes mixed in” (“Notes for ‘Culture as Interpenetration,’” par. 12).

A male Montreal Jew is not an Algonquin woman or a Catholic saint. On an ideological level, these identifications are not only irrational but suspect. Culture as interpenetration makes sense only on the third, imaginative level, not on the level of the ideological, which can only oscillate between repression and violence. That is because any such epiphany of identity-in-difference involves the imagination’s spark leaping a gap, the terrifying and wonder-evoking leap whose traditional name is metaphor. Where do we find metaphors? Embedded in songs and stories. In If This Is Your Land, Where Are Your Stories?: Finding Common Ground, a book that makes use of some of Frye’s ideas in refreshingly original ways, J. Edward Chamberlin tells us that exposure from childhood to the contradictions in songs and stories teaches us how to keep from getting caught in false dilemmas about belief and disbelief: “That’s their great gift to us. They do so by constantly negotiating between belief and doubt, and between reality and the imagination, finally embracing both in a contradiction that brings us back to our babbling and doodling days.”29 He continues: “‘It was, and it was not,’ the storytellers of Majorca begin. . . . ‘Infinity is a place where things happen that don’t,’
say mathematicians. . . . *Did the Greeks Believe in Their Myths?* asks the French classicist Paul Veyne in the title of his book. Yes and no, he answers. ‘Believe it and not’—rather than ‘believe it or not’—is the challenge of every metaphor, of every myth, of every religion, of every community. When we forget that challenge, myth degenerates into ideology, religion into dogma, and communities into conflict.” 30 This is deeply in the spirit of Frye’s work, not only about Canada but also about the Bible and literature—an example of the interpenetrating nature of Frye’s recurrent themes.

Such an attitude is the only way to deal with any of the inescapable contradictions that simultaneously fissure and structure literature and life. For instance, one of the commonest criticisms of Frye is that he advocates an intellectualized, elitist poetry based on myths, archetypes, and conventions rather than a poetry based on real human experience. He is held to contradict himself by advocating an “international style” in modern literature based on common conventions and at the same time the decentralization of culture into local and individual units as mentioned above (“Canadian Literature and Culture,” par. 6). Should writers write out of their own individual and regional experience, or should they write as practitioners of an international style? The moment of a writer’s maturity is the moment she realizes that this alternative is deeply, destructively false. No Canadian writer, possibly no writer of short stories in the English language, is presently more revered than Alice Munro. Is Munro a major writer because she writes out of her personal and Ontario experience, or because she has mastered the contemporary literary techniques so dazzlingly yet unpretentiously displayed in stories such as “Friend of My Youth”? When it is cast in this way, we can instantly see how wrong such a distinction must always be.

V

The thirteen items in the literature section are a miscellany of material about English writers from the sixteenth to the twentieth centuries. Except for Shakespeare, they include very little about Frye’s central preoccupations (Blake, literary theory, the Bible, the tradition of romance), but they do illustrate the breadth of Frye’s intellectual and imaginative interests—from the Renaissance through nineteenth-century prose writers to the high modernists and Auden. Three of the entries are notes Frye
made for essays that were later published: “Vico, Bruno, and the Wake” for “Cycle and Apocalypse in Finnegans Wake” (1987); “Approaching the Lyric” (1985); and “Varieties of Eighteen-Century Sensibility” (1990). One set of notes—“The Reversal of Reality”—outlines themes for part 3 of The Myth of Deliverance (1983). No published essay issued from the other eight entries. One piece is self-contained, a transcription from a holograph notebook (30l) of a radio talk Frye presented on W.H. Auden’s For the Time Being. The notes on Carlyle, Arnold, and Mill are also from holograph notebooks (30a–c). The other eight units come from Frye’s extensive typescript notes.

When the material in the present section did not eventuate in a publication, it is obviously an expansion of the Frye canon. When it did, we have examples of what Frye called, as we will see shortly, the “original aphoristic form,” though original in this context means independent and originative, rather than a source from which something else derives. The question naturally arises, why should Frye’s notes be preserved when we have the published books and essays that eventually emerged from the notes? Three principal reasons suggest themselves. First, they provide insights into Frye’s thinking and writing processes, revealing the different ways he achieved the structured form of his prose, with its rhythm of continuity. Second, as just indicated, the notes contain material that never made its way into print, and so they enlarge the body of Frye’s prose. Third, and perhaps most important, the notes are a genre in their own right, offering moments of discontinuous illumination not found in the published work. As Frye himself says,

[T]he metaphor of sparagmos or tearing to pieces ... runs through my whole writing. The way I begin a book is to write detached aphorisms in a notebook, and ninety-five percent of the work I do in completing a book is to fit these detached aphorisms together into a continuous narrative line. I think that Coleridge worked in the same way, though he seems to have had unusual difficulty when it came to the narrative stage, and so instead of completing his great treatise on the Logos he kept much of the best of what he had to say hugged to his bosom in the form of fifty-seven notebooks. Holism is not only not the end of the critical enterprise: it is an axiom pursued for its own rewards which at a certain point may turn inside out. I may work hard enough to weld my books into a narrative unity, but it is possible that many of my readers tend to find their way back to the original aphoristic form, finding me more useful for detached insights than for total struc-
tures. However, if bits and pieces of me float down to Lesbos with the head still singing, it doesn’t matter to me if some of those pieces (I’m mixing metaphors violently here, but the mixing seems to fit the context) get swallowed by someone and grow up again from inside him. 32

While Frye never entertained the notion of publishing his notebooks himself, it is clear that he knew they would eventually be published. 33 In any event, it is difficult to see how readers could “find their way back to the original aphoristic form” without our making available the material, far more extensive than Coleridge’s notebooks, that he clutched to his bosom.

The passage just quoted comes from Frye’s response to papers by Eric Rothstein and J. Paul Hunter at a special session on “Northrop Frye and Eighteenth-Century Literature” at a meeting of the American Society for Eighteenth-Century Studies in Minneapolis, April 1990. Frye presented the plenary address at the meeting, “Varieties of Eighteenth-Century Sensibility,” “which was published in the journal Eighteenth-Century Studies, along with expanded versions of the papers by Hunter and Rothstein and a critique of Frye’s earlier essay “Toward Defining an Age of Sensibility” by Howard D. Weinbrot. 34 Frye’s notes in the present volume on “Varieties of Eighteenth-Century Sensibility” are typical of the way he worked. Consider the opening entries in this set of notes.

In the first paragraph Frye announces his intention to expand upon one of his central theses—Blake’s role in showing that “literature is the art of inscribing verbal patterns inside a mythological cosmos.” But Blake makes only a few cameo appearances in the essay, none of which has to do with verbal patterns or a mythological cosmos. Then we get the interesting claim that Boileau, because of his insistence that the critic is greater than the poet, is the first poststructuralist critic, a point that Frye discarded when he came to write the essay. In the second paragraph Frye remarks, “The transitional figures [in the Age of Sensibility] are Berkeley, especially the Berkeley of Siris, Lowth, and Young. They all in different ways represent the transition from what Arnold later called the Hellenic (or rather the Roman-Augustan) to a Hebraic attitude, making literature into a form of prophecy.” But while all three writers get mentioned in the essay, none is in connection with the transition to literature as a form of prophecy, even though Frye does speak elsewhere in the essay about prophecy.

Frye opens the third paragraph by writing, “Start by dismissing that
idiot’s ‘reconsideration’: naturally I don’t regard process and product as separate things, but only as differences of emphasis.” This remark is a reference to Weinbrot’s critique, “Northrop Frye and the Literature of Process Reconsidered.” Not only does Frye not begin his essay with a dismissal of Weinbrot’s reconsideration: he says nothing at all about Weinbrot in either “Varieties of Eighteenth-Century Sensibility” or in his “Response” to the papers in *Eighteenth-Century Studies*. Frye seldom reacted to criticism of his work, and he would never in his published writing make such an uncharitable reference to a living person. Here, as so often in the notebooks, he drops his mask of proper academic manners. The published work, then, contains a good measure of self-censorship, and we would of course be unaware of this without the “original aphoristic form.”

The fourth paragraph does contain several observations that get expanded in “Varieties.” The reading that led up to *Fearful Symmetry* affected his later work, Frye notes, by giving him the conception of the archetype, which he found in James Beattie’s *Minstrel*. No one would have ever guessed that a footnote in a relatively obscure poem by an obscure poet (and moral philosopher) would have been the source of Frye’s conception of the archetype, given many obvious possibilities from Plato on, and we might think Frye to be engaging in a bit of leg-pulling here were it not for his more extensive discussion of his debt to Beattie’s footnote elsewhere. In any event, Frye goes on to say that in his reading for *Fearful Symmetry* he was also led into a wide range of eighteenth-century anatomies. In the published essay he mentions five anatomists (Swift, Sterne, Fielding, Amory, and Blake) and their influence on Johnson and Brooke. In the notes, we have only Swift, Blake, Amory, and Bage, the last of whom enters “Varieties” much later, in a discussion, not about the anatomy, but about the status of female protagonists in eighteenth-century fiction. The point in the notes is that Amory’s *John Buncle* reflects a new discovery: “women might be something more than pet animals.” In the essay, the illustration of this point falls to Robert Bage’s *The Fair Syrian* (though Frye does not mention the title) and *Hermsprong*. The fifth paragraph, on the difference between the pre-revolutionary mentality in England that preserved “a genuine radical vision” and the attitudes in countries that did have a revolution, is unique to the notes: Frye does not raise the issue in the essay.

These examples illustrate some of the major differences between
Frye’s notes and his published work. He expands many notebook topics; many more he drops altogether, such as this brief entry on the sublime: “The 18th c. sense of the sublime incorporates the alienating and forbidding aspect of nature into a context that’s exhilarating rather than humiliating. It expresses the fact that the ‘beautiful’ by itself envisages an overtamed nature, a kindergarten like Adam and Eve’s playpen” (par. 20). Frequently, things that appear in the published work are treated more extensively in the notebooks. If we want to know what Frye thought about Bage’s *Hermsprong*, we will find more illumination in the notes (pars. 18–19) than in “Varieties.” If we want to know how Frye saw his treatment of eighteenth-century literature as a parallel to Arthur Lovejoy’s conservative view of Romanticism, we have to rely solely on the notes (par. 11).

Frye’s notes and notebooks on literature are not so much units to be read continuously as items to be consulted for what they tell us about Frye and about his subjects. In the notes on Joyce, for example, we have a much more illuminating account (par. 10) than we get in the published essay about the relation between oracle and wit, a central point in Frye’s numerous efforts to define the experience of the descent to the bottom of the *axis mundi*. What Frye says about the Incarnation in his notes on both Eliot and Auden adds to our understanding of his long-standing effort to find the proper verbal formulas for this metaphorical mystery. His notes on John Stuart Mill, which date from the late 1930s, provide a rather detailed reading of Mill’s *Autobiography*, and they illustrate the kind of preparation Frye did for teaching his course in Nineteenth-Century Thought (English 4k). The notes on Arnold provide us a much fuller account of Frye’s judgments about *Culture and Anarchy* than we get in *The Critical Path*, the only other place he engaged the work in any detail. In his notes on Theseus’s speech in *A Midsummer Night’s Dream* we get a more complete reading than we have in “The Expanding World of Metaphor” (*MM*, 113–14). His notes on Carlyle’s *Sartor Resartus* are his fullest reaction to that odd work of prose, and his argument that it combines the confession and the anatomy is made more extensively in the notes, written at least eight years before *Fearful Symmetry* appeared, than in *Anatomy of Criticism*. Readers will find numerous other examples of expansions and contractions of what Frye apprehends and what he comprehends, to use the language of Shakespeare’s Theseus that Frye so ingeniously unravels in the second unit of this section.
The items in “Criticism, Language, and Education” are bits and pieces, reminding us that a miscellany is literally a mixture. The occasion for each of these pieces, when it can be established, is indicated in the headnote. Nine of the entries have fewer than one thousand words; the longest, “Reconsidering Levels of Meaning” (1979) runs to more than 11,000 words. “Reconsidering” and the notes on education, which appear to date from the 1960s and 1970s, form the bookends of this section. The other items are arranged chronologically, as best the chronology can be determined.

The second item, a preface to the aborted volume of essays in myth criticism, gives us a general sense of what Frye considered to be the principal documents in the use of mythology to study literature in the English tradition from Gower to Ruskin. While we do not have a table of contents for the projected volume, in the correspondence related to it and in the preface itself Frye mentions twenty mythographers, some familiar (Bacon, Shelley, and Ruskin) and others less so (William Camden, David Mallet, J.F. Newton, and James Payn). One wishes that Frye had said more about the texts to be anthologized than that his aim was “only to relate the study of mythology to the criticism of literature.” But at least we have a fairly complete list of the writers, from scientists like Bacon to the zodiacal mythologist J.F. Newton, he thought belonged to this “greatly neglected and misunderstood area of criticism.” There are two additional introductory statements to books that were never published—Frye’s remarks on W.A.C.H. Dobson’s translation of Li Po’s poems, which is a commentary on translatability, and his preface to a translation of some of his late essays into Russian. Frye lectured in Russia in October 1988. His secretary Jane Widdicombe, who accompanied him on the trip, remembers his being intercepted in Moscow by a Russian scholar who wanted to do a translation of his occasional essays into Russian. The project was never completed, but Frye went so far as to write a preface to the collection, which provides a thumbnail sketch of his two main interests, the relation of literature to mythology and the centrality of the Biblical myth in Western culture. The failure of the publication project is regrettable, for it would have made Frye’s work accessible to a Russian audience just at the time that the political upheavals in Eastern Europe were occurring.

The notes on Charles Poncè illustrate Frye’s interest in the symbolic,
archetypal, schematic, and mythical import of the Kabbalah. Poncé’s book is one of ten on the Kabbalah that Frye annotated, and his interest in the Kabbalah, as we know from the twenty or so references to Kabbalism in his published work and the more than three dozen in his notebooks, was in its apocalyptic patterns and visionary power. Even though he sometimes gets annoyed with Poncé’s claims, Frye read the Kabbalah, as these notes indicate, as an imaginative construct of first-phase language.

The form of the notes entitled “Literature and Language” is atypical—a series of talking points in clipped syntax rather than the usual rhetorical unit of the paragraph. (Frye’s notebook entries contain about seventy-five words on average.) It is possible to trace parallels between these notes and the talk Frye gave at a comparative-literature conference, but the four principles that will provide the structure for the talk as outlined in the notes (charm and riddle, imagination and reality, A and B structures, and myth and metaphor in Plato and Aristotle) almost completely disappeared when Frye produced the typescript. Again, Frye sometimes adhered fairly closely to his preparatory notes, and sometimes he did not, as is the case here.

A number of themes in his notes “Reconciliation with Nature” are familiar—the recovery of myth, reconciliation with nature, the Hermes descent, the Promethean archetype. “Ten” at the beginning of paragraph 4 is Frye’s typical way of marking material for a section or chapter for the books he is writing, but none of his books (including The Myth of Deliverance, one chapter of which is entitled “The Reversal of Reality”) contains more than a couple of the themes in these notes. The most likely candidate, then, is Frye’s unwritten “Third Book,” the notebooks for which do contain entries paralleling those in paragraphs 4, 5, and 6 in the typescript. Frye’s reflection on the imperialist and racist implications of clothes in these notes is unique.

This section also contains several sets of notes for talks for which we have no completed manuscript (“Critical Views” and the three entries on education) and one for which we do (“Framework and Assumption”). Early in his career Frye was a prolific book reviewer, reviewing hundreds of titles, mainly for the Canadian Forum and the University of Toronto Quarterly. But after Anatomy of Criticism was published he reviewed only two books, Joseph Campbell’s The Masks of God: Oriental Mythology and Paul de Man’s The Rhetoric of Romanticism. The notes for the latter are included in this section. “On Language,” brief reflections on the sexist
and other offensive encodings in language becoming outmoded over time, appears to be the latest set of notes Frye wrote: some of this material was incorporated into his posthumous *The Double Vision*. The three sets of notes on educational subjects are difficult to date, but they appear to have been written in late 1960s and 1970s in preparation for talks, the occasions for which are unknown.

“Reconsidering Levels of Meaning,” the longest piece in this section, deserves a brief commentary. It comes from the transcription of a two-part lecture Frye gave in 1979, which was a rather extraordinary performance. Frye lectured on successive evenings with only two pages of rather sketchy notes in front of him. This was during the time that Frye was trying to complete his work on *The Great Code*, and many of the arguments in the lectures closely parallel those in the book. Here is one of many examples:

Gibbon’s *Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire* . . . was a book that was intended to be a history rather than a work of literature. It was supposed to be a book of words which followed events in the late Roman Empire. Yet it has a narrative. You can read it page by page. And you begin to discover that it has a narrative principle, which is indicated in the title, “decline and fall.” Here was Gibbon, sitting on the steps of the capitol hill in Rome—a comfortable little eighteenth-century agnostic suddenly being picked up by some mysterious force that he never turned around to look at and stuck in a library to scribble frantically for the rest of his life about the decline and fall of the Roman empire. Well, the operation confronted him with a vast, amorphous pile of documents. But he had the magic wand: he had the myth of “decline and fall.” That was the principle on which he selected his material. That was the magic wand by which he could make this vast mass of documents obey his will. Without the myth the book would have been entirely shapeless and, of course, would never have been written at all. So whether a story is factual or regarded as such or not has no effect on its possession of myth. That is what it must have, regardless of anything else. (“Reconsidering Levels of Meaning”)

Gibbon’s *Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire* was intended to be a history, a faithful account of the fortunes of the later Roman Empire, with all the scholarly virtues of documentation and the like attached to it. Gibbon was also essentially a third-phase descriptive writer, concerned with the difference between the reality of what was happening to Rome, as he saw it, and
the illusions, whether pagan or Christian, that the Romans themselves held about their place in history. But the phrase “decline and fall” in the title indicates the narrative principle on which Gibbon selected and arranged his material: that is his *mythos*, and without such a *mythos* the book could have had no shape. The extent to which the Bible is historical in the same way is a more complicated matter, but not many would disagree with the statement that it tells a story; and for me the two statements “The Bible tells a story” and “The Bible is a myth” are essentially the same statement. (GC, 32)

The assumption that literature can be interpreted on different levels was one that Frye had explored for a number of years, beginning in the late 1940s and continuing for the next fifty years. In *Words with Power* (1990), the four modes of language (perceptual, conceptual, ideological, and poetic) are said to correspond to the medieval levels of meaning (literal, allegorical, tropological, and anagogic). Frye first uses the phrase “levels of meaning” in his published writing in “The Function of Criticism at the Present Time” (1949). Two years earlier, in one of his notebooks for *Anatomy of Criticism*, he jots down an early characterization of the four levels, with their analogues in Blake’s Four Zoas and their sources in four mythographers: “The four levels of meaning are psychological (Urthona), historical (Luvah), mythological (Tharmas) & theological (Urizen). This is erect or unfallen Albion. Our sources for them approximate Jung, Spengler, Frazer & Kierkegaard respectively” (NB 7, par. 155). In Notebook 32, written at about the same time or perhaps even in 1946, Frye gives a fuller account of the four levels, remarking that he had taken Dante’s conception and developed them on his own. In 1950 he reinterprets Dante’s four levels for his own purposes in “Levels of Meaning in Literature.”

The fullest development of polysemous meaning comes in the Second Essay of *Anatomy of Criticism*, where Frye expands Dante’s four levels into five. Here he redefines Dante’s literal level and establishes it as a separate phase in this theory of symbolism. He then calls Dante’s literal level “descriptive,” Dante’s allegorical level “formal,” and Dante’s moral level “mythical,” while retaining Dante’s “anagogic” for the highest level. In Dante the medieval scheme is most fully articulated in his famous letter (Epistle 10) to Can Grande della Scala. Throughout Frye’s writing we also encounter the Latin tags for the last three levels—*quid credas*, *quid agas*, and *quo tendas*—which he appropriated from a fourth-century jingle attributed to Augustine of Denmark: “*Litera gesta docet, /
Quid credas allegoria, / Moralis quid agas, / Quo tendas anagogia” (The letter teaches what was done, allegory what to believe, morals teach how to act, anagogy where you should go).

In each of the places that Frye writes about the four levels of meaning he redefines them for his own purposes. This process of redefinition is typical. Frye’s use of Dante is not different from his use of Aristotle, whose six qualitative parts of tragedy in the Poetics Frye greatly expands for his own ends. Frye’s changing representation of the four levels over the course of fifty years is worthy of a full study, and in that study “Reconsidering Levels of Meaning” would be one of the central texts.40

VII

The notes in the area of the Bible and religion show an interconnectedness similar to that of the present volume’s other topic areas, despite a five-decade span of composition. The oldest item, a one-page “Summa,” cannot be dated precisely, but its contents, along with the manual typewriter and yellowed paper it was written on, point to an early date, in all probability after 1933, when Frye entered Emmanuel College for theological and ministerial training. Frye’s essays for his courses at Emmanuel, collected in the Student Essays, attempt to do for Protestant theology what his undergraduate essays for classes at Victoria College did for literature: namely, to construct Frye’s own theoretical perspective on the subject, one essay at a time. The projected “Summa” would presumably have been a synthesis of what his theological essays had tackled piecemeal.

The next piece jumps thirty years, to 1964, when Frye abandoned a review of the third volume of Paul Tillich’s Systematic Theology. Moving from Frye’s to Tillich’s attempt at a Protestant Summa, the reader is at first puzzled. Not only does Frye seem to reverse himself, but his views about the systematic study of any subject seem contradictory, to say the least, coming from the man who had published Anatomy of Criticism, one of whose key words is “systematic,” a mere seven years before:

Our own age is one of fragmentation, both in knowledge and in experience. This fact is widely regarded as a deficiency which can and should be corrected: a great deal is said about the dangers of specialization, the loss of communicability, and the necessity of achieving some kind of overall view of our culture, usually through philosophy, religion or history, but it is clear
that fragmentation represents better the real genius of our age. We do not really believe in the arguments for synthesis: we realize that in these days only the highly specialized thinker is likely to know what he is talking about. What co-ordination we do achieve is epiphanic, to use Joyce’s term: moments of focussed consciousness emerging from something which is itself transient and fragmented. (par. 2)

If we keep reading, though, we come only a few lines later to a sentence that, almost twenty years before The Great Code, provides a crucial insight into Frye’s way of understanding the Bible: “The sense of religious experience as an interruption of continuity is expressed in one of the central theological conceptions of our time, ‘kerygma’ or proclamation, again an epiphanic and anti-systematic conception” (par. 2). Frye is not denying the unity of the Bible, which he worked so hard to demonstrate in The Great Code; nor, by implication, the unity of literature that he worked so systematically to outline in Anatomy of Criticism. Both the conception of the Word in the Protestant tradition and the conception of an “order of words” in literary criticism are based on a sense of a total pattern and coherence. However, as Frye states in the notes for “The Dialectic of Belief and Vision,” “The GC, vulnerable as it was, did make the point that two aspects of the Bible were of primary importance: its unity and its disunity” (par. 5). What kerygma, the sudden and unpredictable epiphany of the Word, can do for us is to subvert, or deconstruct, our present understanding of that Word, confined as it inevitably is to the narrow dimensions of our intellectual limitations, our social conditioning, our individual neuroses. The two greatest Protestant theologians of Frye’s time were arguably the liberal Paul Tillich and the neo-orthodox Karl Barth. One might have expected him to incline towards Tillich, yet Frye is only wistfully sympathetic towards Tillich’s encyclopedic ambitions. What gripped him more powerfully is Barth’s vision of the infinite Word bursting through all our finite understandings, shattering what Blake, in his poem “London,” called the “mind-forg’d manacles.” In the heartfelt words of the undated “Prayer” that ends the present volume, he asks the divine to “[t]each us the real meaning of doubt and despair; lead us to doubt our own understandings and despair of our own good intentions.”

What happens when the kerygmatic Word breaks into the fallen world is a reversal of perspective: human perception passes through what Blake called a “vortex,” and turns inside out. We see this happening in
Blake’s illustrations to the Book of Job, where the process becomes an epitome of the central myth of the Bible, that of death and resurrection. Included here are notes for a lecture on Blake’s illustrations, dating from sometime after 1966. They supplement Frye’s essay of 1969, “Blake’s Reading of the Book of Job,” with extensive commentary on the details of each engraved design.

The “Summa” in fact espouses a Blakean Christianity that would seem strange to many Protestants, because its basis is neither morality nor faith in the sense of belief. Morality is a form of social convention, or what Frye would later call secondary concern; reduction of religion to morality turns it into a form of social hysteria. Instead, in a phrase written perhaps fifty years before *Words with Power*, “New Testament ethics are concerned with a release of power”; sacrifice and atonement are actually “immoral acts” because they are expressions of the guilt-and-control anxieties of the social group. “Hence the Protestant rejection of morality as connected with religion. . . . In other words, the Protestant tends to deny free will and individual responsibility. Imputes sin and righteousness to concrete historical situations and states of mind, not to individuals in the abstract” (par. 2). This may sound less strange in an era in which, for example, emphasis has shifted from individual to “systemic racism,” the bias that is not a product of individual will but an effect of the social system itself. Similarly, Marxists have shifted from thinking of ideology as a consciously held belief to ideology as a largely unconscious set of socially conditioned assumptions. At any rate, the late notes for the 1986 lecture “Crime and Sin in the Bible” continue Frye’s attempt to define the relationship between the legal and the visionary.

As for faith, acceptance of the Bible’s truth as kerygmatic rather than historical or doctrinal entails a redefinition of faith as something more than mere belief in a set of facts or concepts. In the notes for his essay of 1985 “The Dialectic of Belief and Vision,” Frye postulates a dialectical process by which “belief must absorb the possibility of non-belief before vision is possible” (par. 5). The notes disclose something invisible in the published essay, namely, that “this argument turns on my seven stages in GC [Great Code]. Also on the conception underlying them: pursuing a narrative through time with the ear, followed by the Gestalt simultaneous vision of the eye” (par. 1). In other words, the struggle of belief to pass beyond itself by wrestling with its opposite is not merely an individual one: it structures the Biblical narrative itself. Early notes for *Words with Power* show that Frye’s initial organizing scheme for the book was to
demonstrate that the seven phases of revelation in *The Great Code*—Creation, Exodus, law, wisdom, prophecy, gospel, apocalypse—are not merely a chronological sequence but a typological progression, a progressive recreation and expansion of perspective through history. We begin with belief in something invisible and unprovable, but only reach a vision that is the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things unseen (Hebrews 11:1) by incorporating the inevitable possibility of disbelief. It took Frye many years to come up with the final organization of *Words with Power*: we see him working at it in some of the sets of notes here, as well as in a draft introduction that is much different from the final one. But the idea of a dialectic of the unseen and the seen, the believed and the imagined, remains central to the book.

If we ask how we can believe and disbelieve at the same time, the interpenetrating nature of Frye’s thinking returns us to J. Edward Chamberlin’s comments quoted above in relation to Frye’s writings on Canadian themes. Frye himself says, “When we’re reading, we’re not necessarily believing what we read, but we are accepting, and the question of belief or rejection is a part of the final conceptual process. The confusion between belief and acceptance in reading the Bible is obvious enough” (“Notes for ‘The Dialectic of Belief and Vision,’” par. 9). We have to begin by reading the Bible imaginatively, setting aside the issue of its correspondence to any historical or doctrinal “truth,” and accepting the stories with a willing suspension of both belief and disbelief. Still, the Bible is more than a work of literature. Again the notes to a published essay reveal something subdued in the final work: one of the things that drove Frye to write his essay “The Bride from the Strange Land” was the scholarly debate over the Book of Ruth. Contemporary scholarship, sceptical of the earlier theory that the book was written in order to preach tolerance of marriages to non-Israelites in a xenophobic era, tends to view it simply as a fiction, and its author’s intentions as purely literary; anxieties about racial purity or the Davidic line have been attached to it artificially by others. Without entirely disputing this, Frye nonetheless insists several times that “[n]obody invents a story” (par. 29; see also pars. 2 and 59). What storytellers do, knowingly or not, is to recreate a story: as Frye puts it, “the greatness of a story lies in its resonances” (par. 11). The Book of Ruth has haunted later writers too strongly to reduce it to a “charming idyll.” It gains some of its mysterious suggestiveness from the way it retells in warmly human terms a story whose original versions were myths of fertility and harvest. Why do such stories insist
Introduction

on being retold? Because there is something in them—what Frye elsewhere calls the kerygmatic—that lifts them beyond both entertainment and instruction into something genuinely “post-literary” (par. 28), even if we can only get to it by way of the literary or imaginative. As we conclude this introduction—and conclude our editing of Frye’s previously unpublished work—we are reminded of how central the imaginative recreation that leads to the kerygmatic was in the concluding decade of Frye’s own career.
Northrop Frye’s Fiction
and Miscellaneous Writings
This page intentionally left blank
These notes, written between 1942 and 1944, are the second half of holograph Notebook 42, which, unlike Frye’s other notebooks, was written on lined loose-leaf paper. As the paper has holes punched in it for a seven-ringed binder, the notes were doubtless at one time inserted into such a binder. The first part of these notes—Notebook 42a—has been published in Northrop Frye’s Notebooks on Romance, 3–20, and in the headnote to Notebook 42a the editor, Michael Dolzani, has a full description of the several sections of the notebook and the evidence used to date them.¹ Notebook 42 is in the NFF, 1993, box 3, file 9.

¹ Notes on houses: lots of good sections are 50 × 150, and cost about a thousand, taxes slightly over a hundred a year—nearly two hundred in city limits, where you get sewage instead of a septic tank. The box houses are cheapest, as corners cost money & extensions about $200 a foot; and original ideas have to encounter the ignorance & inertia of Toronto tradesmen. The story-and-a-half principle seems good for a small house—it involves usually a dormer window & some slope upstairs. The garage doesn’t need to be lined; a space over it, if there is one, could be used as a storeroom. But I don’t see why a whole damn room couldn’t go over it—a sun porch at least, on a flat roof. Stoves & probably electric ice-boxes should be bought before the kitchen is planned. The vacuum cleaner & washing machine are other compulsory incidentals. The oil furnace of course; though some people with stokers like them. Hardwood floors should have three coats of varnish, a requirement to be written into the contract. Otherwise they’ll get one coat & some wax or
shellac at most. Double glass panes in the windows cost little extra, save the price & necessity of storm windows, & make the place practically sound proof.

[2] The Aristotelian critics of the Renaissance used to discuss the question, What is the highest form of which poetry is capable? and argued about whether it was epic or tragedy. There is of course no answer to such a question, but they learned a good deal by asking it. Now if one asks, What is the highest form of which prose is capable? one knows in advance that there is no answer, but there is also much to be learned by asking. I can see before me three main stages of the inquiry. The first I have to some extent tackled already: the business of the “Copernican” view of prose fiction as consisting of four distinct & individual forms, the novel, the romance, the anatomy and the confession. The second examines the names that begin to insist on themselves as soon as one thinks over the question at all. Plato, for instance, and Montaigne; in our literature, Pepys, Boswell, the 17th c. sermon-writers, the 19th c. prophets, & so on. It is possible that certain discoveries about the form of the Platonic dialogue, the Plotinian Ennead, the Indian Sutra, the scholastic thesis-form, or even the Biblical prophecy & gospel, can be made. That leads to the third stage. Prose, unlike poetry, can be used for purposes of exposition & leads beyond art if there is a beyond. Hence the original question becomes, What is the highest form of which exposition is capable? Somewhere in there lies the answer to the dispute which would arise, for instance, between Langford and me, as to the ultimate character of the Word of God: whether it’s art or something else. Blake says it’s art, and it’s the one question that will take another book to clear up. Blake’s right, of course: whatever the Word is it’s a form and not a chaos, hence an artefact and imaginative entity.

[3] Reading Trollope’s Dr. Thorne, the first book of his I have found tepid, is like paddling across a Muskoka lake. One can see the opposite shore growing more inevitably clear all the time, and when you get there—well, you’re not surprised. Trollope says this book has a good plot, but it’s the first one in which I’ve resented his hatred of mystery. That, of course, has its points. In a murder story, for instance, it’s against the rules to conceal clues, but all murder stories, at any rate full-length novels, conceal an essential clue: the murderous character of the murderer. Hence there’s a clash between the detective interest in plot and the
novelist’s interest in character. *Crime and Punishment* is a murder story but not a mystery story, because the whole point of the book is that Raskolnikoff is the only character in it capable of murder. There’s a lot to be said of Poe’s idea of an orang-utan, or Collins’ of having the hero himself unaware of his crime. Those two works did about everything that the detective story could do, and what has come since has been complication, not development. By the way, is *Bleak House* the first full-length detective story? Similarly, while there’s a technical mystery in *The Last Chronicle*, there’s no real one: Crawley’s character has been too carefully studied for that. Still, I think Dr. Thorne would have been a better book if its story had been told backwards.

---

[4] He’s on safer ground in his distrust of satire, though his underestimate of Dickens is merely inability to understand that there are different kinds of novels from the one he writes. But in that kind satire arises as a kind of backfire after the book has been read. He brings on Archdeacon Grantly and lets him speak for himself, & after you’ve listened to him carefully without interference from the author you understand that not a single trace of Christianity is in him and that he is a soul probably damned to a deeper perdition than the unrepentant thief. You understand that a great deal more clearly than Trollope himself does.

[5] What Trollope lacks as a novelist is, I think, the quality of incubation. Whenever we finish a big job we feel an intellectual stimulation which starts us off in new directions, and Trollope regularly went straight from novel to novel without a break. He was wrong. The reason for gloating over what you’ve done, which he ridicules, is that you thereby develop the central form of your view of life and make your works increasingly typical of yourself. Your choice of subject thereby becomes less random and occasional and more, if I may put it so, expressive of what you came into the world to say. Had Trollope seized on one great theme—say Barsetshire—and, writing fewer novels, devoted his whole life to it, he might have become the greatest English novelist of his century, which he very nearly is anyway. But his Barsetshire has no epic point, so to speak, as, for instance, Wessex has.

[6] The joke about the old maid in the sacked city who wanted to know when the raping was to begin is in Byron’s *Don Juan*, and the joke about
the schoolmaster who recognized his boys only by their buttocks is in Trollope’s *Autobiography*.12

[7] Speaking of buttocks (I remember that I once described a well-upholstered young woman as asymmetrical),13 I wonder why nudists are considered cranks when every point they have has long ago has been socially accepted. The difference between a modern bathing suit and no bathing suit is a mere technicality; and the modesty that prevents the exposure of the backside or genitals is a purely vestigial modesty, based on no moral feeling whatever. It is preserved by the inertia of custom and, on public bathing beaches, by the still greater inertia of law. It’s amusing to notice how frankly conservative people admit that there’s nothing more to their conservatism: they will say, for instance, that no matter how far some other place may have gone we “haven’t yet come to that” here. Clothes are worn for what Veblen calls conspicuous consumption;14 they are worn for erotic reasons, nudity being of course not erotic; they are worn for the sake of their pockets, the human body not being marsupial; and they are worn for warmth: but I doubt if the emotion of shame or the sense of decency, on any level below the conventional, generally exists. When it did exist, it would be interesting to know how much of it was due to the association of a leisure class and a white skin. It would also be interesting to know how much of the present suntan cult is Wyndham Lewis’s “Paleface” neurosis.15 Also, what the psychological source of Nazi preference for blond hair is. It wouldn’t be in *Erewhon* unless it represented something pretty profound, and the development of the blond Higgs into the “Sun-child” suggests what that something could be: i.e., Orc-worship.16 The Lindbergh frenzy in 1926 was an example of it.

[8] I dreamed last night about Baldwin of the Art Gallery17 because Helen was writing a note to him. In the dream Helen was still working there & I was talking to him and another man, to whom Baldwin said, “You know, I’ve got the god-damnedest bunch of women in here: I could sleep in the same room with any of them every night for a year and nothing would happen. Isn’t that so, Frye?” I said “Well, of course, nobody knows your constitution as well as you do yourself.” It’s the only good comeback I’ve ever been able to make in a dream. I notice that recounting one’s past repartee is always laborious & tedious.
[9] McAree in the paper discussing the question of a national flag for Canada: I don’t understand the question, as I don’t see why the red ensign we use now won’t do. But the Union Jack is the only well designed flag in the world, and the worst designed one is, I think, the South African. Reading the same paper, it occurred to me that life in U.S.A. would be simpler if they abolished New Jersey and made a separate state out of Greater New York. Margaret Avison tells me that the term “Amgot” was dropped for “AMG” because it’s an obscene expression in Turkish. The number of things that can rank as military considerations gets confusing. Some demon took advantage of my enfeebled state this morning to whisper into my ear that the two greatest medicines of antiquity were poppy and mummy.

[10] It seems to me that there are three main reasons for the popularity of mystery stories. Most obvious is the narcotic pull of narrative and the voluptuous if somewhat effeminate sense of being towed along: it is to reading what car-riding is to exercise. Still, even the full-dress twelve-book epic begins at an exciting place in the middle. Second, the detective story applies logical rules to life and pretends that they work. An Ellery Queen I read recently said that no solution in any of his books would be forthcoming until all the suggestive points had been worked into an explanation. No situation in real life is like that, but the method gratifies the desire to see order & design in life: the postulate of “Providence.” Third, it’s a harmless sublimation of instincts which otherwise might find an outlet in witch-hunting & Jew-baiting. When people’s imaginations conceive an unknown terror in the shape of an old woman they get a deep satisfaction out of seizing an old woman and burning her. The fear of death similarly gives one a relief in seizing and killing a murderer, or incarnation of death. The mystery story is popular not because the end is unexpected but because it’s inevitable: we know that eventually the right victim will be chosen and that Death will be carried out in his person.

[11] I could not without severe mental distress eat a plate of mashed potatoes with a spoon. I suppose that must be simple weakness: I can’t see what earthly use associative prejudices of this kind can be. There is an interesting analogy here with allergic conditions, which seem to have no protective value and do nothing but irritate the person who has them.
On the other hand many phobias are more or less successful attempts to heal a neurosis. I think these three phenomena must have some connection. In the art of healing mental diseases we’re about where physical medicine was in the twelfth century—eleventh century, as I think Salerno was going in the twelfth.23

[12] As far as my body is concerned I’m a teetotaller: it’s dimly possible I may be a vegetarian or food crank of some kind. I can’t write if I’ve had one glass of beer. That is, I can’t do what I call writing. One glass, and my brain gets muzzy, sentimental, nostalgic & generally incapable of hammering what I want to say into the right form. I think Rilke’s experience was similar, and perhaps Milton in his sixth elegy isn’t just yammering.24

[13] I don’t see why music should depend so completely on performance: if there were a decent level of musical education in the country we could read music just as we read books. Someday perhaps the sort of development indicated by dreamy long-winded formless rhapodists like Mahler & Bax25 will get to the point at which symphonies will be as long as novels. If so, presumably orchestration would get less elaborate. But there’s no reason why there shouldn’t be incidental music to a novel as well as to a drama: if Wagner had been a musical novelist he might have been a greater artist. And if Socrates is right that rhetoric is a minor art,26 what becomes of such music as, say, the Chopin A flat Polonaise, op. 53, which is mere demagoguery, as compared with the op. 6127 in the same key, which is evidently intended for private reading and meditation rather than performance? Still, I suppose when we get to read music, the romantics of the future will sigh for the good old days when all writing was intended for immediate performance and its rhythm beat time to the hearts of the people.

[14] I’ve been suffering all weekend from a terrific Drang nach Osten [eastward expansion]: I spent hours on Sunday staring at an atlas. There are many psychological reasons for that, but there are others beyond wartime claustrophobia and a disinclination to work. That is, if authorities said to me that they wanted a young man with ideas to take charge of an English department in Hong Kong, or India, or Perth, say, after the war, to interpret the West to the East and at the same time study Eastern philosophy & literature, I’d jump at it. I’d even reconsider the Hyderabad job. The great appeals are two: one I’d yank my social & personal
roots out of Toronto and start afresh where adolescent blunders, dropped friendships, unanswered letters and so on haunted me less. Nothing short of the other side of the Pacific would do that. Second, I’d drop my connection with the Church and would be in a position to see more clearly exactly what my Christianity amounts to. I’ve just discovered how very important that is to me.

[15] The source of the vulgar cult of the useful (i.e., what good is Latin?) is a sense of social insecurity. Now a lot of well-meaning people feel obliged to sympathize with that, in order to consider themselves liberals with a radical undertow: in order, in short, to retain their amateur standing as lovers of humanity. But this fear of insecurity has in the vast majority of cases nothing whatever to do with real fear of losing one’s sources of food & shelter. It’s a polite social fiction to speak of oneself as poor—everyone does it—but it is insolent cowardice for a privileged, well fed & well provided for middle class to claim for themselves the sympathy that belongs to the genuine victims of social inequality. The middle-class fear is a fear engendered by the general scrambling hysteria of competitive society: the feeling that one has not hoarded enough of what it is really going to be hard to get.

[16] I talk in my lectures a good deal about the false analogy between art & science that in the criticism of art leads to silly talk about development and improvement. If this were just muddled thinking it could be cleared up: but there’s a residual Philistinism underlying it which leads to a weakening of the authority of the creators who have reached the limits of the human mind—Plato, Shakespeare, and so on. There is however another false analogy, equally important, between “democracy” in government and education. We believe that in government all leaders should be made responsible to the people: we are therefore apt to infer that in education all teachers should be responsible to their students for their courses. That is a pernicious fallacy. The teacher has the absolute authority of a cultural priest who, culturally speaking, has the keys of death & hell & the power to bind & unloose. He does not derive this from his personal authority, his animal magnetism, any more than the priest does. He does not derive it from his subject’s popularity, or the football coach would be greater than the Professor of Classics. He derives it from the inherent authority of the subject he teaches. If this authority is not recognized, the public is barbaric, & will simply remain so till it does.
[17] I often wondered in the 30’s why radicals had so little influence on public opinion when they so often had exceptional brains, learning, industry, courage & morality. I think there was an innate paradox in American radicalism connected with this business about the fear of insecurity. You can’t be a real radical without losing this fear, without being willing to face a considerable amount of job-losing, social ostracism, & even physical violence. Yet about all the radicals had to appeal to in the workers was the very sense of insecurity they themselves obviously despised. You can’t reject the world without getting something else in exchange; otherwise you’re in a vacuum: and you can’t just turn around and demand the world (in the same sense) again; otherwise you’re in a vicious circle. Religious radicals are in a better position.

[18] An aunt of Helen’s [Helen Frye’s] whose life is streamlined upper-middle class female in a small town—I.O.D.E. work, golf & bridge teas,—referred to her girdle as a “jewel-case.” I was amused but nearly nauseated by the overpowering female smell of the joke: there’s a coy obscenity about it that the male resents in the same way that the women resent his type of obscenity.

[19] I was looking at Currier & Ives prints last night & was thinking how time modifies the aesthetic nature of things. In its day those prints, along with Dickens and 19th c. architecture, were vulgar: that is, popular and blowsy. They remained that as long as the “revolt” against that type of civilization lasted. Now they are joining the minor medieval frescoes & 18th c. gimcrackery in the softer lighting of “quaint,” after a short intervening limbo of being just plain corny. In a few more centuries they will begin to take on some of the archaic dignity of the primitive, as the minor medieval frescoes already have done.

[20] Helen says that the “Government” (i.e., boards in Ottawa full of dollar-a-year bigshots in private business) is trying to put women in black this fall, as a simple & elegant color for wartime use. The catch is, she says, that black is smart only with very rich accessories.

[21] I think “fit audience find though few” [Paradise Lost, bk. 7, l. 31.] is nearly all sour grapes. If a writer were offered his choice between a small select audience and a large, enthusiastic and undiscriminating one, no writer of mature years and intelligence since Homer’s time would pick
the former. If he did, he would discover that his small select audience would be far less impressed by the quality of his genius than they would have been by a popular success. Samuel Johnson makes an analogous remark about dining with a man of genius or a duke.  

[22] I wonder how much conventional snobbery is involved, not so much in taste generally, where it’s obvious, but in the pure apprehension of form. When Helen and I get middle-aged we shall love each other with a maudlin middle-aged affection, and find each other’s bulging paunches and thickening arses beautiful. Is that just self-hypnotism? I doubt it. Degas [sic] found real beauty in thick middle-aged female bodies, which remind me of a mother-in-law of nearly sixty I’m very fond of, & have therefore a physical affection for. Besides, it’s obvious that primitives have rather different notions of what constitutes “the ideal” physical female body. Except in rare cases, the beauty of a nude is addressed to the penis as well as the eye: the highbrow splutter of protest against this elementary fact is miserable hypocrisy. But I’m wandering: my point is that probably most “ideal” forms in art are just conventions founded on something social or physical like (as in this case) the mating season, and that the real artist breaks down the ideal fences and opens up new fields of beauty. I must remember this when I get to Ruskin.

[23] Untrained or diffident speakers often feel nervous about coming to a full stop or rounded period. In conversation, if they have anything more to say they’re afraid (a well-grounded fear, usually) that someone will chip in; if not, the silence makes them nervous. Full stops, besides, imply shape & arrangement of ideas: a mere linear series of phrases is easier, just as free association is easier still. Such people will often tag a meaningless word to a sentence as an apology for having uttered it, like. They think & talk in a series of semicolons and dashes—a dropped cadence implies a confident sticking out of a neck. In fact I think the decisive period is the most obvious mark of a trained writer. Mr. Lauder.

[24] Some of the best people I know have intuitions of great ideas, and have spent the rest of their lives confusing the understanding of the ideas with their own emotional pleasure at having felt the intuition of them. Lismer, and Wilson Knight after The Wheel of Fire. The fact that they don’t really understand the ideas is marked by their incoherence in explaining them. The alternative explanation that the intuition is too
deep for full communication I reject as a romantic fallacy. I suspect that half of the mystical and practically all occult thinking remains in the same pleasantly confused state. It’s analogous to that feeling of the portentous significance in dreams of things which on waking prove trivial. Could be a point about Kennedy.\textsuperscript{33}

[25] For a long time I have refused to admit much difference between male & female minds, feeling—I still think rightly—that all loose-jointed generalizations about men-are-like-this-whereas-women-are-like-that are not only trash but lead to sloppy stereotypes. And yet, that may be unreasonable liberalism just as many of my pre-1939 views on war were. Anyway, I know that at my first lecture with a new class the men listen and the women look me over and decide whether they like me, and only if they do will they listen. Women themselves confirm that. I feel I have to do tricks for them or they won’t ever hear what I say. That applies only, of course, to the girl who takes in everything through her gonads or ovaries or something, but nearly all girls in the lower years are like that. Little Sadie Smith, say, goes to my lecture & then to Ken Maclean’s,\textsuperscript{34} & then comes to her carefully considered decision, which is, that she always did like blonds. So she hangs around my office asking for help on Ken’s course & for Ken’s essays. I suggested that Dr. Maclean is much more competent to advise her; but, well, she’s afraid of Dr. Maclean: just simply terrified of him. That’s Sadie Smith—Janey Jones will be allergic to blonds, will therefore be “afraid” of me and hang around Robins.\textsuperscript{35} I had to explain one of Jessie Macpherson’s lectures to a girl once, just because the girl couldn’t take it in from a woman.\textsuperscript{36} And if I feel naked in my first lecture, what must, say, Kay Coburn\textsuperscript{37} feel, who has all the women prejudiced against her for being a woman and all the men prejudiced against her because she’s out of the mating season? You can’t be a teacher, or rather, you can’t stand in the role of a teacher (in a university you get little chance to do any real teaching) without being something of an exhibitionist. To shift the argument to another plane, Jesus was a teacher, and the fact is connected with his exposure on the cross—with being lifted up and drawing all men unto him.

[26] The course in 19th c. writers alleged to have “thought,” though generally considered the Cinderella of the fourth year, has been on the course longer and with less change than any other.\textsuperscript{38} There is good reason for
this, apart from the efficient cause, the fact that the English Department’s mentality is on the whole contemporary with John Stuart Mill’s. Canada is still a Victorian backwash, for one thing: but more important, all these writers were not spokesmen but critics of their age, and as far as they could be honest critics. It’s an instructive study in psychoanalysis to watch them all struggle, like a group of blindfolded children, to pin the tail on the exact spot of the middle-class donkey’s rump. Arnold’s Philistinism, Newman’s “liberalism” or, rather, natural religion, Carlyle’s gospel of levelling, Ruskin’s ugliness of the useful, were all remarkably good guesses. But a twentieth-century critic, asked where the real spot was, would instantly say prudery. Not reticence in sexual topics only, though that was of major importance and helped to debase the novel; but a certain prudery of mind, the desire to put both orthodox and heterodox opinions into a conventional form. The kind of prudery, for example, that one sees in Wordsworth and Tennyson when they speak of a Christianity they neither believed nor understood. They talk in reassuring platitudes of a type that shocks no one. There seems also to be no recreated orthodoxy such as one finds, for instance, in 17th c. poetry: the orthodox is simply the conventional, even the commonplace. The inevitable question is, of course, what corresponds to “prudery” with us: what is the one disease we are all unanimous in calling a sign of health?

[27] I sound as if I were suffering from some voyeuristic obsession, but I’m not: it’s just that Helen has just bought a new girdle, a redoubtable fortress to contain a portion of her body that a sedentary occupation, advancing years & a successful marriage conspire to expand. Two things occur to me: she sits straight up, and can receive but not effectively bestow embraces, which accounts for the whole physical pattern of Victorian courtship, or that of any “strait-laced” period. Secondly: why do women select an “ideal” female figure of a type not one woman in ten million is born with, or preserves long if she is? The normal woman’s figure, narrow shoulders, breasts anything from push-buttons to balloons, broad hips, huge bottoms, bulging bellies, short stocky legs and thick thighs, surely ought to be “ideal.” Women’s capacity for self-mutilation and self-abasement (of a kind) bewilders me: they deliberately pick a monstrous tall, narrow-hipped, lean-flanked, stream-lined body as a model and then wiggle and cramp and squeeze and gasp and starve and suffer to distort themselves into an implausible copy if it.
[28] When I entered University in the old Pass Course I was neither wise nor experienced, being seventeen; but my cultural tastes were formed. I had always done well in English, liked history and languages, thought I could do philosophy, hated science, and loathed mathematics with an adolescent’s fanaticism. However, I had to take math, so I sulkily bought a formidable treatise on “Analytic Geometry,” by someone named De Lury, whom I had never heard of nor wanted to hear of, and proceeded to read the only part of it which it was possible to read, the Preface. At the end of the Preface I came across some such remark as this: “The student should get a sharp pencil & a decent set of instruments, because without clear and accurate diagrams a great deal of the beauty of the subject will be lost.” I stared at that sentence for a long time, and then thought, “By golly, that could be true.” I never got further with mathematics, and never got the point of the subject, but from that day I have never doubted that there was a point to get, and that for those who know it mathematics is one of the major disciplines of beauty.

[29] When one hears women cozily exchanging hatreds on a streetcar one feels baffled, exasperated, and possessed by a strong desire to interfere for their own good, like sitting behind a woman & watching a mosquito rooting into her bare back. Prejudices one doesn’t share always impress one as absurd, deeply sinful, and very easily removable. I don’t share anti-Semitism, & feel that way about anti-Semites. But I do feel that way about Roman Catholics, and discover from that that a hatred is as objective as a headache: it’s a disease one may not ever care to have but continues to be afflicted with.

[30] I think Housman had something when he saved up dirty wisecracks. When a dull pedant who is a lone specialist in his field & has written many articles on it—or in it—gives an overtime lecture on it, I shall send a sympathetic neighbour a note to the effect that he can’t go home till he’s sold all his papers.

[31] I’ve been thinking a bit about making Liberal the story of Kennedy’s conversion out of the ministry into what for him is a richer life. I now wonder if it would be humanly possible for an untrained novelist to combine into a sort of Ambassadors theme this with another theme of an “intellectual,” say Jack, who goes through the Tonio Kröger process and
enters the ministry. The point about the latter could be the romantic fal-
lacy in art of the isolation of the individual in the creating process, & of how that leads to the absolutizing of the sectarian mind in the arts. Or, more concretely, how in the arts there grows up as typical a kind of mangy flea-bitten masochist, who spends his whole life in a squirming agony of self-consciousness.

Roy says the new definition of a gentleman is “a patient wolf.”

One advantage of a Classical education is that its authors have been dead so long even the dumbest undergraduate would stop & get discouraged before he sounded off about how morbid a tragedy is or how pointless a comedy is, the way they do in first year pass about Synge. In other words, it rubs the authority of art & the permanence of its models well in.

I wonder why the family of two sisters turns up so often in Victo-
rian fiction. It’s often on a Rebecca-Rowena pattern, like the Grangerford girls in Huckleberry Finn. Small House of Allington, Old Wives’ Tale—well, there must be hundreds.

Poldi Mildner is a pianist I have never heard, but I gather she is the type that spits on her hands before she begins.

T.S. Eliot has a sneer somewhere about the type of critic (Goethe-
Coleridge-Pater) who has a “defect in creative power” and takes it out on his criticism. But criticism implies creative power and is quite impotent without it. See across [par. 40]: it’s typical of my poetical relapses.

A generalization like “murder is wrong,” even if universally appli-
cable, may be true, but would never be called profoundly true. We never call a thing profound unless we are pleased with its wit. Or conciseness. Therefore “profundity” is not a matter of breadth but of depth, & depth is a matter of illustration, a ray into a cave.

Dialogue is to a novel what verbs are to a language: the hard-hitting ding-dong conversation of Richardson & Fielding, with whole gobs of it swept up in one paragraph, is vital: Joyce, Proust, Woolf are decadent, not that that’s anything against them.
I am rather dreading the prospect of reviewing that Yvor Winter’s book, & I shall try to ignore the book itself as far as possible. Henry Adams and Eliot present a curious contrast: one of the things I have noticed in Eliot is a strong respect for a rather coarse conformity, of the sort that makes fox-hunting as much of a ritual as morning prayer. This comes through in his admiration for Kipling & Dryden & his anxiety to dissociate himself from the aesthetically religious people. In a sense it’s an attempt to satisfy as well as live down his native Americanism. Henry Adams is more the exile, the uprooted Henry James type of futile culture that would, left to itself, sink on the bosom of Mother Church, tuck a great floppy teat in each ear, and repose in pneumatic bliss.

I don’t know why I have no trace of poetry in me, or at least every impulse I have had to write a poem has been wrong. I have, as I said once before, queasily maudlin seizures which are either lyric or prophetic: in the former case I try to fit something around “sweet,” and in the latter case around “God.” I think it’s just that I know it’s not something I can diddle at, and I shrink from turning myself into a poet. I have said that it would be wrong for me to try poetry because I’m not a metrical thinker, but of course I have no proof. It’s possible that all gifts, or many, are transferable in form. It’s possible that my poems are so appallingly bad because I have something to say. On the other hand it’s possible that I’m right in saying that the first requisite of a good critic is a defect in creative power: a critic is a kind of châtié [refined] singer of praise. Anything is possible. The fact that I’m not really a poet and the fact that if I tried I could get into magazines & anthologies gives me a good perspective on minor poets like Gustafson. Right now I’d like to write a free verse poem on blood, a lecturer saying “Blood doesn’t flow. You can’t clean out gutters with it,” going on to explain how it just oozes & gets sticky, how people like to talk of its pouring out because it jumps around in their own bodies and they feel obscurely that spilling it feeds the circulatory life of some Moloch, & ending something like: “Chop up ten million men at once and you still won’t get it to flow.” And I’d like to do a parody on the nursery rhyme about the five little pigs, comparing them to the five senses. But I won’t: I’m getting less snooty about the supreme importance of creative power, or at least less restricted in my conception of it.

I find it difficult to separate my professional feelings at the opening of a term from a rush of student feelings welling up from years ago.
Hence I get panicky over my ignorance and plan huge and impossible reading schemes. These, I notice, are never identical with a lecture course: that’s the one thing in reading Veblen that I located in myself: a tendency to illustrate my intellectual aristocracy by a “conspicuous consumption” of reading of no immediate or obvious “use.” It extends even to my phobia about libraries. On the other hand I think my point about the primary importance of primary sources is well enough taken, and as long as I think in terms of self-education I won’t become a stone Buddha attaining rank by virtue of brute seniority.

A general defect in Canadian-American manners is a vague assumption that anything in a skirt has precedence over anything in pants, and a corresponding vagueness about the importance of seniority. If a seventeen-year-old freshie, all front teeth and shins and embarrassed stammer, is introduced to me, there are many who would think it correct for me to wait until she chose to give me her hand. My own tendency to be shy when confronted with shyness stems from the same thing.

I forgot to say when writing my poem on blood that if I seriously considered writing it I should go to the library and get out a book on it and do some research. That’s the extent to which my poetic urge would alter my habits.

The men around Victoria—well, it’s not confined to them—are extraordinarily naive on one point. They not only complain that the women on the staff are unattractive, the complaints coming chiefly from people who are no Clark Gables themselves, but talk a good deal about sex-starved spinsters & how it’s a shame to expose youth to them. They believe that a woman’s intelligence and genius, if any, can’t be “awakened” until it’s put to bed. I suspect that this “awakening” gag is one of the stock seduction approaches in highish-brow circles. Jessie Macpherson would sing better if someone laid her. The point is that this makes the woman utterly dependent on something which it is man’s gracious gift to bestow or withhold as he sees fit. I’d like to write a story about a precocious & wealthy young man who marries a poor & simple girl who adores him slavishly as a superior being, soon finds that rather strenuous and gradually brings him to heel.

I finally got around to seeing Fantasia and, as I expected, disliked it,
though not in the way I had anticipated. I thought I should be bored, but not actively bored, bored with a dentist’s drill, so to speak, & a jittery nervous wreck after the experience. But it proved two things. One is, that whatever I do when I listen to music, I don’t do that or anything like it. A great many people, I know, think of music as something diaphanous and amorphous, and as therefore the aural equivalent of shutting one’s eyes in a strong light and then pressing on the lids. But what music communicates is completely real, and has no relation whatever to a “fantasia” of any kind. The other is, that place is established by sight, not sound, and that if the visual pattern comes first one can both see it and hear the music, whereas if the visual pattern follows the music one either doesn’t see what’s going on or doesn’t hear the music. The Stravinsky dinosaurs had enough reality to keep me looking at it with about the same amount of interest one has in turning over colored pages of the Book of Knowledge. But as a result I didn’t hear a note of the Stravinsky. Again, there was enough going on in the Beethoven to enable one to forget the music, which was fine, though occasionally one would wake up to it and what was merely silly at once became actively nauseating. It was very curious to see how inexorably the process brought out every weakness in the music; how the comic ostriches rubbed in the dullness of the dance of the Hours and Hours; how the latent hamminess of the Moussorgski-Schubert thing emerged in all its greasiness; how one could really taste the sugar-plums in the Nutcracker Suite. On the other hand, the Bach fugue does rise to a climax of great sublimity, & to have that sublimity represented by a series of Gothic arches is not only corny allegory in itself, but does everything humanly possible to vulgarize the music.

[46] This may be a vague impression based on ignorance, but it seems to me that German verse, particularly blank verse, is very soft, gentle & almost flaccid compared to English because the inflected endings produce so many trochaic or “feminine” rhythms. Middle English verse is light in a way that modern English can never be for the same reason.

[47] I wonder just how many chips the R.C.’s [Roman Catholics] have bet on the female will: that is in particular, I wonder how far the priest’s vocation of celibacy is the sublimation of an Oedipus complex. I should think very often: the whole Virgin cult is tied in with it.
I was discussing with [John] Robins the bankruptcy of the Ph.D., and we agreed that the French halfway house between a research & an honorary degree was the right one. The whole thesis idea, the contribution to knowledge, is based on a fallacious analogy with science. Research of this kind comes from Germany, where, I gather, the supervisor was inclined to gather it up into his own book. That may have been unscrupulous, but at least it gave direction and a point to the research: research in vaccuo does nothing. It attracts the grade B student whose powers of synthesis are limited, & whose work usually has to be done all over again by somebody who can understand the ideas he’s been fumbling with but can’t grasp. It leads to the subconscious conviction that a readable book is a superficial one: it leads to great deserts of wasted effort like source-hunting; and above all it leads to a fatal and barbaric divorce between the thesis & the book. The former is a job done to order, frequently assigned: the mere fact that a thesis, originally an effort to & prove something, is now often a set task, is sufficient condemnation of it. The thesis is therefore always oblique & it never represents what the author of it really feels deeply—if he can feel deeply—about literature. If it did it would be a book & not a thesis. When discussing a series of U of T publications, Woodhouse stressed that no theses would ever be considered for the series: they were to be books. Yet whenever a Ph.D. degree is granted the supervisors sign a statement that the thesis is worthy of publication. To such an ecstasy of hypocrisy has the question come. The Ph.D. is as dead as the dodo, but it keeps on ticking automatically because we haven’t found the machinery to replace it. The Americans have a bad conscience about it, & are experimenting with new formulas—the Hutchins & the St. John’s notably—but haven’t got far yet.

The Ph.D. is always a teaching degree: I don’t know how many novelists, for instance, would take it to improve their knowledge of English, but my guess would be that they are rare. But it is a thoroughly pernicious training for teachers. It takes the man away from teaching into research, dehumanizes the whole process, & the complete product is likely to be an unpleasant pedant who can’t teach, hates his students, is hated by them in return, whines about how dull essay-reading is, & explains glibly to everyone who will listen to him that his real field is supervising graduate studies. This is caricature, but there is a tendency
to measure the standards of a university by the extent to which it stresses graduate at the expense of undergraduate work—retires from society into its machine, in short. Hence these great barbaric “anthologies,” as they are always called: hence these huge “survey” courses in which the individual imagination of the writer is dealt with only as it “represents” some god-damned trend or other. Also the pedantic jargon about “development” & “origins” and other nonsense about the evolution of art, also based on the same false analogy with science. Hence too the loss of perspective which is the inevitable result of premature research. The Ph.D. student, going his proverbial way toward knowing more & more about less & less, loses contact with other languages: he has some language work to do, of course, but he just plugs it up as he does everything else, & drops it as soon as he can. To study English without Latin & Greek is like extracting a molar & leaving the roots in the jaw; and translations are of no more use except as cribs. But training in research is likely to shift the primary importance of primary writers.

[50] The Ph.D. is typically a cultural go-getter, but he is therefore not a wiser man. He has no spiritual relaxation in his mind, which is the secret of wisdom: he cannot read anything except detective stories for pleasure; and like all priests, he tends to submerge the real authority of the Word in a series of mechanical acts. The Stoll approach to Shakespeare is typical: the mediocrity wishes to assure his fellows & reassure himself of the essential mediocrity of the great writers of the past. He has not the humility which realizes that the greater the critic’s imaginative effort, the more adequate his appreciation: that all he has is none too much when it comes to, say, Shakespeare.

[51] It's curious how insistently superstition denies the unity of mind and body. Medicine insisted for centuries that liver was the seat of passion, spleen of melancholy, womb of hysteria, belly of hypochondria, & so on, & today we speak of conflicts of head & heart, of backbone & guts & balls, without a complete sense of their purely metaphorical significance, & as far as the brain is concerned we refuse to assign a metaphorical meaning to it at all. The old superstitions are of course coming back in glandular form: it is now “scientific” to believe that adrenal glands are the seat of courage. As for “blood,” that’s so clear an example that both sides of this war are deeply affected by it. The Nazis have based everything on a figurative conception of blood; & over here not only do people
howl about letting negroes be blood donors, but I understand from Vera that the four blood types are found in animals as well, & most of the plasma comes from the Chicago stock yards, a fact carefully concealed from the public. As for the more Mithraic religious cults, I never have understood why they got so much pleasure out of yelling that nothing but blood will save from sin. A by-product of the same tendency is the popularity of “liver” & “kidney” pills that are supposed to be equipped with some passport that will shunt them off the usual alimentary line straight into the affected organ & “cure” it.

[52] Everybody has his own reason for wanting to make some extra money. I have two. One, that this country is going to plunge into laissez faire again & after a few years of hectic prosperity it will get snarled up in the most god-awful mess—probably a depression that will make the last one look like Vanity Fair. I’d like to tide myself over that. The other is that there is a public feeling that a person with brains who doesn’t make money is a sissy, & I think there may be something to that theory. The only immediate way I see to make money is to write, & I sure as hell wish I knew what the American public wanted to read—I doubt if it’s The Locust-Eaters. My Inferno idea is very saleable, but will take work & time. I might plan a book on how to write—how to books have a good sale, & that is a subject I’m in a good position to treat.

[53] The word “individual” is a great lie, and so obvious it is a wonder how it got so firmly entrenched before anything like a belief in the rigidly atomic form of it ever arose. Consider, for instance, how often a woman sees her political and religious attitude through her husband’s eyes, and how important an aspect of personal charm that loss of individuality is. Consider too how regularly feminine beauty or male courage, strength or even cleanliness go with a commonplace and conventional mind.

[54] In the bath this morning I noticed what play I make with my wristwatch and spectacles, the two fragile machines which link me to time and space.

[55] I never understand why the arguments about fortune-telling are invariably based on the question of the truth or falsehood of the fortune-teller’s claims to extra-sensory perception. I see no reason why they
should not have such powers: the essential point is surely that going to a
fortune-teller eats great gaping holes in one’s character, and the more
powers the fortune-teller has the more pernicious his influence.

[56] Novel: woman saying “I hate what he said about me, not because”
(giving the obvious & true reason) “but because” (pauses to think up
subtler reason).

[57] A married woman who works with Helen at the Star\textsuperscript{57} a malingering
& hypochondriac, because invariably spoiled & petted, says she
wouldn’t trust a woman doctor & couldn’t bear the thought of going to
one. So she buys new underwear when she gets an examination from her
male doctor.

[58] I can see that race prejudice is absurd, ungentlemanly, immoral, &
even anti-Christian; but, like many of my class, I don’t see that its causes
are rooted in economics: that the so-called “negro problem” is an aspect
of the problem of cheap labour, and the so-called “Jewish problem” is an
aspect of the problem of middle-class competition. I know these things,
but I don’t realize them.

[59] You can’t fly with one wing; but the human being, we are told, tries
to get along with half his brain. I heard of a man who got a bullet through
his skull. It’s still there, & except for a pimple on his forehead when it’s
cold, he hardly knows it.

[60] If you have occasion to describe a male who is rather a pansy, refer
to his plump buttocks.

[61] A chance remark of a man I don’t much like recently impressed me
deeply. The more we magnify the courage, strength and endurance of
the Russians, the more by implication we are expressing an amazement
at the practically superhuman fight the Germans have put up. After
France had been knocked cold in full possession of one of the world’s
biggest military machines, Germany was, while policing the entire con-
tinent of Europe, fighting the British in Africa, blockading the entire Brit-
ish Empire with her submarines, and getting the hell blasted out of her
producing & transportation systems the whole time, able to carry on a
full time war, which she damn near won, with a vast & first-class mil-
itary power of twice her population and say fifteen times her area. Admittedly she had satellites, but she had to officer their armies and watch them too. They held Hungary & Rumania as comrades in arms for years; held Bulgaria in defiance of a pro-Soviet public opinion; held millions of foreign workers and hostile populations of Czechs & Poles within their borders; and still (April 1944), when they obviously can’t win or even draw, Turkey, Spain, Sweden and Eire are just as obviously at least as pro-Nazi as pro-Ally. Have we shown any diplomatic ability of that kind? or has Russia? We said in 1939 that there’d be a revolution against the Nazis, in 1940 that the Germans were jittery and couldn’t take a bombing like the English, in 1941 that their productive machinery was breaking down under sabotage, and now we’re reduced to saying its just German original sin. But inherent ferocity, even if it existed, wouldn’t explain organization. The Japs had a lot of quick tricks to take and took them, but in perspective their military effort has been hysterical and fundamentally weak. Only one other nation I can think of has shown German courage, and that was the Jews at the time of the Maccabees. But, as I’ve said before & in fact stuck into the Blake [FS, 399–400], the Germans are the Jews of the modern world, & have the same suicidal ferocity. But why fight so? Why? Why? Why? Why?

[62] The word liberty, as ordinarily used, means the incorporation of an individual into a social unit he approves of. We speak now of “Tudor absolutism,” but it is amusing to read the English reports on Russia in Hakluyt’s Voyages and see how they made identically the same comments about the country that they did up to 1941. No free-born Englishman would stand for the absolutism of the Czar, but there’s no doubt that the latter does make for efficiency in the way that their own democratic system doesn’t. During the performance of Addison’s Cato, the Whigs applauded wildly whenever the word “liberty” was mentioned, but the Tories did too, to show that they were Progressive Conservatives. Both were right, just as a banker is right today when he says that liberty consists in maintaining the dictatorship of financial capitalism.

[63] It is very possible that I shall spend my life revolving around a principle enunciated by Berdyaev and inferrable, I think, from Toynbee: that the Middle Ages represented a consolidation of Classical culture and that the permeation of Christianity into culture really began with the Renaissance and Reformation. If so, the inference is that the profound-
The tie-up between national & international aspects of Catholicism offers no difficulty. When I was an undergraduate I was taught that Fascism is paranoiac nationalism and Communism the revolt of the workers of the world. I have since discovered that Fascism is an international conspiracy and Communism, in all countries where it has had any influence, a patriotic nationalism. That is because patriotism is always revolutionary: the sham military patriotism which Johnson called the last refuge of a scoundrel\(^\text{61}\) is inevitably an aspect of a Holy Alliance.

Luther was not a heresiarch: he was a Catholic who announced that certain doctrines, notably the Augustinian view of grace and free will, were the true Catholic doctrines. Because they went so much further than the Donation of Constantine\(^\text{62}\) in exposing the Roman usurpation of supreme authority, the Roman church was forced to declare them heretical and invent compromise doctrines which would leave their sacramental system intact.

It is beginning to look now as though Stalin (he was once a theological student, and once a theologian always a theologian) is considering a reformed-revolutionary version of the Greek Orthodox Church as the keystone of his national revolution. You can’t have a successful revolution without having a church as a keystone, and I don’t think the American deist machinery will work. Consider the immense success of the Anglican revolution in 16th c. England compared with the Puritan revo-
olution in the 17th. Such a new Russian church would be, in its relation to the state, semi-detached, as they say of houses: not legally established, but officially patronized. Then this church could combine with the Church of England (overtures, which have been made since Queen Elizabeth’s time, have recently revived) and perhaps American deism as well, to form an anti-Roman crusade. It’s all very interesting to me as a Nonconformist.

[67] The Roman Catholics have I think made a tactical error in putting all their eggs into the Latin basket. That is, the supremacy of Rome and its progeny in all aspects of culture has always been their strongest talking point. But with this war at least the economic and political bottom of this basket has fallen out. Mussolini, Dollfuss, de Valera, Franco, Petain, Salazar, Arcand: the further one goes down the list the more provincial & jerkwater and defiantly parochial this fucking-and-folking Catholic-Fascism becomes. Even their own centre of gravity, by which I mean the source of money, has moved to America. They’re very clever, of course, & will no doubt wiggle through. I think they may yet become all-powerful in the States and America generally. Protestantism is bankrupt here, Deism can’t last, and the Roman Church as always had a Drang nach Westen. But maybe not. I wonder if the Allies ever will take Rome. I only permit myself to wonder that because my premonitions are invariably nonsense.

[68] I’d like to build a story around a good last sentence: “As he got up to leave the bench the slip of paper fell loose, and B watched it in silence fluttering quickly downward with a curious gaiety of rhythm until it lay on the ground.” A bit padded and gawky as it stands: I’d have to write the story first: a brave-pathos theme, evidently.

[69] Certain patterns integrate: the Jack London–Charles G.D. Roberts type of open-air muscularity goes with an interest in evolution, just as Nietzsche went with a Superman. London’s Iron Heel and the passage on Hitler (it amounts to that) in Zarathustra show that fascism is a direct perversion or parody of it. Connected with it too, unfortunately, is that ghastly doctrine of the resurrection of the body in the form of manure, pushing up daisies next year & so continuing new life. That’s a form of natural religion connected with a love of war. See In Flanders Fields. By the way, London’s To Build a Fire is a fine story of a man freezing to death
because the man had no education or imagination and isn’t given any sublime or beautiful thoughts to think—just a series of physical, almost animal acts to keep him from freezing. Some of Roberts’ adventure stories have similar merits of a slighter kind: *Hoof & Claw*, e.g.\(^{68}\)

[70] Bennett in the *Old Wives’ Tale* describes how Mrs. Baines carefully builds up a myth of the authority of her paralyzed and senile husband: an excellent example of the way a Mikado myth evolves.\(^{69}\)

[71] There is an important phenomenon I have called centaurism, in which certain types of men transform a vehicle or a machine into part of their own bodies. The nomad with his horse or camel, the North American aborigine with his kayak or canoe, the pioneer with his axe, are examples, & prove to me that the development of organs is an inner product of will as well as a response to environment. We shall see some extraordinary manifestations of this soon: perhaps a fighter pilot is the nearest approach to it so far. Compare the vast traditional lore about machinery that every youngster has absorbed, & how frequently the word “genius” is applied to those with a mechanical knack. Toynbee, III, 86, begins this point & quotes Bergson’s *Two Sources*, which says organ : instinct :: tool : intelligence. Also the weapons of war transform one into a (parasitic) beast of prey. Cf. my point that modern annihilation warfare causes men to assume insect forms: a khaki-clad line of march looks from above exactly like a caterpillar; & the physical analogy of fighters & bombers to locusts needs no elaboration. Cf. the “basilisk” and “culverin” or early gunpowder days.\(^{70}\) Toynbee points out that centaurism assimilates the human to the invariability of animals.\(^{71}\) This is explicable only on Blake’s assumption that the creative power that evolved the dinosaur is the same as the power that evolved the tank. Toynbee also says that Peter the Great’s Church policy was influenced by what he had seen of Erastian Protestantism in the West,\(^{72}\) which is a link with my Stalin hypothesis.

[72] Toynbee links the cycle with something he calls the movement of withdrawal & return which he finds in the careers of men of genius & even less convincingly, in civilizations: “This movement of W-and-Return, which culminates in ‘the dark night of the Soul’ in the Xn mystical experience, . . . is something that is characteristic of Life in general; and it becomes manifest to Man in the life of plants as soon as Man has made this
plant-life his own concern by taking to agriculture... we talk of ‘sinking’ capital or of making ‘a reproductive investment.’” He contrasts a “Xn” Persephone return with a Hellenic Eurydice failure to return; links the Plato cave to it, and the feascaft funden themes, noting the frequency of the foundling theme in the New Comedy. For the above, cf. my idea of the moral or purgatorial cycle; the Perseus-Romulus-Moses-Jason-Zeus (Crete)-Oedipus-Cyrus-Orestes—well, damn it, the reborn Orc—(what the hell did I work Blake out for anyway if not to use him here) seems to be linked with my retracting eiron theme. Note the withdrawal in the 4th act of Hamlet as a cpt. [counterpoint] w. Polonius—more specific than Toynbee has it.

[73] Incidentally, my point about the stuffed-shirt retracting eiron is also my point that the defect in the plot of Tom Jones is that Fielding needed a credulous & obstinate Polonius where he’s got Allworthy. Maybe Coleridge was feeling his way to something like this when he brought in the Alchemist. Also, note how often a god’s speech in Shakespeare is dull, giving those who make their living out of such guesswork a chance to suggest that it’s interpolated. If Cymbeline, why not Hymen in AYL [As You Like It]?

[74] Poetry descends from ritual; prose from myth. Of course all early literature, including mythology, is poetic: but prose precipitates in the form of stories & rational mythology, or science. Prose is centrifugal & separates from literature, but, as I’ve said, the question of prose form takes us a long way.

[Autobiographical Notes II: Outline of the Ogdoad]

These notes appear to date from the mid-1950s, before Frye had completed Anatomy of Criticism. The typescript is in the NFF, 1993, box 50, file 1.

[1] From the beginning I was ferociously ambitious, with a Napoleonic complex in me that went through all the regular childish phases. I was a future great military commander simultaneously with knowing that I was the least military of males, & always would be. Around twelve or thirteen I suddenly realized that I didn’t believe in the dogmas of Biblical religion, and started breathing mental oxygen. I had a long fixation of wanting to be a great musical composer—I call it a fixation because I did
no work at it. I remember my Opus 2 was to be a series of eight concerti—a sequence of eight masterpieces in the same genre has been a constant dream ever since. To the composer dream (which didn’t fade out until the age of twenty or so) a novelist dream, likewise an unworked fixation, succeeded. At first I read Scott, & planned a sequence of historical novels—that dream began at nine, with the composing one. When Dickens and Thackeray succeeded, the dream became a sequence of eight definitive novels. With the owlish solemnity of fourteen, they acquired each a descriptive name of one word. The first was to be called Liberal: it was to be a satire, a witty comedy of manners. The second I called Tragicomedy, and thought of it as a panoramic novel: I had always been fascinated by complicated plot & a great number of characters. The third, Anticlimax, I thought of as austere & forbidding; the fourth, Mirage, had no particular characteristics; the sixth, Paradox, was to be the most dizzyly complicated of them all; the seventh, Ignoramus, the profoundest (because I was an agnostic by then and had started to read Hardy), and Twilight, subtitled a Valedictory, as to be my Tempest, the work of my old age. I came to college, barely seventeen, convinced of the superiority of creative to scholarly work, never dreaming I was cut out to be a scholar, critic & professor, though other schoolboys called me professor as a nickname at the age of twelve at the latest.

[2] Meanwhile, of course, my real critical interests were inexorably developing. Bernard Shaw had knocked the wind out of me at fifteen, and I started my sophomore year fascinated by dramatic patterns (a repertory company was doing comedies in Toronto at the time) and with an interest in Blake that got going my third year. My next summer (even at the time I was using my summers academically) saw an embryonic anatomy theory begin to shape itself in my notes, and of course it was that summer that I found myself reading Spengler in the Edmonton YMCA—one of the great nights of my life, & one that unknown to me had converted me into a critic of my own distinctive kind.79 My fourth year brought me to a fascinated study of Romanticism,80 and theology, besides shaking up an interest in Biblical typology that had been in my mind as long as I can remember, brought Frazer, & with Frazer the key to drama. At that point the logical evolution of my ideas was interrupted by having to flounder through two years at Oxford, get myself established as a lecturer, and try to pound my Blake ideas into a thesis shape. The years 1936–40, during which I married, were my awkward age.81 In 1941 I
began to revive, wrote Music & Poetry & my first anatomy article, & the next year started Blake in earnest. By 1944 the vast abstraction had finally become transparent, and I began to think of further books.

[3] This took shape at first as a Pentateuch or series of five. Blake was the Genesis; a study of drama, especially Shakespearean comedy, was the Exodus; Leviticus was to be philosophical (a dream of a “Summa” of modern thought had got into my skull very early). Numbers was to be a study of Romanticism & its after-effect, & Deuteronomy was to deal with general aesthetic problems. Suddenly, & simultaneously with the final & complete conversion to criticism, my old adolescent dream of eight masterpieces rose up again and hit me finally and irresistibly. Blake became Liberal, the study of drama Tragicomedy, the philosophical book, now a study of prose fiction, became Anticlimax, Numbers became Rencontre, Deuteronomy Mirage, & three others took nebulous shape. For several years I dithered, doodled, dawdled, dreamed & dallied. It was silly to let an adolescent pipe-dream haunt me like that: on the other hand, it did correspond to some major divisions in my actual thinking. So I kept on with it. When I finished the Blake, it became zero instead of one, & its place was taken by a study of epic. In my notes the initial letters of the eight books were cut down to hieratic forms: \( \text{L} \) for Liberal; \( \text{T} \) for Tragicomedy; \( \text{A} \) for Anticlimax; \( \text{V} \) for Rencontre; \( \text{M} \) for Mirage; \( \text{I} \) for Paradox; \( \text{T} \) for Ignoramus; \( \text{T} \) for Twilight. The last three seldom appear.

[4] Even as late as the Guggenheim year [1950–51] I was still thinking of a triad of studies on epic, drama & prose fiction, based on Spenser, Shakespeare, and (perhaps) Rabelais, and publicly announced two thirds of this as an aim. Meanwhile, as usual, the real shape of my work has been very slowly but quietly & steadily forming. I realized very soon that I was starting a new approach to criticism altogether, and in the spring of 1941 I fired the opening gun of a theoretical campaign by reading at the Toronto Colloquium the paper later published in the UTQ under the deliberately arrogant title of “The Function of Criticism at the Present Time.” Meanwhile I made myself famous by a series of articles on the theory of criticism: three on archetypes and myths, two on genres, two on theories of meaning. I tinkered with the idea of two “Essays,” really books of essays, & meanwhile struggled to bring my panoramic congeries of ideas within a single unifying scheme. Finally, to make a long story short, I’ve got it all straight, & am ready to slough off
the last apocryphal form of my scheme: that of a historian of literature. I seem to have wasted a good deal of time, yet I’ve produced a creditable pile of scribble, much of it good.

[Autobiographical Notes III: First Memories]

The typescript for these notes, which appear to be notes for a talk, is in the NFF, 1991, box 49, file 3. The date is uncertain, but the reference to Star Wars games (par. 25) suggests a date after the early 1980s.


[2] Armistice: my father’s story of the French boy vs. my brother who was not coming back.87 Who was “right.” First, though not the Second, World War was pointless and futile hysteria.


[5] A racism that was almost innocent: blacks would attract crowds of children; very few Jews,89 a few Chinese in laundries and restaurants.

[6] Elizabeth Bishop and the left-hand drive—roads hardly wide enough to have two sides. The red, blue and yellow roads, the last a dirt track through the bush. Still, variety of makes of cars, words like Willys-Knight can still throw me into a nostalgic trance.

[7] Baptismal certificates only in Quebec in 1912 (my father had nothing: story in that connection). British thoughtful enough to conquer Quebec, so even Methodist baptisms were legal.
[8] Election of 1920 the first in which my mother had a vote: women still legal infants in Quebec: her operation. Liberal sweep, to my parents’ dismay.

[9] School in Moncton: elementary school penal servitude, though the fault was in the administration: the teachers didn’t know much but did what they could.

[10] Curious out-of-date history and geography: my stamp collection (kid) reinforced the geography. The “health” readers, nothing but propaganda against alcohol and tobacco. Why did they insist on school attendance when they cared so little about what they were taught?

[11] School boards appointed by Lieutenant-Governor: John Gray’s story. No bookstores in Moncton (or anywhere else); no library until I was about fifteen.90 The library in the school was untouched.

[12] What did I learn in school? The most valuable thing by far was grammar. English should be analyzed by the structure of an inflected language, preferably Latin: philosophical as well as literary training. Linguists on this subject are talking nonsense.

[13] What did I learn from school? Obsolete curriculum tolerated because it was assumed natural for kids not to want to go to school: part of the conquest of nature that’s our heritage. Keep the little buggers off the streets. (First.)

[14] Uselessness of propaganda against anything that’s in. (Second.).

[15] Shall and will story (note contradiction) language of recess vs. dead language taught. Root of contradiction is the curious shame about being articulate. Negative tribute to the power of the word. (Third.)

[16] Goes on: debating in universities (story about cancellation of what used to be the controlling student organization).

[17] High school (in upper grades with top teachers) a lot better: deeply touched by my English teacher saving my compositions. Also my music
lessons: first hearing of something like Purcell. Every kid in town had a ukulele [ukulele] and built a crystal set, but permeation of radio still rudimentary.

[18] After high school, business college and the writs of capias. Arrest for debt, the Steeves story.

[19] Every bum sworn in as special constable to repossess furniture and the like. Grubby middleclass poverty: staying out of games because of danger of breaking glasses. No actual hardship or misery, but I saw a good deal of it, and have paid income tax for the welfare state because those who knock it don’t really know what the alternative can be like.

[20] What was it like to be young in the depression? Like being locked in a freezer. Cheating by specializing in subjects one could do well to keep scholarships coming in. Only thing was we didn’t have inflation on top of it, as in Germany: if we had we’d have had fascism as they did (Huey Long, Father Coughlin, etc.). My summer on 65¢ a day. Sometimes we avoided fascist conspiracies by accident, as with the Technocracy man who went on the air after tangling with prohibition liquor and drank himself out of his five sentences, like the man in Shakespeare.

[21] What was it like to be young, period? The silence of the adolescent. My own religious training and how the whole bundle of threats, contradictions and muddled arguments just fell off. I kept quiet, because silence is the young person’s only power: if he talks he opens the gates to the enemy—though the real enemy is probably inside him. Nothing I believed then would worry any clergyman today—or my own then: Connie’s dancing career. Even my mother, from whom I got it, obviously didn’t believe everything she thought she believed or thought she ought to believe.

[22] The positive part of the young person’s silence is creating a space around himself or herself. The negative part is of course introversion of an extreme kind. How technology increases introversion, down to the walkie ear muffs of today.

[23] (Genial clutter on streets; silent cars go by.)
[24] Anyone born in 1912 has lived through more history than anyone dying in 1912 who had lived for seven or eight hundred years. My Schubert story and “tapes.”

[25] Education has to follow the curve of the child’s mind. The comic strip kindergarten story, and the story that mentioned a group of kids interested in computers and a bigger group interested in Star Wars games—the managers and the managed of the future, he said.

[26] Gadgets are at least concrete. But the British Empire, so vast in my childhood, has gone, headed perhaps for third-world status (Boer War beginning); American empire acquired its sense of parabola after Vietnam.

[27] Undergraduate arguments in my day based on assumption that socialism was the next stage of evolution after capitalism, hence Communism was invincible. For the socialists the clinching argument was always the postal system.

[28] But that didn’t happen: the two systems settled down to an adversary situation. Marx has refuted Hegel by transforming his ideologyconflicts into economic forces and classes. But in the adversary situation each side improves only by borrowing from its rival. It looks as though Hegel were right after all.

[29] I’m aware of the terrible dangers we’re in; but considering the US Presidents of the last years it clearly doesn’t matter too much who is president; the real solidity of the human community is elsewhere. I don’t always know where, but I’m more convinced than I ever was that it’s partly in the life of the mind.

[Autobiographical Notes IV: The Critic and the Writer]

These typescript notes are from Frye’s talk “The Critic and the Writer,” given at the meeting of the Learned Societies at McGill University in May 1972 and broadcast on CBC Radio’s “Ideas” series the following month. The talk was transcribed from a CBC tape by Robert Denham and published in the Northrop Frye Newsletter, 4 (Winter 1991–92): 3–7; rpt. in WE, 470–5. The typescript is in the NFF, 1991, box 36, file 1.
1. Not sure of my role, but taking an autobiographical and reminiscent line, in order to examine the question: how far does the principle apply that is phrased in Wallace Stevens as: “I am what is around me?” [The Pure Good of Theory, l. 1]. At Oxford, two years ago, I pondered the question of a genius loci. The great imaginative productions of Oxford—the Anatomy of Melancholy, Alice in Wonderland, the development taking place there when I was a student around C.S. Lewis, Charles Williams and Tolkien, all suggest a slightly mad fantasy. This throws a light on other products of the same genius loci, such as Pater and Hopkins and such passages in Newman as: “So-and-so taught me the doctrine of Apostolic Succession in the course of a walk around the Christ Church Meadows.”

2. At Victoria College I had three people for teachers who in different ways were profoundly typical of the Canadian scene:

(a) Pelham Edgar. At first glance everything that was upper-middle class, Anglophile and vertical mosaic. Only later did one realize that he’d been named after the constituency that elected his father, that he didn’t go to England until he was nearly forty, and that he had done a quite conventional Ph.D at Johns Hopkins of a type that would now be done by computer. With this oddly Canadian melange it’s not surprising that he was interested (i) in Henry James and his treatment of the Atlantic tension (ii) in contemporary Canadian literature (he started as a colleague of Stephen Leacock, brought Pratt to Victoria, and founded societies devoted to the supporting of authors).

(b) Ned Pratt Exhibited the Canadian affinity between the ministry and an interest in literature; also the “modern” outlook of his generation in Canada that associated theology with evolution and developments in science. This last sent him for a time into an ill-advised career in psychology, or what Toronto then assumed to be psychology.

(c) John Robins (see also Edith Fowke). In many ways the most significantly Canadian of the three: of working-class origins, leaving school at twelve to go to work, and from there started to earn the qualifications for university teaching, getting his Ph.D at the age of 43. Interested in the ballad, folk tales, and popular literature. Without his interests I should never have understood the makeup of Pratt as a poet—nor, perhaps, could I have hit on the conception of “archetypes,” which are really an extension of the motifs of folk tales.
3. My original ambition to enter the ministry was, like Ned’s, typical of my own genius loci, where that’s the obvious profession for somebody interested in literature. In Britain it might have been the law, but Canada lacks that useful institution of the briefless barrister. Theology, to me, meant mostly The Golden Bough, just as to Pratt it meant things like Emergent Evolution. I have never been a practising clergyman, but the fact that I was ordained has proved useful to many people: it enabled a Maoist, for instance, to describe me as the “high priest of clerical obscurantism.” I think its actual effect on me has been the opposite of that. My attitude to teaching has always been essentially an evangelical attitude, and probably my attitude to scholarship as well. At any rate, one critic rang a bell in my mind when he spoke of my passion for democratizing criticism, taking the mysterious and the esoteric out of it.

4. In the summer of 1937, returning after a year in Oxford, I was told that Roy Daniells was leaving for Winnipeg, and second-year Honour sixteenth century, third-year Honour Milton and seventeenth century, and fourth-year Honour nineteenth century thought, had to be taught. So I got married and taught them. The chancellor gently cautioned me against rushing into marriage so early—at any rate, I was still only twenty-five—but, if I was set on it, the College would raise my salary for the year from $1200 to $1400. After another year in Oxford, I came back to Victoria in September of 1939; the colleague who taught Restoration and eighteenth-century to second-year Honour joined up the first day of the war, so I had that too.

5. At the same time I was working on a book on Blake’s Prophecies: at that time, with the Eliot-Pound machine going full blast, nobody could have held my full attention unless he was the opposite of what Eliot thought he was—i.e., Nonconformist, Romantic, and at least left-wing liberal. Again, these preferences were the elements of a WASP upbringing in Canada. Most of the then critics of Blake told me that the prophecies were related primarily to a mystical or the occult tradition. I had to contend with the fact that Blake’s poetry interested me profoundly and that most of the occultism I had read did not interest me at all. I eventually saw that I would have to follow Blake’s own instructions and read him within the tradition of English literature. Blake being an intensely Biblical and mythological poet, I began to understand something of the
importance of Biblical and Classical mythology for the study of literature. Up to that time I had thought of them largely in footnote terms, as explaining allusions. I began to understand, however, that poets don’t write in the way that the spider, according to Swift, spins her web: “out of her own bowels, and in a restricted compass.”

6. The Honour course and the Federation system, with their corollaries: a course already prescribed in detail down to the texts, and an impersonal examination system where both examinee and examiners were anonymous, made Toronto a first-rate university, and of immense benefit to any instructor who began work there, especially if he began young. Education has a lot to do with doing what at the time one thinks one doesn’t want to do. I have always regarded self-designed courses with some distrust, at least undergraduate courses. The Toronto system assumed that the student ought to learn English literature: in other words, the subject was supreme in authority over both the instructor and the students. That’s the university: any other conception of teaching is barbaric in comparison. Again, it’s one thing to be teaching Milton, and quite another thing to be teaching Milton against [A.S.P.] Woodhouse at U.C. and [Arthur] Barker at Trinity, two of the best Milton scholars anywhere.

7. I suppose the terrific teaching load I assumed at the beginning predisposed me to look for structural similarities in primary sources. In any case I put all my time on primary sources: there was no time to read secondary ones. Here a major influence, I think, was Wilson Knight, then at Trinity. There were times when I suspected that Knight didn’t know a Folio from a Quarto text—certainly he didn’t care; he worked entirely with a Globe Shakespeare and a mass of pencilled annotations. Still, when I compare what I got out of The Wheel of Fire compared with what I got out of other Shakespeare scholars, I felt there was something to be said for primary sources. I found much of what then passed for “historical” criticism phony, because so many of these historical critics didn’t know anything about the actual history of literature—what they knew, at best, was history outside literature.

8. The presence of Pratt in the department, a full-time teaching member, helped me to become unconscious of the Romantic mystique of “creative” writers versus critical ones. What I have called my evangelical attitude to teaching and criticism minimized this difference for me in any
case. There is a tendency to think of creative people as people who write poems or stories which, of course, attaches the notion of creativity to those genres rather than to the people working in them. Hence the bind that, e.g., the Nobel Prize committee is in: surely somebody like I.A. Richards or Lionel Trilling is quite as important to literature as Kawabata or Lagerkvist.

9. What I call the garrison mentality operates in Canadian academia: one thinks of Innis, for whom the university simply was a garrison. It also operates in a very positive way: think of the sheer physical effort, to say nothing of the mental, for such people as Broadus and Gordon and Salter to maintain their standards of scholarship at Alberta in the days before planes and microfilm. Also the ambivalence in regard to “nature”—Robins spent his summers in Algonquin Park; Pratt hardly stirred out of the city.

10. The publication of Smith’s Anthology of Canadian Poetry was the event that focussed my consciousness in my own environment, and my first article of any importance was a review of that book. Ever since then I have been aware of the soil I’m rooted in, and of the impossibility of my having become the kind of writer I am under any formative conditions but those I have tried to describe in my Conclusion to the Literary History of Canada.

---

**Notebook 30r: [Autobiographical Notes V: Injunctions]**

The selections here are from Frye’s holograph Notebook 30r, which is in the NFF, 1991, box 25. The date of this material is uncertain, but a draft of Frye’s essay on Toynbee and Spengler (1947) in the same notebook suggests the general time frame.

[5] Don’t kid yourself. Don’t develop or incubate the seeds of justification that are in practically every situation making for imitation. Don’t tell yourself you’re tired or bored when you might just as well not be. Don’t explain about what hard work it is to loaf through a day the way you do.

[6] Don’t despise don’ts, & don’t despair of your own right eye’s sight, of programs of perfection however priggish they may sound. Your left eye won’t close. After all, the fact that one is trying to search for self-
improvement is necessarily intensely private, & is one of the things Jesus meant by the closed door [Luke 13:22–30]. Nobody is in a more vulnerable position than the man who talks about exploring such a path. The thing found isn’t really communicable: it’s the process of finding that is, & no one ever stops finding.

[7] You say Mary is easier for you than Martha, & Mary as a dope is: Thorne Smith interspersed with solitaire & diddling at the piano, let us say. The breakdown of so many of your Mary schemes indicates that it isn’t as easy as all that. Don’t kid yourself that your brain needs a rest: very, very seldom have you ever got to that stage. Keep clear of Veblenism. The reason you hate Martha is your dread of the drudgery of elementary stages of skills that don’t particularly interest you even in their advanced stages. Try to do less cringing & don’t great Ogs & Araks out of trifles.

[8] You have a certain amount of mental energy, God knows. Make energy the basis of your life, & don’t cuddle. Your energy is mental & verbal, but you’ll pick up a few essential Martha skills if it runs over. Don’t cuddle in bed; don’t cuddle over coffee; don’t cuddle your Sundays; don’t cuddle your home or your solitude. Martha isn’t such a grim hag. It is true that self-abuse has left your body in a pretty shaky state: find out what yoga books say to do about it. Otherwise don’t bother too much. Energy spills over into friendliness, one of its forms: & even Jesus was called upon only to suffer, not fight (cleansing of temple however).

[9] Get rid of all traces of Isvara & the bumbling Deist God & hang on to Jesus, or at any rate to the God-Man & the non-subjective ego. Distrust the coy & inscrutable Jesus.

[10] Don’t force yourself in your energy: that leads to heartiness; perhaps you will become quieter & more reserved as you become wiser. But don’t dawdle & don’t kid yourself that dozing is contemplation.

[11] Try to shift the centre of your sexual gravity to the sex act, & of your human gravity to the human act, the act of kindliness, of Chih-kai [Chik-hai] Bardo, which, like the sex act, depends on timing. And try to make the sex act the foundation of love of your own flesh of which masturbation is the analogy. That of course makes cuddling with intangible
women impossible, but looking on women to lust after them is better than what you do.

[12] The path is before me, & it is always there: no God puts my application on file & makes me wait until I hear from him. Nor is there any magical spell on it: I may start out & turn back innumerable times, but the path is unaffected by that, though I’m not.

[13] Don’t kid yourself that you’re incapacitated by alcohol: it certainly is a bad thing to take, & I think you should cut out all wilful (i.e. unsocial) drinking, which is just more cuddling. But you can work all right with some alcohol in you, & think too.

[14] Re cuddling: you depend on comfort & routine, but comfort & routine should be the basis & not the superstructure of your life. As long as you’re aware of the vulnerability of your foundations, you don’t need to worry too much about undermining them. You’ll never get to the begging bowl stage.

Memoir [Helen Kemp Frye]

This eulogy was read on the occasion of a memorial service for Helen Frye, September 1986. The typescript is in the NFF, 1988, box 31, file 10.

Helen Kemp was born on October 6, 1910, on Montrose Avenue, Toronto, and grew up in Toronto, attending Riverdale Collegiate and entering Victoria College, in the old “Pass Course,” in the fall of 1929. She had studied the piano and musical theory and had obtained, not the ATCM [Associate, Toronto Conservatory of Music], but the AHCM [Associate, Hambourg Conservatory of Music], from the rival Hambourg Conservatory. As an undergraduate she played the piano for rehearsals of the Gilbert and Sullivan operas the Victoria students then put on (notably “The Gondoliers”), and joined the journalist sorority of Sigma Phi. She was graduated in 1933, a year in which there were eighteen couples who had married within the year.

Her father, Stanley Kemp, was a commercial artist, and was a professional associate and personal friend of Tom Thomson and Arthur Lismer. After Helen’s graduation, Lismer, who was then backed with Carnegie money, offered her a position in the adult part of his educa-
tional programme at the Art Gallery of Toronto, as it was then called. She spent a year at the National Gallery in Ottawa and a year at the Courtauld Institute in London, then a relatively new school for the history of art. Helen was always primarily interested in the practical arts, and would have been better suited to a department of ceramics or textiles or furniture in the Museum, but those were the Depression days, and one took what was offered. She had had no training in the history of art (there was then no fine art department in Toronto), and the academic jargon she found baffling and meaningless. But she docilely sat through the lectures, and was a delegate to a museums conference in Brussels, where, she told me, she attended every conference paper except one on “How to Stuff a Whale.” However, she failed the examination, as was inevitable, and wrote me a broken-hearted letter urging me to forget about her. I sent a cable reading FORTUNES OF WAR CHEER UP AND SHUT UP LOVE, and she cherished this all her life—I think of it as the best literary effort of my writing career. She came back to the Art Gallery and worked there until 1941, conducting discussion groups, sending out loan exhibitions to all parts of Canada, and organizing lectures and concerts. Meanwhile, I had gone to Oxford in 1936–37, returned to teach at Victoria for 1937–38, and went back to Oxford for 1938–39. During the periods of separation she was don in the old Wymilwood (84 Queen’s Park) and the now demolished “Oaklawn.” We were married on August 24, 1937, and she came to England to join me in the early summer of 1939. We toured France and Italy, returning to Toronto the day the Stalin-Hitler pact was signed.

After leaving the Art Gallery, she picked up a job with the Toronto Star Weekly in 1943, reading non-fiction articles for possible use (and having to check her choices each month with the Reader’s Digest), in order, as she said, to amass a down payment for a house. We acquired the house, where I am still living on after her death, in 1945, and thanks entirely to her it is a very pleasant house. She had already taken on various volunteer jobs in the arts: the Federation of Canadian Artists was formed at Kingston in, I think, 1941, and Helen became the first Secretary (and, to her great perplexity, Treasurer as well) of the Toronto branch. She also joined the Canadian Forum as art editor in the late thirties, and besides scrounging (the Forum was quite unable to pay for anything) black and white drawings from Canadian artists, she contributed a few marginal drawings of her own. I remember two in particular: a group of leggy
English schoolgirls ("vackies," as they were called) gazing at a statue of John Sanfield Macdonald in Queen's Park, and a Cadillac drawn up in front of Toronto's first "village" of arty down-at-heels buildings on Ger-

tard Street.

She gradually channelled her spare-time energies into work for Victo-
ria College, and was chairman of the various committees for organizing art exhibitions, which were then held in Alumni Hall. A good many artists have told us since that they dated the real beginning of their careers from these exhibitions. Naturally many others helped her, notably Dou-
glas Duncan, whose somewhat erratic lifestyle she seemed better equipped than anyone else to cope with. I remember in particular an exhibition of a well-known painter at which the venerable artist himself was present, Helen watching closely for the moment when his gaze at the female students became less abstracted and the fingers of his right hand began to curl, at which point she summoned a group of male stu-
dents recruited in advance to take him out to the nearest pub.

When I became Principal of the College, she followed a Victoria tradi-
tion of taking charge of the women's organizations, in particular the Fac-
ulty Women's Association and the Victorian Women's Association. She had little natural aptitude for being a "chairperson," but, again, she did it with every appearance of being completely in charge. It was the same with the many compulsory dinners and similar duties associated with senior academic status.

The dark shadow of Alzheimer's disease fell across the final years of our life together, and I watched helplessly the gradual shrinking of her energies and personal resources. I imagine that few of those who met her casually on social occasions realized the gallantry of the fight that she was putting up to keep the appearance of the normal, and to conceal not only her loss of memory but, often, her uncertainties about where she was in time and place. For some time I had made an invariable practice of taking her with me on every visiting engagement, in the hope that the stimulation of new experiences and acquaintances would help to keep her condition stabilized. Some years ago we had visited New Zealand, and she had enjoyed that so much that I thought a trip to Australia might be pleasant for her as well—as indeed I think it was. I knew that I was taking a chance, but felt that taking a chance was better than doing nothing.

After a tour of Australian universities, we arrived in Cairns, opposite the Great Barrier Reef, on July 24, 1986, for a week's holiday before going
home. She collapsed walking off the plane, and the doctors diagnosed an embolism on the lungs. She died at 3.10 p.m. on August 4 (the medical attendants said 3.30, but I happen to know when she actually left me). She was a gentle and very pure spirit, however amused or embarrassed she might be to hear herself so described. The day before her death the intravenous machine ran out of fluid and started ticking: Helen opened an eye and said “Is that your pet cricket?” I am grateful that in practically the last thing I heard her say there was still a flash of the Helen I had known and loved for over fifty years.

John Robins

This is a tribute Frye read at the Victoria College Council shortly after the death of John D. Robins, one of Frye’s undergraduate teachers and later his colleague, on 18 December 1952. The typescript is in the NFF, 1993, box 3, file 11.

In the sudden death of Professor John D. Robins, of the Department of English at Victoria College, many members of this Council will feel the irreplaceable loss of a friend and a colleague. Professor Robins was graduated from the University of Toronto in 1913, completed his doctorate at the University of Chicago, and joined the Department of German at Victoria College, being transferred to the Department of English in 1925. On the retirement of the late Professor Pelham Edgar in 1937, he became Head of the Department, and held that position until 1951, when he became Professor Emeritus. At his death he was still actively engaged in teaching.

This account of his career hardly does justice to the extraordinary energy with which, after leaving school at the age of twelve, he earned the qualification for university teaching. It is enough to say that he had a background of extra-curricular experience which included public school teaching, newspaper writing, working in lumber camps and sawmills, musketry instruction during the First World War, and conducting student tours to Europe, and which was consequently much wider than that of most scholars of his eminence. It was partly because of this varied experience that he developed so vital an understanding of the relation of literature to life. His academic training was largely philological, and his special fields were in Old and Middle English. But with his academic training he had a sense of the popular roots of literature, in particular of
folklore and of the ballad, which so far as I know is unique in Canada, and must be very rare anywhere. His standards in literature were like his standards in friendship, entirely without snobbishness of any kind; and the unaffected courtesy which enabled him to talk with equal ease to the learned and the simple enabled him also to teach with a genial humanism in which Paul Bunyan and Beowulf, Uncle Remus and Piers Plowman, all had an integral place.

Only his own great modesty prevented him from being much more widely known as a writer. His two books, *The Incomplete Anglers*\textsuperscript{122} and *Cottage Cheese*, are both popular and well loved books, and so are his two anthologies of Canadiana, of which the one entitled *A Pocket Full of Canada* is, for all its unpretentiousness, a powerful analysis of the way in which Canadian culture has developed from Canadian customs and folkways.\textsuperscript{123} He also wrote, in the early days of The Canadian Forum and its predecessor *The Rebel*, a number of short stories, sketches and humorous essays which well deserve republication. Though never much interested in the formal criticism of art, he took a keen interest in Canadian painting, and his support and encouragement of it dates from the earliest struggles of the Group of Seven.

But it is as one of Canada’s great English teachers that he will be most immediately missed. Of the thousands of students he taught, there can hardly be any who will not feel, in his passing, the sense of keen and vivid personal loss, however brief or long ago their contact with him may have been. Scholarship for him was not a trade, but the expression of an attitude to life, and his influence as a teacher was based less on his knowledge than on the student’s recognition of the kind of man he was. Without ever asserting himself as a personality, his teaching had the unanswerable authority of his personality. One could not listen to him in any capacity, without realizing the presence of a humor, a kindliness, and in the most exact sense a charity, that never tried to deprecate his scholarship, but deepened and reinforced it. Yet, although his wisdom would have been the same wherever he taught, his particular talents and interests could only have developed as they did in his own environment, the culture of Canada with its striking, almost bizarre, contrasts between the civilized and the primitive, between the world of the university classroom and the world of the forest and the trout stream. His university is, in all humility, proud to claim him as her own product, and this Council is proud that he was one of its members.\textsuperscript{124}
This typescript, with the holograph notation (by Frye’s secretary Jane Widdicombe) “Vic Lecture 1977” at the top of the first page, is in the NFF, 1988, box 47, file 1. Jane Widdicombe’s record of Frye’s speaking engagements includes a program on “Victoria’s Contribution to the Development of Canadian Culture,” held at Victoria College on 10 November 1977. These notes were almost certainly prepared for that presentation.

[1] French: depicts a Methodist church preoccupied by rational questions, the relation of “evolution” to religious belief and the like; appointment of people interested in science to theological chairs. By the time I reached university, in 1929, two things had happened. One, far in the past, was federation, which separated the humanities and made them “college subjects,” pooling the sciences at the other end of the campus. What this did for cultural life in Victoria.

[2] The other thing was church union. Methodism took its theology ready-made from the Anglican Arminian tradition, leaving it free to concentrate on moral anxieties. Strong left-wing bias, even in temperance, which gave it a realistic slant. Coming of the Presbyterian structure had something to do with the allegorizing and symbolizing tendency recorded in the two speeches of Davidson and Brown in 1932, which I remember hearing.

[3] Cultural tendencies greatly fostered by decentralized college system, and, further back, the narrow but intense cultural life in semi-rural Canada. Vincent Massey. The introduction to the Massey Report, the same kind of nostalgic recall that’s in the background of [Stephen] Leacock, Robertson Davies, [James] Reaney, and Sara Jeanette Duncan.


[6] Pelham: his constant concern with (a) Canadian literature and (b) the contemporary. Early Saturday Night articles; his concern for supporting indigent writers, Raymond Knister, etc.


[9] Marjorie Pickthall: somebody else Edgar and Pierce were interested in. The Barker sisters. Pierce on her and Pratt.

[10] Pratt: acceptance of technological Canada with its silent communication links, the great traditional stories. His academic work: no half-assed writer in residence.


[15] Centripetal influence: Pelham [Edgar] originally from French (taught with Leacock at Upper Canada); Robins in German and philol-
ogy; Pratt in what Toronto was convinced was psychology, as well as theology.

[16] Semi-rural ethos: many professors in my student days had farms, and a large part of the student body was from small towns and villages.


[18] (Thesis that decentralizing encouraged a literary atmosphere in the colleges: no better than the others, but kept up with them and didn’t drag its feet).

[19] Obvious that professors exert a colossal cultural influence, but one hard to pin down, and of course impossible to itemize.

[20] I mention Vincent Massey and Marjorie Pickthall, who were not graduates of Victoria, because my point is that the whole ethos of the College acted like a kind of cultural flypaper, and brought people here with cultural interests who found it a congenial place to be. Francis Sparshott.

[21] In the French catalogue: Alta Lind Cook was a composer as well as a translator-poet.

[22] Robins and his interest in popular literature and folktale; also his cultural interest in the Group of Seven. Douglas Duncan was another cultural influence.

[23] In those days all contemporary references and allusions had to be bootlegged: my experience with Robins (Hemingway and the Art Gallery) and Edgar (Knister, Audrey A. Brown, etc.). Contrast with U.C. (touch lightly).

[25] The extraordinary preoccupation with the rational in early Methodism slackens off a bit with Church union in 1925, as I say, easing both the moral anxieties and the feeling that for serious people there’s nothing left of Christianity except the social gospel. But the old rational superstitions still hold: even as late as Grace Irwin there’s a dilemma between flaccid liberalism that has nothing divine left and a grumpy obscurantism that holds to the reality of God before he’s created anything.146

[26] I think my period really begins with the Rebel and the Forum after the First War. The emergence of Sissons147 (still a social-gospel man), Robins, Pratt, Edgar, Currelly. Douglas Bush also. What’s past is prologue: the Massey family and what Vincent told me about old Hart; the tradition of peddling popular literature in a moralized form, which began with John Wesley’s personal activities and continued in Canada through Briggs and Lorne Pierce.

[27] I think a continuous tradition does perhaps begin with the Rebel and Forum:148 the old Methodist tradition continued, as I said, but there’s John Robins with his Golfic mysteries149 and his parody of Joyce Kilmer’s Trees; there’s Douglas Bush with his defense of original sin, and there’s Louis MacKay (not a Victoria man, of course), with his articles on the last generation of Canadian poets. It all indicated a growing relaxation of anxieties: you can’t write first-rate stuff if your mind is preoccupied with improving yourself, your reader, or the god-dammed human race. Milton’s justifying the ways of God is different.

[28] S.H. Hooke is another name, along with DeWitt, which indicates the quality of cultural life in Victoria in early days.150

[Speech at Moncton’s Centennial Celebration: Diversity in Unity]

This is the text of a talk Frye gave at the Université de Moncton on the occasion of the centennial celebration of his hometown, in November 1990, slightly more than two months before his death. He lived in Moncton from age eight until he went off to college in 1927. Frye spoke only from several note cards. Robert Denham transcribed the talk from a videotape that was kindly provided him by Laverne Lewycky of Atlantic Baptist University. Published with the permission
of Paul-Émile Benoit, Directeur, Service des communications, Université de Moncton.

I’m sorry to have to begin with this very foolish and illogical request: if anybody cannot hear me will they please raise their hand. Thank you very much, gentlemen, for that very kind introduction. For some reason or other we seem to be very superstitious about the decimal system of counting. Whenever we get to a hundred-year anniversary, we mark it in some way. Musicians, for example, would hardly know what to do if they didn’t look up the birth dates and death dates of celebrated composers and hold special festivals on one or the other. It is a great mistake for anyone who wishes to be celebrated to live to be ninety-six, as Bernard Shaw did, so that his centennial comes around before people really expect it.

I am thinking of Moncton’s centennial as beginning in the aftermath of Canadian confederation, and the second centenary as beginning with the new era, the nature of which I’ll try to explain. I have read various histories of Moncton, but they seem to be interested only in the century of the incorporation. They don’t take us far enough back to the original settlement on The Bend, and they do not explain why every third person is named Steeves or LeBlanc.

I remember very vividly, however, my first arrival. I was born in the eastern townships. My father’s business failed up there, and he came down to Moncton as an agent for upper Canadian firms in the Maritimes. He had his job, but it was complete exile for my mother, who was deprived of her family and her friends. With her growing deafness she felt totally isolated, and that may have had some subconscious influence on my going to Toronto instead of Mt. Allison. But I remember vividly enough getting off the train and being confronted by two hotels, the Brunswick Hotel, which is still there and was then a tall brick building, and another much more ramshackle hotel, which was, I think, the only building I’ve ever seen in my life that had a wooden fire escape.

Fifty-five years later I was at a dinner at Harvard University seated beside a poet named Elizabeth Bishop, who was a New Englander with a summer cottage in Nova Scotia. She spent half her time in Nova Scotia, so much so that one or two Americans suggested Canadians really ought to make her Canada’s national poet. I think it was a bit of a problem for her too to decide whether she was Canadian or American, and she finally solved the problem by going to live in Brazil. However, she came
back to Harvard. She was a very shy person and was very chagrined at being put beside me, because she was frightened by strangers of all kinds. She said, ‘I haven’t read any of your books.” I said, “Well, I haven’t read them either. I’ve only proofread them.” Then she stared at me a while longer, and she said, “When was it that New Brunswick changed over from a lefthand to a righthand drive.” “Well,” I said loudly and confidently, “September 1920.” I realized afterward that I had almost certainly got the date wrong. But what I do remember was the fact happening and my mother’s comment that they were going to have trouble with the horses, especially the milkteam horses. In any case, whether I got the date right or not, it must have been around that time that the province discovered that there was a difference between the left hand and the right hand on the road.

So far as I remember, in 1919 or 1920 there were no paved roads in the province, and the roads were really paths through the woods. They were not exactly blazed trails, but you followed the road by tracing the colored bands that were painted around the telephone poles. The Red Band Road went down the Saint John Valley through Saint John to Moncton and from there to Sackville and Cape Tormentine. The Blue Band Road started here at the corner of Main and Botsford and went up the east coast around Tracadie to Campbellton. And the Yellow Band Road started at St. Andrews and went northeasterly through Fredericton and Newcastle to Bathurst. Later on, when I acquired a bicycle, I found myself tracing other of these paths through the woods, exploring what were at the time practically nothing but trails—the McLaughlin Road, roads in Albert County—and going out to the gorge and other outlying parts of Moncton. It was a solitary exercise, but it was by no means lonely, because each road was an adventure, and it had the feeling of a kind of Hansel and Gretel exploration about it. Naturally, as a city grows, more and more of its residential areas turn into commercial areas—things like Trans-Canada Highways and airports and so on make the old paths through the woods totally obsolete.

What I learned from that is the principle that the more highly technological civilization becomes the more introverted it also becomes. The jet plane is more introverted than the train is. The film is more introverted than the stage play, and of course the television set is far more introverted than either. I think that as a city gets larger, people tend to drift away from each other more and more and form less of a spontaneous community. Certainly, that’s been true in Toronto, where I live.
I said that a century ago was the aftermath of Confederation—the movement to unite a number of scattered British colonies to the north of the United States. When I was growing up in Moncton schools, there was still a good deal of enthusiasm for the confederation of Canada. The song called “The Maple Leaf Forever” almost achieved the status of a national anthem, although its attitude to British imperialism sounds rather pathetic in 1990. We wrote essays on the advantages of Maritime union and on the possibility of digging a canal through the Isthmus of Chignecto. Some things never change.

There was also a quite sharp, though as far as I could see quite unembittered and relatively friendly, form of apartheid. That is, English and French populations tended to be separated both by language and by religion. Confederation was by no means an ignoble idea. The trouble was that it was culturally very badly impoverished. It was largely a British structure, a structure of the British Empire that was anxious to get from England to India through British territory, and the French and indigenous populations formed picturesque cultural variations on the general pattern. So it was a political union, and like other political unions, it was subject to a good deal of tension. When I say it was culturally impoverished, I’m introducing a word, “culture,” which is extremely difficult to define, but everybody knows that it exists and has some idea of what it means. If I learn that somebody is a New Brunswicker, that tells me nothing except that he lives in New Brunswick. But if I hear words like “Maritimer” or “Acadian,” that tells me a great deal more. It gives me a much more rounded sense of what that person is. Certain other characteristics begin to take shape around the environment in which he or she grows up.

Some years ago I was told about a conversation between two students of mine in which one student said, “What’s with that bag of sticks, Frye? He stands up and he just rattles. I’m sure he’s making jokes every three or four minutes, but there’s never a crack in his face. What does one do with a person like that?” The student that he said that to was born in Ontario but had Maritime parents. She was a very astute student indeed, and her name was Margaret Atwood. She said, “Well, don’t you understand. He’s a Maritimer, and that’s the Maritimer’s way to express passionate commitment and be overwhelmed with emotion.” That’s an example of defining something in cultural terms rather than simply political or geographical ones.

It seems to me that there are different aspects to the word “culture.” In the first place, it means a lifestyle, a certain way that a community has of
eating and drinking and performing certain social rituals together. The French had their bistros, the Germans had their Bierstuben, and the British, God help them, had their pubs. These are differences in lifestyle, which are a form of culture. Then there is culture in the sense of a shared heritage, which is transmitted very largely through language. And finally, there is culture in the more specific sense of the creative arts as they are produced within a community.

The culture as lifestyle is something that is very difficult to define, and many people refuse to believe that it exists. It is true that it often takes the form of stereotypes, which are not very important, but nevertheless we do speak of so-and-so as a typical Swede or a Spaniard or a Zulu or what not, and we indicate by that fact that being born within a certain cultural area does convey certain characteristics, some of them physical but certainly most of them social.

After Confederation, Canada had very little of this. If you ask, “What is a typical Canadian?” there is no particular answer. I’m not sure that there should be one, but in any case there wasn’t. There is no Canadian lifestyle, from 1867 to the first half of the twentieth century, which differed in any important respects from the American lifestyle. There is a sense of shared social and historical heritage with French Canada, but the same sense of shared heritage in English Canada was largely shared by proxy with the British Commonwealth. After all, if a country is valued mainly for its beaver pelts and its softwood forests and the soldiers that it can supply to other countries’ wars, it can hardly have much of a cultural identity or anything beyond a general feeling of confusion as to why it should exist.

This stage of Canadian life—of cultural impoverishment—began to end around the close of the Second World War. It was at that time that Canadian cultural feelings began to emerge but in a pluralistic form. It is not a single cultural entity that emerged but quite a large number. We used to study Canada on Mercator maps in geography, which showed, which show Canada as being at the end of the earth—a large pink spot which extended up into nowhere and vanished into the stars. But in the twentieth century Canada is now in the same position that Switzerland was in in the nineteenth century in Europe. It is surrounded by the world’s great powers—the United States in the south, the Soviet Union in the north, Japan and eventually China on the west, and the Common Market on the east. And, like Switzerland, it can preserve its identity only by having many identities.
That means that there are a great many different kinds of ethnical groups in Canada, as there should be, and that everyone should be proud of being what he is, for if he isn’t there is something radically wrong. We learned at school that there was a New Brunswick literature, consisting mainly of the poetry of Roberts and Carman, both of whom were distinguished by having spent nearly all of their working careers in the United States. The notion of a distinguished Canadian novelist coming from such a place as Bouctouche would have struck us as queer indeed.155

After 1945 all that began to change. Before that, most of the non-British immigration into Canada had been largely rural, but from 1945 on there were immense numbers of urban immigrants, turning Toronto and Montreal and Vancouver into big cosmopolitan cities and causing a good many ethnical and educational problems. One wonders, for example, about a policy of bilingualism in a city where the Italian-speaking population is eight to ten times greater than the French one. A rather irritable educator remarked to me once that it consisted of taking a little Italian boy, sending him to school, destroying his native language, and making him illiterate in two others.

Then there was the Quiet Revolution in French Canada, which deprived the Church of a great deal of its political power and gave French-speaking Canada a sense of status and cultural integrity, which was very soon reflected in its literary and pictorial arts.156 There were, of course, indigenous groups in Canada at the time of the first Confederation, but there is a general if largely unconscious assumption that they would soon become extinct or assimilated anyway, so that it really didn’t matter what was promised to them. Gradually it began to dawn on people that the indigenous people were somewhat prejudiced against the idea of becoming extinct. The problem of ethnical pluralism was complicated accordingly.

So the bilingual basis on which Canada had been founded by the Quebec Act of 1774 has been superseded by the buzzword of “multiculturalism,” which I think has a very real meaning behind it, whatever confusing applications may have been made of it. As a result of all this, various groups, including the English-Canadian one, began to become more and more conscious of themselves as cultural units. Not long after the Quiet Revolution, as I said a moment ago, French Canada began to produce a literature of great intensity and power. I think it was very largely a reaction from that that caused what had previously been one of
the most brutally inarticulate communities in the world, namely English Canada, to produce a literature of an interest and fascination respected all over the world.

All that goes with a problem of a very much larger dimension. According to Lenin, when he organized the Russian Revolution in 1917, nationalism was going to be obsolete, because people were going to forget their national identities and were going to fling themselves into the socialist state of the future. Nothing like that happened, and it seems clear now that two things were being confused, both by Marxists and by non-Marxists—that is, the national feeling, which is a very dangerous and often a sinister feeling, and a cultural feeling, which is a very strong feeling, in fact much stronger than any political loyalty could possibly be.

About a month ago, I was in Yugoslavia, traveling by train from Zagreb in Croatia to Ljubljana in Slovenia. The journey was about the distance from Moncton to Fredericton. But when I got off the train, I found myself in a country which spoke a different language and where the signs were quite different and where the whole cultural setup was different. I thought that this is what a culture really is. It has withstood centuries of conquest and invasion and discrimination and being ignored by its neighbours, and nevertheless it remains exactly what it has been for all those centuries, both the seventy years in which it was a reluctant member of Yugoslavia and the many centuries before that in which it was an even more reluctant member of the Austro-Hungarian Empire.

And why was I in Ljubljana? Because the university there had decided to open an Institute of Canadian Studies. I thought that this was the way culture works. Culture seems to need a rather limited area. There is something vegetable about culture. I’m speaking now of the productive culture, which grows out of the shared language and shared lifestyle. If you think, for example, of American literature, you find that what you’ve got is a Mississippi literature and New England literature and Midwestern literature and California literature, and by adding all those together you begin to understand how the United States is presented to the imagination and through its writers.

The same thing is true of Canada, where one part of Canada after another begins to become articulate through its writers and its painters. In spite of the fact that it needs a close and limited sense of boundaries, those boundaries are infinitely porous. A writer may help to bring southern Ontario into life and articulateness by his or her novels and at the
same time be profoundly interested in the literature of countries in the most remote parts of Europe or Asia or Africa. We get different kinds of cross-pollenization, of course, when we have Canadian writers who have come from Japan or Sri Lanka or Vietnam. That means that culture represents a cohesive force which has often expressed itself in the past in terms of nationalism, but nationalism is really a parody of what culture actually is. It is a very grave danger that a cultural unit may sink into merely a nationalistic one.

I have lived through seventy of Moncton’s one hundred years, and it occurs to me that what is called history is really a dissolving fantasy or a phantasmagoria. When I was a child, the strongest political fact in the world, from my point of view at least, was the British Empire: King George V was emperor of India. But that empire evaporated. The American and Russian empires are very rapidly falling, and there have been intervening empires, such as the time when Hitler reigned over an empire stretching from Norway to Baghdad. The only things during that period which have improved, in my opinion, are sciences and scholarship. They have improved because they have no boundaries. The only thing which has really remained stable are the arts, because, while the arts do need boundaries, they are, as I say, infinitely porous boundaries, infinitely open to influences as far away as you please, even an interest in Canada in a town in Yugoslavia.

I said that Canada was a modern Switzerland, surrounded by four great powers. Two of those great powers, the Soviet Union and the European Common Market, are rapidly changing from political aggregations into cultural units. The intermediate state of the economic unit is another factor that I haven’t the time or qualifications to go into. It seems to be a natural tendency for economic tendencies to unite and to grow larger as they go on. But the Soviet Union is clearly a country in which the sense of cultural integrity in Lithuania or Georgia or Azerbaijan has been proved just as strong now as it was before Lenin’s time. The moral of all that to me is that a genuine culture is infinitely indestructible. Nobody but a politician thinks that a cultural unit is constantly endangered or is likely to be wiped out. It is true that there is an immense pressure on non-English groups in Canada and elsewhere to learn English, but that is not a Canadian phenomenon. It is a North American and in fact a worldwide phenomenon, as prominent in Norway and Pakistan as it is here. The spearhead of the invasion of English into Quebec, for example, is not from English Canada but from American television.
So what I am hoping for for the second century of Moncton is something that I would call reconfederation. The whole Meech Lake discussion was set up on an administrative basis so clumsy that it was certain to fail. But what amazed me about it was that it so very nearly succeeded. Certain political leaders in Quebec interpreted that as a rejection of Quebec’s special status by the rest of Canada, mainly English Canada, but it seemed to me that it meant the exact opposite. It meant the extraordinary desire on the part of Canadians, English and French, to hold together and to pursue their own cultural paths in their own ways and at the same time to form the kind of relationships with one another which prevented them from behaving like political entities.

That in turn, of course, takes us back to the question of education, because what I have been talking about in speaking of culture is a social manifestation of an educational system, and educational systems are different with each cultural community—and to a large extent should be. There are many ethnical and religious groups that need special kinds of education to keep them abreast with their own particular beliefs and their own particular ways of life. That difference in education is what is reflected in the multiculturalism of a nation’s creative productivity. One should remember, of course, that education is not just a matter of what one learns in school. It is a matter of what one learns in school plus what one learns at home, what one learns in church, what one learns from casual conversation with other people. We notice that life in very small communities, where people are constantly meeting each other whom they know well—there are many advantages to living in a community like that. But the kind of education that you get by talking to one another in such a community is apt to be a bit monotonous because you keep hearing the same prejudices and the same opinions over and over again. And that is another way in which a cosmopolitan culture or a pluralistic culture helps to enlarge and expand one very important channel of our education.

I am delighted that the town I grew up in and have such intense memories of is a town which has acquired a university. I’m even more delighted that that university should be an Acadian one and that it should give to Moncton a cultural flavour which was totally absent from my own experience when I was here as a small child or as a growing adolescent in high school. So I wish both the centenary of Moncton and the quartercentenary of the university of Moncton Godspeed and God’s blessing. Thank you.
Questions and Answers

Q: How would you encourage and nurture tolerance toward each other?

NF: I think it is a matter of contact really. The higher religions of the world say “Love one another.” I’m not sure how practical it is to love everybody. You love people who are closest to you, and for the people at a distance what you feel is goodwill and tolerance. But I feel the cultivation of tolerance goes with a casual but fairly frequent contact with other groups of people. I think that while every technological achievement, such as television, has its dangers as well as its advantages, television also has the great advantage of bringing you into relatively close and visual contact with a great variety of people. However much you may disagree with what they say, at least you can see that they are human beings. It’s that quality of being able to humanize people at a great distance which seems to me the keystone of a sense of tolerance. Many people are intolerant because it’s easy: it’s a prejudice that’s very easy to formulate and get off your chest, so to speak. But again, it’s a matter of not listening to the same opinions, the same prejudices, the same attitudes all the time, but in realizing how very complex and multifarious the society you’re living in is.

Q: Would it be more appropriate to use the term “respect” rather than “tolerance” in cultural encounters? When I hear the word “tolerance” I hear the word “tolerate,” and when I head the word “tolerate” it means for me to endure. I tolerate my sickness. I wonder how you feel about the word “respect.”

NF: Yes, I was using the word “tolerance” in a rather more positive sense than that, but still I quite see your point and I agree with a great deal of it. I feel that in a society like ours, if you meet an individual person the word “respect” is certainly an appropriate word, but when you are reading a newspaper about crack in Washington or the designs of Saddam Hussein and so forth, we realized that we all live in a world where we have to put up with these things—that they’re phenomena—and perhaps that is an area in which the word “tolerance” does have a more creative function. We have to tolerate a lot of things we don’t like. The word “respect” to me is something which relates to an individual as an individual, and not always the whole individual. That is, I might often say to
somebody, “I respect your faith, but I think it’s a lot of baloney.” It’s a matter of realizing that there has to be a certain solidarity, a certain loyalty to hold every society together. But in a democracy there are no uncritical loyalties or uncritical solidarities. That is where conceptions like respect and tolerance come in.

Q: You mentioned that there were infinite boundaries, but in your life have you found things that would help you deal with a finite structure?

NF: Well, a person who is in comparative literature is bound to try to make the effort, at any rate, to widen his sympathies as far as possible. I was speaking of southern Ontario, which I described in my talk as one of the most brutally inarticulate communities in the world up to about 1940, and then suddenly with Margaret Laurence, Alice Munro, Robertson Davies, Margaret Atwood, and others it came to life as a result of its writers. Now they were people who were living within rigidly restricted boundaries, imaginatively speaking. That is, they were dealing with a part of southwestern Ontario which had not previously been very much featured in literature. At the same time, their cultural sympathies were worldwide, so that there is that infinitely porous influence coming in from every corner of the continent. And I have certainly found in my own teaching that the growth of tolerance or respect for varieties of imaginative expression is one of the main benefits of studying literature, of studying the humanities. Every so often we read about controversies about censorship and obscenity and so forth in the press. The thing that is wrong with that is that, while there is such a thing as vulgarity—and I wish that there was a very strong public sentiment against it—nevertheless the people who want to start excluding things, banning things, are almost always people whose attack is on serious writing. I’m not quite sure that I’ve got your question.

Q: If you had one suggestion to give Canadian politicians about Canadian unity, what would that be?

NF: I would say remember the difference between a political unity and a cultural unity. Quebec is a province, like other provinces. That is, it is a political unit and its leaders act politically. Having laws restricting English on signs outside buildings is a politician’s idea of how to attack a cultural problem. My general advice is don’t confuse the two catego-
ries. As I said in my talk, culture itself is indestructible, and the notion that the French language is just about to go out with either a bang or a whimper or both is just nonsense. Consequently, the political games that you may play and the political ploys and machinery that you may operate have actually nothing to do with the strength and integrity of the creative power that is in the people you are leading in a different area.
Short Stories, Unfinished Novel, and Speculations on Fiction Writing

Eight Fables

The Ghost


“At the moment of death,” said the ghost, “I was aware of two things only. I hated you, and I loved Margaret. I expect it was that concentration on two very simple emotions that brought me back. There was a priest bending over me with the eyes of a mystic, eyes that unnerved me at first, but then seemed to give me courage. They seemed to say, ‘I have been there too, and come back—so can you.’ After that I knew nothing until I appeared here.”

“Then I take it,” said the enemy, “that you learned that portentous style of speech on this side of the grave. That at least is a big relief. I thought it might be a compulsory cultural acquirement, like harp playing. Well, what do you propose to do now?”

“Drive you insane,” said the ghost calmly. “It shouldn’t take long.”

“You should never have died,” returned the other. “You have no idea what a reinforcement your flesh was to my dislike of you. And how do you intend to go on to make yourself completely intolerable?”

“Repeated visits, from your account, seem to be the most direct approach. I could hover round your bedside, as I am doing now, I could appear in company like Banquo, I could laugh in your ear when you are
trying to persuade Margaret that you are not an infernal bounder—I think I shall find plenty to amuse myself with.”

“How do you know you can do all this?” inquired the enemy. “This is only a preliminary flap and crow, you say: how can you tell whether you can fly where you like?”

The ghost sighed wearily. “I don’t know, of course. But I shall do my humble best, trust me.”

“You have overlooked one thing,” said the enemy. “I don’t believe in ghosts. I was brought up in a ghostless world; I am still living in it. Consequently you have taken me by surprise, but you are here only on sufferance. I am not interested in your brand of goods, and your next attempt at appearance will be useless.”

“You are not an intelligent man,” said the ghost contemptuously, “but I should think that for that very reason you would depend on the evidence of your senses. Your own common sense, on which you pride yourself, revolts and informs you that seeing is believing.”

“That is an axiom for fools,” said the enemy. “I am not at all impressed by the fact that I see you. Enlightened people see what they want to see. Superstitious people see what they have to see. And what do they get by it? They get a chance to see things like you. I have spent years building up my private universe, without ghosts. Do you think I am going to disrupt it for the sake of a single appearance of someone I particularly detest? The world is full of occultism of all kinds, evocation of spirits good and bad, reincarnation, table rapping, stigmata, miracles for every sort of religion. Sensible people don’t believe in any of this. There is irrefutable evidence for all of it. Sensible people disregard the evidence. You’re Exhibit A of a strong case, but I’m the judge, and the other side has already bribed me. Good night.”

“Perhaps” said the ghost, “but I am here, although you heartily wish I were not. You will not be saved by invincible incredulity.”

“Why not?” inquired the other. “You belong to a world of illusion.”

“Your bravado is wearing thin,” said the ghost.

“Belief,” remarked the enemy reflectively, “is a selection of experiences. I am not selecting you. Get out.”

He turned over and closed his eyes. The ghost stood, infuriated but motionless, apparently trying to move forward, without success. Then a violent shuddering—or flickering—seized him; he became thinner and thinner, and disappeared.
“Yes,” said the girl, “but I still don’t understand what you’re here for. I mean, I think it’s wonderful for you to be thinking of me the very last thing, and to come straight back to me like this, but—well—I mean—we can’t go on the same way, can we? You don’t want me to kill myself or anything, do you?”

“No, no, darling,” whispered the ghost. “I didn’t come back for anything in particular—only to show you how much I loved you, and still love you; only to protect you in any way I can—”

“But I’ll be all right. Really I will. And as for your appearing and disappearing all the time, and my never knowing when you might be watching me—well, you can see how horrible that would be.”

“I shall never frighten you, sweetheart. We can make appointments.”

“But I’d sooner just think of you. I mean, it seems awful for you to come to me like this, looking so cold and everything. It doesn’t seem right, somehow, for me to be in bed, and you there, without a body or anything. When you were alive, we could be together and love each other, but now you’re dead, we can still be in love, but it just doesn’t make sense for us to be together any more. You understand, don’t you?”

“Not quite,” said the ghost, “but I’m beginning to. I didn’t realize that everything I told you about the way I loved you went out through the same mouth that kissed you. I wish you could have understood just what I said, Margaret, without taking it in through my wretched carcass. —Dearest, I’ll get myself another body. Really, I promise it. There must be lots going around, with so many people asleep.”

“My God,” said the girl. “I don’t know who you are, or what you are, but you’re not what you pretend to be, I know that. The man I used to love told me he would kill himself rather than stand in my way, when I fell in love with somebody else, and he did. He was generous, and I loved him. I don’t care how much you look like him; you’re not his ghost, and you can’t fool me. Now go away.”

“But why to me?” asked the priest.

“I succeeded in coming back,” said the ghost, “partly because I hated
and loved so strongly, and partly because you encouraged me, by your eyes. It now appears that I can neither hate nor love.”

“Your first mistake,” said the priest, “is literally a ghastly one, for all ghosts make it. The second is only a regrettable misunderstanding; whatever encouragement I may have given you was, as far as I was concerned, not to come back, but to go on. The real reason you returned, of course, was only your feeling of self-importance. You simply refused to enter a world where your hates and loves would not matter. All ghosts are just like you—egomaniacs, possessed by feelings which have meaning only in a world of three dimensions—or is it two?”

“Preaching is part of your routine, of course,” said the ghost. “I gather that according to you there are no good spirits in the world, only evil ones. Well, I’m quite reconciled to being one. I have a little account to settle, and so I will not detain you.”

“It would be fun being Mephistopheles, wouldn’t it?” said the priest. “But I didn’t say you were an evil spirit. I merely said you were a fool. And I am afraid your enemy was quite right. For him, and for people on his level, you do not exist. Your impotence will force you to degenerate very rapidly, to find an outlet for your spite. If you are very lucky, you may get a chance to beat up a medium or two. But you will gradually come to find it thrilling to frighten children in the dark, and eventually you will join the ranks of the demons clustering around primitive tribes, who can be outwitted by the most transparent devices. And—”

“Excuse me,” said the ghost. “Could you get me a drink? I am very thirsty.”

Fable . . . in the Nineteenth-Century Idiom

This story, written under the pseudonym Richard Poor, appeared in Canadian Forum, 16 (June 1936): 14–16. It was reprinted in the Northrop Frye Newsletter, 4, no. 1 (Winter 1991–92): 27–8. The typescript for the fable is not extant.

There was a young man who wished to become a great writer, and he sought counsel of his daimon.

“I will bring you,” said the daimon, “the seven spirits who hold the seven great secrets of writing.” So the room was suddenly darkened, and
there appeared before the young man’s eyes a gigantic figure in purple.

“I give you,” said this figure, “confidence in your own genius. All artists must have in them the spirit of Prometheus, ready to defy anything to associate form with fire. I give you independence and revolt, refusal to compromise with the world, the dignity of the creator.”

He vanished, and there stood in his place a figure of similar size, but dressed in red.

“I add to your first gift,” said he, “the contempt for the mediocre and the shallow, a fierce, ascetic hatred for the facile. I give you the saeva indignatio, the artist’s horror of a world in hell.”

Then appeared a colorless figure, very hard to see clearly.

“My gift confers on you,” said he, “the artist’s power to reflect. The artist’s work is privileged work, and you must have leisure. I give you inert, passive recipience, the response of the sensitive artistic mind.”

Then a small, crouching figure, dressed in gold, bearing a small book in his hand.

“I give you this book,” he said, “and in it you are to set down every fleeting impression, every sketch of an idea. Nothing is too trivial to pass unnoticed; I give you the persistence to record.”

Then another crouching figure, in green.

“From me,” said this one, “you will gain an additional power of recording, the power to imitate others in order to surpass them. I give you the capacity for catching every great master’s accents.”

Then a rotund figure richly dressed.

“You have from me,” he said, “the sense of varied experience. I give you the artist’s ecstasy in eating, drinking and loving. I will make you good company, and men will be glad to see you at their tables.”

The last figure was female and nude.

“Not only must you experience life,” said she, “but you must be fearless in recording it. I give you the artist’s grip of the reality of sexual life, his sense of the directness of living which the vulgar shun, and which makes his work obscene in their eyes.”

“Do you want anything more?” asked the daimon.

“Hardly,” said the young man. “But what are the names of your spirits?”

“I do not know what they call one another,” said the daimon, “but in the world at large they are usually referred to as Pride, Wrath, Sloth, Avarice, Envy, Gluttony, and Lechery.”
Face to Face

This story was published in Acta Victoriana, 62 (March 1938): 10–12. It was reprinted in the Northrop Frye Newsletter, 4, no. 2 (Summer 1992): 13–16. The typescript is in the NFF, 1991, box 37, file 5.

I suppose they must have a disease for lies, as they have kleptomania for stealing. This chap had “spent years in the South Seas”: rubber plantations and trading vessels were at the top of the whisky bottle, waving palm-trees and pounding surf around the middle, and island paradises and brown-eyed mistresses near the bottom. It bored me a bit, I must say, and after we’d finished the whisky and he started looking inscrutable over a lighted cigar butt I thought I was in for some pretty involved brooding. But then he changed his tune and started to go all Boys’ Own Annual on me—some niggers had told him about an island no other white man had ever heard of before, so he went off and discovered it. I forget where he said it was, but his description was a combination of Bali, Pitcairn and Easter. After that it was rather tame to be told that the inhabitants had arrived at an easy-going sort of patriarchal society where a council of old men settled the odd private quarrel and where everybody was happy and free as the air. Now when you think of people we call savages living like that and then think of our supposedly more “civilized” races, etc., etc. I didn’t see how there could be any more tricks in his bag, but there were. In their religion, too, these people had got rid of all their taboos and superstitions—and at that point he started going off the deep end.

“We had a glimpse of it once, but we lost it,” he said.

“Glimpse of what?” I said, like a Robot.

“That amazing synthesis they had,” he said. “In their thinking, I mean. You see—I don’t know where to approach it, as it’s such a perfect whole, but you were asking about their religion.” (I wasn’t.) “Well, God to them was a pure Being or form in which all opposites and antitheses were reconciled. They thought of all movement and life as something uncompleted—as Becoming, in short. And all life and movement proceeded out of a conflict of opposites. God was, among other things, a universal principle of stability, the supreme synthesis in which all conflicts merged. They had no idols, no myths I ever heard of, no personal God and no remembrance of a prophet.”

“Pretty complex thinking,” I said.

“It sounds so the way I have to explain it,” he said. “Their ethical sys-
tem was consistent in all respects with their theology. Opposites in the physical world corresponded to extremes in the moral, so that virtue was a golden mean, such virtues as temperance, toleration and prudence getting a very high rating. And of course the reason that their government and mode of living was so easy and so practicable was that they never ran an idea to death the way we do—truth, like everything else, lay in the middle, directly in front of them, and they never accepted anything they hadn’t immediate evidence for.”

“Platitudes among the Polynesians,” I said.

“But that again is just the way I have to explain it,” he said. “It wasn’t the way they taught it to me. They could see everything they were talking about. When I first came to the island and started to try to get their language, I naturally began by pointing to things. I got words as a result, but they hung together in a way I couldn’t figure out. And they weren’t satisfied just to give me words: they kept trying to get some sort of general principle across to me. They’d point to the sea and frown, and then point to a tub full of water and smile. They frowned at things in deep shadows and bright lights, and smiled at things that were halfway between. The extraordinary thing was, that gatherings of their own which I knew were religious in nature were just the same—they went around pointing to things and clapping their hands. I thought it must be an extremely vivid and imaginative kind of nature-worship. But gradually it dawned on me that once I could get what they were talking about, I’d know both their language and their whole system of ideas.”

“Well, what were they talking about?” I asked, more to oil his machinery than because I wanted to know.

“Gray,” he said. “You see, these people were entirely colour-blind. It took me so long to get on to that. All they could see were blacks and whites and grays. And that was the clue to the whole business. Black and white symbolized for them the opposites that are forever struggling against one another in the world. Good and evil, day and night, life and death—every kind of opposition like that was to them the white and black they saw in the world around them. Gray was the synthesis that contained them both, the stability which stopped all conflicts. God was supreme grayness, you see.”

“Like a cinema,” I said. Sometimes my remarks are not too well timed.

“And of course, once I understood what ‘gray’ meant, the whole language came out even. Gray meant all forms of the good—not good as opposed to evil: that was white; but good as a positive end in itself. It
meant just the true and the beautiful; and as all these were conceived as
golden means, it meant middle. It meant the ideal as opposed to the
actual, form as opposed to matter; essence as opposed to existence; it
meant balance, symmetry, proportion, justice, law and order. Most curi-
ously of all, as it meant beautiful, it meant everything we mean by
colour. The pleasure we get from a blue sky and green grass they got
equally from a gray sky and gray grass. Dawn and twilight were the
‘gray times’: that was how I finally caught on to what they meant.”

“Rather monotonous,” I said sleepily.

“After I’d been there a while, I began to realize that everything that
ails our civilization today is, essentially, colour. Our philosophy, our sci-
ence, our art, our morality, all ought to be held together by the living
faith of religion. But they aren’t, because there’s no general principle in
our religion to connect them that isn’t confused, approximate and badly
defined. Not only have we no such general principle, but we haven’t
even a word for it in our language, our language being as confused as
our thinking, and we haven’t got it in our language because we haven’t
got it in our eyesight. We can’t see that everything is gray, therefore our
religion is literally not common sense, therefore everything we try to
base on our religion is insane. Oh, if we could only root colour out of
our eyes!—or out of our children’s eyes—we’d remember. And it’s so
hard to live down your prejudices. You said ‘monotonous’ just now. It’s
an axiom with you that because you can see colour, you’re superior in
some way to the colour-blind. I thought I was pretty superior too, at
first, looking at their images of God—patches of what was only a yel-
lowish-brown or blue-green to me. But when I saw the reality and clar-
ity of their vision, the iron logic with which they could meet any
problem, the security and assurance of their faith, and the unspeakably
healthy and normal life which could find proofs of everything it held
most sacred just by seeing things—then I saw how wrong and muddled
I had been, and how far behind them I still was, with all my wretched
blotches and daubings of haphazard colour. I fought hard to unthink the
whole idea of colour—to make myself realize that it was low on the evo-
lutionary scale—low and savage compared to their power of seeing
gray. And because the God I now worship is gray, I know I’ll win in the
end. Some day I’ll get it; some day it’ll pour down out of my brain and
into my eyes—gray, gray, gray.”

“Well,” I said, “I’ll be interested to know how you make out.”
“Gyroscope,” said Harry.
“What about a gyroscope?” asked Augustus.
“Whole principle of movement in it,” said Harry. “Universe is a big gyroscope. It spins and it keeps its balance. Nobody knows how it does, but it does. They use it at the North Pole.”
“This ain’t the North Pole,” said Augustus. “This is the West India Dock Road.”
“I know exactly where I am and I don’t need you to tell me,” said Harry severely. “I was just about to say, take the brain for instance. Wonderful complicated mechanism, the brain. Wonderful. But you take even the brain, it’s just a little gyroscope. Now you take my brain for instance, that’s all it’s doin’. It spins, but it keeps its balance.”
“Well, you see [say?] it does,” said Augustus. They walked on in silence for a time, very swiftly as it seemed to them, the wind rushing past their ears. “Funny part of London, this,” said Augustus. “Kind Dickens liked. Creepy and sort of rank—you know? Sort of place for ghosts to hang out. Hanged pirates, drowned sailors, water-nixies.”
“Water-nixies here would get their ears full of oil,” objected Harry.
“All right,” said Augustus. “Brownies, then. Like to see something like that.”
At that moment an angel appeared beside them. His body gave out a soft glowing golden radiance, his huge wings were silver-tipped and his hair, which hung soft and thick over his shoulders, was a purplish-black.
“You won’t do,” said Augustus.
“Why not?” asked the angel.
“I was looking for something more out of the way,” said Augustus. “Something really disturbing. Devils, yes; angels, not quite. It’s sentimental to have an angel around. That’s what it is. It’s sentimental.”
“There may be heaven, there must be hell,” said Harry. “I read that somewhere.”
“Still, you can follow this argument,” said the angel, turning to Harry and walking very fast to keep up with them. “If you look at the world
with men, animals, birds, insects, plants on it, you can see that there are no gaps anywhere in nature. Nature abhors a vacuum. So is it reasonable to suppose that everything is just blank space between you and God? But you take devils: where do they fit in? They’re above you in power, below you in morals, I hope; below you perhaps in intelligence. They don’t fit in anywhere. Angels are much more likely to exist on the face of it."

“There’s something in that, all right,” conceded Harry. “Still, I always thought anything supernatural would be all bones or slime or something and sneak up behind and grab you by the neck and say YAH-H-H?” As he yelled this last he seized Augustus by the neck.

“Break it up, boys; break it up,” said a policeman, appearing on a corner.

“Be swell to drink a beer out of, wouldn’t it?” said the angel.

“What would?” asked Augustus, feeling his neck.

“That helmet,” said the angel. The policeman disappeared.

“You say something about a beer?” asked Harry.

“Can you read my thoughts?” asked the angel. “I can’t read yours, you know.”

“I read that somewhere,” said Harry.

“Right in front of Hodge’s again,” said Augustus. “Thought we’d got past it.” They entered.

“Good-evening, Hodge,” said the angel. “How’s the baby?”

“Doin’ nicely, thanks, Mr. Angel,” said Hodge. “Thanks for watchin’ the crib. You’ll be goin’ back now, I take it?”

“This evening,” said the angel.

“You ought to have a beard with all that hair,” said Augustus.

“Tickles when I fly,” said the angel.

“You ain’t a devil after all, are you?” asked Harry. “Here’s my hand all over soot.”

“Nonsense,” said the angel. “When I saw you boys bound for a beer I went and stood on top of a factory chimney. If it weren’t for that soot covering you couldn’t see me at all.” Hodge brought three beers. “This one is on me,” said the angel.

“How you going to manage that?” asked Augustus. “This is on the house,” said Hodge.

“Oh, I see,” said Harry. “’Every natural event must have a supernatural cause.’ I read that somewhere.”

“Thought heaven was on the wagon,” said Augustus.

“First I’ve heard of it,” said the angel. “Oh, yes, an old girl did turn up
once with that idea. Tried to convert us. We asked her if she’d ever heard the Dives and Lazarus story. She said yes, she had, and the moral of it was that one should always give one’s scraps and crumbs to the poor if there are any left over. We said no, the moral of it was that there’s nothing to drink in hell. So off she beetled for hell and we haven’t seen her since.”

“Can you really fly with those wings?” asked Harry.

“Certainly,” said the angel. “Let’s have another beer.”

“Better have something to eat with it,” advised Augustus. “You need something solider than ambrosia for Hodge’s old and mild.”

“I’m all right,” said the angel.

“Are you a Throne or a Princi—Are you a Throne or a Power?” asked Harry.

“You’re drunk,” said the angel. “Le’s have another beer.”

“You’ve got one,” said Augustus.

“So I have,” said the angel.

“I never see anyone get lit so easy,” said Harry.

“You never saw anyone get rid of it faster either,” said the angel. “See how I’m sweating? That’s the beer. I don’t need any men’s room.”

“I read about that somewhere,” said Harry. They drank in silence.

“Le’s go,” said the angel. “Gotta get back. G’nite, Hodge. Take care of baby.”

“You take care of your feet,” said Augustus. “And mind that step.”

“I’m all right,” said the angel. “Woops? Unnerstan’ now about the fallen angels?”

“Think you can get home all right?” asked Augustus.

“Course I can,” said the angel, and vanished.

“Blimey,” said Augustus. At that moment a droning sound was heard above them, and in the moonlight they could make out the dim form of a bombing plane.

“One of them Nazis,” said Harry. “Not bad chaps, Nazis. I was in Munich last summer. Always givin’ seats to women in trams. But could I get them to drink? Not them. Wonderful beer they got in Munich. Wonderful. But would they drink it? Not them.”

At this moment the nose of the plane turned abruptly downwards and plunged into the Thames, disappearing with a splash and a hiss. From far up in the air come the sound of a whoop.

“NICE WORK, ANGEL!” yelled Augustus at the top of his voice.

“Break it up, boys; break it up,” said the policeman, reappearing.
The Resurgent
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My claim to public notice is that I am Andrew Larrabin’s sister. It is no secret that I am in possession of certain papers of his, notably a diary kept to the day of his death, which will throw light on the mystery connected with the designing of the National Emblem. My reluctance to publish any of this material will be understood when my account of it is read, but the pressure of inquiries has forced me to give a large public some indication of its nature. I do not hesitate to say that much of the diary, and a selection of letters, deserve to be published as well as, say, the literary efforts of Gauguin or Cézanne, for my brother was a thinker and critic as well as a painter. But the rather sensational crisis which ended in his death is practically certain to be grossly misunderstood without some sort of introduction from one who is in a peculiar position to know the facts and to interpret them in a manner consistent with my brother’s character. This narrative attempts to supply that introduction.

My brother studied under Walter Lomat at what is now the School of Insular Art. As the masterpieces of this gentleman are not so fashionable now as they were then, it may be as well to refer to them briefly. One was called “Blue Line Voyage,” and was a crooked blue line surrounded by a great many straight and curved ones, in a great many colors. I am unable to describe it more particularly. Another was called “Three-Part Fugue,” and was made up chiefly of red triangles: I suppose the three-sided nature of the triangle suggested the title, though the joke seems a little heavy. Still another consisted of diagonal bars of different colors on which were painted a series of black objects shaped like the figure three. This announced itself as “Ghosts in Shadows.” That so egregious a charlatan was one of the most prominent artists of his time will give some idea of the state of our culture before the Resurgence. Lomat had a definition of painting, “the adventures of the mind among pattern and color,” which may serve to sum up the whole morbid, egoistic, precious mentality of his age.

My brother says however that Lomat knew the history of painting and was in some respects not entirely unfit for his position. “His critical attitude is distorted but systematically distorted, like an El Greco perspec-
tive,” he writes. But it can easily be seen that a young student who joined the Resurgent Army in his first term and who has since said that painting pictures is a patriotic duty like bearing children, and a duty of the same kind, would find himself a butt of intellectual ridicule. “The work of a maudlin pavement artist,” “vociferous mediocrity,” “a parson’s unctuous drooling over the obvious,” are some of the better gibes he records. Lomat himself, in a conversation which impressed my brother enough to make him give it in some detail, said: “Of course the sky is blue and grass is green and two and two make four and women are beautiful. No one denies that: no one sees otherwise. But the artist cannot respond to these data: his must be a devious, subtle, even deformed mind: he must twist what he sees out of shape to create his own patterns. The artist qua artist is a rebel, a revolutionary, and his genius is a disease which helps to cure the world homeopathically.”

Is it surprising that the Resurgence broke out that year? Lomat was proved to have been, largely on the evidence of my brother’s diary, quite revolutionary and devious enough to be dragged away to parts unknown. His band of disciples scattered and the oracles of the trapezoid and ellipse ceased to function. My brother says, with the modesty of genius, that his meteoric rise to fame was a sad commentary on the complete decadence of art at that time: hardly another painter who had anything to say to a reborn and resolute nation. “Even a dwarf can be the highest point in a desert,” he writes. But there was nothing dwarflike about the painter who gave us “Hard Work,” that sensitive study of the strength of horses, the unconscious nobility of the peasant, and the dignity of honest labor. Or the portrait of our leader, in which the modeling of the features shows in its very sharpness and precision that a deep personal love and loyalty can be directed toward an impersonal will. “Art is power, and a work of art is a study of power,” is my brother’s triumphant comment on this portrait. Or the great “Holy Trinity,” a picture which has been reproduced on everything from billboards to postage stamps and can never become hackneyed. The look of calm courage on the face of the soldier as he stands with his sword drawn, awaiting the word of command, the soft flowing lines of the nude body of the mother, the subtle blend of pleasure and of devoting firmness in the face of the child: these things belong to our permanent cultural heritage.

It is now my painful duty to turn to the final black pages of the diary and record one of the most tragic and swift mental breakdowns in the history of genius. On the very day the “Holy Trinity” was finished, my
brother adds: “I have just heard that Lomat, egocentric to the last, succeeded in killing himself a month ago with a broken bottle in his cell.” After this entry there is hardly a page of the diary on which Lomat’s name does not occur. At about this time he received an order from the Institute of Military Studies to design three large murals, depicting Wars Past, Wars Present and Wars Future, along with several smaller works. He writes:

(July 25.) A curious thing happened to me today. I was busy painting soldiers, and suddenly I started painting as though my hand had an independent life of its own. I hardly seemed to be controlling it at all. It took me like a sort of spasm, and when it was over I found I’d painted the men like a row of dolls, all exactly alike, in an absolutely straight line. I worked over it again, of course, and broke it up and put some individuality into the faces, but it still looked pretty conventionalized. It was just as though old Lomat had come along as he used to do at school and got me muddled. It’s a little disturbing, and I hope it doesn’t happen again.

(July 28.) General Hodder was in today, I showed him the design—what there was of it. “Like it,” he said. “Shows discipline.” I tried to make some sort of joke about my degenerate Lomat training coming out, but he hadn’t heard of Lomat and it fell pretty flat. As a matter of fact, I think he’s right about the discipline. Curious as it seems, it must be that it’s a discipline inside me, sometimes working automatically. That’s because I’ve got something to say to a disciplined country.

My brother was a tireless worker and soon completed the designs for Wars Past and Present. When working on Wars Future the attack came again:

(Aug. 4.) . . . I had no more than blocked out the general design when I got the same spasm I had a few days ago. Only this time it was worse. For nearly two hours I sat in front of the canvas drawing meaningless lines; at any rate they were meaningless when I got sober again, but as long as the trance lasted I was quite sure that I was achieving a supreme symbol of something or other, exactly as our dreams seem so tremendous when we’re asleep and so vapid when we wake up. But this was no dream; I actually succeeded in ruining the whole design and shall have to start all over. What’s the matter with me?
(Aug. 6.) It’s getting worse and worse. I can’t even write in this diary without fighting down a temptation to scribble little patterns all the time. It’s as though there were something inside me that kept using me. Today I was eating lunch and suddenly realized that I was eating with my left hand. The right had drawn a lot of cubes on the back of a menu and had written “Self-Portrait with Sandwiches” below. I must be going out of my mind.

I am afraid he was. A day or so later we have:

(Aug. 8.) If it were only my hand that kept scribbling, it wouldn’t be so bad. That could be explained as a nervous tic, and I might hope for it to go away. But it’s hitting me now like a drug. All the time I’m working I’m bored to extinction: when I’m in one of my trances I’m in a state of delirious creative ecstasy. All day long something inside me keeps fighting at me to start scribbling again and sooner or later I give away.

(Aug. 10.) It affects my eyesight too. Cubes, circles, things like designs for Persian carpets keep floating in front of my eyes. I can see them plainly all the time: they change, but they don’t disappear. My mother used to say it was due to kidney trouble. But I can’t walk down the street without being nearly overpowered by an impulse to pick up waste paper or dried dung, and take it home to paste together and make a “picture.” I must stop work completely and go away for a long rest.

(Aug. 14.) Four days of trying not to think about pictures and it’s worse than ever. I’m nearly at the end of my rope. Something—somebody—is inside me, using my hand to paint, my eyes to see, my brain to think. Maybe now that I know what it is I can start fighting it.

I should explain that my brother’s diary is at all times an amazingly complete record of his activities and thoughts: writing it seemed his only consolation in these dark hours. Throughout this period I find not only the notes I have quoted, but many reminiscences about Lomat and his unhappy life at the art school. This was partly because he had succeeded to Lomat’s position when the school was reorganized, and partly because the diary had become associated by him with its one public appearance, when it was read at Lomat’s trial. It was inevitable that his poor bewildered mind should associate his two obsessions in some way, and the day following that last terrible entry he says:
(Aug. 15.) Scribbling again today—well, no, not scribbling—I’ve taken to using paints as well. Today I achieved an enormous number of rectangles, painted black and trimmed with red and yellow, and called it “Prison.” That picture is an identical copy of one by Lomat, which I remember having seen on the wall of his room—this room, by the way. Is it Lomat who has taken me over?

There is a quieter interval, and then suddenly the obsession takes a new and more sinister turn. He says:

(Aug. 24.) For hours today I was in horrible agony: I felt as though I were locked in a sort of tomb shaped so that I couldn’t stand, sit or lie, and no position my body was actually in could give me any relief. I had excruciating cramps and was ice-cold.

This marks the beginning of a dreadful hysteria which tortured him for weeks. I must pass quickly over it. He speaks of feeling as though he were lashed with a whip and even states that he could see great welts on his back. He complains incessantly of broken teeth and sharp pains in the stomach, genitals, and kidneys as though kicked with heavy boots. Finally he declares that he will stand it no longer and will kill himself if it continues. Then he writes:

(Oct. 1.) Last night I dreamt that I was pushing a broken bottle into my neck, and woke up with a scream that brought a policeman in. Today, however, I’m much better, though very weak, I’ve lasted longer than Lomat, I think.

And in fact there is an apparent return to normal health and activity. He finished, or nearly finished, the Wars Future sketch, and, having been ordered to submit a design for the new national flag, commenced work in excellent spirits. There is one warning note: “I only hope this doesn’t start my scribbling again: it’s the sort of thing that might. But no, of course: I’m through with Lomat.” After this there is only one more entry and we must give it in full:

(Oct. 11.) Working normally all day until I settled down for the evening after dinner, I had the old dizzy feeling back again stronger than ever and finally everything went black and I was in stupor for some time. When I became conscious again I saw that I had covered a canvas with a network of
lines, drawn in such a way that wherever one looked one’s eye seemed to be on the point of getting some sort of unifying pattern, only to see it dissolve again in chaos. But no: that doesn’t give the least idea of the picture’s effect. It sent your eye frantically scurrying all over the canvas in search of that missing clue that would bring the whole scheme together: you got into a panic when you couldn’t find it and would start over with the same result. I think that even if a perfectly normal person looked at it long enough it would unsettle his brain. And it was not Lomat who did it: it was I. There was only one title for it, “Insanity,” and I added that when I was fully conscious: the first time I have deliberately touched a scribble. Then I relapsed into stupor again and seemed to be collecting my energies—still my own lunatic energies, not Lomat’s—for one more effort. I don’t know what it was, and I haven’t dared to look. I only know that I have put the very soul of insanity on canvas tonight, and that, I suppose, from my point of view as well as Lomat’s, means that I have nothing further to live for.

The next day I found my brother lying dead in his studio and took charge of all his effects. In the studio was the “network of lines” he refers to, which I have destroyed out of respect for the memory of a great artist. Beside it was what I took to be his flag design, which I submitted as such to the proper authorities. It was accepted and is now the emblem which flies on every upraised banner in the nation, and glows on the arms of all our defending heroes.

The story of how it was conceived is distressing enough to me, but not dismaying, and not without a logical meaning. My brother’s affliction was no degenerate madness: it can hardly be supposed that so great an artist failed to live up to the heroic ideal. Rather I take it to be a proof of the objective, impersonal quality of patriotic duty, and it was as patriotic duty my brother conceived his art. Our leader, as he has repeatedly said, does not guide the country for his pleasure any more than for ours: he has become, through relentless self-discipline and obedience to the national genius, an incarnation of that genius, which is a force achieving its fulfillment regardless of the hopes or desires of the individuals on whom it acts. My brother was a vehicle of the national genius in its artistic aspect, and it seemed to him a malignant spirit, destroying him in the act of creating itself. That may seem inexplicable but it is really not so. The history of great men frequently shows genius tearing itself out of them with a purpose and direction of its own, not only independent of but often against their wills.
As the destiny of our nation will not be any the less its destiny if it entails the complete destruction of everyone who may read this, my poor brother’s sufferings may be a reminder that any sort of calamity, up to and beyond death, is, if endured with heroic loyalty, a renewal of the life of the state. His experience illustrates the call of duty upon the hero in its most uncompromising form: did I not believe that, I could never have gone through with the ordeal of writing his story.

Hortense Larrabin

Prelude

This story was published in the Canadian Forum, 21 (September 1941): 185–6. It was reprinted in the Northrop Frye Newsletter, 4, no. 2 (Summer 1992): 23–5. A three-page typescript for all but the final eighty-one words of this story is in the NFF, 1993, file 11. The typescript is titled “Two Preludes.” Neither the fourth page of the typescript nor the second “Prelude” has turned up.

“I never wanted to see you naked,” said Paris sullenly. “I suppose you’re going to turn me into a stag, or something, but it isn’t my fault. If you’re so much stronger than I you ought to be fair about it, and for the same reason you don’t need to be modest.”

“It’s all right,” said Juno. “Go ahead, Minerva, you’re the talker.”

“You’re the eldest, and its your idea,” said Minerva.

“Well,” said Juno, handing Paris a golden apple with a slightly embarrassed laugh, “this thing is supposed to be a sort of prize. That says ‘to the most beautiful,’ meaning the most beautiful goddess, of course. So we were wondering if you’d decide for us. These two are Minerva and Venus, and I’m Juno, queen of the gods, so if you give it to me you’ll have a pretty useful friend. I mean power, you see: I can win your battles and conquer the world for you. You’re a king’s son, so it’s your job anyway.”

“Your ‘job,’ I might point out,” said Minerva, “is to give to other men the same justice you said just now you expect from us. I can give you that, and a good deal more. If you think you might get bored with splitting other men’s skulls and disemboweling horses, and would prefer to know how a very complicated world is put together, and what makes men act and think the way they do, I’d better have the apple.”

“Just a minute,” said Paris. “Why do three goddesses ask a human being to pronounce on their merits? Why, in what looks like an open
contest, do you reinforce your claims with bribes? And above all, there stands the goddess of beauty herself. Why do you try to compete with her on her own ground? How can I give the apple to either of you without mixing a metaphor or something?"

“You damned little—” began Juno.

“Not bad,” said Minerva. “But deities don’t think quite on your plane, lofty as that may be for a mortal. It’s very difficult to approximate divine conceptions with human terms, but I’ll try. When we say ‘beauty’ we do not mean love or imagination or anything of that kind, all of which Juno and I leave cheerfully to our fair colleague. Still less do we mean the obvious physical beauty of the three bodies you now see. We mean an ideal beauty of which they are symbols. That ideal beauty we regard as the supreme, quintessential quality of godhead. We make you the judge, because a man is the only intelligent being who can look at gods from the outside and impartially. But you can hardly be expected to discriminate between wisdom, power, and beauty theoretically, even with us here. You must judge in terms of experience: you have your choice of wisdom, power, beauty: which do you want? That is why we offer what you call, with more power perhaps than wisdom, bribes.”

“What will you give me, Venus?” asked Paris.

“Beauty’s my line,” said Venus. “Any sort you like. A woman, I suppose would be the thing. The most beautiful woman. You can have her. For keeps. Helen, you know. Helen of Sparta.”

“She’s married,” said Paris.

“Sorry,” said Venus. “That’s the sort of thing you get from me. Juno’s a mother. Minerva’s a virgin. I’m a whore. That’s power, wisdom, and beauty in your own language.”

“But why can’t I have you?” asked Paris.

“Because I really am all that stuff Minerva was gassing about,” said Venus.

“One may express the same point in another way,” said Minerva, “by saying that my friend cannot give you more than an illusion. The wisdom I can give you is real.”

“Power is a lot more real,” said Juno. “In your world, anyway.”

“Well?” asked Paris, keeping his eyes on Venus.

“What’s real?” asked Venus. “Are you a fake god or a real man? Juno will kill your enemies for you. If that isn’t fake power I never heard of it. Minerva will keep on finding it very difficult to approximate divine conceptions with human terms. That’s a fake too. I’ll give you Helen of
Sparta. She’s a fake to me, but she’s real to you. You have to start with things you think are real, not with things we think are.”

“I don’t know,” said Venus. “You ought to do things yourselves. That’s why we’re here, only they won’t admit it. They’ll be awfully silly at first, the things you’ll do. Worse.”

“My friend,” said Minerva, “is not very coherent, but what she means is this. She will do nothing for you whatever except to put temptation your way. She will cut you and all other men off forever from all intercourse with gods, fling you into dark, brutal, hideous chaos to flounder around for yourselves, aided by nothing but your own radiant lights. She’s telling you that her highest gift is to leave you alone. As a not too subtle form of flattery that may make sense: I don’t know and I don’t care. I never flatter. Gods do things properly; men do things wrong. Juno and I will both help you, except that she works through the part that puts you above the animals.”

“And except that she’ll tell you what a man ought to do and I’ll do what really can be done in your world,” said Juno.

“They do it all, you see,” said Venus. “You’ve got to do things yourselves. And all you can do is along my line. You’ve got to start with something all wrong, like Helen. Then you get the hang of it.”

“Far be it from me to try to influence your decision,” said Juno, “but if you start with Helen you’ll finish with the Greek army, and with me. That means a ten-year siege, with your family and friends all on the wrong side. I’m not threatening: I’m just stating facts.”

“Well?” asked Paris, keeping his eyes on Venus.

“Sorry,” said Venus. “That’s all part of doing things for yourselves. You don’t have to be the one to start, and you’ve been warned. But somebody will.”

“I think I see,” said Paris. “Here’s your apple.”

_Incident from The Golden Bough_

This story was first published in the Northrop Frye Newsletter, 5 (Winter 1992–93): 17–22. In the Northrop Frye Fonds it is preceded by a cover sheet entitled “Four Dialogues.” Three of the four dialogues are numbered: “The Ghost” (no. I), “Interpreter’s Parlour” (no. II), and “Face to Face” (no. III). “Incident from The Golden Bough” is not numbered, but it is apparently the fourth of the “Four Dialogues.” The holograph corrections and additions Frye
made to the typescript, which is in the NFF, 1991, box 37, file 5, have been incorporated into the present text.

“Good morning, my friend,” said the Phrygian, a middle-aged man of very respectable appearance. “You must be the Athenian stranger, to judge from your costume. I am very glad to see you this morning: I consider it a favourable omen. Perhaps I had better say why without wasting our time. My daughter is to be married today, and according to the ancient usage of this country she must spend her first night in the temple and be offered to a passing stranger before she goes to her husband. That passing stranger, we are told, was originally Attis, our god of the dying and reborn year. But Attis’ own appearances have become rather irregular in this degenerate age. He was accustomed to appear in the form of well-known but not highly esteemed human proxies, and it is necessary for us to improve on this a little by making sure that the passing stranger is a genuine stranger and neither too fascinating nor too repulsive to a timid virgin. You are a man of the world or you would not be a traveller, and whatever your own religious beliefs may be, I am sure you would be anxious to respect so wholly delightful a custom. My daughter, I may say, has often been called the most beautiful girl in Phrygia.”

“I congratulate you on a good voice and a pleasant manner,” said the Greek. “Otherwise, the speech does not greatly differ from the last eight speeches I have heard in the last eight days from fathers with marrying daughters. I have no doubt that your daughter will be a vast improvement on the eight giggling and scratching little wretches I have so far encountered, but I suspect that all the demons of this damp cold weather are waiting for me in your temple as well as in the others. Wherefore, may I consign to the Phrygian gods of blight and pestilence, whatever their names may be, all Phrygians who do not understand that travellers are frequently weary.”

“Too bad,” said the other, “but you seem to have come in an off-season, and strangers are scarce. That makes the demand a bit insistent, and then there’s a silly superstition that it’s bad luck to have a refusal. I don’t believe it, of course, but my neighbours do. They feel that a stranger should represent Attis in some way, even as a sacrifice, perhaps.”

“I know, I know,” said the Greek. “I wasn’t refusing, and I’ve heard that identical threat eight times before. I’ll be there: I’ve learned that I’ve got to be there. By the way, I don’t have to attend this wedding, do I? I haven’t so far.”
“Well, no,” said the Phrygian. “You have to be a stranger. But my future son-in-law’s house will be deserted this afternoon, and if you go along there now and speak to him you can have a bed if you feel you need sleep for your ninth ordeal.”

“You have a heart after all,” said the Athenian.

The house was pointed out and the Greek proceeded toward it. It was some distance out of the city, and his way led through a wood. He had not gone far into this when he became aware of a young man, with a kind of soft and radiant beauty, standing in front of him, holding a small branch of pine. He jerked the branch and the Greek stopped.

“Are you a man or a god?” asked the Greek, staring.

“God,” said the other. “Attis. They make a big fuss over me in this country. Didn’t you see me appear from no-where?”

“I’m nearsighted,” said the Greek, “and I’m not used to having people appear from nowhere. So I thought you might have dodged out from behind a tree.”

“I did,” said Attis. “I am a tree. All the trees.”

“I’m not good at theology,” said the Greek. “But please tell me what you want with me. I’ll worship you if you say so, but you see I’m Athenian.”

“I understand you’re getting tired,” said Attis.

“Not at all an adequate word,” said the Greek.

“Zeus will be ashamed of you,” grinned the other. “But don’t you think that this wholesale and systematic cheating of a god who does his best to be a fertility spirit is a bit unfair? Take this girl you’re going to tonight. She’s a perfect stunner: the sort of girl gods go wild about. Now no one can blame me for passing up those impossible creatures you’ve been struggling with, but it does seem that when so special an offering comes along I might at least be consulted about it. But I shouldn’t ask you if this has occurred to you: I know it’s occurred to you at least eight times, and I’m sorry. However, you can certainly take tonight off. I’ll fix it up with old what’s-his-name—the girl’s father.”

“I most devoutly and piously thank the gods,” said the Athenian.

“O.K.,” said Attis.

“I beg your pardon?” inquired the Greek.

“O.K.,” repeated Attis. “Divine language. Gods’ thoughts are so highly organized they don’t need words. We just talk in letters of the alphabet. If you tried to write out in your own lingo all the things I meant when I said ‘O.K.,’ it would take a big tablet and an hour’s scratching on it. The general idea is that interview is over.”

“I say—” began the Greek diffidently. “I hope you won’t think I’m
rude, but I’ve never seen a god before, and I’m rather curious to know how a god’s mind works. In Athens there are a good many people who feel that gods—real gods—must be at least as intelligent as human beings. If not, where did we get our intelligence and you your power? Some of us are a little fed up with stories about gods who go around sleeping with beautiful women: they’re too much like the erotic dreams of men themselves, which is not exactly the sort of thing we’re most proud of having. See what I mean? If you want to take my place tonight, it seems to me you must have a god’s reason for wanting to, and the reasons you’ve given me are those of a brownie or an imp.”

“Shrewd lad,” said Attis. “I had no idea your town was so dangerous. Athene must really do something about it. Look here, you’ve asked the right question, and I’d sooner you figured out the answer yourself. That’s something I never thought I’d say to a human being. Just stand by and watch. By the way, don’t say anything to young what’s-his-name—the bridegroom.”

“Very well,” said the Athenian.

II

“Good morning, Greek,” said the bridegroom. “Well, what do you think of Phrygia and its idiotic superstitions?”

“Much what the Phrygians think of them, I suppose,” answered the Greek. “But the survival of this particular one puzzles me. I can understand why most customs go on and on without change. Even where there is no belief, a customary act helps to strengthen society, and nobody but a prig would make a fuss because he can’t believe in what everybody does as a matter of course. Still, it does seem that something which violates one of the deepest instincts in man shows either an extraordinary devotion or an extraordinary lack of courage. Or am I wrong about its being so deep an instinct?”

“Not as far as I am concerned,” said the other, speaking with great energy and with a kind of exasperated bitterness. “To me, my wife is defiled and prostituted by her contact with you. It’s no fault of yours, of course, nor any sin of yours: you’re not only a stranger but a man, and a man discharges the uncleanness from himself. But that girl will be poisoned in both body and mind for the rest of her life.”

“We-ell,” began the Greek.

“I suppose you think I don’t like to take the chance of not being the father of my eldest child,” said the other. “That isn’t it at all. What I’m
being robbed of is the complete union of her soul and body with mine, which no man can effect without a normal marriage.”

The Greek opened his mouth again, but the other swept on without attending to him. “And the Phrygians aren’t such sheep as you imagine. In strict confidence, you may be the last stranger to have this hideous obscenity foisted on you. So many prominent people would like to see it abolished, because of the way it makes us the laughing stock of the world and hurts our prestige, that it’s now just a matter of getting an organized body to march into this town and demand that it be put a stop to. And we’re just about to do that: we were only waiting until we had a woman beautiful enough to get the mob’s sympathy. You’d better get away early tomorrow in case there’s any trouble.”

“Thank you,” said the Greek. “Perhaps carrying through something like that needs your type of mind, though I must say it seems a bit narrow to me. But it isn’t quite so simple a matter as you imagine. I’ve seen revolts before, and the priests can always stampede the women. And they probably know more about your plan than you think and have their bag of tricks all ready for you. That wouldn’t bother you, but you can never tell about a mob.”

“Actually, most of the priests are on our side this time,” said the other. “They can be pretty enlightened where their own interests are concerned, and they realize that this silly business is a complete waste economically, whereas professional temple prostitutes would bring in money and a great deal more patronage.”

“Then I don’t see who’s to stop you,” said the stranger, “unless—unless Attis himself takes a hand.”

“If Attis cared anything about the matter he’d never have allowed his cult to become debased,” said the other. “I revere Attis as much as anyone, but I feel that worship which comes directly from the heart, purified of superstition, will be more welcome to so great a god.”

“Perhaps so,” said the Greek. “But I still don’t know how a god’s mind works.”

III

In spite of the bridegroom’s warning, the Athenian found it impossible not to satisfy his curiosity by remaining in the capital city the following morning. He found, as he had expected, a huge crowd assembled in the chief square, in front of the temple, and his acquaintance the bridegroom was haranguing it. He was speaking of the humiliation of the cuckold, and of how every married man present had endured that humiliation at
the hands of a foreigner. He spoke of the purity and nobility of Attis and of the way in which his cult had been degraded by an obscene custom which Attis himself would be the first to condemn. He pointed out that he himself had deliberately allowed his wife to be polluted by a foreigner in order that he might experience the evil of the infamy he was attacking. He said that he had nothing against the priests, and wished only to rid the country of a practice they had never much to do with. There were murmurs in the crowd, but on the whole it was obviously with him, and when at the climax of his speech his wife appeared naked beside him with her head bowed, it greeted her with a roar which said plainly that she was to be the last offering to Attis.

The Athenian had been prepared for some such scene, but the wonderful beauty of the woman, with her long fair hair and swelling breasts, took his breath away, as the beauty of Attis had done the day before. And then he was aware that the crowd had become completely silent and that the woman, now wrapped in a gown, had stepped in front of her husband and was speaking. Her rich, throaty voice was a striking contrast to the harsh barking of the man.

“Like my husband, and like all of you, I expected a passing stranger last night,” she said. “But it was Attis who came. Not until I saw the temple filled with a soft glowing light could I really believe it was he, but it was Attis who came. And Attis, our god, has a message for his people of Phrygia. Listen to what Attis says: ‘This woman shall bear a son, and the son shall be your king. Your armies small be invincible wheresoever he leads them: his thoughts and dreams shall be your commands: he shall be the soul of Phrygia. Because the Phrygians are my people I will beget with my own body demigods and heroes to rule them. Such heroes shall be no one’s sons but mine, and you may know them only as those who save you in times of disaster and peril. Nor shall your offerings and sacrifices go unregarded, for I am the god of Phrygia, nor shall seed-time or harvest fail, for I am the god of the year.’”

She stopped speaking and raised her hand. The crowd knelt as one man, and an old priest, whom the Athenian suspected of not having been in sympathy with the frustrated reform, came out of the temple and led the hymn to Attis. There seemed nothing else to wait for, and the Greek turned away, but, to his chagrin, he encountered the bride-groom on the outskirts of the city.

“You made this arrangement behind our backs,” said the other, with a quiet intensity of hatred. “Would you mind telling me what your motive was?”
“I had no obligations toward anyone,” said the Greek, “so I kept all the secrets entrusted to me, without caring whether it was a god or a man who asked for my confidence.”

“The gods can always find a traitor,” said the bridegroom.

“That is unfair,” protested the Greek. “You had very different ideas about Attis yesterday, and so, perhaps, had I. Now we know, and now we can be on our guard.”

“We never know, as you call it, until the time for action has passed by,” said the bridegroom. There is nothing to be on our guard about: neither of us need fear the jealousy of the gods.”

_Interpreter’s Parlour_

This story was first published in the Northrop Frye Newsletter, 5 (Winter 1992–93): 15–17. The typescript is in the NFF, 1991, box 37, file 5. The title is an allusion to one of Blake’s last engravings, The Man Sweeping the Interpreter’s Parlour (ca. 1822).

“It is a little too easy,” said the poet, “to criticize modern poetry for being deliberately obscure and unintelligible. Anyone who can see anything intelligible in the contemporary scene is to be congratulated, and poets have to record that contemporary scene. More than that, poets struggle to achieve synthesis, order, creative form. And a synthesis of contemporary life, to be authentic, has to reflect the difficulty of making one at all at such a time. So any poetry really attuned to the beat of the world today must be difficult. In my own poetry, I admit I have never shirked the necessity of being difficult, and I dare say that the terrific concentration has been a bit too much for you. Isn’t that so?”

“I’m afraid so. Take this one here, for instance—I can’t fit it together at all, somehow—“

ARX

A
gold
Radiance, di
Vine, -in (e)

Prunes and prisms.
“Now that is an excellent example of what I’ve just been saying,” said the poet. “Nothing there but a few crabbed words, seemingly, yet it’s an entire essay on comparative religion.”

“Is it?”

“You certainly wouldn’t think so, would you? But it is. You see, every great religion thinks in terms of two leading ideas, heaven and earth: heaven because it’s the source of light, earth because it’s the source of life. So every god worshipped as a supreme being is connected both with the sun and with the coming of rain to a waste land.”

“Yes, but—”

“The first three lines work out the solar part of the symbolism. Ra, you remember was the Egyptian sun god. The connection of ‘gold’ with the sun is pretty easy, except that you have to realize that it represents the diffusion of the light among men. Gold is the basis of all commerce and trade, and of course I’m taking it for granted that gold became the standard of coinage because it originally represented the sun.”

“Oh.”

“But of course trade only accounts for part of the communications among men: the rest comes mainly from writing, which is based on the alphabet. The ‘A’ symbolizes the alphabet, only to link it with the solar symbolism you have to assume that the alphabet (which began in Egypt, of course, connecting up with Ra) was derived from some sort of lunar calendar, there being twenty-eight days in a lunar month and almost that many letters in the alphabet. That represents the reflection of the sun’s light, and marks the extreme limit of its diffusion.”

“I see.”

“And that’s why the formal characteristics of those three lines are so sharp and clear. ‘A’ is a direct rhyme to ‘Ra’, and as Ra is a god, that’s a pretty easy assonance with ‘gold.’ The next two lines, dealing with the fertility side of the symbolism, are harder. They have to be. Life, in contrast to light, is tangled, tortured and mysterious. That’s why the important words are broken up and concealed. The god is divided among men, you see, which is why the word ‘divine’ is broken. That gives you the word ‘vine,’ which is an obvious fertility symbol, and the connection of ‘vine’ with the ‘gold’ above suggest the Golden Bough which Aeneas took when he, like the Ra of this poem, descended to a lower state of existence.”

“Well—”

“And just as the first three lines suggest the fixity of heaven by the oracular echolalia of assonance and rhyme, so the rest of the poem is
based on alliteration, reminiscent of the powerful repeated rhythms of the fertility dance. That accounts for the repetition of ‘di’ and ‘ine,’ and, of course, the two ‘pr’ sounds below. But the ‘e’ of the second ‘ine’ is in parenthesis, which means that you are free to take just the ‘in’ part of it and connect it with the Ra who brings rain.”

“I couldn’t have figured all that out in a million years. What are the prunes and prisms for?”

“They represent the fact that all religions degenerate into automatic routine morality. The phrase is used by Dickens to symbolize the most rigid kind of conventional propriety. In fact, the words depend for their effect, even in Dickens, on the sound-associations of ‘prude’ and ‘precision.’ The unimaginative and needless repetition of the ‘ine’ sound above warns you what’s coming. And then, of course, a prune is a dried-up and sterile fruit, which shows the exhaustion of the fertility impulse, and the prism is the distortion and fragmentary breaking-up of the clear radiance of the light-god Ra. The words also suggest that the reasons for the exhaustion of a religious impulse are its tendency to become a formal and unintelligible ritual on the one hand and to break up into sects and heresies on the other—in other words, runes and isms.”

“That’s got it all, I guess. Oh—the title.”

“Well, although a prism bends or bows a clear light, the connection with the rain above irresistibly suggests ‘rainbow.’ And a rainbow is the symbol of hope and promise, as you remember from the story of the Flood. ‘Arx’ means both the ark of Noah and the arc of the rainbow. So, although you seem to have a straight linear descent from the sunlight of summer, down through the dying earth of the autumn into the prunes and prisms of the apparently sterile winter, still the breaking up of the snows into the floods of spring revives the spirit of hope, so that we come back in a circle after all. That’s why the poem has twelve syllables, representing the sun’s passage through the Zodiac and the cycle of seasons.”

“Thank you very much. It must be very interesting.”

The Locust-Eaters: Frye’s Unfinished Novel

From Notebook 2: Chapters 1–4

Notebook 2 contains eighteen holograph pages in two parts: the first sixteen pages are a draft of the beginning of a novel Frye had begun to write in the 1940s, various sketches of which are in Notebook 1 (below). The draft of the
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[The Typescript]

I—#1

The only tall building in Pilkey, a loutish, shambling church, owed its distinction to a wooden dunce-cap on its head, covered with pea-green shingles. Immediately under this was the main entrance, and along each side wall was a row of windows with rounded tops and trefoils. The central panes were frosted, to aid in concentration, and down both sides of each window were little square panes of semi-transparent glass colored red, blue, green and yellow. They fascinated children, who spent much time peering through them, but that was not why they were there: they were simply vestigial stained glass, as the rounded windows were vestigial Gothic and the dunce-cap overhead a vestigial spire. The nave, generally called the auditorium, was oval, with a red-carpeted central aisle: in front was an altar-rail and a green-carpeted space behind it; and behind that the Reverend Lyman Kennedy, M.A., B.D., was, according to the placard outside, preaching a sermon entitled “A Christian Rebels.”

An eight-dollar crowd, thought Mr. Kennedy, as his round eye roamed over it. On his left was his own family, his wife, whose expression of preoccupied irritability never varied throughout the service, his long-legged seventeen-year-old daughter Vanya, and his ten-year-old son Horace, who was experimenting with sitting positions. The sun,
shining through one of the red panes of the glass, spread a ghostly bloodstain over the various things he put in its way, such as hymn books and handkerchiefs, until his mother checked him and he went back to his usual custom of swinging from chandeliers. If one were a monkey, or Tarzan, thought Horace, one could climb up by that window, grab the fixture near it, swing to the next one, and so on. Horace went on swinging until he fell into a slight doze, whereupon one of the fixtures tore loose and he came down with a crash into the choir. He woke out of his doze with a convulsive jerk that startled and angered his mother, and the resulting feeling of claustrophobia sent him back to the question of how he was going to get out of graduating from high school.

This event was still about seven years away, but it bothered Horace far more than the fact that the state of his arithmetic would get him a detention tomorrow. The root of the trouble was his name. Horace brooded a good deal about his name—in solitude, of course; one could not tell one’s mother that one was continually addressed by one’s contemporaries as Horse-ass. She has, as a matter of fact, once heard him called Hor, but had dismissed it as a guileless abbreviation, which it certainly was not. Now at the closing exercises of the high school in the next town of Palmyra, the names of all graduates are read out by the principal, each being applauded as he steps forward for his diploma. And on this occasion middle names are included, like an extra choir of trombones, to increase the sonority of the ritual. Horace’s middle name was his mother’s maiden one, Howell. The expedient of graduating without giving his middle name had for some reason not occurred to him; he rehearsed the whole scene, of applause suddenly stopping and turning to boos, catcalls, hoots of laughter and chanted ribald variants of the hateful name, and shuddered violently. The shudder brought another glare from his mother.

Lauder himself was there, but Mrs. Lauder and young Freda were not, which meant that old Sarah had taken a turn for the worse. In the same pew was the schoolteacher, Miss Peace, who also had trouble with her name, and who boarded with the Lauders. Behind sat that alleged grandson of Sarah’s who went by the name of John Goremont. Miss Peace wrote poetry, the chief point of which was that those in a humble station of life could find much satisfaction in a systematic comparison of commonplace objects to expensive ones. “You could get good money for that,” Mrs. Lauder had pronounced, inspecting one of her efforts, and as her theme was popular and the more accessible papers panting for copy, Mrs. Lauder was not wholly wrong. Her visions of opal lakes, sapphire
skies, and pearly dew on emerald grass were quite widely circulated, and a farmer’s wife, an authentic non-intellectual, had written in to say she liked them. This morning she was evolving the thought that yesterday she had seen something glitter in the grass that was not fairy gold but the top of a tomato can in the sunlight, the possession of which made her richer than kings. She sat arranging words, like cards in solitaire, into one of her good-natured, loose-jointed patterns of verse, her imagination grubbing industriously over the landscape like a vacuum cleaner in search of further images.

John Goremont had built up a powerful sermon resistance early in life, and now found a church service, so far from disturbing him, a stimulus to free association. His thoughts, in spite of his worry over his grandmother, were largely concerned with his college career, which was due to begin at Champlain within the next few weeks. This pleasant train of dreams was regularly punctuated by the uneasy knowledge that Vanya would, when the service was over, suddenly appear beside him and ask him up for the afternoon. How she worked this miracle of unobtrusive appearance he did not know, though she had done it countless times. He himself could not have got to her without sticking his neck and gangling legs in her direction, without hovering around her obviously waiting for an opening, without advertising to the whole church that John was seeing Vanya for a date. But he was sure (he was, of course, wrong) that her transit was unobserved until she startled him at the end of it. On the whole, he was rather glad to be moving out of range of her disquieting astral feats. At least, Pilkey seemed to be the limit of her range, though one could never tell.

The Reverend Lyman Kennedy was forty-six, strongly built and still an expert softball player. That he was still on a village charge was due to bad luck and lack of influence, assuming that a clergyman’s success is in proportion to the size of the town he preaches in. His parishioners did assume this, and were continually telling him, with the best will in the world, that he deserved a “better place.” He felt himself that, merits apart, he belonged in a larger one. His two degrees represented eight years of steady work: he was no fool and no slacker, and on every count he was a professional man educated for a cultivated urban community.

He liked history, and his favourite formula in composing a sermon was to describe the historical context of a Biblical passage and then apply it to what he called in a fixed epithet “present-day world conditions.” This Sunday his text was from Paul. He reminded his hearers that in the
later Roman Empire conditions were very much what they are today: recurrent wars, imperialism, crowds of unemployed and discontented poor in the cities, farmers impoverished, and the people indifferent to religion. There were, then as now, those who thought everything could be cured by a revolution: there had been slave uprisings and Jewish rebellions, but they had ended in failure. The message of Christianity to the poor and downtrodden was, not to try to amend their lot through violence and hate, but to make their hearts and minds pure. And Christianity had been right, for it had converted the Roman Empire and erected a new civilization . . . His hearers on the whole were rather flattered at getting a high-brow sermon. Mr. Kennedy knew this, and was not deceived by the form their appreciation often took: advice not to talk over the heads of some whose intelligence was not quite up to the level of those who did the advising.

The sermon ended in a prayer, and the congregation leaned forward in the pensive pose of excretion. Mr. Kennedy hated prayers, and was his worst in them. A hymn followed, with Helen Grodenus, a heavy blonde girl in her thirties, playing the piano. She was always called the “organist,” though the church’s reed organ had stood useless in the vestry for at least three years, and the congregation never heard the clipped and secular tones of the piano, nagging them along like a shrewish schoolmarm, without wondering when it was going to be fixed. Helen’s faults as a player were more obvious on a piano than they would have been on an organ—her left hand was always a grace-note’s length ahead of her right one, and she beat time with her right foot on the damper pedal—but she knew all there was to know about handling the singing in a church she had faithfully served for twelve years, unpaid of course.

Mr. Kennedy raised a hand in benediction, thinking, as usual, that some day he really must work his nerve up to raise both. The congregation formed gossiping knots in the back of the church, and were slowly pumped out the door by Mr. Kennedy’s handshake. “Cumminup to are place?” asked Vanya. And everyone knew that the sudden appearance of Freda Lauder, a wide-eyed little white frog hopping from her father to Mr. Kennedy and whispering in their ears, meant that Sarah Megill was dead.

Kennedy had been born and brought up in Western Canada, but had gone east to Champlain for his university training, and when he
returned to his native country to preach he saw it with that intense clarity which belongs to whatever is at once familiar and strange. He remembered waking up in his berth and raising the blind on an early morning view of a Western village, and the glimpse had left a permanent impression on his mind, almost a symbolic one, though he was not much accustomed to thinking in symbols. It consisted of a row of grain elevators along the railroad and a parallel row of square houses and shops along the highway just behind. The country was not yet flat prairie but gently undulating, and the contrast with the geometrical cubes and rectangles of the buildings was almost grotesque. The village did not “nestle,” as villages elsewhere are said to do: it sprawled rigidly along the two roads to its distant markets, ignoring its natural surroundings as though it were itself supernatural, and had thereby all the supernatural it wanted. Tiny as the village was, it suggested human self-sufficiency as clearly as all the skyscrapers in Chicago.

His own appointment was a little hamlet which the inhabitants called Bad Land. The railway, resenting this as a deterrent to immigration, had peered amiably at the large slough in Cryer’s pasture and named the station Crystal Lake, but the inhabitants were right. They treated Kennedy very well, and he had some difficulty in understanding his own feeling that they did not appreciate what he was doing. He noted, of course, that he was often regarded not as a worker in the community but as a mere symbol of respectability, like a piano in an unmusical family, but that was commonplace. It was very rarely that the thought connected with the village in the train window ever forced itself up toward consciousness. Put much more baldly than it ever was in his mind, the thought was to this effect: these people could and do get along without any religion at all: there may be a reason why they should have your kind of religion, but you really don’t know what it is.

There was for instance the man who became his father-in-law, an incurable optimist who had gone west to make his fortune and had stayed there because he had not. Certainly he thought of his life only in terms of a sort of St. George-and-dragon struggle between his efforts and his luck, in which the former was bound to win sooner or later. His daughter—at this point Kennedy’s thoughts abruptly swerved, in order to avoid going on to something like this: even my wife to this day does not exactly believe, for instance, that God exists: she believes that he either does or does not, but that it’s safer to take out moral insurance against him. And the least she can do in the way of moral insurance is
an energetic dislike of the less important vices, such as drinking and smoking.

And then there was the time when old Jurgensson, the best farmer in the district, who weighed well over two hundred stripped—or would have done if he had ever been known to take all his clothes off at once—had startled Kennedy by saying, apropos of nothing, “I tink it yoost fate.” Kennedy, still a student fledgling, offered an answer, but the point was too obvious for argument. “Duh hail bugger my crop,” said Jurgensson. “I work all summer like hell and duh hail bugger my crop. Yoost fate.” The fledgling had sense enough to let it go at that, and though he got Jurgensson to church occasionally, he never converted him. Kennedy had once even been irritated into preaching a sermon in which he hinted that crop failures and drought could be divine punishments for neglect of religion, his argument being that the moral and natural orders must be connected if they are created by the same God. But he did not actually believe this, and always had a bad conscience about that sermon.

It was here that he had met Sarah Megill, born Sarah Goremont, the widow of a Methodist circuit rider turned farmer. She had come originally from England, and for many years was wretchedly homesick on the prairie. Most English girls in that situation cured themselves by a visit back home, but the causes of her loneliness were different. She loved walking alone, for one thing, and found herself in a country which had concession lines instead of lanes, and where she was an object of close scrutiny, sometimes with field-glasses, from all the neighbouring farmhouses. The motor car had not yet come to drape the pedestrian’s humble dust shroud over her, but even so every passing buggy offered her a lift. Dumbly she wondered, as she plodded over the cruciform paths, at the ingenuity of man, who could bring claustrophobia into an endless expanse, and impose the long halls and wretched windows of an institution on the vast stretches of crop and fallow land. As the years passed she was driven deeply into herself, and Kennedy knew her as an elderly widow absorbed in church work, a big woman who gave an impression of great reserves of power in spite of her habitual quietness. She moved and spoke very little, but always with effect, and had an unconscious knack of making everyone else feel like children. Her neighbours never gossiped about her, and they avoided the unwinking stare of her gray-green eyes.

She ran Kennedy’s church with great energy and efficiency, and Kennedy could have sworn that by some occult trick of personality she
was responsible for most of the attendance. She was, he thought, something of a mystic, and though he was anything but a mystic himself, she seemed to like him, and he came to rely on her unashamedly. They separated for some years, and then came this call back east to Pilkey, which he assumed was largely her doing. He told himself at first that he was accepting it because it brought his children nearer to better schools—Champlain was only a hundred miles from Pilkey, and Vanya would soon be ready for the university there—but he soon came to realize, even consciously, that Sarah Megill’s personal influence was the real magnet. He supposed that the psychology people would say he had discovered a mother, but that wasn’t the point as far as he could see. The point was that—well, that she seemed to understand his own religion so much better than he did that her presence made sense of his job in a way that nothing else he had experienced did. So although her death had been expected daily for some weeks, it still came with the force of a shock. It closed a cycle in Kennedy’s life, and made him feel tired and old. And as he trudged over the hot sidewalk to her house a number of suppressed questions and objections began to awaken again in his mind which he was not prepared even to formulate, much less to answer.

Sarah had come to Pilkey some years ago “to live with her daughter,” as it was given out, and the neighbours were surprised when she took a place of her own half a mile away. Kennedy found both the Lauders and John there ahead of him, Mrs. Lauder sniffing in a sort of reflex related to grief somewhat as the tickle laugh is to pleasure. It was some months since the doctor, with the air of a judge putting on a black cap, had pronounced the word “cancer,” so that her real feeling was one of relief. Or so John thought, for, being younger, he assumed that real feelings and conventional ones would naturally be in opposition. He himself was rather distressed that, though genuinely fond of his grandmother, and in contact with death for the first time, all his emotions were floating on a current of what was unmistakably exhilaration. He knew that she had arranged for him to move to Champlain and go to university there, but, much as he looked forward to that, surely, he thought with the bewilderment of youth, surely that wouldn’t make him glad she was dead? He did not understand that this was the last day of his childhood, and that what was welling up inside him was a new sense of identity.
The three men were quiet, or else talked commonplaces, but Mrs. Lauder, who could not relax in a silence, felt impelled to make reminiscent remarks about her mother’s character: “Well, one thing you’ve got to admit, she was a real sincere Christian woman,” and the like. Her own sense of the hollowness of these statements was not strong enough to make her silent, only aggressive and rather perverse, as though she were defending her mother against some attack implied in the men’s lack of response. Kennedy tried to make the expected answers, but he was not the unctuous type. Eventually, however, Lauder was drawn into the game, and soon they were building up a composite and idealized portrait of the deceased, as though the superstition of speaking well of the dead had seized on them.

For Kennedy there was something curiously consoling about this, almost as if he were settling his still unformulated questions. They were all saying that Sarah had been a good woman; yet it would be equally possible to say what all of them had felt at times, that she could just as well be called a domineering and selfish old witch. Yet that would be, not so much untrue or unfair, as simply irrelevant. Her life had been released from all the accidents that made her appear domineering or imposing, selfish or virtuous; and what was now upon them like a spell was the sense, not of the goodness of her character, but simply of its reality. She had finally completed her personality now that she had become timeless, and in a very disguised and indirect way some persuasion of the doctrine of immortality filtered into Kennedy’s mind. This was one of the doctrines of course that Kennedy knew he was supposed to defend. He generally did so by saying that science hadn’t figured out all the answers to life and death yet. Weak as this was, it went about as far as his own understanding of the matter did.

Sarah Megill’s son was sitting in a Champlain living room, which, with its plethora of small shaded lamps and the Russian and Chinese hints in its decor, reflected the smart taste of twenty years ago, and of his dead wife. His daughter Ada, a pleasant looking girl with red hair, a snub nose, flat chest, short legs, plump buttocks and a silk blouse stuffed inside a woollen skirt, was playing the piano, and her audience included her brother Jack, as tall and dark as his father, a long-legged youth from the Conservatory, and a heavily-built young man named Harvey Oclose,
more or less Ada’s fiancé. The Brahms rhapsody rumbled to a close with fair dignity, but with a slight touch of shrillness, and Ada’s father, brother and suitor, while they made their appreciative moans, were really thinking that piece made Ada bob up and down too much on the stool to look graceful.

“I don’t get very far with Brahms,” Ada said. “He’s a bit too noble for me.” For she fully agreed with her audience that she was not physically adapted to such music, and had developed out of that fact an elaborate theory of musical history, according to which something organic had gone out of music after Mozart’s time, to reappear with Debussy and a few other moderns, everything between being a little suspect in its taste. She began again with a crisp Scarlatti sonata, and her playing this time was admirable: a crisp, cool patter of notes which evoked from the piano the ghost of a harpsichord.

“I say, that is good,” said the Conservatory youth carefully, trying to sound like one who really bestows praise. Harvey Occlose stirred in his chair, and, though he did not know music, he transmuted something of the grace and beauty of Scarlatti into admiration for Ada. Something would have to be done with her clothes, his mother would know what, and Ada was very docile in such matters. These thoughts had no snobbery in them, and in fact her father’s were rather similar.

“What are you doing these days, now you’ve finished college,” Occlose inquired of Jack.

“I decided to become a foreign correspondent,” Jack said, “so I went to work as a cub reporter at the Pharos two months ago, and since then I’ve never looked back.”

“That’d be police court work mostly, I suppose.”

“It was at first, but they transferred me to sports last week. So yesterday I had my first sports assignment. It was a scrubby little soccer game where the football was about the only one on the field that wasn’t kicked. Now they’re laying me off for a week while they reorganize the department. Reorganizing departments is a hobby of one of the bosses. When I go back it may be anything—music critic, chess columnist, superintendent of the women’s washroom—anything at all. Or they may fire me.”

“Why don’t you get a job on a good paper, like the Meteor Flag?” asked Occlose. The Pharos was Liberal, the Meteor Flag and Occlose Conservative. He recognized some humor in Jack’s tone, and was matching it with his own conception of humor, which was that of popular commercial humor, and was based, like it, on the repetition of characteristics. Thus
the fact that the President of the Champlain Young Conservative Association should be praising a Conservative paper had the same kind of humor as a Scotchman saving money or an Italian eating spaghetti.

The Conservatory youth wanted to hear a new recording of a Mozart quintet. Occlose did not, but expressed no opinion, and the music went remorselessly on for several movements. He disliked the constraint imposed by music because there was an elusive logic about it that prevented his mind from relaxing. Besides, for Ada’s sake he wanted to learn to listen to music but it always seemed to go just too fast, and tantalize him with the feeling that he might have got the hang of it if he had started when it did. Meanwhile it was, so to speak, beating out the time he was wasting listening to it. Then the slow movement began, and the spell of an unbearable intimacy possessed the room. Occlose shattered it with a sudden cough, which made Ada jump and brought a glare of hatred from the Conservatory youth. Whether there was malice in the action, on some very deep level of subconsciousness, it would be hard to say. The finale, being a brisk allegro, was considerably easier to take; its rhythm was a promise of release. As soon as it was over, Occlose rose, partly to express a bodily impatience and partly to forestall another recording, and took his leave. The other guest left too after waiting until there was no danger of meeting Occlose again outside, not because he disliked him, but because he was shy and felt that such ruses simplified his social contacts.

The phone rang, and Megill said as he came away from it: “That was your aunt Agnes in Pilkey. Your grandmother is dead.”

His children nodded gravely. They were both young enough to feel that death was a rather gracious gesture on the part of one so old, and were touched by an impression of a kind of self-effacing courtesy. “You’ll have to go, I suppose,” said Ada. “Wind up the estate is the phrase, isn’t it?”

“It’s a question of packing it up,” her father said. “She had no money except what she got from me, but her will says that most of her stuff is to come here.”

“Trust a lawyer to keep one foot in the gravy,” Ada said.

“—And as the only female things that are any good are designed for you, I thought you might like to come with me. Jack, too, if he’s not doing anything this week.”

“I’d like to,” said Ada. “I haven’t seen the Lauders since I was a baby, and I don’t think I’ve ever seen that lad that lives with grandma.”
“He’s coming here,” her father said. “Mother was anxious for him to go to university, and I think he’s through high school. He can live with us if he wants to, but I imagine he’ll want to look after himself.”

“What’s the mystery about him anyway?” asked Ada. “Who left him on grandma’s doorstep? Does he get to be the rightful heir of the Marquis of Pilkey in the last chapter?”

“He’s the son of a man named Boeschler who was with the British Army of Occupation in the war, and his mother was a Cologne girl who died on the way to Canada. Boeschler’s mother was a friend of your grandmother’s, and when Boeschler pitched the baby into an orphanage she went and fished him out. I understand you’re not supposed to adopt children that way, but mother generally did what she liked. The only mystery about it is that John just knows that he came from an orphanage: he doesn’t know who his father and mother were. You must have heard of Boeschler, Jack; he used to work for your paper.”

“Oh, that guy?” Jack said. “Sure, I’ve heard of him. One of the great boozers of all time. The paper was very proud of him and every time he has to go to the funny farm they pay all his expenses.”

“So I understand,” said his father, “but he was supposed to have been a very brilliant reporter in his day.”

“So they say,” said Jack. “But of course any souse who was ever known to do anything but drink is always supposed to have done it brilliantly. Folklore.”

“Well, anyway,” his father said, “a train leaves in the morning and we may as well all go, as there’s plenty of room. Your grandmother kept a big house of her own which I shall be very relieved to be able to sell.”

“Couldn’t stand your Aunt Haggie, eh?” said Ada.

“I suppose your aunt wants her own way in her own house,” said her father. “Certainly your grandmother did. Anyway, the Lauders weren’t able to keep her.”

“Poor Dad,” said Ada. “Grandma did pretty well out of you, and this is the first we have heard of it.”

“Well, it’s over now,” said her father. “Your grandmother had great force of character, and someone else generally pays the shot for forceful characters. I’m not speaking of money, of course. Do you have to go, Jack?”

Jack left, and Ada and her father fell into relaxed silence. Finally Megill said: “If you marry that Oclose boy, Ada, your children won’t be as musical as you are.”
“No,” said Ada. “It’s probably a recessive characteristic.”

“Of course you’ve never had much chance to develop socially without a mother,” he went on, “and the Ocloses can do as good a job in that way for you as you’ll need in Champlain. That’s about as far as I can see into the situation at present.

“You mean that Harvey is a very commonplace Canadian,” said Ada, “with very commonplace virtues like honesty and fidelity and chastity. But you didn’t bring me up to despise those virtues.”

“I think you know what I mean,” her father said. “You don’t fall in love with a bag of virtues. Have you fallen in love with Harvey Oclose?”

“I don’t mean to be a prig,” Ada said. “But is it really so silly to think I might make a perfectly good marriage out of a not very passionate affection? I’m not a passionate female; if I have a passion for anything it’s for music. If I marry Harvey I shall be the freest of God’s creatures, a middle-class married woman with an indulgent husband and lots of money to do what I like. After all, what I like to do is harmless enough. And I think maybe Harvey will like that arrangement quite as well as I will.”

“Quite as well,” her father agreed.

“Don’t make fun of me,” Ada protested. “I’m trying hard to be adult and reasonable. Am I talking like a fool, and do I have to wait for a grand passion?”

“Well, I don’t know that I’m a defender of passion,” said her father, “but I certainly don’t think you should be looking for reasons to go into marriage, and still less marriage to a certain type of man. If you think of Harvey as a type instead of a person, he’s even more commonplace to you than he is to me.”

“Sure, I know,” said Ada. “I suppose I’m just puzzled. Harvey really seems to be very keen on me, and I can’t figure out why.”

“I think I can tell you that,” her father said. “He’s looking for a type too. His father, as you know, likes to think of himself as Success and his wife as Culture, in capitals. Well, Mrs. Oclose isn’t really very cultured, and it doesn’t matter. He’ll tell you that his wife knows all about art and music and that stuff, and she doesn’t. But if he asks twelve of the right people to dinner she’ll give the right dinner. Harvey will be the same kind of success as his father, and he wants the same kind of culture, but he’s got an earnest and rather sentimental view of what he wants. You see, neither of you understands how important it is to give the right dinners in that life. You’ve never thought about it, and Harvey takes it for granted.”
Ada looked thoughtful, but seemed anxious to drop the subject, and then went back to discussing her grandmother’s death.

[This is the end of the typescript. In Notebook 1, immediately following the paragraph above, Frye began writing section 5 of part 1, but he completed only the following holograph paragraph.]

5

Mrs. Kennedy had been beautiful, with her perfect oval face & her brilliant black eyes & hair, the age when her awkwardness seemed to be merely demure. Kennedy had felt that she was the only wife for him without fully understanding the feeling: the source of it was that she conformed very closely to the stock idea of the Puritan or Quaker maiden, & so looked as though she were designed for a Protestant clergyman. Perhaps she was, too, though some unrecognized disillusionment worked its way out of Kennedy in fits of depression which he quickly blamed on other causes. The years he had spent at college had made him feel slightly alien to the small towns & villages he lived in afterwards, and here his wife helped him, for if she did not exactly love those communities, her views on all subjects were part of a defense of their moral attitude, as she understood it, in opposition to that of the city. In her experience only weaklings & misfits took to drink, hence the greater frequency of divorce & drink in cities proved the greater decadence of city life.

[What follows are Frye’s notes on the novel, written on the verso pages of the notebook, opposite the holograph drafts of large portions of sections 2 through 4, above. These notes are largely sketches of what Frye planned to put into the various scenes, though it is clear that paragraph 3 below is a draft of a little vignette to be inserted into the first chapter.]

[1] The death of Mrs. Megill completes a cycle in Kennedy’s career. He came originally from the West, came east to Champlain, met Megill at University, & ran into his mother there. They took to each other, as Megill’s skeptical tendencies worried her. Then he’d gone back out west to his own conference & saw it for the first time as a foreign country. The vision of the first town he saw waking up—not accustomed to thinking in symbols, but the village that refused to nestle meant something to
him. Good-humored people who believed in nothing but luck or fate. Jurgensson, his weight “stripped,” his wife—& the swerve of his thoughts. The name of the place, quite in the spirit of Miss P.—Bad Land vs. Crystal Lake. His thought goes on. His moral-natural argument & his bad conscience. Feeling of not fitting the economy: not one of “the men”: popular by virtue of non-ministerial qualities. Pull toward East—Sarah means a tradition & a respect for the clergy. Odd postcard, then this transfer, which he expected she’d helped to wangle. She held the Church together, & what would happen now? She’s the widow of an old circuit rider. Female décor like the curtains to start with; but a deeper reason of fatalism. Bad Land symb. reality of “supernatural” attitude; Crystal Lake the Eastern polish. Mrs. K’s energetic dislike of the less important vices & her father who had gone West to make money & stayed because he hadn’t.

[2] K. had larger appointments in the West, & had taken Pilkey for the sake of his children’s education. Sense of hopelessness settles on him again as she dies.

[3] Monday evening found three Megills, two Lauders, three Kennedys, John Goremont & Helen Grodenus in the hundred & fifty square feet of the Kennedy’s parlor, along with a sofa, a piano, a side table, several chairs, a whatnot & bookcase. Helen sat on the piano stool, because, as Mrs. K. informed her, she was to play later. The piano also possessed a bench, with a miniature attic inside it of old photographs & post cards, but its hinges had given way under the strain of continuo & it had been pushed under the table. Kennedy had bought the stool for Helen, whose own piano had been sold some years ago. On top of the piano were more photographs & several pounds of colored crockery. Some of the vases were set vibrating by certain notes: a bass C sharp caught the rose & yellow one, adding a dubious resonance to the R prelude which was Helen’s showpiece. The whole was brilliantly illuminated by a ceiling chandelier. Some of those present, including the hostess herself, had a pleasant sense of cosiness & of shutting the world out. John had the feeling, but was becoming self-conscious about his feelings, & tried to think of the word “troglodytic” to describe it to himself. But his fumbling memory fished up “prognathous” instead, which he knew was not right, & refused to dive again for another word.
Sarah’s big house, near the Lauders, an arrangement congenial to both. Both women, who wanted their own way in their own house, & understood each other better than the neighbours, who expected them to bundle, did either. He found the Lauders there, the Mrs. perfunctorily sniffing, & John. Exchange of reminiscences about Sarah, with the general idea of trying to construct an eternal Sarah out of the temporal one. Hence the attempt to accept the positive things about her. John & his feeling of release, even exultation: feeling that deaths of famous people made the world somehow neater. (The date with Vanya is off.) The sniffing is as little connected with grief as the tickle laugh is with merriment: it’s as automatic a physical stimulus as weeping over an onion. It’s been a big worry off Mrs. L’s mind, & objectively it’s time for her to die. This is all presented in explanation of the fact that Mr. Kennedy’s belief in immortality becomes reinforced whenever he’s in close touch with a death. The Megills are mentioned, & the time of their arrival.

This scene is supposed to be the meeting of the Megills at the train by John & Kennedy, but I haven’t many ideas about it & in fact, as such meetings contain nothing but commonplaces, I think I’d better yank it. I may go back to my original idea of shifting the scene to Champlain. The three opening scenes are a little slow, as there isn’t much dialogue, unless I can get some in the previous one. The only ideas I have about Champlain are the physical description of the Megills. But if I do shift to Champlain I’d want the party of Kennedys to follow it immediately, I think, the John & Vanya scene being postponed until Tuesday. That spaces my time better anyway. Well, Ada’s red hair, snub nose, flat chest, short legs, plump buttocks running to silk blouses stuffed inside woollen skirts. The Megills both tall & dark. The room, thickly sown with small shaded lamps & orange & black curtains with dragons on them, & various bits of Russian-ballet & chinoiserie décor, reflected the smart taste of twenty years ago & of Megill’s dead wife. Ada’s musical taste: Brahms as too noble. A mealy-mouthed boy from the Conservatory is present, says “I say, that is good,” trying to sound like one who rarely bestowed praise. I might even bring my lout in, but I’d like to save him if I could. Children nodded gravely paragraph, one foot in the gravy joke, but there isn’t much shape or point to the scene unless I figure out more dope on the Megills—maybe introduce a character (Formius?) picked up later. It looks like the lout, though.
[6] Get the Megills’ arrival over with in terms of their impact on Kennedy, who knows him but not like the kids. The party there & the description of the parlour you have. Vases on the piano, the masterpieces of E.T. Paull, What-not, bench, “your Prelude,” the clash with Ada, shutting the world out (contrast of the gnome-like red-lamped decentralized interior of the Megills & the central chandelier of the Kennedys), troglodytic & prognathous. This may be a longish section. Mr. L & didn’t beat Germany enough last time. Mrs. L & starved in a natural way. Americans like to blow & don’t like their divorce laws. I think here is where Kennedy’s sense of complexity goes, Communists as freaks to Mrs. L & saints & martyrs to Ada. Try to work out the physical rhythms: John’s gangle, Vanya’s silence (she says nothing all evening), Mrs. L’s low centre of gravity & rolled-over arse. Mr. L. & the crops business. Good money & spanking. Mr. L’s dirty joke as a sign of Sarah’s death. Forgot she was black: the “darkey singer.” Mrs. Kennedy—description of her. Discussion of lack of facilities in Pilkey. I think Helen will have to leave early, directly after the clash, & go home calling Ada a cool (Helen is apt to sweat & stink) slip (Helen is heavily built) of a town—town whore (Helen’s stock of swear words limited).

[7] Megills go back to Sarah’s (She expected not to be dead. When they got there she was insistent on having beds made up for them there), & the father produces a mickey of rye. Conspiratorial feeling: sung as three anarchists in a cellar. Aunt Haggie drives one to drink. Anthropoid ape learning to sing. Society for Prevention of Sexual Intercourse (John & Vanya wouldn’t have much chance). Then what’s the mystery about the paragraph. Megill goes to bed & Jack & Ada sit up talking. Jack is a year or two younger, is just through college. A professor & his centre of reference in the hollow of the freshie knee. What is there for him to do? Conscientious objecting as dull: Jack a type that fits into modern society only as an army officer: too active for most civilian jobs, too intellectual for most jobs of the forest-ranger type. End of chapter One.

[8] Section 5: Kennedy’s party. Political & racial prejudice, thus: a lot of Chinese, Americans are blowhards. Russians starved in a natural way (Ada’s theoretical liberalism, as she explains in the next section, is partly to have a champion for music & partly the Munich situation & the Russian alliance. Didn’t beat Germany enough last time[]). Stock market as gambling.
[9] Playing: Helen & the Paull pieces; the Brahms pieces; the Prelude; Ada’s crash. Lack of taste (perh. next section).

[10] The next morning the Megills are up and start packing Sarah’s stuff. Vanya drifts in, asks Ada about pregnancy, Irish girl story. Currier & Ives prints, stuff laid away, Platonic existence, etc. How they (we) sin in the big city. Sur-realist. Somewhere the explanation of what has happened to Vanya has to come in—perhaps between this & the next section. That’s where Kerr goes (thought he had a lot of experience & did have impudence) & her mother (lived her life in dull colors not to show the dist). Hell—see further.

[11] John & Vanya. Tea question. Vanilla ice cream soda, Mrs. Pinkhill, Charlie, Vanya’s legs. Vanya walks with a slight limp. Whah, wah. Aunt Sadie. Mumma & Puppa. The first stage I think is Mumma objects to staying up so late, & I don’t think we should be the way we are. Then will you fuck me, [are?] going away, engagement of a definite kind. I don’t think she tells him about Kerr: she isn’t unscrupulous enough to blackmail him. Cold feet, sense of thing with no brain, his elaborate rationalized excuse. That way, there’s no outraged body foolishness, which is perhaps not so convincing anyway. This isn’t going to be so tough to write as I thought.

[12] Explanation of Vanya’s little plan: Kerr & his experience. Her mother irritable “and you’re a minister’s daughter,” & my stuff for that. Takes her sheepish face off to bed. Kennedy told. His feeling of the pull of the world, of string quartets & so on too civilized for the Church. End of Chapter Two.

[Inserted into this notebook are two small, 3 × 5, sheets with the following notes, most of which have been cancelled.]

Occupations: best solution spare time of real jobs.
Sympathetic w. characters: exuberance.
Stereotyping of “humors” goes with strong narrative tone.
(Note that analysis is narrative.)
Dovetailing of body & mind:
Mesomorph, etc. of bodily constitution on ideas.
Gesture & the use of slapstick.
“Magnetism” & bodily rhythms in conversation: of weight, etc.
Medieval humor & star ideas still good: Chaucer.
Dovetailing of conscious & subconscious.
Assoc. of ideas complicates plot by bringing on of (?)
Ironic interplay of logical & associative patterns in dialogue.
Building up of chaos & social stereotypes & their rationalization.
Prejudices, the sort of suppression of unwanted ideas which comes out in euphemism & is what I mean by prudery. Often (?) selection, as was some 19th c. prudery
(delete symbol) of religious ideas
Diagrammatic & mathematic form-bases of thinking.
(delete symbol) of reading & “propaganda,” but bring out the selective way the mind operates here.
Use of unconscious symbolism.
Rutting in rubber.
Flattered at having a butterfly light on one.

From Notebook 1: [Notes on Character and Style]

This notebook contains more notes for The Locust-Eaters. The entries contain commentaries on the characters, a few vignettes he apparently intended to add, and reflections on novel-writing, including the prospect of writing a different novel and even of giving up the project altogether. The notebook is bound in brown cloth and measures 20.6 × 13.3 cm.

[1] I seem to have committed myself to changing Vanya’s character rather quickly between the time we first meet her & the time she turns up in the city. I think of her first as a lanky, gangling, self-conscious, dumb, irritable (at least with Horace) vague adolescent, selfish or appearing so because weak, confused & unsubtle at getting what she wants. As an adolescent female she’s whirled in the current of her sex, not mistress of herself. Now I think a quite sudden change could start out of her very self-consciousness. By herself, lying on her back, naked, she notices that she has no breasts (they disappear in that position). Something clicks: it isn’t matter for regret or vague longing to be everything at once. She has limitations; therefore she has form. She is relieved from the boredom of
dreaming of beauty. Flat-chestedness in the real world gives her a certain tough humor, illustrated by a slight widening & droop of her mouth. She begins to talk more articulately, to develop mental interests consistent with an honest but unspectacular body. This could come at the end of Part One as the backfire from her mess.

[2] The only trouble with this is that it brings Vanya rather close to Ada, although if John does get a case of puppy-love for Ada it will make the transition easier. But the process itself is consistent: vague ideas derived from movies & magazines about what women do & how they charm now seen to be part of a fiercely competitive world she can withdraw from & look at quizically. She thus becomes a sensible woman, all her thoughts, & then her actions, gradually brought under control of a sense of limitation.

[3] I could perhaps bring a heavy boob, perhaps even a boyfriend of Ada’s I’ve dimly speculated about, into one of Ada’s musical evenings. Records, perhaps. As soon as one ends he rises instantly, partly to forestall another & partly to express his body’s impatience. He hates the silence imposed by music because his subconscious resents it & won’t just let him associate, as Jack & John can. He hates the sense of an organized form slipping away from him, & wants to give it up. Its rhythm beats out the time he’s wasting listening to it. But a good, epigrammatic, intimate tune, maybe a Schubert, floods the room with a spell of intimacy he finds embarrassing. He shatters the air with a cough, partly out of sheer malice, though he doesn’t altogether know that it’s more self-defensive.

[4] There are several types of characters I’d like to put into a novel, though not necessarily this one: I don’t want to put everything in here & crowd the canvas, besides wasting a lot material more useful elsewhere. I seem to think chiefly of farcical characters. One is a man who’s looked up everything in an encyclopaedia beginning with O. If done with enough subtlety, this could be very funny, getting himself a reputation for omniscience. Then there’s a woman who draws the most fearful generalizations from every experience, such as “Englishmen are stupid” when she meets one who is. As this represents a very common, persistent & often dangerous type of fallacy, the satire on it could be effective. One could have a lot of fun too with Freudian slips of the kind that show
obvious unexpressed associations—these aren’t done as much as they should be with the kind of humor that’s necessary. Of course the question of whether my half-baked cultural gabber is going to be in is still pending. And, some day, there will be one of my great triumphs in the maddened symbolist, a mixture of Swift & Blake & Jackson Knight, whose conversation is a series of fantasies on phenomena in the kind of symbolism I know so well how to see the funny side of. And I still want to conceive a clergyman for whom the phrase “though I’m latitudinarian to the verge of agnosticism” would be characteristic. Or schoolteacher.

[5] Getting back to the present book, one trouble with Kennedy out west is that in a fairly stable economy where he had something to sell, being a Protestant, that they particularly wanted to buy, his function was decorative & therefore female. He visited the women & lived with them, & when they spoke of “the men” they never meant him. That’s not peculiarly Protestant, nor wholly true, but it’s his problem. It’s the beginning of the practical life = war theme. It’s the feeling, by the way, that religion is a dispensable luxury which prompts Megill to offer Kennedy the personnel job.

[6] The talk between Jack & Ada in Sarah’s house turns on the war, with Ada saying she’ll sit it out & leave it to the football-players. The question of a women’s army will bring in the Foreign Legion joke. Supposed aimlessness of her life will come up, & perhaps the breaking out of war in a way that will justify Lauder. Maybe the barbed wire crack about visiting royalty. The general idea is that Ada sees the practical-martial equation shaping up in terms of hostility to music.

[7] I’m still worried about plot machinery because I have such wonderful techniques for bringing it all out: villagers’ discussion of genealogies, the Western prologue, & so on, together with associating flashbacks from Kennedy. Cpt. [counterpoint] too: the Western prelude is the last war, with the great hand reaching in. I really should work on this, & bring John’s father into it.

[8] I want to study the influence of reading & entertainment on people, but in terms of what they select, not with the usual tabula rasa stereotype. With radio, two things occur to me. One is the uncleanness of it: soap operas, as they’re ironically called, are the aural equivalents of filth, bed-
bugs, greasy dishwater & a child eating worms. That perhaps is Ada’s point. Another is the curious way in which radio seems to represent a kind of aerial hell: turn it on & we are in a dark dial-lit world of damned and caterwauling demons. These remarks sound shrill, but they mean something to me. Magazines illustrate my point about advertising journals with the fiction about misunderstood wives flanked with advertisements of what wives should buy to avoid misunderstandings. Also I think some magazines, the Sat Eve Post particularly, build up stereotypes about sturdy pioneer stock & practical knowledge & virility & femininity associated with them that have an important role to play in the pattern I’m working out. Comic strips illustrate a matriarchal society, but a primitive matriarchy too, in which the wife has all the energy & efficiency as well as power.

[9] John’s predominant feeling at the death of his grandmother is one of exuberant release, & he himself is almost frightened at his feeling that the death of somebody not too young makes the world seem that much tidier. Sense in Sarah’s case of snipping off links with past—opposite of Sons & Lovers feeling.

[10] Someday I’m going to have a man shop for presents in a ye quainte junke place called “Gifties” & have the woman say “Does it make you happy?”—I suspect Helen’s version could be better.

[11] I think I should delicately underline the shape of Champlain as a great sprawling octopus dead in the centre (not a very accurate image), the old part turned brothel & negro, the precipitate flight of the respectable out vast ribbon roads; opposite of the centripetal market-centred, street-centred European face preserved in the foreign quarter. Don’t overdo it: I think the original city-initiation idea is largely off. Bits of it here & there will do, unless you can suggest it along with your End of the World idea at the outbreak of war. A sentence might do it.

[12] Megill & Lauder are both reactionaries, but for reasons as different as their background & intelligence. There’s little, very little, of Meighan in Megill. A deep love of a fantasy world, the world of fairy-tale, skyscrapers & a houri-Paradise of divorcing actresses & a continuous melodrama in Wall St. & people of means waited on in abject servility by people giving “service,” & a nervous dread that the absence of compet-
ing for favours (as with public utilities) will make corporations independent of the consumer so that he’s less lord of creation. At best a sense of individuality fundamentally Dickensian. Megill might even have some of John’s “troglodytic” feeling about the small shopkeeper. The reserves of mystery that would be annihilated in a planned economy—all right, bourgeois romanticism. As for Lauder (whose business was taken over years ago by a chain store but is run by him as an employee under his own name out of respect to Lauderian prejudices), individualism for him & his wife is a drug. It’s an excuse for not doing things, not organizing things like cooperative schools, though he has something of the same romantic stereotype, intensified in his case by a greater hostility to the federalizing tendencies of a big-city civilization & a stronger sense of the value of decentralized life. This is picked up by Mrs. Kennedy’s moral hatred of city life. Fundamentally it’s a home-centred existence, a desire to put one’s feet up after dinner.

[13] “How are the crops?” Ada asked of Lauder, on the assumption that anyone living in a small place would know all about crops & be eager to discuss them. But Lauder, like a true villager, knew nothing about crops & was inclined to speak of farmers as hicks. In fact Lauder knew nothing at all except the details of his business, the events of his life, local gossip (think of a better phrase) and a series of newspaper stories that attracted his momentary attention & were then forgotten, as one might pick up a number of oddly-shaped6 stones on a beach. He was, one might say, a functionally educated man, for he knew only what he needed to know to remain alive & student of his experience everything that was merely worth knowing in itself. Yet one derived a sense of solidity from him, for all his mental indigence, for he understood the context of his own life & where he fitted in to it. The chief, or the most obvious, result of this for the present occasion was that he let his wife do nearly all the talking. The sense of security one derived from her was of a different kind. She was soluble, had been a schoolteacher, & certain cultural interests in her might have made her more vulnerable to a citified intelligence. But she was big & solid, with a resonant voice, sat solidly, manoeuvered weighty prejudices about with great adroitness, & remained invulnerable in her very mediocrity. The gangling intellectuals in front of her were too aware of her crustacean limitations to know how to break into the crust: they could ridicule her behind her back, but they could not dislodge her. Out of their foreign imitation she formed the pearl that young & clever
people often didn’t know what they were talking about. Those who have limitations also have a shape.

[14] The male mosquito, John reflected bitterly, is a harmless drone who stays around home sucking the juices of plants. The female does the shopping, runs the whole social system, takes all the risks, & it’s the female who, in search of animal blood to fertilize her eggs or whatever they are, goes buzzing & blundering & stinging her way, her bite always irritating & in many climates fatal. Rewrite this in decent English & you have a Joke.

[15] The relation between the Lauders was satisfactory to both, especially as he had once read in a magazine a story about a man who had nothing to say for himself except that about once a year he put his foot down and was tremblingly & promptly obeyed. He cherished the illusion that if he ever did put his foot down he would command smile-respect. Perhaps he would have done [so], too, though an occasion had never come up, as his fits of querulousness hardly counted. It never dawned on him that these fits were test cases, & had long ago established a precedent for all possible occasions.

[16] Another point about Vanya: the adenoidal open mouth she goes about with is partly the result of near-sightedness. Glasses (she has the two fragile machines binding her to time & space) help to mesh the gears of the sensible woman inside the silly girl. The difference between her & Ada is that she turns political—a sense of a messy housekeeping job to do, capitalism as waste. The usual United Church minister’s daughter who turns C.C.F. worker. I wonder if I have to mention the United Church & the C.C.F. There’s really no reason why I shouldn’t.

[17] Ada I think is considering an offer of marriage from one Harvey Oclose, the lout mentioned above. He’s Platonic, the son of the braggart who initiates Kennedy into the Church. He’s a kind of Denton Massey, a boy’s worker with earnest Christian Conservative leanings, & not exactly suitable for Ada. But Ada (remember her father) has no political leanings at all except that she’s pro-Russian until the Pact because she has in her mind a melodrama of freedom & tyranny & wants a strong champion of progress. The notion that Russia is black instead of white means that the whole world is ganging up on a few people interested in
music. That is, music as a symbol of a cultural freedom she conceives in bourgeois terms. She might become a paradoxical defender of the middle class. In the Pilkey part the middle class is a symbol of contempt for her, & she applies it to Mrs. Lauder. “What’s she in the middle of?” Jack asks. I think the best way to bring out the anarchist basis to her thinking—say, I bet I know what she does. She scrams the hell back to Pilkey & teaches music. That’s it. Well, I was going to say, what she’s trying to defend is the purity of music, or integrity that busts up the Satanic analogy—it’ll be hard to express, but Ada’s a pretty articulate girl. She explains her feeling about Oclose to Jack—Jack’s young & her father’d be more plausible, but I’ve thought it out as Jack. He wants Culture to match his Success, Ada realizes the power of the well-to-do married woman with a husband who’d spoil her, says most marriages are based on a combination of affection & appetite, not passion as Hollywood says. Her passion is for music. Jack says he’s no defender of passion, but she shouldn’t be looking for reasons to justify her marriage; he suspects she’s really looking for reasons to get her out of it. Maybe Regillus is both the lullay\(^9\) man and the stallion with a female assembly line of virgins who have genius that needs awakening by being put to bed. She told Harvey & he was so damned anxious to forgive her she was sorry she’d given him no occasion. Jack says it must be nice to have so understanding a husband. She says she has a high regard for the bourgeois virtues, or some of them, & one of them is chastity.

\[18\] Oclose of course isn’t really a lout; he just doesn’t like music except in a placid & domestic context. She doesn’t mind that; she doesn’t want to talk shop all day or play duets with him to the delight of people like Aunt Haggie—the picture of domestic felicity. The comic strips are full of women who drag their husbands out to concerts, & if that’s so funny it might be fun to live that way. Oclose is full of arguments like the real capitalist is the small shareholder & there aren’t any vested interests except those that are vested in the little people. Socialism is, first, government amateurs running business; second, theoretical blueprinting of society; third, standing in line & filling up forms. He’s not very good at putting this, but he says it. He’s very interested in religion, of his own kind, & makes a good deal of Kennedy. That throws Kennedy & Ada together, & of course there’s the wangle that gets him there.

\[19\] When the war hits, Ada can’t realize the patter that’s talked about it: she can understand the Spanish war & the struggle of the people against
the death-impulse, but not the renewal of hostilities between Britain & Germany. The only war she can understand is one in which music is fighting. Oc close thinks she’s merely snobbish about doing Red Cross work, & is ready to spoil her to that extent. But of course she identifies the practical with the martial, & therefore gives away, as far as Ada’s concerned, his whole thesis of democracy vs. totalitarianism. He says, very well, my decorative darling, if you don’t want to do Red Cross work you don’t have to, but I’m talking about what I want to do & not what I don’t want to do. Poor Harvey, Jack says.

[20] The Kennedy theme is all right, but it needs livening up: there should be some incident involved with the outbreak of war that puts him on the spot. Dammit, there’s getting to be less & less place for Jack in this novel. Either he goes in or he goes out.

[21] I think Horace fits as a potential pupil of Ada’s. He does a little practising under Helen’s tuition but neither he nor Vanya are any good at it. That’s discovered at the party: Helen doesn’t know much but in any case hasn’t much time, the Kennedy’s regret the lack of opportunity. Horace comes over during the week with some message, & Ada knocks into him. “I’m terribly sorry, Horace—it is Horace, isn’t it?—I didn’t know you were there. Did I hurt you?” “Not at all, thank you,” said Horace, feeling that some formality was in order. He thought Ada extremely polite—the most his mother or Vanya ever said when they ran into him was “Woops!” (l.s. & no!) Ada exchanges a few more remarks & ripples run over Horace’s body with pleasure at being talked to by an adult. The ripples become so intense they almost make him sneeze.

[22] I’ve got to make both John & Vanya either precocious or older. I think one of the things I’ll involve Kennedy in is a Local Council of Hags trying to suppress things. They get Kennedy to sign a petition, which horrifies Vanya; she doesn’t quite know why, but it has something to do with the monstrous & horrifying triviality of mind the Champlain bourgeois female shows when she should be organizing housewives’ associations. The fact that she’s shocked shocks Kennedy. I might use her as a means of rubbing in political morality into Kennedy. She might even bring up the liquor question. One of the reasons for Kennedy’s insensitivity about this triviality is that his wife is the very incarnation of it, & I might get her interested in the Hags: they’d form part of my small-town enclave point. Kennedy finds something familiar in his daughter’s moral
& evangelical fervour, though in the end he prophesies a C.C.F. career for her & realizes it’s not his fight.

[23] I’ve got John going to University but I definitely don’t want the university in this novel, & I may go back to my original idea about him. That would bring in the point that the Army’s the only thing that’ll do anything for him socially. But he’s getting more intellectual on me. Maybe not, though; maybe just sensitive, & that German blood comes out. With regard to this last, I think that bringing out through him a feeling of divided loyalty, the source of which he’s unconscious, may be a way of expressing my Deism-Druidism point. Yes, that’s the angle, as Oclos would say.

[24] I’d love to write a good thriller. I think of it as beginning in a small cottage, with all modern conveniences, in very stormy weather. Beleaguered travellers come into it. The water goes off & the heroine says she got a Bronx cheer from the tap. The lights go off, & then suddenly come on again in the middle of the night, the electric stove wakes up & scorches what’s on it, etc.

[25] Something about the spiral movement of a gramophone record generating the spirals of dancing couple throughout the room.

[26] The American & the French professor: “vous enseignez Proust aux jeunes filles?” said the Frenchman wonderingly. The American nodded contemptuously.¹⁰ Each thought, as they stared at each other,¹¹ that he had discovered a clue to the essential vulgarity in the other man’s civilization that repelled him. But in a few seconds the Frenchman’s mouth relaxed & his head rolled in the beginning of a shake. It was impossible. Americans were puritans & prudes: he had read that in many books. He was lying about teaching Proust to his girls: he knew that Proust would be an impressive name, & he was bragging. Americans were pathologically braggarts: he had also read that. That was the vulgarity then, & from then on he patronized the American unmercifully (Up to now he’s been trying to, & to impress him with the crudity & callousness of his culture, but he has been hindered by the realization that the American’s salary is three times at least as big, & is unable to keep a certain defence out of his voice. Better say Baudelaire—maybe not, though.)
Come into the room with an absent-minded man with a cold and find handkerchiefs spread out over the backs of chairs to dry.

All I can remember about that female English theosophist is her remark about mental illness: “When the ‘igher self is gone an’ you’re nothin’ but a mumblin’ beast.” Also: “Oh yes, I love a very ‘appy spirit.” And her being flattered when a butterfly lit on her: thought she couldn’t be too “vile”: the old corpus vile phrase turning up in its original form.

Somebody, but I think not Ada, perhaps nobody in this novel at all, perhaps Jack, is full of phrases like “rutting in rubber.”

I might use John to suggest something of my German-American affinity thesis, also the sense of romantic excitement, the rainy afternoon and the Wagnerian penseroso grandeur which forms the photographer’s clouds behind the Nazi hero cult.

“. . . Squirmed like an old maid on a boy’s bike.” “Caterer’s rococo.”

“Tell a member of a secret police force to ‘go out & get some reds,’ & he charges out barking joyously, & soon returns wagging his tail & dragging after him a string of Communists, fellow travellers, labor leaders, liberals, preachers, intellectuals, the executive of the Housewives’ Protective Association, & a Jewish tailor named Marks. But he just isn’t a sufficiently intelligent animal to ever learn what a Fascist is or why he’s a danger to the state. The security police in Canada have complete files on everyone in the country for whom freedom of speech is important, & could wipe out all freedom of speech quite easily in ten days. The only reason they don’t is that a government supporting a laissez faire economy has no philosophy of government, & wouldn’t know what to do with such an access of power if they had it. On the other hand, it wouldn’t dare dissolve the security police because you never can tell. So our alleged liberties depend solely on the fact that a political party with a dogmatic philosophy of government hasn’t yet come to power. But sooner or later one is bound to, & democracy is merely the interval of waiting for it.” I think it’s Jack up to the last sentence, which is Ada’s. Then Harvey says we have to do something more than wait; we must keep all totalitarian ideologies, whether Socialist, Fascist or Communist, out of office (by educating people to vote for local members). If the war
has broken out, the conclusion is that we’re fighting against something, not for something; we’re trying to knock down & disintegrate, not build up (Jack to Ada). Perhaps too Ada could say: “the voting public I know (mostly women, I admit) impresses me as apathetic, uncritical, very ignorant, & rather malicious.”

[33] “The thing that took me in was that he lived with his mother in a Knightsbridge flat in a state of the most dismal respectability, just like a real genius.”

[34] Jack: “When the Americans finally get dragged into it, of course, they’ll get maudlin about preserving this way of life so that little blonde Betty Jane can eat her breakfast without an S.S. man looking over her shoulder (God, you could improve that). But we’re a small country in a big war, & one can’t afford to be maudlin.”

[35] A self-conscious adolescent girl who was certain that every man in her vicinity was engaged in surreptitious contemplation of her charms.

[36] To Mrs. Lauder’s weighty remark that Chamberlain etc. must be facing difficulties we don’t know anything about, Ada says “Maybe. But I can’t help feeling that our leaders really are just as stupid & irritable & ill-informed & shilly-shallying as they seem to be.”

[37] Mrs. K, I guess: “You know you have to compromise with the public taste.” Ada[:] “I suppose you mean the public lack of taste.” No, the first remark is her father’s or Harvey’s: Ada isn’t really rude. Maybe Ada could say what she thinks in Champlain & talk pure hypocrisy in Pilkey, horrified afterwards by their utter remoteness from Muriel—not peaceful, just a fool’s Paradise. Perhaps the Champlain scene could end with Harvey saying he doesn’t know music but he knows it’s beautiful & near to love & clatter, like the typewriters in his office, but Muriel isn’t beautiful. Whereupon Ada could hint at the apology for the book I’d give to Yeats: people do talk about their contemporary obsessions, & if you don’t put that in a novel about them you aren’t talking seriously about real people. They surely to God must talk about politics in Aran.

[38] The thin, dispirited little man walked along the street, a plump little belly bulging out in front of him. Then he remembered that a more
heroic pose would do him more credit, & he straightened his shoulder, drew in his belly, & his trousers, secured by a belt, fell around his thin hips. Within three minutes his belly was pushing out again.

[39] “An old fuddy-duddy who used to take out combs & keys & knives & other substitutes for his membrum virile out of his pocket & play with\textsuperscript{13} them the whole lecture.”

[40] Somebody, perhaps not Jack, should declaim against the hygienic, sterilized cleanliness of modern obscenity: erotic in movies & comic strips in impeccably pure language (as far as blasphemy or coprolalia go). That’s where the rutting in rubber phrase belongs.

[41] Ada dislikes dogs, & says she has no use for any form of parasitic fauna.

[42] The thought occurred to him: “Nobody is important enough to have moods.”

[43] The point about the irony of the two scenes, above, is that Ada joins in a purely hypocritical (for her) acceptance of false standards in Pilkey but is horrified at them, not at herself.

[44] He was not a courteous man, ridiculed her tastes & discouraged her ambitions, so that she finally dropped all attempts at serious conversation with him. On the other hand, he was an admirable sexual partner, treated the whims of her body with great respect, & was somehow able to develop her reflex responsiveness into a profound desire. She knew that he was proceeding on the theory that if he kept her “satisfied” it didn’t matter what else he did, but she knew too that the theory had a good deal of truth in it as far as she was concerned. She was much less irritated by his attitude to their marriage than by her own acquiescence in it, & her self-pity was never free of self-reproach.

[45] I have been reading Wells’ Kipps, unable to shake off the feeling that Wells in spite of all his perfect accuracy doesn’t quite bring his characters to life, and Dickens, though he’d bungle and hack up & have Kipps doing all sorts of incongruous & untrue things, somehow would. I don’t like “somehow,” or reflections about the mysterious transmutations of the
alchemy of genius (75%) as distinct from high talent (a 74 that the Revising Committee refuses to raise). I think it may be something in the unvarying accuracy, in which every aitch is conscientiously dropped, something in the complete objectivity of presentation. Part of Dickens’ faults as a novelist are virtues of a creator of character: occasionally he sees a character from the character’s own point of view. This shocks the reader, but with a little sympathy he can see its kind of truth. Dickens would have Kipps burst into articulate torrents of eloquence, threaten suicide & never think of “self-pity,” make him frequently Byronic & even intellectual, in all of which he would be wrong as a novelist, yet, in letting Kipps do once in a while what he wanted to do, he gives the reader a glimpse of different mental planes. Shakespeare goes all out for every character, & so gets the objective pattern in reverse, with all its positive virtues intact.

[46] Vanya remembered the time she had decided to develop grace & poise, & spent nearly three days walking as though she were wading through water.

[47] She looked at him as though she had just eaten a meal of stuffed vulture.

[48] Sarah Megill was born in England of evangelical parents, came out to the West because hideously homesick. That was a common enough emotion, but Sarah, unlike the other girls, who went back for visits to relatives who didn’t want to see them, & returned cured of homesickness, didn’t go back. It wasn’t the people who sickened her but the claustrophobia. The flat landscape, the roads cutting it up in 8 mile squares (she had once heard this arrangement described simply as “sensible,” that blasted the speaker with the whole power of her contempt[]), the inability to walk anywhere, the automobile draping the pedestrian with the dust shroud of humility, the Epimetheus in the path of progress, lasses behind all the windows (one young person had stopped for a piss and never understood the giggles thereafter). Dumbly she wondered at the human ingenuity that could convert a boundless expanse into a prison without privacy, that could put the rectangular halls & vigilant windows of an institution on this vast stretch of crop and fallow land. She stopped walking & retired into herself, & into her God, & gazed at life with a
monumental serenity that terrified her neighbors. The eyes of a St. John of the Cross looked out of her massive face.

[49] So I’ve got the retracting eiron & the novel as the Saturnalia of her dream, her death one pole & the war the other of the novel. But I don’t like it. I’m falling somewhere between the pure novel, the bourgeois study of personal relationships that has no ideas, on the one hand, & a Peacock cena on the other. The latter would be easier for me & nearer my radius of experience, & I’d grab it if I could get hold of a formula. Some formula like the Thorne Smith fantasy or the detective story that I could turn out easily & profitably. I’ve been feebly trying to speculate about the kind of novel I’d most enjoy reading on a holiday, & write that. Such a book would be cuddly, full of comfortable social gatherings with a world of strenuous effort recalled in tranquility.

[50] I should alter my attitude to fiction writing, & use this notebook to express the alternation. I should note ideas & techniques from other novelists, stealing them when necessary; I should note concrete facts of ordinary experience, however elementary, that are out of range of my internally hypertrophied interests, besides the crystallized wisecracks I keep feebly trying to use as plot pegs.

[51] I think if I did find a formula it would be concerned with an intellectual comedy of understatement, deadpan mental slapstick. But I could get that into my present story, which actually isn’t too bad: a great warm-hearted cuddly comedy except for the war, which is thrown in to please the Thanatopsis Club. It has religion, a sort of real-people inverted snobbery, & it could have some sex. The Vanya theme isn’t too good for the movies. But if I write anything I should write that, & read up psychology & do Waugh satires on cranks afterwards.

[52] My instinct about fiction has always been that undergraduates write pedantic fantasy & cena discussion, & academics favor more rarified developments of the same thing. So without a good deal of experience & acquired technique in the straightest kind of commercial writing any ranging over to such stuff courts disaster. Meanwhile there’s a solid basis of fiction-writing to please a public that in its essentials hasn’t changed an iota since the Middle Ages, & which is the foundation of
Chaucer & Shakespeare, as well as all the novelists. Right now the novel is a fashionable form, & marketable fiction hasn’t changed much since Richardson. Arnold Bennett & H.G. Wells & Somerset Maugham are the foundation of modern fiction, however much we decorate the façade with Finnegans Wake & New Directions. I know all about the value of these latter things, & will do the cause of literature & my superego no good by trying to produce sniggering imitations of them. Well, shut up & get busy. There’s a “block” about plots to get over, & don’t try to fight it: just keep a hook baited & wait.

Some writing could be done in a mock-naive style, a male Gentlemen Prefer Blondes. Someone complains at a restaurant about a noisy radio. “People’ve ast for it,” the hostess said coldly. The radio was the manager’s idea, & she was the manager’s mistress; but she had bad taste anyway. Or someone complains about bad service in a restaurant, & a woman says yes, but of course they work hard & aren’t well paid. She could always see the radical side of the questions. I’ve lost the thread of another that ended: his mother knew this too, & they were happy together.

John leaving Vanya to go to war: they’d talked desultorily of trifles, & possibilities of other things to say raced through John’s mind only to be rejected. “I love you,” “Good-bye,” “I’m sorry he’s dead.” What fools people were who tried to make intimate & eloquent human contacts at points like that! “I love you.” “Good-bye.” “I’m sorry he’s dead.” One could say only that, & lies. (As he leaves). He bent forward to kiss her. Vanya looked away & then quickly put out her hand. He took it awkwardly & then fled onto the train without looking back. “I’ll write,” he said, but except for one letter didn’t. His ship was torpedoed on the way over, & she never saw him again.

Occasionally I’ve wondered about a “Theme with Variations” formula for fiction, & Ruth Benedict’s Patterns of Culture has suggested my first clear glimpse of such a possibility. She describes 3 primitive cultures, all quite different, yet all in their different ways analogous to ours, which keeps an enormous number of cultural patterns in suspension. The theme would be a plain story with all the characters, & each variation a treatment of it in relation to a certain conceptual framework of Western society. Another hint I take from Spengler as well: story of an
Indian culture wiped out by a white one which gradually settles down into being a replica of the one it destroyed.

[56] Getting some major operation or other-guts remark, maybe.

[57] He had paid his final visit before overseas to his fiancée & her mother, & was touched, perhaps rather disagreeably, to find them in evening dress. Sacrificial impulse.

[58] “Never did a day’s honest work in his life.” Harvey, like many sedentary people, greatly relished this phrase.

[59] He stood very close to John, so close that John became preoccupied with timing his breathing so that he would not inhale while his companion (full of beer, perhaps) was exhaling.

[60] The idiom of what I have written seems to be wrong: I don’t seem to be fundamentally interested in writing the way novelists write, collecting the sort of data they collect, or throwing myself into the novelist’s attitude with any conviction. What I write, with all its wit, is still pedantic. Like a schoolgirl, in order to stick to what I know I have to duck & dodge away from business, war & all the extroverted pursuits real novelists have to grapple with. Part of the reason for this is that the novel is decidedly not my main interest, & so is hard to integrate to the rest of my activities. Anything that would so integrate would have to be mock-pedantic, intellectual slapstick as I call it. I feel that the Locust-Eaters, though clever, is mediocre, fits a too-well-established pattern, & would embarrass my friends. It’s crotch-bound: it hasn’t the Frye swing & confident brilliance, & represents the sort of careful synthetic wit I should have been producing at twenty & couldn’t. As a novelist I suffer from abnormally arrested development. I’d do better in something closer to Waugh than Forster, closer to Surtees, Borrow, Peacock & Lever than to Thackeray or Trollope: something more bookish than Rabelais and less so than Burton: something that strikes a glancing blow at fiction but is fundamentally a reader’s synthesis of life. I must get used to the fact that what creative talents I have are in the V [Mirage] line of descent. What I shall be collecting is the notes for an intellectual’s Bouvard & Péuchet. I should be listening to professors, including myself; reading half-baked intellectuals on psychology & sociology, hearing university presidents
talk about a gray deal of this and a great eel of that; making notes on people like Currelly,\textsuperscript{18} & not worrying about plot so much as about fantasy. Universities installing dictaphones to get students’ reactions, e.g. to pictures, Voaden’s idea of getting music, reading & pictures all into the same piece\textsuperscript{19}—that sort of thing.

[61] The essential thing is to give the Frye \textit{high spirits} a chance to emerge. In \textit{The Locust-Eaters}, the John-Vanya scene does that up to a point; so does the pathos of the end, for pathos is a product of exuberance too. But Kennedy’s decision to stay in the ministry, though legitimate enough as a novelist’s problem, is not my cup of bitter tea. I’m not really bitter, just sardonic, & therefore (it is a therefore in this case) genuinely sentimental. I feel an affinity with Dickens & Charlie Chaplin for that reason.

[62] Ada on the highbrow seduction: “He was quite right too, in a way. That’s the worst of course; there’s always a residue in them that’s passive, something that doesn’t work, & has to be worked on.”

[63] I think that, as I’m not essentially a novelist, I should disabuse myself of the dream of huge complex masterpieces, especially as my dream of eight has gone back to an original essay ambition which a growing familiarity with the novel usurped. Thus I feel that \textit{The Locust-Eaters} perhaps shouldn’t expand into a crowded Victorian or Edwardian canvas: that the Ada theme & the Kennedy theme may separate. I should make a point in 200 pages & shut up. It’s not impossible that my “sonata” four-novel scheme may actually evolve out of a Trollope-Balzac scheme of interlocking characters.

[64] I know, for example, that I could do a sort of What Makes Sammy Run on the university. The scene would open in a small church college in a little town. The faculty is inbred, pedantic, preoccupied with its own small-town gossip, & the majority are desperately corny, with a few disgruntled intellectuals who are social misfits rather than really better men. I give samples of the senior common room conversation, largely borrowed from Currelly, also of the clerical sentiments, including a gray deal of the President’s oratory, borrowed, I hope not too obviously, from Brown.\textsuperscript{20} Maybe the picture could go in. Well, it’s time for the President to retire. The Board has wealthy people on it, and they feel the place needs livening up or its financial status will become very
uncertain. So they decide to get a Bright Young Man who will be a stooge for a publicity campaign. The bright young man will have references to Harold Taylor, but he’ll have more to Goebbels, an absolutely demonic figure, brilliant & irresistibly likable, dark & with brilliant eager eyes.

[65] He comes with a rush: he dictates an inaugural address calling the university a workshop for living, & saying give it back to the students. He captivates in particular a young English professor, the eye of the story & one of the disgruntled intellectuals, who was the young man’s classmate: let’s call the President Taylor & the narrator Wheelwright for the moment. Taylor clears out all the “fuddy-duddies,” as he calls them[,] & inaugurates several new departments—he has a way with the Board & sells his ideas on approved business lines. He doesn’t taffy them up, like the old boy, but adopts the subtler flattery of “talking to them straight.” He practically abolishes Classics & introduces a lot of psychology & sociology, formerly branches of philosophy. Wheelwright thinks this is wonderful: he’s naive about modernity. Some rather bitter bits of pathos about the old boys, some of them good teachers, who get fired. The English course is filled with “anthologies” & junk from Scott Foresman. Project methods comes in, & the old tight & jealous departmental units break down. Students flock to the new courses, many magazines feature the dynamic young President.

[66] Gradually Wheelwright’s enthusiasm wanes. A few things crop up like a quota on Jews, which has never been thought of before. Meanwhile W. [Wheelwright] has become Taylor’s right-hand man. He doesn’t like the ruthlessness, but is just enough of an academic liberal to acquiesce in revolutionary logic. What gets him down is the growing brutality, insolence & arrogance of the student body. One of them goes off to “measure the time-lag” of a venerable & harmless old white-haired clergyman. Also phenomena that would be ascribed to Americanization if it were Canadian: more petting & fondling hooliganism, drunkenness at parties—for Taylor has made a clean sweep of all the old Methodist taboos on drinking—and above all, a growing feeling that the students use him for what they can get out of him & otherwise turn their backs on him. The atmosphere becomes more and more that of a high or even public school, the studious people he likes becoming snots & sissies, therefore misfits. The Senior Common Room becomes invaded by ignorant peo-
ple, all with fashionable formulas—for Catholic converts with Thomist pieces to say come[,] as well as Deweyites.

[67] And so on: eventually W. [Wheelwright] will be eased out, or quit, or some crucial rupture will take place. Certain personal relationships will have to be woven in. The point as far as W. is concerned is that what is sinister about Taylor is that he’s unconditional will: a principle of unchecked action, a sorcerer’s apprentice robot of a new broom just going on. The absence of the rhythm of relaxation is the trouble: it’s a kind of temporal Puritanism. It’s an unremitting warfare that destroys grace, dignity & peace. Production for production’s sake. W. decides that while the other way was corny, & from some points of view absurd, it was still human, & some process of education did go on. The clue to Taylor comes when Taylor says: “I’ve finally figured out what you mean by a liberal. You mean that if you become intelligent enough to see through what you’re doing, your power goes off: you just automatically stop doing it. Well, I don’t stop. Don’t ask me what I want to do. It isn’t what I want to do but what I intend to do. I don’t go looking for honorable motives to give me a warrant for going to the bathroom.” The word fascist comes up automatically. “Your kind of person always talks about fascism,” says Taylor. “Where are my bullies? Where’s my propaganda?” “What do you mean by my kind of person?” “Well, I’m sorry if that’s insulting, but if you talk in stereotyped phrases you become a kind of person. You remember the old lady in the dance school in Barrie’s plays, when she was asked to teach algebra & didn’t know any algebra? Her defence was, ‘well, it’s not a very lady-like subject.’ You mean by fascist just what she meant by lady-like—something you’re afraid is coming & want to fend off, & something you hate because it disturbs your repose. Everybody who disagrees with me is showing a fascist tendency—that’s the liberal motto.”

[68] The inaugural address is dictated to a stenographer who’s never had much dictation before, as the old boy (call him Brown for the present) prides himself on extemporaneous ability, but she falls in love with him. It ends: “get someone in the English department to check it for style.”

[70] T. [Taylor] will also bring in a foreigner (Polanyi) for prestige value, with unlimited funds & assistants to compile a vast encyclopaedic blather.

[71] We’re told that “primitive” people believe that the soul wanders away from the body & might get lost. What nonsense! It’s in the more confused dream of waking life that the soul does wander from the body & does get lost.22

[72] There was a Methodist circuit rider who objected to being called one: “I travelled my circuit,” he said; “I rode my horse.” The general principle implied by such a remark is that literary & moral qualities are inseparable and that a delicate sense of truth is impossible without a precise sense of language.

[73] Many newspapers are called the Star or the Sun; but you never hear of one called the Moon. Something in our symbolic subconsciousness never thinks of the moon as a watcher.

*From Notebook 30m: [Sketching the Plot]*


For the purpose of this novel, the reader is asked to make a practically uninhabited part of Canada, the north of Ontario between Quebec & Manitoba, into a rich & populous tenth province named Champlain, of which the capital, a city about the size of Toronto, bears the same name. This province is a dream-province, its capital a dream-city, all the characters are entirely imaginary, & have no prototypes in actual life.

The “Champlain” of this novel is an imaginary Canadian city within an imaginary Canadian province of the same name. Except that it is Canadian, it bears no relation <whatever> to any real Canadian city or province. It is conceived vaguely as lying across the north of Ontario between
Quebec & Manitoba, in what is actually an almost uninhabited part of the country. All the characters are of course equally imaginary, with no prototypes in real life, & I do not remember having heard any of their names elsewhere. The convention which permitted an author to call his characters by such names as Allworthy or Aguecheek is gone, & I am probably not the only novelist who wishes it were back.

II

Ch. [Church] inside.
Sermon
Family: Vanya & Horace.
Lauders & schoolteacher-poetess.
John & his Vanya feeling.
Hymn: Grodenus, piano & unaccompanied singing.
Prayer (excretion) & benediction (two hands).
Cumming to one place & news that the old girl is dead.

II.
Over-brilliant Western day, chiselling light, square buildings & sense of antagonism.
Crystal Lake & Rockpile. Hymns.
Fatalism: Jurgensson. His argument of moral & natural orders.

[6] Or: the only child of the Goremont marriage is a girl, who has a bastard during the last war. The father is Formius. The girl has the baby, but won’t believe it’s hers, maintaining the hospital gave her the wrong baby. In Mrs. M’s [Megill’s] papers the father is indicated, John goes to see him & an odd friendship springs up. He’s a professor, & a nut. He needn’t be the former, though. He could be a retired one.

The buildings in the village were prim & demure, & the tallest of them, was a loutish, shambling church, which owed its distinction to a dunce-cap on its head, wooden & covered with peagreen shingles. In the sudden heavy heat and the diffused light which blinded without brilliance, whatever looked solid looked oppressive. All eyes were forced to the ground: everyone walked with bowed head, sunk in the devout somnolence of a summer Sunday. Nothing soared except waves of flickering
air. The placard before the church announced that at that moment the
Rev. Lyman Kennedy, M.A., B.D., was preaching a sermon entitled “A
Christian Rebels.”

II—piano.

Goremont in 1885 is 25
child 1886, boy
boy marries after war, wife
delays children, & doesn’t
want John & refuses to
acknowledge him

Mr. K [Kennedy] is O.K.
John—more or less O.K.

Sarah: flame back in 1885, no marriage, John the grandchild of this flame
& the woman he did marry, Sarah adopts him as a substitute or symbol
of the love. So what? She regards him naturally as her own. He doesn’t
know who his parents were & speculates about them. I reject the Jew plot
as corny, or at least hackneyed. He might go to see her in Champlain & a
curious friendship might spring up. Or it might be a father, & that father
someone like Formius.27

Formius could help bust up the John-Gwen relation & plump for
Vanya. But what is the exact influence old Sarah exerts? She’s the mother
of two fairly normal people, & can hardly be too silly; & she’d hardly be
a miser.

2

Mr. Kennedy plodded over to Sarah’s house in an attitude of bored
devotion which had nothing to do with his profession or the occasion,
but was the effect of a diffused light that blinded without brilliance, and
kept his gaze on the pavement. It was the kind of moist clammy heat, he
thought, that goes with trees & the east, & he contrasted it with a day,
also hot, 25 yrs. ago when he had got off the train at Ch [Champlain], a
tiny hamlet in the Western extremity of the province, just where the prai-
ries began, was met by Sarah Megill & went up with her to her home to
begin his ministry. The first thing he had discovered about his field, he
remembered, was its real name. The original settlers had simply called it
Bad Land, & so did everyone else who followed them. The post office,
resenting this, had, quite in the spirit of Miss P[eace], peered through
those coloured spectacles at the slouch in Cuper’s pasture & called it Ch
[Champlain], & the railway, with an eye on immigration, had followed
suit, but the inhabitants ignored both, & they were right.

He had always disliked the West: it was difficult for him to say why,
for the physical hardships of his work were of no importance & the friendliness of the people was proverbial, & deserved to be. Whenever Mr. K tried to think of this, his first glimpse of Ch [Champlain], or BL [Bad Land], recurred to his mind: the grain elevators, a line of abrupt rectangles chiselled against the sky in the hard light & the little wooden boxes of houses & stores grouped around them, & the rolling downs underneath them—for it was not flat prairie there.

[7] I & II.

Four: John [Goremont] meets the gabber at Ada’s. Kennedys drop out of this chapter
John & Jack [Megill] go on a pub crawl with Formius (at end, I think).

Five: Message of call to Kennedys
Vanya [Kennedy] matures
John [Goremont] tries to fuck the gabber.

Six: Kennedys arrive & are shown around by Oclose Sr.
Kennedy’s work in the church; meets various types that consolidate his attitude.
The gabber talks at him in John’s [John Goremont’s] presence.
John & Vanya [Kennedy] reestablish relations. Megills drop out

John’s brood in the night with the radio & the threatening war.
War begins: Jack signs up at once & John follows.
Women’s Council gets after Kennedy & his session with Vanya.
The impact of war brings John & Vanya together.

Eight: Megill’s offer to Kennedy & Kennedy’s brood.
Harvey’s offer to Ada & her reception of it.
I’d really like a big scene with John, the Kennedys, the Megills all together at the end.

Nine: Farewell of John & Vanya
Last scene with Kennedy.
Ada’s removal to Pilkey.²⁸

[20] I want to write a work of prose fiction that will incorporate everything I myself most like to read in romance, novel, confession & anatomy, & yet has an original & not an eclectic form. I think of using the framework of the Bardo story: i.e., I begin with the narrator as dead, & looking at the world from that perspective.²⁹ At the same time I want humour, intellectual paradox, & the absolute opposite of morbidity. I read essays with some impatience because I feel I’ve outgrown that form. And I have too much respect for dialogue, characterization and plot to neglect the novel & romance phases.

[21] I read Bulwer Lytton’s Strange Story and Zanoni with enormous pleasure, disregarding the corn. But nobody, I think, has ever faced the vast tangle of complications ensuing from taking the conception of a consciousness persisting after death as a fictional hypothesis. There’s Huxley, & of course Williams, but they’re preachers, not paradoxists.

[22] I think of a longish book in two parts, with a picaresque shape, & second part being the after-death one. That means that the first part will be a sort of normal story, only a shade wackier.

**Notebook 4: [Early Reflections on Fiction Writing]**

In paragraph 24 Frye refers to this notebook as a “diary,” but it is of the same form as the notebooks. It does appear, however, in the same notebook that contains his 1942 diary. The first part, in which he mostly jots down ideas and develops scenes for a work of fiction, dates apparently from 1939: in paragraph 33 he says, “War has begun its second farewell tour, Sept. 3, 1939.” This, along with other internal references, suggests that Frye began the notebook during his second year at Merton College, Oxford, and then continued writing in the notebook after he had returned to Toronto. Notes on characters from The Locust-Eaters appear in at least eight entries in the notebook, which is in the NFF, 1991, box 22.

[1] Much of the vigor of one character’s remarks (the one I always think of as Jack [Megill]) depends on the folly of generalization: for instance, that Latin Europeans are essentially pagans. “Well, all right.
In hot weather people’s bodies relax: why not their morals too? So the man lifts his eyebrow at the girl, and they go upstairs. But it’s so bloody hot and they’re so tired & lazy they come down again. That’s called the ascetic impulse. Hence Italy is full of pagans but is really run by a celibate.”

[2] As for word coinages, I don’t know, but I seem to have invented “sozzle.” Mencken reports sow-bosom as a euphemism for sow-belly, which is one of the funniest words I’ve ever heard, and “sow bosom” for a D.A.R. sort of female who is both fat & prudish would be rather good. But there’s “snozzled.” But its [it’s?] waste.

[3] The sonata-form novel will be my great anatomy, perhaps containing my whole Summa and Cassandra schemes. Its ancestry goes through Ulysses, Sartor Resartus, Tristram Shandy, Gulliver’s Travels and A Tale of a Tub, The Anatomy of Melancholy, to Rabelais. Recalls from ancient history, fantastic romance & realist sketching, generalized character study, extracts from an unpublished book, will all be tucks, and the Protestant scheme recalls the anti-Catholic outlook of all the great anatomies, just as the sonata form recalls Sartor Resartus & the triple organization of Burton & Joyce, and the complete scheme of four parts of Gulliver’s Travels and the musical schemes of Sterne.

[4] The Youth Council people & their vague radicalism: they piddle while Rome burns, contributing their own private little stream to the fire with intense seriousness & attention.

[5] Eliot has found the right word for Dickens: “decadent.” That’s a big word, to be applied to a big man: it’s inaccurate to call Oscar Wilde decadent when it matters so little to English literature what Oscar Wilde was. Dickens was a great & important artist who spoiled his own work. He’s a Dionysus, of course: I’ve said that: he shoots up in grotesque life-pockets [?] in OT [Oliver Twist], law courts in BH [Bleak House] (note title), factories in HT [Hard Times] (note title), water-fronts in OMF [Our Mutual Friend], marshes in GE [Great Expectations] (note title, which is ironic), and so on. Hence his gargoyle grotesquerie, & he also has the monstrous obscenity & waste of a nature-god. Jekyll writes, and changes to a gorilla who scrawls blasphemies in the margin. But he hasn’t the art-
ist’s obscenity, which ties Rabelais together, nor the comic unity of tone—and that’s important, for it means he goes back on his tradition, the anatomy (PP [Pickwick Papers]), and tries to wedge himself into the novel, inventing plots & describing real people, instead of being part of the rebirth of the mythological imgn [imagination]. Admirable at Brob- dingnagian world of child.

[6] “Somebody tries to explain Chinese cooking to me once, and went into bamboo shoots, bean sprouts, water-chestnuts, bean cakes, soya sauce, chicken livers, and all the rest of it. I wouldn’t remember much of it, but got the general idea that a Chinese fart would be a pretty subito stink.”

[7] In Chap. II of J.G. [John Goremont]: they decide on a walk, & know where to go—somebody’s pasture. Elaborate on the difficulties of walking in Canada—the squared roads, the dust on the highway, the flatness & the impossibility of ever getting lost. And tea at some hideous restaurant with cells in it. If the town is big.

[8] I once saw a child’s picture at the gallery: front view of a bright red railway engine. I thought then how picturesque & animistic (the engine had a sort of friendly grin) a child’s world is: they never get the third-dimensional, inferred qualities from existence: i.e. the engine is not conceived as a thing of speed & power.

[9] Hot mamma who sucks a raw egg and swallows a fried one.

[10] The way people enunciate a statement and then say that they were enunciating the same statement to someone only this morning and enunciate it all over again in the same words.


[12] I thought I had this somewhere else but I can’t find it. Spring regarded not as the resurgence of life but as the decadence of winter, the straight lines & black-white coloring getting messed up & slushed around.
[13] A book says A.E. is one of the greatest of modern painters, anticipating Van Gogh’s technique before Van Gogh was heard of. I must check that, but I don’t believe it. Van Gogh is a genuine visionary; A.E., in his poetry at least, just has spots in front of his eyes.

[14] A historical novel on the English 14th c. might be a possibility, when I find out something about the 14th c. Rise of Occam speculation, the heresy of Wyclif & the Lollards, advance of bourgeois Renaissance snuffed out by reaction, growth of democratic & cooperative ideas, the abysmal folly & selfishness of the feudal classes, the nobility & clergy, the venality & prudery (Coulton) of the monks, the selfishness of tithe-collectors, ladies gabbling about Court of Love etiquette like overgrown schoolgirls, cult of chivalry blanketing the inhuman cynicism of the 100 yrs. war, astrology & scientific materialism, etc., etc., etc. It could be a sort of News-from-Somewhere parody of Morris. 1890’s interested in future, we in the Middle Ages.

[15] Ghost story—when supernatural event strikes Lew his first feeling is enormous sense of relief & exhilaration—he can now throw away his belief in tiresome scientific exactness. Say, this has possibilities. Devil tempts him, & he rides off on a broomstick [cackling?] joyously: this combines End of World & Fascist novel parodies. Second study in the end of the world. Better in Chap. V.

[16] I must analyze the noise London’s streets make, but it’s funny. So many people are walking in the street that it often sounds like a marching army, and as there are always a few high-spirited young people bawling at each other it sounds like a revolutionary army. Elizabeth says women’s high heels account for it.31

[17] English weather is funny too: you write, perspiring, that it’s a bright sunny day, and suddenly the footsteps in the street speed up and a swish of rain comes on the window.

[18] Scented alcoholic wine: white & steaming urine from too much tea.

[19] Landlady’s mentality: “I prefer a little grapefruit to lots of porridge.” “Oh, but I can’t give you lots of porridge: it wouldn’t be fair! (it costs too much).”
Drug of reading, helped by physical laziness—creative energy of mind slowly frees up, often while reading, contemplation, etc.: r——— to banking offices by power of inertia.

Creative, eclectic, busy vulgarity of artist who is tolerant about everything, especially the occult, because it is potential material. Skit showing how much safer with spooks he is than a skeptic with a more passive defence (cf. Mann). Spirits shrink from idea of being made over. Too many ghost stories are fatalistic: exhilaration feeling a [priest?] in 2nd study as ct. [contrasted] with real murder & cruelty: more stories should be optimistic, putting to flight armies of aliens.

Two men walk along the Thames embankment in a fog, talking of unpredictable feelings from the dismal: Dickens & Eliot: surrealism. Work up to expecting supernatural: radiant angel appears: won’t do as too cheerful & normal.

That sur-realist “Insanity” picture idea you had could stand working out. Funny, I had that idea long before I ever heard of realism.

Is there any difference, psychologically, in keeping a diary & addressing oneself as “you” instead of “I”? In the last entry I felt a bit chilly & made the switch.

The only kind of martial music that ever impressed me as being more interesting aesthetically than carpet-beating is the Last Post. I wonder if equivalents for this—unconsciously great art not conceived originally as a work of art—could be found in literature or painting?

That man who lived in that house across the street was an art teacher in some girls’ school, & used to buy anything in the way of a picture. His house, which is big, was full of pictures, all carefully flood-lit: he must have spent hundreds of dollars on electricity alone. When you called, he’d light up some dismal daub and stand dreamily in front of it and say “Who could have painted such a lovely thing? Who knows? What do you think? I think it’s Raphael.” Then came the questions: why didn’t connoisseurs know of his collection? He tried a conspiracy-of-silence theory for a while, but as that wore thin he developed a persecution complex. Everybody did know about his collection and wanted to
He set burglar alarms all over the place, which he generally walked into himself, and finally got so he wouldn’t leave the house. At that point they took him to a sanitarium. Too bad: it was a Monte Cristo palace while it lasted; had they been vulgarly [gracious?] much the same thing would have happened: should have kept them magic.

[27] The story of the Cardinal’s Secretary who wanted the National Gallery to buy his master’s junk which had a Uffizi-sounding catalogue attached to it. “I didn’t expect you to criticize the pictures: I expected you to buy them! He’s done a good job! What’s $100,100 to a national institution like yours?”

[28] He was an ordinary dilettante with a dilettante’s private income and a dilettante’s tendency to travel a good deal and collect useless things. He thought he was more than that, unfortunately: when he invited me to see his “collection” he said he knew it looked a bit heterogeneous, but his idea was to have everything different and everything “absolutely perfect in its own way.” He said these words over several times, very solemnly. Well, he had a tiny little triptych he’d smuggled out of Italy in a suitcase: Madonna & child, flanked by St. Jerome & St. John the Evangelist, done in a predella style, and I should think Umbrian, from the bovine-looking faces. And a small Hellenistic portrait—you know the kind, all browns and big staring eyes. And a little tanagra, and a saignant drawing he said was Watteau, and an ebony African carving bought on the Right Bank in Paris and probably carved on the Left Bank, and a Utamaro print, and an Egyptian lapis lazuli scarab, I forget what dynasty, and of course a Sung pot. Well, I suppose everything was perfect in its own way, but I hate that sort of mantelpiece, and I had to repress an impulse to say “junk,” like a bullfrog, every time he fished something else out.

[29] The conception of the snob pendulum in art. Endicott should help.


[31] Novel on two brothers: one a direct-action revolutionary, other a studious weakling who admires him & wastes his own time & talents in a futile effort to compete.

[33] War has begun its second farewell tour, Sept. 3, 1939.

[34] There should be somebody with the “all a part of one big revolution” thesis: cf. my extreme unction remark. Edward Megill might be that. Refuses to engage in organization or skull-breaking and refuses to admit he doesn’t count. He’s one of the things revolution is about, he says.

[35] Agony in Garden: Son discovers new and most terrible of all torturers: the material. Spiritual and imgve. [imaginative] pain nothing to it. Also: mystery of martyrdom connected with inability of human mind to comprehend more than future: as God X [Christ] knows that future is the synthesis of present & past, as the whole is the part. Hope in future is the last idolatry, a despairing idolatry. The desperate idolatry of confusing the future with the eternal.

[36] He remembered too the time when young Jake Sterkers, now a clerk in a grocery store, used to bully him. He spent eight months with another uncle vowing vengeance & hoping his nerve wouldn’t fail him. But when he met him on the street he found he’d grown up & only nodded at him, and said “Hello, John.”

[37] Novel following astrologer-astronomer & sequel prologue. Point here is a human situation worked out in an archetypal form by “angelic” artists with their comments. Here the chorus shapes the events.

[38] Jack [Megill] says: don’t wisecrack about the landscape (freight trains or some other conceit, John [Goremont] saying trains are octopi, as we): nervous Canadian tradition.

[39] My point perhaps about intolerance being a form of sabotage.

[40] I love Victoria: I’m a long, rangy, flop-eared intellectual mongrel, and, to curdle the metaphor, I flourish best in a smug and sterile soil.

[41] Getting drunk on physical vitality: subsidence of brother ass really is essential to clarity of mind: Helen vs. Peggy K.
The keys fell to the ground with an asthmatic wheeze and a clatter.

Brief pandemonium of terror at loss of privacy with radio, but now sense of invulnerability, as with that deafened feeling I used to get.

Woodside’s ecstatic giggle about the penitentiary sentence for sneers.

It might be said that her prayers of piety were based on a firm belief in an after-life, but this would not be quite accurate. She did not believe that there was an after-life: she believed that there either was or was not, and if the latter was true she would not at any rate have insured against the former. In other words, her piety was dutiful and disciplinary rather than spontaneous. Mrs. Kennedy.

That intolerably lonely feeling in which one calls for a mate when none is there or expected to be there: the feeling one transfers to the call of a train going through a forest at night.

Had he been more of a reader he would have made a fair Thoreau disciple. His grunts & grouches at the government (MacCrea’s liberal road will do), at bankers, at conscription (see my other note) resolved into this: the State has been well named Leviathan, for it is a barbarous and primitive form of society just as a brontosaurus or a mastodon is a barbarous & primitive form of life. The form of society appropriate to the compact intelligence of man is the community. A world-state may have to be organized to develop the community, but the mind of the independent Western farmer is focussed on that.

Many farmers have a single Kismet-fatalism for their central creed.

The false theory of culture as the best that has been thought & said leading to reading the dismal Martin Tupperisms of translated Oriental scriptures.  

Confucius & the rest. Idea that wisdom is vaguely & broadly gnomic. The mental sterility resulting. With Bible richness comes from past associations.

Hypocrisy is believing one thing & professing another: it therefore
takes considerable analytic power to be a consistent hypocrite. The next stage of degeneration is to make the professed belief symbolic of the real one: the next, the attempt to make the true inner reality of the belief consist in the symbolic form given it by the professed. Trace this.

[52] Experience of a sort a minor poet grabs for & renders complacently as the something something of an abstract noun.

[53] The street car passed an automobile which suddenly halted: then the street car passed the cause, a bicycle with a basket.

[54] Choleric ghosts (hot and dry-dust) produced by cremation.

[55] Rabelais is full of suggestive mottoes: II-28: “But they were deceived in thinking Pantagruel’s urine had been the blood of their enemies; for they could not see but by the light of the fire of the pavilions, and some small light of the moon.”

[56] The narcotic nature of individualism: Western farmers won’t organize until they’re compelled to do something.

[57] He believed that a temporary Fascist revolution was imminent and would be followed by a permanent Communist one, which latter he dreaded more, because of its permanence. “I’m not alone,” he would say, “and I don’t want to be massacred by a lot of sexless workers.” In the meantime he had a hatred of politics, and his creed was only a vague hope that in time something else would turn up, or the pressure of cultivated liberalism would ameliorate the intolerance and ignorance of Communists. He was very Communist-conscious. He could say “piddle while Rome burns.”

[58] My ultimate ambition is to say something profound and penetrating about the present crisis of the human spirit (the same character as above: Megill, perhaps). He could also have the point about confusing the future with the eternal. Maybe Jack should be Ada’s brother: tie it up better.

[59] The one thing I do believe in is the infinite variety of beliefs and systems. Whatever a man believes someone equally sensible believes the opposite, and in this age of spiritual nomadic migrations that’s important.
[60] Hardy or someone as a grandiose grouch, though I don’t think these alliterative toys are any better than lecture wisecracks.

[61] My difficulty with both Romans & Elizabeth: they forced me to accept their friendship on their terms & exacted as their price more & more concessions to their egoism. My weakness irritated them and no physical sympathy took the edge off it.41

[62] Dialogue of painter and poet as opening to ghost story: painter watching landscape likes to think of a vast archaic smile behind it: poet likes better the sense of the irony of ideas & the wavering allegory.

[63] Lane’s pathetic insistence that if a man is a great artist (Goethe was his example, though he tried to write a poem himself) he has the perfect right to screw a girl and then drop her.42

[64] A child will ask silly questions or talk puzzling nonsense in order to explore the sense of the inviolability of his own mind.

[65] Ballet scene: sidewalk crowd halts at red traffic light, a few more energetic people marking time: yokel trails them across, stops suddenly to look at a glittering shop window, is knocked down and trampled by the crowd, gets up dazedly when the crowd behind him is held up by the next traffic light.

[66] The way in which out of sheer fatigue, contempt for one’s auditor, or a desire not to appear tedious, one will make a conversational remark agree with a stereotype.

[67] John [Goremont]: not nice or discriminating in his view of women: any woman not impossibly old or taller than himself would arouse his interest. Squeamishness from other men puzzled him.

[68] High-flown cattiness: adding to my Beethoven remark something cruder, like St. Peter’s or Milan Cathedral.

[69] “‘Fig-leaf of democracy’—what a lovely phrase!” Schoolgirls chattering.
The ghostlier rejections of hope and reward as vulgar are poses—they belong to people like Swinburne who have somebody to look after them. My prayers are also poses: element in Langford and perhaps in Regillus.

Sometimes an audience waiting for a speaker hushes before he appears, by mutual consent.

You don’t care, Herm, said the shrew.

An inexplicable feeling of satisfaction he finally connected with the small audience. Schadenfreude was a recurrent excretion of his mind, and it fascinated him as its physical equivalent is said to do children. Ada has the small audience.

Importance of flair, of being born with a whole innate capacity—can one be profoundly modest without the physical ability to blush?

The theologian on train idea takes a bit of shape: scenes suggest a chain of thinking going from Baconian empiricism through skepticism, atheism, revolution, inner light idealism, occultism, visible church, back to Protestant nominalist side of Bacon. Or something like that. Boehme period at night, with window reflecting only the inside of the car.

Ada Megill has nothing whatever to do with Helen. She has grey-green eyes and reddish hair and sharp features: the only physical feature of Helen she retains is that she’s petite. She’s a wonderful dilettante, brilliant & rattling, a good player, an acid commentator on women’s fashions, a female Charlie Bell, but subtler & more complete—the same type of American cultural go-getter though. Like many such, conservative, Spenglerian & semi-Fascist. Her falling in love with Norman Regillus is mental incest & therefore appropriate.

People’s memories of what they say in their letters are remarkably tenacious.

Uncle John’s disastrous experience with Longfellow.

Wine will be the ruin of France, is an actual temperancer’s statement. The trouble is the Pétain crowd agree.
Wonder if there’s a brand of superior beings for whom human seed is allergic, and if that explains the Onan story [Genesis 38:3–10]?

Words: merried, I gut to go, cam, Lorrence, cæt cet, ketch.

Along with reverent Philistinism goes the wisdom of selfishness & the beauty of the fear of pain. The desire to suffer in defense of the generally approved in its various forms running from suttee to dying in war, via martyrdom to a Paradise in which nothing of that needs or ought to happen.

The horse was an instrument of production in the Middle Ages, hence chivalry and cavalier (re.: survivors in cowboy).

How often has it been proved that a defense however bulky, heavy & imposing is powerless against a light-armed mobile attack? The first proof of that was the fight between David & Goliath, then Cynoscephalae and the defeat of the (defensive) phalanx, Crecy & the overwhelming of heavy armour by archery, the annihilation of the ponderous Spanish Armada, & so on to the capture of the Maginot line & the helplessness of the British navy. Big defenses are big business, & their overthrow implies social revolution. “Impregnable” city or fortress.

Montaigne points out that there is no subtlety in the position of the leader.

Looking through Montaigne (the point is the problem of the tragic hero): a boy like John Goremont: his love for the illuminated womb is the individual side of a socially decadent middle class crouching behind the Maginot line. Compare my devil story: his Nazi acceptance of the indifference of nature vs. the hero’s (a) belief in a Father God (b) ille robur et aës triplex, with application to ships as well as passenger.

Don Quixote is a man with a private mythology, yet he isn’t because he’s conscious of it. Our lurking assumption—myths are by hypothesis unrecognized. Don Quixote is a very subtle example of a man who has developed a mythology in order to reveal an infinitely deeper destructive impulse. He’s the first of a line of lunatics who try to destroy the present under pretext of destroying the past.
[88] Anti-Semite nut: Shaw’s Man & Superman calls for another Incarnation, therefore it reflects a Jewish type of mind. One could do something with anti-Nazi Nazis here who curse Jews for liberal & democratic reasons: e.g. theory of race purity.

[89] So much talk about pacifism is too vaguely moral. Peace is an economic system functioning. War is an economic system breaking down. States are healthy in war and degenerate in peace because of original sin and because anarchy is the best form of government.

[90] Slang originates from a partly unconscious feeling that correct grammatical forms are too highbrow: “threwed” is correct vulgate, “threw” impossibly refined. So it seems likely that a similar deliberate preference for the wrong & ugly is at work in the arts.

[91] Some of my best friends are Jew-baiters.

[92] A breezy good-natured Irish Catholic girl, who used to go out with the boys in her safe periods.

[93] Lousy as Medusa.

[94] Trees grow competitively: a thick mass of underbrush, then the weaker ones die off & eventually there is a virgin forest back: tall trees & no underbrush or low branches. Vegetable world, temperate zone.

[95] For that relaxation of the spirit which is wisdom some kind of narcotic is essential, I think. It disturbs routine existence enough to suggest the infinite. Teetotallers are often cultural go-getters & over-rationalized. Their rhythm is all wrong. In the Middle Ages everybody was stewed in beer all day long.

[96] In a democracy, or society in which caste replaces class, castes are theoretically equal, but running through all castes, from senators to bums, is a lower class of people not worth knowing. The recognition of this lower class is extremely important in establishing social values.

[97] I wonder if I could get into my dead-Protestant story the idea of the scene as a historical stereotype, in the way Vikings or Norman barons must at times have lived up to their Scots or Green stereotypes.
Nobody ever got as much pleasure out of Dante’s Paradiso as he did out of a certain kind of marshmallow lollipop at the age of seven. Hence it’s the instruction & the delight that matters.

Inoffensive personal remarks: “You’re rather tall for an upper berth” usually, between two men, come from the older man.

People who believe negroes are powerfully sexual & are ready to rape any white woman they see also believe that one of the few jobs they should hold is putting women to bed.

New Fictional Formulas

From Notebook 20: [The Double Vision]

The date of this notebook is uncertain but at least some of it was written after 1965. It contains material other than what is found here, including four charts that set up parallels between events in the life of the gods and the life of heroes, a draft of Frye’s response to the essays in Northrop Frye in Modern Criticism (“Reflections in a Mirror”), drafts of essays on D.H. Lawrence and Joyce’s Dubliners, and notes on Henry James, music, Dante, Tolkien, Le Fanu, and James Reaney.

I have been struggling for some time to think of a new fiction formula, and all my ideas tend to revolve around Rilke’s idea of the poet’s perceiving simultaneously the visible & the invisible world. In practice that means a new type of ghost or supernatural story, possibly approached by way of some science-fiction development. The idea is a vision of another life or another world so powerfully plausible as to make conventionally religious & anti-religious people shake in their shoes. I’ve begun notes on this many times, but threw away my best notebook, written in Seattle, in a London (Ont.) hotel. By shake in their shoes I don’t mean threats, but the ecstatic frisson or giggle aroused by plausibility.

My interest in this was reawakened, if that’s the word, by a dream I had—one of those dozing dreams before waking. It was, as dozing dreams sometimes are, a cysrallization of conscious thought. Yeats article mostly. Another world, occupying the same space as this, which we
enter at the moment of death. It’s a looking-glass world in which time moves towards birth. Our old & wisest men make the greatest impression on it; their youngsters, who are living at an intensity impossible to us, make the impression of the Celtic fairy world of eternal youth on us. It’s a more logical world, because the paradox of si la jeunesse savait, si le vieillese pouvait [if youth only knew, if age only could], is solved in it. But it can’t communicate directly with ours because of the opposition of the rhythm of time. It’s a world where entropy & the second law of thermodynamics is made up. The most systematic account of it is in Dante’s Purgatorio, which shows life on the other side of us moving spirally towards birth, the original inheritance, the “sins” being sloughed off—i.e., greater energy set free. Actually I could reconcile it with purgatorial romance of the Charles Williams type, not that I want to. The crisis would then logically be a choice between reincarnation in our world and some kind of dialectic break.

[3] In this world life has, as Shakespeare says, seven ages, of approximately a decade in length [As You Like It, 2.7.139–66]. The first years, up to ten, are the age of gluttony. Of the acquisitive appetite in its simplest & most directly demanding form. The teens are the age of wrath, of the resentments of parent-rebellion and violent aggressiveness. The next decade is the age of lechery, when the coming of sexual experience brings with it idealisms, ambitions, & similar emotions. These focus into more practical & limited objectives as the 30–40 age of envy begins & one struggles for a career. The forty-year mark is the menopause era for women or something similar for me, & brings the seed of avarice or anxious inventories of resources. Then full maturity, or the age of pride, sets in & lasts until the end of life when it modulates into the age of sloth.

[4] In the other world we get released from these: it’s a jet-propulsion type of seven spurts of renewed energy. Hence it’s a world in which everyone gets a second chance, more particularly those who’ve never really been able to come alive through ill-treatment or other bad luck. Actually they have the advantage, mentioned in the Gospels, of being able to start with simplicity. Those who die in infancy here shoot through to straight reincarnation in this world after a brief Thel-life interlude which gives them a better chance by reinforcing their infancy, so to speak. Nobody there dies before birth, just as nobody can die before death here.
What ethical & practical power would such a belief have? Well, I suppose, it’s reincarnation without quietism. The “saved” in the birth-world would perhaps have the choice of deliverance or transformation-body, as in Buddhism. I suppose though that it’s not sacramentally oriented—no priesthood stands to make money out of it. A more difficult question is the kind of experience, the kind of society, involved in this world. I mean the other world. The Tibetan Bardo is as far as I can see a completely isolated world of subjective hallucination. Now this last is something I’d like to look into—a double parallel of lives, the hidden meaning of each revealed in the other. Perhaps the dream world of the triumphant libido is in this other world, or closely linked with it.

Well, anyway, that’s one idea. Another, and a much more immediate one, is my university novel. The theme of that is simple enough: I have the theme, but I need a matching (or rather a containing) plot. The story begins with a small denominational (or semi-detached) college, doing a plugging but perfectly honest job of educating serious students in the liberal arts mostly. The old boy running the place retires, the board of trustees meets, finds it needs more money, & they import a go-getting youngster, a recent graduate, to streamline the place. The go-getter arrives, makes a whirlwind speech about giving education back to the students, & proceeds to turn everything progressive. He breaks down departments, “integrates” everything, shoves the humanities into a “general education” setup with a social science or “communications” bathtub ring around it, imports a lot of Catholic converts with machine minds, & at the end of the book the students are getting nothing but absolutely pure bullshit. Oh yes, and he gets a whacking great grant from one of the foundations. I think of the story as told from the point of view of an antagonistic figure, probably a professor of English, who falls for the programme with great enthusiasm & helps put it through a recalcitrant staff, & then realizes he’s sold himself out. I shall have to read Wind Without Rain, much the same theme on a high school basis; also, of course, Mary McCarthy’s book (because something of Harold Taylor may be involved in the new president) & Randall Jarrell’s. Also an earlier book, James Reid Parker’s Academic Procession.

The thing is not to get too leaden-footed about it. I think of the President as charming, & genuinely likeable in many ways, & with greater
energy; bravery & brilliance than the “hero.” I think of him as an anar-chist rather than a fascist, as fundamentally irresponsible, as destructive but not in himself sinister. Too few people distinguish the really malign-ant totalitarian dictator from those who act dictatorially because they’re put in dictatorial situations. And a lot of people are in this country, including university presidents.

[8] I haven’t any ideas as yet for plots apart from this theme—not that that wouldn’t be plot enough for most writers. (I don’t mean that “most writers” would be inferior, as I have yet to show that I’m any good at all). I wonder if there’d be any percentage in bringing my Kennedy-Megill crowd in, by the way of Kennedy’s plot—a chaplain’s appointment at the college. Vanya could go to the college. The only advantage is that it would bring in stuff I’ve already done & chapters I’ve already thought about—I don’t think right now I could do a story without Ada in it somewhere. I’d thought of Ada as the hero’s wife, & that may yet work. I’d thought of Dolores as an eventual trustee. Anyway, the theme should supply a story, & if I have a story I’m all right. Of the other fragment, characterization & dialogue weren’t too bad, once I got the pedantic patina that belonged in my critical work pried off them: but as I really had no story, everything connected with the story was ridiculous.

[9] I’d hope that what originality the story would have it would get as a result of avoiding the usual heavy melodramatic formula. I think of the focus of the book as a vigorous agon between two highly articulate peo-ple. The relation between them is one of enmity but not one of hatred. They fight, but don’t necessarily regard the other as “showing a fascist tendency,” which is only the communist theory of objective guilt in a democratic context. I think the professor likes but doesn’t respect the president; the president respects but doesn’t like the professor. Each is determined to try to get rid of the other, but they fight with complete detachment.

[10] Every once in a while I get a fit of euphoria, probably induced by gas in the stomach, in which I feel that I’m capable of writing good fic-tion. The old superstition that fiction is creative & criticism second-rate & second-hand talking about creation dies hard, although I’ve lived to see most criticism, including mine, become more creative than most fiction. Finishing the A of C left me willing to speculate about Bardo again.
[11] At least I think it’s good exercise to collect ideas about a work of visionary fiction that would perhaps show a modulation of science fiction (a form that fails to interest me much). Anyway, without committing itself to any given visionary system, it would elucidate how, so to speak, reality may be differently added up. It may not come to anything, but it’s a place for relaxing the censor.

[12] The ghost story can be resolved into a series of connections: it’s a precious & artificial form, but perhaps the various conventions could be studied & something would emerge. Religions have stylized versions of another world which are consistent with their premises (it’s interesting that Protestantism has no such version really); but it’s difficult for me to believe that they actually know anything; even the Eastern ones. It’s all literary convention.

[13] One starts with the naturalistic principle that reality is the objective counterpart of the way our brains & bodies have evolved. Reality is in different patterns for animals & plants. We assume that their versions are (with some specializations we don’t have but know about) less complete versions than our own, which presumably is why we can see them. So the question is (a) what other ways of adding up reality are conceivable which are parallel with our own (b) how far could these be aligned with other forms of human or quasi-human existence? There’s the dead, elemental spirits, ghosts, angelic beings, planetary beings—those are the conventional ones. I want a new twist.

[14] William James’ figure of the dog in the library has always fascinated me: what are the areas of meaning around us of which we’re unconscious? I’m not suggesting that one can answer such questions, only that there should be a literary convention to deal with them: something in the romance and anatomy traditions that can be given a new shape.

[15] One obvious field of search is subjective. The formal principles of the arts are concealed inside us somewhere. The formal principles of painting are partly quasi-geometrical, & one sees abstract paintings in the lights in front of one’s eyes in the dark. Sometimes under conditions I haven’t ascertained they’re extraordinarily luminous. A slight heightening of this, either by mental disturbance or by mescaline, & one would
see the real formal principles: the apocalyptic world of metaphor, with its jewelled trees & the like, & its demonic opposite. Mandalas & so forth.

[16] The formal principles of music I haven’t a clue to, beyond a fact I picked up somewhere that people being hanged hear beautiful music. Of drama, there are of course Jung’s “archetypes,” or interior dramatic personae, most clearly revealed in The Tempest. The kind of ectoplasmic & telekinetic shindigs that seem to come out of mediums’ dreams may point in a more mechanical or engineering direction. Machines get more closely related to the human body as they get less cumbersome: the radio by now is palpably just a hearing aid.

[17] The sense of an underlying rhythm in fortune, that the things that happen to people are like them, that there are obstructing spiritual forces & that there are others one feels like thanking, also has its relevance. We hear of evangelists depending on “faith” for their funds & getting their funds from remote quarters: I suppose there’s a sub-something reservoir of this kind of communication that anyone can get tuned in on if one believes strongly enough. Also that there are moral checks involved: if what one believes in is evil, one gets the parabola shape in life that tragedy has in art, as the career of Nazism shows.

[18] Nearer the surface is the half-concealed drama of personal relationships in which people’s bodily equipment & sense of timing work out all their personal relations before anything’s said. A story could start with this point: its context, like the detective story, is realism suddenly conventionalized by being made luminously realistic. All these are preoccupations of Aldous Huxley: I’ve said already that I’ve never written fiction because Huxley’s novels are there to remind me of how bad it would be.

[19] Dante’s Purgatorio I keep coming back to: life in a more formal pattern in the same order of time & space as our own. Yet the paradoxes of time & space must be near the centre of whatever pattern I can get. In dreams, too, I get a strong sense of an autonomous, different and equally valid kind of space, perhaps because my dreams are thematically recurrent.

[20] The outward or extroverted energy is for dealing with the world as given or created—anyway, as it is. An inward-turned energy explores
the powers that create it: that’s always been the first principle of all occultism. One soon becomes dimly aware of shaping invisible powers which involve oneself. Well, not so dimly, either: it starts with all unconscious activity, like the crystallizing of minerals. The feeling that one is being lived—on ne pense, as Rimbaud says 56—brings one up against a new kind of objectivity.

[21] I’ve been reading Tolkien, who has certainly come very close to the kind of thing I’d like to do. The magic ring, the talisman on which the story turns, is an evil thing: when you put it on you become invisible to the ordinary world (which in this book includes dwarfs & elves), but visible to evil spirits. Hence you gain great power over the ordinary world at the price of being enslaved by evil. In Le Fanu’s Green Tea story green tea (cf. Huxley’s mescalin) breaks down the barrier between ordinary & dark worlds & a hideous monkey appears as a hallucination to a respectable bachelor clergyman. 57 The story is derived from Swedenborg, who says that evil spirits live in a man but can’t see him because he can’t see them. 58 If he could, he’d be in for it, because they’d try to destroy him.

[22] Le Fanu’s story is, from one point of view, extraordinarily Freudian. The question thus arises whether Freud & Swedenborg aren’t dealing with the same world under different sets of metaphors. The seriousness of the Swedenborgian one seems guaranteed by its close, even literal, relationship to the Gospels. Psychology treats all psychic creations like the monkey as projections from what is really a machine of drives and blocks & motivations and suppressions. It must use the controlling metaphor of the machine, because it’s therapeutic, & only a machine can be repaired. For the literary critic something more like a dramatis personae is needed.

[23] Now if one simply began with the obvious formula—a dead narrator—one would have an obvious convention that doesn’t seem much used in literature. Maybe it’s too awful to use, in more than one sense; maybe it’s just the lack of ingenuity in visualizing another world that’s struck me occasionally. A dead narrator would of course be aware of perspectives unknown to us—X-ray vision into motives, a sense of giant powers acting & using individuals as agents, etc. It’d be the opposite of Dante’s living man in a dead world.
Jamie Reaney teaches writing archetypally, giving his students a Grimm fairy tale & telling them to translate every detail into realism & plausibility. Now I’ve had, long before I wrote the AC, an idea of a “Theme with Variations” that would do the same thing more elaborately: the trick would be interconnecting the variations and winding up with a recapitulatory coda or fugue.

When I think of myself as a fiction-writer, I feel that I could produce dialogue, characterization, & wit enough to pass muster in a good detective story, if I could write a good detective story, which I couldn’t. That’s why I feel the need of a containing formula. But I want a loose liberal containing formula, not a tight one; something that has run through Lucian and Rabelais, to give me something an amateur could work on in odd moments.

One idea I had a long time ago was a variant of the Jesus novel. Archeologists dig up a fifth gospel, which sheds a quite different light on the rise of Xy (more Gnostic, I should think): authenticity unquestionable. The churches can’t absorb it, so their struggles are interesting experiences in doubletalk. If I could invent a Gospel that sounded authentic it’d be terrific—a Grand Inquisitor theme.

I think also of a time machine that reconstructs the past but doesn’t allow the viewers to be seen or take part in past ages. Such things are used like TV sets (except that they have to occupy the same Newtonian space as what they represent). They supersede history & do a lot of things—no good for the future. Reconstructing texts by inspecting authors, etc.

**Notebook 28: [Philosophical Romance]**

What follows is the complete text of the notebook, though there is a circular “doodle” sketched out on the last page of the notebook and a little chart of the pity and fear ideas found in the first essay of Anatomy of Criticism.

All my life I’ve had an ambition to write fiction, either as a series of novels, or as one big novel. Some of the motivation is dubious: I want to prove to myself and to others that I can be “creative” in the convention-
ally creative genres. The idea of a series of novels has gradually faded or has left me with the desire to leave, like Santayana, a single work of fiction behind me.

[2] My first efforts were in realistic and representational form which is not only out of fashion (and is most unlikely to come back in fashion in that form) but entirely unsuited to my temperament. I simply don’t know enough, haven’t observed enough, don’t think enough in those terms, for any kind of realism to be possible for me. So that’s out.

[3] Since the popular success of Tolkien and the rise in seriousness of what is called science-fiction, I’ve been attracted to the notion of the philosophical romance. It would have to be entirely “software,” as I don’t know anything about hardware, and I notice that most of the hardware is used to transpose the characters to a remote spot in some other galaxy that turns out to be a category of something on earth. So why not stay on earth?

[4] The taking off point is the relativity of what the sane waking consciousness sees to other perspectives. These are, chiefly, those of (a) dream (b) madness (c) mythopoeic imagination (d) existence following physical death.

[5] If I never write such a book, collecting notes for it could still be a valuable experience in loosening up the imaginative faculties. The idea is to write what I myself would be most interested in reading. And I find great difficulty in finishing most works of fiction: they don’t tell me enough.

[6] A really great writer could achieve tremendous effect by localizing what science fiction (or some form of it) projects into distant space (or, as in Tolkien, distant time) as different aspects of life here and now. The key phrase is “a separate reality,” though I never finished that book either. I succumbed to the charm of Tolkien, like everyone else, but one Lord of the Rings is enough. I read Fowles’ Magus with the highest expectations, but finished it thinking he didn’t know what the hell he was doing.
From Notebook 30o: [Journey-through-States-of-Being Fiction]

This notebook is in the NFF, 1991, box 25.

[1] The cosmic voyage, as a journey through space, is finished as a form. I noticed in M.H. Nicholson’s [Nicolson’s] lectures how the fantasy & humour of the lunar voyages was in inverse ratio to the technical means for getting to the moon. The world is cleared up, & in general the possibilities of space journeys were pretty well exhausted by Dante anyway. The same goes for Utopias in space. The possibilities remain of a new form, the journey through states, in which through some accident a hero finds himself in another phase of being. The principle is, if looking-glass reality is Alice’s dream why isn’t our reality the red king’s dream? The idea is to carry the Swiftian shift-of-perspective formula a step farther.

[2] We see “reality” as the forms of our bodies compel us to see nature, & as a different bodily form would see “reality” differently it would be different: so much is familiar, & different animal & other perceiver formulas have been tried from Apuleius down, but the human form seems to be “normative” for this plane, or planet, anyway. It would take terrific imaginative & sc. [scientific] effort & background to conceive of forms of lunar consciousness existing without air, e.g., but it could & possibly has been done. Also one would adapt, as I think Swedenborg does, the planet-journey so as to suggest venereal, mercurial, & martial approaches to reality, but it would become interesting to see what the distinctive character of terrestrial perception would be, which we don’t recognize because we just assume it’s “real.” The Holberg underworld formula & a story by Wells that deals with submarine consciousness are closer to what I mean.

[3] Why journey in space? Why not assume the simultaneous existence of several forms of consciousness in the same place? Naturally I reject the uniform distance theory of reality to start with, but I don’t need to make the point. Now there are already several such postulates: a) the world of the dead, which appears in Dickens’ CC [A Christmas Carol] but isn’t quite what I want, though the Tibetan Bardo is linked with what I do want b) the world of the chain of being, Milton’s millions of spiritual creatures c) the Paracelsian mezzanine world d) the spiritualists’
world e) hermetic & magical worlds of occult forces f) giant-worlds. These all overlap: I want something less hackneyed, though drawing on any for suggestions.

[4] I see a hero as knocked out through some accident & finding himself, though in the same place, on a plane of consciousness neither higher nor lower (either would make our present view normative) from ours, but simply different. Not dead either: that still makes us normative. I suppose he’s disappeared from our world as a form, though he may still exist in it spread around among other forms, say a curiously-shaped stone or other reservoir of mana, or, better still, as a possible shape inferred from a number of forms, or as a play of light or complex of physical forces. What we think of as cutting up nature they think of as war, & vice versa.

[5] As he doesn’t travel in space (or time either: I hate that time-machine story) he can’t escape with balloons or what have you: he can get away only by clarifying his own mind to the point of visualization. The nearest thing to my scheme would be *The Sense of the Past*. In other words, it takes him the whole book to figure out where the hell he is. They speak Bardo, the language of FW [*Finnegans Wake*], which he soon gets to understand. The question of what phase of reality & consciousness is represented by the dream is involved. I know about the psychological *Traumdeutung*, but that’s the dream related to the waking norm. The only thing that interests me about the idea is the possibility of intellectual slapstick.

[6] The disintegration of the individual as a “thing” instead of just a customary focusing of meaning is involved. Perhaps Bardo actually is a dream-world in the sense that man is born into the world he has made (the uniqueness of Jesus is part of the analogy), & so would be like Joyce’s brothel world. But that’s a modern hell: what I’m really thinking about is what I called the *schalk* part of my other comedy scheme.72

*From Notebook 2: [Bardo Novel]*

These entries, from last two pages in Notebook 2, are notes (in pencil) about writing a Bardo novel. These notes were written in 1962, some fifteen years after the notes for *The Locust-Eaters* in Notebook 2, reproduced above.
[1] How the hell would one write a good Bardo novel.\textsuperscript{73} It would have to be short, or get laborious. I don’t know how one could introduce incident or dialogue. It wouldn’t do at all unless it could acquire a powerfully convincing logic: I’d want something as concrete as Dante and yet carrying its punch within its own argument, and not depending on the traditional Church fables. To do that I think I should have to assume that you get to a certain spiritual abode when you get there, i.e., that one’s environment is appropriate to one’s character, as the doctrine of karma or original sin establishes for this existence. The trick is to make a logical sequence of experiences without preaching, and yet implying a complete theory of Bardo.

[2] The only ideas I have are, first, the old Swedenborgian notion that the newly deceased doesn’t know he’s dead. Hence a trick opening scene: soul gets up and dresses, hoping nurse doesn’t see him, goes out and engages in a conversation with people he knows and puts a remark in here & there: is hurt when no one attends to him and eventually discovers the truth. Second, the Paracelsian idea that the things seen in d.t.’s [delirium tremens] are really there, like stars in daytime. Again, I’d like to show how this perception of the physical world becomes “cubist.” Oh, hell, I’d want to do something versatile and with a light touch, like the Sword in the Stone,\textsuperscript{74} yet packing a terrific wallop and making monkeys out of the persons.

[3] I think of it naturally as a continuous philosophical narrative, but that’s an easy way out. The ideal job would be a sequence of scenes on the pattern of the first one, constituting a sequence of dramatic metamorphoses. I’ve got more or less to the point now at which I feel that if I knew how to write a good book I might get around to writing a good book. The general shape would have to be purgatorial. I haven’t any idea what the final scene would be: maybe reincarnation, which is implicit in the whole scheme. That’s the satiric or what I call the schalk resolution. The point is that the narrator had prepared for death by reading and meditation, but the “swoon” took him unawares and, like everyone else who dies, he woke up in Bardo not knowing he had died. That’s the regular Tibetan formula. Hence reincarnation could be explained as a second swoon, again catching him unawares and as a result of the fact that the first one committed him to psychical cycle rather than pneumatic liberation. Thus the climax would come at the
upper limit of Beulah, whatever that involves me in: a vision of the liberated world beyond all conventional heavens. I’m vague here, of course, but so’s everybody.

[4] Bardo is the happy-hunting ground of all priestcraft, from Egyptian *hike* [magic] to Catholic collections for souls in purgatory. I have no conscience about trying to bust any sort of a priest’s racket; but that can’t be my only angle. I don’t want supernatural materialism either. The book’s ideology would be a Bardo projection of my own: perhaps the deadee would regret not having developed my kind of outlook and would go back to get it. It wouldn’t be quite as bald as that in presentation, but it would be in essential theory. God damn it. This kind of mooning isn’t fiction-writing.

[5] Two possibilities for the opening scene are, first, the one suggested above, second, the one in Outward Bound which is also Swedenborgian. I had a curious experience with that play: several people described the plot to me before I read it, and I was fascinated by it: I thought it must be an almost definitive Bardo plot. I read it and discovered it was tripe—the opening scene was effective enough, but there was no follow-through, as he had nothing to say about Bardo, and even the opening scene depended for much of its effect on the emotional association of “crossing the bar” or the sense of detachment from the world on shipboard. It’s a fine opening milieu, though, and I wish I could get away with stealing it.

[6] (One curious feature of all my fictional reveries is the prophetic: several times a notion I’ve had actually turns up in some professional writer. Thus Katherine Anne Porter’s *Ship of Fools* has just (April 1962) appeared. This is one of the many reasons why I suspected my Bardo novel is not something to write, but a *koan* to think about and exercise the mind. If I write it I might be snatching the bread out of the mouth of somebody who otherwise would have done it better.)

[7] The crisis of a Bardo plot is almost necessarily a threshold scene, a plunge into another order of being. The recognition similarly is the return.
[The Academic Novel]

The typescript for these notes is in the NFF, 1991, box 28, file 4.

[1] For most of my life I have felt that I didn’t have enough to say in the ordinary fiction form to bother turning my full attention on it, when there were so many things as a critic I could say that were distinctive. But I’ve also had a persistent feeling that if I had the outline of some work of fiction by me, it would be useful as a counterweight or ballast, like a second weight on a cuckoo clock. I should not think of this as something eventually to be published in any form, merely as something there to be thought about as a mental exercise. Although for a while I had a novel in mind, set in western Canada, and very naively realistic in style, that was obviously getting me nowhere and I gave it up. I now realize that my gift in fiction, if I have such a thing at all, would be in one of the “anatomy” genres rather than in the conventional novel or romance forms. Apart from the small things I printed in my graduate student days, nothing has emerged in a big shape, and isn’t likely to unless I get a revelation out of line with what I’ve so far received. My early things were based mainly on Richard Garnett’s Twilight of the Gods—if Borges had been available then I might have got further with it. Well:

[2] Possible setting: professor, probably of philosophy, in a small liberal arts college in a small town in the States (probably), with high academic standards and well endowed (there are likely to be a lot of miracles in this book). As a teacher he’s popular and well liked: as a scholar he has a fair reputation, but his colleagues say it would have been much bigger if he hadn’t had a crazy streak. He makes a hobby of real estate deals, makes some very shrewd ones, and reaches retiring age quite a wealthy man. Doesn’t have to retire, but does. He buys an enormous house two or three miles from the town which has come on the market by a fluke, and moves in. He keeps up his connection with the college, and constantly invites students and graduates and colleagues, mostly of a younger generation, in for dinner. Not a hearty or extroverted person especially, but a good and relaxing host, and he likes to cook. He got the house partly to have space to look after his invalid wife, who develops leukemia and dies within a year. This greatly increases the amount of
entertaining he does, so as to distract his mind with other interests and contacts.

[3] His interest in dinner parties is partly a professional one. He’s a devoted student of Plato, and has made a special study of the symposium and cena forms in philosophy and literature. His favorite work in English literature is Peacock’s Gryll Grange; he’s fond of country-house weekend stories, including detective stories, and, of course, of collections of stories like the Decameron that come out of a cena type of setting. The “crazy” streak in him is mainly his interest in developments of psychotherapy that use groups as their basis, and in books like the one called Mind Games. He’s not trying for anything in his parties, but he has some sort of vague hunch that something unexpected might come out of them, though if nothing does no harm will be done: nobody is going to be squeezed or pressured.

[4] Certain people begin to stand out as unusually perceptive and receptive, and eventually, after an analysis of the people he’s entertained, he takes the deliberate step of inviting a select group. They happen to be three men and four women, all single or divorced, all heterosexual, none of them with immediate family or other demanding ties, though they have daytime jobs. He invites this group, and something electric happens, quite different from anything he’s experienced before. Obviously they are all attracted by one another, all the men with all the women and vice versa, and those of the same sex are equally congenial. No jealousies or cliques, no tendency to pair off, seems likely. At the end of the evening, one of them says, and it sounds utterly inevitable: “If it’s all right with you, we’re moving in for a bit.”

[5] So they do move in. They work five days a week, and weekends stay around the house: it’s big enough for tennis and swimming and the like, and the housework left over from one or two cleaning women is very simple when shared, though the host continues to do most of the cooking. The eight of them need only four bedrooms: there are enough bathrooms to go around, and a spontaneous shifting pattern of coupling develops. They soon realize that to concentrate on the copulation ritual every time would only increase anxiety, and they find that in practice there is progressively less emphasis on the sex act and greater on the simple consciousness of affection and tenderness. In any case, within a
very short time all possible physical barriers to feelings of shyness have disappeared.

[6] Incidentally, something like this must have been the arrangement among the story-tellers of the Decameron too, in spite of the disparity of sexes (three men and seven women). They’re all young aristocrats accustomed to do as they like; they seem to have no domestic ties or other commitments of any kind; they are in flight from the plague, a powerful erotic stimulus in itself, and the stories they tell consistently illustrate the point that the attitude of church and established society to the sexual needs of young people is totally unrealistic and uncomprehending. Also they go bathing and singing love songs—in short, they spend the day in sexual stimulation, so it’s unlikely they spend their nights in total chastity.

[7] That’s the setting, or a possible setting, and out of that a sequence of things happens: a seance without spooks, discussions that are not seminars. The eight people could represent the eight trigrams of the I Ching, though without the family metaphors that the I Ching traditionally uses.

[Notes on Twilight]

Internal evidence suggests these notes were written after the publication of A Study of English Romanticism (1968) and before The Great Code (1982). The typescript is in the NFF, 1991, box 28, file 4.

[1] This may be a crazy notion, or it may be one of my central intuitions coming to a head. I’ve always wanted to write something in the conventionally “creative” modes towards the end of my life. I’ve even thought of a long poem, though I certainly know that I’d have to go through quite a metamorphosis before I could bring that off—even so, I was thinking only of the kind of versified speculation that Buckminster Fuller brought out a while ago. Fiction of course I’ve thought of more frequently, but learning the mechanics of any kind of fiction is a disheartening and unpredictable procedure at my age.

[2] So I’ve thought most frequently of a book of brief essays or meditations, perhaps a century of meditations like Traherne’s, though naturally of a very different kind. I’ve often said too (to myself) that a book
like Anatole France’s Jardin d’Epicure would be ideal in format and general conception for me, except that I’d want my book to display a less commonplace mind than his was.79

[3] I’m now wondering about the possibility of a series of short essays which would be actually critical comments on passages from poems and other literary works that have particularly impressed me. Title something like “Points of Resonance.” That is, my burgeoning theory of resonance, as the verbal statement stretching into and collecting echoes from the whole mandala of literary experience, seems to me connected with some haunting or uncanny quality in certain passages of literature. The feeling itself I’ve experienced with, say, The Ancient Mariner, bits of the Keats Odes, and early Eliot in particular.

[4] Well, I got to thinking about this after looking at a couple of lines in Book One of Paradise Lost:

    Long after known in Palestine, and named
    Beelzebub. To whom th’ Arch-Enemy,
    And thence in Heaven called Satan, with bold words . . . [ll. 80–2]

The great crash on the name, combined with the irony of the name as meaning Lord of the Flies hit me first. Evil spirits behave exactly like flies: you can always shoo them away but they always come back, and in their power to return is their strength. This links with the locusts and bees images later on in the same book [ll. 338–43, 768–76]. But then the contrast of “long after” and “thence” began to impress me more. For devils the present moment is a torment; consequently they don’t live in the present moment; they live schizophrenically between their past and their future, just as we do on a proportionately smaller scale.

[5] This kind of thing illustrates what I mean when I say that the literary work is a focus of meditation. The weak spot of course is that it’s talking about,80 which, if our new gurus are right, doesn’t advance consciousness much. On the other hand, I’d hope that a number of these things might, besides being possible things to plunder for the Bible book (and vice versa, as things excluded from the Bible book might go into them), begin to take on a form and shape of their own which would outline something of what the verbal mandala is, and so become a work of liter-
ary art in its own right, and one of a (so far as I know) unique kind. In
short, another kind of secular scripture.

[6] Then again, such a book could become a repository for odd things
I’ve squirreled away in notebooks which are relevant to criticism but
could never be used in the more conventional contexts. A random exam-
ple would be: I once had an ambition to write a story about a woman
who joined the French Foreign Legion and whose sex was never discov-
ered because nobody gave a damn. That is, the tone shouldn’t get too
oracular, though naturally it’s a book where one would have to be extra
careful about what Margaret Avison used to call my cackles.

[7] Possible places to look for patterns of resonance: Valery’s Jeune
Parque, the Rilke Duinos—oh, hell, they’re everywhere. I’d assume that
normally the comment would include summarizing the essential point
about the work the passage appears in.

[8] Well, now I’ve got it down, it’s beginning to look like a familiar
scheme. How many of these points of resonance there should be I don’t
know: perhaps a hundred, perhaps thirty-two. Suppose we accept the
latter as a maximum. Well, the cardinal eight points would once again
be, or include, say Beowulf, the House of Fame, the Mutabilitie Cantoes,
the Tempest, Comus, Blake’s Milton, and two others not covered in the
Romantics book. Smaller compass points would include some of the
poems on my graduate course, such as Vaughan’s Regeneration, Mar-
vell’s Garden, Milton’s L’Allegro and Il Penseroso, and so on. In other
words, my old Tragicomedy notion.

[9] However, a book written con amore and not first of all given as lec-
tures could include French and German poems, where my illiteracy will
show up less.

[10] Re Milton: everything that isn’t Christian is of course demonic in
ultimate origin, hence Christ’s rejection of pagan culture is the hinge on
which all of Milton turns. But once Christ has rejected it, we can make a
division in it, and see a contrast between, say, the positive analogy of the
“Genius” in the Nativity Ode and the negative analogy of Moloch. In
this area of positive analogy, there is, first, an intellectual analogy, which
is what gave Aristotle so tremendous an authority; second, a rhetorical
analogy, which establishes the authority of Cicero; third, and most interesting, there’s an analogy of magic, contemplation and mysticism, which establishes the authority of (a) Plato, (b) the Neoplatonic tradition, (c) the hermetic writings, (d) Kabbalism. I don’t think Milton cared much about Kabbalism, but Il Penseroso and Comus between then absorb a hell of a lot of magic, contemplation, command of elemental spirits, ecstatic experience, and the like.

[11] My division between a philosophy of knowledge (St. Thomas, Hegel) and a philosophy of experience (Scotus, Marx) probably exists up to a point, but there’s a third kind of philosophy of contemplation running through Plato and the mystics (Dionysius, Eckhart) who have some kind of loose association with the Platonic tradition.

[12] There are three confrontations with society in the West: the confrontation of love, or the crucifixion of Christ; the confrontation of wisdom, or the death of Socrates; the confrontation of power, or the assassination of Caesar.
3
Music and the Visual Arts

Notebook 5: [Baroque and Classical Composers]

The first pages of this notebook contain Frye’s title page for Quiet Consummation: A Novel in Sonata Form, as well as the chapter contents—what he calls “Analysis”—for the novel. The notebook itself, however, has nothing related to the novel Frye planned to write, containing only the notes on music that are published here. The date of the notebook is uncertain. In a letter to Roy Daniells (July 1935) Frye reported that he had begun writing a novel “in sonata form,” so that 1935 is most likely the earliest date for the notes on music. The latest possible date is 1942, when Frye was writing the essay on William Byrd in Notebook 17; the later parts of that essay incorporate, sometimes verbatim, a good deal of material from Notebook 5. This is precisely the period when Frye was most interested in writing about music. As early as 1934 he was planning to do an Emmanuel College thesis on “The Development of the Christian Tradition in Music,” and during his last year at Emmanuel, 1936, he wrote an essay on “The Relation of Religion to the Art-Forms of Music and Drama.” Notebook 5 is in the NFF, 1991, box 22.

[1] I have a great theoretical respect for Mendelssohn. He was the only romantic who did anything serious with Bach’s great forms of oratorio and fugue, and the only one who contributed much to Bach’s instrument, the organ. But while I have a great theoretical respect for Mendelssohn I can’t stand any of his damned music, which is rather hard on my tendency to transcendentalize art-forms. He may be from that point of view the only connecting link between Bach and César Franck, but that doesn’t give him what they’ve got.
I’ve been trying to read him. The Fantasy, op. 28, I had read somewhere was his best piano work, but it’s an incredibly empty piece of music. It’s Moonlight Sonata in form: Andante, a vague tune punctuated with arpeggios which make a half-hearted attempt at development, a spineless allegro, and a dull presto with one jog-trotting but passable subject. Like Sullivan, he thought the diminished seventh was the lost chord.

The Preludes and Fugues, op. 35, are a little brighter, although the preludes are Song Without Word. The E minor fugue begins well but ends in a meaningless chorale. The F minor fugue has a pleasant jiggle in spite of a vulgar modulation to A flat.

Three Etudes, op. 104, would be quite effective for a pianist who could play them easily: the third, in A minor, is a graduate course in Mendelssohnian harmony, being a string of minor ninths instantly resolved as soon as they show their heads. It was Mendelssohn who had to dash downstairs to strike a tonic after a friend’s dominant seventh, surely. No: it’s only a minor sixth. Still, the result is better than most Mendelssohn. But I’m afraid nothing can be done about him, which disappoints me. I wonder what I’d think of the Rondo Capriccioso if it weren’t my stock piece at fourteen.

Schumann is a good man to have read through rather carefully, I think. There was a time when Schumann (whom I knew only by very early things) was my favorite composer, and in reading now his later stuff—op. 26 to the end—for the first time, I’m astonished how Schumannesque my childish dreams of enormous expansions of the sonata form into “epics” and “tetralogies” were: even the literary words are Schumannesque.

Of early Schumann, I don’t, now, much like the Papillons. Nor do I see a great deal in the Novelettes, having got the first off my chest and over the radio. I enjoy reading them, but I’d never want to do more than browse, except for the E major, perhaps. The Carnival I don’t like: I suppose the carnival was Schumann’s romantic development of the suite. That’s an important fact about op. 26, but hardly about op. 9 or the Papillons. Other Schumann I shall have to read again. But I can’t quite shake off the spell of the Symphonic Etudes, little as I ever want to learn them, and the Sonata in F# minor seems to me really great romantic music, pro-
lix Finale and all. Sometime, I hope, I shall play it well. It’s Beethovenish Schumann, that is, music in the grip of the great classical tradition that does move down from Mozart through most (?) of Beethoven, takes in some Schumann, chiefly this sonata, bits of Chopin, more than one might think of Schubert, straight to Wolf and Brahms and Franck. I’ll talk about his sonata again later.

[7] Much of this late Schumann is tripe—marches and other thumping things, endless sweetish melodies over triplets, but some comes off. The Fugues, op. 72, I like, perhaps because I’m a sucker for the Fugue form, but really, I think, because Schumann had some amazing ideas on harmony that come off better in a contrapuntal form. The first I think well worth working at and working out. The third has a subject strikingly similar to the posthumous Etude of Chopin in the same key (F minor); it was my favorite key when I felt the same way, which I almost learned on the strength of its being so romantic & Chopinesque a Weltschmerz, as Huneker said, I think.6 Schumann’s fuge has a far more organic development than Chopin’s Etude, of course, although it may be less interesting as a document of romanticism on that account. The Fughettos, op. 126, I don’t make so much of, but will look at them again.

[8] The Songs of the Dawn, op. 133, are the great discovery, though I should have known them before, as Langford plays them.7 They contain the most advanced harmonic experiments of their age, I should think, and emotionally they’re extremely powerful. In so much Schumann all we get is Florestan-thumpings and Eusebian melodies over triplets, and the Eusebius is usually only Mendelssohn anyhow, but in op. 133 Florestan really gets in to Eusebius’ hair and rips the Mendelssohnian sub-structure to pieces.8 The first one has

which implies that the “added notes” theory9 was underway. In the second Langford talks about the “wild cries” of the pounding tonic third in measures 15–16: he thinks Schumann’s mind was slipping a bit when he wrote these. Then there are the piercing sharp discords in the third: I’d like to compare the set with the last Scriabin preludes.
[9] Schumann seemed to like stringing episodes together on a central theme: the ground-form is the rondo, but the strict rondo demands a far more contrapuntal and less harmonic arrangement than Schumann’s and he has to expand the rondo partly by adding more episodes and partly by making some of the repetitions of the theme fragmentary. Thus the Novelette in F, op. 21, No. 1, is essentially an ABACA rondo with the middle A cut—well, the real form is AB (a pictorial, romantic, antithetical conception of an exposition), A fragmentary, C, BA (recapitulation reversing the themes in order to lead into a unified coda). The same form, expanded, underlies the Romance, op. 28 No. 3. A much looser treatment is in the Novelette in D, op. 21 No. 5. In the 8th Novelette the formula starts out ABAC, but a new main theme, with a trio of its own, replaces the original one and charges ahead with one of those express-train accelerandos that Schumann used also in the G minor Sonata, op. 22 and the Novelette in A, no. 6, ending in D when the piece started in F# minor. So in these novelettes and the third romance we have a loose episodic form with some rondo and some sonata qualities, remembering Schumann’s fondness for the even more episodic carnival form and the series of short pieces (which the three alleged “sonatas,” op. 118, are as much as op. 15 or op. 68). In op. 26 all three things combine. The opening movement starts out ABACA, then a D episode and A again, then some Moody and Sankey\textsuperscript{10} stuff which leads, with only a very slight hint of A, into another episode vaguely reminiscent of Beethoven’s trio, op. 31, no. 3. A finally comes back and then a “coda” begins with C over long pedal points, the vague hint of A mentioned comes in again and is expanded, and we close without any more A; yet there is apparently some strettoish summing up intended. There follows a very brief slow movement, a “scherzino” in 2/4 time, a greatly extended and very dull “intermezzo” and another express-train finale. Opening movement, scherzino and finale in the same key. In the F# minor sonata the intermezzo is also a separate movement, as also in Brahms op. 5, of course. (Brahms’ op. 4, incidentally, is very novelettish in form). But the Schumann intermezzi are not slow movements, and Brahms’ is. Op. 32 may be another shot at this sonata-suite-carnival cycle.


[11] I wonder how far Schumann was responsible for the *Etude* type of teaching piece. Before the book goes back, a lively Mendelssohnian canon in op. 118b.

[12] The St. John Passion strikes me as more reflective and less dramatic than the St. Matthew, turning more on chorales than on choruses. Some rather Beethovenish unsingable writing. The scourging recitativo and the Peter's denial one have some fine programme effects. The choppy contrapuntal choruses of “Crucify Him,” “Art thou not one of His disciples?”, etc., like the snapping and yelping of dogs. They got a venerable gray-haired lady to do the maidservant, which prevented one from getting the snippy bitchiness of the part.

[13] The Schubert sonatas are horribly dull, with here and there a bright moment—generally the scherzo or minuet. There isn’t a consistently successful slow movement except the one I played ten years ago from the A minor, and perhaps the C# minor one from the B♭. Schnabel played the B♭ when he was here, & had an extraordinary knack of binding the larger rhythms together, so that the sonata lost some of its ambling prolixity & really seemed to take on shape. But I wonder if even he could do this with any other sonata, even 78, where its slow movement is still hellish; 53 might be done. But why? It isn’t laziness that makes Schubert lapse: it’s a genuine failure of inspiration. He can think of an impressive opening, & as he can’t do anything with it he spends its whole movement impressively clearing his throat—vide that minor, op. I think 142. He can think of a voluptuous hymn-like tune, generally for a slow movement, & when it’s over he starts to write pure Czerny. He can think of a lively swinging theme for a finale, and keep on pounding at the same rhythm through pages of tripe till it gives up on the St. Vitus dance. He’s hard to play too, as he hasn’t any piano sense particularly. I’ve said somewhere else that it’s indecent exposure to play the whole of a Schubert sonata in public.

[14] If I were a professional pianist with no conscience (touch wood) I’d learn the easy & effective Grieg Sonata, op. 7. It’s grand Mendelssohn—Violin Concerto Mendelssohn.

[15] If I had such a thing as a favorite composer, it would be Haydn. I think it’s Haydn anyway. I’m going to write something on him someday.
More and more I find myself turning to Bach & Haydn, which means more & more away from Mozart. Mozart’s a skeptic & Haydn’s a Christian. Haydn has everything. He has all of Schubert’s ease of melody, but never sags or goes soupy the way Schubert does. He’s as witty as either Mozart or Scarlatti: I’ve just read through 37 minuets & 24 German dances, a grueling test for any composer & he says something pointed & epigrammatic practically every time. But he has more than wit: he has an amazing eloquence & range in his melodic line: he can be marvellously “singable” & yet swoop over everything from a soprano to a bass range: D major sonata in Book I with the lovely long Adagio. He may not be as profound a thinker generally as Mozart, but I think he’s a greater thinker in musical form than Mozart: he has a sense of organic unity about him & an originality of creative thought, still in musical form, Mozart hasn’t. Haydn develops a plot; Mozart works out a situation. But the plot really develops, that’s the point. He had much more influence over Beethoven than Mozart, I think, particularly in things like the Pathétique: only Beethoven is analytic & disruptive where Haydn is synthetic. He’s really almost more radiant than Beethoven for that reason. His trios are more fun to read on a piano than Mozart’s because they’re all piano & Mozart’s are balanced: Mozart’s are more expertly written, but it’s plot & situation again, & Haydn’s more fun. In things like the G major sonata, Book II, slow movement, his impersonality, gone serious, just drops you out of sight: he’s too wrapped up in pure music ever to be sad or cynical, like Mozart. He hits cold depths of ice Mozart doesn’t get down to because he doesn’t believe enough. Sometimes the coldness of pure Rococo, the winter-chill of our autumnal culture: slow movement of C major quartet, op. 59 No. 2 or something in the fifties: 55, I guess. But that doesn’t mean he’s an abstract music writer. Sometimes Bach is unplayable, either because, as in the Art of Fugue, he’s just writing absolute music, or because he’s gone beyond all reading or reproduction into pure thought, as in the C# minor of the WTC I [The Well-Tempered Clavier, book 1]. Sometimes Beethoven’s unplayable when he’s appealing to a wrench in the guts too physical for a performance to reach, as in the Coriolan or the 106. (That doesn’t necessarily mean greatness, any more than an unactable play is necessarily great because King Lear is unactable). But Haydn always has a powerful ease of reproduction: his music exists only for performance. His piano sonatas are in one idiom, his string quartets in another, etc. That’s why he’s the easiest of all composers to play: he thinks so purely
in terms of the genius of reproducing instruments. Hence he’s an amateur-family musician, and could do what the Bible could almost have done (not quite: its achievement is overrated) for amateur-family English prose style. He’s probably the only great composer who could have written a national anthem. But he’s got something ultimate in his time & Mozart & Beethoven & Goethe haven’t: there’s too much Goethe in Mozart and too much Beethoven in Goethe. Something of the rebirth of imagination: the thing Blake had. Haydn was no Bach and couldn’t do the Mass or Passion job to save his soul, if it had ever been in any danger, but the Creation does give the perfect Paradise-existence of the imaginative mind: the super-pastoral note. I daresay the Seasons is the same thing: I haven’t heard or read it, but winter is as pastoral an idea as summer. He’s been so grossly underrated for the same reason that Mozart used to be: a supreme genius of comedy, patted on the back for being amusing, like Dan Chaucer and gentle Shakespeare—the Papa Haydn approach. Chaucer, being ironical, is Mozartian; Haydn’s closer to the 13th c.

[16] There’s a lovely B♭ sonata in Beitkopf, 30, that I’d never take as Haydn’s which looks originally composed for a flute or something.

[17] I’m probably just nutty, but the 1st movement of the 6th Brandenburg Suite has something sinister about it to me, as though a race of superhuman Robots, cultivated but ruthless, were marching along at a terrific speed to wipe us out. Also in G minor fugue, WTC II [The Well Tempered Clavier, book 2], and somewhere else I’ve forgotten. (Opening movement of 3rd English Suite, Gm).

[18] Notice importance and uniqueness of children’s teaching pieces in music (uniqueness as compared with other arts). Music more philoprogenitive than most arts: Bach and his 20 at the head.

[19] Huneker, I remember, gloops about Chopin’s daring, exquisite delicacy in closing the Prelude in F major with a hint of a dominant seventh (he put in an Eb, which H. [Huneker] thinks may be a “happy misprint”), thus leaving the composition deliciously and enigmatically floating in the air, or something. The same effect is at the close of the Prelude to Purcell’s 8th Suite in F major, and Mozart’s Fugue in the B♭ suite. It’s funny how much credit the romantics get for their ideas.
[20] There is, owing to the abstract nature of musical material, a great deal of perfunctory rhythm-filling writing in music. The last two measures of a Bach fugue might be the same as those of a third-rate piece by nobody. Cf. the heroic couplet rhymer but I think art-forms are more quickly exhausted in music. I think there’s less of it in the 17th than in the 18th c., perhaps because the forms expand on the diatonic scale.

[21] MacDowell’s Sea Pieces: I wish we had a decent library so that I could read him. In them he has only one trick—the Iceberg comes off best and the 1620 is vulgar—but he might be cunning elsewhere.

[22] I think Bach is the great Protestant poet of the Pathos: not only two Passions, but even the B minor centres on the Kyrie and the Crucifixion. Milton and Bunyan are the Protestant poets of the Agon: Blake of the Anagnorisis. I wonder, if the Mass were analyzed from this point of view, what would happen. 1608–74; 1685–1750; 1757–1827.

[23] I may be cracked, and mustn’t arrive at premature conclusions, but I think I can exhaust and distinguish the styles of [William] Byrd, [John] Bull & [Orlando] Gibbons. Byrd is an intensely virile, straightforward composer: his rhythm is the most positive element in his style, and that has the slightly march-like swing of all good English music, even when written by a German like Handel or a Frenchified composer like Purcell. His forms are bare and intense: it’s his immediacy that makes him fond of sharply outlined pictures—he’s more interested in programme music than the other two and does more with the lilting folk tunes. Bull is dreamy, sensuous, atmospheric, and early Debussy, with lovely & expressive melodic lines weaving through his harmonies. Like Debussy, too, he has a sharp wit, as in the King’s Hunting Jigs. Gibbons is more Mozartian: he has great architectonic power & a much larger synthetic sense of form, and commands the full fortes in style of writing in a way which really puts him far ahead of Frescobaldi & his more conventional fugues: in fact, he’s the 16th c. at its ripest. To him, as to Mozart, music is a mystery to be explored by a clear mind. He’s a synthesis of Byrd’s classic & Bull’s romantic style.

[24] It’s funny how certain rhythms in music hit me: if I were a professional pianist I’d play a lot of Schumann & very little Mozart because I can get the romantic’s rhythm & I miss Mozart’s, though I know Mozart
to be the greater musician. Haydn I can get; Scarlatti I feel perfectly but there are subtleties in him I’d never get, though I’d know perfectly well what they were. Bach, on the other hand, I could really get down to business with: the French I miss. This rapport has everything to do with my personal rhythm, of course; and as that’s accidental, it isn’t part of my critical judgment of the music, except at the top level of Bach and Haydn.

[25] There’s an ascetic quality present in all art: Bach and Mozart present an objective pattern. Beethoven has a tendency to bully, though the Coriolan is the bully objectified. But the retired-colonel letter-to-the-Times Saturday-Evening-Post type of bullying that goes on slamming and banging all through the 7th Symphony makes it intolerable to me. Wagner and Tchaikovsky are far worse, but in degree rather than kind: it’s by no idle metaphor that we call them “sensational.”

[26] In any period of culture the resemblances between the arts and the differences are equally important because they illustrate the all-important fact that a single Zeitgeist connects a number of artists who have specialized along different lines. But to study a period too narrowly from this point of view, forgetting the essential differences of function among the various arts, has its own dangers. Laocoon is probably obsolete, but its thesis has a subordinate role. Primarily and essentially, the painting, music and literature of any given period are alike. Once we have understood this, and not before, we can go on to differentiate. In any age there may be a curious lapse of one of the arts, like painting in the Elizabethan period and music in the Victorian. Or an age may express its range and scope in one form, its intimacy in another and its bad taste in a third. As the best painting contemporary with Wagner’s cosmological music dramas, we find, not Michelangelesque apocalypses, but Cezanne painting apples. The best furniture and pottery produced in the same period is none too good. Similarly with the Elizabethan period. In their music they choose to reveal their intimate, domestic good taste, as they chose to reveal their vulgarity in their domestic architecture and furnishings.

[27] Hence we find in Elizabethan music no equivalents of Tamburlaine or Macbeth or The Duchess of Malfi: it is small in scope, limited in range, controlled in emotional impact. It is domestic and exquisite, and though sometimes dull, its good taste is consistent and it shows nothing of the gusty barbarity of King Cambyses’ vein or of Nashe. One can find
throughout the history of music much that has some spiritual affinity with it: Purcell, Scarlatti, Chopin at his best, Hugo Wolf. Having this quality of domestic intimacy, it has nothing whatever to do with the St. Matthew Passion or the Ninth Symphony or the Nibelungen Ring. This was the kind of thing the Elizabethans wanted to say in drama but not in music, just as Michelangelo stormed heaven in painting and carved cher- rystones in poetry. Shakespeare is often, and with great lack of judge- ment, compared to Beethoven, but there is nothing of the spirit of Beethoven in his musical contemporaries.

[28] Once we have understood the self-imposed limitations of Elizabe- than music and realized that its whole spirit is domestic and intimate, that it is Marvell but never Milton, Vermeer but never Tintoretto, Jane Austen but never Tolstoy, we shall accept it for what it is and not indulge in evolutionary reveries. Evolution was a theory of history and literature long before it got mixed up with biology; and even after it took Darwin’s name it remains a sloppy, illiterate and indefensible literary theory. We have dropped it in literature: we no longer say that poetry has “improved,” that Dryden found it brick and left it marble,19 or that Pope or Tennyson or anyone else represents centuries of “development.” We know now that poetry never improves; it only alters. But musical criti- cism, owing to the illiteracy of most musicians, has a way of lagging a century or two behind literary criticism, and while the general outlook of Lives of the Poets is dead, that of Johnson’s friend and contemporary Dr. Burney20 is still alive. Hence it is generally accepted that everything in Elizabethan music is a crude and unformed beginning of what later com- posers progressively improved on.

[29] The reason for this is essentially that music has followed the same developments as literature has done during the past 3 centuries. As we know, in literature there was a movement of conservative reform under Waller and Dryden which brought an idea of “correctness” into English literature unchallenged until the late 18th c. Even then the romantics were far less radical than their manifestoes would indicate: Donne’s sat- ires are as far removed from Keats as from Pope; Tennyson’s blank verse is more conservative than Webster’s. It is, in fact, not until our own day that we have finally got rid of the incubus of correctness and are begin- ning to apply more catholic and objective standards to Webster, Donne, or even Shakespeare.
The same thing is true of music. In music, as in literature, certain rules of correctness were elaborated during the 17th c. that were not shaken off until the time of Debussy and Scriabine, if then—oh, God, if you can’t write, summarize.

1. Elizabethan harmony has a less dogmatic sense of tonality. They disliked the augmented interval of the harmonic minor scale and used the natural form just as freely as the raised leading tone. Similarly the major scale with the flat seventh seemed to them as normal as the present major scale, that being the old Mixolydian mode in which so many folk-songs were cast. Their harmony therefore wavers: there is no sense of the urgency of making the leading note rise to the tonic: [Orlando] Gibbons lowers a G# to an F# in the key of A minor. False relation had no terrors for them either: Gibbons again has an alto G# followed on the next beat by a soprano G natural—in A minor too.

2. Their part writing was affected by this and by the fact that rules about consecutive fifths & octaves had not been invented. A passage like the penultimate bar of Byrd’s O Mistris Myne would have struck Purcell or Mendelssohn or Sullivan as simply wrong. Harmonizing the whole Walk the Woods so Wild tune on the chords of F and G would have struck them as barbaric—to us it has a daring radicalism. On the other hand we are never cloyed by endless thirds and sixths, though in Byrd’s Sellinger’s Round they are effective enough. Rules about never leaving out thirds or never doubling major ones do not exist for them: the first chord of the famous Byrd A minor Galliard.

3. The quality of their rhythm varies with the form. In dances they stick closely to eight-measure periodicity, but their elaborate counterpoint, their great fondness for syncopation, their heavy ornamentation, makes their rhythm more relaxed: nothing of the linear cumulative pounding ictus of Purcell or Handel. On the other hand, in the free fantasia a steady marching beat, especially in Gibbons, holds things together.

4. In form they are fondest of the variation: all their dances and songs follow a regular pattern of section (generally an 8–measure period), section variated, another section in the same rhythm, that section variated, and so on. Sometimes the sections are simply repeated.
Their counterpoint is full of canon and imitation, but their essays in pure counterpoint (fantasies) have no 3rd dimension, no echoes or repeats as in the more epigrammatic fugue. The stretoes of their fantasies are rhythmic only, not thematic. A well-written fugue could not have been longer: in the fantasia, the longer the better according to Morley.

[35] Occasionally one finds the statement in newspapers that John Bull became known as the typical Englishman because an Elizabethan composer of that name wrote *God Save the King*. The first part of this of course is nonsense: whether Bull wrote the National Anthem or not is another question. The tune, like the words, is 18th c. and comes from Henry Carey, but Carey was fond of copying out old tunes from Elizabethan composers, and among his papers was discovered a tune of Bull’s which bears some resemblance to the Anthem. This type of tune was a favorite of Bull’s anyway. Even those who know all about Arbuthnot are apt to be taken in by Bull’s name and keep talking about his work as bluff, hearty, jovial and rather obvious. Few critical approaches to Bull could go more wrong than that. Bull was the Debussy of his time, and his music has the same subtle, delicate, mysteriously ectoplasmic quality about it.

[36] The pavan, a slow dignified dance in 2/4 time (the name comes from *paon*, a peacock), was usually followed by a galliard, in 3/4 time. Sometimes the galliard was quicker than the pavan, but usually it was simply more elaborate, rather like the later sarabande. The relation of a 2/4 to a 3/4 dance is the germ of the suite form, though in the 17th c. the pavan and galliard were replaced by the allemande and courante. Both of these were known to the Elizabethans; the former, coming from Germany as its name indicates, being usually stepped up a bit faster than the Bach form of it is. The latter was generally called by the rather hybrid title of the “French Coranto,” and was generally pretty lively. The “jig” was any lively dance: only in the time of the Lawes did it acquire a regular 6/8 rhythm, and even then it was not contrapuntally treated nor was it a regular suite finale. The “brawl” or “branle” was also known, but it was much more dignified than the present association of the word would indicate and had nothing to do with the drunken brawl in which Marlowe was killed.

[37] The Elizabethans, like Chopin, occasionally used “Prelude” for a short instrumental piece even when no other music was expected to fol-
low. Other pieces in no set form were occasionally called “Toys”: other fanciful titles are usually names of songs.

[38] Bull’s Boeren Dans [Country Dance] is said to be the only Elizabethan set of variations that repeats the theme at the end.27

[39] Schubert set 3 Shakespeare songs, the third being “Come thou monarch of the vine” (A & C). In the Folio of MAN [Much Ado about Nothing] before Sigh No More the s.d. [stage direction] is “Enter Jackie Wilson” instead of “Enter Balthasar.”28 If this is the Dr. John Wilson who published a collection of Shakespeare songs by himself and Robert Johnson in 1660, then the setting of “Take O Take” which he claims is either not his or not the original, as he would be only a child then.

[40] [Henry] Purcell, Preface to Diocletian:29 “Musick & Poetry have ever been acknowledged sisters, and walking hand in hand, support each other. As poetry is the harmony of words, so musick is that of notes; and as poetry is a rise above prose and oratory so is musick the exaltation of poetry. Both may excel apart, but are most excellent when joined, for they appear like wit and beauty in the same person. Poetry and painting have arrived to perfection in our own country; musick is still in its non-age, a forward child which gives hope of what it may be in England when the masters of it shall find more encouragement. Being further from the sun, we are of later growth than our neighbour countries, and must be content to shake off our barbarity by degrees.”

[41] [William] Byrd:30 Lincoln,31 studied under Tallis, organist of Chapel Royal with him and shared a monopoly on printing and selling music granted by E. [Elizabeth] 1575.32 Pub. with him a collection of 5 & 6-part motets, 1575; pref. [prefatory] verses include Mulcaster. Recusant lists contain him, so he was doubtless R.C. [Roman Catholic]. Psalms, Sonets & Songs, 1588 (5 parts): these contain the “Reasons.”33 Contributed 2 madrigals (one the first Eng. one) to N. Yonge’s Musica Transalpina, 1588.34 Songs of sundrie natures (6 part), 1589. Fitzwilliam and Lady Neville.35 Complicated lawsuit with the Shelley family over an estate in Essex. Excommunicated in 1598, and reported from 1605 till 1612 as a recusant (his wife, evidently). Parthenia, 1600 (?).36 A lost Medulla Musicke, 1603, with Ferrabosco, apparently 40 settings each of Miserere, mentioned by Morley in his Introduction. Psalms, Songs & Sonets, 1611.
[Henry] Peacham Compleat Gentleman speaks of Byrd with great reverence ("our Phoenix"). Says he’s better in serious music. (He certainly hasn’t quite the gift of tune that Morley has, for instance). Three masses, for 3, 4, & 5 parts, two lost. Some prefatory verses to Blow’s Amphion Anglicus refer to the tradition that a canon of Byrd’s, probably Non Nobis Domine, is engraved in gold plate and in the Vatican.

[42] [John] Bull: Somerset, organist at Hereford, Chapel Royal, organist there in 1591. Mus. Doc. Oxon 1592 (delayed by puritans according to [Anthony] à Wood). First music lecturer in Gresham College: specially exempted from lecturing in Latin, which he didn’t know. Inaugural address disappeared, though (?) may have seen it. Travelled abroad leaving Thomas, Byrd’s son, at Gresham: the St. Omer story. France & Spain wanted him: Elizabeth ordered his return. Magnificent banquet given by Merchant Taylors to King & P Wales [Prince of Wales] 1606; Bull didn’t charge them as the musicians in the Great Hall did, so he got the MT [Merchant Taylors’] livery. Married 1606 so lost his Gresham post. Remained a favorite Court musician: asked to have some income of 40£ a year transferred to his son, refused, and left without license for Belgium—James wanted him extradited: probably a recusant. Organist at Antwerp & died there. Always Flemish in tendency: other English more Italianate. Instrumental MSS: virginal books at Buckingham Palace, Fitz [Fitzwilliam Museum], Royal College of Music: BM MSS.

[44] Squire (Shak’s. Eng.)\textsuperscript{46} says Reformation hit church music: that Byrd, Tye, Whyte, Tallis, Bull & Philips\textsuperscript{47} were R.C. [Roman Catholic] & wrote much of their best sacred music for the R.C. Mass. Hence the outburst of secular music. (Byrd’s only surviving Mass was pub. without a title page). The psalm-singing weavers of Falstaff\textsuperscript{48} replaced Palestrinism. Itinerant players and musicians abroad (Denmark 1586: cf. Hamlet). Universal noble patronage, except for Chapel Royal & big cathedrals. Shak. completely ignores the Nuove Musicke. Homophony is alone suitable to musical drama: replaced by song in England, which developed the “ayre.” Hence the ballad-opera was what took root in England, & spread from there to Germany through the itinerants. One named Brade settled at Halle,\textsuperscript{49} where his daughter married the teacher of Handel’s father. Dowland was another, and of course [Peter] Philips.

[45]\textsuperscript{50} Tetzel remarked on the excellence of the children of the Chapel Royal in E4’s [Edward IV’s] reign. Drake took a co. of inst.ists [company of instrumentalists] on his great voyage to astonish the natives. No public concerts until end of 17th c. Waits in villages; musicians in taverns; cisterns in barber shops.

[46] Song the formal basis of music: evolution of the varied dance from the strophe. A conservation reform in favor of words corresponding to Surrey took place around the time of Erasmus, who satirizes the florid 15th c. style. Crammer recommended one note to a syllable. This reformed school ends with Byrd’s Song books of 1588–9: by that time the madrigal was popular, and he had managed hymns with inst.l accomp. [instrumental accompaniment] as a capella madrigals. Madrigal a Flemish-in-Italy development of sophisticated non-strophic song: compromise between Flemish ctp. [counterpoint] & homophonic part-song. Petrarchan tradition. Imitative harmony, replacing the medieval sensuous harmony: this is an axiom in Morley. Many ayres were four-part with the tunes on top, other 3 lute. For the literary prejudice against the madrigal cf. Castiglione, 101,\textsuperscript{51} & Campion’s Preface to his Book of Ayres, 1601: climax in the Florentine reform ([Vioncenzo] Galilei, Dialogue of Old and New Music), English ayre of Dowland & J. Daniel a development of Byrd’s solo song, occasionally later approximating Caccini. This man (Bruce Pattison) says Weelke’s & Dowland’s experiments in harmony lead to homophony/dissonant counterpoint. Madrigals out
by 1620: air became more declamatory under Caccini-Monteverdi, an English transmitter being Coperario. His pupils were the Lawes. Earlier musicians often buggered verses to make them strophically equal.

[47] Morley’s pretty little dialogue between Philomathes & Polymathes in his *Plaine & Easie Introduction to Practicall Musicke*, with its story of how shamefaced the former was when he couldn’t sing a madrigal part at sight, is often absurdly over-emphasized. Morley is advertising music, showing how popular you’ll be if you learn it. In Walton’s *Compleat Angler* the hunter is converted by Piscator to fishing, but we should hardly infer that around the middle of the 17th c. Englishmen tended to give up hunting for fishing. Yet on the Morley passage has been based a general idea that if you had a five-part madrigal & were short a tenor all you’d have to do would be to open the window and shout for one. Pepys, incidentally, studied Morley an hour & called it “a very good but unmethodical book[“] (10–3–67).

[48] Pepys, Diary, 15–9–67, “[I am] more and more confirmed that singing with many voices is not singing but a sort of instrumental music, the sense of the words being lost by not being heard, and especially as they set them with Fugues of words, one after another, whereas singing popularly, I think, should be but with one or two voices and the counterpoint.” Burney, Gen. Hist. Mus., iii, 131: “There is more nerve, more science & fire in the worst of Handel’s choruses than in the greatest efforts of these old madrigalists.”

[49] English have always preferred vocal music: instrumental developments of 18–19th c. left them behind. Madrigal fad stimulated by Yonges’s *Musica Transalpina*, last about 25 yrs. [Thomas] Morley first used the word in 1594. Morley quoted a passage from Dunstable as the work of a dunce because it set phrases of enormous length to one syllable. Madrigals have broken words, no instruments, no predominant tune, no attempt to follow the rhythm of the words, only meaning. Milton’s sonnets to Lawes really an attack on the madrigal. Some airs to be sung a cappella: sometimes lute & harmony settings of the same ayre don’t coincide. Morley attacks the practice, apparently of modulation, more obviously of ending on a different key from the beginning. But Byrd does it: likely musical like literary theory was more conservative than practice, though Morley was unusually diatonic. Madrigal transitional
between mode & scale, between plain-song & recurring dance-rhythm.61

[50] Secular vocal music pitch probably about that of now: of church music (because of organs) a tone higher than ours, virginal a minor third lower.62 Then what about compositions intended for either organ or virginal? That would imply that their keys actually ranged, not from C & Am to about D & Gm but from A & F#m to about B, and, say, C#m. Lute could be tuned to any pitch: virginal never used for accompanying voice. That’s interesting in view of Morley’s ideas about key-color and his proscribing of transposition.

[51] Madrigals printed only in part-books: ayres printed in one book with Cantus and lute-tabulature together, the former being barred because the latter was. Many described as apt for viols or voices.63 In the former merely syllabic notes were generally tied. This was after 1597 (Dowland’s first book).

[52] The Byrd-Tallis, East, & Morley monopolies64 worked fairly well: there are few misprints in the early editions. Byrd’s says his own dissonances are not to be passed off as misprints (Epistle to the Reader, 1588): “In expressing of these songs either by voices or Instruments, if ther happen to be any jarre or dissonance, blame not the Printer, who (I doe assure thee) through his great paines and dilligence doth heere deliver to thee a perfect and true Coppie.”65 Byrd was talking about his own printing of his own music.

[53] When rhythm changes from 4/4 to 3/2 the minim of the latter = crochet of former. Key signatures only either none or one flat, & occasionally two flats: no sharps. Fellowes finally, bless his heart, coughs up some dope on the modes.66 If the piece has no flat in the signature, look at the last bass note and that will give you the mode. A = Aeolian (minor scale), B = Locrian (theoretically: it’s never used), C = Ionian (major scale), D = Dorian, E = Phrygian, F = Lydian, G = Mixolydian. That’s if the melody is authentic: if it’s plagal then prefix hypo to the mode. If there is a flat, transpose a fourth down or fifth up (G with a flat = D without one); if two, tr. [transpose] a tone up. Hence many key signatures until the 18th c. were a flat or a sharp short. Modulation & equal temperament go together. Some experiments in both of the Bull hexachord fantasia. Cacophony of major & minor third clashes softened in singing by sharpening former & flattening later. Accidentals more freely written in than
in the *musica ficta* days: then, for instance, one to indicate a final major triad was the “sign of the ass.”

[54] Madrigals had only one stanza ballets, through their greater dance-regularity, sometimes had more. Long poems not sung through: in a madrigal of Byrd’s there are two parts & nine verses.

[55] Morley attacks false quantity in setting words, in words anticipating Milton on Lawes (Milton hadn’t much sympathy with the madrigal his father dealt with). Also Morley attacks consecutive fifths & says you wouldn’t find any in the best composers, including Byrd. You do, though. Many liberties in part-writing, Burney, on the assumption that madrigals were regularly barred, says a lot about false accent. Farnaby especially liked fifths.

[56] Fa-las no part of original lyric. Enormous freedom in treating words, especially Morley, who in one about a piper & his audience gives a piper remark to the tenor and audience comments to the other three.

[57] Gap of 20 years in Byrd’s output, during which a certain “Byrd alias Bome” turns up in Henslowe. One madrigal (Amaryllis) alternates 3/2 and 6/4 time, like the later courante. Clashed major & minor thirds, used minor third with suspended fourth while resolving to a major third (a mixolydian trick), used dominant seventh as a free passing note in a cadence (another): Wilbye never used this particular last trick.

[58] A madrigal to Slow Slow Fresh Font was composed by one Henry Youll. John Milton Sr. contributed to *The Triumphs of Oriana*. Martin Peerson’s *Motets or Grave Chamber Musique*, etc. 1630 is set entirely to words from Fulke Greville’s *Caelica* except for a concluding elegy on him. Obviously a memorial volume. Ford’s *Music of Sundry Kinds*, 1607, has some instrumental pieces with lively titles: he doesn’t say what instrument.


Madrigal: its freedom & imitative harmony: Campion’s attack.
New stylizing: a. the lutenist school and the poets.  
  b. Italian developments in recitative & their effect on England.

[60] Characteristics of homophonic reform:  
  a. settled scale tonality evolving from four modes.  
  b. idea of harmony supporting melody.  
  c. regularizing of rhythmic beat.

Problem of keyboard style one of recurrent rhythm and form.  
The instruments available and their relation to the pianoforte.  
The strophe (dance or song) and the varied strophe. Figuration and ornament. (Connection I).  
Thematic variety of the contrapuntal fantasies. Grounds and Canti Fermi. (Connection II).  
Relation to later passacaglia, chaconne, fugue, variation and ground forms.  
Importance of dance in steadying rhythm. (Connection IV).

[62] Characteristics of Byrd’s music:  
Modal tonality and dissonance: Byrd’s fondness for it.  
Irregular barring, syncopation, variant rhythms even in dance.  
A major English composer for the amateur musician with more and more to say to the modern world. Art may swell but it doesn’t improve.

[63] Opera fights have an important part of play in musical history. C2 [Charles II] came to prefer the Frenchman Grabut to Purcell. Pepys says (Oct. 1/67) “I never was so little pleased with a concert of musick in my life. The manner of setting words and repeating them out of order, and that with a number of voices, makes me sick, the whole design of vocal musick being lost by it. Here was a great press of people; but I did not see many pleased with it, only the instrumental musick he had brought by practice to play very just.” A typically 17th c. English reaction. Grabut set Dryden’s Albion & Albanius to music in 1685: it flopped & the English
school triumphed. This is the background of the Beggar’s Opera. Cf. Aug. 12/67 and Spectator 29.83

[64] Pepys, Dec. 10/67: “Met Mr. Hingston, the organist (pupil of Orlando Gibbons), walking, & I walked with him; and, asking him many questions, I do find that he can no more give an intelligible answer to a man that is not a past master in his art, than another man. And this confirms me that it is only the want of an imperious man that is master in musick, to bring musick to a certainty, and ease in composition.” Cf. Purcell’s Preface.

[65] For music as an internal erotic dance[.] Cf. Pepys, Feb. 27/68, and More, Utopia.84

Notebook 17: William Byrd

In his 1942 Diary, Frye says that he is writing an essay on William Byrd: what follows is quite likely an original version of that essay. It appears in a notebook that includes also a series of (1) Italian phrases; (2) an outline of the major periods of the English language (probably Frye’s notes for one of his Oxford examinations); (3) the draft of the travelogue that dates from the Fryes’ 1939 trip to Italy, which was published as “Two Italian Sketches. 1939,” published in Acta Victoriana, 67 (October 1942), 13–14, 23. Because this is the draft of an essay, the paragraphs in the original are continuous rather than being discrete and separated by spaces, as in the other notebooks. For convenient reference, however, they have been numbered in the present version. The closer it arrives to its actual subject, William Byrd, in part II, the more the essay begins incorporating material from Notebook 17. Notebook 17 is located in the NFF, 1991, box 24.

William Byrd

[1] The development of English music has followed the general outlines of English literature. In particular, its fate seems to be bound in a curious way to that of the drama. When we have great drama, as in the Elizabethan period, we have great music; when we have very good drama, as in the time of Dryden & Congreve, we have very good music; when we have the attractive drama of Goldsmith & Sheridan we have the attractive music of Boyce & Arne; when drama disappears in the 19th c. music disappears with it: when we have the portentous talky plays of Shaw
and Galsworthy, we have the portentous talky music of Elgar & the Parry school. As both music & dramas are ensemble performances for audiences, it seems reasonable to assume that they develop in an age of social cohesion & go down in an era of individualism.

[2] In English criticism, however, music has not been so fortunate. Back in the 18th c. criticism held in the main to an evolutionary conception of poetry. Dryden found poetry brick & left it marble; Pope carried his improvements to perfection; had Shakespeare & Milton lived in the later age they would have given up their comparatively crude blank verse & turned to polishing couplets. Before the great Waller-Denham reform, nothing is assured or correct: one cannot accept the Spenserian stanza or the Donne heroic couplets as great poetry, & if we go further back we are at once in the night of the barbaric dark ages, illuminated only by the bumpy rhythms & dubious taste of Chaucer.

[3] It is no longer possible to accept any of this evolutionary interpretation of literature. We know now that art never improves, but only alters, & that all genuine artists, whatever their age, always get things right the first time. But we know this largely because, even as the Lives of the Poets was being written, the romantic movement, which exploded the absurdity of art’s evolutionary theory into atoms, was well underway. There never was a romantic movement in English music, however, and even during the evolutionary phase musical criticism was much more confident & even insolent than its literary contemporary, & though in Elizabethan times many humanist highbrows talked nonsense about the barbarity & ignorance of the Middle Ages, few of their literary critics went as far as Morley, who quoted a passage from one of the greatest medieval composers, John Dunstable, as the work of a dunce, suggesting that the name of this composer may account for one or two per cent. of the etymology of “dunce.” In Dryden’s time the Elizabethans themselves were out of fashion, but no literary critic of the Restoration, with the possible exception of Rymer, sounds as cocksure as Purcell, who says in his Preface to Diocletian Q. And however inadequate Johnson may be in dealing with any poet earlier than Cowley, he has nothing to match the statement in his friend & contemporary Burney that Q.

[4] Partly owing to the fact that the average professional musician is an illiterate jackass, this embryonic theory of all music up to the 18th c. still fills musical textbooks. Elizabethan music is, it is true, domestic, intimate
& restricted in scope. It has nothing in King Cambyses' vein, & it supplies no counterpart to Tamburlaine or Macbeth or The Duchess of Malfi. Hence, because a Beethoven symphony lasts much longer & makes far more noise than a Byrd mass, the latter is supposed to be the first faint flush of a dawn of which the former is the high noon. This is an evolutionary theory which makes the dinosaur the pinnacle of development. Hence for everything Byrd did he must be patted on the head & told that he "anticipated" somebody. If we find cross-rhythms & two against three in him, he anticipates Brahms. If he varies a tune by beginning on the second phrase, he anticipates Dorrock, which is like saying that the Jew of Malta anticipates Simon Legree. For myself, I propose to throw all this "anticipation" rubbish away & proceed along different lines.

[5] Students of literature will remember that, after the ME [Middle English] pentameter line had been established by Chaucer, changes in the language caused a good deal of metrical uncertainty until Surrey, in the 16th c., established a new & much heavier one, which lasted until the time of Waller. A similar conservative reform took place in music. The tradition of medieval counterpoint was steadily growing more & more elaborate until about 1500, when it was decided on all hands that something had to be done. The greater part of medieval music was of course vocal church music, & when the contrapuntal pattern got so involved that a simple syllable would be set to forty or fifty notes, it was felt that the composer was having too much fun & was not paying sufficient respect to the words. Clergymen also objected to the practice of introducing popular tunes, sometimes with originally ribald words, into the service. Musicologists have painted lurid pictures of church choirs suddenly bursting into the 15th c. equivalent of the Flatfoot Floogie, though as a matter of fact the tune would be so smothered in counterpoint that only one or two exceptionally musical people would hear the joke. In any case the abuse was considered important enough to be taken up by the Council of Trent, which toyed with the idea of dispensing with church music altogether. The cause of the latter was saved by the great Palestrina, who took advantage of the death of an otherwise unimportant Pope, Marcellus II, to write a mass demonstrating that church music could be reverent & appropriate. Protestants took a similar view. Luther, who had great musical taste & intelligence, codified & organized German hymnody & founded the magnificent German choral tradition which made the music of Bach & Handel possible. Cranmer in England also helped to simplify church music, prescribing an approxi-
mate scale of one note to a syllable. The Puritans, of course, restricted music still further to psalm chants, & polemics against church music were among their more frequent devotional exercises. When we get as far left as the Quakers & Anabaptists we have comparative peace & quiet.

[6] Now the reason for this exuberance of late medieval music was largely the result of an impulse not yet fully articulate, to develop new musical media. There was a good deal of instrumental music in the Middle Ages, of course, but its style was not radically different from the contemporary vocal style. In the 16th c. the conventionalizing of church music precipitated the lush and sensuous contrapuntal arabesques of the 15th c. English & Flemish schools in more suitable secular forms. There were two chief results of this in English music. One was the brilliant but necessarily transient experiment of the madrigal; the other was the development of a distinctive style of instrumental music.

[7] The Elizabethan madrigal was, like the Elizabethan sonnet, a passing fashion. Of Italian origin, it appeared quite suddenly in 1588 & disappeared: quite as suddenly, around 1610. Its affinity with the instrumental style was frequently remarked, & as the main traditions of English music are vocal, was always thought of as an exotic interruption. Its possibilities, being exploited intensively by a large number of brilliant musicians, were very quickly exhausted & were never successfully revived. It was a byproduct of the development of instrumental music, & once the latter had become firmly established there was no more place for it. Its reign was as brief as it was splendid, & it is unwise to regard it as the supreme symbol of Elizabethan musical culture. Our nominal subject of discussion, William Byrd, was not an important madrigal composer: he wrote many fine ones but most of his energy in secular music went into instrumental composition, in spite of his own declared preference for vocal forms. And that fact is a tribute to his musical insight.

[8] The madrigal is a contrapuntal vocal form in which the musical pattern is all-important & the words are an unnecessary evil. The poets have always hated it because of what it does to their words. [Give e.g. from Morley]. It is often quite impossible to reconstruct the original lyric: it is chopped & broken up by the different voices, the words are endlessly repeated & very frequently altered, & if a composer runs out of words & does not feel like stopping he can go on indefinitely with fa-la
or Oriane. If the poet dislikes this treatment, he may find on the title page the note “apt for voices or viols,” indicating that there is no real need to use him at all.\[9\]

[9] By the time the English had adopted the Italian fashion of madrigal-writing the Italians had gone on to something else. About 1600, in Florence, musicians began to consider the possibility of musical drama based on Classical models. This required a new technique of song-writing & developed the dramatic recitative and aria. It also led to a complete revolution in the whole attitude of Europe to music, but we shall have to leave that for a bit: all we need say just now is that this *nuove musicke*,\[92\] as it was called, gave great prominence to a single melodic line, and kept other parts strictly subordinated as accompaniment to them. A parallel development was going on in England at the same time. As the vogue of the madrigal wore off, some composers who felt that it was too intellectualized a form developed a variant of it known as the air. In the air one part, usually the soprano, or cantus as it was then called, carries a single melodic line, & the other three parts support it. The principles of its construction are not unlike those of the modern hymn. Sometimes instead of vocal accompaniment the air has instrumental accompaniment, as in the modern art song, the instrument being invariably the lute. Some airs are even found with alternative lute & voice settings which do not coincide. Most of the great madrigal composers also wrote airs, but a definite preference for the air did not come until the time of Campion & Dowland, who were poets in their own right. In his Preface to his Book of Airs Campion says Q.\[93\]

[10] This tendency away from the strict contrapuntal form of madrigal was, of course, greatly hastened with the arrival in England of the ideas of the *nuove musicke*. A composer named Cooper, who lived so long in Italy that he changed his name to Copererio, the first of a long line who did that, returned to England to become the teacher of the brothers Lawes.\[94\] Of these, Henry became the Waller of English music: under him the rigorous conventions of the *nuove musicke* became permanently established in England. Milton’s sonnet to him calls him the first really satisfactory musician for poets: “Thou honorest verse,” he says.\[95\] He goes so far as to claim that Lawes was the first to avoid false quantity in setting words, which is of course stark nonsense.\[96\] False quantity, that is, the prolonging of such sounds as the vowel in “pretty” or the opening of
the hymn “Abide with Me,” is inherently attacked in Morley’s book, & no madrigal or motet writer ever practiced it. But the assertion is interesting as showing how far English musical taste had departed from the madrigal. Milton’s father of course was of that school & had contributed a 5-part madrigal to Morley’s great collection in honour of Elizabeth, known as “The Triumph of Oriana.” In Milton’s Ad Patrem there is a slight touch of irony in his reference to the complexity of his father’s music to which no translation does justice Q. Edward Phillips is even more outspoken Q.

[11] If even Milton was so anti-Elizabethan in his musical tastes, we should hardly expect the Restoration to be less so. The 17th c. preference in vocal music for a single melodic line & a subordinated accompaniment was very clearly expressed by Pepys, who also confirms our point about the affinity of madrigal & instrumental styles Q. At this time the leading musician in England was a Frenchman named Lewis Grabut, whose style was of the type Pepys complained of. Two weeks later Pepys says of a Grabut concert Q. Pepys’ opinions on music are those of an intelligent & well informed amateur, & he was obviously worried by the decline of music in his time, which he tended to ascribe to the lack of a systematic tradition or method of composition. He says, for instance Q. He seems to have had some thoughts of writing one himself, having consulted Morley & Descartes to little purpose. In a few years, however, Blow & Purcell came on the scene, & in them the English preference for clear melodic outlines found full expression. Grabut held his ground until 1620, when the ignominious failure of his setting of Dryden’s Albion & Albanius ended whatever chance there might have been of establishing a school of vocal polyphony in England.

II

[12] William Byrd was probably born about 1540 & seems to have come from Lincoln, where he was organist. He was probably already a mature musician when he came to London to study under the great Thomas Tallis. Tallis was the composer of the Tallis’s Ordinal & Tallis’s Canon of our Hymn Books. He also wrote the only 40-part motet that has actually survived, though there are several legends of others {tell Bull story & cf. Phillips q.}. It was sung in Toronto by the Mendelssohn Choir a few years ago. Byrd became Tallis’s assistant as organist of the Chapel Royal
& the two were granted a monopoly of printing & selling music by Eliz-
abeth in 1575, a monopoly later transferred to Morley. In that year
they produced a collection of 5 & 6-part motets: the prefatory verses
include some by Mulcaster, Spenser’s teacher. Psalms, Sonets & Songs,
which contains his famous “Reasons for persuading everyone to learn to
sing,” appeared in 1588. In that year the vogue of the madrigal was
begun by Nicholas Yonge’s collection of Italian madrigals called Musica
Transalpina, to which Byrd contributed two, one the first madrigal in
English. His Songs of Sundrie Natures, 6-part, appeared in 1589. Then he
produced nothing for twenty years, during which a certain “Byrd alias
Borne” turns up in Henslowe’s Diary. In 1611 there appeared Psalms,
Songs, & Sonnets (the 1588 title in a different order) & in the same year
he collaborated with Bull & Gibbon in Parthenia, “the first music ever
printed for virginals.” The word is a pun on virgin. Like Shakespeare,
he made something of a hobby of lawsuits, and he had an endless dis-
pute with the Shelley family over an estate in Essex granted him by
James I. About the only helpful fact for biographers is that he remained
an R.C. [Roman Catholic] all his life. He was excommunicated in 1598,
and his name turns up regularly in recusant lists between 1605 and 1612.
Musicians are usually a conceited and envious lot, but no literary figure
was ever accorded the unquestioning supremacy that Byrd had in music.
In spite of his adherence to an unpopular religion, there is no slighting or
dulling reference to him and no record of any scrape or setback to his
career corresponding to Bull’s flight to Flanders. On the other hand,
his title of “Father of Music” is even added to his name in the chapel
Royal account book which records his death, and Peacham, in the Com-
plete Gentlemen, refers to him as “our Phoenix,” a title usually reserved
for Sir Philip Sidney or Q.E [Queen Elizabeth].

[13] Most Elizabethan music was dependent on private patronage, and
therefore much of it would be in a manuscript, not of course an auto-
graph but the work of a professional musical scribe, and the possession
of the composer’s patron. Byrd’s music for virginal is preserved for the
most part in two of these MSS. One was a musical commonplace book
assembled by some unknown benefactor and containing, besides Byrd,
Weelkes, Giles Farnaby, Bull & others. It is now in Cambridge, and
is known as the Fitzwilliam Book. Another MS of 44 compositions, all by
Byrd, belonged to his patron the Lady Neville. In addition he wrote 3
unwanted masses for the R.C. [Roman Catholic] service, etc. There is
therefore nothing very mysterious about the alleged 20 year period of silence.

[Modal Harmony in Music]

This set of notes is from the NFF, 1991, box 34, file 5. It has an obvious close connection with Notebooks 5 and 17, though here Frye is using, with one exception (see paragraph 4), a source of information other than Fellowes’s The English Madrigal Composers, his source for information about modes in paragraph 53 of Notebook 5, above.

1. All music between 1600 and 1900, or practically all, is written in either a major or a minor key. The major key is founded on the major scale (C to C on the white notes); the minor on the minor scale (A to A on the white notes: natural form: the harmonic and melodic forms are ignored just now). These, however, are only two of seven possible scales which can be reproduced by mechanical modern instruments like the piano and which fit the equal temperament method of breaking the octave into twelve theoretically equal parts. There seems to be no physical reason why other scales should not be used. The chromatic and whole-tone scales are of course only mathematical formulae; they are dead things and do not provide any real sense of tonality.

2. In the sixteenth century much greater freedom of tonality was available. The major and minor modes were then called Ionian and Aeolian respectively, but four others were used. Arranged in order of sharpness, they are: Lydian (F to F on white notes: present major with raised fourth); Ionian (C to C: present major); Mixolydian (G to G: present major with lowered seventh); Dorian (D to D: present natural minor with raised sixth); Aeolian (A to A: present minor); Phrygian (E to E: present natural minor with lowered seventh). A seventh mode, the Locrian, B to B or Phrygian with lowered fifth, had probably only a theoretical existence. These four additional modes, like the two we now have, ended on the tonic chord. Thus, if all modes were impartially used today, a piece ending on G would have a key signature of two sharps in the Lydian modes, one in the major, none in Mixolydian, one flat in Dorian, two in minor, three in Phrygian. Or a piece with a key signature of one sharp could be C Lydian, G major, D Mixolydian, A Dorian, E minor, or B Phrygian.
3. These modes have Greek names but are neither the Greek modes (which apparently depended on pitch) nor the medieval ecclesiastical ones of any system. This makes for some confusion in literary allusion: Milton’s references to Dorian and Lydian modes are Classical, not musical. The characters assigned them by Plato are therefore irrelevant: the Lydian is bright animated major, the Mixolydian sententious and dreamy major, the Dorian solemn and powerful minor, the Phrygian melancholy and brooding minor.

4. The use of six modes adds great fluency to the harmonic pattern. Byrd says in a preface to a book of his own madrigals printed by himself that the discords are intended and are not misprints. Some of these discords are “false relation” clashes, explained by Fellowes¹¹³ as a simultaneous employment of major and minor thirds. Most of the clashes however are of sevenths rather than thirds. Key-relationship in Elizabethan music was parallel rather than relative, and a piece in G Mixolydian would alternate continuously between the Mixolydian F natural and the major F sharp. The latter naturally rises to the tonic; the natural tendency of the former is to fall, and not only to fall but to slide into the subdominant. This duplicates the clash of flat and sharp sevenths in the alternation between natural minor and parallel major, which is the source of the later harmonic minor. But the Elizabethans had nothing of our feeling of the resolving of a seventh into a tonic as a matter of great aural urgency. Often a piece in a major key will end on the Mixolydian cadence.

5. The Elizabethans had as key-signatures either none, one flat or, rarely, two flats. Hence a piece in G major would have only the Mixolydian open signature, and a piece in C minor would have only the Dorian one. This latter practice survived into the eighteenth century and may be found in Scarlatti.

6. With the rise of harmony the Lydian and Mixolydian modes fell in with the major as part of its dominant-seventh equipment. They had in any case the same final chord. The Dorian and Phrygian fell in with the minor: the former approximates very closely to the ascending melodic minor, and both, again, had the same final chord as the minor.

7. The immensely increased range that modal harmony affords to music makes it incredible that it did not play a more active role in the art
between 1600 and 1900 than is generally assigned to it. There are explicit examples of course: the Lydian movement in Beethoven’s op. 132 quartet; the Dorian movement in Brahms’ fourth symphony. But it would be interesting to examine the subject further, particularly in modern music. Recently I was reading through a volume of piano pieces by Sibelius, and came across one in a set of pieces with names of trees, I think op. 85, in G sharp minor with a four-sharp key signature and a flat supertonic throughout—in other words in G sharp Phrygian. Debussy’s Hommage à Rameau, also in G sharp minor, has the E sharped through the last half-dozen bars, and so ends in G sharp Dorian. Chopin’s Prelude in F major, op. 28 no. 23, has a Mixolydian cadence, a fact which draws squeals of ecstasy from Huneker, who presumably never read Byrd, who did the same thing in every tenth piece he wrote.

8. Investigation would perhaps show that vigorous major music, like Beethoven’s, has a tendency to rise into Lydian; sentimental major music, like Mendelssohn’s, a tendency to sink into Mixolydian. And that vigorous minor music, like Bach’s, is apt to become Dorian and sentimental minor, like Chopin’s, Phrygian.

**Hart House Quartet**

*This review was published in Saturday Night, 7 December 1935: 23.*

The reorganized Hart House Quartet opened its Toronto season in Hart House Theatre on November 30, playing the Mozart D Minor (K. 421), the Beethoven E Minor (Op. 59, No. 2), and the “Moods” of Mr. Warner. Of these the Beethoven provided the most satisfactory playing of the evening. The Rasoumovsky Quartets are typical middle-period Beethoven: they represent the composer passing over from the consolidation of his earlier work to the complete subjective conquest of form he attempted later on, and the first and last movements particularly show a continuous straining and stretching into larger rhythmical units. At times they are hammered into a rather thin texture, and it is possible to make too much of the sometimes barren and long-winded transitions between themes. In any case there seemed a slight disorganization about these movements, less noticeable in the lovely lilting Adagio and the graceful Allegretto, with its Russian folk-tune neatly tucked in as a compliment to Beethoven’s patron, which was perhaps the most successful
part of the program. The Mozart, by contrast, seemed to be played rather from Beethoven’s point of view; one might be inclined to raise an eyebrow at the romantic fervor supercharged on the Trio and some of the variations in the Finale. Nor were the dramatic pauses in the slow movement quite so impressive as they might have been, and it was only in the first movement that one caught the real clarity and grace of a Hart House Quartet performance of Mozart. Mr. Warner’s pleasantly innocuous “Moods” gave us a light and witty interlude; this composer seems to be, like Sullivan, most successful when least serious. The parody of the improvising organist in the “Devotional” mood and the impassioned recitatives in the “Conceited” one were extremely amusing.

It is unnecessary to dwell on the completely satisfying balance and even distribution of the tone sustained throughout. As the season advances, we may expect an increased fluency and spontaneity, less self-conscious accuracy, less sense of a metronome beat; in short, a season with a quartet well-known as one of the finest on the continent.

Bach Recital

This review was published in Saturday Night, 30 November 1935: 8.

Mr. Guerrero has done so much of the really satisfactory piano-playing in Toronto that his performance of the Bach Inventions at the Malloney Art Galleries on the evening of November 23rd was as much his duty as the pleasure of the audience. For there is no more critical touchstone of sound musicianship than the Inventions, and because it would be arrogance in so many to attempt a task as concentrated and exacting as the playing of them, it becomes all the more necessary for Mr. Guerrero to do it. A program without the compromises of the concert hall, one in which every note has an intrinsic meaning and importance, and in which every phrase must be finely drawn to avoid a blemish on the entire performance, is a rare event, perhaps not unfortunately. Bad playing of the Inventions ranges from the Scylla of a meaningless soprano aria with a rumble beneath it, to a Charybdis in which the emphasis given to each repetition of the motive results in a general crescendo finishing in a thunderous roar. Good playing gives us Bach’s own range, from the lightness and piquancy of the Two-Part E major and B minor to the startling emotional power in the almost unplayable Three-Part F minor and the elaborate beauty of the Three-Part E flat. Mr. Guerrero gave us the latter range.
The reading of the ornaments was careful and authoritative. It may be possible, the instrument used being a piano, and Bach not being a Frenchman, that the rhythmic outlines of some of the pieces would emerge more clearly if there were fewer: one thinks particularly of the Three-Part F minor and G minor. One might also question an occasional choice of tempo, but certainly not the good taste and skill of the performance as a whole.

[Notes for “The World as Music and Idea in Wagner’s Parsifal”]


[1] My audience would never have formed a Wagner society if they didn’t know a lot more about Wagner than I do: all I can say is that I gained what knowledge of Wagner I have the hard way.

[2] Loathed his music to the point of physical nausea during the war, when I accepted the Nazi identification with him and assumed that certain paranoid things in him like his anti-Semitism were central. Gradually got things into focus, but the preposterous Victorian melodrama of the spectacular effects still put me off. Klingsor’s hurling the magic spear at Parsifal and having it freeze over P’s head—that sort of thing indicates that Wagner’s visual imagination was a lot cornier than his auditory one. Similarly with his damn Rhine-maiden machines and his mechanical swans. Part of the trouble is the absurdity of the opera convention itself: it’s hard enough in a verbal drama to get actors properly cast, but to find the right actors who can sing as well is just beyond human capacity. Monteverdi has things he calls madrigals, where an action like the fight of Tancred and Clorinda in Tasso is mimed by actors, while the singers are doing their thing offstage. That’s the way the opera should have developed.

[3] Got the impression at first that Wagner dreamed up a bunch of leitmotifs first, then wrote the libretto, then set it to a kind of musical pastiche in which these leitmotifs, each one of which had an allegorical relationship with a theme in the story, turned up on cue. If he’d worked
that way his operas would have had no shape at all. Lorenz’s four volumes on the Geheimnis of form in Wagner\textsuperscript{118} says the musical organization takes control of everything, which prompts one to swing to the other extreme and say that the operas are just gigantic symphonies with vocal obligato accompanied by spectacular effects like Walt Disney’s Fantasia. There’s no Geheimnis about it so far as I can see: it’s quite consistent with what Wagner himself said he was doing, and he’s very clear that the music comes first, and organizes everything else.

[4] But if we read, say, Schweitzer’s book on Bach, we can see too that Wagner was by no means unique in this regard: every composer tends to organize verbal programs musically. In fact the word leitmotif, I understand, is not Wagner’s but was used by someone else in commenting on Weber’s Euryanthe.\textsuperscript{119}

[5] One thing that’s extraordinary about Wagner is the way that all ten operas seem to have been simultaneously in his mind from about 1840 on. Consequently they all interlock. It was inevitable that Wagner should write an opera about Parsifal, and of course inevitable that he should use Wolfram as his main source. Wolfram turns up as a character in Tannhauser; he supplied the story of Lohengrin, who is Parsifal’s son; and Tristan was intended originally to include an episode in which the sick Tristan is visited by Parsifal, thereby suggesting an identification of Tristan with Amfortas. But Wagner didn’t much care for Wolfram at first: Wolfram has no sense of the Grail as a chalice, or of the specific association of that chalice with the Crucifixion and Last Supper; nor is his spear the Longinus spear. That seems to come from the continuation of the Percival legend by Gerbert, or whoever, who wrote a sequel to Chretien de Troyes.

[6] Here’s the germ of an important critical principle: that the “real meaning” of a myth is often best grasped not by tracing it back to some hypothetical original, but by following its successive treatments by various writers. Wagner is closer to the “original” Grail story because he saw more associations in it. In turn Jessie Weston’s book, whatever historical Arthurian scholars think of it, was exactly the right book for Eliot to read for The Waste Land, because she got her intuitions mainly out of Wagner, and was building up tradition by doing so.
One theme that runs all through Wagner is the spiritual or creative comitatus, the small group of artists who have contests in Tannhauser and the Meistersinger, the Grail knights who descend to the world in Lohengrin. The gods in the Ring are a failed comitatus of this sort. Again, Wagner had always seen some of the real points about Christianity. Tannhauser, in defiance of the traditional story, leaves the Venusberg for what always seemed to me the much more commonplace music of the Pilgrim’s Chorus. The “music of the future” crap is a Promethean archetype, of course. Derrida talks about the traditional subordination of written to spoken words, the latter manifesting an unreal “presence” that the writing is supposed to evoke. Wonder why nobody talks about the parallel subordination of poetry to music, as in the closing lines of Lycidas. One thing that’s so important about Wagner is the substantial presence of the music. In poetry, what is articulated invokes a musical presence beyond articulation: in Wagner it’s the other way round. Perhaps a study of Wagner, reinforced by Mahler and others, could give some clue to what the form of music actually does articulate.

The burning up of the palace of the gods from below is also Prometheus and several other features, especially in Tristan, are Eros. Parsifal, incidentally, was Wagner’s private name for Ludwig, and Wagner said more than once that he needed a “wise fool” to implement his plans. There are also Adonis motifs in Tristan, of course, and the theme of renunciation, which came to Wagner partly from Schopenhauer, belongs here too. Don’t know what Hermes changes are involved: probably something to do with the evolution of musical form.

Nietzsche, of course, screamed bloody murder about the Christianity of Parsifal, and it is true that the libretto of the opera, which is really all Nietzsche knew, is pretty gooey. But Parsifal had to be Christian, following Tannhauser, which reverses the traditional ending, and also following the Ring, which had to be humanistic, burning up the palace of gods and leaving the stage clear for man. Nietzsche did hear the music of the Overture, and his comments on that are extremely interesting: he even talks quite moderately about the Christianity which evidently he still heard in it. Actually the Overture is a surprisingly simple piece of music: it starts with a hesitant haunting theme that’s repeated against an arpeggiated accompaniment that establishes the underlying rhythm for
its very syncopated melody, then goes on to a second subject, very diatonic and straightforward rhythmically, of which the second part is the “Dresden Amen,” a piece of traditional musical liturgy previously used by Mendelssohn, and consisting largely of four descending diatonic notes.

[10] The third act, where the Good Friday music is, begins with some very complex chromaticism: it’s not atonal—Wagner is never that—but the underlying key doesn’t emerge clearly for some time. That seems to represent the Klingsor world partly: the funeral march for Titurel or whoever is diatonic again. I’m talking from memory, and must check the score.

[Notes for “Literature and the Visual Arts”]

First presented as a paper at the Conference of the Associazione Internazionale per gli Studi di Lingua e Letteratura Italiana, Toronto, May 1985. The paper was published as “Literature and the Visual Arts” in MM, 183–95, and then as “La letteratura e le arti visive” in La letteratura e le arti visive e altri saggi, trans. Carla Plevano Pezzini (Catanzaro: Abramo, 1993), 169–96. The typescript is in the NFF, box 28, file 4.

[1] My first experience of painting was coming to Toronto and looking at the Group of Seven, along with Thomson and, later, Emily Carr. What I noted especially was the long thrusting rhythms pushing deep into the horizon: an explorer’s painting, the imaginative follow-up of the original explorers.

[2] The earliest painting we have, far older than anything verbal, is the Paleolithic cave drawings, with their titanic will to identify I’ve noted. Ever since there has been something embryonic and unborn about painting (in contrast to sculpture, where there’s at least a traditional link with biological form of some kind).

[3] Ariosto and his yummy cuties: in verbal description one nude is much like another.122

[4] The mirror as one of the two great objectifying images (the other is the clock, which has temporal and musical affinities). Hamlet as a wil-
derness of mirrors and pictures—the picture is an approximate mirror, so to speak—cf. Wilde’s Dorian Gray. The Madonna in Torcello who is a million years old, and shows no sign of aging.123

[5] Section Five of Burnt Norton: whether an art is primarily in time or space is an accident: moving arts are designs and stationary ones are arrests of energy.124

[6] The theatre and the nude as the two visual (theoamai) shocks on which Greek culture was founded.125 The nude is an expression of the erotic, and love creates beauty. As beauty is continually vanishing new beauty has to be explored and created. I don’t mean just the common-places about skin deep and beauty is but a flower: I mean the way the beautiful immediately becomes static, the established or received vision within a convention. The weakness of Eros is that he’s too quickly satisfied, even sated.

[7] The picturesque as the conservative idealized vision, vs. things like the Disasters of War. Sometimes in Ruskin one can see the bourgeois idealist showing through, in the polemics against dirty realism (I remember something about Murillo).126

[8] W.C. Williams: “The classic is the local fully realized, words marked by a place.”127 This is the genuine decentralizing of culture, vs. the picturesque search for an “unspoiled” spot: the metaphor is that of deflowered virginity. Of course the bulk of this aspect of painting has been taken over by photography. But the principle remains: the contrast between the tourist looking into and the native looking out.

[9] Imagism, also Williams’ thing itself vs. ideas about it. The anti-rhetorical vogue emphasizes the visual stimulus as arresting, stopping movement. Hence in quest narratives the visual focus—usually on something female and erotic—is a threat.

[10] Hence too the labored verbal pictures in Hellenistic fiction (ecphrasis?) are often regarded as “decadent.”128

[11] The frame as the container of the painting in the Renaissance; as the boundary of the expanding energy of the picture in Baroque.
[12] We spend more time concealing and disguising our verbal meanings than we do in expressing them; but in vision we need the reassurance that others see things the way we do. That’s why a picture is worth a thousand words, and why even the most preposterous lying, such as the anti-Semitic cartoons in Der Sturmer, get to a vulnerable side of us more easily than tons of paranoid rhetoric.

[13] Ezra Pound-Fenellosa on the Chinese ideogram—imaginatively right whatever the scholars say. In the Western tradition there’s the heraldic link with aristocracy that Vico stresses—cf. the long “imprese” descriptions in Spenser and elsewhere.
Canada and Culture

[On Violence]

This typescript is in the NFF, 1991, box 36, file 11. Notes for an unidentified talk on violence, it is undated, but the reference to Vietnam places it in the late 1960s or later.

[1] Organized violence usually rationalized by some kind of ideology. This may be terrorist, revolutionary, or repressive (“law and order”). American violence often terrorist and unrationalized; Canadian violence mainly repressive, Backlash of self-righteousness likely.

[2] Analogy of sexuality: Older children and adolescents can handle the reflexes of sex, but not the emotional problems. As long as sexual intercourse involved marriage and parenthood, it was reasonable to postpone sexual experience. Cf. the word “adultery.” Now that these are separated, it may not do much harm for kids to sleep around: maybe it should be one of the rewards of immaturity, as long as they’re just sexual objects to each other. Morality reversal: for sin and against motherhood.

[3] Violence: no possible control over home as in theatres, because older children and adolescents in most North American homes see at least everything their parents see. Educational question is one of directing the identification, whether with agent or victim.
Great advantage of traditional Christianity in that for it violence centres on the Crucifixion, which is repressive violence and forces identification with the victim.

With the blinding of Gloucester in Lear there’s no doubt: with the war in Vietnam, with the traditional patriotic emotions, we’re more confused. Extraordinary moral health shown by Americans about this.

Lynching mob mentality very little in evidence even in the Second World War (in contrast to the First); perhaps the medium of television cools it off, but the war was pre-television. Intellectuals who only verbalize can sometimes be pretty damn glib about violence.

Children have little sense of what violence actually does to people: even young people at university often don’t. Women traditionally have more.

Emphatically not a problem of censorship or direct controls.

Opening of 1984: demonic education or conditioning to brutality.

Sadism in sports: gladiators to hockey.

Fascination with the violating of the body: “beauty” in Nazism, according to some anarchists.

Television Violence

There does not seem to be much connection between these notes and Frye’s summarizing comments on the Symposium on Television Violence for the CRTC (“Violence and Television,” NFMC, 156–66), but the piece is likely to date from about that time (1976). Paragraph 3 contains a reference to the Fryes’ vacation in Iceland in 1973. Sesame Street, mentioned in paragraph 2, premiered in 1969. The typescript is in the NFF, 1991, box 28, file 3.

Television is inherently and formally a violent medium, without relation to content. The movies are getting hysterically violent as a result of trying to compete with them [it?]. Television is violent, for one thing, because it comes straight into the home situation. We don’t dress up to
go out and see it, as we do with a Grand Guignol melodrama. It has the immediacy of a datum: a suppressed and unrealized act of acceptance has taken place before it's even turned on.

[2] It’s also violent because it’s centered. I’ve lived through several media revolutions. In my childhood were the silent movies, which were lineally descended from the puppet show. The comedies of Larry Seton, Harold Lloyd, Mack Sennett, were funny in a way that no spoken comedy can possibly be: naturally the spoken lines, which had to be printed, were kept to a minimum in any case. I remember seeing a movie, colored and talking, which was a comedy, and being bored by it: but at the beginning there was a reference to the early knockabout silent comedies of the pie-throwing kind, with a brief illustration, and I laughed until I nearly fell out of my seat. Similarly with children at a Punch and Judy show. Some types of movie, notably the Disney and other animated cartoons, continued this totally disembodied puppet convention: in television it survives only in things like Sesame Street, which are addressed to small children.

[3] That was one extreme of entertainment: the other extreme was radio, where there was nothing visual. There, everything in comedy depended on repetition, as in all forms of oral convention: certain humors got established, with Amos and Andy, Allen’s Alley, and so on.¹ The only punctuation was the crashing punch line of the joke. Here again the sense of humanity was never obtrusive: like overhearing conversations in a restaurant, there was no sense of contact. But television! It’s so centered as to be almost overwhelmingly human. You realize this if you try cutting off the sound and keeping the picture, or vice versa. That pub in Iceland where they ran American Westerns from the local U.S. naval base but cut off the sound and turned on their own radio.² The Westerns turned into puppet shows instantly. Of course they were black and white, which accentuates the feeling of remoteness from humanity—I think even McLuhan admits that television is a much “hotter” medium in color.

[1] Most of my characterizations, like the terror in the fact of nature and the “garrison mentality,” were intended to be historical categories, describing certain phases of what has been an extraordinary process, much more, I think, than Milton Wilson’s “one half-baked phoenix after another.”

[2] In a sense the independence of Canada as a country has obscured the creative tension between the regional and the centralized. In the United States, Faulkner writes about Mississippi, but it is not a problem that he has a New York publisher. But with us crossing the St. Lawrence has been artificially made a more fateful decision than, say, crossing the Missouri, even though psychologically the transition might be much the same. A painter recently said he felt like a Toronto artist, but not like a Canadian one: that indicates not merely the force of regionalism in culture, but the artificial nature, culturally speaking, of the boundary.

[3] It is, of course, unreal to try to separate centralizing and decentralizing elements in culture. I joined the CRTC in 1968, when a new Broadcasting Act, which made a good deal of sense at that time, was trying to shore up some Canadian control of electronic communications, magazines, movies, books, having all been sold down the American river long ago. What happened was that technical developments in microwave, cable and satellite exploded, as it were autonomously, and left us sticking our fingers in a dyke longer after it had effectively disappeared.

[4] I never understood the view that my attempts to characterize the Canadian quality of Canadian literature were inconsistent with my statement in The Modern Century that there is an international style and that Canadians have to get hold of it. The international style is not a gimmick or bag of rhetorical tricks: it’s a way of seeing. Seeing and, even more, thinking.

[5] Cultural goods are export goods: look at Anglo-Irish literature. It’s not treason for a Canadian writer to find a New York publisher: it’s only common sense. It is and ought to be a Canadian writer’s ambition to get published where the action is.
McLuhan’s development out of Innis: Innis’ thesis about the control of communications by an ascendant class never came through clearly, because Innis himself wasn’t committed enough to understand his own real argument. The university was his garrison, and he was perhaps the last major example of that in Canadian life. You can’t hold a vision of that size and scope steadily without more commitment to society as a whole than he had. McLuhan of course was the other extreme: he got on the manic-depressive roller coaster of the news media, so he was unreasonably celebrated in the early sixties and unreasonably neglected thereafter.

Art Smith’s book in 1943: he never failed to detect the difference between the sharp bite of poetry and the drool and slurp of nostalgia or prefabricated emotion. This article is supposed to be about the humanities rather than literature, but the scholarly point of view is really essential to both, and my critical views have all taken shape around the intuition that poetry and criticism form a dialectical relationship with each other—it isn’t the one-sided or parasitic relationship that so many people assume it is—including scholars who ought to know better.

My own critical attitude is historically rooted; it’s nonsense to claim that it’s antihistorical or ahistorical. But my attitude to Canadian literature, as it developed, had to take account of the fact that at the beginning of the period there were Indians, who produced nothing but cultural trauma for the whites who took over their land, and then there were the French, whose culture was in another language—and language is one hell of a fragmented phenomenon. Gradually we’ve begun to overcome this: I see three lines of development. One is a rapprochement with French Canadian writing which is hardly begun yet, but has already achieved the first crucial stage: English Canadian identity bounced off from the French discovery of theirs. Another is the gradual growth of the feeling that Indian and Inuit culture have some root-relation to ours, which I’ve noticed in that article. A third is the growing maturity which understands the relevance and significance of political dissidence—Riel, Mackenzie, Papineau have all had at least their fair share of imaginative attention.

I’ve said that a culture is maturing when it imaginatively absorbs its dissidents like Riel and Mackenzie; but during the late sixties the magic
word that described and explained everything that was going on was the word “counter-culture,” and it soon became evident that there is no such thing as a counter-culture—except, perhaps, culture itself. Every counter culture movement associated with ethnic rights, drugs, bad words, attacks on the “establishment” (the history of that word would be a cultural history in itself) or what not was instantly absorbed into television programs and advertising. There were psychedelic clothes before anybody had heard of Timothy Leary. The current subscriptionless magazine that’s simply thrown through the doors in certain residential areas is full of articles on just those subjects.

[10] Just as a critic has no business telling a poet how he ought to write, so he has no business saying “there’s a man who’s writing what I think should be written.” That means that the poet, like the child of a possessive parent, is being recreated in the critic’s image of himself as the poet he wishes he had been—what I’m saying is that any critic who is really a frustrated poet is a menace. Look at Ruskin on the pre-Raphaelites—they could only paint by ignoring him. Nevertheless there is that dialectical relation between criticism and poetry as a whole.

[11] As a provincial or colonial literature matures into a genuinely regional development of the universal language that is literature, it becomes something of a mirror for other countries. I don’t know why Adele Wiseman should be a cult figure in a Dutch town or why Fred Bodsworth sells better in Germany than in Canada, but I’m not in the least surprised that they do, or are. (My self-correcting tape has run out.)

[12] Reflection and speculation are forms of mirror-gazing: criticism speculates about literature; literature reflects criticism.

[13] In a recent conference report there was an article by a culture official in Alberta—I think his name was Walter Kaasa—telling a story about a fourteen-year-old girl who did a painting everyone thought was a work of genius—a Toronto critic said she should take a course at Banff and then he’d like to get in touch with her—but by next year she’d become a prostitute and has been drifting in and out of correction institutions ever since. The story has a funny side for all its tragic core, and his moral, “the dream died,” is simplistic. Something else woke up, obviously.
[Notes for “Culture as Interpenetration”]


[2] Totem poles, Eskimo carvings and paintings with their spirit-forms, all reflect a strong tradition touched by something other than itself.


[4] Stratford as the birthplace of Canadian drama; what got born was Shakespeare, with Englishmen directing and acting. What does that matter? It was a major event in Canadian culture. Molière in Montreal.10

[5] The growth of culturally almost autonomous communities throughout Canada, each with its own traditions disturbed by the impact of a new land. A lot of these grew up with so much freedom, not out of benevolence, but out of a “vertical mosaic” policy as described by Porter11—some of this may be just sociological bullshit, but I can see how it would work.

[6] Thus Kurelek on the prairies, Hughes in B.C., Carl Schaefer and the post-Seven people in Ontario, Colville in the Maritimes, Chambers and Curnoe in this generation. They’re all community painters.12

[7] I must tackle some intuition developing inside me about authority and repression, and repression becoming creative—so far that doesn’t sound very new.


[9] Marx and the repression of the people: the Refus Global manifesto15 and the Quiet Revolution in Quebec,16 which as usual went off the rails into separatism.
[10] Freud and the repression of the unconscious: I think Refus Global has something to do with that too.\textsuperscript{17}


[12] Interpenetration of Beautiful Losers: a Montreal Jew writing with genuine compassion about a seventeenth-century Algonquin woman turned Catholic saint, with twentieth-century themes mixed in.\textsuperscript{19}

[13] The repression of the child’s vision: Reaney on that as well as on Stratford.\textsuperscript{20}

[14] McLuhan on tribalism\textsuperscript{21} is I suppose connected with my hunch about community in Canada, and I notice a book of not very interesting looking essays that talk about communitarianism (ugh).\textsuperscript{22}

[15] The enemy is the anonymous, the mass. Faceless buildings and the like. Yet it’s hard to make generalizations that mean much. One ought to prefer handcraft to mass production; but handcraft is mostly peripheral crap—ashtray syndrome again. Even grid cities may have something—look at the sacred grid the Chinese geomancers developed for Peking,\textsuperscript{23} extended to Kyoto and Seoul. I wonder if this is part of my let-the-economy-go-American half-hunch.

[16] Hunch too about Canada as a model of the anti-nation—model in the sense that it’s a forerunner of the type of decentralized community that may be forced on us by (a) energy crisis and shrinking of natural resources (b) the degeneration of our big cities.

[17] Canadians are slightly paranoid about their identity, which is a good thing. Gravity’s Rainbow suggests that paranoia and the impulse to find (necessarily anthropo-centric) patterns and designs in things are the same phenomenon.\textsuperscript{24}

[18] That is, perhaps insisting on our identity will actually help to create it. In fact it has.

[19] This notion of creative paranoia is a teasing one. It’s of course more
obvious in French than in English Canada. In French Canada there has never been the record of real persecution and discrimination that, say, Catalonia or the blacks in the U.S. have had, but they’ve made everything of what there has been.

[20] Pynchon says that total non-paranoia, i.e., the ability to view the world without human-related patterns at all, is so detached as to be intolerable. He seems to think in terms of a “counter-force,” a creative movement of design that works against the engineering one.

[21] As long as I have been a literary critic, I have been interested in the question of the causal connections between a culture and the social conditions that produce it, and puzzled because we seem to know so little about it. At the same time, and for practically the same length of time, I have been living in and watching Canada, and occasionally writing out my reflections on the Canadian cultural scene. I have been charged with inconsistency in my attitude to Canadian culture, and without doubt quite rightly: there is bound to be inconsistency in a series of observations over a period of forty years on a rapidly changing situation.25

[22] What I should like to do here is to consider Canada as an area in which to consider this question of the relation between culture and social conditions. It seems to me that there can be very few more interesting places in the world from this point of view.

[23] There is a hoary old wheeze about the United States having gone from the primitive to the decadent stage without an intervening period of civilization. There would, I think, be a bit more accuracy in the statement that Canada is a country that has gone from a pre-national to a post-national phase without ever really becoming a nation. It almost became one after the Second World War, in the Pearson-Diefenbaker era, but when Trudeau became Prime Minister and took Marshall McLuhan for one of his advisers we abandoned that phase.26

[24] In the pre-national phase the cultural situation was, more or less, a tension between an external influence and an internal resistance to it. In English Canada there was, at first, some imitation of British eighteenth-century and Romantic models, narratives allied to Campbell and lyrics influenced by Moore. Later on, an American influence became more
effective. Similarly in French Canada, though the influence there was naturally more homogeneous.

[25] This phase was dominated by the fallacy of content. You might write in the forms of Byron or Southey, but you would produce something more distinctive if you contemplated Niagara Falls and got inspired by it. However, it turned out that Niagara was not a cultural energy source. It should be noted that the same thing is equally true of north of Superior in Group of Seven painting or totem poles in Emily Carr. There too it’s not the subject-matter that’s the decisive thing, even allowing for the documentary instinct which so many creative Canadians have.

[26] There’s also the fallacy about colonial culture that turns on a trick of rhetoric, the trick the Americans fell for in 1776 (I don’t say they shouldn’t have) and that the Quebecois are falling for now. Colonial means bondage and immaturity; independence means freedom and maturity. But the hold of form is so powerful in the arts that it’s the only creative means of getting any maturity.

[27] For instance: in 1953 the Stratford Festival got off the ground. A small town in Ontario, simply because it was named Stratford, had decided to put on Shakespeare. The director was Tyrone Guthrie and the leading actors Alec Guinness and Irene Worth. For those who think in cultural pigeonholes, there could hardly have been anything more obviously and oppressively colonial. And yet that turned out to be a very decisive date in the development of Canadian, repeat Canadian, drama. Moliere played a similar role in the contemporary development of French drama in Montreal, so it’s not an accident.27

[28] Things like Marxist histories of Canadian literature and painting follow the same pattern, unable to find any evidence except that of content. They give a strange sense of neurosis, of talking with great concentration about something that isn’t there.

[29] I speak of interpenetration because it seems to me that one decisive feature of high culture is cross-fertilization, something that’s beyond the external influence of a mother country and the internal response to it.
[Notes for “Criticism and Environment” (1)]

References to Desmond Pacey suggest that the following two typescripts are notes for Frye’s Desmond Pacey Lecture, “Criticism and Environment,” presented at the University of New Brunswick in Fredericton on 9 March 1981. The notes, however, are not related to the address published as “Criticism and Environment,” in Adjoining Cultures as Reflected in Literature. Frye gave three lectures at the University of New Brunswick, one at Fredericton and two at Saint John (“Criticism and Environment,” again, and “The Critic’s World”). Later in the week he gave a lecture entitled “The Human and the Humane” at Mount Allison University. The typescripts are in the NFF, 1991, box 28, file 4.

[1] That is, literature as a whole is not simply a mirror of its social origin, hence no documentary approach to it can be adequate. Neither is it anything separable from that origin; it marks however a different dimension of reality.

[2] I have been called myself “a myth critic,” a term which indicates the depth of general ignorance about the field: I might as well be called a word critic or an alphabet critic.

[3] [Ferdinand de] Saussure’s distinction between langue and parole is a distinction between the total body of linguistic structure and the individual utterances which presuppose that total body. I am trying to apply a parallel distinction to literature. I think [Noam] Chomsky is a leader in this field.

[4] One thing Pacey28 had as a critic was a firm grasp of history, and this enabled him to note, sometimes sardonically, the recurrence of certain fevers in Canadian nationalism—he would have seen in the present chauvinism a return of the “No truck nor trade with the Yankees” election issue of 1911 or whenever.29 He would also have appreciated the irony of the fact that the genuineness of Canadian literature is proved by its outgrowing of the category of “Canadian”—not by moving closer to an international ideal, which would be an increase of provincialism, but by bringing more and more small communities within Canada into cultural articulateness.
I think we fought for much the same things, though Pacey often criticized my views, or what he thought were my views. My structural view that literature is made out of other works of literature stressed the autonomy of literary culture and tried to distinguish the genuine creative effort to write literature from the egocentric effort to construct a personal rhetoric. But of course the most genuinely creative person still finds that he writes most convincingly about what he knows best. I think literature should have some accountability to society, otherwise it would have no definable social function at all, but the social expression of concern is nearly always hysterical and superstitious. Canadian writing illustrates very clearly how the serious writers are aware of convention and tradition, and how amateurs lack a self-critical sense. The strength of realistic stereotypes is based on the fact that practically everybody in Canada is or wishes to be a bad poet or novelist.

[Notes for “Criticism and Environment” (2)]

See headnote to “Criticism and Environment” (1), above.

[1] Introduction on Pacey: a pioneer, relatively, in Canadian studies, he never understood why standards in Canadian literature should be different from standards of scholarship in any other field, nor why the study of our own literature should be an excuse for what are called Mickey Mouse courses. I’ve never understood that either.

[2] The regional law of decentralization in literature: it’s not of course an invariable rule, nor am I breaking my own rule of saying “all poets should” instead of observing that “many poets do.” But it does seem to happen, and that’s what gives culture the quality of being a second-growth stage of civilization.

[3] Very complicated situation involving political and economic factors as well as cultural ones, but the two directions of movement are clear enough, and it’s clear too that culture is in the lead of decentralization and economics in the lead of centralization.

[4] Critic watching and dealing with this has to be aware of the approximate nature of any such word as “Canadian” in dealing with the aggre-
gate of mostly regional developments in Canadian culture. Nationalism applied to literature is crap.

[5] Search for certain qualities here and not there is very dubious and ambiguous.

[6] Development of Canadian literature out of the general mass of Canadian writing. Literary History,\(^3\) of which Pacey was a prominent editor and contributor. Some of this is explicitly literary writing according to its conventions and genres, and eventually we have a body of literature to consider.

[7] Before this arises we have deterministic criticism, which lingers in Marxism and elsewhere, and which can’t come to grips with the conception of a total body of literary expression.

[8] So there’s a pre-critical stage in which literature is considered as documentation for social history. This always has to form part of the critical picture, but its limitations are clear enough.

[9] The stories of fiction and the themes of poetry are never new: they’re always a retelling of what has been told before, and have to be studied with respect to their conventions and genres, as well as of course their traditions in literature.

[10] All regional cultural developments are seeds of a central international style. This is not inconsistent with the above, and is not a matter of “meeting” an external standard. All conventions and genres in literature exist, at least potentially, at once, but certain ones come into the foreground through social and psychological influences.

[11] The two poles of literature are its origin in society and its telos in literature itself. The safe critic ignores both of these; the second-rate critic (I can’t say this, of course) clings to one and ignores the other. That is, he’s either a social or psychological or theological determinist, or else he’s a teaser of “unique” texts, ignoring their larger context in literature.

[12] Source and analogue: every Shakespeare scholar knows Bright and Harsnett were used for King Lear,\(^3\) and he should know it; but the
books tell him nothing about King Lear, only about the way Shakespeare worked on it. Nothing will tell him about the play itself except its profoundest analogues: Aeschylus’ Prometheus or Sophocles’ Oedipus.

[13] Pole of accountability to society and pole of structural autonomy. In my teens I was on a train, desperate for something to read, and bought a cheap thriller the news agent brought around. It suggested that every Chinese running a laundry or restaurant in an American city was also connected with the white slave trade, and lay in wait for young girls to kidnap or seduce them. It would be against the law to distribute such stuff in Ontario now, and the law seems to me eminently reasonable. But practically every case of censorship that gets into the papers is blown up by hysteria and superstition, hence serious students of literature are strongly conditioned against censorship. But the situation is more complex than simple formulas can deal with.

[14] In a book I published 25 years ago, AC [Anatomy of Criticism], I spoke of it as “pure critical theory.” This is one of the sentences I regret having written, in view of what critical theory has come to look like since then. Also, I should not have implied that I had such a thing as a belief in purity. So in a way what follows is as much an attempt to avoid “pure critical theory” as an attempt to expound it. I recently picked up a volume of theoretical essays and read the following sentence: “To question at our present intellectual juncture the relationship of phenomenology to literature implies beyond a re-elaboration of an extension of familiar concepts the re-examination of a relationship which is essentially problematic.”

[15] If I were asked what the general bent or direction of my own criticism is, I should say that it begins, at least, in a headlong flight from sentences like that and from the people who compose them. Where it ends is, perhaps, in an old-line humanism, but I am not seeking refuge in anything anti-intellectual, merely trying to adhere to the kind of experience that seems to me relevant to literature.

[16] The more experience I have with literature, the more I distrust essence-thinking of the kind which says: Canadian literature has qualities X, Y and Z, not found in other literatures. Put that way, it’s quite obviously bullshit, but there are many types of mind that can’t feel satis-
fied until they’ve asserted the existence of a distinctive essence. I suppose essence-thinking is a disguised form of aggressive thinking: that is, the fallacies of nationalism, of the I’m something you’re not, type, come out in this form.

[17] My books are teaching books, and there is no foolproof way of separating how one teaches from what one teaches. My teaching is highly schematic for, I think, sound tactical reasons: it doesn’t follow that all this schematism is to be read into the subject itself, beyond the proportions indicated by its use. That is, the schematism is there to encourage the beginning of an understanding, not to describe its full content, much less its end.

[Notes for “The Human and the Humane”]

See headnote to “Criticism and Environment” (1), above.

The Human and the Humane:

[1] If this is really the stupid title I gave Mt. Allison, I suppose the main theme will be an examination of the usual stereotype that a secular humanism that accepts Nietzsche’s “all too human” as the sole basis of one’s attitude to things generally is an alternative, and the only logical alternative, to collapsing on the bosom of an objective God.

[2] That is, the objective God seems to me very largely a fallacy of projection, and Flaubert’s Temptation of St. Anthony shows it expanding through all the babble of heresies into the scientific conceptions of infinite space, where there’s room to hold everything except God. So you give up the objective God, who’s only a scowling accuser anyway in the ethical sphere, and go back to the subject. Then you have to realize that there’s a subjective fallacy which is an essential part of the objective one, and which is based on identifying the subject with the perceiving ego.

[3] The real subject, I suggest in my Bible book [GC, 22], is observers united in a community of words, and that it’s only through such a community that the conception of “spirit” as a spiritual body which is not the individual or natural body can emerge. Well, I’d need to tie this down to literature to make it in the least interesting.
I think the Pacey lecture should follow the general one of my first comedy lecture; this one should follow the line of either the second or the third, or possibly both.\textsuperscript{33}

[Harold Innis]

Notes for Frye’s Introduction to the first volume of Harold Innis’s A History of Communications, left unfinished at Innis’s death in 1952. After the 1200-page typescript was edited and Frye had written the introduction, plans for publication by the CRTC fell through. The Introduction, dating from 1982, appears in C, 582–95. The typescript for the following notes is in the NFF, 1991, box 28, file 4.

1 The things needed to make communications flow freely are, first, a cheap, accessible, and practical medium, which turned out to be paper. Second, an alphabetic system of writing. The Chinese invented paper but not the alphabet. With the Hebrew[s], who had a syllabary very close to a working alphabet, Western continuous culture began. Third, a mechanical power of duplication, such as the printing press provided.\textsuperscript{34}

2 Everything about Innis begins with the old-fashioned liberal who begins with the relation between the individual and society. Like many such liberals, and though working in the same university as Etienne Gilson, he thought of the Middle Ages as a somewhat sleepy period, partly because his main authority was G.G. Coulton, though he might have learned more to interest him from, say, F.W. Maitland.\textsuperscript{35}

3 He was also the type of liberal that detested political action, of the sort that made [Frank] Underhill so different a type of liberal. Temperamentally, my sympathies tend to be on the side of Underhill, though I’ve switched over to Innis’s point of view much more since the mad sixties. I think he’d read Benda’s book, and I think he held the view that book expresses.\textsuperscript{36} Intellectuals are traitors when they try to turn the wheel of history: that isn’t for them.

4 In every age there’s a power struggle in which each side tries to get control of the communications media. In the 16th c. there was the Catholic-Protestant power struggle, developing out of the more politically-aligned Papacy-kingdoms struggle. The Reformed Church regarded
itself as the fulfilment of the Catholic Church, but it didn’t work out that way: Catholic societies didn’t turn Protestant unless their princes forced them to. The relation between Catholic and Protestant remained antithetical only, an adversary relationship. In the 20th c. there was the capitalist-socialist power struggle. Socialism regards itself as the fulfilment of capitalism, which would take over from capitalism when the latter had reached the kind of crisis inherent in its contradictions that would permit of a directed revolutionary action. It didn’t work out that way: no capitalist society evolved in that direction, and Lenin’s great achievement was founded on his realization that Communism could be established only in a pre-industrial society. Hence capitalism and socialism remained, like Catholicism and Protestantism, in an antithetical, adversary relationship.37

[5] So you look for a tertium quid, something in the middle that escapes from the power struggle. The 16th c. is a sickening time to read about, but it was also the time of Erasmus and Rabelais and Montaigne and Shakespeare and Michelangelo and Cervantes. The 20th c. is an even more sickening time to read about, but it’s the age of the nuclear-physics cosmologists and the microbiological revolution later. For Innis, of course, law was the great balancer that runs down the middle—he quotes a lot of Maine,38 and tries to balance “book-right” and “folkright”—don’t know where he got the names. Too bad he knew so little philosophy, considering his awareness that communications media inform our notions of space and time.

[6] The question of whether to publish this MS or not had many aspects to it. Soon after Innis’ death, his colleagues examined his Grundrisse and recommended against it; what has changed since then is mainly the conception of what is publishable.39

[7] One has to remember that the work of a man who died thirty years ago is based on sources even older than that. One has to read this MS with a constant effort of historical imagination, realizing that this kind of patient, plodding economic history was a relatively new form of scholarship back in the nineteen-forties, hardly developed in Canada itself except through Innis’ own influence. The reader should try to avoid the hindsight of more recent research and, even more, of more recently developed social attitudes. In the 1980s Innis would probably not have
committed himself to the statement that Thomas a Kempis’ Imitation of Christ and the works of St. Thomas Aquinas are the only medieval works read today; nor would he have taken G.G. Coulton’s word for it that bilingualism implies a lack of clearness of speech and therefore of thought.40

[8] The historical imagination that should read this manuscript in perspective should also realize, as Goethe said of Marlowe’s Faustus, “how greatly it was all planned.”41 His willingness to consider the complexity of factors: you can’t make much of a social instrument out of verbal communication until you have a relatively cheap material medium for it, namely paper.

[9] There is also the tentativeness of a scholar who is venturing out into a great many fields in which he is not an expert, and has to take not only their facts but the social stereotypes that often go along with them.

[10] Confusing to read a sentence about Charlemagne consolidating power after the Merovingians, followed by one about England under the absolutism of the Stuarts.

[11] Note that Innis’ career started in Canadian studies and branched out, and that he would have been an unreadable and negligible specialist if he hadn’t branched out. The tendency of bureaucrats in Ottawa today to keep money primarily for Canadian research is a parody of our greatest social philosopher.

[12] At the end of the second chapter, there is apparently a reference to Victor Hugo’s “ceci tuera cela”.42 the struggle between the word and the book in which the former invariably triumphs.43 The pen is not mightier than the sword, or even the plumb line or chisel; it just lasts longer.

[13] The cultural historian attempts to coordinate and consolidate tradition, on a purely factual basis if he’s doing the kind of thing Innis was. One of the things that emerge from this is the fact that many cultural factors of central importance, notably law, tend to rationalize whatever power structures establish themselves. The question of what enables the power structures to establish themselves is what makes Marx so central
a figure today. One of Innis’ answers would undoubtedly be control of communication. In China conservatism held together through the immense difficulty of the language: in the West there was the alphabet, but jargon arose to take the place of mandarineses, and special languages like those of law, and now mathematics.

[14] He quotes Maine at some length, and Maine says that law was the greatest restraining force on the struggle for absolute power that the papacy, the princes, and various other candidates for it indulged in. He also speaks (around 148) of the distinction between bookright and folkright, the codified written law and the custom-law, which again has a bearing on communications. If there’s some check on codification, so much the better for the tendency for an ascendant class to grab all the power it can get its hands on. The Marxist emphasis on the sources of power did a disservice by underestimating the guarantees law provides: in other words it developed a new form of absolutism, with the “people” (or their dictator) being absolute. Even Hobbes recognized the possibility of popular absolutism.

[15] Innis’ rather sentimental regard for the “oral tradition” is partly an appreciation of the metaphorical vividness of folk poetry and of Homer, partly an unconscious use of his religious training (“but I say unto you” is his favorite text), and partly a need to find something with which to counterpoise the overwhelming influence of print. Yet he quite realized that the devil had already inspired Hitler to make the radio the instrument of tyranny in Germany, and to record the fact in Mein Kampf.

[16] So his oral tradition is really a symbol for something else: the fact that as economic and political developments centralize, culture decentralizes into smaller and smaller units. This is a “spatial” development: its temporal counterpart is the articulating of tradition, the genuine use of tradition where it becomes not an instrument of authority but of continuous creativity.

[17] His “oral tradition” would also include such things as attempts within the mass media, whether public, as with the CBC and provincial educational stations, or private, as with the PBS network in the States, to make television less of an advertising medium accompanying economic developments.
[The Governor General’s Awards]

The statement was written on 24 July 1984 in response to a request from Judith Fitzgerald, who was writing an article on the Governor General’s Awards for Quill & Quire.

I’ve been on the Governor-General’s Committee myself, and I know what a difficult and usually thankless job they have. As one of my committee said, if the job’s hard somebody’s being done an injustice; if it’s easy it doesn’t say much for the country’s culture. As a rule [the] committee finds itself stuck with a short list of highly eligible books which it is totally impossible to compare with each other.

As for the award this year, I was hoping that Christina McCall’s Grits would get the award—I didn’t know the Louisburg book. But they may have felt that her book, like mine [The Great Code], had already found its public, and that they could give some recognition to a book that was worthy of it but might be more helped by the recognition. They did the best they could in the circumstances. But perhaps there’s too much really good stuff coming out each year in Canada now for any kind of “best book of the year” award to mean very much: possibly something more along the lines of the Nobel Committee, recognizing a whole body of work, might be more appropriate. Though heaven knows the Nobel committee have missed a lot of boats, and the Literature Prize doesn’t have the prestige of the scientific ones. In the nature of things it couldn’t have—how, for example, do you compare a poet with a novelist?

One thing that seems to be very important is that all the sub-committees, both English and French, should get together to discuss the short list. When Douglas Grant, Guy Sylvestre and I set up the original committee, somewhere around 1960, I found the comments of the French sub-committees invaluable, and it seems to me that that kind of co-operation is one that makes sense if we’re going to have awards and committees for both languages.

[Introduction to Canadian Literature: Moscow Talk]

Lecture at the Library of Foreign Literature in Moscow on 10 October 1988; transcribed by Robert Denham from tape and edited by NF. The address is something of a rehash of “Criticism and Environment” (1981).
A century ago one thought of Canada as situated at the ends of the earth, but in the contemporary world, it occupies a place similar to that of Switzerland in nineteenth-century Europe. It is bounded on the south by the United States, on the west by Japan and China, on the east by the European Common Market, on the north by the Soviet Union. Its closest relations are with the United States. It is largely ignored by the United States, which causes some resentment in Canada. But then the reason for it being ignored is that Canada has always been a quiet country that does not bother its neighbours, and that fact may become even more important in the future.

If you look at a map you can see why Canada’s development was different from that of the United States. In the far west of the country in the Rocky Mountains, rivers flow down through the prairie provinces—Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba—into the Great Lakes that separate Ontario from the United States, then into the St. Lawrence River, which runs through Quebec, and finally into the great inland sea in the centre of the four Atlantic provinces. This tremendous open eastern waterway is the historical backbone of Canadian development. This main waterway is flanked, or was in pioneer times, by various canoe trails up tributary rivers and forest trails into the hinterland. So there has been no frontier in Canadian history. The frontier is not a boundary. It is a circumference, and Canada has grown up as a series of isolated communities, widely separated from one another and connected in various rather devious ways. But the frontier has always been a circumference of a relatively small area in the different cut-up sections that constitute Canada. In the American frontier life was often violent—the bad men of the Wild West are well known. But what violence there has been in Canadian history has been largely repressive violence from the top down. It was held down by a military occupation in the eighteenth century and by a police force in the west and north in the nineteenth.

This means that the Canadian imagination is preoccupied with the theme of communications. The building of the first transcontinental railway was almost a national neurosis, because it was a formidable engineering feat without parallel, I should think, in the United States. One can see in the perspective of Canadian landscape painting that faraway look of a canoeist’s eye who is gazing at the horizon to see what is around the corner of the river. Our best known social philosophers—
Harold Innis, the economist, and Marshal McLuhan, the humanist—have been preoccupied with other aspects of the theme of communications. But growing up as it did, Canada was forced to accept the mercantilism against which the American Revolution was revolting. It was compelled to devote itself to producing natural resources—furs, lumber, minerals from the Precambrian shield which covered much of the country, grain from the western farms—with the head office always somewhere else.

Canada was settled by the French during the baroque expansion of the seventeenth century and it became a nation during the English romantic expansion of the nineteenth century with its world-girdling naval empire. I said “seventeenth” and “nineteenth” century. It is important that Canada never had an eighteenth century, the time when American culture came to its fruition and climax. The British and French spent the eighteenth century in Canada battering down each other’s forts. Canada had no age of enlightenment and no culture heroes corresponding to Benjamin Franklin or Thomas Jefferson. I have spoken myself of the garrison mentality which Canadians have inherited from their history and from pioneer conditions. It is a mentality which we are gradually outgrowing, but it remains something deep in our imaginative consciousness.

Again, the American War of Independence, and the Constitution which is a part of it, established a strongly deductive pattern in the American constitution. There is a sense of a new identity established in America which continued until our own time, a sense of what is sometimes called “hundred percent Americanism”—strong pressures on immigrants to conform to American standards, an unvarying sense of American identity, and a melting pot designed to absorb other peoples and other ethnic units. Along with this went the feeling of being able to turn its back on history, to start something new in the affairs of men. You can easily document from such poets as Walt Whitman the sense of a country proceeding like an express train, never looking back at what it has recently passed. This state of mind lasted without much change until the Vietnam War, when it began to occur to many thoughtful Americans that their empire, like every other in human history, was a parabola and not a straight line.
In contrast, Canadian history has always been inductive, full of compromise and temporary arrangements. It always gives the appearance of a country just about to come apart at the seams. But it never quite does. It makes one more compromise and staggers on for another decade. The British conquest of the French was consolidated by the Quebec Act of 1774, which by eighteenth-century standards was a surprisingly moderate and liberal agreement, giving approximately equal rights to both peoples. Nevertheless, because of the isolation of different parts of Canada, there are strong feelings of separatism everywhere in the country. Quebec separatism made most news because it was based largely on the demand for the autonomy of the French language. But Quebec is in the middle of Canada, and perhaps the western part of Canada has an even better case for separatism.

Of course, in Canadian history, the entire country is separatist. That is, the American War of Independence was a victory of the spirit of what corresponded to the Whigs in eighteenth-century England, and most British eighteenth-century Whigs were sympathetic to the American Revolution. English Canada was settled for the most part after the Revolutionary War by disaffected Tories. What happened in English Canada has its counterpart in French Canada. After the departure of what was left of the aristocracy, French Canada fell under the rule of the church, which repudiated what it considered the atheistic values of the French Revolution of 1789, and the flag of the province of Quebec is still the pre-revolutionary French flag of the lilies.

So the values that Canada grew up with were nostalgic values turned to the past, along with a number of more radical and populist ones that grew up with the next generation in the country. When anti-American statements appeared in the Canadian press in the nineteenth century, they tended to attack both from the left and from the right. On the one hand, they deplored the democratic anarchy and the levelling of classes. On the other, they attacked the oligarchic inequalities of wealth and privilege and the fact that the southern states continued to own black slaves. An early nineteenth-century writer in the Atlantic provinces—Thomas Haliburton—has an American pedlar as his chief spokesman—Sam Slick—who speaks of the American national holiday, the fourth of July, as a glorious spectacle with fifteen million free men and
five million slaves celebrating the birthday of liberty, a remark which in his day would hardly have seemed ironic in the United States.\textsuperscript{51}

[9] But as the country grew up from the eighteenth-century conquest into the nineteenth century, it seemed to become a country that nobody much wanted. The French lost Canada to the British largely because they had very little interest in holding it. They were preoccupied with continental wars and were much less concerned with what Madame de Pompadour is said to have called a few acres of snow;\textsuperscript{52} so that if the French had held Canada, they would probably have sold it to the United States, as they did Louisiana a few years later. In their dealings with the British, the Canadians constantly found that the British had far more respect for the independent nation of the United States than they had for their own colonials. Haliburton, whom I just mentioned, was a conservative, even reactionary, writer, but even he compares the colonists in Canada to the freed black slaves. That is, a black slave in the United States in his day was technically a free man, but he could hope for very little assistance from the white man’s law. The Canadian, according to Haliburton, was in a similar position vis-à-vis Great Britain.

[10] The good side of having been developed as a neglected and unwanted country is perhaps a very unusual degree of tolerance of ethnic minorities. If you look at the origins of the authors of Canadian literature, I think you will be astonished not merely by the proportion of them who have come from outside Canada but the variety of ethnic disciplines and groups which they represent. Much of Canadian literature is produced by Czechoslovaksians, Italians, Sri Lankans, Japanese, Ukrainians, Scandinavians, Germans, and of course Americans and British. There is in consequence very much less of the melting pot, the tendency to homogeneous assimilating in Canada than there has traditionally been in the United States. I used the phrase “hundred percent American,” which was fashionable fifty or sixty years ago in the United States. Nothing comparable exists in Canada because nobody can ever discover what a hundred percent Canadian could conceivably be.

[11] The Confederation, which united the provinces of Quebec, Ontario, and two of the Atlantic provinces, joined later by British Columbia on the Pacific coast, after they started building the railway across the country—this Confederation was Tory and British in its inspiration. It made
Canada a part of that world-wide naval empire that I mentioned. It was a romantic and conservative movement and was opposed by the liberal party which held to the obvious economic connections with the United States and thought more in terms of Canada as a series of northern extensions of the United States. That distinction between conservative and liberal policies no longer holds, but it did hold a century ago.

[12] After Confederation there was some attempt on the part of Canadian poets, less so of the fiction writers, to find a Canadian identity in cultural nationalism. But this did not really work. Canada was too large, too divided, too disparate a country for a Canadian cultural consciousness to take root. Besides, Canadian writers could not support themselves without a London or a New York publisher. That meant that many Canadian writers either had to move to the United States for long periods of their lives, or if they were fiction writers to place their settings in America. Stephen Leacock, for example, wrote stories of communities which could only be communities in southern Ontario. If you met his people in the jungles of New Guinea, you would know that they came from southern Ontario, and yet Stephen Leacock was compelled, again, to provide American settings for the benefit of his readers.

[13] In French Canada there was a great deal of poetry about the peasant bound to his land. The church had a kind of fixation on rural and small-town ethos. It resisted the urbanizing of the country as long as it could, and writers tended rather to follow suit. The most influential nineteenth-century work of fiction in French Canada, *Maria Chapdelaine*, was written actually by a Frenchman from France. It was a tourist’s novel, and it describes a heroine having to choose between a suitor who would take her to Boston and out of the hard, pioneering peasant life in Quebec and another suitor who would offer her more of the same. She chose the second suitor. But if you compare the novel with the immigration statistics of the time, you will see that ninety-nine girls out of a hundred would have settled for the one-way ticket to Boston.

[14] The same fixation on the rural and the small-town ethos was true of the church in English Canada too, but in Quebec the church assumed a temporal authority to which it had no legal right but still exerted. There was a fairly rigid censorship, but the French Canadians discovered what other people also have to discover, that however rationalized it may be
censorship is always an attack on human intelligence and imagination and is always a sign of weakness, not strength, in those who enforce it.

[15] I have been painting a picture of a somewhat confused country, uncertain of its identity and of its destiny and place in the scheme of things well up into the twentieth century, about the time of the Second World War. It was later than that that Canada acquired a national flag. The centenary of Confederation in 1967 was accompanied by a sour little joke that when Canada was established it was hoped to make it a mixture of British political institutions, American economic buoyancy, and French culture, and that what they had after a century was French politics, British economic buoyancy, and American culture. That statement was beginning to be obsolete by 1967, but it had a good deal of truth even then.

[16] In the mid-decades of the twentieth century French Canada went through what is known as a quiet revolution. That is, the country suddenly became secularized, the church lost its influence, and was unable to exercise any form of censorship, and of course became liberalized itself in the process. This was partly the result of the constant increase of urbanization and the urbanized ethos of the larger cities. Again, the French writers had a very clear sense of their social function in defending a beleaguered and threatened language. They were under no illusions about the importance of the writer in their culture. About 1960 there suddenly began to come a tremendous outpouring of writing in English Canada as well. I am convinced that one reason for this was a kind of backlash or reaction to what had happened in French Canada. French Canada had suddenly acquired a sense of cultural identity, and English Canada very soon followed suit.

[17] One may interpret the word “revolution” in hundreds of ways, but for a humanist like myself it tends to mean primarily the setting free of the creative energies in society without any enemies except stupidity and bigotry. If this has any truth in it, Canada went through a genuine revolution in the 1950s and 60s. I think it is a general law of culture, at any rate in the twentieth century, that while political and economic movements tend to centralize and to form larger and larger entities, culture, on the other hand, the arts, literature, and the more serious forms of film and electronic media, tend to decentralize, to address more
restricted audiences in more limited areas, but acquire greater communi-
cative value across the world simply by addressing that more limited
audience. That seems a paradox, but if you think of American literature,
you realize that it really consists of Mississippi literature, New York lit-
erature, Chicago middle-western literature, and a dozen others. What
you learn about the United States through its culture, you learn by add-
ing up all these various regional developments. The same is true of Can-
da. We have had experiments which are, I think, both in the wrong
direction. We have tried to hitch culture on to political and economic
centralization. I spoke of the poetry of the national consciousness a cen-
tury ago. But that produces a kind of pompous imperialism without
much substance or meaning. We have also experimented with trying to
attach political and economic developments towards cultural decentra-
лизation, which has produced what I have called separatism and which
produces certain anarchic, neo-Fascist elements which are extremely
undesirable and have been repudiated for the most part in Canada.

[18] The political and economic centralization includes, of course, cer-
tain technological developments. With the coming of the jet plane and
satellite communication, Canada began to make more sense as a cultural
environment in the background of its regional cultural developments.
One region after another began to become articulate through its poets
and its novelists. Naturally there has been a domination of a uniform
mass culture. Canadians call this “Americanization,” which in fact it is.
Yet one has to remember that this kind of mass culture, with so much
violence and vulgarity in it, is as great a threat to genuine American cul-
ture as it is to Canadian culture and that America itself is being Ameri-
canized in the same way. In any case, since 1960 there has been a
tremendous quantity of poetry and fiction and other types of literary
writing produced in Canada, and so great an increase in quantity even-
tually makes for a qualitative change as well.

[19] A project in which I was concerned myself, a literary history of
English Canadian literature, was published in 1965, with a revised and
updated version covering the next ten years. The critic who had to cover
the poetry of those ten years\textsuperscript{54} had to examine something like a thousand
volumes, exclusive of anthologies, in English Canada alone, which for a
country of Canada’s population is something colossal and means that
the bulk of this poetry was produced on what really amounts to a kind of
resistance press. One thing that catches your eye at once when you look at Canadian literature is the very high percentage of it produced by women. That again is a historical and traditional element in Canadian culture. In pioneering days, the women certainly were as busy as the men, but they made a more civilized use of what leisure time they had instead of going hunting or sitting around drinking, of which they complained a great deal.

[20] Up to the beginning of the twentieth century, Canadian culture was a provincial culture, and it is characteristic of a provincial culture that its standards are imported from other centres. Canadian writers wrote echoes and imitations of what they had read in British, French, American literature. As culture matures, it tends to become more and more of an export trade. One thinks, for example, of the amount of English literature in the twentieth century produced by the Anglo-Irish group, which is certainly not written for the Dublin market. Canadian literature is not as ignored in its own country as Irish literature tends to be in Ireland. At the same time, it has met with a worldwide recognition during the last twenty or twenty-five years. Institutes of Canadian studies have been set up in most countries in western Europe, as well as in Asia—Japan, China, India—and Latin America, besides of course the United States. The United States and Great Britain, as one would expect, were a little slower in awakening to the merits of Canadian literature, but they seem to be more awake now.

[21] French writing in comparison with English is perhaps more widely experimental and covers the whole spectrum of the avant-garde from fantasy to the most vigorous forms of socially committed writing. The English literature of eastern Canada is more conservative and traditional in its form, the west coast much less so but perhaps more imitative of American trends. The fact that French Canada broke loose from a fairly rigorous cultural supervision in the 1950s made for a curious quality of rage and fury in French Canadian writing which it would be hard to match elsewhere, I think.

[22] There has also been a number of linguistic developments of considerable interest. There is, of course, a standard French spoken in Quebec. There is also a patois which is known as joual, a word which is intended to represent the patois pronunciation of the word cheval, horse. This
development of *joual* was greatly disapproved and ridiculed by adherents of standard French in Quebec. But many writers seized on it as the actual language of the people and wrote plays and novels in *joual*, so that the language has been from the point of view of the upholders of standard French attacked from the rear as well as from the front—the latter the threat of being obliterated by English. Yet it seems to be a lively and interesting development, or so it is said by those who can follow it.

[23] I think every nation with a history has certain traditional guilts and fears which it inherits from the past. It is part of the social function of the writer, it seems to me, to work through those guilts and fears. He may be working through the guilts and fears he finds simply within himself. But if he does so, he is not writing subjectively or ignoring his society. He is bringing to light and putting in an imaginative form something that is shared by his compatriots and performs a very considerable social service in doing so. It seems to me that there are two kinds of guilt and fear in the Canadian consciousness of particular importance.

[24] One was the obliterating, or the attempt to obliterate, the culture of the native indigenous peoples, who were called, by a very curious blunder, Indians. The culture which begins by trying to obliterate the culture of its predecessor is, of course, cut off at its historical roots, except so far as it can import roots from elsewhere. The social philosopher George Grant says in looking at the Rocky Mountains that there ought to be gods here, but there are no gods in Canada because of what we are and of what we did. The poet Earle Birney says, “It’s only by our lack of ghosts that we’re haunted,” and the poet Douglas LePan has a poem called “A Country without a Mythology.” But these three writers, who tell us that we have no gods and no ghosts and no myths, are all writers of my own generation.

[25] The younger writers are talking very differently. They are trying to attach themselves to the indigenous culture which preceded them. There is a very considerable part of the most serious Canadian literature, both Eskimo and French, devoted to the struggles of Indian and Eskimo, or Inuit people as they are called now, to achieve some kind of identification in the white man’s society. I think of the remarkable young woman in British Columbia, Susan Musgrave, brought up in the Queen Charlotte Islands which are largely inhabited by the Haida Indians, and of the
way in which her earliest poetry recaptures the spirit of Haida mythology. And I think of such novelists as Rudy Wiebe in the west and Yves Thériault in Quebec dealing with Indian and Eskimo figures with the same problems. That means, I think, that English and French writers no longer feel that they belong to an army of occupation, that they and their ancestors have been in the country long enough to be natives and to make common cause with those who were natives before them.

[26] The French treatment of the Indian population was slightly better than the record of the British or the Spanish, not because the French were better human beings but because they needed the cooperation of the Indians as guides in the canoe trails and in exploring the hinterland. There was much more intermarriage between the French and the Indians, and in the west there grew up the half-breed tribe known as the Métis, which organized a revolt against British penetration from the east in the nineteenth century. The revolt was put down, and its leader, Louis Riel, was hanged. But Louis Riel is taken to be a popular figure of French Canada, rather than of the Indian population, and the hanging of Riel embittered English and French relations for many years. He is still a formidable scar in the Canadian conscience. There has not been, strictly speaking, a war with Indians in Canada, as there was in the United States. But there was some brutal treatment, including massacres of, for example, the Indian tribes in Newfoundland.

[27] That sense of one ethnic group being separated from another, which, as we saw, was deeply rooted in the Canadian tradition, extends to the two main white groups of English and French. I was brought up myself in two small towns which are half English and half French. I do not remember any real antagonism between the two groups, but because of the difference in language and in religion, we simply never came into contact. A celebrated novel dealing with the English and French relations in Montreal by Hugh MacLennan is called Two Solitudes. To that we may add what is sometimes called the third solitude, the solitude of other ethnic minorities in other parts of Canada.

[28] The second origin of guilt and fear in the Canadian consciousness springs ultimately, I think, from an uneasiness about having founded the economy on the fur trade, that is, on the torturing and murdering of fur-bearing animals. The death of animals of all kinds has an extraordinary
resonance in the Canadian imagination. I even know of one poem by Irving Layton which attaches some dignity and pathos to the squashing of a mosquito.\textsuperscript{56} The attitude to nature in Canada has altered a great deal in the past century. Nineteenth-century Canadian poetry tended to regard nature as the enemy. It dwelt on the solitudes, the waste spaces, the intense cold of the winter, the indifference to human and moral values on the part of nature, and the pessimism which gave man so precarious a survival in such an environment. Along with this went the original settlement of the country, with the Cartesian mentality which was a part of that settlement. We can see in the grid patterns of our cities, the checkerboard designs of our streets, and the burying of fertile land under asphalt and concrete the conquest of nature by an intelligence that does not love it.

[29] Within the last twenty-five years, as the country has become more articulate, I think there has been a gradually growing realization that the exploiting of nature may in its way be just as evil as the exploiting of other human beings. Writers in Canada today tend to be fiercely patriotic, but their patriotism is not connected so much with the nation or even the society of Canada. It is connected rather with the natural environment of Canada, with their insistence that Canada is not just a place to be looted and plundered by commercial interests—cutting down trees, polluting the lakes, exterminating the fish and the animals.

[30] If we look at nineteenth-century Canadian literature, both English and French, we see that the attitude to poetry especially is a deeply serious one. Poetry is not an activity to be engaged in lightly. It is something that should require a very deep and profound commitment on the part of the poet. We get odes to Canada beginning “child of nations, giant limbed” and the like. But poetry of this kind is rather out of touch with the normal attitudes in Canada, because Canadians for all their cold winters are a humorous and observant people. One thing which one is bound to notice in more modern and contemporary Canadian literature is a growing sense of fun and humour, even ribaldry, and a sense of playing with words as well as working with them. That observant quality in Canadian culture is now, I think, working to its advantage in its literature.

[31] I have taught for brief periods at universities in the United States, and my American students often ask me if I notice any difference in my
students coming from Canada to their country. They expect the answer to be no, but the answer in fact is yes. I tell them that students conditioned from infancy to be part of a world power are bound to be very different in their attitude from students conditioned from infancy to watching the game from the sidelines and seeing more of the game perhaps than the participants. The American students did not like the suggestion that they themselves had been conditioned from infancy to anything. They felt that they had been thinking for themselves from the age of two. But the difference is obvious, I think, to anyone who has experienced both countries.

[32] It has been of immense benefit to the United States, whether the United States knows it or not, to have on its northern boundary-line a neighbour which is neither uncritical nor unfriendly. Yet, for all the differences in culture and imagination, Canada and the United States are both part of a vast North American development. It is obviously essential at this time in all parts of the world to understand something of the American temperament and American attitudes. But I feel that that understanding can never be rounded out or complete unless it includes a knowledge of Canada as well.

Questions

[33] Question: Dr. Frye, I’d like to say that, of course all of us present here are very grateful for having you as our distinguished guest, but we feel ourselves to be your guests today, because consciously or unconsciously all of us are your pupils here; and your pupils of course would have some questions.

I know that at the present moment you’re working on the continuation to your very important book, The Great Code. And one question is, why do you feel it is so important to give an extra analysis of the Bible?

[34] NF: I suppose in many respect the culture of the Western world has been really founded on the Bible. I began working on the Bible largely as a result of my interest in English literature. I was teaching Milton and finding it difficult to reach my students in teaching such works as Paradise Lost and trying to write a book on Blake, an intensely Biblical poet. I was attracted to Blake originally because my own background is that of a non-conformist Protestant of much the same class origins and much
the same religious point of view as Blake himself had. Blake made a
degree of imaginative sense out of my own background that I never
dreamed could ever be made. So instead of repudiating my background
I wrote a book on Blake instead, confident that he would help me to
explain it.

Canada itself, English Canada, is shot through and through with Bib-
lical allusions and ideas. The work I have done in Canadian literature
has been a kind of fieldwork, showing me how important that Biblical
influence has been in Canada, as well as in Great Britain, in the United
States, and in other countries too, such as Germany. I keep finding that
there are parallels between Biblical history and Canadian history, which
would be of no importance if Canadian poets themselves were not aware
of it. The sense of a country which grew up as a kind of promised land
for refugees from elsewhere and yet turned into a beleaguered land
which had to be protected against neighbours and was not a land flow-
ing with milk and honey but a land where a living had to be wrested
from the soil—in all of that I caught Biblical echoes wherever I turned. I
brought with me Margaret Atwood’s anthology, the Oxford Book of
English-Canadian Verse. I can find conscious and unconscious echoes
from the Bible on almost every page. So the two interests naturally coa-
lesced in my mind.

[35] Question: Professor Frye, what do you think about Canadian criti-
cism in comparison to the English and American? And what are your
views on the themes of guilt and fear in Russian literature?

[36] NF: Well, Canadian criticism follows, I think, the general trends of
American criticism. I myself have adopted certain positions in critical
theory, and, as some of my work has been connected with Canadian lit-
erature and Canadian people, I have had a certain amount of influence in
that direction myself. My late colleague, Marshall McLuhan, who was
interested in the effect of the electronic communications as compared
with print, was one of the people I mentioned who were preoccupied
with the theme of communication. Margaret Atwood, whom I’ve men-
tioned and who was a former student of mine, has spoken of the Cana-
dian penchant for putting everything into its place somewhere in the
universe. Perhaps that is a distinctive Canadian characteristic. I’m not
sure. But Canadian criticism since 1960, I would say, has followed inter-
national trends, which originate very frequently in France and which
have come to English Canada partly through American intermediaries. That is, the deconstruction theories of Derrida, to a much lesser extent the dialogist criticism of Bakhtin here in Russia, the structuralist criticism deriving from Lévi-Strauss and others—all these sweep across the whole world, and they have made their mark in Canada as well.

As for Russian fear and guilt, I can only say that there is plenty of it in Dostoevsky and that my knowledge of contemporary Russian literature is not sufficient to be able to continue it into the present age. But I imagine that there have been developments in Russian history which are, if I understand correctly, now being opened up to the Russian imagination in a way that they were not before. And the effect of that in Russian literature is certain to be extremely impressive in the next few decades.

[37] Question: I want to ask you about French Canadian literature. What French Canadian authors would be of interest for us now in our period, when Soviet literature is so interesting?

[38] NF: I mentioned Yves Thériault. The book I referred to was Agakuk, and that deals with Eskimo life. I would mention, among others, La Belle Bête,\(^\text{57}\) which is a book that is almost impossible to describe, but it was the book I had in mind when I spoke of the unexampled rage and fury in so much French-Canadian writing. Ann Hébert’s book Kamouraska, which made a very successful film, is a much more complex book, but I would think it would be fascinating to a Russian audience. There’s a remarkable book by an Acadian, that is, the French from the Atlantic provinces—Antoine Maillet’s Pélagie-la-Charette, a book about an eighteenth-century pilgrimage from Louisiana back to Nova Scotia—a tremendous book. And Gabrielle Roy, Bonheur d’occasion. Perhaps Roger Lemelin’s Les Plouffe, the Plouffe family. I could mention many others, but those, it seems to me, would be the primary ones that would be of interest to a Russian audience in translation. There are others, much more avant-garde ones, Réjean Ducharme, for example. Of the older people, I suppose, Ringuet’s Trente Arpents, Thirty Acres. That’s his pen name; his actual name is Panneton. It’s a book that breaks away from the old peasant-bound-to-the-soil cliché. It turns it inside out.

[39] Question: Our publishers right now are looking high and low for good books to translate, so could you recommend English Canadian books that should be translated into Russian?
[40] NF: I should be inclined to recommend fiction writers primarily, because of the difficulties in communicating poetry. I mentioned Margaret Atwood. Perhaps the book that might be of most interest here is one called *The Handmaid’s Tale*. The title is Chaucerian, but it’s a kind of nightmare vision of the immediate future in the United States, when there’s a tremendous reaction against feminism and a downgrading of women again. It belongs to a genre that is sometimes called the dystopia, the utopian satire. Margaret Laurence is another extremely able novelist. I would be inclined to say *The Diviners* is her most translatable book, though not everyone would agree. You might get a second opinion on that. One writer that I admire very much is Alice Munro, who writes a series of short stories which make up a continuous story, a full-length novel. I would say that *Lives of Girls and Women* is her most accessible book. There is Timothy Findlay, whose book called *The Wars* I would recommend very highly. There is Robertson Davies, who is quite an international figure by now. He writes his books in series—trilogies and tetralogies. The first—what is called the Deptford trilogy—is *Fifth Business*. The phrase “fifth business” means a minor actor on the stage. That would go over very well here, as it has elsewhere. I spoke of the interest in Indian and Eskimo literature, and the Mennonite western writer Rudy Wiebe, who wrote a book called *The Temptation of Big Bear*—Big Bear is the name of an Indian leader—would be, I think, of great interest. Mordecai Richler, who writes about Montreal Jews for the most part, has had a great deal of success in the United States as well as Canada. The one of his that I think I would choose first is *St. Urbain’s Horseman*. St. Urbain is a district in Montreal. It’s the theme of a rather unheroic little Jewish boy in Montreal who makes a culture hero out of another Jewish friend of his. The title comes from that. It’s a very funny book, but it’s also more deeply serious than most of his are.

[41] Question: Do you regard Brian Moore as a Canadian writer or not? There’s a quarrel here about his national belonging—whether he’s Irish or Canadian.

[42] NF: Well, you’re not the only body that quarrels about him. I was on the Governor General’s Awards Committee for some years, and his name invariably came up, and the question also came up with it. Should we give this award to Brian Moore? At that time he had retained his Canadian citizenship, so he always got the award. But he’s an example of
the great difficulty in describing Canadian literature except in terms of an environment. That is, he has written some of his novels while living in Canada. That’s about as much as one can say. *The Lonely Passion of Judith Hearne* is one which he wrote in Canada, and there’s another called *Catholics*. Yes, he’s a very able writer, but for the reasons which you just suggested, he rather slipped out of my mind.

[43] Comment: Well, if there are no more questions, on behalf of everybody present, Dr. Frye, let me express our deep thanks for your kindly coming to our library. You were very helpful and enlightening, and you are welcome to our library again.

**[Notes for “Levels of Cultural Identity”]**


[1] In Roethke’s “interior” the outward landscape features a speeding motor car crashing through incredible obstacles at great risk of life. The machinery stops and the inner psychical interior takes over: a dizziness in which a tremendous burst of life emerges. Magnificent poem, summing up a great deal of the American fixation with speed, technology, and inner exuberance bursting out of all this.58 In Atwood’s “interior” the narrator walks cautiously through an interior which is both landscape and psyche, aware of the slightest tremors, responsive to presences, presences that are always mysterious and are probably menacing.59 I’m not comparing the poems in merit (Roethke’s is late and fully-realized, Atwood’s early and experimental) but as documents of contrasting sensibilities.

[2] My phrase “garrison mentality”60 has been over-exposed, and like other over-exposed surfaces has come to look rather blurred and fuzzy. For one thing, the historical context of the phrase often gets overlooked. The garrison was psychologically based partly on English-French rivalries, partly on the hostility of Indians (or rather hostility to them), partly
on the harsh conditions of pioneer life. An essay by Heidegger which has strongly influenced two remarkable efforts of Canadian criticism, Bruce Elder’s *Image and Identity* and Dennis Lee’s *Savage Fields*, contrasts “World” and “Earth.” “World” is my garrison: it has all the exploitation of nature I talk about. “Earth” is a more advanced conception, developing out of two new elements: (a) the sense of absorbing instead of banishing the indigenous cultures (b) the new environmental sensibility.

[3] The gods are back: the mask on The Loon’s Necklace which has become practically a Canadian logo; the outburst of Eskimo sculpture and later painting, present us with the gods we banished. Along with them, of course, come the two new cultural interests just mentioned.

[4] De Tocqueville says almost nothing about Canada, even though most of the people there in his day spoke his native language, but he does have one wonderful sentence I want to quote: it describes the Mulroney regime perfectly.

[5] I suppose there is nowhere in the world where there are two nations with a relationship even remotely like that of Canada and the United States.

[6] The driving force of democracy is popular will; but that would lead to another tyranny if the will were regarded as unconditioned. That’s why the Burke sense of contract in Canada is so important. The formal cause of democracy is a culture that emerges from the people. It isn’t “popular culture”: that’s something else. In practice, culture is always an elitist cult; in theory it never should be; consequently the whole process of education ought to be geared to levelling out the distinction between highbrow and lowbrow.

[7] Canada has never had an aristocracy: Ontario had a Family Compact in the nineteenth century, but that was an oligarchy. We have a Social Democrat party because privatization couldn’t have built up the country in the earlier days. There’s always been a place for a nationally subsidized railroad, airline, radio-television, and the like.

[8] The silliest thing the Tory ancestors of Canadian Tories in England did was to preserve their game. Now that’s undergone a tremendous
metamorphosis: conserving our natural resources is one of the major things we have to contribute to the world.66

[9] Multiculturalism: one is reminded of the shopper who buys a box of candy and discovers from the fine print on the box that he has bought a melange of forty-three food, chemical and additive substances. But he still wants the unified taste of the whole product, rather than identifying the subtle addition of invertase or lithium. Of course it’s a good thing that our writers come from a great variety of ethnical backgrounds, but still a writer wants to be read on his own merits and not as an ethnic specimen.67

[10] Canadian Toryism is not simple conservatism: it’s a radical Toryism, attacking the aspect of American democracy that’s really the facade of an oligarchy. That’s why we have a socialist party when the Americans haven’t one; that’s why Canadianism represents a profounder aspect of the two-party system than the Republican-Democrat or Conservative-Liberal one.68

[11] Heidegger’s essay on “The Origin of a Work of Art,” which has been an influence on two distinguished books of Canadian criticism, Dennis Lee’s Savage Fields (literature) and Bruce Elder’s Image and Identity (film).69 Heidegger speaks of the “World” and “Earth.” “World comprises all conscious beings and all those being manipulated by consciousness for its own purpose. Its will is to master and to control the Earth. It seeks to assimilate the earth by making the Earth knowable to consciousness. That which it cannot understand, it seeks to destroy. Earth, on the other hand, is (or, more precisely, is understood by World to be) the ensemble of material beings. It is driven by unconscious instinct. Like World, it too is self-aggrandizing and wants to return the World to the state of Earth. Finally, it is inscrutable to World.” I quote Elder, 380, to save time, but watch it: he says in a footnote his interpretation is heavily indebted to Lee. I’ve read the Heidegger essay, but can’t stand the Teutonic snuffle-wuffle.

[12] I must look up Nobody Owns th [sic] Earth.70

[13] Democracy the efficient cause; liberalism the formal cause. Democracy is the will of the people, but an unconditioned will in the people is as bad as it is anywhere else.
Apologists for democracy often make the blunder of assuming that will, specifically the will of the people, always makes towards freedom. The reason why there have to be liberals is that the will of the people is always naturally and normally a will to slavery.

The buzzword “multiculturalism” means a total way of life which at the bottom consists of folkways and at the top of literature and the other arts. When various ethnical groups come to Canada, ethnic variety undergoes very considerable modification at the bottom. It would anyway: you can’t go on prancing around maypoles in an age of supercomputers. But one of the worst mental diseases in our society is panpoliticism, the doctrine, especially favored among “radicals,” that there’s no activity in society except politics. That’s because the people who hold this doctrine don’t want to do anything except agitate. As a conflict of pressure groups, multiculturalism is ridiculous: as an expression of the variety of culture that a healthy society ought to have, it’s fundamental.

One is reminded of the shopper who buys a box of candy and discovers from the fine print on the box that he has bought a melange of forty-three food, chemical and additive substances.

Sending an Italian child to school to destroy his native language and make him illiterate in two others.72

Of course there are tremendous culture shocks in assimilating a Guyanan or Ukrainian to Canada, but in a world as revolutionary as ours there would be a great deal of that anyway if he’d stayed where he was.

I have to go carefully here, doing a Satan-through-chaos trip, but I do think that the cancer of Marxism, i.e., panpoliticism, is our worst disease: it appeals to the missionary in us who wants a simplified ethic on a us-against-the-devil basis.

In the eighteenth century somebody said that anybody could be a farmer: it was a job that took no intelligence or skill or preparatory study. Such a statement looks pretty bizarre in a world like ours, where farming has become agricultural engineering.
[21] Of course multiculturalism has produced a great variety in Canadian culture, but a writer, for example, wants to be read on his own merits and not as an ethnic specimen.

[22] Innis’ “bias” is a bias for time or for space: he says Canada is temporal and the U.S. spatial in bias.73 And just as America was founded on the separation of church and state, so Canada was founded on the principle of separation of state and nation, a view that Trudeau developed into his peculiar brand of multiculturalism.

[23] Box of candy above [par. 9]: one still doesn’t look for the subtle addition of invertase or lithium: one still wants the unified taste of the whole product.

[24] McLuhan would perhaps have remained unknown if he had talked of the global town (although he does use the FW [Finnegans Wake] phrase “the urb it orbs,” or global city).74

[25] “Liberal” has acquired a false aura of well-to-do middle class, foisted on it by pseudo-radicals. Liberal means liberal.

[26] One should leave minority languages to private enterprise: that’s one field where privatization really works. Irish vs. Welsh.75


[28] Separation of Whigs in America, who won the Revolution, from disaffected Tories in Canada.

[29] Growth of smaller divisions (Republicans-Democrats; Conservatives-Liberals).


[31] Growth of radical-reactionary division in Depression.

[32] Lenin and the adversarial relation, dignified with the name dialectical materialism.
[33] Misery and total failure of this adversarial relation.

[34] Students crushed under tanks in Tienanmen Square showed that all peoples want the same kind of thing, the best of both bureaucratic and entrepreneurial sides.  

[35] Canada represents, or should represent, a deeper complement to American ideology than their own parties do, because of the absence of direct jockeying for power.

[36] Complementary of imperialist power and observant power.

[37] Analysis of Roethke and Atwood poems with the same title [par. 1].

[38] Canadian writing, painting, buildings, music are the Canadian identity.

[39] Architecture less regional than literature or painting: paradox of the regional–international complement.

[40] Culture as a counter-environment and education as the creation of one.

[41] Oscillation of Utopian isolation and international responsibility in U.S.

[42] Oscillation of multi-culturalism and mediation role in Canada.

[43] Real complementary relation the anti-intellectual and the cultured.

[44] Canada as an extension of the Jeffersonian states-rights.

[45] Inheritance of dialectical view from Christianity.

[46] Natural society: the indigenous people at the Montreal Expo?

[47] Phantasmagoria of politics (and economics) vs. steady forward growth of arts and sciences.
[48] Assimilation of all productive capacity to arts and sciences (e.g., farming becomes agricultural engineering.

[49] Separation of church and state essential in U.S. because of dialectical intolerance of church and complementary inclusiveness of state. In Canada less rigorous because both have had to compromise more.

[50] Lenin is Christ the tiger, just as the ex-theologian Stalin is Paul. (I’m trying to account for the readiness with which liberals accepted the Marxist picture in the 1930s).

[51] Tory-preserving land metamorphosis: Architecture raises the issue of urban vs. green worlds.

[52] Burke and the contract. The Tienanmen martyrs have illustrated the contract.

[53] De Tocqueville says practically nothing about Canada, but one thing he does say is “In Canada the most enlightened, patriotic and humane inhabitants make extraordinary efforts to render the people dissatisfied with those simple enjoyments which still content them . . . more exertions are made to excite the passions of the citizens there than to calm them elsewhere.” He’s talking mainly about French Canada, and what he says forms a concise summary of the entire history of French Canada. But the remark applies to English Canada too, and implies that there is a massive calm at the basis of Canadian life which infuriates its intellectuals.

[54] Many languages, including early English, have no word for space but only for place, or space there. The imagination in Canada had to come to grips with a space without place: American history was a matter of filling up empty space with places; in Canada this process had to remain incomplete. Resistance to it produces the illusion that Canada is a vast territory that ought to be accommodating hundreds of millions of people, a global dog in the manger. This illusion is of course held mainly by foreigners, though Diefenbaker appealed to it with some success in the 1957 election.

[55] The influence of Canada on the United States is almost impossible to describe in words: it’s subjective to the verge of being mystical. But sim-
ply to have so powerful an insulating force separating it from the Soviet Union had a good deal to do with the fact that the Cold War stayed cold.80

[56] Three levels of culture: the lowest one is the way people eat, dress, talk, marry, produce goods. On this level Canadian life is largely indistinguishable from (northern) American life. Not important: far too late to talk about the “Americanizing” of Canadian life: in this world what we have is the homogenizing of the world through technology, including the United States. Culture shock even for Guyanans who stay home.81

[57] Middle level: the culture formed by tradition and history, and present in social, political, religious institutions and in the main currents of ideology.82 We have a Parliament and a nominal monarchy; separate church and state less dogmatically (we don’t, after all, have the Southern Baptists), have two official languages, and so on. The error of Quixote in trying to undo history, to reshape the past instead of getting into the present: je me souviens83 psychology: stronger in French Canadian separatism, but present in Grant’s Lament for a Nation.84 Usual stuff about the [Edmund] Burke contract in Canadian Toryism vs. the deductive revolutionary pattern of the American Revolution; acceptance of mercantilism here;85 Tory radical attitude to American life as obliterating social structures and yet being the facade of an oligarchy (a slave-owning one before 1864). It is on this level that Canada is constantly threatened and beleaguered, or feels itself to be so, by American influence. Innis and his “bias.”

[58] Top level: the culture of our literature, painting, film, architecture, scholarship, philosophy, radio drama, etc. In theory this should proceed from the people and be the heritage of the people; in practice it’s always an elitist cult. That’s what education is all about.86 So, as with Christopher Wren’s monument in St. Paul’s, if you want to know what Canadian identity is, look around you, and attend the events that will be taking place in this hall.

[59] American awareness of Canada mainly as insulation, or as the Tory minority. But always a radical streak: anti-oligarchy. Why we have (a) Socialist parties (b) a monarch.87

[60] As a lit. critic I know the importance of symbolism, & I know that anti-monarchism is equally a matter of symbolism.
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Literature

[The Reversal of Reality]

This brief fragment sketches themes for part 3 of MD. The typescript is in the NFF, 1991, box 28, file 4.

[1] The reversal of reality in comedy in Shakespeare is normally the reversing of objective reality often symbolized as a law, which is frustrating and frequently absurd, into created reality of the kind that “art” (magic, but also drama and music) represents. The Tempest and, in a different way, WT [The Winter’s Tale] are the great examples. The savage and bitter comedy of TC [Troilus and Cressida] is something else.

[2] I’d say it was using cosmological principles as a hypocritical front to gain immediate ends. Ulysses says everything depends on the chain of being keeping its order and hierarchy. Fine. Is it cosmology that makes Ajax so superior to Thersites, or just physical strength and social rank? Maybe those things are built into the chain of being. O.K. What happens when the chain of being gets buggered up? Chaos and anarchy. In other words, the Trojan war. The real argument is: Achilles is the best man in the Greek army, because the strongest, better than you guys, incidentally, so we’ve got to get him back if we’re going to win this war. The fact that fighting the war is fucking the c. of b. [chain of being] is ignored.

[3] Time is a creative force in the real comedies, but it’s only the no-longer past, the not-yet future, and the never-quite present that get into Ulysses’ speech on time—illusory time, or rather time as the source of
illusion. Space is presented in the form of place, the hierarchy unknown in paradise or to a regenerate nature.

[4] I think I’ll need to run to the more normal comedies and the romances to make my argument clear. TC, anyway you look at it, does reverse the perspective of AW [All’s Well That Ends Well] and MM [Measure for Measure]. The Trojans are less hypocritical, and therefore sillier. Troilus can see as clearly as Hector what a waste the war is, but his illusion is an idol: he’s got to keep worshipping fame and glory even when he knows they’re not there. Of course he’s also rationalizing his feeling for Cressida, but he has the example of Helen before him.

[5] I think Flaubert’s Tentation de St. Antoine gets into the act: St. Anthony is terribly distressed as long as he keeps objectifying his God: there’s a chorus of heresies first and then a series of undercuttings ending in the scientific vision of damn-all in space. Then he turns around and fishes the chimera and sphinx out of his inner guts, where they’re developed from, I think, mother and daughter (or mistress) figures. I have to look at it again, but I think he really does surmount his temptation and wins through.¹

[6] The theatre inverts our ordinary standards by presenting an objective illusion generating a subjective reality. Ideally, the audience going out of the theatre is the presence generated by the absence within the play. The true king is the pieces of bread the audience has consumed.

[A Midsummer Night’s Dream: Theseus’s speech]

This brief piece contains quite a few similarities to Frye’s account of Theseus’s’ speech in “The Expanding World of Metaphor” (1985). See MM, 113–14. The reference in par. 3 to the “recently discovered” Blake marginalia by G.E. Bentley, Jr. could date these notes to as early as 1965. But if the reference is to the first publication of the information in book form, the date becomes 1978, closer to “Expanding World” The typescript is in the NFF, 1991, box 28, file 4.

[1] Whenever I attempt to think about matters even remotely connected with critical theory, I find myself turning once again to the famous
speech of Theseus at the opening of the fifth act of Shakespeare’s *A Midsummer Night’s Dream*. The relevant part of the speech is:

> I never may believe
> These antique fables, nor these fairy toys.
> Lovers and madmen have such seething brains,
> Such shaping fantasies, that apprehend
> More than cool reason ever comprehends.
> The lunatic, the lover, and the poet
> Are of imagination all compact:
> One sees more devils than vast hell can hold;
> That is the madman; the lover, all as frantic,
> Sees Helen’s beauty in a brow of Egypt:
> The poet’s eye, in a fine frenzy rolling,
> Doth glance from heaven to earth, from earth to heaven;
> And as imagination bodies forth
> The forms of things unknown, the poet’s pen
> Turns them to shapes, and gives to airy nothing
> A local habitation and a name.
> Such tricks hath strong imagination,
> That if it would but apprehend some joy,
> It comprehends some bringer of that joy;
> Or, in the night, imagining some fear,
> How easy is a bush suppos’d a bear! [5.2.22–7]

Imagination is a word that has always had two different contexts. In one context it means something creative and constructive; in another it means something hallucinatory, almost pathological, a capacity to see things that are not there. Since the Romantic movement, we tend to emphasize the creative context, but we preserve the distinction in the two words “imaginative” and “imaginary.” Theseus, though he is aware of the creative context, tends on the whole to emphasize the hallucinatory one, which is why he associates the poet’s vision with that of lunatics and lovers.

[2] The speech uses twice the words “apprehend” and “comprehend,” and the repetition indicates two different kinds of mental process. Ordinarily, sense experience “apprehends” the world around it, and reason “comprehends” the information brought in. This gives us the daylight
world of common sense, of law and authority, of ordered categories: this is the world that Theseus understands and is wholly committed to. But what the poet “apprehends” is fantasy and emotion, things the reason cannot deal with, and nothing can “comprehend” fantasy and emotion except some kind of invented being, a fairy or a god or what not.

[3] What Theseus is also saying, whether he realizes it or not, is that lunatics, lovers and poets are the only people who really take metaphor seriously. The difference is that lunatics and lovers identify themselves only with illusions; the poet creates out of illusion a peculiar kind of reality. As William Blake remarks, in a note recently discovered by my colleague Professor Bentley, we should be careful not to associate what Theseus says with what Shakespeare himself thinks.² From that point of view, there are many ironies in the speech, including some that only we can appreciate. For instance, only the lover, according to Theseus, can see beauty in “a brow of Egypt,” but Shakespeare, a scant ten years or so later, was to make out of a brow of Egypt one of the most fascinating female characters in the whole range of drama. Then again, Theseus has just reversed a decision about one of the two heroines which he said at the beginning of the play he was entirely unable to reverse, and there is a strong suggestion that his will has been quietly overruled by Oberon, the king of the fairies, in whose existence Theseus does not believe. Whether this is so or not, it is certain that Oberon comes in to preside over the blessing of the house after the six lovers, including Theseus himself, have gone to bed.

[4] The relation between the lover and the poet was very prominent in Shakespeare’s day. In theory, the poet began as a lover, courting an aloof and disdainful mistress, and the frustration this produced drove him to poetry. Thousands of sonnets and other lyrical verses in the Elizabethan period testify to the mandatory nature of this convention. Often, although love in theory held the priority, the lover would settle for poetry. There are two poems of Donne that illustrate the process: in one, “The Extasie,” two bodies joined in sexual union produce a single soul, who is the speaker of the poem. But after the climax the soul breaks down again into two bodies after it has spoken what Donne calls “this dialogue of one.” In the other, “The Canonization,” the lovers are again united in a single form, a phoenix in which they “die and rise the same.” But there again the love has an end and the lovers become an inspiration for poetry instead.
[5] The basis of poetic expression is the metaphor, which normally takes the form “A is B.” Examples are in the prophecy of Jacob at the end of Genesis: “Naphtali is a hind let loose,” “Issachar is a strong ass,” “Joseph is a fruitful bough.” The metaphor thus appears to be proclaiming the identity of two things which none the less remain two things. This is an aspect of metaphor that never fades out, but just now it would be simpler to say that the metaphorical formula “A is B” does not so much assert an identity of two separate things as annihilate the space between A and B.

[Notes for “Varieties of Eighteenth-Century Sensibility”]


[1] I think my 18th c. talk will be an expansion of one of my central theses, the role of Blake as the first person to understand that literature is the art of inscribing verbal patterns inside a mythological cosmos. The century starts with Pope, who inherits the general attitude that Christian doctrines are true, and therefore too high for poets, that pagan mythologies are false and therefore too low, and that literature occupies a middle ground between. Boileau is the first post-structuralist critic, not that I’m ready to say that yet. But the inference from the Boileau attitude is that the critic is really greater than the poet, who submits what he says to the critic, the judge representing the law of taste in his age.

[2] The transitional figures are Berkeley, especially the Berkeley of Siris, Lowth, and Young. They all in different ways represent the transition from what Arnold later called the Hellenic (or rather the Roman-Augustan) to a Hebraic attitude, making literature into a form of proph-
ecy. Berkeley was, as I remember, a Hebrew scholar, and Young, whatever his scholarly assets, was a Biblical writer as well as a satirist.

[3] Start by dismissing that idiot’s “reconsideration”; naturally I don’t regard process and product as separate things, but only as differences of emphasis. And there certainly is a difference of emphasis between the carefully constructed plot of Tom Jones, for all the talking Fielding does to the reader, and the parody-plot of Tristram Shandy.

[4] In reading 18th c. literature in connection with my Blake book, I got the word “archetype” from a footnote in the first book of Beattie’s Minstrel, one of the many poems of the period about the primitive nature of poetry. My conception of the “anatomy” in prose fiction, originally stimulated by Blake’s Island in the Moon by way of Tristram Shandy, was reinforced by some remarkable essays in that genre, like Amory’s John Buncle. This book, incidentally, reflects the new discovery, by a still male-dominated literature, that women might be something more than pet animals. Similarly with Bage’s work, notably Hermsprung, and his earlier book where the virtuous dame discussing the position of women in a Turkish harem says “I had rather death a thousand times” and her pragmatic friend says “I had rather a thousand times than death.” This connects with the 18th c. emphasis on survival as an attribute of women in a male-dominated world, where Scott says that even a victim of rape ought to creep back into society with the greatest humility, otherwise the door will be opened to unimaginable license. This starts in the golden age of the Augustans with Moll Flanders, and continues in Fanny Hill.

[5] Pre-revolutionary mentality: just before a revolution occurs, there’s an extraordinary enlightenment, very different from the rationalizing enlightenments of the Augustans. English Strum und Drang reflects this. Once a revolution occurs, nothing is less likely to happen than further revolution, or progress of any kind. France, because it had a revolution, went around the normal revolutionary circle back to dictatorship with Napoleon, and its 19th c. history shows that it learned nothing. But England, because it didn’t have one, preserved something of the genuine radical vision.

[6] The awareness of the primitive nature of poetry succeeds the Augustan sense of hierarchy and limitation of sympathies, which made
parody so general as to become facile (Tom Thumb, The Critic, etc.). 10
The recognition of the Bible and Homer as “primitive” may have been
historically wrong, but helped to expand sympathies immensely, along
with the new appreciation of the “Gothic.” Ossian and Rowley are, as I
said, pseudepigrapha; note the use of the Hermetic literature in Siris,
again a matter of not being obsessed by dating considerations.

[7] The Augustans fell for the fallacy of the “great tradition,” the tyr-
anny of mainstream culture, and we’ve inherited their view: eccentric
and original works like Amory’s and Bage’s are still largely ignored.
Tristram Shandy has held out, but it’s unique. From the middle-class
Tories Swift and Pope to the aristocratic Whigs, Byron and Shelley, there
was a complete reversal of attitude: in Swift’s Mechanical Operation of
Spirit society is the centre of sense and the individual who deviates is
mad; in Julian and Maddalo it’s the other way round, and a society can
be mad (of course Swift said this, but in a different context).

[8] Wordsworth’s preface is really asking: what kind of style is appro-
priate for a classless society? Blake was raising the same question implic-
tly by the style of his Prophecies. He realizes that the speech of the
average educated Englishman of his day was becoming a polysyllabic
clatter, and he imitated this in his own style, which of course, being so
profoundly original, was dismissed as mad down to our own time.

[9] These poets completed in verse the revolution begun by Dryden in
prose, especially critical prose. It’s largely the novelty of Dryden’s prose
that made Arnold speak of the whole age as an age of prose and reason.

[10] John Buncle and other “anatomies”: cf. Southey’s Doctor. For the
most part fiction, romance and anatomy (not many British examples of
Rousseau’s confessional form) were kept in special generic apartments,
but there are exceptions indicating a possibility of greater freedom.

[11] The age of Romanticism was primarily, I think, a reactionary age:
most of Lovejoy’s types of Romanticism were ultra-conservative, and
even when revolutionary, as in Shelley, they often go with reactionary
diction. I suppose I’m sketching varieties of Sturm und Drang corre-
sponding roughly to Lovejoy’s “discrimination.” 12
[12] Natural society of course goes with primitive fantasies: Hemsprong is Voltaire’s Ingenu, though a more attractive role-model than Sir Charles Grandison, at least for our tastes.

[13] Mandeville is one of the most striking examples of pre-revolutionary clarity: the outraged howls that greeted his thesis, from Berkeley and Law and others, indicate how powerful the belief in laissez faire capitalism was, and how unconscious most people were of holding it until something like The Fable of the Bees turned up.

[14] Night Two of Young’s Night Thoughts, at the end of a panegyric on language:

’Tis thought’s exchange, which, like th’ alternate push
Of waves conflicting, breaks the learned scum,
And defecates the student’s standing pool.

[15] Pope’s Essay on Criticism, and even more his Peri Bathous, is devoted to the question of craftsmanship in poetry, the sublime tact that succeeds in expressing meaning instead of merely throwing words in the direction of meaning. And yet the substantiating of convention, which is what this is, can lead to a dead end: all conventions wear out sooner or later, and we have the paradox of Browning’s “faultless painter.” To move from here is to expand from literature as something with a social function to literature as something with a spiritual function.

[16] Swift thought of social stability in terms of a cultural and religious tradition that imposes itself more or less arbitrarily as law, because otherwise man would try to destroy it. The individual is crazy when he deviates from this (Mechanical Operation of Spirit), and society does preserve something of it. The Byronic sense of an individual maintaining sanity or at least sensibility against a mad society is at the other end.

[17] The primitive, in poetry, was then connected with natural societies and the possibility of living in them. The Swift-Burke view that for man nature is art works against this; but the positive features in the view are important too: I can easily explain what they are.
Hermsprong again: the hero has been properly educated in Europe, and then has a long spell with North American Indians where he acquires the “primitive” virtues. The combination makes him an 18th c. role model, deriving his polish from Europe and his honesty, forthrightness, sense of liberty and equality, etc., from an “American” source that turns out to be Indian American. Incidentally, towards the end he proposes migrating back to America with his friends to plant a kind of Utopian colony there, and at one point he refers to the Winter’s Tale type of romance and says he’d regard his shepherd foster-father as his true one. The plot grafted on to all this is an Esau plot: he’s really the son of the rightful heir, etc., and the heroine he wants is his first cousin.

He’s also read and been impressed by Mary Wollstonecraft, so however imperfect his attitude to women by modern standards, it was liberal and enlightened for his day.

The 18th c. sense of the sublime incorporates the alienating and forbidding aspect of nature into a context that’s exhilarating rather than humiliating. It expresses the fact that the “beautiful” by itself envisages an over-tamed nature, a kindergarten like Adam and Eve’s playpen.

The “Augustan” set-up was formed by Locke in philosophy, Newton in physics, Boyle in chemistry, and Dryden in his revolution in literary prose style. Also things like the forming of the Bank of England. It was basically a Whig set-up, and Dryden, Pope and Swift formed a Tory cultural counter-environment. By Romanticism the Whigs had turned, with Burke, Conservatives, and the cultural counter-environment of Byron and Shelley was left-wing Whig.

I’ve mentioned the fact [par. 13] that the howls of outrage directed against Mandeville came from the fact that the 18th c. was deeply committed to laissez-faire capitalism and didn’t altogether realize it. Bitter as the denunciations of Swift were, they weren’t as extreme, because Swift talked more in terms of original sin and human depravity, which were already accepted notions. Adam Smith, though his language was less polemical and moralistic, also said that the structure of economics in his day was independent of moral considerations, being founded essentially on self-interest.
One of the most important features of the 18th c. change in taste is the conception, not merely of poetry as primitive, but of the individual as primitive. The Augustan line from Swift to Burke took it for granted that man was primarily a social animal: this meaning of “primary” is still going in Yeats, except that Yeats was spooked into thinking that the “antithetical” man was heroic instead of creative. Hobbes’ contract in which individuals find life unendurable and so surrender all authority to an absolute leader, won’t do in quite that form; individuals could never have existed except as members of earlier societies. But there is a sense in which the individual can be primitive: he can separate himself temporarily from his society and cultivate the pleasures of solitude—one of the century’s favorite themes, in fact. What happens when you think of yourself as by yourself? was a new and fascinating question.

The riddle proposed by the notion of an individual as such, places in a “primitive” or isolated surrounding, begins perhaps with Hamlet. Hamlet was melancholy, and melancholy was the conception around which this primitivism was formed. Of Milton’s two great poems, Il Penseroso is historically the more significant, and from melancholy to Rousseau’s primitivism and Werther’s suicide the links are fairly clear. That’s why it was worth mentioning the number of nervous breakdowns in mid-18th c.

That links too with the madman as fascinating because he sets up a world of his own, and because there was already a suspicion, which in our day Laing took the credit for “discovering,” that madness is in fact a social protest, and has its own context of sanity. Blake was certainly clear about this, as his notes to Spurzheim show.

The last of the “pre-Romantics” is Walter Scott. Waverley is set sixty years before, and deals with the destruction of the tribal Scottish Highland culture by the middle-class Hanoverians. Gibbon actualized the Augustan historical myth: a U-shaped movement descending from the age of the Antonines down to the triumph of barbarism and religion and rising to a new life after the fall of Constantinople in 1453. We have to wait for the 19th century for its inverted-U counterpart, Ruskin’s Stones of Venice curve rising from ancient “servile” art to what is offered as almost a mathematical proof of the supremacy of decorated Gothic, then
a decline through Perpendicular to the “fall” in the Renaissance. But of course with such things as The Castle of Otranto such sensibilities were stirring in the 18th c. The “Gothic” atmosphere is an intensification of the primitive individualism of melancholy and the ecstatic sense of the sublime.

[27] The other Waverley novels are formulaic fiction, like detective stories and science fiction. Not that that’s anything against them, except that, with a few exceptional developments like the two novels of Umberto Eco, they’re out of fashion. Bulwer-Lytton, Victor Hugo, Dumas, the Polish author of Quo Vadis, etc. etc. were some of the later examples—well, even War and Peace is founded on the convention. The formula is to insert a fiction or mythical narrative into a given historical setting: the past being irrevocable the historical novel is, like other myths, counter-historical, though in a very direct way.

[28] So it’s a disintegrated form (again no value-judgment) of poetic history, where there’s only one war, the siege of Troy, and Roman, British, French, Italian history all follow from the rebound of Troy. (Incidentally, the word Troy, for Ilium, probably comes from a northern or western part of Europe and so means something like labyrinth. There may be more buried in the game of Troy and its relation to Virgilian poetic history than one thinks.)

[30] Scott’s mad women (Meg Merrilies, Elspeth, Madge Wildfire, etc.) are again Gothic elements, along with the Norma of The Pirate. They’re part of the isolated individual complex, the isolated individual being etymologically an idiot.

[31] Moll Flanders: I said something about the extraordinary vitality of that book, deriving from its emphasis on amoral survival. Fanny Hill is no Moll Flanders, but it presents a heroine dumped in London and having to choose between whoring and starving: her choice for survival is a moral choice. Contrast with the idiot heroine of Paul et Virginie, and cf. the Bage passage above. I got a clue to the vitality of Moll Flanders from Borrow’s Lavengro, not merely from the applewoman dialogue I mentioned elsewhere, but from the way Borrow uses the book to cure a Welsh parson who thinks he’s committed the unpardonable sin.
[32] Re my question about science fiction in the 18th c.: I’m forgetting not only the Laputa section of Gulliver’s Travels but Peter Wilkins.22

[33] Note the association of survival with females: also the contrast between the successful and the unsuccessful, as with Defoe’s Moll versus Roxana and Richardson’s Pamela versus Clarissa. Less moralistic than the industrious and idle apprentice cliche. Note how Defoe really establishes fiction on the picaresque basis of amoral but energetic heroes who force and push their way to success. Mandeville private vice again. The endings often have the hero or heroine repentant, but that’s just a cadence like the happy ending. Defoe’s male protagonists are mostly pirates and buccaneers: Pamela’s marriage to Mr. B. is an utterly amoral success story too.23

[34] In fact the emphasis on the picaresque is extraordinary when one thinks of it: one neither likes nor is expected to like Ferdinand Count Fathom, and Jonathan Wild and the Beggar’s Opera are picaresque modulations. I think Pamela and Fanny Hill, along with Moll Flanders and Roxana, are female picaresques: naturally they roused greater anxieties in their time.

[35] Amelia and, I think, Evelina turn on mistaken-identity plots: that’s formulaic too, as Agatha Christie demonstrates.

[36] Methodist hysteria and “enthusiasm”: I suppose that’s obvious but there may be connections with the age of sensibility I could use.

[37] Not much direct Rousseauism in England: Sandford and Merton (Thomas Day) is pretty dismal, but look it up again along with Maria Edgeworth’s father. Also Continental things like Manon Lescaut.

[38] The beautiful-sublime distinction turns up in Blake in the form of the Beulah vision of the Songs of Innocence and its contrast with the tiger-vision of experience. It’s the latter that’s what link there is with the melancholy or penseroso tradition—not a very direct link: Blake is too moral a mind to get much kick out of pleasing melancholy: he’s either outraged or ecstatic.

[39] If we look at some of the stories in Tristram Shandy—the man who dropped a hot chestnut into his open fly, the abbess and novice using
obscene words to move a pair of balky mules, etc., we say that the stories are nothing: Sterne seems to be making a point of this. In the common phrase, there is style but no substance. The trouble is that this is a false antithesis: style-itself is substantial. I noticed this absorption of everything into rhetorical patterns in Alan of Lille in medieval times, and it recurs in Sterne. The link with the age of sensibility may be that there’s nothing there but the quivering of words: using words for doing other things doesn’t get in. So he’s a deconstruction pioneer, or at least a formalist one.24

[40] Hermsprong once more: the hero has, as I say, read Mary Wollstonecraft, but the heroine is the conventional insipid idiot that’s common in sensibility novels. It’s difficult to know whether that’s just convention or satire.

[41] Don’t forget to do something about Emily Montague:25 that’s something they won’t know too much about and will be appropriate for me. I don’t know whether my “still life” point has anything.

[42] Menippean forms: Mandeville, unlike Swift, does combine verse and prose in the same work, though in a novel way, first writing a poem and then forming a prose commentary around it.

[43] Not only Scott but other formulaic fictional genres are taking shape: Mrs. Radcliffe and her detective story themes, etc. Wonder if there’s anything in science fiction corresponding to Cyrano de Bergerac in the previous century. Vathek is something else again.

[44] Tristram Shandy was my favorite novel at the age of sixteen, though I didn’t know why. I know now: it’s the story of an author trying to get born.26

[45] Browning’s poem on Mandeville [With Bernard de Mandeville] seems to be saying that Mandeville penetrated the false antithesis of good and evil to discern that God brings good out of evil, or makes evil an active partner in the scheme of things. I think he’s saying that: the poem is written in the jargon-gabble of his later idiom.27

[46] Locke’s philosophy starts with the individual: I know he wrote on the social contract: I mean the Essay. There appears to be no socially con-
ditioned individual behind his theory of knowledge. This interpenetrates with the individual of laissez-faire economics, so unforgettably allegorized in Robinson Crusoe. What’s always impressed me most about Robinson Crusoe is the British Empire side of it: a true-born Englishman (Kreutznaer) occupying a tropical isle and turning it middle-class British: no “going native” there. Someone named Novak has studied the economic side of Defoe’s work carefully, I gather: a couple of pages on Crusoe in Marx’s Das Kapital seem to me of no great value, but of course Marx is a blind spot for me.

[47] I think the conception of the individual as primitive is basic to my essay: if it is, then “Augustan” is a Tory and socialized opposition to it, running as it does through Pope and Swift to Johnson. Locke’s epistemology and Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe and later the overtones from Rousseau and the picaresque themes in fiction and female survival don’t amount to a Whig interpretation of history exactly, but they form a mighty force in the century that transforms literature into “primitive” in a practically historical sense. If I had the link here with the trend away from Classical satire (Horace, Juvenal) towards the Hebraic and Biblical I’d be a lot further on. Young would be the first place to look, as he’s a transitional figure with his Love of Fame to Night Thoughts.

[48] Curious how dead the notion of the “Renaissance man” was with the Augustans: the Scriblerus papers ridicule dilettantism, and of course there’s Pope’s Pierian spring couplet.

[49] Wish I knew more about 18th c. criticism: I used to know something about Hurd, Soame, Jenyns, Lord Kames, etc., but I’ve forgotten it all. Anyway, the strong drift to the “pleasures of the imagination,” starting (more or less) in the Spectator and continuing through Akenside’s poem, derives from Locke’s distinction of primary and secondary qualities, the latter being amenable to idealistic treatment close to Berkeley (see Spectator 413, which sounds like an appeal to Berkeley but is actually to Locke). The idealistic inference links closely with the individual as primitive.

[50] Start out with my two principles, the literary history between biographies of authors and ordinary history, and the literary external context. The particular abstraction from the 18th c. culture called “Augustan,”
however Goldsmith defines it, relates to public taste as the arbiter for the writer (the inevitable proof-text is Johnson’s couplet about the drama’s laws the drama’s patrons give—of course it’s especially true of drama). However, a lot of mysterious changes in taste and shifts in cultural climate go on that can’t be altogether reduced to social changes in a deterministic context: the changes of cultural climate do some of the determining, and the shift to the Hebraic and prophetic from the Horatian and satiric is one of them.

[51] It’s beginning to look as though the paper were taking on a (ugh) Hegelian shape: thesis, the social and clubbable nature of the specifically “Augustan” part of 18th c. sensibility; antithesis, the individualized part of it, starting with Locke’s individual knower and going on from there (that wonderful Young quote belongs to the thesis). After that I get, not to a mere “synthesis,” any more than Hegel did, but to a broader perspective that contains them both, the mythological, with its middle earth. The final chorus of The Secular Masque of the very beginning of the century is so familiar we often forget its context, which is the futility of the Classical gods. Its counterpart is Religio Laici, which says we don’t know anything about God except what a politicized church tells us. It goes on from the word “dim.”

[52] Certainly a strong affinity with Horace in all this, what with his love of ease and retirement as nothing in itself but as a relaxation from a highly social life. Virgil and the imperial theme, the pax Romana that makes it all possible, come into the picaresque adventurers and Robinson Crusoe.

[53] If I’m on the right track, the paper ends with Blake rather than beginning with him. There must be a historical basis for criticism, but there’s a vertical perspective too: this is the mythological that takes shape around an axis mundi, and gives the poet a prophetic as well as a social function.

[54] Extroverted and introverted individualism, the former the adventurers and the latter the pleasures of imagination people, most extreme in Smart, Cowper and Chatterton. Extroverted and introverted sociability, the latter in the general gossip atmosphere behind all the pamphlets and personal allusions, the former in the more esoteric societies. I don’t
know if I can make much of that: Smart was a Mason and so on, but the club and coffee-house in general are to some degree retreats from the wider society represented by the theatre, as well as from the Tory-Whig election activities and the like.

[55] In that article on the age of sensibility I was trying to isolate a phase of English literature that in some respects resembled the German Sturm und Drang, a period of great promise but very limited maturity. Gerstenberg, Leisewitz, Lenz, were all paper fires who blazed briefly and went out. The Britain of Chatterton, Fergusson, even Collins, Smart, Burns, had some analogies, though it had no Goethe to sum up this period and survive to the next one—Blake is hardly such a figure, in view of his total lack of contemporary influence. France had no such movement at all: what there is is entirely summed up in the figure of Chenier, who planned great works that might have made him a greater poet than Victor Hugo if he had not been murdered by the Terror.

[56] My view of literary history and the external literary context, however, breaks with the panhistorical people, including the Marxists, in that I recognize the presence of a vertical perspective, starting with myth, where the chief characters are gods, and ending with irony, where we see a demonic world “below” us. It’s the attempt to eliminate this vertical perspective that makes the “Augustan” tendency somewhat secondary, and the latter half of the century exhibits the shudder of repulsion and distaste with which literature recovered its balance and renewed the emphasis on the prophetic. Naturally I can’t say any of this, except in the most oblique terms.

[57] Sturm und Drang differs from the age of sensibility in that there was a sense of fearful anticipation in Germany: the country was not an empire like Britain, had no record of political success behind it, and was cautiously adding itself together in preparation for some kind of epiphany, if not exactly a Romantic one. So S u D is not “pre-romantic,” but it’s pre-something. Nothing like this in Britain, where the emphasis is on continuity. The apres-nous le deluge feeling spread much further than Louis XV in France, and provided some sense of expectancy there; but Britain ended this period with Burke’s over-emphasis on continuity in the Appeal.
Something about cultural aging: Beethoven could only have come after Haydn and Mozart and before Wagner and Berlioz. This leads to a sense of accumulation through time: the great poets of the past come to us like Gower at the beginning of Shakespeare’s Pericles, full of an authority given them by the centuries in between. That’s not quite a vertical dimension supplementing the historical one, but it’s linked.

Your 18th c. paper must begin with Blake’s realization that literature was the art of inscribing verbal patterns inside a mythological cosmos, as I’ve said, and that this is the same thing as the quest for a world in which the spiritual is the substantial.

Quote Hegel as saying that spirit enters when We becomes I, when the individual grows out of, not away from, his social conditioning. But of course this means a criticism of that conditioning, not an acceptance of all society’s lies and hypocrisies.

From there we go to the dialectic of society and the individual in the 18th c: the basis of survival, male in the picaresque heroes, female in Moll Flanders (Borrow’s two appeals to that book), Pamela, even Fanny Hill. etc.

Amoral streak here: Mandeville and the howls; Adam Smith said the same thing to general applause. William the Quaker in [Defoe’s] Captain Singleton: “I would as soon trust a man whose interest binds him to be just to me as a man whose principle binds himself.”

(Earlier [par. 40]). In Hermsprong the heroine is the same kind of insipid idiot we often find in fictional heroines of the period, but she is something more: her morbid devotion to a father who has no claim to it makes her a myth of female masochism incarnate. The fact that she has a more sensible friend with whom she is contrasted and that her lover makes a point of the fact that he has read and been impressed by Mary Wollstonecraft makes one realize that we are in the presence of deliberate satire.

Marx sneers at Robinson Crusoe “amusing” himself with religious reflections, but one would have expected Marx, of all people, to understand that preserving one’s sanity is mostly a matter of preserving one’s
social conditioning, and Crusoe’s struggle to survive mentally as well as physically is not a matter of amusing himself.\textsuperscript{38}

[65] With Defoe’s other picaresque heroes and heroines, thieving and whoring are a means of survival: it is no good preaching morality unless morality coincides with self-interest, much more self-preservation. They all want to reform, “repent” and become respectable as soon as they can afford it.\textsuperscript{39}

[66] Playfulness of the anatomy: in the criticism of the time no subject was more frequently canvassed than the theory of wit, and its distinction from humor, raillery, ridicule, burlesque, and the like.\textsuperscript{40}

\textbf{[Jane Austen]}

\emph{The typescript for these three paragraphs is in the NFF, 1993, file 2, box 6.}

[1] I’ve often noted how ambiguous such novelists as Jane Austen and Henry James are about the conventions of society they study so closely. They would not be notable writers without the irony that shows, not merely what fools observe the conventions, but how trifling and arbitrary the conventions themselves are. Yet they’re also very possessive about them: such conventions are their bread and butter, after all. I’ve been reading Persuasion, a book Helen [Frye] loved, and when I came to the cognitio, where Mrs. Smith tells Anne Elliot about the latter’s suitor, and then really spills the dirt on him (i.e., establishes “proof,” in the Tractatus Coislinianus sense)\textsuperscript{41} by showing Anne a letter from him, the author says: “She [Anne] was obliged to recollect that her seeing the letter was a violation of the laws of honour, that no one ought to be judged or to be known by such testimonies, that no private correspondence could bear the eye of others”\textsuperscript{42}—but she reads the letter before she hands it back and calls it “full proof.” It’s charming the way that Jane Austen throws these grains of rice on the altar of convention, while the crafts-woman in her is impelling her to work out the denouement of the plot.

[2] Class distinctions in a society greatly intensify a sense of social detail. In Persuasion Lady Russell, not the most intelligent but by no means the silliest character, the one who “persuades” Anne to throw her man over, is said to be very sensitive to the difference between a mere knight and a
baronet—a difference that would seem trivial to the verge of folly to anyone not under its spell. Social distinctions are “real”: they are tangible facts that have to be coped with by anyone living with them, yet once detached from the society they look silly. The novelist of manners, half-detached and half-committed, puts the sensible and the silly, the virtuous and the designing, through the same ballet dance, admiring the agility and realizing that it is a lot of prancing.

[3] It’s a feature of romance to make the heroine a more energetic character, more in touch with the inner machinery of the plot, than the hero. A slight increase of irony, and what we have is something like Jane Austen’s Emma. We first see Emma in a pre-sexual state (i.e., no strong sexual urges have yet made their appearance), devoted to her father. And while the reader may feel that a more useless person than old Woodhouse never drew the breath of fiction, he has three great if negative virtues. He has inherited a lot of money; he is gentle; and, most important from a daughter’s point of view, he is utterly predictable. Hence he’s a kind of displaced dieu fainéant.43 So Emma is in a kind of paradisal setting—naturally most of it a fool’s paradise—and is free to play with her live dolls. The dolls being alive, they play their own games and not hers. Hence Emma is closer than one might think to the middle section (second) of Auden’s Kairos and Logos.44 Such a figure is of course an architectus [AC, 174], and Emma ironically reflects something of the struggle of her creator, probably, with autonomous characters who insist on working out their own destiny instead of fitting her plot.

Notebook 30a: [Thomas Carlyle]

The date of these notes on Carlyle is uncertain, but they probably were written in the 1940s, like most of the other notebooks in the Notebook 30 series. They are apparently later than Frye’s “The Anatomy in Prose Fiction” (1942), where he mentions Sartor Resartus as an example of the combination of confession and anatomy. Two things in that essay—Mill’s reference to the confession as “mental history” and Frye’s reference to The Tale of a Tub as a Menippean satire—appear in the current notes, but here Frye seems to be expanding his brief remarks in the earlier essay. Most likely Frye wrote these notes, as well as the notes on Arnold and Mill that follow, to prepare for teaching his course in Nineteenth-Century Thought. At a number of places he has placed page references above the passages he quotes or refers to. These have been integrated into the text.
following the quotation or reference, which in some cases alters Frye’s own punctuation. As the edition to which Frye refers is uncertain, the page numbers for the passages he quotes and the other page numbers he gives in parentheses are followed by the book, chapter, and paragraph number of Sartor Resartus (e.g., [2.1.8]), except when he himself provides these data and except for a few cases when the reference is uncertain. The notebook, in manila papers covers with green tape on the spine and measuring 20.9 × 13.7 cm, is in the NFF, 1991, box 25.

[1] The style of Sartor Resartus would seem affected if its deliberate resemblance to German were an essential and not a subordinate feature. This last, which ranges from capitalizing of nouns to direct translation of German expressions, is however a spice only, though many of the Teutonisms, such as those beginning with Zeit, afford a greater flexibility to the language and are a considerable improvement on the stupid Latinizing affected by duller writers. But the syntax is not particularly German, and the rhythm, with its thundering long words & its excited apocalyptic and apostrophic tone (Carlyle himself speaks of its “apoplectic” tendency) [1.11.9] is typically that of the Christian evangelist (in the apocalyptic sense)—Milton, for instance. Miltonic too is the anti-climactic “pounce”—on clothes in the first paragraph, for instance; cf. the “decency” of the 1st paragraph of Of Reformation TCD in England but Milton hasn’t Carlyle’s sense of epigram and Ossianic exclamatory periodicity. It is in my sense of the word a “musical” style, though I doubt if Carlyle knew any music (cf. however “spiritual music can spring only from discords set in harmony”) (109) [2.4.12]. It is, as he says himself (26) [1.4.6] the style to suit his subject: a style which communicates overtones of both heaven and hell.

[2] Musical, for instance, is the use of thematic repetition: “How, then, comes it, may the reflective mind repeat, [notice the bullying Miltonic rhetorical comma-barks] that the grand Tissue of all Tissues, the only real Tissue, should have been quite overlooked by Science—the vestitial Tissue, namely, of woollen or other cloth; which Man’s Soul wears as its outmost wrappage and overall; wherein his whole outer Tissues are included and screened, his whole Faculties work, his whole Self lives, moves, and has its being?” (2) [1.1.3]. (The echoic allusion is also a feature of his style). Also alliteration the d’s ending the 3rd paragraph of I, ii (7); the f’s and u’s in the 2nd sentence of the 6th part of I, iv, (25–6).
More distinctive is the echoing doublet: “distractively destructively[”] (7) [1.2.3], “lucid and lucent” (7) [1.2.4], “so froward and so forward” (110) [2.4.13], “hum of real Humour” (26) [1.4.6], “Insanity and Inanity” (26) [1.4.6]—or sometimes the sense-echo doublet: “sleeping and soporicific” (26) [1.4.6]. This last is the medieval type. Here is a key sentence: “From amid these confused masses of Eulogy and Elegy, with their mad Petrarchan and Werterean ware lying madly scattered among all sorts of quite extraneous matter, not so much as the fair one’s name can be deciphered” [2.5.9]. These doublets show a Joycean sense of language-synthesis, derived partly of course from the pretence of translation. They also illustrate the ambiguous nature of the imagery: Carlyle was doing in prose what the metaphysical poets earlier tried to do—suggest a pattern in the chaos of experience by a technique of deliberately forced and strained “conceits.”

[3] This is based on the pun, the word which is a storm-centre of meanings. Carlyle’s puns range from things like “whose has sixpence is sovereign (to the length of sixpence) over all men” (33) [1.5.8], a mere echoic allusion, or from jingles like “Handthierendes Thier” (34) [1.5.9], to involved arse-bites like “Thou ill-starred Parent, who like an Ostrich hadst to leave thy ill-starred offspring to be hatched into self-support by the mere shy-influences of chance” (74) [2.1.8], or, with simpler irony, “like a man unversed in the higher circles, like a man dropped thither from the Moon” (24) [1.4.2]. The reason for this is, of course, that one of Carlyle’s main points is the power of the Logos in name-giving, and another his sense of the hieroglyphic meaning of Nature. Hence, as his trick with “influence” shows, he enjoys using abstract words in their correct etymological senses, recreating them and re-attaching them to the imagination: “is not your very Attention a Stretching to?” (62) [1.11.9]. Abstract words which have lost this belong to the deracinated critical mind.

[4] Most of the puns are clothespuns, so to speak: collected evidence of the way we instinctively describe phenomena in terms of clothes. These appear before in Swift’s Tale of a Tub. Some are straight similes: “Alas, the panoply of Sarcasm was but a buckram case, wherein I had striven to envelop myself” (112) [2.4.15]. Some are metaphors: “The Zadharns . . . lived in the soft, sumptuous garniture of Aristocracy, whereto Literature and Art, attracted and attached from without, were to sure as the hand-
somest fringing. It was to the Gnädigen Frau... that this latter improvement was due: assiduously she gathered, dexterously she fitted-on (hyphenated phrases are frequent) what fringing was to be had; lace or cob-web, as the place yielded” [2.4.11]. Some are puns: “The Philosophy of Clothes is now to all readers, as we predicted it would do, unfolding itself into new boundless expansions, of a cloud capt, almost chimerical aspect, yet not without azure loomings in the far distance” [1.11.1]

[5] Other tricks are the Rabelaisian catalogue, and (to show the agency of spiritual force on the physical world) a peculiar figure of speech consisting of leaving out intermediate stages: “Red says to Blue, ‘be hanged and anatomised’” (51) [1.9.5], or “he digs up certain black stones from the bosom of the earth, and says to them, ‘transport me and this luggage at the rate of five-and-thirty miles an hour,’ and they did it” (35 [1.5.11], cf. 190).

[6] In form, Sartor Resartus is partly a “mental history,” as Mill called it, the imaginative confession or spiritual autobiography, usually based on conversion, which comes down from Augustine and Bunyan to Newman and even Mill in Carlyle’s day, and partly an anatomy or Menippean satire.49 I can itemize the main points of this latter now and elaborate them later.

1. It preserves the simple Menippean pattern of contrasting experience with a theory about it (3) [1.1.4], the main target in the latter being the unimaginative deist-utilitarian-commonsense-enlightenment attitude. This pattern gives him a capital opportunity for use of the intellectualized als ob fantasy50 as one gets it in his puns and symbolism. He has himself to present not so much rival philosophy as an extension of experience—therefore the metaphor (borrowed from Milton) of a bridge over chaos [Paradise Lost, bk. 10, ll. 345–51] is employed repeatedly (4, 68, 168, & esp. 232) [1.1.4, 2.8.5, 2.10.9, 3.1.3]. Hence too the epithet “discloser” (6) [1.2.2].

2. This chaos is further symbolized by the “six paper-bags” of Teufelsdröckh’s life [1.11.17], his untidy room (19) [1.3.14], and the immense difficulty of editing a pile of scattered papers [1.2.passim] which include every phase of the humorous disorderliness of the satura. There are Landorian imaginary conversations,51 symbolic documents like the apparatus of a Dos Passos novel (133) [2.6.4], marvelous journeys that take the editor in (e.g., 153 [2.8.5]: cf. 172), etc. The extension of experi-
ence is symbolized on the other hand by T’s tower-room (16) [1.3.9] and other mountain-top perspectives (160) [2.9.2] and stressed by his reliance on intuition as opposed to syllogism (44) [1.8.2] and his professorship of things in general (14) [1.3.6].

3. The main literary influences are Swift and Sterne (74) [2.1.8], with perhaps some Rabelais. Influences I mean on the form, not the philosophy. Cf. The Modest Proposal of Helots (198) [3.4. passim].

4. The philosophical Thersites is often a Cynic, hence the name “Diogenes” (cf. 75 [2.1.10]).52 The other name illustrates the prophetic role of the protagonist. He is above all a wandering questioner (66) [1.11.18] (i.e. he is far more than a cynic) like Woden going to the giants,53 or Socrates to Euthyphro,54 “in the temper of ancient Cain, or of the modern Wandering Jew” (135) [2.6.17], an “Ishmael” (98) [2.3.21] whose foster-father appeared to him as a Ulysses (81) [2.2.9], and whose real father was God in the form of a Wandering Stranger (73) [2.1.5] mysteriously concealed from ordinary life (76) [2.1.10]. The editor too is only an invisible voice (9) [1.2.6], though he generally adopts the stupid-Higgs role (37 [1.6.5], 159, etc.) which projects the dialogue form and reserves judgement on the theses advanced, as in More’s Utopia (cf. 182). The theme of the Wanderer is of course stock Romanticism: the accidia until he blesses humanity unaware recalls the Ancient Mariner.

But in romantic literature this Wanderer type (Melmoth, e.g.)55 is often merged with a Byronic type of society-challenger who is apt to acquire a Prometheus complex: a hero who by asserting the divinity within him appears diabolic in the eyes of timid Urizen-worshippers. Teufelsdröckh, though no Satanist, has to pass through a Satanic stage, and even when he has closed his Byron and opened his Goethe56 there remains much of the outcast John the Baptist about him. Hence the “baphometric” fire-baptism (144) [2.7.14]: hence the reference to “Satan’s Invisible World Displayed” (38) [1.6.5]: hence the flickering Orc-fire of the nether regions that plays about him. It derives from the progression Swift-Mandeville-Blake, or Helvetius-Rousseau: even James Mill, according to his son, knew that Satan is Urizen.57

5. Or the whole book is a single burst of Menippian laughter (28) [1.4.7], and its attack on society is both radical (12–13) [1.3.1] and reactionary (9) [1.2.7]. Though he regards the idea of a Fall as an inference from man’s dissatisfaction with himself, there is a suppressed reference to the Fall in SR [Sartor Resartus] (31) [1.5.3] just as there is in Burton & Swift: there is even a kind of Apocalypse in the antithesis of dead earth & living spirit.
SARTOR RESARTUS
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Notebook 30b: [Matthew Arnold]

This notebook contains Frye’s reactions to Matthew Arnold’s Culture and Anarchy. References to this work in square brackets are to volume 5 of The Complete Prose Works of Matthew Arnold: Culture and Anarchy with Friendship’s Garland and Some Literary Essays, ed. R.H. Super (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1965). As with the notes on Carlyle and Mill, these appear to have been written as Frye was preparing to teach his course on Nineteenth-Century Thought. The notes provide in square brackets the page number and, when Frye is quoting directly, the line number from Super’s edition. The notebook, in manila paper covers with green tape on the spine and measuring 20.9 × 13.7 cm, is in the NFF, 1991 accession, box 25.

[1] One of the things I should find out concerning Arnold is the reason for his recent eclipse, for the hatred of him displayed by Leonard Woolf, T.S. Eliot, Lytton Strachey & I think Aldous Huxley, down to the merely vociferous abuse of Edith Sitwell’s “chillblained mittened musings.” 58 I dislike him, but I can’t imagine why they should, except as Antonio hated Shylock, for beating him at his own game.

[2] Nor should I, qua professor, for Arnold is the patron saint of professors. My objection to Arnold’s “culture” is the reverse of his to Nonconformity. The latter is vortical, so to speak: in that expressive slang phrase, “you get sucked in.” From an intuition of what God meant by “before Abraham was, I am” [John 8:58], you get sucked into cranks, teetotallers, and teetotalitarians, doughnuts and dunces, bourgeois anthropology, Sankey59 and pious [choruses?]. Similarly, culture is vortical; from sweetness and light60 you get sucked in to a Nazified state education and a Teutonic establishment of all churches (he may have tried to interest Disraeli in this).

[3] Culture, of course, turns on the idea of “perfection,” meaning by that a total balance of qualities very close to the Classical temperance.61 Like Aristotle, Arnold’s ideal depends on a mean and an avoidance of all extremes and hypertrophies. Culture aims at harmonious (individual) and therefore general (social) perfection, as no man can live unto himself [95]. Culture is an end opposed to all absorption in the instrumental. The latter’s symbol in this age is the machine, also ideals of wealth, population, reform, etc. considered as good in themselves. Culture is a becom-
ing, not a getting something. Hence the laissez faire of both individual and social life are anarchic—the anarchy of the Selfhood.62

[4] The relation of culture and religion is confused by Arnold’s ambiguous language. Just as literature is a criticism of life,63 so culture is a criticism of religion. In contemporary terms that works out to a Hegelian pattern: a thesis of culture, or rather antithesis, should combine with one of religion, “as religion is generally conceived by us” [94, ll. 6–7]. As conceived by Arnold, religion is the suppression of animality and the striving for *moral* perfection: this is a “devout energy” [100, l. 3]. I think he says somewhere that a period of criticism should precede one of creation,64 he certainly thinks that the reflection of culture should precede the activity of religion. Poetry, he admits, has not had the success of religion, but “it is destined, adding to itself the religious idea of a devout energy, to transform and govern the other” [100, ll. 2–3] into a supersynthesis.

[5] This is a future ideal based on “the best that has been thought and said” in the past.65 It is based, like Burke’s politics, on an idea of creative conservatism. I don’t know how much Hegel Arnold had read, but his whole Hellenic-Hebraic dialectic is Hegelian, and proves, like Hegel & Burke, that an evolutionary theory of human life is necessarily a conservative one. Arnold is in the Coleridge tradition, and his idea that Constantine helped the church become more cultured and that the apostolic church66 is not necessarily a model is close (if perhaps a parody) of Newman’s idea of catholic evolution.

[6] If I really knew and could express the difference between Arnold and Mill I’d have something. I don’t mean trifling differences like their views of Bright and Bradlaugh67—I mean the difference, which goes very deep, between Mill’s Manichean conservative-liberal opposition and Arnold’s Hellenic-Hebraic antithesis. Mill’s views on the necessity for a deep-seated reformation of popular modes of thought for something he knows damn well is not covered by “education” are in the Autobiography, and very close to Arnold’s. Both believed that the 19th c. was a prelude to a new age of faith.

[7] But I think there is something profounder in Mill. His conservatism is related to liberalism as creature to creator: it has itself no creative
power: it is merely preserved. It is the form: liberalism is the energy. Hence his idea of liberty as a release of energy is deeper than Arnold’s idea of totality as a resolution of energy.68 One needs them both: unity in variety is the point, and Mill, as Morley said, saw the need of supplementing his Liberty in that direction.69 But through Mill you can get to a dynamic unity, to Milton’s commonwealth as “one great Christian personage,”70 and through Arnold you can’t.

[8] One trouble is that Arnold’s idea of culture is parasitic: it lives off the past. The great works of culture generally have been traditional, but to make that an end in itself seems to me to freeze up any possible source of new energy. Arnold is useful in attacking a major disease of our time—religious Philistinism in the form which refuses to attach to religion the respect it would give art or science (that’s not what he meant by it of course: I mean somebody like a New Republic editor). But as long as he keeps on with his stupid plus-thinking, of adding action to knowledge, balancing emotion with intellect, separating what he calls “the religious side”71 with other “sides” like art & philosophy, checking Hebraism with Hellenism, we shall get no sense of an underlying dynamism to life. He means something critical by culture: I mean something creative by religion. His unity is one of totality: mine is the unity of the unit: the organic synthesis of an individual, active body.72 The paradox of Arnold is the same as the hedonist one: if you want culture you have to do something, and aim at something else.

[9] In Paradise Regained the last temptation of Christ is that of culture: he puts it aside for the Hebrew. When he later said to his followers “estote ergo vos perfecti,” “Be ye therefore perfect” [(Matthew 5:48)], he meant perfect Hebrews. For Christ the supreme thing was the renunciation of culture. This on the mental plane corresponds to his martyrdom on the physical. When Arnold talks about the Nonconformists being out of “the main current”73 what can he mean? He is not in it himself: he is a voice crying in the wilderness. Nor was Christ in it. Culture belongs with all the other adjustment-integration-adaptation to environment quackeries of modern education. To learn that the world, “main current” and all, is evil, is necessary: to learn that “the best that has been thought and said” is none too good is more so: to learn the identity of the world and the devil is the final mystery of sacrifice.
[10] Of course Arnold’s apparent inability, not only to see that, but even to see that the “main current” is anti-cultural, becomes clearer when we refer to his idea of a hierarchy of culture which we shall come to when we deal with his “touchstone” essay: his idea I mean of a canon of culture characterized by “high seriousness.”

[11] A very curious error is Arnold’s confusion of the sectary with the individualist. The sectary does not have his own peculiar attitude to anything: he is either a disciple of someone he has misunderstood or a member of a herd. The social pressure on him is infinitely greater than on the churchman, and infinitely greater on the churchman than on the sage—Thoreau, for instance, or Matthew Arnold. Therefore, the social result of “anarchy” is tyranny, not laissez faire.

[12] There was some sort of boundary, if my memory serves me, however vague and fluctuating, between the Philistines and the Hebrews. In Arnold’s thinking it tends to dissolve. Cf. Shaw’s Quintessence of Ibsenism.

[13] Arnold’s canonical tendency to cover culture with the smarmy and glutinous smear of the pietist comes out strongly in his reference to what dull company Shakespeare and Virgil, “souls in whom sweetness and light, and all that in human nature is most humane, were eminent,” would have found the Pilgrim Fathers. Shakespeare sued a man who owed him half a crown about the time he was writing Troilus & Cressida. Even granting what Arnold says, there is no reason to believe that there is any connection between genius and “culture”: had Virgil been as irascible as Swift or as scoundrelly as Villon or as thoroughly bad company as Chatterton he would have been no worse a poet. And Arnold was a contemporary of Baudelaire! Rather of Comte, with his humane hagiography. His varnishing of “the Greeks” as consisting of a pre-Raphaelite haze of Pericles and Acropolis and violet-crowned Hymettus and burning Sappho, is even sillier: “the Greeks” in Plato’s time were as full of superstition and fleas as in Arnold’s.

[14] Notice his use of the negative touchstone for Franklin & Bentham: he took Franklin seriously, where Franklin intended parody, of course.
I respect Arnold for calling a lot of very vulgar people vulgar, but as a cultured person, I have to be antiseptic about it: it would be immoral for me to side too warmly with Arnold. I should be in the danger of those who say Raca77 and [?], though Arnold I think is not, in spite of the play he makes with such names as Murphy, Cattle, Gooch & the like.78 It’s the same with Pope’s Sporus, though there I think Pope is in danger.79 And of course I’m a partisan. It’s a sin for Cattle to abuse Catholics—O.K. But I don’t want Coughlin or Villeneuve or O’Connell varnished into twinkling-eyed Father O’Flynns, that’s all.80 I hate sects as much as Arnold, but, as I say, the sectary is the opposite of the individual, and not the opposite of any member of any visible church or, of course, state.

His standard of vulgarity is useful to deal with questions in which the religious implications are confused by stupidity. A Hollywood playboy marries for the sixth time, remarrying on this occasion his second wife. Well, all right: do I want divorce laws as silly as Ontario’s, or do I want the Catholic superstition of emphasizing the seriousness of marriage by suppressing divorce? Well, no. But the playboy is a nauseatingly vulgar little stinker, and the paper that puts him in the headlines is worse. Then we can talk about the sanctity of marriage. This was Arnold on the deceased wife’s sister,81 where otherwise he looks like a fool. It’s an interim ethic, whatever that is.

My two years at Oxford were in many respects a great failure of sensibility.82 With my background it could hardly have been otherwise, and perhaps I was safer to stick to my programme of reverent Philistinism. But I do wish I had got a clearer sense of whatever it was that brought that nostalgic Oxonian snuffle out of Newman, Arnold and Pater, and what made Arnold feel that Oxford’s “isolation” and “want of hold upon the modern world” [106, ll.1–2] was still “the main current” of culture. It sounds glib to dismiss it as merely a symbol: there was experience, not allegory, in that background.

Arnold himself says culture goes “far beyond” genius [145, ll. 29–30]. Culture is noumenal, seeing things as they really are: anything short of this is phenomenal, absorbed in “machinery” or the instrumental. New genius always implies talent, or a mechanical knack. Well, that fixes that. The contemplative life is better than the active, except that we contemplate Sophocles and not a crucified blasphemer. Well, hardly Pla-
tonic: culture is not a being, he says, but a becoming; there’s evolution at its root.

[19] Anarchy is the product of the “ordinary self” of Selfhood, culture of the “best self” or “right reason.” The former produces in society the sect of class; the later becomes simply “humanity.” There is no romantic theme of the divinity in the development of such a man who becomes “simply a man” [130, l. 6]. No: he joins such a big sect (Church) and such a big class (State) that he is ushered into the world of forms at once. I’ll go after this last point again: it’s a point about Newman too.

[20] Arnold ignores, I think, the difficulty of conversion, of giving up the ordinary self and the instrumental. He doesn’t see that that is renunciation, and how to cultivate a desire to renounce? It’s the virtue-gives-knowledge Socratic dilemma, surely, and no talk about “authority” solves the problem. He knows there’s original sin in culture: he quotes Martinus Scriblerus on “a natural taste for the bathos” [147, ll. 19–20] but in spite of his impatient condemnation of all three classes he is really thrown back on “education,” like Mill, along with, like Mill, a feeling of the total inadequacy of that word.

[21] I know that a lot of this is “unfair,” but I want to be unfair—je veux me fâcher, as somebody in Molière says. But I have some very real, not quibbling, objections to his Hellenistic-Hebraist argument. In the first place, the incessant repetition of “mankind’s progress,” “man’s development,” “man’s advance,” begs the evolution question. How can culture evolve when the products of it never improve? And the Hegelian dialectic, in this form, leads to an a priori assumption that in order to have a thesis, antithesis & synthesis, the pattern of the first two must be one of contrast. Thus he tries to assume that the differences between Hebraism & Hellenism are profound: the resemblances are slight. But that is only special pleading: it would be just as easy to stress the resemblances and make them fundamental. A better perspective still would simply give up the whole cumbersome antithetic apparatus.

[22] Further, Hebraism’s most striking characteristic is not “moral virtue” but apocalypse, the revelation of a City of God that stands while the sun turns into darkness and the moon into blood. That at any rate is the prophecy and poetry on which both law and gospel are built. Its God is
not a bookkeeper but a fiat-maker of inscrutable will. On the other hand
the Middle Ages was, intellectually, Hellenistic: its cultural synthesis
was of a completeness and calm Greece never reached. Thus the “Renaissance” was the last gasp of the Middle Ages: the “Reformation” was the re-assertion of the original “Hebraic” mystery and vision. Anyway, that’s as true as what Arnold says.

[23] “Science has now made visible to everybody the great and pregnant elements of difference which lie in race, and in how signal a manner they make the genius and history of an Indo-European people vary from those of a Semitic people” [173, ll. 30–3]. That stamps the second-rate thinker with the mark of the beast. Contrast it with what Mill’s Autobiography says about his attack on Hamilton. Yet Arnold also talked nonsense about the “creeping Saxon” and the Celtic temperament. Hence one is not going to trust his “State” when one deals with it. “Science,” for God’s sake: he sounds like a high-school debater. Wyndham Lewis’ *Paleface* says his Celtic stuff was a joke: I doubt it.

[24] Two other fatuities link together: “The Greek quarrel with the body and its desires is that they hinder right thinking, the Hebrew quarrel with them is, that they hinder right acting” [165, ll. 4–7]. So both assume “keeping animality under” the basis of self-development! “At the bottom of both the Greek and Hebrew notion is the desire, native in man, for reason and the will of God” [165, ll. 21–4]. So native in man is a quarrel with the body, and this is the one right thing he has! Can Satan cast out Satan? And this is to lead the harmonious and total balance of all faculties! And they call Mill a muddled thinker!

[25] Castiglione thought of his courtier as creative; hence he trained him in “grace” or bodily control, in a delicate, unselfconscious connoisseurship of art (no high seriousness) and in the love of women. Arnold would have us sit on our asses and let our balls dangle uselessly while we ponder the high seriousness of Homer’s criticism of life. It’s a frozen clerical, monkish attitude, like so many in the 19th c.: a plus-thinking which adds up to “contributions” to human development (that silly word)—or rather which lists them and doesn’t add them up.

[26] For Arnold is a proximate thinker: he doesn’t even seem to care what is implied in his “seeing things as they are”: he says we should
read Plato but he doesn’t say whether we should believe what he says or not. Presumably not—in that case Plato becomes a mere historical phenomenon. By “right reason”—the incredible and almost facetious *impudence* of this phrase!—does he mean the reason of God (more or less Newman), of man (no one but a fool), or of God in and as man (Carlyle and the Romantics)? His “spontaneity of consciousness” might go in a Nietzschean direction. But Arnold doesn’t like direction: “The real *unum necessarium* is for us to come to our best at all points” [180, ll. 37–8]. The only man who ever claimed to have achieved this was Edward Lear, Arnold’s contemporary, who said his body was perfectly spherical. Outside of the *Timaeus* world-soul, I mean. All very well, but when Arnold talks about the expansion to the furthest possible limits of his all-round man, I begin to get anxious. Inhale but don’t exhale or you’ll lose your inspiration and expire. Would Arnold give you a bust in his Hall of Fame at your death if you came near enough to it in life?

[27] I suppose he really does fall back on a “kind of trinity of strength, sweetness and light” [178, ll. 28–9], which he seems to disparage. But his point is that Hellenism is a sort of negative perfection and that Hellenism now would be positive perfection.

[28] “Many things are not seen in their true nature and as they really are, unless they are seen as beautiful” [184, ll. 22–3]. I have this marked as “a curious and not unattractive paradox,” and I think it is useful, as I’ve said, as an interim criticism: that the products of a thing are hideous is a good base of operations. Associated with beauty is love: we cannot love the greatest practitioners of what we are most interested in: money, athletics and “freedom.” Roughly the “cause of death” butterslide of Ruskin’s *Unto This Last*. So Arnold has his “aesthetic” side: the intuitive basis of that makes his right reason as a source of sure authority [191, l. 1] in society look sinister, from Mill’s point of view.

[29] I wish he had made his distinction of ordinary and best self a little clearer: liberal nostrums and anarchy generally he calls “mere liberty for the ordinary self” [207, ll.–10]. He seems to hint, when talking about “animality” that they are more or less body and soul. Then he says, tying it up “that natural bent for the bathos which together with this desire itself (“which by nature forever carries all men towards that which is
lovely”) is implanted at birth in the breast of man, and is by that force twisted awry . . .”93 That’s verging on original sin.

[30] Arnold says with Newman that Usm [Utilitarianism] (false Hebraism) is the logical breakdown of Psm [Protestantism] (true Hebraism). It cheapens luxuries but not necessities: it is “outrunning the constable” [211, ll. 8–9] by increasing population and poverty at once. But he hasn’t, as Newman and Carlyle and Ruskin and Morris tend to have, a historical fall from a historical state of innocence in the Middle Ages, because he carries Hebraizing back to apostolic Christianity, or rather, to Constantine. Hellenism is thus now the completion of Hebraism. The councils up to Nicaea are canonical evidently.94 I suppose the real state of innocence is violet-crowned Athens,95 but he’s not a fool about it. This tendency to put the fall somewhere in history, though, is pretty confusing.

[31] He says himself the sectary is not an individualist (172) [198]: but he doesn’t see my point about the implications of that.

[33] He associates respect for women with Aryans and polygamy with Semites: hence marriage with deceased wife’s sister is non-Aryan [208]. It’s that kind of tie up that makes me disgusted with his word “Hebraism.”

[34] “The quite new ideal, of combining grand and national forms of worship with an openness and movement of mind not yet found in any hierarchy.”96 Not quite new: the notion of the state being “of the religion of all its citizens without the fanaticism [another impudent word] of any of them” [193, ll. 20–1] is exactly that of More’s Utopia in exactly the same natural-religion context. Man worships best in common and philosophizes best alone:97 even a man converted to Xy should not be allowed to become too noisy about it—exactly Utopia.

[35] He has a foolish passage recalling Carlyle in which he says we are born with no right, only duties, and infer the rights from the duties [201].

[36] He says Paul thought of resurrection as a consequence of the energy generated by having risen with Christ in this life [183, ll. 5–8].

[37] Tentatively then, my objections to Arnold are:
1. The end of life is creativity, what Castiglione would call “grace.” Drawing, playing the piano, writing, thinking as a creative act, teaching, doing social service or scientific research, playing rugby, loving a woman: these are primary. All reading and study is strictly ancillary to that. This is closer to Carlyle, Ruskin, Morris.

2. Therefore the revolutionary and immediate is [are] important and essential in history. “Everything teaches us how gradually nature would have all [profound] changes brought about” [205, ll. 1–3]—balls. All conservatives are lazy exhibitionizers, but when Darwin came they could talk about “nature” and postpone everything comfortably until,—oh, millions of years. If the children in the East End slums are a horror, the thing to do is to get thousands of ragged vulgar fishwives on the streets yelling for contraceptives.

3. The church is not the opposite of the sect. All churches are sects. The opposite of the church-sect is the body of elect, the elect being the creative people in paragraph 1—the visionaries. Therefore all outward worship, however carefully undogmatic and unfanatical, is of political significance only.

4. The state is not the opposite of the party. By state Arnold means at least a national, and probably racial, group. The extension of state power is the extension of class power: Hitler’s Hebraizing anti-Semitism, Hitler’s enforced and gleichgeschaltet (if that’s it) Philistinism, Hitler’s henchmen who say “when I hear culture I reach for my gun” to a bunch of uninformed and guffawing stumblebums, is the inevitable outcome of the German system of state authority Arnold thought we could borrow from.

5. Blake’s remark that Milton’s Holy Ghost was vacuum [The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, pl. 5], could be applied to Arnold if multiplied by three.

6. Arnold’s philosophy of history is a lot of horse shit.

7. Democracy and laissez faire are not anarchy: they tend to anarchy because anarchy is tyranny, not individualism. Culture is a product of decentralization. England’s green and pleasant land can be regionally cultured: the British Empire cannot.

[38] I shall list my agreements later. Meanwhile I agree that the idea of the vulgar and low-class must be maintained to avoid the Philistine pull to mediocrity. We can drop the class association, just as we have dissociated villainy from villens, but the idea must remain. Akin to
this is the fact that there is a cultural hierarchy: I am not satisfied to say that Mozart is greater than Victor Herbert only in my own mind and taste. He is objectively greater, and anyone who says the opposite is objectively wrong. As a teacher of culture I know that humanity, duty and the impersonal greatness of the thing taught are primary.

[39] Arnold took “Philistine” directly from the German, but Carlyle had already used it in *Sartor Resartus* II, v (p. 121): he calls him a “dialectic marauder.” Carlyle says (II, vii, [par. 4] p. 138): “for man’s well-being, Faith is properly the one thing needful.”

**Notebook 30c: [John Stuart Mill]**

*Frye’s remark at the end of paragraph 26—“A key sentence for the course”—is a reference to Frye’s course in Nineteenth-Century Thought, which he was preparing to teach. References in square brackets refer to the page number in Mill’s Autobiography in Autobiography and Literary Essays, ed. John M. Robson and Jack Stillinger (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1981). This notebook, paperbound with green tape on the spine and measuring 20.9 × 13.7 cm, is in the NFF, 199, box 25.*

[1] Mill says he wrote his autobiography to record an educational experiment. It is difficult to say just what is wrong with it. Certainly the automatic objections to it are all wrong. It’s not the amount of work he had to do: he keeps saying that he was not crammed & that he had plenty of opportunity for exercise (he also learned music & dancing, though he doesn’t say so). That he saved 25 years is probably true. The general outline of it: a classical & mathematical basis, going on to history & poetry, & starting logic at 12 as in the Middle Ages & as recommended by Lenin, is not bad. Nor does his suppressed resentment at his father’s snapping & growling & teasing strike one as really the point. It was all over at 14, and his father, in spite of his grim Victorian industry, rectitude, dogmatism, suppression of toys and most books of mere amusement; in spite of his abolition of the mother from his son’s life; in spite of the sense of timidity & fear his son acquired; in spite of his absurd view that poetry should be studied only for its slogans and because the public approved it; in spite of his impatience & unreasonable demands (Mill says that to demand the impossible is the only way of achieving all the possible [7]) and his reliance on precept & abstraction, comes off fairly
well. It was a Socratic dialectic teaching, & James Mill, though a dry and bitter Socrates, loved his son & love of the pupil is Socrates’ basis. One may disagree with the ambition of achieving an enlightened natural man, neither humble nor arrogant, preserved from the “corruption” and “contagion” of other boys [39], with a nervous individualism, a lack of practical knowledge (even of scientific experiments) and an inability to work with the hands: but while one may disagree that does not account for the feeling of something wrong which one doesn’t feel in Franklin’s autobiography.

[2] It’s not so much the premature pouring of an unformed soul into a mould, though that comes very close to offending one of these little ones. To a certain extent James Mill did read his own moribund Scotch Calvinism, his own self-denying ordinances, into his son: for his son points out how unprincipled his father’s tendency to marry and beget children in spite of his poverty was [7]. We come closer to it when we read Mill’s remark that his conspicuous position in his own time was only the hot-house flowering of mediocrity. Marx too, as paraphrased by Shaw, said that Mill’s eminence as a thinker was due to the flatness of the surrounding country. [103] (The wit is Shaw’s: Marx had no wit.) But had Mill been merely mediocre he would have accepted the absurdities of utilitarianism as a matter of course: there would have been no inner conflict between the energy of his mind and the chaos of his environment to produce a mental form. No: the real trouble is that the father’s mental attitude to what he & his son learned was one of conquest. The Mills were cultural go-getters: they had nothing of the inner relaxation of mind necessary for education: the father tore open the bud of his son’s mind—that was the real evil, or, if that is too strong, his schedule had the linear accuracy of an express train, not the organic accuracy of a plant. J.S. Mill could write of civilization, but not of culture: he had too much of the deracinated protestant animal and too little of the rank catholic vegetable. His dry shy sly humour is a furtive, scurrying, busy, rodent humour, a humour of the front teeth only, a forward-projecting humour, not a back-lean-and-look-up guffaw. I’m getting Chestertonian.

[3] Notice the 19th c. prejudices: the distrust of mathematics as dealing with over-intellectualized, too perfectly controlled, conditions: the empiric objections of Bacon. Cf. Poe’s *Purloined Letter*. Also the idea that the essence of Plato’s thought is his epistemology, not dreamy cosmolog-
rical reveries like the *Timaeus*, which is probably only a *jeu d’esprit* any-

way. Pure Jowett.\textsuperscript{104} Plato, like Shakespeare, has plenty of whatever you are looking for.

\[4\] James Mill’s view of religion is worth study, as it’s a typical 19th c. stereotype & has much in common with Huxley. Trained as a Presbyterian minister, he early acquired a contempt for Deism and agreed with the negative side of Butler’s *Analogy*.\textsuperscript{105} The world is evil and a good God could not have produced it. Hence the best virtues of life in a fallen world are those of charity and honesty. This implies agnosticism: atheism is nonsense, and a Manichean idea of positive evil is far more sensible than what his son was later to call the “lazy monism” of thinking God has no effective opposition.\textsuperscript{106} Maybe Mill’s conservative-liberal dialectic is a sublimation of this. James Mill was acute enough to see that religion is “the greatest enemy of morality” [43] and that the orthodox God, “the most perfect conception of wickedness which the human mind can devise” [43] is the product of centuries of consolidating superstition. The thing that is wrong with this God is his externality, and the reason why agnostics are high-principled men is that they have the essence of all religion, “an ideal conception of a Perfect Being, to which they habitually refer as the guide of their conscience” [47]. Thus, turning our backs on an external God, we must find out what his world is like through experience and reason. If Mill senior was deficient in tenderness and if he thought “the great stress laid upon feeling” [51] was degenerate, it was because all his feeling was for mental clarity & he had none left over. He judged acts by consequences, not motives, and his dislike of “intellectual errors” was “of the nature [character] of moral feeling” [51]. He felt, as all reformers feel, that a liveable existence is just beyond our present reach. As there is no point in sacrifice, the highest theoretical good is pleasure, but as James Mill “had scarcely any belief in pleasure” [49] temperance or negative self-integration, pursued with unvarying discipline, is the greatest practical virtue. The belief that pleasure is the good is with him an inference from the fact that the unpleasant is the evil, and that the honesty to discern this evil and the cultivation of the strength to meet it are the two essential attributes of self-respect. That understood, there will be no real inconsistency in combining a life of crusading reform with a “pig-philosophy.”\textsuperscript{107} The outlook is not unlike that of Newman’s Julian.\textsuperscript{108} the contempt for merely traditional morality, of cowardly and sniggering unavowed skepticism,
of the fuddled inconsistency of the orthodoxy of decent people, and the horror of humility, are all part of it.

[5] Mill’s journey to France is a perfect example of his controlled revolt from his father. Finding there “the general culture of the understanding which results from the habitual exercise of the feelings” [61] is a beautiful sublimation of his remark about the old man a page or two back, that “he threw his feelings into his opinions” [51]. The latter’s “English” insularity & emotional aridity goes with a remarkable condemnation, in language as strong as anything Matthew Arnold said, of the “low moral tone” [61] of English society, their acceptance of selfishness as an axiom (he disliked Adam Smith) and their smug avoidance of good talk, “reducing them, considered [as] spiritual beings, to a kind of negative existence” [61]. From then on he kept au courant with Continental Liberalism (1820) [62].

[6] Mill disliked brutality in education but wanted discipline and “liability to punishment” [53]—the method of education solely through interest he thought softened the moral fibre, which of course it does. It’s more or less my view.

[7] He was, of course, educated in contemporary prejudices without any possibility of navel string-cutting revolt. The best he could do was to find Bentham superbly fresh & novel when he came to read him, which is psychologically quite accurate, I think. But when he says that on reading Bentham “I felt taken up to an eminence from which I could survey a vast mental domain, [and see] stretching out into the distance intellectual results beyond all computation” [69] one is only reminded of what he said a few pages back about “my first taste for natural scenery, in the elementary form of fondness for a ‘view’” [57]. The view truckles to the ego: it comes up in romanticism—well, in the self-enlightenment of Cooper’s Hill and Windsor Forest,109—for the same reason that it came up in Jesus’ temptations.

[8] And if the doctrine of utility “fell exactly into its place as the keystone which held together the detached and fragmentary [component] parts of my knowledge & beliefs” [69], it was partly because pragmatism involves the renunciation of dogmatism and the presenting of the back parts to God [Exodus 33:23], alias the Father. This may be fanciful, but I
doubt if it’s completely off the track. It occurred at puberty; he calls it a religion.

[9] He speaks of the importance of a writing man’s having a job which is not journalism. “The writings by which one can live, are not the writings which themselves live” [85] He began writing at 16—didn’t go to University, of course—couldn’t sign the Articles.110

[10] Usm [Utilitarianism] began by smashing at the “unpaid magistracy” [91] or squirearchy, already tottering, and James Mill’s opening attack in the Westminster Review against the Edinburgh pointed out the natural tendency of a privileged body like Parliament to split into two parts, one in, the other trying to get in with public opinion “without any essential sacrifice of the aristocratical predominance” [95]. Curious irony: every opposition person thinks that of the one ahead of him while he thinks there is no one behind him, or if there is, he’s not directly behind. Marx could have said much the same thing of the Mills’ radicalism: Shaw said it of Marx, and so proceed ad infinitum. It is characteristic of the godly thorough reformation that it

always must be carried on
And still be doing, never done. [Samuel Butler, Hudibras, pt. I, canto I, l. 204]

But the time was congenial to reform (1820’s) as the constipated anal clutch of the anti-Napoleonic white terror was easing off.111

[11] James Mill seems to have been a kind of professional father: his personal ascendancy among the Uns [Utilitarians] was far greater than Bentham’s. Usm [Utilitarianism] was a mixture of Bentham, Hartley & Ricardo, along with a reversal of Malthus: population to be stabilized by birth control. It centred on education, free discussion, & representative gov’t. James Mill, unlike Bentham, didn’t care about kings, nor, of course about the “Rights of Man.” He wanted class interest eliminated from politics, that was all. He thought sexual relations would become freer & consequently less of a pre-occupation. He was a complete environmentalist & associationist in psychology (Hartley): hence his worship of education.

[12] Mill says himself he was a pedant as an adolescent: that his soul had too little of “its natural aliment, poetical culture” [113] and too much
logic & analysis, which, he says in the 19th c. style, is “antagonistic” to it [113]. Opposition to Usm [Utilitarianism] largely one of “feeling.” Sense of the opposition very strong in both Mills & forced them to some extent to live up to their caricatures. “The selfish feelings” [113]. Poetry and Imagination neglected: Bentham said “all poetry is misrepresentation” [115] meaning all rhetoric. Mill has the usual Great Thoughts view of poetry, and he says its effect on him was largely replaced by lives of great men—Socrates & Turgot, the latter of whom, in Condorcet’s life, weaned him from “sectarianism” [115, 117].

[13] Learned to write by putting Bentham into English: mentions Fielding, Goldsmith, Pascal, Voltaire & Courier as models [119].

[14] Uns [Utilitarians] attacked Owenites in 1825: they “represented Political Economy” [129]. His circle of debaters included Macaulay, Thirlwall, Praed, Wilberforce & Bulwer-Lytton, but they couldn’t get good Tory speakers until the “Coleridgians” (Maurice & Sterling) turned up in 1928 [131, 133]. His last Westminster article was an attack on the “Tory misrepresentations” of Scott’s Life of Napoleon in the interest of the Fr. Rev. [French Revolution], for which he collected material for a history later useful to Carlyle [135].

[15] Mill’s account of his interval of accidia or spiritual dryness is so beautifully & yet so artlessly & innocently written that it makes his life one of the really fine “mental histories” of the time. All Newman’s labored pretensions to passionate sincerity cannot conceal a shifting and devious mind: his apology is censored by Newman himself112 and therefore, as a work of art, lacks a rounded finish: Mill’s was censored by his idiotic stepdaughter and therefore merely has gaps and omissions.113 This chapter is one of the few places in which 19th c. literature takes on the unselﬁsh swing of the golden age. Thus his recovery begins with reading Marmontel’s account of “his father’s death” [145]. We know at once what Mill means, and Mill cannot help putting it down though he prevents himself from getting at its full implications.

[16] Melancholy of this kind is of course, as he says, the result of an overly analytic self-consciousness which sees a situation with such paralyzing clarity that it lacks any impulse to alter it. All mystics and contemplatives like Mill are apt to be seized with this fear of altering an object of
fixed attentions. His situation is the reverse of Hamlet’s, and as Hamlet’s mother complex led to his rejection of Ophelia, so Mill’s led to the idealizing of women as a compensation for Life with Father. Byron, he says, was a bad thing to read because too close to himself [149, 151]; Wordsworth, “the poet of unpoetical natures” came off [153]. Culturally, it was a revolt against the linear rhythm of his early training and a search for the other & more organic rhythm. He expresses this beautifully: “I had now learnt by experience that the passive susceptibilities needed to be cultivated as well as the active capacities, and required to be nourished and enriched as well as guided” [147]. He now knew what culture, organic growth and wisdom were, as additions to civilization, success in pursuit, and knowledge. He had got to the stage where his love for music ran aground on [“]the exhaustibility of tonal combinations[”]—the madness of consistent reasoning. That enabled him to take in the Saint-Simon–Comte theory of culture versus civilization in history and to understand that his own views were a historical phenomenon of a transitional age of civilization [171, 173]. He began to see now what Carlyle & Coleridge were talking about, and complete his maturity. It would be interesting to know if a rush of delayed physical maturity accompanied this. Then he split off from Roebuck, who was only a dillettante [dilettante] in culture, and became intimate with Sterling. Roebuck also conquered & manipulated the arts: they didn’t integrate with his character & he did not “derive happiness from the exercise of the sympathies” [157] like the Continentals.

[17] Intellectually, he completed his pragmatism by regarding happiness as an emotional reaction to activity. To pursue happiness, in other words, one must pursue something else that will give happiness. This something else he calls “the internal culture of the individual” [147], raising the qualitative standard which makes short work of any hedonism.

[18] Macaulay’s attack on his [J.S. Mill’s] father’s essay on Government cleared the way by presenting him [J.S. Mill] with something tangible in his father’s influence to attack [165, 167]. Apparently—I am not quite sure of this—he felt that politics was a deductive science based on a philosophy of history, and that that is why purely empiric political thinkers like Macaulay are wrong. His father’s view of deduction, on the other hand, was geometrical and therefore Utopian rather than scientific. So Mill adopted the Spenglerian or Comtian dialectic but, instead of joining the retrogressives, called the development “progress.” There is, then, a
“natural order of human progress” [171] of this Comtian form: therefore different institutions are appropriate to different times, but they are produced solely by the power of the governing class. Middle Ages was “theological”; Renaissance to French Revolution metaphysical; thence the third or “positive” stage, yet to come [173]. This is Comte. That was the basis for Mill’s deductive science, and, though he disagreed with Saint-Simonian socialism, they taught him that private property was at least not an eternal datum and that *laissez faire* was not a complete answer. He preferred them to Owen and liked their views on women (equal) and the family (unit of social inertia) [175].

[19] Finally, he shook off the last shackle of the cultured individual—determinism. This, by an inevitable paradox, was part of his discovery that his theories were wholly conditioned by his circumstances. He adopted the general Hegelian position of the *Logic*, Book 6: the will & environment act on each other and form a larger synthesis of circumstances. This cured him of “thinking one doctrine true, and the contrary doctrine morally beneficial” [177].

[20] Yet he felt that reform was “a moral and educational question” [177] concerned with the next order of progress rather than the rise to power of a new group. Here was a gap that Marx closed. Aristocracy & oligarchy are demoralizing because they represent private interests under the name of a commonwealth. He wanted socialism preached to scare them. (Cf. Carlyle’s FR [French Revolution] & the aristocracy.)

[21] The 1830 French Revolution and approaching Reform Bill bucked him up and he began to write about “The Spirit of the Age” (one of transition) [181]. “Here,” said Carlyle, “is a new Mystic”—and he sought Mill out [181]. Mill never understood how right he was. The elder Austin, a Germanized Un [Utilitarian] & a Socialist who disliked democracy, sounds interesting. He refused to regard “human nature” as a unit & thought it infinitely pliable [187].

[22] I am not going to try to figure out the wife passages—Mill had a tendency to incarnate his ideas—vide the Bentham-Coleridge symbolism—about as much as Carlyle. Cf. the Plutarch reference [115]. So his wife is partly the Sofia of Wisdom literature. I don’t know if the fact they were acquainted as babies has any significance. She hit him on the rebound towards “cultivation of feelings,” of course. It is surely
impossible to dismiss the very circumstantial things he says about the help she gave him as pure infatuated rant, in spite of the way his sentences jitter and quake and ramble. He says certainty lies either in ultimates or the immediately practical, and she helped him in the “slippery intermediate region” of his theories with a “wise skepticism” [197].

[23] Mill says he was a “qualified Socialist” [199] in ultimates and a modified democrat in immediate aims. Dreading the tyranny of an uneducated majority, he was anxious to protect educated minorities and work out the problems of centralization. Tocqueville taught him the value of what sounds like Jeffersonian democracy as a counter to the one danger of despotism—dictatorship: at the same time he hated the stupid English worship of *laissez faire* unlimited [201, 203].

[24] Mill didn’t think much of the first crop of post-1832 “radicals”—said they were a *Côté Gauche* of the Whigs [205]. Founded the London & Westminster Review, 1834, contributed *Civilization* to it. Father died next year (no: 1836). Mill thinks his Hartleian theories of psychology have been underrated—last of the 18th c. [209]. That enabled him to make more of Carlyle & Sterling. Comte he then read, abhoring his religious totalitarianism as the worst since Loyola and a solemn warning [221]. He agrees though that the ascendancy of priests ought to pass to philosophers, “and will naturally do so when they become sufficiently unanimous” [219].

[25] Mill’s timely defence of Durham saved Durham’s neck and did a great deal for colonial self-government generally.¹¹⁹ Also he helped Carlyle’s French Revolution to succeed. Then the Bentham & Coleridge essays, 1839. Says he wrote his Logic to keep alive the tradition of a better philosophy than the German *a priori* school (the English empiric, of course) [233]. He distrusted intuitive conservatism as the consecration of prejudice [233].

[26] More & more he came to feel how deep the kind of permanent reform he wanted was: he knew that even “education” didn’t touch it. As he developed he thus became less of a democrat while remaining a socialist in ultimates, regarding production as a law of nature and distribution as a matter of human will [239]. He says selfishness is not inherent, but the product of a selfish society [241]. 1848 had made a profound
change in socialist thought and altered his own view of it, but Napoleon III disheartened him and he begins to hint Carlylean things about “a transitional period . . . of weak conviction[s], paralysed intellects, and a growing laxity of principle[,] which cannot terminate until a renovation has been effected in the basis of this belief, leading to the evolution of some faith, whether religious or merely human, which they can really believe” [247]. A key sentence for the course.

[27] I think his marriage was less important than the C of L [Court of Love] relation preceding it,¹²⁰ which has all the C of L characteristics. My general theory is right: he says he’s an “interpreter of original thinkers” rather than one himself [251], and that was his relation to her. Apparently her general line was that anything might be true. She didn’t begin the feminism, but did help him with the “Subjection of Women” [253]

Was he impotent?¹²¹

[28] He bitterly fought Palmerston’s suppression of the East India Co. as turning India into a politician’s pork-barrel [263–4].

[29] The central doctrine of “Liberty,” which was revised in every sentence with his wife [257], is the necessity of variety in thought: it’s what I’d call a Menippean theory. I can see how he links her to it: she was the symbol of the pragmatic as his father had been of the dogmatic. Free times are temporary because strong convictions fossilize into creeds. He first thought of it on the Capitol steps [249], like Gibbon.¹²²

[30] He disliked the ballot [261] (why?) and wanted pluralities for “proved superiority of education” [261] Find out something about Hare’s system of representation: sounds like proportional rep. designed for assertion of minorities.¹²³ Now when minorities are the deadliest danger we have, that sounds pretty silly.

[31] He seems to have talked about his step-daughter in very similar language [264–5] & his daughter wouldn’t stand for it—that seems to be where the cuts come.¹²⁴

[32] He was of course as strongly pro-North in the Civil War as he could be, though he seems to have seen nothing involved beyond the slavery question [266–7]. The rest of England of course went frantically pro-
South, hoping that this hideous egalitarian experiment would meet its just deserts.

[33] The account of his attack on [Sir William] Hamilton is as brilliant a part as any of his book, and it is probably pretty important [268–71]. In it his self-acknowledged talent for expressing himself in terms of someone else, and in making that someone else the “vehicular form” of his imagination, gets full sway. He thought the intuitional school of psychology, of course, merely “agreeable to human indolence, as well as to conservative interests generally” [270] and thought it an incarnation of the Logos of reaction. The most effective attack on the true-because-beyond-argument school is a genetic one—which shows, incidentally, how very honest it was for him to write an autobiography. He has a brilliant sentence on the important stumbling-block of regarding human distinctions as “innate, and in the main indelible” [270]. He saw, in short, the genesis of Naziism in romanticism. Then he wrote on Comte.

[34] As a Parliamentarian Mill’s conscientious refusal to “buy his seat”125 by spending his own money on electioneering and his calm announcement of women’s votes before nomination, make an appreciation of Mill an acid test of political sensitiveness. To this period the “working men are liars” and “the stupid party” stories belong. He supported Gladstone’s 2nd Reform Bill [275] and when the Hyde Park row occurred, when Carlyle yelled like a banshee and shot a Niagara of shit, when Arnold, though he at least kept his pants on, was also distilled to jelly with the act of fear and wrote Culture and Anarchy, Mill merely went to the workingmen and told them to lay off unless they thought they could carry through a revolution [278]. I have a note in my copy reading “better than the fable of the body & the members, anyhow.” He got moderate measures through while the public were howling at the extreme ones he proposed.

[35] The Eyre business was another purgation of those who were of Satan’s party without knowing it—Carlyle again, Tennyson, Kingsley.126 Mill’s point was to forget the atrocities and concentrate on the illegality of martial law. On his side he had Frederick Harrison and Goldwin Smith. His abusive letters “graduated from coarse jokes, verbal and pictorial, up to threats of assassination” [282]. He also fought an extradition bill to give up political refugees [283].
[36] Yes, Hare’s plan is prop. rep. [proportional representation]: Mill recommended it for the 3rd (Disraeli’s) Reform Bill [284–5]. Also introduced a women’s vote amendment—got over 80 votes for it [285]. Supported Bradlaugh’s election—that helped defeat him [289].

[George Bernard Shaw]

These appear to be notes for a lecture on Shaw, unrelated to Frye’s only other piece on him, a CBC talk in 1950 for a “Writer as Prophet” series. See LS, 176–81. The date of the present notes is uncertain, but they are later than the mid-1960s when McLuhan’s phrase “the medium is the message,” which Frye quotes in paragraph 1, began to circulate. The typescript is in the NFF 1991, box 28, file 3.

[1] Shaw not a man to say the medium is the message: he was a Victorian preacher in the style of Carlyle and Ruskin, and the medium was so incidental to him that he slugged his way obstinately through six novels before discovering, in his late thirties, that the theatre was a better medium.

[2] This meant a great deal of self-publicizing, as the theatre depends on news; also a great deal of explicitly social activity, because of censorship and the Lord Chamberlain. Also a self-dramatizing as well as a self-publicizing flair, because of the nature of audiences in theatres of the 1890s.


[4] Sense of cultural advance: not an explicit belief in progress but a curious kind of equivalent to it. Ibsen as a tremendous new moral force. Ibsen the patron saint of the club in The Philanderer only because he wrote the Doll’s House, but Shaw knew that his imaginative scope was a lot bigger than that. Wagner: Shaw championed him to the point of underrating Brahms. The attack on Nordau, which includes the pre-Raphaelites and Impressionists.

[5] This sense of cultural advance underlies Shaw’s Fabianism, which is partly too a feeling that the bourgeois town-culture that fought for independence against the landowners is the real basis of revolutionary power. Cf. Bluntschli, Edward at Calais, etc. His heroes are those who
accept responsibilities, like the hero of Major Barbara, Caesar, the Millionairess who goes off to Russia because it’s a managerial economy.

[6] Sense of advance gets a shock after the first world war, and produces the Chekhovian Heartbreak House. Saint Joan expresses the new sense of concern, but tendency to get confused and run around in circles. Second act of the King Charles play: the frustrated royalist there and in The Apple Cart.

[7] Theatrical censorship was based on the old type of army club: no discussion of religion, politics, or sex. Hence the most old-fashioned institution in British society, as Shaw so often says.

[8] Novels bad for partly the same reason that so much of his work, the Women’s book on socialism, Everybody’s Political What’s What, etc. etc., seem so interminably and intolerably gabby, not to mention the prefaces. For one thing, he’s a satirist with a lively polemical prose style, but he confuses himself by thinking he’s something else. E.g., he says America is a country where everyone is free to suppress the liberties of others, and does so in whatever moments he can spare from making money. The idiom is satire, and good satire; but it’s a bit rough to have to take it as Modern Thought.

[9] In the comedies a principle of form is released. Characters in comedies are humors, people who don’t know themselves. Two main types, distinguished in the Ibsen book as Puritans and Philistines. The latter are the conventional people who act as stooges: Colonel Blimp types and the like. The former are the obsessive cranks.

[10] Comedy types have not changed since Aristophanes. Master of ceremonies type: the waiter in You Never Can Tell; the greengrocer in Getting Married. The bright cheeky young man, or girl. The Freudian principle of wit as the unexpected telling of the truth. The humor of mechanical or predictable behavior: Sergius in AM [Arms and the Man]. The humor of pedantry, of pretending to commit oneself to what is only a new fashion.

[11] This last the theme of The Philanderer: the New Woman is not a revolutionary idea; it’s only a new fashion, a change of convention in middle-class society. The same old sex games keep on being played.
“The huntress and her prey.” The heroine doesn’t know herself, and finds her emotions are more deeply involved than she thought—part of the drive toward identity in comedy. Sales pitch only.

[12] Social sense in comedy & the destructiveness of passion: this last reason for Shaw’s reputation for being “unfeeling.” cf. Sheridan, Goldsmith.\textsuperscript{131}

[13] Frequency of the managing female in Shaw to whom the male is merely another baby. Origin of this: whenever women are subordinated socially they become a focus for social anxieties, and because they become this they become custodians of a social ethos. Hence a society that denies women the right to vote or own money becomes a matriarchy. Cf. Jeeves in PGW [P.G. Wodehouse].

[14] Shaw the pamphleteer was a progressivist: he didn’t explicitly believe in progress, but a sense of cultural advance buoyed him up until after the first world war; after that he got sillier and sillier. I’ve mentioned the Carlyle pseudo-problem of who’s to be the ruler in the King Charles play; it goes with his tee-hee references to Hitler and Stalin as very able rulers. As a writer of comedy, he really was a social critic.

[15] For example, he talks about Shakespeare’s “dated” social attitudes to sex in The Taming of the Shrew, his immoral pessimism, his native patriotism, and so on, but as an artist in comedy he has the sense to lift theme after theme, character after character, from Shakespeare. Goldsmith’s sexual ethics in SSC [\textit{She Stoops to Conquer}] date, but the same type of thing turns up in Shaw. You get taming-of-shrew scenes, girl-hunting-man-in-disguise scenes, & all the rest of it.

[16] Real social criticism is based on the principle which never changes, of the endless absurdities in trying to make legal efforts to control the sexual instinct. (That as an example, though a central one for comedy.)

[17] Shaw the alleged thinker admires the strong, bossy, efficient, even ruthless and tyrannical managers; Shaw the writer of comedies sets up a symposium situation in which a number of humors gradually come to find out something about themselves—in short, participatory democracy. Somebody [Lord Summerhays] says in Misalliance: “Democracy
reads well, but it doesn’t act well, like some people’s plays.” The exact opposite is true, I think, for Shaw.

[T.S. Eliot’s *Four Quartets*]

*Notes on T.S. Eliot’s Four Quartets.* Reference to being late for Candlemas suggests the possibility that these might have been notes for a talk on Eliot that Frye gave at the School of Continuing Education of 22 February 1979 (20 days after Candlemas). Kingsley Joblin was in charge of the talk. The typescript is in the NFF, 1991, box 28, file 4.

[1] Sorry to be so late for Candlemas, but the topic is appropriate: the Quartets are in a way Candlemas poems, and the last one, Little Gidding, begins with a vision of time out of joint, a “midwinter spring” which is spring “but not in time’s covenant.”

[2] We start with the fact that time and space are the two primary categories of experience, the means by which we deal with everything in the world, and yet neither of them really exists. Time consists of a past, a present, and a future, all of which are unreal; space consists of an infinite number of “theres.” The central point of time is now, the central point of space here, but we only approximate these.

[3] In time we’re a kind of untied Andromeda, backing away from a monster that keeps chewing at us, so that at every moment what’s been up to that point possible becomes forever actual. We get the notion of hell from the memory, the shadow-world which is both alive and dead, where nothing can happen except what has happened.

[4] We project things we don’t understand on God, and hope that he does. Our ordinary consciousness in time can attend to only one thing “at a time,” and this slippery elusive linear view of time derives from this. [Sir John] Davies.

[5] The eternal and infinite are actually the now and the here made real, the real present and the real presence.

[6] Hence, traditionally, there have been two levels of experience of time and space, corresponding to the fallen and unfallen worlds. Eliot is very traditional about this.
Ordinary experience of time is a mixture of two things: time the devourer and annihilator, and time the renewer, which goes around in cycles. Hence the focus of hope is on renewal. So the point of beginning becomes the starting-point of reality, especially in East Coker. But we have to detach the sense of beginning from the sense of a cycle, because the cycle reinforces the sense of continuity in time, and that doesn’t get us out of hell. The real beginning is a sense of discontinuity, something that wasn’t there before. The first approach to this is the sense of “it might have been,” which is impossible, intruding into the sense of so-called reality.

That “it might have been” sense gives us a transitory glimpse of “our first world,” the unfallen perspective, because every “it might have been” relates to the possibility of an unfallen Adam. This creates an imaginary point in past time to be recreated; because the basis is imaginary it can’t last. But for an instant we experience the unfallen experience of time and space.

Our ordinary experience of space is similarly a mixture of an objective sense of “away off there” and a subjective sense of place. Here in this sense is a circle drawn around ourselves.

Unfallen time is experienced as a dance, a formal pattern, a moving in measure. Davies again [see par. 4]. The Penelope symbolism of his poem. Time as exuberance or energy. Unfallen space is experienced as home, which is where one starts from. Obsession with communications and journeys in our lives, getting there then. Expands as sense of fulfilment in going somewhere and getting somewhere; the donkey’s carrot.

Falling and rising movement in human life: the reality in them is represented by the cycle of Christ, going down in incarnation and up in resurrection. The former is explicitly referred to throughout the Quartets; the resurrection is not, but it’s there just the same. In ordinary experience the consciousness is split by the “shadow” of The Hollow Men: we have an experience and then the awareness of having had it, by which time we’re different people. The incarnation provides the sense of a real present moment, repeated every day in the mass. Meeting this point demands an integrating of experience, an overcoming of the split. This takes the form of recreating the past, and the future, into a present
moment. Difficult to explain: analogies in Proust (past) and Yeats’ Dialogue (past which is also future).\textsuperscript{135}

[12] In Burnt Norton (the word “burnt” refers primarily to the fallen aspect of experience) we see the whole pattern spread out, and the element is air. In East Coker we descend into the earth, a spiritually subterranean world of pure cycle, with the stars rotating elusively above us. Here we’re in the world of mutability and ubi sunt, and the focus, the point of beginning, is reached only by “humility.” In The Dry Salvages we’re coming up from a submarine world (the flood has never receded): there’s talk about journeys by sea, shipwreck, flooding rivers, but the real journey is upward to the island (the top of a mountain) or lighthouse, and the focus is on the Annunciation and the Virgin Mary as representing the unfallen aspect of the creation.

[13] In all this we’re not getting to anything, but out of something. Influence of [Shakespeare’s] Pericles and discontinuous sequence of episodes. The progress myth along the horizontal perspective is an illusion; only the vertical one is real, and it’s an ascent that responds to a descent.

[14] Heraclitus: the upward journey through the death of the elements into the dry light of the logos; once that’s understood, the downward journey can be seen as another aspect of the same thing, i.e., as the incarnation. Just as resurrection is the opposite of rebirth, so the cyclical movement of up and down, incarnation and resurrection, is the opposite of a cyclical conception of experience. Of course sometimes, especially in East Coker, the cycle is the only thing that can symbolize whatever’s beyond the cycle, as in Finnegans Wake.

[15] Function of art as getting us out of the bind of time and space, and showing us a world where they’re at least inseparable.

[16] The Bhagavadgita is important because it begins with the battlefield: Arjuna wants to go away from it, but there’s nowhere to go to. He stays where he is and the discontinuous vision comes to him. The realities of his existence are attachment and detachment, but not indifference.

[17] The intrusion of “it might have been” into alleged reality is really a form of self-recognition. This theme appears many times in Eliot: in
Marina, in Ash Wednesday (“the same shape”), in Little Gidding in the interview with the spirit of literary tradition. There it’s part of the whole theme of communication with the dead which is possible once you no longer think of death as past for other people and future for you.

[Notes on “Vico, Bruno, and the Wake”]


[1] Bruno: his theory of polarization, if there was one, perhaps less significant than his interchanging of tristitia and hilaritas. That’s referred to in the Prankquean story, the point of which is, I think, to display the three periods of the historical cycle in reference to a white goddess—Joyce seemed to have guessed that set-up, even though he’s rather sentimental about women in general and ALP in particular.

[2] The great deficiency in Freud’s theory of dreams is the anxiety dream or nightmare: Freud said he’d never had one, so he didn’t believe it existed, apparently. Ernest Jones wrote a silly book trying to derive all nightmare from the incest taboo. The person who got it right was, of course, De Quincey, who says we redream the fall of Adam every night.

[3] “The dark religions are departed and sweet science reigns,” says Blake, only, of course, he didn’t mean Newtonian science. Bruno’s Spaccio della Bestia trionfante, if I’ve got it right, is I think the only work of Bruno’s mentioned without (much) distortion in FW, and there he seems to be equating the Catholic Church with the Beast and the victory over it with at least reason. Joyce described the Catholic Church in Ireland as black magic.

[4] Anyway, the fall in FW is the question about the time asked HCE in Phoenix Park. HCE gives a stuttering answer, and the stutter, besides recalling the misspelling of “hesitancy” in connection with the
Phoenix Park murders, also symbolizes the inorganic repetition of life in time.\textsuperscript{144}

[5] The interchange of Hilary and Tristopher\textsuperscript{145} is also connected with the hairline division between the oracular and the funny. Joyce always stressed the latter because it had a more obvious appeal, but his interest in Blavatsky and Allen Upward is equally genuine, and FW is a profoundly serious book, the solemn being the opposite of the serious.\textsuperscript{146}

[6] First thing said about the fallen Finn is that he’s a leviathan—at least the word “behemoth” is used without distortion, and he’s also a “brontothichthyian” form that apparently feeds people, just as leviathan does in the Psalms.\textsuperscript{147}

[7] Bruno’s Candelacio has a pedant who talks so much Latin that the play seems to be written in two languages at once. Also Bruno goes in for catalogues and for satire. And I’m quite sure that Joyce guessed something about the memory theatre, or the mnemonic techniques Bruno partly made his living by teaching.

[8] The ultimate polarity, the separation of the world of life from death which gets clear of all rebirth and revival, is mainly I think what the Spaccio is about. The identification of Finn-again, or HCE, with Finn is just outside the book, unless it’s indicated by the little noticed phrase in the very last line, “Till thousands thee.”\textsuperscript{148} That means “till thousands see,” “till thou ends thee,” and, above all, “till thou sends thee.”

[9] I have a remark about every experience being unique and the unique not being an object of knowledge. This may be linked to the space and time business in Joyce, space being associated with knowledge and time with a creativity driven by instinct. One can’t blame Joyce’s contemporaries for saying FW was “outside literature” and that Joyce was wasting his genius on crossword puzzles: one can only marvel at Joyce’s persistence when he didn’t know how to justify himself.

[10] The point at the bottom of the mind where charm and riddle impinge, where the oracular and awful can never quite be solemn because solemnity is a seriousness that excludes wit, and where a pun can never be quite irresponsible because it points to a lurking mystery in
words, is also the point of (to adapt Eliot’s phrase) the unification of sensibility.\textsuperscript{149}

[11] The Prankquean story is the chief White Goddess vision; usually ALP is the genius of time as renewal. Issy is “a perfect triumph of female imbecility,” as Adeline Glasheen eloquently describes her:\textsuperscript{150} she’s female narcism, staring into a mirror, recalling Stella and her shadow-friend Rebecca, who modulates into Vanessa, Alice before she goes on her adventure, not impossibly the schizophrenic Lucia, who of course was no imbecile.

[12] If my general hunch is right that there are three concentric spheres of dream, the individual one of the Chapelizod tavern-keeper, the cultural one of Shem the Penman, and the encyclopaedic one of HCE, who is Finnegans asleep, then those three spheres incorporate into FW the themes of Dubliners, Portrait, and Ulysses respectively.\textsuperscript{151} Bloom’s Odyssey is also cyclical and encyclopaedic; the Stephen-Bloom son-father contrast is there too, with the role of the Jew reversed. I suppose Boylan, if that’s the name of the character who fucks Molly, is the Shaun figure.

[13] The hero of FW is so obviously the reader that it really consolidates the third age of literature, the hero as warrior being followed by the hero as poet in Romanticism, and that in turn, with Oscar Wilde, shifts the heroic role to the reader. (Joyce didn’t think much of Wilde, because, mainly, he had a prudish dislike for homosexuals, but Joyce almost never shows any critical ability.) Everybody in FW is in a dream: the reader, “the ideal reader suffering from an ideal insomnia,” is the one person involved who’s never allowed to dream.

[14] I have been interested in FW ever since it appeared—I still have the copy I bought for ninety-eight cents on a remainder table in 1938\textsuperscript{152}—and, like many other people, I still find it irresistibly fascinating. But for a long time I was puzzled about the conception of literature it suggests to a critic. I never really bought the “dream language” theory, even if Joyce himself did: agreed that the dream condenses and displaces and often puns, it doesn’t produce that kind of language.

[15] But Derrida and the deconstruction school began to clear it up. Practically every word in FW contains, along with an often vestigial sur-
face meaning, a large number of “supplements.” Also, Finnegan himself is the “effaced” human archetype of whom HCE is the “trace.” FW is really a gigantic effort to move into the “differential” sphere of language and out of the “logocentric” one. Deconstructionists approach every text as though it were a potential FW, or, perhaps more accurately, they approach texts as Joyce himself approached the first drafts of his “Work in Progress.”

[16] Finn is Blake’s Albion, the Purusha or Ymir or Kingu giant man who is all men. (For Joyce’s mythological, even occult, interests see the remark in his letters about trying to do the same kind of thing that Allen Upward was.) But “Finn again” is HCE, his sleeping trace whose dream is the cyclical dream of history.

[17] I must look at that book (Hayman?) on Joyce and Mallarme, but Mallarme says, in effect: look at the emotional effect of the thing on the poet and reader, and avoid naming the thing. But in FW, for all the distortion, there’s a perfect orgy of naming: books of the Bible, suras of the koran, lyrics of Tom Moore, catalogues of rivers and cities, only for a start.

[18] Joyce was an excellent linguist, and even got language he couldn’t have known (Telugu, according to [William York] Tindall) into the book with the help of friends. But he wasn’t omniscient, and two languages that one would think central to his project, Greek and Irish, he hardly knew at all. Actually he seems to have avoided works that would come too close to what he was doing. I still have to look into the extent of his reliance on Dante, but he says he hadn’t read Rabelais, and he doesn’t make the use of Blake that one might have expected. Other sources, such as Alice Through the Looking-Glass, got in almost by accident.

[19] So far I have very little to contribute to the book’s exegesis, except that 11:32, the hour the pub opens in the morning and (p.m.) apparently the hour of falling asleep, twenty-eight to twelve, both these numbers being symbolic both inside and outside the book.

[20] The 19th c. had quite a crush on the John the Baptist story, partly because of the femme fatale overtones in Salome, partly because they were fascinated by the idea of annunciation. Joyce refers to John the Bap-
tist at the end of the Portrait, and in FW his two blockbusters, Vico and Bruno, are named Giordano and Giambattista (“Giordano” linking with “Jordan.”).\textsuperscript{157}

[21] During the composition of FW, when it was appearing in fragments under the general title of WP [\textit{Work in Progress}], a book of essays on it by younger writers close to Joyce appeared, with the somewhat off-putting title of Q.\textsuperscript{158} The first essayist, and the one best known today, was Samuel Beckett, who was concerned with the three major Italian sources for the book, Dante, Bruno and Vico.\textsuperscript{159}

[22] Since then, a great deal of commentary has piled up on the book, and I shall be compelled to recycle a good deal of material that is simply standard critical information. Quote from Joyce’s letters showing his interest in Bruno and Vico, and his remark that he was not committed to what they said beyond using them for all they were worth.\textsuperscript{160} I take this to mean primarily that they did not represent beliefs he held or philosophies he was expounding, but structural principles that entered into the composition of the whole book.

[23] Nobody doubts the extensive use of Vico, but Bruno is treated rather sketchily: one of the most useful commentaries does not even list Bruno in the index, although Vico is all over the place. One reason for this is that the principle of polarization, which Joyce says is what he got mainly from Bruno, is clearer in Blake’s MHH [\textit{The Marriage of Heaven and Hell}]. Bruno in turn is indebted to Nicholas of Cusa (perhaps part of the “Nick” mime), but Joyce, apart from the “Browne and Nowlan” coincidence with Dublin (cf. Vico Road) would rather be associated with an identified heretic than with a cardinal, and a “Mick” at that.

[24] What attracted Joyce to Bruno, I think, was mainly his encyclopaedic and apocalyptic satire. In the Expulsion of the Beast book, the only one (I think) that Joyce mentions without distortion, there are long diffuse catalogues about nothing special, but the technical device recurs in FW. Also there are different grades of polarization: first, the simple struggle (Wellington vs. Napoleon, and Shaw’s remark in \textit{The Man of Destiny}); second, the indigene-invader struggle (Irish vs. Danes, English, and Roman Catholics); third, the MHH Mick-Nick Shem-Shaun polarity between the poète maudit and his public; fourth the apocalyptic over-
turn of the dream world in favor of a “wake” into reality (which never comes off).

[25] One feature of FW not attended to much is the explicit statement of the mourners in the first chapter that Finnegan is not to wake up and is being replaced by HCE. Everyone naturally assumes the identity of F and HCE, which is correct, but HCE is specifically Finnegan (the Giant Man, Purusha, Blake’s Albion, Ymir) asleep and dreaming the nightmare of history, the nightmare Stephen said he wanted to wake up from. The relation, as I said earlier, is that of Albion and Luvah in Blake’s Jerusalem (I don’t think Blake was a major influence on Joyce, except for MHH, but the parallels with J are remarkable).

[26] Besides, it’s possible that Joyce hid his real sources, including Blake: I think he either hid or was unconscious of his immense debt to both Freud and Jung. I think it’s impossible to comprehend FW without assuming that the collective unconscious was also a structural principle he used for all it was worth, along with the Freudian Oedipal and censorship themes.

[27] Who dreams? I don’t think that woman’s book on the decen- tered universe, which implies that it doesn’t matter who dreams, holds up: it’s trendy, and certainly FW seems like a deconstructionist’s paradise, with all things and events reduced to cryptic verbal allusions to them. But Joyce was “old-fashioned.” There are three dreams at least: one, the universal dream of human history, where the dreamer is F as HCE (they’re both married to ALP, incidentally). Two, the dream of art which struggles against the dream of history by trying to interpret it: the Joseph-interpreter is Shem the Penman or Punman, Joyce himself. Three, the individual dream of a tavern-keeper of English origin in Chapelizod, whose name may be Porter, who has two sons, Jerry and Kevin, a daughter Isabel, two (at least) servants and twelve customers. All these are assimilated to their Jungian universal archetypes.

[28] Tindall says (I must check) that the three ages in Vico are associated respectively with religion and the family, marriage, and burial. I don’t see why demotic civilization should be associated with burial, but certainly the “Yawn under Inquest” chapter (S.K.) has that feeling.
[W.H. Auden’s For the Time Being]

This is a talk that Frye gave, probably on CBC radio, in advance of a performance of W.H. Auden’s For the Time Being. It has been transcribed from the final seven holograph pages of Notebook 3ol, which is in the NFF, 1991, box 25. Frye did not include the quotations he read from the oratorio, but these have been inserted, as best they can be determined. The numbers in square brackets refer to pages in Edward Mendelson’s edition of Auden’s Collected Poems (New York: Random House, 1976).

The play that you are to hear tonight is called For the Time Being: A Christmas Oratorio. It’s not an oratorio, and Auden called it that just for fun and because there is a Christmas Oratorio by Bach. It gives us the story of the birth of Christ as a modern poet interprets it. It has eight sections. I don’t want to give the impression that Auden has a “message,” or has written a sermon in poetic form. It’s a poem, and it should be enjoyed as a poem. Still, it has a meaning, and not all of its meanings may be familiar. We all know what Christmas is, but we may not all know in advance what a modern poet, who has read a great deal of modern poetry, psychology, politics and theology is going to say about Christmas. I hope a few suggestions about the main themes will be of some use, and won’t give you the feeling that the play is top-heavy in its argument, which it certainly isn’t.

First of all, the Incarnation of Christ occurred 2000 years ago, and Auden feels that there was a real reason why it happened then and not at some other time. He thinks that the whole of human civilization, Greek, Roman, and Jewish, had reached a point of complete exhaustion. A few philosophers realized that there is an underlying unity in things, and they called this unity God. The mass of people kept on worshipping their mass of local gods. The ignorant people couldn’t understand the philosophers’ God, and the philosophers despised the fables and myths the ignorant believed in. The three wise men in Auden’s play are wise only to the extent of seeing that their wisdom doesn’t really help them. They can make patterns out of ideas, but they can’t make patterns out of their lives. And so they say,

The weather has been awful,
The countryside is dreary,
Marsh, jungle, rock; and echoes mock,
Calling our hope unlawful;
But a silly song can help along
   Yours ever and sincerely:
At least we know for certain that we are three old sinners,
That this journey is much too long, that we want our dinners,
   And miss our wives, our books, our dogs,
But have only the vaguest idea why we are what we are.
   To discover how to be human now
Is the reason we follow this star. [286]

For a while those who were intelligent and better off felt that they were, in some measure, free to do as they liked. With that sense of freedom they had built Classical civilization. But now that sense of freedom, the sense of being able to do, within limits, what we like, has played out, because there isn’t anything left that free people like to do. The scene of Auden’s next poetic piece, The Age of Anxiety, is laid in a bar. Auden explains that when we get to the point at which necessity seems horrible, and freedom seems boring, there isn’t much to do but get drunk. And when the will to freedom is played out, the dictator, or Caesar, appears in society. All we ask of Caesar is that he shall make things easy and effortless for us. We’d prefer for life to be comfortable, but if Caesar wants us to die we can die, as long as we have to die, and don’t have to make up our minds to it. The terrible thing about the birth of Christ is that their belief in it can only spring from freedom. The narrator says, in his point about the Virgin Birth,

   Lest, finding it impossible
To judge its object now or throatily
Forgive it as eternal God forgives,
   Lust, tempted by this miracle
To more ingenious evil, should contrive
A heathen fetish from Virginity
To soothe the spiritual petulance
   Of worn-out rakes and maiden aunts
Forgetting nothing and believing all,
You must behave as if this were not strange at all.
   Without a change in look or word,
You both must act exactly as before;
Joseph and Mary shall be man and wife
   Just as if nothing had occurred.
There is one World of Nature and one Life;
Sin fractures the Vision, not the Fact; for
The Exceptional is always usual
And the Usual exceptional.
To choose what is difficult all one’s days
As if it were easy, that is faith. Joseph, praise. [282–3]

Give us something we have to believe in and we’ll believe it. Joseph says the same thing:

Joseph: All I ask is one
    Important and elegant proof
    That what my Love had done
    Was really at your will
    And that your will is Love.

Gabriel: No, you must believe;
    Be silent, and sit still. . . .

Joseph: Mirror, let us through the glass
    No authority can pass. . . .
    Fugitives from Space must cross
The waste of the Anonymous. [281–2, 305, 306]

It should be pretty clear by now that the political and social conditions of the time of the birth of Christ are very like the conditions of today. There’s the same sense of exhaustion, the same cleavage between the experts and the masses, the same overshadowing dictators, the same sense that whatever God is, he must be something remote from and opposed to human life. That is why Auden’s poetry runs on two levels: it talks about the Roman world at the time of Christ, but it also talks about railway stations and cigarettes and thermometers. The birth of Christ is not confined to one point in time, even the point at which it occurs.

So there’s a political and social aspect to Auden’s play that comes out of his own political experience. All through the thirties he was one of a group of young English poets who were preoccupied by the rise of Fascism and the sense of impotence of democracy, as it sold out Spain, Austria, Czechoslovakia and finally China all in turn. At this period Auden remarked that all a poet could do in such a world was to warn. Auden was never a Marxist but he learned a good deal from Marxism, chiefly the social reason for the loss of freedom. The Marxists say that a great
deal of idealism, a great deal of our satisfaction in doing good works and 
 improving things and seeing to it that people are more comfortable, has 
 a very selfish basis. Those of us who are in a privileged position in soci-
 ety want the luxury of a good conscience as well, and we try to arrange 
 things so as to satisfy ourselves, but without disturbing our privileged 
 position. Faced with a real threat to that position, many of us would turn 
 as ferocious as mad dogs. In Auden’s play Herod is an idealist of this 
 kind. He takes much the same position that Pilate was to take thirty 
 years later. He sees nothing wrong with Christ, but he has to go on func-
 tioning in terms of the only kind of society he knows. So, in an agony of 
 sentimental misery, he finds he has to call out an army brutal enough to 
 murder all the babies in the country. The shepherds, on the other hand, 
 belong to the proletariat, and have listened to the Communist argu-
 ments. They seem to be the same old arguments: you can gain your 
 rights only if you first give them up. The shepherds feel that nobody has 
 the answer to the deadlock of society, and one of them says, “merely to 
 add to a crowd with one’s passionate body, / Is not a virtue” [290]. They 
 are listening for another kind of answer, and before long it comes.

What we can learn from Marxism, then, is really self-distrust. We can 
 no longer believe in the complete goodness of our good works. We turn 
 to psychology, and the report from that area is curiously similar. Auden 
 has done a lot of reading in psychology. He has learned a good deal from 
 Freud. He learned, for instance, that a great deal of what men do is done 
 as compensation for their failures and limitations. The activity of a great 
 financier, a great military leader, or a great artist, may be largely a com-
 pulsive activity, a determination to prove to himself and the world that 
 he really has nothing to worry about. The people of the Roman Empire 
 had not read Marx and Freud, but self-doubt was gnawing at them nev-
 ertheless, and sapping all their desire and creative power. This self-
 doubt is the “horror” of which the narrator is speaking at the beginning 
 of the play.

After 1939, when the war had begun and it was no longer any use try-
 ing to warn anybody, Auden moved to the U.S. and began to turn 
 increasingly to religious subjects. The writer who influenced him most 
 was the Danish Protestant theologian Kierkegaard, who lived a hundred 
 years ago, and is only now making his real influence felt. The whole 
 modern movement called existentialism is based on Kierkegaard. Some 
 existentialists, like Sartre, are atheists, which means that their philoso-
 phy is partly an attempt to figure out the answer to Kierkegaard. From
Kierkegaard, Auden learned that the complex, or neurosis, or blocking point in people’s minds, that the psychologist deals with is a special case of something that affects every conscious mind. Kierkegaard says that all human activity, without exception, is the produce of concern or anxiety about human life, so from one point of view all human activity is hysterical, compulsive and neurotic. Listen for the word “anxiety” in Auden’s play: it’s a very important word. The neurotic can’t get at his neurosis or become conscious of it without the help of a psychoanalyst. But for anxiety, which defeats all of us equally, there aren’t any psychoanalysts. To try to become conscious of this takes us into the mystery of what theologians call original sin and whatever it is that makes all human life grow out of a tense and frightened dissatisfaction. We can no more see inside this than we can see our own backbones. That is what Simeon means when he says

Before the Unconditional could manifest Itself under the conditions of existence, it was necessary that man should first have reached the ultimate frontier of consciousness, the secular limit of memory beyond which there remained but one thing for him to know, his Original Sin, but of this it is impossible for him to become conscious because it is itself what conditions his will to knowledge. For as long as he was in Paradise he could not sin by any conscious intention: his as yet unfallen will could only rebel against the truth by taking flight into an unconscious lie; he could only eat of the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil by forgetting that its existence was a fiction of the Evil One, and that there is only the Tree of Life. [298]

Auden uses the same symbol as the Bible uses for this. As our self-doubt and self-distrust grows, the world becomes barren and shapeless, a great desert wilderness or forest with no paths anywhere. At the very centre of our lives, locked up by the mystery of original sin is the thing we are searching for but can’t reach. The opposite of a desert is a garden, and at the centre of our being is a locked-up garden, the paradise we were kicked out of long ago, when men and women were Adam and Eve. But human life as we know it has a hollow at the centre. Around it society holds together by force, like the molecules in a soap bubble, and around human society is nature, and behind nature lurks some mysterious and unknown God.

When we move from Advent to A [Annunciation?], the locked-up garden becomes the body of the Virgin Mary, the flesh touched only by
spirit. Within this body God becomes flesh, the mysterious O of the world becomes a human centre. From this centre, the infant Christ, comes a radiating power. The wise men came to it; the shepherds came to it; all human society begins to reform and regenerate itself. And the meaning of the birth of Christ for us is that from now on we do not have to look forward to a great event in the future, like the Old Testament prophets. But neither do we have to look back, longingly or nostalgically, to a great event in the past. What has been redeemed is the present time. The Incarnation is “here and now the Word which is implicit in the Beginning and in the End” [299]. The ordinary events of our lives still go on, but they don’t go on wholly in time. In another poem, Auden is speaking of the devil, and he says . . . 163

[Notes for “Approaching the Lyric”]


[1] The epitaph, in the Greek Anthology and elsewhere, is not what we think of as typically lyrical, but it is one of the roots of lyric none the less. It is characteristic of the epitaph that it arrests the reader, who is assumed to be a traveller going by, and in that arrest is the withdrawal from ordinary experience in time and space that is characteristic of lyric. The most elaborate epitaphs are those that sum up an entire life, as though that life had now removed itself from time and space and existed only as a simultaneous word.

[2] The moment of death may be extended to other ritual moments, such as marriage or even birth. Or it may take the form of what Joyce called an epiphany, an instant of special insight, often arising in ordinary experience but taking one outside it. That is, a poem may be a verbal imitation of a Joycean epiphany.

[3] Furthest away from lyric is the kind of continuous or endless narrative that we have in the Homeric poems. These come out of an ancient tradition in which originally the poet did not read or write, but improvised in what was essentially one dimension. Unless one is writing one
does not think of poetry as existing in two dimensions, across and down a page. The word “verse,” with its suggestion of “turning,” indicates the growth of this sense.

[4] But two-dimensional verse may also be primarily sequential, following our ordinary experience of time and space, imitating a series of events or a course of thought. We do not think of Chaucer, Dryden or Pope as primarily lyrical poets. The typical lyric, in developing the sense of arrested movement, of turning away from ordinary sequential life, is necessarily a short poem because it has its end in its beginning. It does not throw the hearer’s attention ahead to see what comes next; it keeps revolving its audience around a kind of spiral (going inward, where the end in view is obvious from the beginning).

[5] Because of its indirect approach to sequential or objective experience, the lyric is an inevitable form for the subjective and individual expression of emotion. But many theorists, or poets commenting on lyrics, have warned us against taking this to be the essence of lyric. The subjective and individual is still inside the “cloven fiction,” merely concentrating on the other side of sequential experience.

[6] In the first place, lyrical love poetry, as we have it in Elizabethan poetry, is what biologists would call a “displaced” activity: its central moment is the moment of frustration, symbolized by a mistress’s “cruelty” or “scorn.” The other pole of this displaced activity is the loss of ordinary identity through merging with the mistress’s identity, as in Shakespeare’s PT [The Phoenix and the Turtle] and frequently in Petrarch, even in Donne.

[7] The next step is the lyric of praise, which, somewhat surprisingly, Mallarme says explicitly is the goal of all poetic utterance. Similarly with Rilke’s comments about his sonnets to Orpheus. Orpheus, incidentally, is the central image for a poet who creates another world around his own poetry, rearranging its objects in a new form.

[8] A lot has been said about the deferring of written to oral expression, of writing as invoking an absent presence and as dependent on the metaphysic of presence. Much less has been said about the deferring of verbal to musical utterance in the lyric. Even so intensely verbal a poem as Lyci-
das still pretends that it is being sung, or even played on a musical instrument ("oat"). One reason is that musical tones are in a different world of aural experience, in contrast to poetry, which must keep on using the same words to a large extent.

[9] There are two periods of lyric, pre-Poe and post-Poe. Poe’s critical theory declared that the poetic and the lyrical were identical, hence all genuine poetry is discontinuous, relatively brief, intense and withdrawn from sequential existence. The effect of this manifesto on French poets established the basis for a new theory of the lyrical, more especially in Mallarme.

[10] The influence of Chinese and Japanese poetry on the modern lyric is very marked, because the lyrical tendency at its most concentrated tries to get away from Western syntax and simply present a series of hieroglyphics. Thus Hart Crane speaks of a poem as essentially a “new word.” Keeping conventional syntax means allegorizing the content, relating it still to ordinary experience. Such attacks on this asyntactic or hieroglyphic conception of poetry as Donald Davie’s Articulate Energy indicate why the bulk of critical theory in the last thirty years or so has been concerned with narrative. In other words, with a type of imaginative expression that comes to terms, in some degree at least, with our ordinary sequential experience.

[11] There was a purist in the Greek Anthology who said that an epigram had to be two lines long, and that if you ventured on a third line you were already into epic. But this is pretty rigorous, although Japanese haiku, for example, are nearly as restricted as that.

[12] The emphasis on the visual in the epitaph poem means that this is not the real centre of what we usually think of as lyrical, i.e. poetry with some close connection with lyres or musical accompaniment of some kind; but it’s one of the roots of the lyrical. In Keats the nightingale and Grecian urn poems respectively are the apotheosis of the heard “charm” and the seen “riddle” poem.
I have been interested for some time now in writing a book on the Bible within the orbit of literary criticism. As a literary critic, I have been revolving around the Bible all my life. When I started out as a junior instructor teaching Milton and writing a book about Blake, both of whom are unusually Biblical even by the standards of English literature, I complained to the chairman of my department about my difficulties of communicating with my students about *Paradise Lost*. He said the only solution to that was to offer a course in the English Bible, because it was no good trying to teach *Paradise Lost* to students who didn’t know a Philistine from a Pharisee. So I undertook to teach this course for many reasons besides my own concerns. A student of English literature who doesn’t know the Bible doesn’t know what is going on in English literature. The knowledge that he has is bound to be full of misconstruings and false assumptions. However, my interest is mainly in secular literature, and it was a long time before I realized I had to come to closer grips with the Bible. I’m not a Biblical scholar: that’s an area of extensively cultivated scholarship where the word “amateur” would be much too flat-
tering for anything that I was. But it occurred to me that if I were to deal with the Bible within the context of literary criticism, I should have to answer the question, what language has the Bible been written in? Now in French there is a very useful distinction between a langue and a langage. If you ask, what langue the Bible has been written in, the answers are factual: Hebrew and Greek. But that didn’t seem to mean very much for a book that has made most of its cultural influence through Latin and vernacular translations.

The question of langage opened up the question of the history of language. It took me a very long time to formulate the problem in those terms, because it had not occurred to me that there was such a thing as the history of language. So I looked at the first person to think seriously about this and other matters, the eighteenth-century Italian philosopher, Vico. Vico says he’s of no use on the Bible: he just bracketed that out—eliminated it from his purview of the cycle. According to this view, there’s an age of gods, an age of heroes, and an age of the people. After history runs through that cycle, it starts all over again. There is an age of gods in Homer, an age of heroes emerging out of that (the heroic aristocracy of Greece), and an age of the people from Euripides on to Roman times. Then there’s a ricorso, as he calls it, a cyclical return, and you start the whole process over again in the Middle Ages.¹

In Vico’s day, of course, there had been no permanently successful example of a democracy, so he assumed that the age of the people could do nothing except disintegrate and go around the circle again. He also said that there was a language for each stage of this cycle. He described these languages in Egyptian terms as hieroglyphic, hieratic, and demotic, that is, a mythical language which is essentially poetic in its nature, an allegorical language for the age of heroes, and a descriptive language for the age of the people. Vico thought of all these stages as essentially forms of writing, because he had the view that people communicated with signs before they could talk. I don’t think we need that version of it, but this notion of three stages of language might, I thought, give us a context for looking at the Bible.

It seems to me that there are different phases in the evolution of language in general. If you look back, say, to the religions preceding the Bible and still practiced outside it, there is an approach to language that seems to be peculiar to that age. Different kinds of language, I suppose, will co-exist in all periods. I should think that an Egyptian or a Sumerian of 5000 B.C., if he were ordering stone for a building or dickering with
his in-laws about the price of his bride or assessing the tax a farmer owed, would use the same linguistic categories of truth and falsehood and of the reasonable and the fantastic that we use now. But I’m speaking of the language of cultural ascendancy, and it seems to me that in the first stage there is a conception of language which sees it as essentially a power reaching out to nature, a form of language in which the word evokes the image. The image is conceived as identical with the word but brought into existence through the word.

The religions of early times were founded on the conception of the gods, and a god is in the first place a metaphor. A metaphor is a statement of identity (this is that), and a god is a sun-god or a tree-god or a war-god, which is essentially a personified force and an object in nature being identified. That identification is the kernel of what we call metaphor. That means, among other things, that the name of the god is a matter of immense importance, and a great deal of magic comes into the use of language on this level and in this phase. That is, a word is a word of power. If you know a god’s name, or later on a devil’s name, you can make him do certain things. Warriors will go into their battles with boasts, because the boast is a way of acquiring a word of power. In the same way, as you remember from Greek mythology, the gods take a very dim view of human boasts. If you start boasting, you’re certain to get it in the neck from the gods, because, again, you are acquiring what might be a word of power, what might be something to control them. So there’s a latent magic in the use of the word, and the culturally ascendant use of this brings that out very clearly. In Babylon on New Year’s Day, the epic of the creation of the world was recited. That was one of the innumerable ritual acts in which the recitation of the right words, the sacred words, the words of power, was a way of sustaining the course of nature. It was a way of making sure that the cycle went around for another year, when it was time to recite the epic again.

The sense in which the word is the active principle that has a force binding the order of nature is the primitive basis, I think, of all language. That is true, certainly, of poetic language, and the particular kind of prose that arises in early times is a very distinctive prose, not at all what we think of now as prose. That is, in Greek philosophy before Plato the pre-Socratic philosophers, as Aristotle calls them, are not really so much philosophers as they are gurus. They are spiritual guides, and what they say is in the form of detached aphorism. You don’t argue with these aphorisms. You simply ponder them, brood over them, and acquire them,
take personal possession of them, because such aphorisms as “All things flow” and “You travel most safely by the middle of the road” are words of power. These are things that are not locked in a chain of words: they are to be taken in singly, one by one. That is the kind of prose that you find in the Bible. If you look at a King James Bible, you find that every sentence has been printed as a separate paragraph. That’s done mainly for the convenience of preachers, but it also brings out a certain rhythm in the Bible which is by no means confined to the poetic sections. You find that everywhere you look the prose keeps breaking down into hard little discontinuous kernels. In the legal sections, the commandment is a little statement by itself. You take that in, and it becomes a word of power for you. The wisdom literature in Ecclesiastes and Proverbs is focused on the proverb or aphorism. And the prophetic literature is focused on the oracle. The same thing is true even of the New Testament which is, considering its date, remarkably conservative in its adherence to this kind of discontinuous prose of authority. That is a phase of the use of language in which the word is not a real thing but it is a real force, and it unites with real things and in a sense brings them to life. It’s hieroglyphic, as Vico says, not in the sense of sign writing necessarily, but in the sense of sign thinking.

This conception of language from Plato on in Greek times begins to modulate into another conception of language where language seems to be thought of now in a different context. Words are now the expression of thoughts. Among figures of speech the most concrete, the most simple, the most definite is the metaphor, where “this is that.” Then you move into a rather more complex figure of speech called metonymy, which means “this is put for that” and consequently is to some degree less than that. That is, when words are an expression of thought, they don’t account for the entire reality of the thought. There is something in it of taking the part for the whole, which is one aspect of metonymy. The word “god” with a small “g” is a metaphor, because in “sun-god” and “tree-god” the god is identified with the sun and the tree. But the God with a capital “G,” the God of Judaism or Christianity, is a metonymy because nothing so finite as a name can possibly express an infinite being. The sense of the residual magic in words is transferred to the sense of the continuity of language, because it is in this phase of words that continuous prose, what we think of as ordinary prose, begins to be developed. In place of the old gurus saying, “All things flow” or “Don’t eat beans” you get Socrates saying, “I don’t know anything but I’m look-
ing for something. Come and help me look.” As they come and help him look, they follow along a track of argument, of ideas, of what Socrates calls dialectic.

Words begin to take on now a certain continuity, and that continuity has a magic all its own. This is the phase of words permeated by a strong belief in logic, in the syllogism, in the fact that words are magically interconnected with other words. Descartes begins his philosophy by saying, “I think; therefore I am.” The operative word, as you will notice, is “therefore.” What he really believes in is the connectability of words. Earlier there had been the medieval proof of the existence of God, which really boils down to saying, “I think; therefore God exists.” Again, it’s the “therefore” that is really believed in. It’s the time when people could accept doctrines, like the predestination of some people to Hell before they were born. When you ask why people would believe such remarkably repulsive and irrational doctrine, the answer is always again in the connection of words with one another. If you accept this, then you must accept that. That is a stage in language where there is a sense of a linear event, as in St. Thomas, where you start with the elements of faith in Christianity and use those as major premises. Then you deduce philosophy from faith and science from philosophy. Actually they never completed that structure because it can’t be completed. It’s another kind of Tower of Babel, but the belief in it was very intense for a long time. So the central doctrine of the Bible at the beginning of the Gospel of John, “In the beginning was the Word,” naturally takes on a different connotation. In the Renaissance we have Erasmus editing the Greek New Testament, translating this verse into Latin as in principio erat sermo, “In the beginning was the discourse”; the interconnection of ideas out of which words grow. Now this phase, although it is traditionally Christian, is of course post-Biblical. We don’t get this use of language in the Bible itself. There are no discursive or rational arguments in the Bible. Those passages that look as though they were rational arguments, as in the Epistle to the Hebrews, always turn out to be disguised forms of preaching or exhortation.

Most of the prose of the Bible is oratorical prose, and oratory is the aspect of prose that is closest to the metaphorical, magical approach to words, because the intention in oratory is to act on an audience and affect it by the power of words. This is also an approach to language which goes with certain social developments. Language is entrusted to an elite of learned men, at least to philosophers, and doctrines are ratio-
nalized. Many of the central Biblical conceptions which became elements in Christian doctrine are statable only in the form of metaphor or “this is that”: such doctrines as Christ is God and man; in the Trinity, one is three and three are one; in the doctrine of the real presence, the blood and the body are the wine and the bread. These are all metaphorical in their statement. In the next phase of language they become rationalized by conceptions, like a substance. Reconciliation is in fact one of the great activities of this approach to language, because this is the period of language in which continuous prose is developed. The general principle of reconciling doctrines, as you get it in immense volumes of commentary that are turned out in this period, is that if you only write enough sentences, any statement whatever can be reconciled with any other statement whatever. The general process of rationalizing works itself out everywhere. In his *Summa contra Gentiles*, for example, St. Thomas Aquinas has a chapter entitled “That God hates nothing.” In a rational conception of God, of course, a perfect being can’t hate anybody or anything. That’s fair enough. Then he’s confronted with the long list of things in the Bible that God is said to hate. Those can only be explained as analogy or as speaking in parable.

The third part of Vico’s cycle, the demotic part, is the sense of words as descriptive, which really reverses the original magical conception of words. In the original conception the word evokes the image, but in descriptive approaches to language the image evokes the word. This is a use of language which in English philosophy begins theoretically with Francis Bacon and more effectively with Locke. The sense is that man is a subject contemplating an objective world out there and that words are thought of as a servo-mechanism to interpret the reality which is out there for him. That is also the period—in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries—when literature becomes increasingly realistic and documentary and relies more and more on a description of an outer world.

There are many positive virtues in this approach to writing. The good demotic writer, the good writer working on a descriptive basis, sets out his argument as plainly and honestly as possible, and all the tricks of metaphor and metonymy and other figures of speech are avoided as far as possible because he considers them as merely verbal. In that clarity and honesty there is a great deal that makes us realize that this is in fact the approach to language that makes a democracy a working possibility. This approach to and treatment of language is a much more essential safeguard of our freedom than almost anything else one could mention.
At the same time there is a limit to it. It is impossible for words to describe anything with complete accuracy, because they are always getting snarled up in their own grammatical fictions. That is, there are certain phenomena out there to be described, you put words to describe them, but in the words you get tangled up with subjects and predicates and objects, and you very soon find yourself operating a machine where a subject is chasing an object through a wilderness of predicates. That, of course, is a grammatical fiction, and words keep tying themselves up in their own grammatical fictions. There are only two things you can do. One is to assume that subjects and predicates and objects belong to the nature of reality, which is obviously nonsense. The other is to recognize the limitations of this use of language and allow for it accordingly. The metaphorical, magical use of language is still the primary use, and the descriptive use is still a secondary and derived use. I am emphasizing this because it is the function of literature in general, and poetry more particularly, in every age to recreate the original, primary, magical, and metaphorical use of language.

If I can give you an example of what I mean, there is a fairly familiar hymn which contains the two lines, “His chariots of wrath the deep thunder clouds form, / And dark is his path on the wings of the storm.”4 If you were to take that literally, whatever literally means, you would say that it is about as crude a form anthropomorphic superstition as it is possible to have—that whenever you hear it thunder you look up in the sky and say there’s God riding around in his private plane again. You could say, of course, that no sane person would ever take it that way, that we take it as poetic metaphor. Well, this hymn, like all other hymns, is based on Biblical language, and in the Psalms we’re told that Jehovah rode upon a cherub and did fly [Psalm 18:10–14]. But the language in the Psalms is still the language of poetic metaphor. You would have to go back a long way in human society before you could get a society crude enough to believe that the voice of thunder actually meant the god riding around the sky, and perhaps you would never find such a society. I doubt very much that you would. What you would come to is a point at which there is some kind of authentic experience of reality which can only be expressed in this kind of language. If you can say that this language cannot be literally true and therefore cannot be true, it’s clear that you have to revise your notion of truth and the number of ways that truth can be rendered in words.

That brings me back to my original fascination with the Bible. There is
a great deal of talk now in critical circles about what happens when somebody reads a book that used to be a fairly simple text but now has become fantastically complicated and all the tired old philosophical problems with the theory of knowledge (is there really a text, or do you simply make it all up as you read it?) are coming back into the study of language and literary criticism. It seems to me that all of these problems really revolve around the conception of recreation. If you read a text you do to some extent recreate it in your own mind, and all texts have two poles. They have an objective pole of what it presumably meant to the author when he wrote it and to the people who were his contemporaries, and they have a more subjective pole of yourself, of what it means to you. Both of these poles are absolutely essential in all reading. If you eliminate what it meant to the writer himself in his own day and to his contemporaries, then you’re simply kidnapping everything you read into your own cultural orbit and reading your own socially conditioned values into it. On the other hand, if you eliminate its relevance to you and concentrate entirely on what it may have meant in its own day, you turn literature into something hopelessly remote from yourself. The process itself contains the greatest possible mystery in the study of literature: why is it that somebody as remote in time and space and language and cultural assumptions from us as Homer or the writers of the Old Testament can still speak across all those barriers of time and space and hit us where we live. In that process there is bound to be a great deal of misunderstanding and misreading; to some extent we simply have to accept that as a part of the situation we’re involved in.

If you look at the structure of the Bible, for example, you see how vividly it illustrates all these problems. You can’t trace the Bible back to a time when it was not recreating itself. You have the writer of the Book of Kings, who is in turn using sources behind him that we’ve lost, and then you have the chronicler coming along and restating what he wrote and trying to iron out some of the difficulties that he finds in the text. The Book of Samuel says that God stirred up David to take a census, which was against the law, so that [he] would have an excuse to punish him, and the chronicler is bothered by this theology so he says it was Satan who stirred up David [2 Samuel 24]. The writer of Samuel says that the Philistine giant Goliath was killed by El Hanan of Bethlehem, and the story was transferred to David so that the chronicler says that El Hanan killed the brother of Goliath [1 Chronicles 20:5; 1 Samuel 17:50; 2 Samuel 21:19]. This process had been going on, and in the middle of it all is the
relationship between the Old and the New Testament, between Judaism and Christianity, which is, of course, from the point of view of Judaism a gigantic misunderstanding and misreading. That means that the process of recreation in connection with the Bible is moving forward in time as tradition builds up, so you get the process of evolving commentary and exegesis in which the meaning of the Bible is what a growing consensus of theologians, ecclesiastics, and others assume the meaning to be. That means that it gets so thickly wrapped up that nobody can possibly look into it except specialists.

Within the process, of course, there is this growing force of what I’ve called rationalization. For example, if you begin the gospel of Matthew you read first of all that Abraham begat Isaac and Isaac begat Jacob and so on down, the point being that Jesus through his father Joseph was descended from King David. Then chapter two begins with the birth of Jesus Christ, and we’re told that Jesus was born from a virgin and that Joseph was not his father at all [Matthew 1:18–25; Luke 1:34]. A man from Mars would say, “It can’t happen that he was both the son of Joseph and not the son of Joseph. Isn’t there a difficulty here?” There is, of course, an entire library, a very thick library of commentary, which explains the solution to what the paradox is. As it would take a lifetime to read all of that, it is simpler to assume that the difficulty has somehow or other been taken care of. That is the part of tradition that keeps on piling up like a terminal moraine in front of a glacier, a growing body of commentary. Of course, the same thing happens in literature as you will soon see if you will turn from the study of Shakespeare’s plays, which is very profitable, to the secondary sources of Shakespeare, which are exhausting.

The forward movement in time, therefore, is one thing which goes on as time goes on, and then there is simultaneously a backward movement, what you might call a more archeological approach, which tries to look back as far as it can to what is behind the texts that we have, what is their origin and genesis, and out of what postulates and assumptions they come. That can also be carried to the opposite point, where the unwrapping process can go to a point where there is nothing left. We are often told, for example, that in the study of the gospels we should try to demythologize the gospels and try to work behind them to see what kind of human personality Jesus had. But the trouble is when you do that there’s really nothing left of the gospels whatever, except possibly the verse in John which reads “Jesus wept” [11:35]. The move backwards to
get at what is behind the text and try to arrive at a genetic point—the first creation of the cultural tradition—is again something that can be carried to a point at which it loses its value as a part of literary discipline; so there has to be some kind of working mean, keeping the two activities running side by side.

The good part of the traditional approach is that a myth or a kernel that you have in the literary tradition means everything that it has ever been made to mean. That is, if you take such a book as the Song of Songs and you examine it historically, it goes back to a set of village wedding songs which seem to have some ritual connection with certain aspects of dying-god religions that carry you behind the Bible to something pre-Biblical. But at a certain point you get involved in a good deal of guess work. If you go the other way, you find that it’s been transformed into an allegory representing the love of Christ for the Church, and that is how the great Spanish mystic St. John of the Cross made use of it in the sixteenth century in his *Dark Night of the Soul*. It’s no good saying that this kind of development has nothing to do with what the Song of Songs is. It is a part of its forward movement, its progression in culture, and so it is a part of what the Song of Songs means. The same thing is true of secular literature, where what seem like very crude and primitive myths in Greek mythology will turn up in more or less disguised forms in the romances of Shakespeare, but what the original myths mean they mean still and mean much more profoundly and much more complexly in Shakespearean romance.

The moral of all this, I think, is that our use of language is best off when we understand something of the variety of ways in which men have used it and have studied and expressed it. The use of language in Homer is founded on an intensely concrete world, where what you think is essentially what you breathe in, what you take into your lungs, because the lungs are the source of wisdom in Homer. The brain, on the other hand, is the source of vitality. This was not necessarily a metaphorical way of thinking of things to Homer, but it is to us. That’s the only way that we can read it. This extremely concrete world is a world that has lost its immediacy for us except through metaphor and through the peculiar magic of poetry. That means that the function of language has at its centre the recreation of that intensely vivid, metaphorical, and magical sense of words not as describing things but as calling things into being. We can perhaps understand that if we have run through all the stages of Vico’s cycle we don’t have to go around the cycle again. It
seems to me that once you come to the end of the cycle the thing to do is to go on to another plane. So I am greatly encouraged by the fact that the descriptive use of language is giving way in our own time to a study of language itself: the whole movement of structuralism, the sense of the linguistic model, of language as something that interconnects literature and religion and the social sciences and not only makes sense of all those as a structure but also brings us sharply up against the essential mystery in the use of words which we find in the early phase of language and which we find reflected in Homer and in the Old Testament.

It’s no accident, I think, that philosophers in our own day, like Heidegger, and people like Georges Poulet in criticism are speaking in terms of language as something autonomous, as something which expresses itself whatever we do to it. In saying that they are only saying what all of the poets have said—Keats, Wordsworth, T.S. Eliot. They’ve all said the same thing. The poet does not think of himself as making his poems. He thinks of himself as a place where poems happen. He feels that words are taking their own form independently of his will and that there is something in his activity which is like that of a mother; his job is like that of a mother; his job is to bring some kind of independent life into being.

So we come up against the final paradox that man does use language but there is also a sense in which language uses him. Man makes words but there is also a sense in which words make him. It’s not only that they condition him but that they transform his being. To understand that point, I think we need also to understand that the plunging into a work of literature is a long and fascinating journey. There are certain stages in it, and it is that I would like to examine tomorrow night, when I will be speaking particularly of the levels of meaning that one goes through on this journey.

II

I am returning tonight to a question that has preoccupied me for quite a long time: the question of the different levels of meaning and the way that that operates in the study of literature. So perhaps I might take a retrospective glance over the question as it has appeared to me in the twenty odd years since I produced a book called the Anatomy of Criticism. In retrospect it seems clear that what I was trying to do in that book was something that had already been done in linguistics by Saussure at the beginning of the century. Saussure, the French linguist, distinguished
what he called *langue* and *parole*, the *parole* being what the individual, say, Frenchman contributes to the French *language* and *langue* being the totality of the language itself as a cultural force. And I was similarly trying not merely to study individual works of literature, individual poets, but also to raise the possibility of there being something corresponding in literature to the *langue* in linguistics, to the totality of literature as a single body. Since I wrote that book, the whole structuralist movement has begun to emerge, and that assumption of literature as forming a certain total body of articulateness is more generally accepted.

According to Piaget, who was one of the great theoreticians of structuralism, every structure contains within itself a body of transformations, and the transformations in literature—the way in which it changes from one period to another—seem to be guided by the force that we call convention. And literature seems to operate in a somewhat Darwinian way: it throws out mutations more or less at random and descends through whatever has the greatest survival value. The question of what the survival value is is determined by the pattern of society and usually by what the ascendant class wants in the way of culture. In this situation it is usually popular literature that tells us what is going to happen next. In Elizabethan literature, for example, there is a fully flourishing poetic drama, but there is a rather embryonic art of prose fiction which is aimed at middle-class readers and is produced by popular writers like Thomas Deloney. But that kind of middle-class fiction, about how somebody works hard, saves his money, and eventually becomes a rich man and the lord mayor of London, gives you the clue to the kind of literature that is going to be dominant when the particular class which that addresses comes to power, as it does around the time of Defoe about a century later.

Literature at different periods goes into different stages of a kind a cultural flowering followed by a kind of subsidence into more popular formulas. At the end of the eighteenth century, for example, the extremely sophisticated and civilized movement that produced Swift and Pope and Samuel Johnson begins to disintegrate and you begin to have a rise of more popular literature, like the gothic horror novels, or a new kind of poetry, like Blake’s *Songs of Innocence* or Wordsworth and Coleridge’s *Lyrical Ballads*, which is founded on essentially popular art forms, such as keepsake books and the like. And that relapse, if you can call it a relapse, is popular and primitive, because the two things are really the same thing in literature. The primitive is simply the popular in a temporal
dimension. There is still the same thing going on. There was a tremendous outburst of creative genius in this century between about 1920 and about 1950—one of the greatest outpourings of literary genius, I suppose, in history.

Since 1950 the same process has happened. These popular elements of literature have become much more prominent, with the rise of science fiction, with the rise of folk song and ballad writers. And there is a certain democratization going on, which again brings out some of the popular correlates. But we find that with all this social change the structural patterns of literature change far less than one would expect. The popular and primitive forms that turn up in these periods of transition usually come up with very much the same formulas as they did before, and that is one reason why the structural principles of literature are so astonishingly long-lived, why it is that the structure and stock characters of comedy have changed very little since the time of Aristophanes, and the formulas of romance are the same now that they were in Greek times. That means that while there can be infinite variety in the individual work of literature, the number of actual structural principles involved is very strictly limited.

What we call content in literature is really the structure of the individual work as distinct from the genre or convention that it belongs to. I think that in our time, besides a period of popular and primitive writing, we are also intellectually going through a tremendous reintegrating and regrouping of certain areas of knowledge and scholarship. And it seems to me the whole movement of structuralism portends a kind of realignment of literature, religion, the humanities, and the social sciences in which the perception of language, and more particularly the linguistic model, is one of the central powerhouses. And it is that situation which has naturally got me interested again in the cultural importance of the Bible and its perspective within the study of secular literature.

The Bible is for one thing a logocentric book. It uses the phrase "Word of God" as something that has a very intimate and central relationship to the nature and the destiny of man. I'm interested, apart from the question of belief that would be of interest to anyone, to see how so many twentieth-century philosophers speak of language not as something that man uses but as something that makes use of man, which is again a very Biblical view. And for the last century or so, I suppose most of our philosophy has really been founded on Hegel, especially Hegel's *Phenomenology of the Spirit*, which is a great voyage of intellectual discovery
ending with the principle that spirit can be understood only by spirit—which again is the central Biblical view. This is not necessarily a matter of belief, as I say, but a matter of perspective and, to some degree, of scholarship. So in returning to the Bible—an interest that has preoccupied me from the beginning because I began my career with the study of Biblical writers, such as Milton and Blake—it is obvious that no book can have had so specific and concrete a literary influence without itself having literary qualities. At the same time, it would be preposterous to say that the Bible was a work of literature, or that the response to it was ultimately the same as the response to Dante or to Shakespeare. And that was something that actually has increased its fascination for me.

Even Blake, who went so much further than most people go in identifying religion and art, did not call the Bible a work of art. He said the Old and the New Testaments are “the great code of art,” a very haunting and suggestive phrase which I have been pondering for a great many years. But a book which is not a work of art but “the great code of art” is clearly a book which takes us beyond the category of literature into the larger area of the social function of words. That fascinates me, because all my critical life I have been very suspicious of the role of value judgments as a factor in criticism. Value judgments seem to be the tentative assumptions we make in beginning the study of literature. We are informed by our elders and betters that Shakespeare and Milton are extremely good poets. We adopt these assumptions and proceed on them in our own study of literature, and we find that in fact they were. But as assumptions made at the beginning of study they are still subject to revision, and they are not an end of criticism but a by-product of it. The acceptance of the value judgment that Shakespeare is a great poet has accounted for an immense variety and quantity of criticism and commentary, but none of that criticism and commentary has actually been founded on the value judgment. With such a book as the Bible, which has had so tremendous a role to play in our cultural tradition, all value judgments are palpably absurd and futile. We also begin to realize that value judgments keep us within a category of literature, and a book which has literary qualities that burst through those categories and burst through all value judgments as well seems to be holding the key to something important in the study of literature.

One of the commonest experiences that we have in studying literature is the feeling that, after reading the book, there is more to be got out of this book. That is a feeling that not only affects all those who have ever
tried to teach literature but haunts them, because what they say in the
course of teaching, say *Paradise Lost*, is so miserably inadequate that they
console themselves by feeling that if they had twenty years with this
class they might be able to get something said about it. But what is
important, I think, in this connection is that this feeling that there is more
to be got out of what we are reading doesn’t necessarily mean something
that we have overlooked the first time. It may mean that there is a
progress in the reading act itself, that there may be actual degrees or
stages of comprehension. This is a very old idea in literary criticism, and
my interest in it was revived when I realized that the book I referred to a
moment ago, Hegel’s *Phenomenology of the Spirit*, the cornerstone of mod-
ern philosophy, was in fact the same doctrine of different levels of mean-
ing all over again. In fact, even the metaphor of levels is preserved in
Hegel’s key term *Aufhebung*. But the Middle Ages was particularly the
period that classified and worked up the stages in the dialectic of reading
and understanding. The most familiar comes from Dante, and Dante
takes the Bible as the model for all serious secular literature, including
his own poem. He is following a fairly standard medieval principle of
criticism when he works out a theory of a progression of understanding
through four levels. He takes a verse from the Psalms, “When Israel
came forth from Egypt” [114:1]—that’s the key phrase. He says when
you first read that sentence you read it literally, and the literal meaning is
the point at which you start. The literal meaning, says Dante, is the his-
torical meaning. It refers to the event, say around 1500 B.C. or whenever
it was, that the Israelites walked out of the Egypt of Rameses II or who-
ever the pharaoh of the exodus was.9 But you realize that when it occurs
in the Bible in the context of the Psalms, it is not simply a reference to a
historical event.

What it is is one of the principles in the interpretation of the Bible as a
whole, which is the bedrock of the whole Christian faith; so that the lit-
eral meaning leads you to what Dante calls the second level or the alle-
gorical level, which is the meaning *quid credas*, what you believe. In the
Christian view of the Bible the first principle is that everything that hap-
pened in the Old Testament pre-figures something that happens in the
New Testament, and specifically that the story of Israel in the Old Testa-
ment prefigures the life of Christ in the Gospels. In the story of the exo-
dus, you have the near massacre of Hebrew children at the time of the
feast of the Passover, the plunge through the Red Sea in which the Egyp-
tians are drowned and the Israelites go through dry shod, and then the
creation of the nation of Israel on the opposite bank. That is a prefiguration of the three-day drama in the Gospels where Christ dies on the cross on the feast of the Passover on Friday, descends to the lower world on Saturday, and on Sunday morning awakens again and has redeemed the world. So that this reference of Israel coming forth from Egypt is a reference to the entire structure of the Bible and by implication of the Christian faith itself. However, says Dante, that understanding itself is only an understanding. It is of no particular value to us until it becomes a part of our experience, until it becomes a part of our life.

That, by implication, is the principle that the end of the study of all literature from the Bible down to our own time is not the admiration of the work of literature but the possession of it and the incorporation of it into our own experience. So, says Dante, there must be a third level, the level of *quid agas*, what you do, because what you believe has to be incorporated into the Christian life, the moral life which acts out the faith of the past. Even so, says Dante, you have not reached the end of the pilgrimage, because the moral life ends with death, and in the Christian perspective there is a world beyond that, the world of eternity, the world *quotestdas*, where you are going. 10 It is that world which fulfills a place, the progression of understanding on the fourth level. So you read a verse in the Psalms. You find that it refers literally to a historical event, allegorically to the whole structure of the Bible, morally to your own soul, which is to follow Israel after Christ in the descent through death to redemption, and, finally, in relation to the salvation of the soul, out of the world of time.

Now that can be applied, I think, to the reading of secular literature very well. It has, of course, certain drawbacks as a principle to apply to secular literature in our day. It assumes the exclusive and definitive truth of its own particular medieval version of Catholic Christianity. So it will hardly do for an age that has to attempt some kind of dialogue with people of very different attitudes. Even more important, you notice that at every stage of Dante’s four levels of meaning the words are being subordinated to something that is not words. On the level of the literal reading, the words that you read merely convey the truth of the historical event. On the next level, they merely convey the faith that you have. On the next or moral level, they are merely an aphorism conveying one of the needs of your own experience. And on the final level they are merely words conveying something like the beatific vision. This is hardly a view of words that seems to fit the Bible itself which, after all, is built around
the whole principle that “in the beginning was the Word.” So one won-
ders if there isn’t a way of reconstructing this principle of Dante’s so as to
make it a more practicable scheme for the study of literature today.

Let’s start with the literal meaning, and here I have to go back to a
principle I have already stated in some of my other books. It doesn’t
seem to me that a body of words can be literally anything but a body of
words. I don’t see that literal meaning can be the relation of a body of
words to a body of historical events or whatever. The literal meaning
seems to be the meaning you get when you are looking at a body of
words simply as words without concerning yourself with any part of
external reference. That means that the narrative of what you read is self-
contained. It means that the images of what you read are related primar-
ily to each other rather than to the things that they signify in the world
outside. Further, if you stop to think, you can see that it is only when you
are reading poetry that you can take the conception of literal seriously. It
is only when you are reading a poem that you can accept every letter of
every word given you without question. That suggests to me the general
principle that in the Bible, and in fact everywhere else, the literal mean-
ing is the poetic meaning.

The Bible and any other work may be very much more than a work of
literature, but it has to start with that. That is its literal basis. Unless we
accept that kind of literalism, it seems to me we go very badly astray on
the other levels. Now, every body of words that can be read from the first
page to the last page has a narrative. A narrative means words set out
sequentially, and all books have narratives that can be read sequentially,
that is, all books except telephone books and perhaps the occasional dic-
tionary. That narrative has to be taken first of all as self-contained. The
word “myth” means a great many things in a great many disciplines. To
me, as a literary critic, it means, first of all, what Aristotle meant by it,
*mythos*, that is, narrative. Consequently, the myth of any body of words,
to me, is first of all the narrative of that body of words—the way you
understand it when you read from page one to page x. We distinguish
the words “history” and “story,” for example. They were originally the
same word, but now we think of a history as a narrative of words that
follows a course of events in the world outside. Story we think of as a
narrative which is self-contained, which exists only within that body of
words.

Now that’s OK, except that all narratives are equally myths, as I see it,
whether they are true or not, whether they refer to actual events or not.
You take such a book as Gibbon’s *Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire*. That was a book that was intended to be a history rather than a work of literature. It was supposed to be a book of words which followed events in the late Roman Empire. Yet it has a narrative. You can read it page by page. And you begin to discover that it has a narrative principle, which is indicated in the title, “decline and fall.” Here was Gibbon, sitting on the steps of the capitol hill in Rome—a comfortable little eighteenth-century agnostic suddenly being picked up by some mysterious force that he never turned around to look at and stuck in a library to scribble frantically for the rest of his life about the decline and fall of the Roman empire. Well, the operation confronted him with a vast, amorphous pile of documents. But he had the magic wand: he had the myth of “decline and fall.” That was the principle on which he selected his material. That was the magic wand by which he could make this vast mass of documents obey his will. Without the myth the book would have been entirely shapeless and, of course, would never have been written at all. So whether a story is factual or regarded as such or not has no effect on its possession of myth. That is what it must have, regardless of anything else.

I spoke last night of the different phases of language. In the first phase of language, which was metaphorical and with a strong magical feeling about it, and a concrete one, nearly all myths are story-myths. And the most important structures within which a society expresses itself verbally in that phase are stories usually about the gods, sometimes about the traditional history and legends of the cultural unit, whatever it is. As we move into phase two, where words are taken as expressions of thoughts or ideas, the story-myths turn into argument-myths, and we have philosophers expounding metaphysical systems which usually can be shown to derive from the story-myths which preceded them. Then again, it is a very ancient principle, in fact it was formulated by Aristotle, that the difference between the poetic, that is the purely mythical, the self-contained myth, and the historical, the myth that has an external reference to events, is that the history gives you particular events and the poetic gives you universal ones, which means, among other things, that the poet concentrates more on the mythical shape of the story than on its content. Again, if you look in the Bible at the Book of Judges, for example, you begin to realize very quickly that you are being told the same story over and over again. Different tribal heroes—Gideon, Jephthah, Samson, Samuel—all arise in the identical situation. Israel has deserted
its God. As a result it has met with disaster, foreign invasion, enslavement, bondage. It cries to God for help. God sends the deliverer in the form of a judge. The judge cleans up on the enemies, and Israel is restored to prosperity until it forgets itself again. They seem to have had a remarkable talent for doing that.

Now that is a history where the main emphasis falls on the shape of the story being told rather than on the content of what occurred in it, and that emphasis on shape is a mythical emphasis. The shape in the Book of Judges is essentially a U-shape. Israel goes down into bondage or exile or captivity and then comes up again through the activity of the judge. That U-shape is the organizing shape of the Bible, which begins with Adam’s being thrown out of the Garden of Eden and restored to it at the very last page of the Bible. It turns up in books which are not histories at all, like the Book of Job. It turns up in such things as Jesus’ parable of the prodigal son [Luke 15:11–32]. That structural principle shows the strong mythical interest in the Bible, and, consequently, a factor there which helps to reinforce the principle that its literal meaning is in fact its poetic meaning.

Along with narrative there is also the body of interconnecting images. When you are reading something factual or descriptive, these images refer separately to what they mean in the outer world. But if you are looking at a self-contained body of words simply as that, then the images interlock together, and their primary relationship is to one another. And when two images are related primarily to each other, rather than separately to two things in the outer world, you have a metaphor which is the central or key figure of speech. Again, a glance at the Bible shows that metaphor is not an ornament of language there; it is the controlling method of thought. You open the end of the Book of Genesis, with Jacob’s prophecy of the twelve tribes, and you find sets of metaphors there: “Joseph is a fruitful bough,” “Napatli is a hind let loose,” “Issachar is a strong ass” [49:22, 21, 14]. Those are metaphors where A is B, a statement of identification. You say, well, after all these are only poetic metaphors. You don’t need to take them too seriously. Then you turn to the Gospels and see that Jesus again is talking about himself entirely in metaphors: “I am vine, you are the branches” [John 15:1]. “I am the way” [John 14:6]. “I am the door” [John 10:9]. The question arises, how seriously do we take these? It’s clear that he meant them rather seriously.

This takes us back to that principle in the Bible which I mentioned in connection with Dante, the relationship of the Old Testament to the New, where the Old Testament events are a type of what happens in the
New Testament. The relationship is not a relationship of allegory, which is a relation of poetic image to abstract concept. The relation is one of typology, where a real nation with real history and with real events in it is being paralleled to a single man’s life. That suggests that the central metaphor of all metaphors is what I think of as the royal metaphor, the metaphor in the word “body,” which means both the body of the individual and the unity of the society to which he belongs. I call it the royal metaphor because the origin of kinship is obviously connected with the metaphorical need to see in some individual the society as an individual. We find that today Queen Elizabeth or President Carter or corresponding figures in Marxist countries draw crowds wherever they appear, not because there is anything miraculous about their appearance but because they dramatize the unification of a society in an individual form. The fact that the principle upon which the Bible is constructed is typological, with the history of a nation paralleling the life of a man, means, of course, that it has a uniquely historical character as compared with most religions.

The historical quality in the Biblical religion was a commonplace. Jesus and Adonis are both dying gods. They both have very similar bodies of imagery and even ritual attached to them. But Jesus is a person, and Adonis is not. One belongs in what I think of as diachronic myth, that is, myth which is historical. The other belongs in synchronic myth, which is connected with the cycle of nature turning from winter to spring year after year. That in its turn is connected with the peculiarly Western sense of history as having a meaning in itself. What typology is in the Bible fundamentally is a theory of history. It tells you that there is something in the historical process that has a point, which is going somewhere, and which will eventually reveal its nature. That teleological sense of time as moving in a certain direction is one of the most profoundly culturally conditioning factors that I think we have in our own tradition.

That takes us, then, into the level of belief, where we seem to be moving outside the study of literature altogether, because literature is concerned with something which is simply hypothetical, something which is not addressed to belief at all. And yet the end of the study of literature, as I suggested, is one of personal possession rather than simply the admiring of an objective masterpiece. Part of the clue to this, I think, is the fact that there are two contexts for the word “belief.” There is first of all what you say you believe, which is usually what you think you
believe and what you believe you believe. This kind of belief is essentially a statement of solidarity with a certain social group. It is this level of belief—of professed belief—that marks you as a Methodist or a Catholic or a Zen Buddhist or a Marxist or whatever. Don Quixote’s belief that that windmill in front of him was actually a hundred-armed giant was a statement of his solidarity with the knights errant that he had read about in romances. But what you really believe is what your actions show you believe, and consequently Dante’s two principles, *quid credas* (what you believe) and *quid agas* (what you do) really turn out to be the same thing. What a society does is a key to its beliefs and has to be the basis of any kind of phenomenology of belief, because the professed belief is so often, however unconsciously, a rationalization of something else altogether. But the question of belief reminds us that we are all brought up in a society and are all contained by something which has been constructed by the human imagination, something which I would call a mythological universe. That is, we are all conditioned to participate in society through our imagination, not through our reason. And the mythological universe which surrounds us like atmospheric pressure, which we inherit at infancy and never grow out of, has also all these levels of meaning I’m dealing with tonight. The mythological universe that surrounds us includes all the really serious beliefs that we have. First of all, you get a level of utterly phony mythology, a level addressed by advertising and by propaganda, that is expressed by all the clichés you can pick up on the streets and all the silly prejudices about minority groups that are a product of certain forms of class conditioning—the phony aspect of mythology has been quite extensively explored in our time by Roland Barthes, for example, in his book *Mythologies*, and by Marshall McLuhan in his book *The Mechanical Bride*. Behind that, however, are the real informing myths of our lives, of which we normally become conscious in some kind of crisis. In our society we do grow up with very powerful beliefs in things like democracy and equality of opportunity and so on, but it’s only in something like the Watergate crisis where we begin to realize how immensely powerful these myths are. In times of relaxation we’re inclined to take them more lightly. But we can understand from that how, as Roland Barthes says, there are no innocent writers in literature. That is, every writer expresses the beliefs and values of his own time. That is both a positive factor and a negative factor; it’s positive in that he has beliefs, and it’s negative in that they have some limitations which look particularly limited to us after the
passing of a great many centuries. So a great deal of this uncovering of the ideological basis of literature is a kind of debunking activity where the critic is trying to discover the workings of those sinister forces that Martin Luther identified with the devil and contemporary Marxist critics with the bourgeois mind.

Still, this universal belief, while it conditions the workings of the imagination at every point and in every period of history, is also something one can grow out of, not outgrow, but grow out of in the sense in which a plant grows out of its roots. That leads us to the question of what is the equivalent for our day of Dante’s anagogic or fourth level of vision, the one which is related to eternity rather than time and which is connected with the question of what speaks from beyond death. That is one of the fundamental questions raised in the Bible itself and it enters into all our study of literature in different ways.

Now obviously, the first [answer] that occurs to you when you ask the question “What speaks to you from beyond death?” is a poet who has been dead for many centuries. You are introduced thereby to one of the ultimate mysteries of literature in the power of communication across the centuries and across the barriers of cultural differentiation. The study of literature therefore is a means of making one a member of a community beyond death, a community of the human imagination which has survived thousands of years of empires that have come and gone and is still adding to and building up its central imaginative structures. But along with the question of what speaks from beyond death is also the question of what speaks from beyond life. I was reading recently Oscar Wilde’s essay on “The Decay of Lying,” which is to some extent the manifesto of modern criticism, and in that essay Wilde makes a wonderfully profound insight in a very casual way, throwing it out as though it were a kind of joke. Two young men are talking together, and one of them says, Shall I play something for you? The other one says, No, I don’t want to hear music at this point, because what music does is create the full range of our own past experience. That is, if a person suddenly, without warning, came across somebody playing a piece of great music he might suddenly realize at that point that he had in his past gone through immense ranges of experience of which he was totally unconscious. Now in that form the statement sounds paradoxical, but surely it is an essential function of art to acquaint us with the whole possible range of our experience as distinct from what we actually experience, and to that extent it not only fills the gap in our experience but reinte-
grates our past. Our five senses are, after all, filters. They screen out far more than they take in. And the brain, I suspect, is not the generator of consciousness but a machine for filtering consciousness. There is a whole universe of significance of which we get glimpses in the arts but which our ordinary experience misses.

I was looking at Shakespeare’s *Winter’s Tale* recently and noticing how it was constructed as a comedy which begins with a tragic action, which is the winter’s tale proper, and then goes on to the triumph of the comic forces. There are at least two comic forces in play—nature and art. The triumph of nature is given you in the great sheep-shearing festival scene in the fourth act, where the imagery changes from the winter to the spring and where the main characters are no longer the older characters of the earlier part of the play but young people, a young man and a young woman who want to get married. And by all the rules of comedy and romance they will get married in spite of all the efforts their parents make to keep them apart. So the triumph of nature is associated with rebirth, with renewal, with the spring following winter, with youth following age, with the whole turning cycle of nature on its way out just before it starts to go down again. But that is not really where the play ends. The play ends with a re-integration of the older pair, a man who has killed his wife by jealousy but who is made to watch while somebody brings on what is said to be her statue, and at a certain point the statue comes to life. In this final scene of the play the atmosphere is entirely the atmosphere of art. The setting is inside a building. The older woman who comes to life is alleged to be a work of painting and sculpture. She is brought to life by the playing of music, and there is poetry. All the arts are involved. What happens there is the reintegrating of the past, and it is through the power of art that this is done. So that the power of art seems to have something to do with that thrust which we saw was peculiar to our historical consciousness in the West, except that it need not necessarily be a thrust into the future as something that only posterity will know anything about. It can also be a thrust upward, a transformation from a world of death into a world of life, a world not of rebirth and renewal but of resurrection, which is really what happens in the final scene of Shakespeare’s play. That is why, I think, so much of modern thought and criticism keeps revolving around the conceptions I mentioned at the beginning, of the language which is not so much something man uses as something that makes use of man and of the spirit which in the long run does not finally comprehend nature but rather
comprehends itself. That is the direction, I think, in which the reintegrating which I spoke of is going on—religion and the humanities and the social sciences and many other subjects in our own time. But I suspect, to use a figure from Blake that has haunted me all my life, that in the centre of this whole reintegrating movement is literature and the study of literature, and that it is literature and the study of literature which is holding the end of a golden string.  

Preface [to Essays on Myth]

This is a preface to a collection of essays on the relation of myth and criticism that was never published. The project was proposed by Marshall McLuhan and Ernest Sirluck, two of the three general editors of the University of Chicago’s Gemini Books series, Patterns of Literary Criticism. The third general editor was Richard Schoeck, to whom Frye wrote on 24 November 1965, saying that McLuhan and Sirluck’s original idea was for a collection of contemporary essays on myth criticism. “I thought it might be more interesting and useful,” Frye writes, “to go back into the history of the tendency. Things like Raleigh’s History, the opening of Purchas, Camden, Reynolds’ Mythomystes, Bacon’s Wisdom of the Ancients, Sandys’ Ovid, from that period; some of the ‘Druid’ stuff from around Blake’s time; some of the material used by Shelley and Keats, and so on down to Ruskin’s Queen of the Air, but without incorporating anything much later than The Golden Bough and the turn of the century. An introductory essay would of course indicate the relevance of this to what came after Frazer.” Frye sought Schoeck’s advice about the advisability of such a collection, saying he would not proceed if Schoeck did not think the plan acceptable. While we do not have a table of contents of what the volume would have contained, the twenty selections mentioned in the letter to Schoeck and in the preface itself doubtless includes most of what Frye intended to anthologize. The typescript of the preface is not in the NFF. The copy used by Robert Denham was received from Frye’s secretary, Jane Widdicombe.

It was originally proposed to me to make a collection of contemporary essays in “myth criticism.” Such collections are available elsewhere, however: a much fuller one than the present format would permit is [Myth and Literature: Contemporary Theory and Practice], ed. J. B. Vickery. It seemed to me that there was another job to be done that had not yet been done: to provide some perspective and some sense of literary tradition for a type of scholarship that today often gives the impression of
being not really literary at all, but imported from anthropology, psychology, or comparative religion. What is here offered is a collection of documents of “myth criticism” in English literature and scholarship, ranging from Gower in the fourteenth century to Ruskin in the nineteenth, just before the big changeover represented by Frazer and Freud took place. It is hoped that the book will give some coherence to a greatly neglected and misunderstood area of criticism, and that even for those who have no taste for this kind of scholarly activity it will afford at least the interest of curiosity.

The texts have hardly been edited, in any scholarly sense: the reader’s comfort was the only consideration, and I have assumed that the function of this book is only that of a guide. The earlier texts (except for Gower, who has been left in his not very difficult Middle English) have been modernized—those familiar with the originals will feel, perhaps, somewhat brusquely and impatiently modernized. In the eighteenth century I had the task of providing a slender clue of argument through some very complex and verbose volumes, stuffed with largely obsolete learning, and not animated by much literary genius. These texts have been, so to speak, filleted: although only the words of the authors have been used, a long continuous passage has seldom been excerpted. Footnotes, marginalia, and most Greek and Hebrew quotations have been silently dropped. The reader dissatisfied with so casual a treatment will perhaps not need so elementary a book.

I felt that I had to make a decision to include only material written in English or (as with Bacon and Mallet) well within the English cultural orbit. This meant, of course, using a good deal of derivative and secondary scholarship. A collection of documents in the central tradition would take a very different course, running through Plato, Cicero, Ovid, Plutarch, Augustine, Macrobius, Boccaccio, Ficino, Pico, Bruno, Natalis Comes and similar authors of Renaissance mythological handbooks, rising to a climax with Vico in the eighteenth century, continuing with, Hamann, Herder and the Grimms in the nineteenth, and concluding with Sorel and others who have grasped some of the social and existential implications of myth. But the advantages of the adopted procedure are obvious, as my aim here is only to relate the study of mythology to the criticism of literature, and for this, restriction to a single literary tradition is better tactics.

I am indebted to the Canada Council for a grant that enabled me to work on this and other projects.
The book would not have been, for me, even remotely possible without the help of my colleague Professor Jay Macpherson. It was she who provided summaries of the longer texts on the basis of which it is possible to give some idea of the connecting arguments of Raleigh, I. Newton, Warburton, Weston, Bryant, Payn, Knight, J.F. Newton, Davies, and several others.19

[Charles Poncé’s Kabbalah]

These notes on Charles Poncé’s Kabbalah: An Introduction and Illumination for the World Today (San Francisco: Straight Arrow Books, 1973) are in the NFF, 1991, box 36, file 11. An annotated copy of Poncé’s book is in the Northrop Frye Library. The citations in square brackets that are not paragraph numbers are to the page numbers in Poncé’s book; the Hebrew words in square brackets are the forms that Poncé uses.


[2] The Baal Shem Tov said that the Torah existed originally as an incoherent jumble of letters and that the book that now exists came into existence at the time that the events described took place [27]. Nothing here except that there’s an upper chaos as well as a lower one. Also that each soul has one letter of the Torah assigned him as his own property—reincarnation implied [29].

[3] Literature of the Merkabah, or Ezekiel’s vision. Most of it is called Hekhaloth Books and contains descriptions of the heavenly palaces or halls through which the mystic passes on his way to the Vision. Lesser and Greater: latter adds seven palaces beyond the seven heavens. Most of them are discussions between the gatekeepers of the halls and the traveller. One of them is 3 Enoch, tr. and ed. Hugo Odeberg, 1928 [35–7].

[4] The conception of the Hebrew alphabet as the divine instrument of creation is a fine example of projection symbolism. Everything made out of air, water and fire (earth made out of water), & these are symbolized by the mother letters aleph, mem and shin. Mem means fish, and the muteness of fish makes them admirable sacrificial symbols. Fire is esh, and the hissing sound of the sibilant shin (I suppose) enters into the serpent-fire associations [39–41].
[5] The Zohar includes a story of a young student thought ignorant by parents sent to Rabbis to learn something and ends up showing he knows more than they do—Jesus in Luke [49].

[6] Belief is in gilgul (as he spells it) or reincarnation [52]: note link between this doctrine and the megalithic circle (gilgal) of stones. Serpent-labyrinth, serpent-circle, are two of the old “Druidic” elements.

[7] Literature of the merkabah—“rider,” an ascent in the earlier literature and a descent in the later, through the seven palaces and such. Throughout the rider is being threatened with death, and the guardians of each threshold are terrifying monsters [55–9]. I suppose the Book of Revelation is an early work of Merkabah vision.

[8] Structure of what I call the deification of the void, where you first say that the real Whatzit is so Oompah that you can’t find any words for it, then, after interposing all the intermediate stages you can think of, you finally approach, with a shuddering distaste, something like what we’d call the actual area of experience. In this scheme there’s the “glory” of God (Kabod [Kavod], identified with Shekhinah), which is visible at the end of the mystical ascent and invisible and inside throughout, present in all creatures but without form, a voice only [61]. The Shekhinah is thus, like the Son in Milton, the first epiphany of God, the first creature representing the creator. The cherub of Ezekiel is the emanation of the Shekhinah.

[9] Then we go on to four worlds, in descending order. First is the world of archetypes, called Atziluth [‘atsiluth]. “In this world the union of God and his Shekhinah, his feminine counterpart, takes place” [65]. So the Shekhinah is Wisdom also. Next comes Beriah [beri’ah], the world of creation in which the Merkabah takes form from the emanations from the first world. The highest angels and souls of the most pious belong here [65]. Third is yetzirah, the world of formation, the ordinary world of most angels, presided over by Metatron (The Angel of the Divine Presence in Ex. 23:20). His name is also Shaddai [65–6]. Then comes (ugh) our world, called Assia [asiyah] (spellings vary, of course), where the Shekhinah lives in exile [67]. The Torah descends from the archetypal world [69]. Four degrees of souls too, first Neshamah, second Ruach or spirit, third Nephesh or soul—guess there isn’t a fourth [68]. Atziluth world embraces Kether, Binah and Hokmah; Beriah Geburah, Tifereth and
Hesed; Yetzirah Hod, Yesod and Netsah; Assia Malkuth [68]. Torah in Atziluth exists as all possible combinations of the consonants of the alphabet—upper chaos again [70]. Adam Kadmon in first world; Adam of Gen. 1:27 (the Lilith Adam) in second; Adam of Eden and the unfallen Eve in third; fallen Adam in fourth [70–1].

[10] Book Bahir, by Isaac the Blind. Shekhinah is feminine and is also the ecclesia of Israel, both wife and daughter of God [72]. Luria, Browning’s man, developed the conception of tsimtsum, which means contraction or concentration [70].25 God as Ainsoph retracts and the creation comes into being [81]—this is where Saurat on Milton starts.26 Retraction is followed by emanation—this book includes the Law-Boehme diagrams,27 which set out something similar. This creates Adam Kadmon. Then the light broke into the lower sephiroth with such intensity that it broke the vessels designed to contain it—this breaking of the vessels is called shevirah [81]. Hence there was primal destruction as well as creation, which is where the business about the dukes of Edom in Genesis 36 comes in. They were primordial kings out of whom were created the klippoth [kelippoth] or shells [81]. It seems an attempt to incorporate the Luciferian fall and the myths of primeval lower titans: anyway there’s a partial restoration of the ten sephiroth, which creates the solid-floor aspect of creation, out of which tikkun, genuine restoration, proceeds [82].

[11] The Ainsoph [En-Sof] or Boundless corresponds to the “Denis his hid divinity” of medieval mysticism.28 Nothing in Hebrew is ain, and I am is ani.29 Luria’s doctrine of retraction followed by expansion seems an effort to incorporate the notion of interpenetration into the creation scheme. Anyway, we’re born in a world where energies normally flow outward, so we have to learn to make them flow backward, as in the Golden Flower Chinese stuff and the Kundalini efforts to wake up the old girl asleep in the arse-hole30—these are the author’s own parallels, not mine [99]. Elaborate diagrams of ten sephiroth and the twenty-two channels connecting them [102–5], named after the letters of the alphabet—that gives us thirty-two paths. Link with Hindu mysticism, whose motto, I gather, is, more or less, “Thou art not what that is not.”31

[12] Then he goes on to the ten sephiroth in order [101–5], noting what I just said, that this sort of thing is always better on the most remote: possible, and goes fuzzy as it approaches anything familiar. Macropros-
opus in Mathers’ translations. “The dew in which these worlds float flows down from his head & is the elixir which reawakens the dead for the world to come, the manna of heaven” [114]. Kether is “a monad of pure energy” which contains the opposing principles of Binah and Hokhmah [116]—of course the principle of dialectic, of opposing or balancing or complementing forces being contained by a third, runs all through. Every sephira is feminine in relation to what is above it and masculine in relation to what is below it [120]—interesting relationship with the form and matter principles of the chain of being, where the lower mother has been censored out.

[13] He emphasizes, correctly I think, the difference between a fall theory and an emanation theory. The difference may correspond to what I have on the tragic hero vs. the enduring heroine. Note that in this system God is symbolically male and Malkuth, the lowest emanation and the world we’re in, is female. In descent the mother becomes the father, in ascent the reverse [132–3]. He says a lot about the heart which makes me feel that the traditional “heart” is not the pump in the chest but the primary brain, the kind of undifferentiating consciousness the mystics keep trying to re-establish. He says the configuration of sephiroth is “a mandala, an instrument of transformation” [142]. Symbol of tree—the opposing principles form the Jachin and Boaz pillars of the temple, though he doesn’t say so, and the middle (Kether-Tifereth-Yesod-Malkuth) the tree of life.

[14] I don’t need all the crap about gematria and the four-letter word [169–96]. Mysticism of this sort is bound to the law and reinterprets; literature is a gospel and creates anew. Kabbalism really belongs in my third book, Anticlimax.

[15] Soul was formed in Eden by coming together of four winds, “but it is the West wind which is regarded as the breath which forms the soul out of the conjunction of the winds” [206]. Makes mares pregnant, see. Various doctrines indicating that the Kabbalists are full of shit—if you don’t produce another little Jew you won’t get to paradise—that sort of thing. Conception of dybbuk, or evil possessing spirit [216]. One who studies the Torah clothes the Shekhinah, who is naked in her exile; sinners disrobe her [220]. The “centre of pure energy” inside us (Kether, I suppose), is a sun: cf. Blake’s Globe of Blood [232]. A rather nice remark
about the Ainsoph: “That it does exist can only be proven by proving its non-existence.” But of course when he says “Myth is to philosophy what the Ainsoph is to Kether” [246], he’s got it the wrong way round. Rather remarkable paragraph on the centre as the point of creation: place where Adam was created and Christ crucified [247]. “This center, this universal monad is contained within man as well as in space” [247]. That’s well said and worth saying. In the Zohar the waters separated by the firmament are thought of as male and female [249–50]. He links the exiled female, originally God’s companion, with Gnostic Helena-type speculations [254–5]. Sacred union of the two takes place whenever God enters paradise to converse with the righteous [256]—Vaughan’s wind.34 He also thinks the “dream world is a sphere of feminine activity through which wisdom may be attained.” Solomon got his wisdom from there—also from fucking the Queen of Sheba, though he doesn’t say that.

[Literature and Language]

These are Frye’s notes for a paper presented at the annual meeting of the Canadian Comparative Literature Association on 31 May 1974 in Toronto. The typescript for the address was published twenty-eight years later as “Literature and Language,” in LS, 190–5. The typescript for the notes is in the NFF, 1991, box 36, file 1.

Third C.L. conference:35 question of theory seems central.

Practical difficulties of C.L.: settles uneasily in graduate work above the teaching departments: those in it aren’t “in” anything.

Swiss hotel-keeper conception of the subject. Carry on metaphor: three couples.36

Most obvious affinities in the social context of literature rather than structure.

General education: what’s to be done, about the student knowing less about more?

Indicates important fact: really effective influences on a language extraneous.

Latin-French-Italian for English, not O.E.37

Schemata of English poetry taken over from Romance.

Folktale and ballad.
Today: possession of a language gives an ethical minority powerful leverage.

Range of minorities in Canada besides English and French.

Tradition vs. contemporary: in African lits. important writers alive.

Pressure to write in big-market languages: burden of alien tradition.

Yet voluntarily assumed: Classics in European literature.

Thoreau on the adventurous student.

Meaning of a “classic” and “masterpiece” a focus of social acceptance.

When we come to structure, C. L. involves translatability, in the largest sense.

Spectrum of difficulty, from poetry (Frost) to discursive prose (sim. trans.) [simultaneous translation] 

Latter, though difficult, can be learned, but never mechanical.

Machines give us: out of sight out of mind.

Reminds us of complexities of nuance in more deliberately produced writing.

First principle: charm and riddle.

Rhetorical embellishment (accident of language) is untranslatable.

Two contexts: oratorical persuasion and figuring of speech

Note limiting of audience in oratory.

Attempt at a kind of hypnosis, numbing critical response to get it.

Dissociation of sensibility, so called, on the emotional side. Special langs. of romance.

Koran dependent on Arabic.

Detachment writing: propositions or arguments. What’s “said.”

Imagery: nouns and verbs. What’s “shown forth.” Bible and folktales.

Both can be translated, but in literature there’s often a difference between them.

Example of Shakespeare’s Henry V. Voluntary & involuntary meanings.

So traditional letter-and-spirit controversy doesn’t really work.

Translation should be literal of the spirit.

Frank Scott’s translations of Anne Hebert.

Creative mistranslation, analogous to grafting in horticulture.

Ovid misunderstood.
Vulgate Bible the most sustained mistranslation in history. Sensitivity to one’s own language the point: North’s Plutarch. Ezra Pound’s Chinese: good-bye in future. The genius of blundering: the Newfoundland song.\

Italian proverb: what is it a translator betrays? Not necessarily his original, but his own prepossessions. This obvious chiefly in works of different historical orbits. One’s own language the hardest to translate. Jane Austen’s words. Examples of Biblical and Homeric translation.

Second principle: imagination and reality. Aristotelian distinction of form and content relates only to product. As process, we need shaping spirit and sense of otherness or resistance. Wallace Stevens. Vague terms but they indicate something. Facile conquest of the unreal by the imagination. Every reading a translation. Two poles of the literary work, ours and its. Former imaginative, its extreme kidnapping. Latter real, its extreme kidding ourselves that we’re “entering into” it. No definitive criticism: something always gets away.

Third principle: A and B structures. (Apology). Centrifugal and centripetal directions in all reading. Former sets up random series of associated memories of conventional meanings. Eventually, sometimes, a B structure takes over as the model. Existence of B structure simplifies the translator’s job. Scientific German. Sometimes the memories don’t settle on a B but keep coming back to the A. Sandburg on the fog. These are (tentatively) the literary structures.

Only structures with B models can be “true,” in sense of correspondence. Effect of writing and continuous prose in promoting this view of truth. In literary structures truth exists only within the implications of containment.

A structure: unity and units, latter related to the former. Unifying force is narrative, either a story or an argument. This is mythos.
Narrative is the psychological process-form of theme or meaning. When units are related to each other, they become metaphors. In literary structures we have myths made up of units in potentially metaphorical relationship to one another.

Fourth principle: sideways and up. Aristotelian principle of poetry as secondary imitation of thought and action. Poetry more universal, but less authoritative because casual about truth. Plato: two levels of myth. But upper level still emerges from dialectic. Christianity: mythoi vs. logoi. Historical and rational exactness claimed, hence transformed into conceptual structure. Anything that resisted this was called a mystery of faith. Now we’re beginning to understand that what words do best is hang together. Mythical and metaphorical structures are primary; words have a limited power of informing. Grammatical fictions, twisting out of shape. Wittgenstein: what is said vs. what is shown forth. The silence of literature. Heidegger: scientists don’t think. Thinking is developing a self-contained verbal structure, the parts interpenetrating like “texts” in the Bible. Blake’s principle that ideas cannot be given except in their minutely appropriate words. Criticism a process of initiation, though what is ultimately disclosed is still something of a mystery. Crucial stage however the understanding of the language; comparative literature fulfills itself when its comparative becomes positive.

[Reconciliation with Nature]

The project for which these notes were written is uncertain. The date is uncertain as well, though the reference to Frye’s “CBC programme” in paragraph 1 means that the material is post-1976. As indicated in the introduction to this volume, these notes appear to have been written when Frye was engaged in extensive note-taking for his never-realized “Third Book.” The typescript is in the NFF, 1991, box 28, file 4.
The recovery of myth includes the reconciliation with nature in which the creative power coming out of man and the data of nature itself meet and blend. One sterile extreme is savagery, the other conquest. Conquest is what has preoccupied Western man since the Baroque, and is a major theme of my CBC programme. In Orillia there’s a statue of Champlain, dressed like one of the three musketeers, with spurs (so useful for getting more speed out of a birch-bark canoe). On two sides of the monument are a priest, dressed to the neck in cassock and surplice, and a trader, equally muffled in hunting jacket and leggings. Below both of these figures are two practically naked Indians each, gazing up at them and looking dazed and grateful and stupid. The inscription on the monument says it’s dedicated to the “advent” (a religious term, though it’s true that the French version just says “arrivé”) of the white race, and to friendship between the two {white and conquering} peoples.

One implication of this is that clothes can be imperialistic as well as racist, the Englishman dressing for dinner in the tropics. The uniform can mean that, though it can also mean the opposite, as I think it does in Maoist China. (I hope so, anyway.) Actually, of course, the Indians could dress up as well as anybody: their nakedness on the monument is part of the imperial dream. The other extreme would sentimentalize the nakedness, see the noble savage under the primitive, and run through all that pseudo-pastoral muck. But clothes are part of a conquest which has really the mathematical basis that Blake saw concealed in what he called “Druidism”: the three intersecting circles of the Trinity, the compass, the surveyor’s theodolite, the containing providential cycle.

Of course this reconciliation with nature is a mythical construct or ideal, not a program of practical action: it’s just as true now as in Samuel Johnson’s time that those who talk about living according to nature are humbugs. I suppose one approaches the ideal after the whole notion of nature, as an objective world set over against the subjective one of human life, has disappeared.

Ten: Two things about Prometheus. One is that the whole Hermes descent, W to S, is into a world or oracular voices, none of them strictly defined or attached to specific personalities. Some of them look like doubles or projections of oneself; others are shadows; still others may be parental ghosts. Crossing the bar of the South and moving into the
world where one recovers the power of laughter brings with it the capacity of defining the shadow. The first step in definition is naming—well, that’s the second step; the first which is, of course, always wrong even when the thing pointed to really is evil. Jesus is emphatic that all the real devils are inside oneself. The belief that you can expel a devil either by knowing this name or by knowing the name of a power strong enough to defeat him is attached to the naming step. To name is the power of wit, stemming from the original sense of witan, to know. The intense pathos of the exiled figure, Shylock as the old dispensation or the parting Genius in Milton [Nativity Ode, l. 186], means, I think, that it has been a part of one’s self.

[5] Second thing: Milton’s gunpowder plot imagery is demonic in Paradise Lost, but in Samson it defines one characteristic of the Promethean movement, the revolutionary, in the sense of a sudden culbute or reversal, not revolutionary in the other and perhaps profounder sense of the turning cycle—no, it’s not profounder; dialectic and cycle are on equal terms. Samson, the setting sun in the Philistine west, explodes at high noon in the middle of the Philistine festival.

[6] The homosexual poems in the Greek Anthology are full of ploys about youth: better stick to me because I love you, and in a few years you’ll be getting hairs on your legs and will be out of the love market. This recurs in Shakespeare’s beautiful-youth sequence, but I think it’s much rarer to talk of a female that way: the ploys are different even in the gather-ye-rosebuds-while-ye-may convention. Wonder why. Something to do with Eros as male child.

[On Translation]

This brief piece was written in May 1979 as an introduction to W.A.C.H. Dobson’s translation of Li Po’s poems. Dobson had been chair of the department of East Asian Studies at the University of Toronto. His translation was never published.

What in poetry is translatable? It is easier to begin with the other side of the question, what is not translatable? What is not translatable are the accidents of language: the features that make words rhyme in one lan-
language and not in another, the differences in rhythm that make, for example, the hexameter useful in French but awkward in English, the kind of humor that depends on verbal wit, the associative clusters of meaning around words that are different for every language. With English and Chinese, there is the further difficulty of rendering a sequence of characters into an alphabetical system. Such differences are so pervasive, and go so deeply into the process of poetic thought, that we could understand it if a translator gave up altogether. Language is the most fragmented of all human activities, and poetic language is the most fragmented aspect of it.

What can be translated is what is usually called “sense.” Here we see the other side of language: that it is a form of communication, and that there is something intelligible to be communicated. But in poetry the “sense” exists on two levels. There is, as Gerard Manley Hopkins says, an “overthought,” the so-called prose sense, and an “underthought,” the progression of imagery and metaphor. It is not difficult to convey the overthought: anyone who can read a second language at all can give some account of its prose or manifest sense. It is the underthought which is the translator’s real battleground. With poetry he cannot take the easy path of conveying the prose sense and cutting his inevitable linguistic losses. He has to try to show that his poet is thinking poetically in another language, and that nevertheless that process of thought can be adapted to another.

It is through wrestling with this problem that the translator shows us how poetry is a universal language as well as a collection of all the confusions of Babel. We find in this book how Chinese poetry, like our own, keeps recreating itself from its own resources, as one poet adapts a work-song of “hearse pullers,” and then a later poet adapts the adaptation. We learn from Li Po how the “vanities of generals” can transform a huge populous empire into a beleaguered fortress, just as it can do on the other side of the world twelve centuries later. Chinese poets, like European poets, show us how the poet’s mind constantly teeters between the discriminations of waking life and the acceptances of dreams, and hence how drunkenness can symbolize that mind. We learn how gorgeous luxuries represent an insane perversion of social values, as they do with us, how a bird incarnates the freedom a prisoner longs for, how in China, as in the Song of Songs, love is as strong as death and jealousy as cruel as the grave. We find out many other things too, but it is high time for the reader to turn the page.
[Critical Views]

The provenance of talk for which these notes were written is uncertain, although the reference to the “old honour course” in paragraph 12 suggests a Victoria College audience. The themes that emerge in these notes are familiar ones in Frye’s writings in the 1980s. The typescript is in the NFF, 1991, box 35, file 2.

[1] I find I always have to begin with some kind of personal statement, because of a feeling that I belong in the critical picture somewhere, but not sure where.47

[2] I don’t follow trends: I sniff along my own trail. I don’t change my views as long as they appear to work for me. (France the country of high-jump conclusions.)48

[3] Always attacked division into “creative” and “critical” writers, but destroying the distinction entirely might make writers intolerably self-conscious.49

[4] My view that criticism is not a parasitic growth on literature but a special form of literary language is now generally accepted.50

[5] My view that criticism derives its assumptions from literature itself and not from some cannibal metaphysic extracted from Marx or Jung or Husserl generally accepted too.51

[6] My view that the teacher of literature is faced with a student’s entire verbal experience, and should draw parallels between what he teaches and what the student probably likes better at the time, instead of starting civil wars or imposing “this is good for you” obligations, now seems to be coming on people as a surprise.52

[7] Criticism is going through birth-pangs on its way to something else. At present a confused and claustrophobic battle of methodologies. Fortinbras in Hamlet.53

[8] Schools and isms mean that nobody knows what he’s talking about. To call me a myth or archetypal critic is a way of getting rid of me, as I have a lot to say that isn’t that.54
[9] I still accept the humanist principle that the most instructive is also the most graceful. Read that sentence in relation to my “bent” or “direction.”

[10] Humanism however was a part of an elite code as late as 19th c. Cicero point. Even so one can see its point: why a training in Classics was a good one for someone going out to rule India; why humanist education is now good for a society going into metamorphosis.55

[11] In Shakespeare’s day everything was simplified by “degree,” or stratification of classes. The question then was where’s the top? Now the question is where’s the centre?

[12] I accepted the old honour course because of its principle that wherever you are is the centre of knowledge. Same type of question comes up in the restructuring of elementary and secondary programs.

[13] Centres the two languages, words and numbers; the personal centre is the potential, where what can be actualized is a lot better than what anyone is likely to think he can reach.

[14] I’ve derived literature from mythology, and mythology from concern. Primary and secondary concern: latter always treated as though it were primary, and primary ones as though they were just the animal needs. 20th c. the first era where the primary concerns of a conscious being might really become primary.56

[15] Genuine vs. phony or kidnapped mythology. Barthes & McLuhan concerned mainly with latter. Genuine feelings used to be associated with secondary concerns; now more with primary ones.57

[16] Hence the need for a democratic and open-society approach. Doing without value-judgment doesn’t mean that nothing has value or that everything has the same value (or lack of it); it means not imposing a moral or political code on what one studies.

[17] The classic, what’s worth studying, is what has already established itself in experience, and won’t go away.

[18] My search for literary grounds for criticism took me in the direction of the sacred book, which was as far as I could get. The sacred book both
is and is not a work of literature, hence the two passages of Dante were the entering wedge for me to what I was looking for.\(^{58}\)

[19] Sense of responsibility and authority of the artist, which grows with a pluralistic society. Obvious in science (Galileo and Darwin). What about literature?

[20] Introduction of Eros in Middle Ages: Petrarch and the Secretum.\(^{59}\) Authority of satire: Chaucer’s retractation and its reversal of his own values. Tasso and Tolstoy.\(^{60}\) Impressionists and the salon des refusés.\(^{61}\)

[21] Motive for metaphor: my discovery, as I think it was, that the metaphorical meaning is the literal meaning. How the wrong idea of literal meaning has corrupted, not just the study of the Bible, but the Christian religion itself (along with other religions, of course).

[22] Tremendous strength of motivation in, e.g., Palaeolithic cave-drawings. Metaphor counter-logical, but also tremendous energy of identity with what isn’t oneself but is still desirable.

[23] This can stop short at the magical stage, the desire to use the energy, possess it. In the arts, this becomes possessing, where possible, as in easel-painting, and admiration. Books like Moby Dick or War and Peace are books to be lived in.

[24] Their worlds are not nicer or prettier: they’re worlds of infinitely greater energy. Hence there is a higher commitment to literature that really does head in the direction of transforming life, though at that level “literature” no longer exists as a separate category.

[25] Major point in EI [The Educated Imagination] that there has to be some sort of model-thinking in the humanities, a world where consciousness and intelligence and imagination have continuous roles to play.

[26] Ghost of the symposium haunting the classroom: the transcending of the personal authority of the teacher and the personal responses of the students.

[27] Phaedrus point: oral impact of Lysias’ speech coincides with condemning Thoth at the end for having invented writing. Platonic irony.
But Socrates in between has indicated the real use of writing: to bring out buried and unrecognized knowledge.62

[28] Gospels: inspiration traditionally means that the written form is the resurrection of the presence: not a simple absence, as in Derrida, but the calling up of what has been absent. Link with ut pictura poesis.

[29] Collisions with words like deconstruction and demythologizing evidence of superstition that “de” words are more clinical. Both de’s mean re.

[30] Function of humanities today to provide a counter-environment for society. Must avoid all the easy and halfway targets like capitalist bourgeoisie and the like. Political and economic movements centralize and make uniform; cultural movements decentralize and make for variety. Essential not to confuse the two.63

[Framework and Assumption]


[1] So don’t forget your soft cuddly nude point. Muses can be harpies, to such an extent that your incipient point about surrendering the will to them as a craftsman’s virtue in contrast to the poet of autonomous will may be blurred. Look at Yeats: what did he do?

[2] Convention: why the cruel mistress bit was so universal in Shakespearean times: its psychological accuracy. Note how this point dovetails into the previous one: the cruel mistress is a negative Muse.

[3] Ideology is always secondary and derivative to mythology, because it’s more primitive to tell stories than to try to make oneself secure by rationalizing. I’ve got that clear: what I should get clearer is the fact that myth speaks the language of metaphor and ideology, probably, the language of metonymy.

[4] Young writers huddle in schools and issue manifestoes before they’ve acquired their authority. When they get it, they become more
individualized. Craftsmanship is exactly like freedom in this respect—in fact it’s a form of freedom. Only the individual can fully enjoy it; but he’s entitled to only after he’s grown out of a group. Normally.

[5] Also convention has everything to do with my point about a country’s culture being in a continuous state of innocence, communicable to all times and spaces and cultures. Perhaps I could once more go through my Bunraku and Shakespeare romance routine. 64

[6] The jester turns up in Shakespeare and in the totally unrelated Sanskrit drama, so he’s obviously of structural importance.

[7] When poets start out they form groups and issue manifestoes and the like, and write like each other. That’s a secondary or ideological level of originality, when they’re producing what are essentially documents of contemporary taste. As they grow in authority and individuality, a deeper level of originality appears: thus Manet, for example, appears after the Barbizon school. As I said in AC, this kind of originality redisCOVERS the traditions of the arts at a deeper level [AC, 97–8, 132].

[8] In literature this deeper originality is tapping the mythological rather than the ideological tradition: the kind of originality that distinguishes Blake from Akenside as an eighteenth-century poet. It’s difficult to say what it is in the history of painting, but there is a historical tradition of a greater authority than the ideological framework of an age that is reached by the first-rate writers.

[9] The trouble is that there’s no continuous history of the mythological tradition: it’s essentially discontinuous, and has to be reconstructed in lunatic books like mine. Also I’m still not very articulate about how the mythological tradition incorporates itself in conventions and genres. Or even what the hell’s the difference between a convention and genre.

[10] I’ve said above that the most rewarding poets for history of ideas purposes are second raters: Akenside the greatest 18th c. poet from this point of view. Then there’s that tiresome cliche to archetype business that confuses archetypes and stereotypes. 65 Certainly there are cliche-archetypes: that’s the whole aspect of convention in which it’s a ready-made format for the equivalent of painting by numbers.
The royal metaphor, where the individual is identified with a group or class, could go in different ideological directions: one of them is Platonic, where the individual becomes the Form and the class its reflections in the objective world.

I need my old chestnuts about the ladders and spirals in Eliot, Yeats, Pound and Joyce as a set of deconstructions of the chain of being and the like.

Various movements that are taken up and patronized because they look as though they were trying to recover a pristine freshness of vision, like the way a phenomenologist is supposed to look at the world, freshly created each day, as in Dylan Thomas. Primitive painting is the obvious example. Yet primitive painting is as rigidly conventionalized as any other kind: the fresh childlike vision is as conventional as the most sophisticated one.

Genre relates to form, loosely speaking: the containing shape of what is dealt with. I put tickets and labels on a lot of genres in the AC because I thought critics needed enough words to think with. I ran into a great deal of flak from people who thought that anyone who was proposing to give more coherence to a subject was simply displaying an excess of early toilet-training. The passion for open ends may have something to do with the disappearance in elementary schools of the three branches of humanism, formal logic after the attack on the syllogism; rhetoric some time in the seventeenth century; grammar with the twentieth century and modern linguistics.

Andrea del Sarto was the faultless painter because he brought one convention of painting to a dead end. Even in Browning’s day it was clear that faultlessness was itself a fault. The narrowing of conventions goes with the narrowing of “beauty,” a term that often gets attached to a successful and “prestigious” convention.

Convention relates to theme or content rather than form: it’s something it’s customary to say, or a process of technique or thought that it’s customary to employ. It exists because there’s no such thing as unconventional art.
[17] Also the people who talk about my ticketing and labelling things merely have different conventions about what they are interested themselves in ticketing and labelling, e.g., interdiscursitivity (I think that’s it) or contextuality. I have no objection to it, merely noting that there are different conventions about what needs names. Those who use privilege as a verb.

[18] Archetype is, perhaps (and doubtfully), the sign of a convention.

[19] My point about Romeo’s hallucinating of the apothecary’s shop as illustrating a generic difference between the quite closely related drama and film. Henry VIII illustrates that a spectacular play plays down the verbal texture, which is why a writer often feels guilty when working in Hollywood on films. That is, writing for a genre that isn’t primarily verbal doesn’t develop its own distinctive conventions.

[20] In speaking of literary criticism as a distinctive field, or of distinctive genres or conventions, I’m thinking of centres or foci of mental energy: I don’t want to leave the impression of a metaphor of a field with a fence around it.

[21] I could perhaps make something of the decline of rhetoric in education as an example of a change of convention in what needs names; and my old point about the Latinized grammar being the source of a sense of structure in English, as well as of elementary philosophy.

[22] And maybe once again the fifth act of A Midsummer Night’s Dream, with the Quince play the materialization of Theseus’ view of reality and Hippolyta’s point about the audience’s imagination; also The Tempest, with the contrast between the masque, celebrating a vision of a paradisal world and Prospero’s speech about the unreality of reality. Only if I drag that in again I want to make sure I’ve got it by the balls.

[23] Smith College paper: mythology is prior to ideology; literature recreates mythology directly; therefore it’s a more central area of knowledge than anything derived directly from ideology. The relation of literature to ideology is parietal: literature reflects the ideology of its time, or part of it, but it doesn’t recreate it. The line of temporal descent, reached by the study of convention and genre, is the real key to the study of literature.
The catch is that a reflection of an ideology is normally documentary: you can extract the four levels of the cosmos from King Lear, whereas the descent of the tragic genre is full of unconscious or unrealized recreations. History of ideas: Akenside.

That’s why books on myth, like mine or Robert Graves’s, are always on the fringes of the nuthatch. Myth and archetype criticism is a criticism of reconstruction, much more difficult than deconstruction, in the sense that it looks as though it were derived from a much more subjective view of the text.

Difficulty: what is the collagen, if that’s the word, that enables myths to stick together? Isn’t that the embryonic form of an ideology, and doesn’t that make ideology a direct ancestor as well as a collateral cousin?

I don’t think that’s invariably true, though many times it must be. I’ve come across too many examples of mythical reconstruction that reconstructed the interrelationships among the myths without recourse to ideology, e.g., The Winter’s Tale. Actually The Winter’s Tale is an excellent example of a mythological reconstruction that shows incidentally how various ideologies of art grow out of it—I mean the art and nature Romano and Polixenes theories.

One point in my recent writing about Shakespeare: I’ve been saying that he wasn’t a poet who wrote plays so much as a dramatist who used mainly verse. That sounds like a quibble, but it’s actually making the genre prior to the technical means employed. It was Shakespeare’s total surrender to the genre that put him where he is: a Romantic who regards the genre as incidental, and can, like Victor Hugo, write novels or poems or plays at will, never lets go of the sense of continuous personality (whether existential or poetic or whatever doesn’t matter) that gets so damn monotonous. The kind of thing that will forever keep Irving Layton a minor poet: the fact that we’re never for an instant out of touch with Irving Layton, is at the opposite end of the act of surrender to the genre that marks the major writer.

Layton is of course an extreme example of “the talking book”; but it seems to me that the persistent sense of a writer’s voice is one of those denigrations of writing Derrida gets stuck on.
[30] So traditionally a poet would begin with an appeal to the Muse. But he’d have to be careful to remember that the Muses are confined to specific generic territories: if you’re going to write love lyrics you don’t call on Calliope or Clio, otherwise it might take you twelve books to get to your first consummation.

[31] Re Shakespeare above: we think of drama as a sub-genre of poetry, and that’s why we instinctively say he was a great poet who wrote plays, rather than the more correct other way round. A dramatist who used mainly verse accounts for Titus Andronicus, the Henry VI plays, the anti-Semitism of MV [The Merchant of Venice], the sexism of TS [Troilus and Cressida], the knockabout farce of MWW [The Merry Wives of Windsor], all of which are excellent theatre, but difficult to explain as the work of a very great poet writing plays.

[32] Re the Laytonism mentioned above: the Layton type of poet is his own Muse, regarding his own creative imagination as an unconditioned will like Calvin’s God. So everything sounds alike, whereas total devotion to genre produces variety as well as form. Walter Benjamin connects this autonomous aesthetic with fascism (Illuminations, 241).

[33] (I’m getting some of this from Denis Donoghue’s comments on Yeats: maybe the trouble with A Vision was just that: he couldn’t make the act of surrender to a convention or genre (what is the difference anyway?).)[74

[Paul de Man]


[1] As we shall not have any more books by Paul de Man, it is all the more essential to say that “The Rhetoric of Romanticism” is a far better book than its author says it is. (I think the historical diachronicity actually does work out.)[75

[2] Of all the many verses in the Bible that seem designed to drive the attentive reader out of his mind, one is Genesis 3:19, which says that God brought every beast and bird to the adam “to see what he would call
them.” The naming process is obviously a part of creation; but why is curiosity of this type associated with God?

[3] He begins with Holderlin as expressing a nostalgia for a state of things in which words “wie Blumen entstehen”:76 in other words a mythological world where the gods have recovered for human experience the reality of metaphor.

[4] I haven’t yet quite figured out what he’s saying about Mallarme: seems to me Mallarme felt that only consciousness stood between human and natural identity and spontaneity, hence the central figure of the epic he wanted to write was the decapitated St. John.

[5] The people who are making careers out of saying that other critical theorists are this and that say that de Man is magisterial and know-it-all, on account he does know something. I think (subject to rechecking) the blindness and insight thesis itself is dubious: it’s really saying that Derrida gives us a skewed reading of Rousseau (blindness) to clarify his own views (insight).

[6] But in this book the magisterial quality comes quite legitimately from craftsmanship. He reads the very difficult and elusive passage on Rousseau in Holderlin’s “Der Rhein” with just a little more care and patience than the last (or probably the next) critic,77 and so which, by implication we all ought to be seeing.

[7] Similarly, in the lyric and modernity essay in BI [Blindness and Insight] he picks up some facile twaddle about the obscurity of modern poets and how Mallarme retreated from representation altogether, and shows by a beautiful exposition of the “Tombeau de Verlaine” poem that Mallarme did nothing of the kind, even though his representational imagery was many-layered, “pli” being one of his favorite terms.78

[8] The Kleist essay79 is saying one of the things the Yeats essay should have said: Sailing to Byzantium is a distance-view of the holy city, so it looks aesthetic, so damn aesthetic that nothing “natural” is left of it. But when you get to its interior and participate in the process maintaining it, as you do in Byzantium, there’s a fair amount of fury and mire about: in other words, the aesthetic is seen to be operated by violence at closer quarters.

[10] Sade’s nature and Wordsworth’s nature; Eros and Thanatos, or rather, sublimating Eros according to Freud and going toward Thanatos.

[11] I’m pretty sure that 18th c. Classicism was a structure of allegory based on authoritarian violence and that de Man knows it, but I haven’t got the words for it yet.

[12] Allegory is imagination in words dominated by ideology, whether doctrinal or realistic. Romanticism brought in, I think, the essential feature of a conflict of ideologies, hence its deconstructions of Jacob’s ladder. The common ground for the conflict had to be the existential personality first (in this period) isolated by Rousseau—I can buy that much about him.

[13] Blindness and Insight seems to be, and certainly has the reputation of being, a book about all the things words can’t and shouldn’t be expected to do, a ceaseless driving around an Oriental city of one-way streets and unmarked dead ends. Some traditional things are kept, such as rhetoric as a combination of persuasion and figuration, but only to show that it doesn’t persuade or much figure.

[Preface to Essays Translated into Russian]

This preface was written for a two-part collection of Frye’s essays translated into Russian. The project never came to fruition. The date of the preface is uncertain, but it was almost certainly after Frye’s lectures in Leningrad, Moscow, Kiev in October 1988. The references Frye makes to his study of the Bible would be consistent with this date. The typescript is not in the NFF. The copy used by the present editor was received from Frye’s secretary, Jane Widdicombe.

This is a collection of some of my more recent critical essays, and is divided into two parts. The first part is concerned with questions of critical theory, and the second part with discussion of individual works and authors. None of the essays, I think, were written on my own initiative: they were all responses to specific occasions, and some of these occasions
are still perceptible in the text. Nevertheless I think they are consistent with the attitude to criticism that I have been expounding for forty years, beginning with my studies on Blake (Fearful Symmetry, 1947) and general theory (Anatomy of Criticism, 1957).

The Anatomy of Criticism, in particular, was based on an identification of mythology and literature. Myth to me means story or narrative (mythos), and the shapes and outlines of our earliest stories, whatever their original context or social function, keep reappearing in the narratives of literature down to our own day. It is this unbroken line of descent that accounts for the stability and permanence of certain character types (e.g., the boasters and parasites of comedy), and, second, for the ability of literature to communicate with us across the most formidable distances of time and culture. This identification caused me to be labelled a “myth critic,” as distinct from other types of critics.

There have always been, however, much wider implications in this position. I think criticism is a reshaping of literature into a different conceptual framework, with the object of telling us something about literature and its cultural context. Criticism which does not tell us something about literature, as distinct from telling us something about the critic, is an unprofitable enterprise. The “meaning” of a work of literature is derived from its context within literature, not from any critic’s “interpretation,” and criticism seems to me a discipline which is neither parasitic, a mere adding of baroque decor to a literary structure, nor an application to literature of another subject, whether history, philosophy, religion or psychology. It is true that criticism is a recreation of literature, but the statement that there is really no difference between creative and critical writing remains a sterile paradox, outside the very narrow linguistic postulates on which it is based. I think, finally, that there is a general consensus of all serious critics on these points, whatever the variety of critical schools and approaches may do to conceal it.

Both parts of the present book reflect my current interest in the Bible as a central myth of Western culture. Approaches to the Bible have been confused in the past by the assumption that its fundamental meaning is a “literal” meaning which is identified with descriptive meaning. This has led to the further assumption that historical, doctrinal, and ideological approaches to the Bible are the only solidly established ones. To me the Bible, though not a work of literature, is none the less written in the literary language of myth and metaphor throughout, and therefore its “literal” meaning is its poetic and imaginative meaning, whatever other
kinds of meaning may be found in it. With this approach, most of the traditional “problems” of religion turn into pseudo-problems. More important to me, with my interests in secular literature, is that the study of the Bible, understood as primarily mythical and metaphorical, becomes the shortest way to understanding that literature is the central part of a verbal cosmos with its own laws and structural principles. This cosmos is neither objective, or part of the natural environment, nor is it subjective, or part of human psychology, though it is essential to the understanding of both.

[On Language]

The dates of these notes is uncertain, but the similarity of the material in the first two paragraphs to a note on p. 87 of The Double Vision argues for the late 1980s. The typescript is in the NFF, 1991, box 28, file 4.

[1] Meaning encoded in language as a result of fossilized bits of past history: crestfallen and showing the white feather for cockfighting; flash in the pan and hanging fire for flintlock muskets. Note that the use of these words doesn’t inspire us with nostalgia for cockfights or flintlocks. Example of the word “Quaker.”

[2] Christmas and chairperson: superstitious to assume nothing can fossilize. Better to trust it anyway than to try to fight the language, and get, say, a new pronoun that represents “he and she” better than the present “he.”

[3] At the same time linguistic encodings can be dangerous. Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man on the encoded meaning for “black”: perhaps too for the “nigger-trigger” rhyme in the policeman’s mind.

[4] Subtler encodings: the past-present-future tense system, yet Hebrew managed to break out of it: nouns and verbs vs. participial and gerundive conceptions like the “primitive” terms mana and the like.

[5] Contrast of taught and spoken language: my grade seven teacher (probably a similar pattern in the French-joual business); power of vernacular in Huckleberry Finn and elsewhere; curious shame about being articulate. That is, if you say things like “like wow, man,” you pass unno-
ticed in a crowd: if you utter an articulate sentence you’re suddenly naked, and who do you think you are anyway.

[6] No noble savages: noble savages would probably be able to communicate without words, by some kind of telepathy. Words build a community: language is the dwelling-house of being, as Heidegger says.\textsuperscript{83}

[On Education I]

The local references in these notes—to E.J. Pratt, Pelham Edgar, Douglas Jay, and George Brett—suggest a Victoria College audience. The date is uncertain, but internal evidence indicates it was written after the 1960s. The typescript is in the NFF, 1991, box 28, file 3.

[1] Never knew Sedgewick as well as I should have liked to do, but do know that he was greatly revered as a teacher as well as a scholar.\textsuperscript{84} It’s about teaching that I want more particularly to speak.

[2] Belonged to a generation of teachers. The word “educator” did not yet mean someone out to destroy education, and students came to university with some background of reading.

[3] Hence the university teacher had what may seem to the outsider an easy job: suggesting that the life of imaginative cultivation was worth living. Pelham Edgar and Ned Pratt: Doug Jay on the latter.\textsuperscript{85}

[4] Take it or leave it attitude to scholarship. Brett: wrote a colossal history of psychology,\textsuperscript{86} but no publish-or-perish syndrome. Edgar: the Henry James book.\textsuperscript{87} Pratt: documentation in the poems. Kittredge on the Ph.D.\textsuperscript{88}

[5] Relationship of university to society permitted individuality: story of Ned on the street car.\textsuperscript{89}

[6] Since then, university teaching has gone on the assembly line like everything else. But the total collapse of educational standards has polarized students. Everybody knows he’s been systematically cheated out of an education; the distinction is between those who know it and those who know it but don’t give a damn, like the mule. The latter help
to warm classrooms in cold weather and their fees are useful, but the actual process does not concern them.

[7] It’s late in life to be much good, but you can still do a lot with a student who wants to learn and to make up for lost time. But because of the time factor, you have to revamp your teaching perspectives: the straight philological and historical categories won’t do if the student doesn’t know any Latin or any history.

[8] This was where I came in. Toronto then had the honour course, which gave no “freedom” to either instructor or students, because such freedom isn’t worth anything.

[9] Abolish out of hysteria, but standards had eroded to the point at which it was impossible to sustain it.

[10] The practice of what we did made sense; its theory didn’t altogether, which was why I tried to establish a new theory based on the practice.

[11] Theory reflected the general muddle about society. Muddle said that freedom was what the individual wanted to do minus what society would allow him to do. An instant of reflection would show that doing what we “want” is slavishly obeying an internal compulsion and is the reverse of freedom; but society ignores this and keeps pretending that it’s freedom.

[12] You can’t lick society, so you have to join it, adjust your freedom to what it approves and use your aggressiveness in forcing others to do it too.

[13] This adjustment mythology affects the teaching [of] the language in this way: it assumes that the reason for language is self-expression and communication to others. Hence primary language is a communicating skill; poetry, being almost pure self-expression, is the last thing you teach, if you do.

[14] When you do, you assume that “creative” people are self-expressive on a very deep level, and their self-expression has an authority derived from something numinous at the bottom of the mind.
[15] Lit. exactly the opposite of legal state of letters.\(^\text{90}\)

[16] Hence “criticism” arises as secondary literature, talking about the literature that’s been established by the “creative” people.

[17] This view of poetry doesn’t distinguish real poetry from the lay sermonizing uttered by the poet’s ego. Poets with cement mixers above their ears.

[18] Meanwhile, teaching communication is part of a process of creating the docile and obedient citizen. Subway: four signs saying don’t; two giving instructions for emergencies, one with a penalty attached. Primary purpose in teaching one to read is to read this kind of command: traffic signs on highways.\(^\text{91}\)

[19] Hence identifying intelligence with literacy means defying the structure of social authority (I’m talking about tendencies, not plots: I don’t think what I’m saying is paranoid in that sense). “Understanding” is going under a yoke.

[20] Eminently reasonable to have these signs, but reasoning is also a matter of acceptance of data. Ivan and Pinsk story; not not drawing conclusion, but not accepting premises. Sign of genuine independence here.

[21] Some of the hysteria of the late sixties is comprehensible as a revolt against this, but totally wrong in its projections.

[22] Jargon (not technical language) means an in-group. Advertising and media work don’t want good writers, but people who handle jargon. Jargon is a master’s language: Israel came out of Egypt speaking a strange tongue. Third world and black people genuine problem though wrongly approached.\(^\text{92}\)

[23] Television program as the wrapping of advertising, the padding around the commercial. Technique of unsettling audience by assault on nerves to get message past resistance. Note that the destroying of structure is essential here. Episodic nature of violent and pornographic literature.
[24] It was consistent for the anarchy and hysteria of the late sixties to attack structure. It goes along with the fallacy of the substantial idea: one can’t have “ideas” without being able to express them.

[25] Again, the conception of the personality involved was consistent: the “real” person underneath the persona, whereas there’s never anything there but another persona. As Heidegger would say, “thing in itself” means “meeting in itself,” a mob and not a community (objective mob corresponding to the subjective one).

[26] But precise, elegant, disciplined language is an agreement by the community, not imposed by an elite. The concreteness of language, its sound and movement and tone, comes first, and what should be rejected as sinister and anti-social is jargon. If educators speak jargon, they’re not educating; if academics speak jargon, they’re not scholars; if revolutionaries speak jargon, they’re neo-fascists.


[28] I think Eng. lit. may have had it as a discipline; I think we may be moving toward the centralizing of the humanities on what is really comparative literature, in translation for kids and in the original for those who want to learn the languages.

[29] The old-fashioned notion of external reference, or truth of correspondence, is breaking down as the sole criterion of truth. If a verbal structure survives, it can only do so because it’s integrated, and if it’s integrated it’s literary.

[30] Criticism, then, is not talking about literature but the primary teaching that makes poetry possible. Elizabethans were taught rhetoric and mythology. Skelton and his idiotic comment on what I said about Spenser.93

[31] Tradition of the bard of [as] prophet, the poet as the man who knows. What does he know? He knows the imaginative universe.
356 Fiction and Miscellaneous Writings

[32] Indications of this in all the “occult” books in bookshops. Most of this is crap, but it indicates a schematic habit of mind, and reflects more genuine developments in, e.g., psychology.

[33] Social science, while it’s developed immensely on the scientific side, doesn’t yet realize it’s applied humanities. But its organizing ideas are literary; hence there’s a large popular area of social science (really a form of literary satire) that has to be integrated into the total picture.

[34] Philosophy now more concerned with the inner linguistic coherence of what’s said, not what alleged adequacy of words to render pictures of truth outside them.

[35] The poet grows up within the structure that the “critic” teaches. Poetry, especially lyric poetry, is apt to be allusive and episodic: the critic’s job is partly to explain the allusions and interconnect the episodes.

[On Education II]

This typescript is a series of notes for what looks like a talk on education. Here are a number of familiar themes, but they appear not to be notes Frye used to prepare a manuscript. The notes are post-1972, because of the reference to the Wright Commission report, which was issued in December 1972. The notes may have been for a talk on “Education and Community” Frye gave to the University Women’s Club, Toronto, 23 February 1972. The typescript is in the NFF, 1991, box 36, file 1.

[1] A progression of new ideas in education, not really ideas but fashions or vogues. Each tries to be more radical and wide-ranging than any yet: we have even, in Ilich [sic], the anti-educator.94

[2] General principle: if society has some kind of vision of itself, any system of education will work, up to a point: if it hasn’t, no system will work.

[3] Fragmenting of social vision in our age; what we call permissiveness is simply energy pouring into the vacuum.
Unrealistic to deny that there are a lot of spoiled middle-class brats around, or that this is an age when it’s fatally easy to rationalize any kind of self-indulgence. But that isn’t the central problem.

Universities going through a difficult time, governments having wasted so much money in so many ways that they want to cover their tracks. Our own society is always anti-intellectual whenever it gets a chance to be.

Haven’t read the Wright Commission Report, only the parts in the paper, and even those hastily, because I want to digest my breakfast, which is when I see the paper.

Universities bedeviled by politicians at one end, with their false analogies to business, and by student activists at the other, with their false analogies to democracy.

Student activists are the politicians of the future, and the two groups continually play into each others’ hands.

The alumni feel helpless, because they think the university they were loyal to doesn’t any longer exist.

The economy mirage: only way to streamline and economize on education is to introduce only one compulsory course.

Hardly practicable. In sciences there’s the machinery—$25000 just to keep a new appointment going.

Example of religion. Dobbie here & at Carleton. Here’s a student demand, & you can’t meet it by recycling, e.g. Classics professors.

Humanities less expensive except for library. And there there’s a steady expansion of what’s needed. Oxford & the Shakespeare folio—absolutely right at the time. “Gothic” materials & popular literature twenty years ago.

Difficulties in the hand-rubbed Ph.D. system, yet attempts to provide intermediate degrees have been failures.
True that there used to be a snobbery about specialization as against teaching, but less of this now—even in sciences. The book and the offprint.

Not a psychologist, but I know that there are give-and-take rhythms between an acceptance of an outward reality, the basis for the reception of which is passive, and an inner mixing-up process where we express ourselves. Allied with it is a fantasy-process which appears also in dreaming.

Television is the first medium of communication in history that is able to alter this balance. It both over-stimulates and continually frustrates the fantasy-process. Hence it produces results like the inhibiting of the dreaming process.

Advertising as a socially approved form of drug culture: imaginary world, promises us magical powers within that world.

Adjustment education, which is recurrently there, attempts something that television does far more efficiently.

Our mixing-up process or fantasy-making is also what produces our social vision. By giving us prefabricated forms of this, television eventually fragments and breaks up that vision. The reason is that there’s no audience, or community actually present.

Dictatorships and their discipline depend on radio: even if you turn off your own set there’s a bigger one blaring in the market square. Interesting to see how the Chinese cope with their television age.

Problem one of the form of the medium not of the content of any of its programmes or of the amount of time actually spent matching it. Stage we have to go through and absorb.

Subordination of one class in society. Women, blacks, also adolescents. My Romeo and Juliet story: hysterical censoring in the interests of a social myth.

In general, one social mythology is breaking up and another one is not yet formed. What I hope is happening is that the phony one is break-
ing up and that the one to be formed is the genuine form of the same thing, tolerance, intellectual independence, etc.

[25] If so, then it will become more obvious that the only freedom that society is capable of is academic freedom.

[26] Authority is of the subject: this is what equalizes teacher & student.

[27] Persona or mask: nothing under it except another persona, but still important to know that we are playing roles.

[28] Belief in magic: certain things inherently “relevant”; certain subjects ought to “do good” if they’re taught. Steiner & silence.

[On Education III]

The date of these notes is uncertain, but the reference to Watergate means that it is after the mid-1970s. The typescript is in the NFF, 1991, box 36, file 1.

[1] What I’ve been asked to talk about. Not an “optimist,” but prefer pointing out opportunities.

[2] 1984 and the millennium: reasonably sure that what will happen will come somewhere in between.

[3] Sin and motherhood. All sorts of moral questions I didn’t have to face in my youth. At the beginning of life: is abortion murder, as many think? At the end: what is the moral status of letting a suffering and incurable patient die? Regarding cloning and similar genetic discoveries: what are the limits of the human personality?

[4] Can’t solve these problems, only point out a few principles. One is, that what’s possible may not be likely, because society can take in only so much. Example of the book and the teaching lecture. All of us are strained beyond our normal limits, and are sustained only by morale. Example of traffic lights.

[5] Hence the logical development, or what seems that, countered by human reaction. Everything tends to go in cycles, and why.

[7] Experience is what makes the good professional, whether teacher, nurse or whatever. Such experience is acquired mainly from personal contact.


[9] Centralizing of political and economic development. Issues and principles too over-simplified for voting: we really vote for personalities, yet even they aren’t so damn important. 98% of what they can do already prescribed. Differences between democratic and totalitarian, capitalist and socialist, getting increasingly unreal. The leader, radically a notion dependent on a restricted group, a creation of public relations. Watergate and the decline of prestige in the presidency, which would have happened anyway.

[10] Abdication of responsibility to expertise and elites; sense of growing impersonal quality in human relations: sexuality and violence.

[11] University becomes the multiversity, and specializes in the training of experts isolated from one another. In my day nothing much got left of a liberal arts course except a sense of community, and now that’s going. Civil service nervousness about appointing people on personal knowledge.

[12] Revolt against this towards decentralization. Cultural and imaginative developments mean a sense of locale. Abandoning of cities. A big technical monster replacing nature; nature coming back in ecology and similar movements.

[13] Newman distinction of liberal and professional education, reflecting a society where people who didn’t have to work took the best jobs from a sense of duty. Now, these are aspects of the same kind of education.
[14] Gone through a so-called “revolutionary” stage in the sixties. Exploiting guilt feelings of middle-class students; attack on “objectivity,” demand for “relevance.”

[15] Revolutionary aims: liberty and equality can reach dead ends; fraternity the one forgotten about. “Objectivity” a bogey-word; should be replaced by something more like the reasonable, what creates a community. Dead end of democracy in a series of monologues ending with “well, that’s his opinion.” Also in a series of cliche-squallings about racism and such.

[16] Disadvantage of keeping the university the playground of the young. Rolling format again: education something we have to keep in touch with. Problem though of getting people to do this without the inducement of credits and higher salaries.

[17] What academic freedom means: not the separating of the university from society, but the realization that nothing really happens except the education of people, and that the news media presents what appears to happen. The universities alone preserve the secret of what is really happening.

[18] The useful, in education, generally thought of as whatever makes one’s elbows sharper. Need for democratizing the conception of the “elite,” not abolishing it.

[19] Democratic drive towards “representing” more and more groups of people in the university process, including students. This means the deliberative bodies so unwieldy that all real work is done in esoteric committees. Out of this rotting body comes the beehive of the decentralized community.

[20] Destruction of honor course at Toronto made teacher the dictator of his classroom. It also confused the rest of the world about how much a Toronto degree was worth it.
The Bible and Religion

Summa

*General appearance and internal evidence argue for an early date for this single-page, single-spaced typescript, probably sometime after 1933, when Frye entered Emmanuel College in preparation for the ministry. In his Emmanuel essays, Frye works towards a coherent theory of Protestantism; the “Summa” he projects here would presumably have been a definitive statement of that theory. The typescript is in the NFF, 1991, box 37, file 4.*

[1] In opening show growth of self-consciousness in general thesis of romanticism essay, starting with Spenglerian interpretation. Deal with Kant and progress of German philosophy of romanticism toward self-consciousness of Schopenhauer, connect this with [Hans] Vaihinger and work in Marx’ growth of political self-consciousness. Develop this toward climax in Bergson and concretion in Spengler. Should be fairly easy to do, taking F. H. Bradley, the evolutionary philosophy, later developments in German thought and the romantic-diabolic-sadist inverted theology in the arts on the way. Develop out, like Kant, of Rousseau and Hume: show gradual shift to historical approach toward ethics in Bentham-Mill-Maine, and evolution of contract theory (the form of historical argument contemporary with belief or agnosticism of special creation).

[2] Then handle theological aspect of it, Protestant particularly. The growth of historical and evolutionary criticism makes the Bible take on a new form. The three aspects of Blake’s theology of imagination: [Albrecht] Ritschl on the Kingdom of Heaven teaching of Jesus,
Schleiermacher on the quasi-aesthetic response, [Thomas Hill] Green on the growth of Christianity as a proletarian religion. Show how New Testament ethics are concerned with a release of power: sacrifice and atonement as immoral acts, and in morality the Christian is forbidden to judge the moral quality of another’s acts. Judge not; vengeance is mine; forgive an indefinite number of times. Hence the Protestant rejection of morality as connected with religion. Development of this: Calvin, Arminius, its effect on Pascal, growth of eighteenth-century skeptical deism, Helvetius. In other words, the Protestant tends to deny free will and individual responsibility: Imputes sin and righteousness to concrete historical situations and states of mind, not to individuals in the abstract.

[3] Chesterton says Christianity has not been tried and found wanting, but found difficult and not tried. But Christianity in Chesterton’s sense has been tried. What has not been tried is Apostolic Christianity in a form suitable to the world in which it is tried, or not tried. That is done only through bringing about the conditions of Apostolic Christianity to something like a parallel.

[4] Evil necessary to good in imperfect world: slavery accounts for Aristotle’s philosophy, illiteracy to Giotto’s painting. The arguments about the sterility of Calvinism in art go back to the White’s [sic] remark about the Puritan as a victim of the printing-press. Giotto doesn’t prove the connection of Catholicism with art, but of Catholicism with illiteracy.

[Review of Paul Tillich, Systematic Theology, vol. 3]

The typescript for this review of volume 3 of Tillich’s Systematic Theology (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1963) is in the NFF, 1991, box 40, file 4. Preserved in the Frye correspondence is a letter, dated 10 February 1964, from Bettie Wellons, managing editor of the Hudson Review, informing Frye that she is sending him volume 3 of Tillich’s work, and that the deadline for the summer issue is 20 April 1964. The review, however, was apparently never published; its rather abrupt ending suggests it may be unfinished.

[1] Fashions come and go in literary genres, both inside and outside literature. There is, in particular, a constant pendulum-swing between the continuous and the discontinuous. In one age the major poetic genres are
epic and narrative; in another these forms are out and fragmentation and anthological epigrams are in. It is the same in non-literary fields. In nineteenth-century philosophy and theology, especially in Germany, the three-decker synthesis was not merely an impressive monument to its author but a reassuring object in a scholar’s study or a library stack: it gave dignity to the subject and prestige to the reader. Today philosophy has become more analytical, and the monumental style has accordingly suffered: now it is U^4 to be bitty and piecy, like Austin or Wittgenstein, imitating the scientists who work so much with abstracts and offprints. Theology, always more conservative as well as more German-based, has more of a functional place for the systematic treatment which is expressed by a continuous genre. In Protestantism, there is a strong discontinuous tradition descending from Luther, and passing through Kierkegaard; but there is an equally strong continuous one descending from Calvin and passing through Schleiermacher and Ritschl. This latter tradition is powerfully effective today in, particularly, Barth and Tillich. Tillich has been working for many years on a systematic theology, of which the third and final volume has just appeared.

[2] Such fashions are not merely whimsical: they are shaped partly by the social needs around them. The earlier period of the Middle Ages was struggling to create a cultural unity out of the most disparate materials, ranging from the most civilized to the most barbaric; hence the great need of that time was for the kind of synthesis that culminated in the Thomistic summa form. Our own age is one of fragmentation, both in knowledge and in experience. This fact is widely regarded as a deficiency which can and should be corrected: a great deal is said about the dangers of specialization, the loss of communicability, and the necessity of achieving some kind of overall view of our culture, usually through philosophy, religion or history, but it is clear that fragmentation represents better the real genius of our age. We do not really believe in the arguments for synthesis: we realize that in these days only the highly specialized thinker is likely to know what he is talking about. What coordination we do achieve is epiphanic, to use Joyce’s term: moments of focussed consciousness emerging from something which is itself transient and fragmented. This perspective has entered as deeply into contemporary religion as into other aspects of culture. Thus the Eliot Quartets are concentrated on the Incarnation conceived as a break in the continuity of existence. The sense of religious experience as an interrup-
tion of continuity is expressed in one of the central theological conceptions of our time, “kerygma” or proclamation, again an epiphanic and anti-systematic conception. The most influential religious writing today is largely peripheral to theology: it is writing in which the religious perspective suddenly crystallizes when the author is talking about something else, as in a critical essay of Maritain or a novel of Graham Greene.

[3] Tillich is widely regarded as a seminal thinker of our time and as one of the few theologians who not only has a message for his age but can speak the language that his age understands. I think his reputation is deserved, but a good deal of patience and sympathy is demanded of the uncommitted reader before he will find the third volume of this systematic theology rewarding. The genre of the book, as explained, seems old-fashioned to the verge of quaintness. Tillich says, most disarmingly, that he has always wanted to write a systematic theology because he thinks systematically. We notice, first, that the three volumes correspond to the old trinitarian divisions: “Of God,” “Of the Son of God,” and “Of the Spirit,” and follows the traditional order of subjects. We start with metaphysical discussions about being, proceed to the specifically Christian doctrines about the nature of Christ, and finally come down to such practical considerations as why we should accept the author’s conception of the church rather than someone else’s. Opening the third volume, we find that the first hundred pages, entitled “Life and its Ambiguities,” follow an argument curiously similar to that of F. H. Bradley’s Appearance and Reality. Nor is this the only indication that, on the philosophical side, Tillich’s main affinities are with the academic idealism of the nineteenth century rather than with anything typical of our own time. There are almost no specific allusions to contemporary literature and art, and not many to contemporary thought, apart from theology itself. In contrast to Barth, there is little sense even of the existential concreteness of the Bible. Paul is used a good deal, naturally, but for the most part the passion and power of the book specifically called the Word of God is replaced by an interlocking design of estrangement, being itself, ultimate concern, the demonic, the spiritual presence, and the like. Tillich says he has omitted a full register of Biblical sources to save space, but I am speaking of a habit of mind rather than of mere documentation.

[4] And, apart from these more superficial difficulties, there are others built into the very nature of theology itself. Christianity, like Marxism
(and like the Freudianism which, as we are beginning dimly to understand, is the bourgeois counterpart of Marxism), is a revolutionary dialectic which moves toward the obliteration of the distinction between theory and practice. Consequently its conceptual structure is not just a structure, but the structure which is to be realized in practice. If there is more than one structure, each follower must regard his as the real or orthodox one, defining heresies to right and left as he proceeds. The Christian writer, writing about his religion, deliberately imposes an intellectual handicap on himself and then tries to see how intellectually honest he can be in spite of it. But we want to know what his commitment is in advance, because we know that he is going to start rationalizing that commitment sooner or later. If we share it, we can go all the way with him; if we do not, we can read him only for his incidental insights. We live in what we all hope is an ecumenical age, but the “dialogue” between Catholic and Protestant is like dialogue between a man and a woman: one’s profound insight that they are really different forms of the same thing is better left profound, not taken literally. Tillich knows all about the ecumenical movement, but his book is a specifically Protestant one, and cannot in the nature of the subject be otherwise.

[5] The exclusive nature of religious belief extends much further than the defining of the orthodoxies. The central assumption of such a book is that Christianity is a revelation, something apprehensible as knowledge, at least in part, and knowledge held by a community, because Christian revelation cannot be separated from the conception of a church. Yet revelation is not communicable knowledge, in the way that other knowledge is. The book speaks of eternal life, but we know nothing about eternal life; it speaks of the descent of the spiritual presence, but we do not know that this has ever occurred. We may believe it, but, as Anselm says, we have to believe in order to know, which is not true of other kinds of knowledge. A Leibnitzian problem stands before the intellectual believer: of all possible constructs, the best possible is the one that exists. But accepting this involves one in a Leibnitzian dilemma: one becomes something of a windowless monad, as isolated inside the church as outside it. Tillich has a sad little phrase in his book: “the rather miserable reality of the concrete churches.” What one wants from religion, at the very least, is social insight, or what Tillich calls prophetic criticism of the negativities of life. What one gets, all too often, is some stentorian slob denouncing girlie magazines. The social influence of this kind of thing is
not pernicious, which would at least be a serious influence: it is merely frivolous. If the concrete reality actualized by the Christian vision is so miserable, what price a vision that insists on being known by its fruits?

[6] I have set out these a priori objections to any book on Christian apologetic because they are the problems that Tillich’s argument starts with. Back in the first volume, he had begun with what he calls the “method of correlation,” of approaching religion as a series of answers to “existential” questions. Primary among these are the questions of “ultimate concern,” arising from the feeling that life is short and senseless. The usual bromides taken for this feeling are nothing but bromides; they wear off and leave us again with “anxiety,” the sense of claustrophobia at being surrounded by death and annihilation, for ourselves, for those we love, for the work we do and the causes we fight for. Anxiety is the pure apprehension of isolation, what Tillich calls estrangement and most of his predecessors have called pride, a sense of reality as swallowed up in “non-being.” The apprehension of “non-being” drives us dialectically to think of “being itself,” an unconditioned and unfrustrated reality which is beyond the mere recognition “this exists.” For Tillich being-itself is God, but the statement “I believe that God exists,” a dubious statement of limited religious value, does not express this. What it expresses is rather the possibility of his non-existence. If God were a separable being he could be discussed objectively and rationally; for being-itself the only possible language is an engaged one, that is, a mythical and symbolic language. So far, this argument hardly distinguishes the Judaeo-Christian tradition from such Eastern religions as Vedanta or Yogacara Buddhism, which also lead us from estrangement to identification with its opposite, the “thou art that” formula. The difference is that the Western religions do not start with man: they start from the premise that only God can act. The language of revelation is not invented by man to express his thoughts about God: it is used by God to accommodate himself to man.

[7] Some religious thinkers talk of “demythologizing” the language of religion and of the Bible: Tillich, much shrewder, sees that the semantic problem is really one of deliteralizing. Such things as creation and the fall of man are not literally events: they are realities symbolically expressed. They are thus neither subjective ideas nor objective facts, but finite modes of perception correlated with something infinite. The life of
Christ was an event, but it is not communicated to us in the Gospels as an event. It is only when the Gospels are regarded as historical writings that we get into difficulties over the divine and human “natures” of Christ. If we read them as myths, they do not thereby become unreal or non-historical: they tell us about what they were intended to tell us about, the entry of the unconditioned divine life into human history. One advantage of reading them this way is that we do not have to shift the authority for our understanding of them away from them to some theory about what lies behind them, as we do if we take them to be more or less incredible biographies. The implications of this attitude toward the story of Jesus are worked out in the second volume.

[Blake’s Job Illustrations]

The reference in paragraph 6 to “my lectures” suggests that the slide lecture for which these notes were prepared was part of a series, perhaps the lectures for Frye’s course in the symbolism of the Bible. Frye owned two copies of Illustrations of the Book of Job (London, 1825; reprinted 1903 and 1936). Neither of these, however, is the edition that Frye used to prepare these notes, which is Blake’s Job: William Blake’s Illustrations of the Book of Job, introduction and commentary by S. Foster Damon (Providence: Brown University Press, 1966). In connection with these notes, see Frye’s essay, “Blake’s Reading of the Book of Job,” in William Blake: Essays for S. Foster Damon, ed. Alvin A. Rosenfeld (Providence: Brown University Press, 1969), 221–30; reprinted in revised form in SM, 228–44. The typescript is in the NFF, 199, box 35, file 2.

PLATE 0

[1] Seven angels in clockwise but descending direction, indicating an initiation into suffering.

[2] Seventh angel has wings up and back turned. Reference to Revelation.

[3] Connection with Seven Eyes. Job early but every age has the crucial ordeal of seeing through Jehovah, the nature-god of creation, and seeing that the true God behind him must be either Satan the accuser or Jesus who is also man, and therefore Job himself.
[4] Introduction: Linnell’s patronage, etc. 10

[5] Some indications that Blake had read enough of Job in Hebrew to make some of his own translations.


[7] Six (seven) angels suggest the descent of the sun into the lower world, the world of accusing stars.

[8] Illustrations to Job made from early times on; four series of paintings, one set turning up in New Zealand in 1928.

[9] The margins or “Borders” said by Linnell to be an “afterthought”; 11 but they put Job in its Biblical context.

[10] Done as his last work at seventy, after the tremendous Dante efforts; in part autobiographical.

[11] Note that “Jehovah” includes Zeus and Jupiter and all the gods of, e.g., Stoicism, which deify the natural order. As nature is fundamentally evil and stupid, the real God must be either Satan or the essential humanity in man.

PLATE 1

[12] Twelve people, personifying Israel as well, or humanity as a whole.

[13] Musical instruments hung on a tree. Reference is to psalm 137, 12 suggesting that even this piety is still something of a state of exile, i.e., in a world where good and evil aren’t clearly separated.

[14] Sun setting, moon rising; suggestion of a sub-horizon progress. The Gothic church is under the sun, on its way out; the tents of pastoral life, which is also exile and wandering, under the rising moon and star.

[15] Note the tent shape formed at the top of the plate; the Lord’s Prayer still leaves the question open: where is heaven? 13
The sheep are asleep. Flocks and herds represented by ram and bull, who are also probably Aries and Taurus; descending direction.

Keep this in mind because Plate 21 repeats it.

Altar is foreground, with instructions how to read the poem. The letter is represented by the left hand or foot, the spirit by the right.

**PLATE 2**

God, looking remarkably stupid. He’s called the Malak Yahweh, with Blake’s translation, Angel of the Divine presence. How Blake associates this figure with the God of the Exodus.

Pillars of cloud and of fire in the margin. Revolt transformed into an establishment. Easy to believe in providence when you’re prosperous.

Hence we’re inside a church, with peacocks and parrots, and perhaps doves of sacrifice. Job and his wife, dressed as upper-class patriarchs and matriarchs, at bottom.

Altar destroyed, a reference to what’s going on at top; the rather flimsy barriers of the sheepfold are in its place.

God splitting into an old helpless man and a young aggressive demon who’s really part of him. Numbers 22:22.

Sons: some of the progeny are sprawled out in symposium positions; some kind of dog under a table. Awful lot of books and scrolls.

Three trees in background: one of them looks as though it had a serpent winding around it. (The other two may be the oak of weeping and the palm of suffering but I don’t know).

Heads, apparently of Job and wife (Adam and Eve, Israel and Rachel) in orbit of Satan. Parody of Paradise Lost, with Father transferring authority to Son.
[27] Note quotation “We shall awake up in thy Likeness,” which isn’t in the Bible, but is Blake’s own, though Psalm 17 has something like it.\textsuperscript{19}

\textbf{PLATE 3}

[28] Whirlwind: here demonic; destruction as part of the order of nature.

[29] Foreground scenes suggest flood as well as fire; upside-down cruciform position of one of the sons; wine-pot under him.

[30] Satan as bat blocking out view of sky (Covering Cherub imagery). Scorpions in margin, and leviathan just beginning to form.

[31] Scorpions in margin, and leviathan just beginning to form.\textsuperscript{20}

[32] Blake’s view of “natural religion” as the source of what we should call totalitarianism. “Deism.” All Religions Are One.

\textbf{PLATE 4}

[33] Three messengers, one just over the horizon.

[34] The church is still standing: not sure just why it’s so prominent.

[35] What Blake means by “Druid” or Doric architecture. Tree of mystery has moved into foreground.

[36] Unconscious sheep.

[37] Figure of Satan, with back turned,\textsuperscript{21} recalls Plate 0; note that he’s standing on the globe (Mundane Shell imagery, carrying sword in left hand).

[38] Note the two dead angels on top of the plate proper.

[39] Damon says the thing on the right of “speaking” is a thunderbolt.\textsuperscript{22}

[40] Only two messengers in the Bible: here they both have the left foot in advance; third on horizon with right foot advanced, symbol of hope.
PLATE 5

[41] God, looking less stupid than helpless, with left foot sagging. Meaning that the order of nature is in Satan’s hands.

[42] Job is still sharing alms with a beggar (cf. quotation at top). The angels are approving but obviously not protecting.

[43] Druid trilithon in background; landscape becoming barren.

[44] Marginalia a mixture of leviathan, involved with himself if not actually chewing his tail, and briars.

[45] Reference to God wishing he’d never made man “on earth” in “and it grieved him at his heart.”

[46] Twelve angels around God; God clutching scroll in left hand and codex in right. Job’s doing all right, but Deuteronomy’s had it.

[47] Reference to Marriage of Heaven and Hell: in Job, Milton’s Messiah is called Satan.

PLATE 6

[48] Angels with bat wings on top of the plate proper: practically no suggestion of any shape above the rectangle.

[49] What they appear to be releasing on the earth are spiders, images of Selfhood.

[50] Foreground: broken sheephook; the grasshopper of famine (cf. Ecclesiastes), broken pot sherds (pitcher broken at the fountain); thistles and what looks like a frog (cf. Isaiah on ruined Babylon).

[51] Sun setting; Druid architecture; totally barren landscape, with a suggestion of Mt. Sinai in background as Bunyan describes it.

[52] Satan is sexless, and has scales instead. He’s taken over the conventional attributes of the thundergod. Cf. the last book of the Iliad.
[53] Note the role of the wife, who remains as part of the Job vision. Partly because of the Adam and Eve overtones.

[54] The scales on Satan repeat those on leviathan in Plate 3. Cf. Goliath; armour a modulation of perverted life and love.

[55] Frogs suggest the plagues of Egypt, and, even more, the false prophets who preach war and bring about Armageddon in Revelation.

PLATE 7

[56] Moving angels on top of plate like Michelangelo figures (Medici tomb).

[57] Dim memory of Job and his wife at bottom (cf. Plate 2) as pastoral figure.

[58] Landscape barren with ruined buildings.

[59] Friends: impressiveness of the hands; all thirty fingers pointing upward “towards heaven.”

[60] Only New Testament reference to Job at bottom is also only note of hope.29

[61] Caricaturing of three friends: threefold accuser figure in Blake: Socrates, Hunt brothers, accusers of Theft, Adultery and Murder; unholy Trinity in Prophecies.30

[62] Some sunlight in the sky, if it is the sun; but we’re clearly in a lower world.

PLATE 8

[63] Turning point in a way: Job becomes less a figure of passive piety and emerges into foreground making a fuss.

[64] His arms are raised “towards Heaven,” but he isn’t looking at it.
[65] Darkness, thick cloud, Bunyanesque Mt. Sinai suggestion\textsuperscript{31} stronger; immensely dominating Druidic arch.

[66] Wife and friends in “shut up” (Kierkegaard) posture.\textsuperscript{32}

[67] Toadstools, briars, thistles, nourished by rain in margin. Sense of Isaiah 34 still stronger.\textsuperscript{33}

[68] Again very little sense of any shape beyond the Plate.

**PLATE 9**

[69] Here we’re out, though not permanently, from the dead lower world and are again on a world of two levels. It’s a recall though of the earlier plates.

[70] Dead trees in margin, with a sense of interlocking roots like a banyan.

[71] God’s hands are concealed, meaning perhaps that he can’t do anything. He represents the seventh mystery as Eliphaz sees it,\textsuperscript{34} someone in whom God and Satan (good and evil) can’t be distinguished.

[72] Eliphaz wards him off with his left hand.

[73] What Eliphaz says, quoted around the top,\textsuperscript{35} is quite true: it’s just that he draws the wrong inference from it.

**PLATE 10**

[74] Here the “righteous” God of the sky is coming down to earth, and the thirty fingers are pointing at Job, except that two left hands are curved downwards, indicating their general death preoccupation.

[75] Socrates. Note that in this plate the wife is closest to being a Xanthippe, as in Blake’s earlier illustration.\textsuperscript{36}

[76] Angels on top of plate hanging on with chains (of theological logic) dragging them down to the bat-winged world. (Bat symbol of disbelief).
[77] Cuckoo of slander (probably; Damon);\(^{37}\) adder; owl.

[78] No plate is completely without hope: at top we have the quotation about refining in fire\(^ {38}\) and the arching protective top.

PLATE 11

[79] Nadir of action: the consolidating demon-God of the sky has entered Job’s life and become a single accuser.

[80] Figure over Job wound round with a serpent; note the cloven hoof.

[81] Two quotations from Paul highly significant: the one above the plate indicates the mingling of God and Satan; the one at the bottom is about the Antichrist.\(^ {39}\)

[82] “Wrought image” is Blake’s own translation, apparently.\(^ {40}\)

[83] “God’s” right hand points upward to the tables of the law, the left hand downward to a hell of torment.

PLATE 12

[84] Elihu is the younger man taking over from the older ones. He’s both a consolidation of their views and a step ahead (because of the hint of a redeemer quoted on the right).\(^ {41}\)

[85] Points to twelve stars with his left hand. Zodiac echo. Note that there’s no moon in this lower world: cf. newspapers; we don’t think of the moon as a watcher.

[86] Elihu polarizes wife and friends: the wife remains in the shut-up posture; the friends are edified and enlightened.

[87] But the important part of the plate is the margin. The old man, Albion in Jerusalem at the bottom of the Atlantic Ocean, is clutching a scroll with his left hand and his thoughts and dreams are getting projected as the stars. The angel-dreams are seduced on the left by angels calling them into the sky; one remains behind Albion’s skull trying to comfort him.
[88] Vortex or whirlwind movement set up that’s continued in the next plate.

[89] Elihu represents what Newton represented in Blake’s other writings; a consolidation of what Blake calls “natural religion.”

PLATE 13

[90] Here it’s the friends who are shut up and the wife who’s enlightened.

[91] Seven angels of opening plate turned into the Seven Eyes, or stages of God, with Jehovah, the Old Testament Creator God, as the sixth. His arms are spread out in a sort of cruciform position (they are in the next plate too), but he’s come out of the whirlwind that earlier produced Satan in the opposite direction.

[92] Vision of the roots of the tangled “vegetable” world still there.

[93] The quotation “hath the rain,” etc., is part of God’s speech disconnecting Job from the order of nature.42

PLATE 14

[94] Climactic vision of the world as a created order, the summing up of the second stage of the cycle, but the first stage only of the real enlightenment.

[95] Three levels. God, a kind of demiurge, is in the middle. On each side are the sun with the horses of the day and the moon with the dragons of the night.

[96] Around the margin are the six acts of creation.

[97] At the top of the margin are the seven stars of the Pleiades and the belt of Orion;43 at the bottom of the margin is still the body of leviathan and the winding serpent around what is probably going to be the body of Adam.

[98] Job, wife, and friends (Elihu has disappeared) are all equally enlightened by vision, on the lowest of the three levels.
At the top of the plate is the fully humanized universe, where the stars are longer balls of fire and ice but angels or sons of God, humanized forms. Cf. the Tyger.

What corresponds to the seventh or Sabbath day is Job and Co. looking up at the vision from below.

Sun and Moon are Apollo and Diana; in other words Jehovah is also Zeus. They all belong to the fourth day: the “light” which was the primordial act of creation is represented by the interlocking sons of God at the top.

The great break-through that begins the final stage. Really two levels, though a suggestion of three.

Behemoth and leviathan as consolidated vision of the order of nature, pointed out by the left hand of God in a movement reversing Elihu’s.

Vision of tyranny as well as nature: emphasized by the right-hand quotations. Cf. the eagles at the bottom and the recording prophets-angels at the top.

Empty shells at bottom, conceivably a Kabbalistic reference to the klippoth [kelippoth] or shells or [of] evil; spiral imagery carrying on the whirlwind; cast-off shells of life on the corporeal level.

Note coiled form of Leviathan, repeated by the helical shells.

Bulrushes; Egyptian animals.

Third version of renewal: separation of divine and demonic natures (good and evil).

Fall of the two figures with Satan: they’re Job and his wife, Adam and Eve, man and woman, insofar as they’re embodiments of the last of good and evil.
[110] God is at least awake, if not yet intelligent. Part of the law’s annihilated; part fulfilled.

[111] Great gulf between Job and wife and the friends; they see the point; the friends don’t.

[112] Several New Testament quotations: one from Paul at the bottom indicating the overturn of the social and natural orders.

PLATE 17

[113] Final vision of renewal. This God is Jesus, as all the New Testament quotations, especially at the bottom, which are mostly from the Gospel of John indicate.

[114] The John quotation at the top indicates the identity of God and Man, and the quotation from the Song of Hannah above that is the cULBuTE of the Magnificat. Job has passed through the lower world.

[115] Auguries of Innocence quatrain that Damon correctly quotes accounts for the contrast between Job and wife and the friends, carrying on the gulf of the preceding plate.

[116] Jesus stands on a cloud. The fact that he’s older than we think of him means that he’s Job’s real self.

[117] Only one level here, and that’s above the clouds.

[118] The long quotation from Psalm 8 is like a distant rumble of thunder in a world where almost everything else is Gospel.

PLATE 18

[119] This very important plate is devoted to the reversal of the sacrifice theme. It’s the kind of self-sacrifice that among other things enables the community to form. See the two quotations at the bottom.

[120] Six angels of the title page reappear, evidently with Job-Jesus as the seventh.
[121] Recreation of architecture: cubic altar, circular heaven, pyramid or spiral of fire connecting the two.

[122] Two kinds of imagery begins here: one is of fertility (grain ripening toward harvest); the other are instruments of the arts; Blake’s own “signature” as painter.52

[123] The law, or natural religion, which Job has transcended, is charitable without being creative.

PLATE 19

[124] Further reintegration of community. Contrast with 5; it’s also blessed to receive.53

[125] Breaking down of the “Druidic” trilithon over Job’s head; standing grain ready for harvest; fruiting tree.

[126] Margin of palms, roses and lilies. Re-establishment of Providence or renewed order of nature, symbolized by all the angels that keep bursting out of everything in nature.

[127] Perhaps in part Blake’s tribute to Linnell.54

PLATE 20

[128] We seem to be in an interior setting here, but the walls are the circumference, Job’s mind.

[129] The daughters are, among other things, the arts, poetry, painting and music, the powers of conversing in paradise.

[130] Fertility and creative images (music) in margins; sense of intellectual excitement in quotation at top.55

[131] Previous calamities depicted in what Blake calls the outward shadows of possibility.56 In the upper three we have the swooshing Satan-God destroying Job’s family and afflicting Job himself and wife.
[132] Pattern repeated in lower panels, suggesting caverns of a deeper memory, with Job and wife (probably) in shut-up posture under “wrath” of demonic God.

[133] Quotation at bottom means the whole universe reconquered for the divine and human imagination.⁵⁷

[134] Note how Job’s arms repeat those of God in the representations behind; regenerate comprehensiveness.

[135] Tessellated pavement with intersecting circles: symbol of an interpenetrating world where everything is everywhere at once.

**PLATE 21**

[136] Musical instruments taken down from trees and played:⁵⁸ antithesis of church and tent (social establishment and exile) abolished.

[137] Reversal of Aries and Taurus.

[138] Sun rising; moon setting.

[139] Sheep are awake.

[140] Altar in foreground with inscription from New Testament indicating death of old dispensation of trying to soothe down an irritable demon-God, by depriving oneself of everything one wants.⁵⁹

[141] Apocalyptic motto at top echoing the Lord’s Prayer at the beginning.⁶⁰

**[Parallels]**

*Table of parallels between Biblical and Classical narrative patterns and imagery, undatable but clearly connected with the writing of GC and WP. To be considered in conjunction with its complement, “Contrasts,” which follows it. The typescripts for both charts are in the NFF, 1991, box 28, file 4.*
1. Creation stories & concepts; the folklore J narrative; the philosophical & legal P narrative; the suppressed dragon-killing myths

2. Establishment of Jehovah as sole god: dialectical imagery of heaven & hell

3. Garden of Eden; original state of freedom & immortality. Patriarchal pastoral legends

4. Fall of Adam; Noah deluge story; demonic civilizations; Tower of Babel; origin of giants

5. The Exodus, with the plagues of Egypt & the emergence of Israel; law in wilderness; settlement of Canaan

6. Legends of heroes (Judges, David, etc.): stories of prophets (Elijah, Moses)

7. Centralized worship at Jerusalem; condemning of high places & division of kingdom

8. Festival & fasts & formation of calendar Sabbath, Passover, etc.

9. Exile of Israel through unfaithfulness; Job; suffering servant in Isaiah

Creation myths in Hesiod & Ovid; Pelasgian myth; later element theories of philosophers

Olympian hierarchy with Zeus in command; gods above & below

Golden Age (Ovid, Boethius, Plato, etc.)

Descent to Iron Age; Deucalion & Pyrrha; myths of the Titans (Prometheus, Atlas); Atlantis myth in Plato

The Trojan War and the Nostoi [Homecomings] (Odyssey, Agamemnon return, &c.)

Heroic legends (Theseus, Heracles), oracles & soothsayers; Tiresias

Decentralized worship; Delphic oracle; Olympic games

Rituals of dying gods; later mystery cults of Eleusis, etc.

Ancestral curse on houses of Atreus & Oedipus
10. Rebuilt temple & restored land  Aeneid story; restoration of Troy

11. Consolidation of Israel figure in dying & risen Christ  Development of the Dionysus cult; Orpheus the good shepherd

12. Millennium, apocalypse & Last Judgement; growing belief in life after death  Death of nature in Ovid; ekpyrosis in Stoicism; neo-Platonic & Mithraic myths of after-life

[Contrasts]

1. Revolutionary tradition; Jews in rebellion against Egypt & Babylon  Authoritarian tradition; Greeks dominant over barbarians, & Romans ditto later

2. One personal God, expanding to a Trinity in Xy [Christianity]; incarnate God as crucified victim  Polytheism with Zeus Day-Father supreme; Emperor as incarnation of Sol Invictus

3. Resurrection of Christ; Emperor Antichrist  Apotheosis of Emperor; Jews as rebels & Xns [Christians] as atheists

4. Emphasis on ear; hearing of Word of invisible God. Visual arts (e.g. Solomon’s temple) assigned to past or future  Emphasis on eye; visual source of authority in temples, statues [statues?], sun-emperor figure; rich development of visual arts

5. Metaphor based on order of established once for all by God: all indwelling spirits in nature diabolized; metamorphosis very rare (Lot’s wife)  Nature full of indwelling presences; satyrs, fauns & nymphs; rich development of metamorphosis legends

6. Consolidation of myth & metaphor into a single definitive book  Myths & legends left in varied forms; consolidation becomes philosophical & conceptual

7. Same divine will responsible for  Conflicting divine wills develop notions
The Bible and Religion

moral & natural orders, hence of fate, necessity and eventually no natural law independent of divine will. Mythological synthesis gradually separating from science & philosophy

8. Tragedy as morally accountable (forsaking divine will); total myth a divine comedy passing through tragedy

9. Drive toward revelation & transformation of life in future; conception of ritual as a symbol of awaiting coming event

Time sense focused on present; ritual as a means of maintaining immediate order

[Notes for “The Dialectic of Belief and Vision”]


[1] The dialectic of vision and belief: this argument turns on my seven stages in GC.\(^6^3\) Also on the conception underlying it: pursuing a narrative through time with the ear, followed by the Gestalt simultaneous vision of the eye. From creation to prophecy we’re dependent on receiving narrative through the ear: the word belief or faith (I can’t honestly distinguish the two words) refers primarily to the assurance (hypostasis) that one is hearing correctly.

[2] The apocalyptic revelation at the end of the Bible presents all this simultaneously to the eye, as it were (because all this ear and eye stuff is metaphor). This is the stage of vision, the elevation of the host, the exhibition of the reaped ear of corn, where you stop believing things and simply “see” what it all means.

[3] But there must be a second apocalyptic or participating experience in which the dialectic of the two things, “ear” and “eye,” merges to form a
new kind of existential synthesis. The response “I believe that” can never be distinguished from “I believe that I believe that,” because the questions “Who am I?” and “What is that?” are too insistent.

[4] Calvin couldn’t make any sense out of the book of Revelation because he was obsessed by belief. He couldn’t imagine a vision as a completion of a belief. Blake, on the other hand, could hardly make any sense out of the stages leading up to vision, partly because he was a painter.

[5] The GC, vulnerable as it was, did make the point that two aspects of the Bible were of primary importance: its unity and its disunity. These are ultimately the sixth and seventh phases of my progression, the Sailing-to-Byzantium and the Byzantium stages respectively. In the sixth or panoramic phase, belief passes over into vision through a Hegelian progression: belief must absorb the possibility of non-belief before vision is possible. Vision is insight, and I suppose, in Paul de Man language, vision has to absorb blindness and make it a part of itself.

[6] Mythology is prior to ideology, and therefore it produces the temporal illusion of something primitive that has to be outgrown. Hence demythologizing tendencies aiming at abolishing the mythical stage and replacing it entirely with an ideological one. These are not only balls in themselves, but abolish the possibility of any relevance between religion and literature.

[7] Belief without vision is always hysterical. Because vision is itself the confirmation of belief: the hypostasis of the hoped for and the elenchos of the unseen is not and never can be the acceptance of something without evidence. The sacrificium intellectus involved is even more useless and superstitious than most sacrifices. The origin of the hysteria is the inability or unwillingness to distinguish what one believes from what one believes one believes: the Quixote fallacy.

[8] But it’s the attempt to remove the hysteria that prompts the “demythologizing” fallacy, whereas it’s only the restoration of mythology that will really cure it.

[9] The contrast between belief and vision, the emphasis that makes Calvin and Blake so diametrically opposed, has to be reconciled accord-
ing to the Hans Denck principle. When we’re reading, we’re not necessarily believing what we read, but we are accepting, and the question of belief or rejection is a part of the final conceptual process. The confusion between belief and acceptance in reading the Bible is obvious enough.

[10] That’s why the apocalyptic vision includes a separation of two elements, wheat and tares, revelation and its demonic vision. Hence the Beast and Whore imagery at the end of the Purgatorio, and the Antichrist stretto in Blake’s Jerusalem.

[11] Note that Calvin and Blake are both within the Protestant fold: if one is Protestant it’s particularly easy to dissociate oneself from other Protestants in secular areas. My attitude to Ian Paisley or Botha in South Africa would be an example.

[12] The Epistle to the Hebrews defines belief as, in my terms, the synthesis of the accepting narrative process and the final Gestalt. If faith (pistis) is the hypostasis of the hoped-for (elpizomenon), it obviously includes hope. I think too that elenchos has the force of “manifestation” rather than the more ideological “proof” or “evidence.” Curious word: it originally meant rebuke or reproach, and the apocalyptic demonic seems to preserve that. (Well, there’s one root, but two nouns, one masculine and one neuter.) And if it means manifestation, it means epiphany.

[13] As I’ve said, the post-structural criticism of structuralism, that it assumes a definitive understanding that annihilates the work studied, doesn’t work. The mythos contains an infinity of possible nuances, assuming it’s on a certain level of quality, so the structuring and deconstructing principles are part of the same operation.

[14] [One note back]: elenchos means manifestation because that word fits “unseen,” whereas “proof of things not seen” is nonsense.

[15] So the definition of faith in Hebrews, as I read it, includes hope, and therefore resolves the dilemma I began with. There are at least two phases in that dilemma. First is the contrast between the accepting reading process and the Gestalt afterwards. Then comes the ideological or belief element in the Gestalt itself, as distinguished from the mythological or visionary element. As I see it now, the mythological wins out, sub-
ordinating, still, the element of belief in the narrow sense. After that, I have to go on to the third stage of metaphors, where the literary or uncommitted hypothetical metaphor is flanked by the primitive and the reconciled metaphors.

[16] My point about the identity of literal and metaphorical meaning means that no serious question of belief can arise until at least the preliminary stage of the Gestalt.

[17] Calvin’s failure to see anything much in Revelation doesn’t mean he wasn’t doing a proper job as a theologian, but that he wasn’t following the path the Bible itself indicates by putting Revelation at the end.

[18] Note that Revelation too is a second coming of the Word in the form of a vision, in contrast to the first coming in time, where it’s an epiphanic sequence, the shape of which summarizes the Exodus or liberation of man.

[19] The fallacy of belief I start with is the fallacy of literal belief as a running allegory or commentary on reality—I mean the words are that. You accept, but you don’t attempt belief until all the words are in. That, I imagine, is Paul’s “analogy of faith.”

[20] Hypostasis means substance because that means that belief has got something, namely the hoped-for; “assurance” means only that some voice or authority is telling the believer that he’s going to get to it. Also elenchos as manifestation or epiphany coincides with my point that the invisible is not [a] separate world but the medium of the visible one. This idea I also got from Hebrews. Creation, similarly, is the manifesting of the objective as significant, as having the meaning of ecriture.

[21] In the New Testament the Gospels present the mythos and Paul (with Hebrews) the dianoia of Christianity of the first coming. Revelation presents the entire narrative of the Bible as the mythos and the big metaphorical structure that later became the chain of being as its dianoia. Paul’s dianoia is ideological; Revelation’s of course mythological.

[22] Works of literature aren’t on a par with the Bible: they form models for the central understanding of the Bible. One has to see the Bible as though it were literary before one can pass beyond the literary. Perhaps
what I’m talking about here is the sixth-seventh progression, sailing to Byzantium and being inside it [par. 5].

[23] I’ve played around with the notion that one very important aspect of metaphor, the identity of the individual with its class, is what drifts off into Platonism when it is reduced from mythology to ideology.

[24] The written Bible is the dry bones in the desert of Ezekiel’s vision: reading it is a process of recreating the presence of the Word in it. Not the original author’s presence, nor our own, but the presence of the Word that contains us both. Similarly, Derrida attacks the “logocentric” on the ground that the philosopher wants us to recreate his presence, but he doesn’t, unless he’s a fraud: it’s the same process as with the Bible, except that the Bible tells us definitely what we should be doing.

[25] (I think I’ll have to put most of my Smith paper 67 into this: in any case a lot more of it is turning out to be a repetition of the other than I expected.)

[26] The lunatic, the lover and the poet. The “lover” is the archetype of the union of two people into one “soul,” but in Donne’s Extasie we get literary metaphors of the “body is his book” type. The implication is that lovers are united, not in gonads, but in a common word, the word that speaks the poem. Such a word contains, or could contain, a vast community, all living within and speaking a word that’s intermediate between subject (the ordinary state left behind) and object (the ordinary reality removed from us that we never reach).

[27] One essential link is the identification of vision with hope. “Fear and Hope are—Vision,” said Blake. Hope is the basis for the model-thinking so closely associated with mythical concern. If I’m to write the paper I’d like to write, I’d have to work out a theory of myth explaining why, e.g., the Virgin Birth is a myth expressive of primary concern. That doesn’t mean necessarily that you believe it happened as a historical fact, only that the god screwing the woman is a vision of the coming of consciousness into nature.

[28] Belief by itself is necessarily an exclusive mode of thinking, and the exclusiveness of Christianity, from the Pastoral Epistles to Barth, is what
gets so many reasonable and well-disposed people down. At the same time I did say in the GC that the historical challenge to the goings-on of society was something the Biblical tradition has that the Orientals don’t have. Buddhism got kicked out of India because it started to erode the caste system, but it still came to terms with other social set-ups. So did Christianity, of course.

[29] Why do we have to repudiate the historical perspective? Well, for one thing, it quite obviously didn’t happen. Nobody knows much about what historically happened where & when Jesus was, but what mythically happened is the central dream of mankind. What one has to do is to explain how “mythically happened” makes sense. I don’t think it’s quite in the literary orbit, but literature is the best and most obvious guide to the mental position.

[30] Mythical happenings are not, I think analogical. Analogy leads to the sacramental machinery that gets so binding: it’s worse than believing the impossible. To say “this really happened, and history doesn’t really happen” is walking a tightrope over Niagara gorge, but something like that must be what’s being asked of us.

[31] Obsession with the moving belt of time makes us insist that reality must have happened, in the past, and that apocalyptic vision can’t mean anything except prophecy of the future. As Prospero explains to Ferdinand, reality is what you just saw that’s vanished; what you call real is an illusion that persists for a little while. The masque, by the way, the three goddesses of fertile earth and sky and rainbow, is a vision of primary concern, climaxing in the allusion to the world after the flood, with the promise of the cycle of food. Venus is abolished from the masque, but is still there in the relation of Ferdinand and Miranda.

[32] reasonable to say, is the definition of faith in the Epistle to the Hebrews, where it is called the hypostasis of the hoped-for, the elenchos of the unseen. Hypostasis is translated “substance” in the AV, its philosophical meaning; modern translations generally employ “assurance,” because Paul uses the word in that sense. But Paul is not the author of Hebrews, and I think (cf. also Heb. 1:3) that “substance” or emerging reality is what is meant primarily here. Elenchos means proof, and its var-
ious shades of meaning are less complex. But substance and proof are still far distant from a profession of faith.

[33] Of course faith is much more than a mere profession: it has to do with the whole shape of one’s life. If it is part of our belief that stealing, for example, is wrong, we don’t steal. Thus faith, ever since the Epistle of James, which I take to be a second-century sermon, has been assumed to be complemented by “works,” by doing the things that the faith suggests. I am inclined to think that faith and what I am calling vision are the parents, and works are their offspring.

[34] Link up with Arnold’s Hebraism and Hellenism. Note that vision has traditionally been secular rather than Biblical, largely because the Bible has been fucked up by theologians.

[35] Pure belief is what I’ve just called it, insanity or hysteria. Pure Vision is dilettantism, theosophy, all-are-visions-of-truth crap. I don’t mean that what I’ve just called crap is really that, only that the attitude behind it is usually so vague it can’t be contradicted because it doesn’t say anything.

[36] Nevertheless pure vision, the Bible as myth, nothing happened in past time; it’s all happening now, is one of my landing places. I think I have to expand it by way of my three stages of metaphor. Or rather, the lunatic and lover are behind the poet, the “I am” metaphors of Christ and the “Thou art that” of Hinduism are ahead of him.

[Notes for “The Bride from the Strange Land”]


[1] The best known literary allusions to Ruth are: Goethe’s horrendously profound remark that it’s a charming pastoral idyl or something (I forget exactly where), Victor Hugo’s Booz Endormi, and the allusion in Keats’
Ode to a Nightingale. The last is totally wrong: there’s no suggestion in the book itself that Ruth was ever homesick for Moab or that she regarded the harvest fields around Bethlehem as “alien”: her late father-in-law still owned some of them.

The spreading of skirt business is a deliberate seduction, as deliberate as Tamar’s or Lot’s daughters, and the lying out in the field all night certainly sounds suggestive of something from an earlier religion. Bill Staples, who was I suppose a student of S.H. Hooke, who in turn was in the Robertson Smith-Frazer tradition, suggested the book was a midrash on a fertility cult (Elimelech means the king-god, get it?), where Elimelech is a pre-Israelite dying god, Naomi a mother-goddess, and Ruth her devotee. This kind of argument doesn’t carry much conviction now, but story-forms have histories, and this may well be some of the lost history of the Ruth narrative. After all, people then simply didn’t invent stories.

A 19th c. French Abbé named Tardif de Moidrey wrote a devotional book on Ruth dug out and republished by Paul Claudel, with a long introduction. Neither Claudel nor the Abbé tell us anything about Ruth, but they tell us something about the methodology of some types of typological interpretation (I gather Elimelech, the king-god again, is still the centre and the journey into Moab is the descent of the Incarnation or something—I haven’t got it all clear). I suppose Naomi and Ruth do have sort of Church-Virgin connection, perhaps at one time a Demeter-Proserpine one—see above [par. 2]. I’d like to think more about the fertility myth: one of my concordances says Ephratah means fertility, though it just says so, and of course Bethlehem means house of bread or place of food.

Ruth, with Jonah, does seem to be partly a polemic, insisting that Israel is a religious but not a racist community, as it is in Ezra and Nehemiah. Ruth, as above, has no interest in Moabite religion; Bathsheba was probably a “Hittite,” whatever that might mean in its context; Psalm 45 is certainly about something, whether Solomon marrying Pharaoh’s daughter or not.

According to I Samuel 22:3ff. David once sought refuge in Moab and left his father and mother there: probably the author of Ruth as we have it knew this, or read it in Samuel or its early source.
[6] Apparently the names are allegorical: Naomi’s two sons are sick and wasting; Orphah [Orpah] is stiff-necked; Ruth a contraction of re’uth, companion, and Naomi (“sweetness”) is commented on by Naomi herself.76

[7] A custom current when Deuteronomy 25:5–10 was written has to be explained (4:7). Argument for post-exilic date.77 Also Deuteronomy 23:3 says no Moabites, and the author of Ruth says balls to that, or rather says nothing.

[8] Jesus ben Sirach lists the canonical OT books of his day, but leaves out all the Megilloth except Lamentations (but including Ruth), as well as Daniel (not written yet). Where?78

[9] The “wings” of 2:12 and the “skirt” of 3:9 are practically the same word (kanaph).79

[10] There must have been earlier versions of the Ruth story, and one of them may well have been a bed trick folktale. Check Frazer or somebody for customs of lying out on the harvest field at night; also of copulating on it (Boaz and Ruth are not said to do that, and probably the implication is that they don’t). Why don’t I read my earlier entries?80

[11] The greatness of a story lies in its resonances. The resonances are spatial, like the convergence of foreign bride, levirate marriage, and late birth themes. They are also temporal. The Book of Ruth is clearly the end of a long literary development: its ancestry goes back into pre-Biblical harvest myths and customs and runs through folktales about bed tricks and the like.

[12] Ruth: the archetypal idyll. Very confusing book as long as we try to relate it directly to legal codes and customs in Israel: the levirate law doesn’t apply to Boaz, for example.81

[13] Its relation to David looks very significant, as though it were propaganda on the opposite side of the Ezra-Nehemiah racism, like Jonah. But the relation is more indirect than, say, the Song of Songs’ relation to Solomon. I don’t know how important that culminating reference to David is, except that David was realized to be of “foreign” extraction.
partly: I suppose from a Christian point of view Ruth is a type of the Good Samaritan parable, showing that the real “neighbor” is the person we’re linked to by the bond of charity, whether the charity comes from us or from him.

[14] Ruth as a foreigner and stranger protected by Boaz echoes unmistakably the Exodus law [Exodus 22:21–2] about not oppressing strangers and remembering that Israelites were once strangers in Egypt.82

[15] It’s read at Pentecost because the Feast of Weeks was originally a harvest festival, and harvest imagery dominates the whole book. Bill Staples may have gone off the track [par. 2] in making the book a midrash on a Bethlehem (house of bread) fertility cult, but I think there’s some truth there.

[16] Ruth is not mentioned in the New Testament so far as I remember. But the O.T. type of the visit of the Magi to Christ is the visit of the Queen of Sheba to Solomon; so maybe the type of the shepherds’ visit is Ruth the Moabitess, another female.

[17] In any case don’t overlook the similarity to the Lot-and-daughters story, the Tamar story, and I think a third one I can’t remember at the moment—the determination of the woman to provide a nest for herself and a birth place for a son. Hannah and Samuel maybe.83

[18] Ruth is not a folktale, though a folktale may have been the basis of the story: it’s a legend, which means etymologically and primarily something written. It doesn’t of course try to account for Pentecost as Esther does for Purim, but in a way it epitomizes the meaning of the Feast of Weeks. The promise in Leviticus and elsewhere that fidelity to the law makes the land fertile is deeply involved.

[19] Josephus, after an arid summary of the story, which he regards evidently as an interruption, although he digresses widely enough elsewhere (e.g. the story of Ide, just after the reference or insertion to Christ): “I was therefore obliged to relate the history of Ruth, because I had a mind to demonstrate the power of God, who, without difficulty, can raise those that are of ordinary parentage to dignity and splendour, to which he advanced David, though he were born of such mean par-
ents.\textsuperscript{84} That is, the Ruth story belongs in the Hannah-Magnificat complex. Note that the link with the Tamar story is explicitly made in the Judah-Perez reference at the end.

[20] In a sense Naomi is the prodigal daughter, going out full and coming back empty, yet treated with the greatest kindness when she does come back.

[21] The phrase at the end of ch. 1, “the beginning of barley harvest,” has the resonance of the hideous story about the hanging of Saul’s sons by the Gileadites at that time.\textsuperscript{85}

[22] Can’t press the point about the anti-racism of the book: there’s no suggestion that Ruth is about to encourage the worship of Chemosh. She hasn’t even any “teraphim” like Rachel, and there’s a comparison with Rachel and Leah.\textsuperscript{86}

[23] There is however a suggestion that beneficence, like vengeance, can be extended to the third or fourth generation, Ruth’s child being David’s grandfather.

[24] According to the NEB [New English Bible], one possible meaning of 2:13 could be “treat me as one of your own slave-girls,”\textsuperscript{87} which would be a verbal link with the prodigal son parable—otherwise there seems nothing in the NT that’s an antitype to Ruth.

[25] Ruth is a kind of microcosm of the diaspora: the Ashkenazi Zionist returning to the land.

[26] Everybody regards 4:17 as the authentic end of the book: the epilogue adds nothing, and could have been stuck on at any time, but 4:17 has never been questioned so far as I know, and if (or as) it’s authentic it’s clearly the essential point the book makes. David must have been the great cult hero, the successor to Moses, at the time it was written.\textsuperscript{88}

[27] And yet 4:17 says two things. It says that a son was born to the (probably) post-menopause Naomi, not Ruth, and it says that David had a Moabite great-grandmother. Whatever the relation of the book to Ezra-Nehemiah—that depends on its date—this verse is certainly written in
the teeth of the law in Deuteronomy 23 [par. 7] and the Lot story in Genesis.

[28] Also, it’s a conclusion that isn’t the fictional conclusion of a short-story writer: clearly it would never have been written except as stating what the author regarded as a historical fact (we know nothing about Ruth except from this book). This is a pure example of what I’m trying to think about as post-literary: it’s not just a return to historical statement (anyway, it may not be a historical statement). It’s the verse that takes Ruth from the category of charming idyllic stories into the category of sacred writings.

[29] Staples’ article, I said [par. 2], is of the type that doesn’t carry conviction any more: I suppose the reason is that it necessarily has no evidence, beyond internal suggestiveness, like a “god-king” meaning in the name Elimelech that may or may not be there. Barring a totally unexpected type of archaeological dig-up, I don’t see the possibility of ever getting any tangible evidence. And yet I still feel powerfully attracted to this kind of thing, because of my feeling that nobody invents a story—and even if they did the story of Ruth is clearly something more than an invention—but simply replaces a more primitive type of the same story.

[30] What’s said almost ad nauseam about the narrative and literary skill of the book simply amounts to this: that the pre-Biblical version of the story is much more carefully concealed than it is, for instance, in the story of Jephthah’s daughter.

[31] Somebody trying to establish an early date for Ruth says if David is mentioned Solomon would be too if the book were late. That’s balls: David left his father and mother in Moab, which “justifies” Naomi in looking for food there, but Solomon built a temple to Chemosh on one of the mountains of Jerusalem (I Kings 11:7), and the whole point of the Ruth story is that Ruth isn’t a Moabite in religion.

[32] I’m still not getting much out of Tardif de Moidrey’s book or Clau-del’s introduction [par. 3], but the Abbé at any rate does know the Bible, and I feel that if I’d read the g.d. Bible I might get more out of the study of it. He makes a glancing reference to the grafting image in Romans 11:17, for example, which I suppose I must have read a dozen times and never
realized was there. I’m sure it enters into the argument of Polixenes in WT [The Winter’s Tale], not that that has anything to do with Ruth.

[33] In an early essay I identified the Autumn figure of Keats’ Ode with the Ruth figure in the Nightingale ode. I know the difficulties in this kind of identification, but still the primitive mythical basis of the harvest image in Ruth does have some affinity with the figure in Keats, though it’s a goddess, the mythical form of the original Naomi, perhaps.

[34] The Holy Family has the late birth associated only with John the Baptist, but there’s tradition of making Joseph an old man, too old for Mary to be in any danger of losing her title, despite the explicit references to Jesus’ brothers. Interesting that one of the best known literary treatments of the Ruth story, Victor Hugo’s Booz endormi, has Boaz an old man of eighty, Ruth being, so to speak, his last chance.

[35] Mythically, of course, you need a representative of the old year as well as a corn maiden. Also a forgiven harlot is not far away wherever there’s a bride (especially, I should think, a widowed bride), which might just possibly be the reason for Matthew’s Rahab.


[37] John Hollander’s poem “The Head of the Bed” has a section listing the “dark queens,” the rejected or subordinated females, including Vahti, Lilith, Orpah and Martha. The thematic image of the poem is a border between two countries.

[38] One would expect there’d be more about the Y choice of lives, with Orpah going one way and Ruth the other. But even Christina Rossetti, a religious poet knowing the Bible thoroughly and fond of seasonal symbolism, particularly of the harvest, has only a sonnet called “Autumn Violets,” pointing out that violets are spring flowers (youth and love are the objective correlatives), and ending: “A grateful Ruth though glean-
ing scanty corn.” Actually Ruth, thanks to Boaz’ attraction to her, did pretty well on the corn supply.

[39] I suppose the Martha-Mary business, as Hollander suggests [par. 37], is the NT antitype to the Orpah-Ruth one: cf. Milton’s sonnet “To a Virtuous Young Lady,” “The better part with Mary and with Ruth / Chosen thou hast.” But there are curiously few allusions to Ruth in English literature, not improbably for the same reason that I found so few references to the Good Samaritan parable, which I expected to be a universal favorite. The praise of aliens is bitter in the belly.

[40] Apparently there’s a haggadic tradition that makes Boaz eighty years old, which maybe Victor Hugo got hold of. Some scholars think the book is pre-exilic, not concerned to counter the Ezra-Nehemiah racism, even though it’s clear that Ruth’s Moabite ancestry is not to be held against her (Tamar was a “Canaanite,” Bathsheba probably a Hittite, and Rachel had teraphim). They say the linguistic peculiarities are not Aramaic but perhaps indicate an origin in North Israel (sounds unlikely in view of the Bethlehem setting). Don’t forget Jerome’s statement about the cult of Adonis in Bethlehem. Ruth could mean fertile rains instead of friendship. The same guy (Encyc. Judaica) says the “stiff-necked” etymology for Orpah is far-fetched, natch.

[41] The levirate marriage theme in Tamar and Ruth occurs in parody with Lot and his daughters. There are two daughters; the first is the ancestress of the Moabites. It’s been queried whether the Book of Ruth is really a counterblast to Ezra and Nehemiah exclusiveness, but whether it is or not, the author can hardly have been unaware of a Genesis story saying explicitly that Moab originated in incest.

[42] That is, the relation to Ezra-Nehemiah depends on the date we assign to Ruth, and there is a variety of scholarly opinion on that; but nobody can claim that Ruth is earlier than Genesis.

[43] Alter, in his two pages on Ruth 2 [par. 36], notes among other things the betrothal type-scene of meeting at a well, here transferred to water in stored jars; also an ambiguous use of “return,” to describe Ruth’s journey as well as Naomi’s. (It is very strange how Ruth and Naomi at times seem to be blended into the same person).
Actually the refrain-word “return,” used all through the first chapter, seems to have a double meaning: Naomi is returning from Moab to her own land; Orpah is returning to her own land; Ruth is urged to return to Moab but returns to Judaea.

Why does the literary tradition pay so little attention to Ruth? Bunyan ignores it, even when he’s working on precisely the same archetype, as in the opening of the second part of PP [Pilgrim’s Progress]; Milton has only the one reference, and perhaps that arises from the need to find a rhyme to “truth.” I think the reason is simply the irrepressible cheerfulness of the story: like two other rolls, SS [Song of Songs] and Eccl. [Ecclesiastes], it doesn’t sound like the kind of thing that ought to be in the Bible. And, as noted, even Keats sentimentalizes the story when he does refer to it. Christina Rossetti likewise.

Ruth is of course a common name, very often used without Biblical reference: Keats’ reference has a lot to do with Wordsworth’s Solitary Reaper, but Wordsworth’s Ruth has no Biblical connection that I see. Mrs. Gaskell’s Ruth is an honest Victorian story about what we’d now call an unmarried mother, written by a clergyman’s wife; but again no overtones that I see. Nor, I think, are there any to the “Naomi” of Joy Kagawa’s Obasan. Margaret Laurence, a genuinely Biblical writer, has a Hagar and a Rachel, both with Biblical overtones, but again no Ruth that I see.100

And the story is not only cheerful: it’s also dainty. Normal people moving with confidence around each other: the “sick soul” type of consciousness William James speaks of is nowhere near it.

Actually Christiana in the second part of Bunyan’s PP [Pilgrim’s Progress] is compared to Ruth, but only just. (A recent collection of essays on literature and the Bible, all Jews except me, has five references to Ruth listed in the index: three of them are to the first names of contemporary women scholars (Ruth Wallerstein twice)).101

Hugo’s Booz Endormi ends in a vision of the tree of Jesse, as it’s more usually called, and there’s a typological Joseph-Mary overtone, not explicit, as well. Note how the theme of late birth is transferred to Boaz here (and traditionally Joseph: what’s the carol that begins “Joseph was
an old man?”). I suppose the tree in the Chartres window would be the suggestion: Hugo speaks of his fondness for the Ruth story in an autobiographical poem in Les Contemplations, and mentions both Joseph and the Good Samaritan parable along with it.

[50] Very tenuous link with the Esther-type story: young woman unexpectedly taken into favor by someone influential enough to make her fortune. I must look into the reason, if any, why three of the five rolls are about women, and the other two not specifically about men.

[51] Naomi’s retreat into Moab because there was food there recalls the descent of Israel into Egypt in Joseph’s time—I don’t know how deliberate the echo is, but one implication would be that the Israelites in the Exodus might have had a few Egyptians among them.

[52] Keats says in one of his letters that it’s always a pleasure (the context is the sex life of Burns) to rediscover the fact that Cleopatra was a gipsy, Helen a rogue, and Ruth a “deep one.” He’s referring to the fact that Ruth is a schemer, and with her mother-in-law’s help and advice she does set Boaz up in a position where he’s practically compelled to marry her to save his face. As Boaz likes her, there’s no harm done, but the story has an aspect that’s just on the verge of being a bed trick. So Keats’ remark is pretty accurate, and one wonders why his reference to Ruth in the nightingale ode is so inaccurate.

[53] Blake has a picture of the Naomi-Ruth-Orpah scene, which was included in the Descriptive Catalogue exhibition. In Jerusalem 62 he lists foreign-born women, including Ruth, where he seems to be working on a Swedenborgian basis, the foreignness being a symbol of the “Vala” or female will aspect. Curious that the Virgin Mary belongs in the foreign list in contrast to Magdalen, the forgiven harlot, who’s identified with Jerusalem.

[54] The importance of the late-birth theme in regard to Naomi is emphasized by her language: she says she’s too old to remarry and have new sons, and even if she did Orpah and Ruth would have to wait twenty years or so for them to grow up. (Incidentally, if Boaz was eighty he could have married Naomi just as well, if she were still a candidate for a levirate marriage.)
The preservation of women’s names in the Bible is often an accident: we know the names of David’s sisters, for example, but not his mother’s name, and Judah’s first wife, mother of Er and Onan, is simply called “Shuah’s daughter.”

There are four or five references to Ruth in Finnegans Wake, but none of them seem to mean very much except 257: (You’re well held now, Missy Cheekspeer, and your panto’s off! fie, for shame, Ruth Wheatacre, after all the booz said!) Seems to make much the same point that Keats does, in the letter I mean.

When Naomi says the Almighty has dealt bitterly with her she uses the same cadence of complaint as Job (27:2), and the same word for God, Shaddai.

The Michigan Quarterly Review, which wants the lecture I gave at Michigan, has a special issue on the Bible and its Traditions, Summer 1983, with an article by Katharine Doob Sakenfeld that has a section of two words in Ruth, hesed and ‘aheb, loyalty (or kindness) and love. The word hesed occurs in 1:8, 2:20 and 3:10, and seems to be a cementing word; ‘aheb occurs only once, at the end, describing Ruth’s feeling for Naomi. She quotes another scholar named Phyllis Trible as remarking how courageous, almost quixotic, is Ruth’s committing herself to another woman in such a man’s world. Anyway, as applied to God hesed means faithfulness rather than loyalty, his constancy in maintaining his side of the contract. Curiously, my dictionary gives a word meaning shame or disgrace as having the same consonant outline and vowel points.

As I say, cultures and writers don’t invent stories; they inherit them, and stories about fertility gods in Bethlehem certainly could have preceded Ruth. And surely he didn’t invent the tradition that Ruth was David’s great-grandmother.

I thought Dante would be of some help, but he wasn’t: he just has a row of holy cuties at the end of the Paradiso (largely for the sake of including Beatrice among them, apparently), and one of them is simply the great-grandmother (bissava) of David. (Not “David,” even, but just the author of the miserere psalm.)
[61] One shouldn’t overlook the revolutionary-conspiracy theme: not only does Ruth commit herself and all her fortunes to another woman, but the two women scheme to take over the bulk of the Bethlehem property. All very good-natured, of course: nothing to put beside that horrendous bitch Esther, worming her way with Mordecai’s help into the confidence of the Persian king and then ordering massacres. Interesting that three of the five “rolls” are very prominently about women, and the other two aren’t specifically about men. It’s as though the dialectic I noted in the Christian Bible (man falls as woman and therefore has to be redeemed as woman) were Jewish as well. Of course the “redemption” theme applies only to Ruth and Susanna, not to Esther or Judith.

[62] It was inevitable that the Book of Ruth should become associated with the Feast of Weeks, because harvest symbolism and imagery saturates the whole story, especially the two middle chapters. There is no reference to the book in the three volumes of Frazer’s *Folklore in the Old Testament*, but *The Golden Bough* has an immense collection of harvest customs from all over the world. Among these we find very frequently ritual copulation on the harvest field, to ensure a productive harvest the next year; the treatment of a passing stranger as an incarnation of the spirit of the harvest, and a mythical relationship between an older and a younger goddess or female nature-spirit representing the seed-corn of the previous year and the harvest of the present one. The author of Ruth has transformed these plot themes into credible and very warm human relationships: Boaz sleeps on the harvest field and Ruth asks him to shelter her; she returns from her gleaning operation with a bushel or so of wheat; the barren Naomi gains a son through Ruth. We may compare the way in which ancient fertility themes are transformed in the Song of Songs into a metaphorical identifying of the bride of the marriage with the fertile land.¹¹⁰

[63] I think that when people speak of the Book of Ruth as “charming,” they are really using a denatured synonym for something that is more like “serene.” It is the unclouded serenity of the story that impresses the reader, a serenity that applies to an agricultural and harvest setting that, let us say, the twenty-third Psalm applies to a pastoral one. Like that Psalm, it expresses the feeling that if human beings give up their murderous and polluting ways, the physical environment will be seen as something identical with the human one, as something to live in rather
than to dominate. At that point “serenity” becomes inadequate too, and moves into what is called *agape* in the Septuagint and New Testament and *ahabah* in Hebrew (compare the verbal form *aheb* in Ruth 4:15), and expresses the highest vision of human life within the context of the will of God that words can make.111

[Notes for “Crime and Sin in the Bible”]


[1] The conception of crime or anti-social behavior is difficult for a society to work out: it assumes that man is in charge of his own law-making, for one thing. Practically all legislation is primarily in the interests of a certain ascendant class: this was as true of Magna Carta as it was of the Statute of Laborers in the years following the Black Death.112

[2] It’s easier if people can be brought to believe that the laws are of divine origin: easier to take them seriously and enforce them seriously, though also easier for the ascendant class to muscle in and interpret them as means of preserving their power and privilege. I don’t want to sound cynical about this: surely I’m only saying what everybody knows.

[3] If the book found during the repairing of the Temple in the reign of Josiah was or had any relation to the Book of Deuteronomy, Deuteronomy is a most remarkable effort to unite the whole conception of crime under the heading of sin against the will of God. The word sin has no meaning outside a religious context, of course; but it’s a long time before the word crime has any meaning at all apart from sin.

[4] The root of sin, from this point of view, is neglecting or ignoring God’s ritual demands. Doubtless the prescription of never appearing empty before him on the three great festivals of Passover, harvest and vintage [Exodus 34:20] no longer, when recorded, assumes that a God up in the sky is actually being fed by sacrifices. But the principle keeps on going.113

[5] The decalogue in Exodus 31 is almost entirely ritual prescription, and there are good reasons for believing it an earlier version of the ten
commandments than the more familiar set in Exodus 20 and Deuteronomy 6. The latter are divided into five ritual and five moral commandments (counting the honoring of parents one as ritual): the point is that morality is being derived from the correct observation of ritual.

[6] I suppose Butler’s Analogym is the definitive rationalization of ritual: the bodily imitation of spiritual life, like a kind of ritual dance. This was written at a time when crime had separated to a large extent from sin and from canon law. I imagine you could still eat meat in Lent then without penalty; but compare Blackstone on the observance of the Sabbath.

[7] Seven deadly sins are conditions of the soul distinct from criminal or anti-social behavior: not one of the seven deadlies necessarily results in criminal action. Cf. Marcel Ayme’s sardonic story about the man with the halo.

[8] Of course I need to expound the whole Miltonic bit about the inner state of mind versus the outer action. The ferocity of tyranny that results when one tries to make Jesus’ gospel interpretations of the ten commandments into new laws. Really a part of the whole business of separating individual from social life, and understanding the limits of the former’s autonomy. In very doctrinaire Marxist countries there’s still an effort to unite crime under sin—i.e., everything anti-social is “remnants of bourgeois mentality.”

[9] Milton’s view derives from Paul’s conception of the impossibility of observing law completely: this would lead to a principle Paul doesn’t want to reach: that the notion of a “sinless” Jesus who was also incarnate is nonsense. The paradox of Jesus’ martyrdom is that total innocence of crime is itself criminal. (I think I know what I mean, though it won’t do in quite that form.)

[10] A central theme has to be the gradual transference of the conception of sin from a communal to an individual relation to God. The communal one is in the theocratic period with such things as the stoning of Achan and the confiscation of everything he had; the individual one begins with Ezekiel—not that that half-wit ever gets anything straight. Communal sin focusses in the figure of the scapegoat, I suppose.
I’ve known Jews who justify the legalism of Judaism by saying that man needs a lot of positive laws, including laws that make no sense in themselves, just to keep his mind off being what he is. This view of law corresponds to the keep-the-little-buggers-off-the-streets view of education.

A revolutionary tradition increases the deductive element in law: because the Americans had one we get later un-American activities, as in Russia with its remnants of bourgeois mentality. Much more relaxed to live in a country like Canada, where such phrases as “hundred per cent Canadian” and “un-Canadian activities” are totally unintelligible.

But there we get the conservative-liberal tension, with Burke stressing precedent and Mill the space around the individual. Precedent in the course of time liberalizes, according to the theory: the barons who forced King John to sign Magna Carta were ultimately acting in the interests of the common man.

The great strength of the Jewish method of deriving law from the will of God was that the response to the will of God was ritualized. In Christianity, where the inner state of mind is everything, it makes for the most frightful snooping tyranny to turn the gospel into a new law.

Of course moralizers are always itching to turn as much sin into crime as possible, and lynch women for adultery—it’s always women; they’re property.

Majority always right and majority always wrong.

Apart from the very considerable part of the gospel that did get perverted into a new law—divorce, Sunday observance, eating meat in Lent, etc., the intolerable situation resulting did force the conception of purely secular law, outside the clutches of religion, into the foreground.

Weakness in Biblical notion is the pun that associates moral and natural law. Latter merely a natural phenomenon observed to be regularly recurring, hence the circular arguments about natural law that we still here [hear] from Darwinian chance squads.
[19] Maybe the circular arguments based on the two levels of nature should come in too.

[20] Revolution breed[s] deductive attitude to law because the authority the revolution attacks is the wrong authority. Xy was revolutionary like Judaism.

[21] Natural law and law of nature: former human observation that certain things happen regularly, and so not a law: illegitimate pun derives from primitive sense that the same God imposes a law on nature that nature could conceivably not obey. Still with us: things evolved by chance operating within a context of natural law: i.e., things happened as they did because they happened as they did. Law of nature began in Roman law (Maine)122 as applying to non-Romans. Develops toward the two levels of nature I’ve expounded so often, where the arguments are all circular, because there’s no answer to “what is natural to man?” except “what we say is natural, grrr.”

[22] Today the Antigone situation recurs (Nazis, South Africa): what are the modern equivalents for ritual obligations? I’d say the primary concerns, but don’t know if I can work it out in the time [available].123

[23] Dietary laws (nausea) and “uncleanness” regulations and anxieties are obviously tribal, and won’t work for a global society. They only work negatively, as with my Jenner point.

[24] “Profanation of the Lord’s Day, vulgarly (but improperly) called sabbath-breaking, is a ninth offence against God and religion, punished by the municipal law of England. For, besides the notorious indecency and scandal of permitting any secular business to be publicly transacted on that day, in a country professing Christianity, and the corruption of morals which usually follows its profanation, ‘the keeping one day in seven holy, as a time of relaxation and refreshment as well as for public worship, is of admirable service to a state, considered merely as a civil institution. It humanizes by the help of conversation and society the manners of the lower classes, which would otherwise degenerate into a sordid ferocity and savage selfishness of spirit: it enables the industrious workman to pursue his occupation in the ensuing week, with health and cheerfulness; it imprints on the minds of the people that sense of their
duty to God, so necessary to make them good citizens, but which yet
would be worn out and defaced by an unremitted continuance of labour,
without any stated times of recalling them to the worship of their
Maker.” Blackstone on Sunday. Notice (a) the persistence of the con-
cept of sin and (b) the degree of class ascendancy incorporated into the
secular aspect of it.

[25] Anxieties about “purity” are very central to the conception of sin:
perhaps nobody could be persuaded out of sin without an appeal to such
anxieties. The “uncleanness” of women at menstruation and after child-
birth; the uncleanness of certain animals; the uncleanness of sin itself. All
these things, like dietary laws, enforce law by putting discriminations on
the basis of physical nausea. Moslem woman speaking of Hindus: “I hate
those people: they don’t eat beef”—negative side of the same nausea.
Senator Whoozit of Indiana: why send food for relief of the starving in
India when the country’s full of cows roaming around they’re too per-
verse to eat: again the negative side. Odo of Cluny trying to encourage
celibacy by making the poor bastards concentrate on the nauseating
aspect of a woman’s interior. Similarly with the alleged purity of virgins
in Victorian times. Something very profound and searching about Jesus’
remark that it’s what comes out of you that’s defiling, not what you take
in [Mark 7:20]. Leprosy and kindred diseases too.

[26] Primitive belief that every disaster is the result of some sin or taboo-
breaking against God: even Job believes this at first. Natural law.

[27] The main secular section of the Deuteronomic code is the law con-
cerning slaves and debtors. It prescribes a liberal treatment of them
founded on the “as you were slaves in Egypt” formula. Germ perhaps of
the conception of equality before the law that’s the basis of all secular
law.

[28] Milton and, perhaps, Measure for Measure might be enough for
illustrations of the modern and literary treatment of the Biblical concep-
tions of law.

[29] In the seventeenth century there are some very recalcitrant Noncon-
formists who refused to believe that anything could be a sin, or a crime
either, unless it was condemned in the Bible. Fortunately for them, the
Bible obligingly comes through with denunciations of everything they’d already decided to call wrong anyway, except polygamy: the Bible nowhere condemns that. As what their ideology had already decided to do was what was important, not their pseudo-logical derivations from the Bible, they had to chalk that one up to the “law of Nature,” or some such crap.\footnote{129}

\[30\] But of course the whole paper turns around the ideological aspect of the Bible as a whole, which is symbolized in the great trial metaphor that hangs over the Bible from Jehovah’s original contracts with Adam and the rest to the Last Judgment in Revelation. In this trial there’s a prosecutor (Satan) and a defendant (Christ): the former develops out of the accusations resulting from defects in observing the laws, and so is a voice rooted in the past; the latter develops out of the go’el who goes bail for you or marries your widow, and so is a voice rooted in the future. When past and future both disappear into the eternal present, the legal metaphor vanishes with them: note that populist notions of heaven and hell are extensions of the future in which the latter keeps reminding you of your past.

\[31\] Natural law simply can’t be the load of shit I get every time I examine the notion. My conception of two levels of nature in Shakespeare’s day and the fact that the question “What is natural to man?” is entirely circular, its answer being “What we say is natural,” is sound enough, I think. But in more modern times the question revives as part of the tendency, from the French Revolution on, to find a deductive secular principle on which to base law. Only, of course, such a principle can’t be in any sense “natural”: it can only be social and moral. Rousseau’s assimilation of the natural and the reasonable only works when nature is renewed and recreated.

\[32\] Anyway, I’ll read Maine’s chapter and what he says about Gro-\[\footnote{130}\]tius.

\textbf{[Words with Power Themes]}

\textit{Miscellaneous notes looking towards Words with Power, probably written soon after The Great Code. The typescript is in the NFF, 1991, box 28, file 3.}
What are the important points about GC to be carried over into the next book, either in summary at the beginning or in the argument itself?

(a) the “syllepsis” business, where the written book invokes a presence outside it which gradually becomes totally identified with the book itself as “Word of God.”

(b) the psychological, even the political, question, why belief, in ordinary human affairs, is normally identical with the pathology of belief.

(c) the association of Christ with total individuality, with the consequent principle that no hierarchical organization can be ultimately catholic.

(d) the emphasis on the structural side of metaphor, in opposition to the analytical people like Derrida. Two things are involved in metaphor: the difference between A and B, which leads to “deconstruction,” and what is being constructed by the assertion that A and B are identical.

(e) the binary nature of the imagery and its dialectical separation of life from death.

(f) the conception of creation as the first epiphany of the Word, i.e., the presentation to consciousness of a world which contains things rather than nothing.

(g) the difference between type and antitype as also the difference between myth as imaginative construct and myth possessed or recovered by man as something now in the existential area.

I’ve been reading a book about computers, full of very muddled arguments about whether a machine can be said to think or have intelligence. The difference between a mechanism and an organism is not one of intelligence but of will. An automobile can run faster than a human being can, but in itself it has no will to do so: it will sit rusting in a garage indefinitely without the slightest sign of impatience. There’s no reason why man should not develop machines that can reproduce every activity of the human brain on a vastly higher level of speed and efficiency. But nobody has yet come up with a computer that wanted to do these things on its own: as will, so far, every machine is an expression of the will of its makers. In the Clarke-Kubrick movie 2001, the computer Hal suddenly develops an autonomous will, a power of using its intelligence for its own ends. That makes Hal a nightmare, of course, but it also makes him a fellow-creature: he’s now a he and not an it, and the depiction of his gradual destruction had a genuine pathos.
[3] The great Old Testament fallacy is that man is a mechanism of God, a fallacy that became a truth with the Incarnation, when man acquired a potential individuality that made the ego a mechanism of what is called the selfish gene.

[4] Hermes: the stars in the old construct were thought to be images of the presence of God. After Newton they became images of mechanism, which left the organism on earth the supreme thing we know about in the universe. Science still thinks of nature as a machine without a ghost. God can, Blake said, only operate within a conscious organism: maybe the universe is one, but we can’t see whether it is or not.

[5] The movement from type to antitype is also the movement from Pygmalion’s statue to the living girl, dramatized in a different context in the Winter’s Tale, where it is requisite you do awake your faith. Wish I knew what Ariel’s songs meant: the dogs do bark sounds like the noise going on when the inner gates of the mind are opened. Whenever a statue comes to life, anyway, there’s some variant of the imaginative-existential movement going on.

[Words with Power: Draft Introduction]

A draft of one version of the introduction to Words with Power, from a typescript in the NFF, 1993, box 2, file 6.

1. This book is a sequel to The Great Code, which was intended as an introduction to the imaginative aspect of the Bible, the literary qualities in it that account for its close links with the literature and the arts of Western culture. The book entered into what was for me a new field, and, though it was no worse than my introduction said it was going to be, it was still a very vulnerable book. The number of scholars who took full advantage of this fact, however, was much smaller than I expected it to be. The book was received, on the whole, with generosity and indulgence, and its reception confirmed my belief that a book of its kind was urgently needed. At the same time the literary qualities of the Bible itself, and the critical issues they raised, took up the entire book, with no space to discuss its later influence. In this book I have begun with a recapitula-
tion of the main theses of *The Great Code*, though in a form that I hope avoids unprofitable repetition, and then proceed to a study of some of the later cultural effects of the Bible’s influence.

[2] In my view, works of literature are produced within the context of a certain social and cultural mythology, to which they are related as the leaves, flowers and fruit of a tree are to its branches. The relation of branches to trunk is our first object of attention. A social and cultural mythology seems to me the verbal expression of what I call concern, not that the term is in any way new or original with me. Concern is the aspect of awareness of the environment that relates it to the perceiver of the environment. This of course does not mean that the “perceiver” is to be considered purely, or even primarily, as an individual, for the context of his perception is established by his society. Concern in the broad sense is so pervasive as to be involved in all forms of behavior. The humblest organism has a concern in its awareness of the objects around it for the edible or the predatory, and without such concern it would not survive long. With human beings, who can employ language, concern is embedded in language.

[3] In human beings we may distinguish primary and secondary concern. Primary concern is so elementary that it can be expressed only in platitudes. Human experience prefers living to dying, happiness to misery, freedom to slavery, pleasure to pain. The relativism which tells us that one of these polarities is being “privileged” at the expense of the other is irrefutable in theory and useless in practice. These preferences as given are strongly individualized, but cannot be realized except through social organization. Social organization raises questions of secondary concern. Secondary concern relates to one’s loyalty to one’s country, one’s faith in a specific religion, one’s adherence to a certain class structure, one’s acceptance of traditional or revolutionary values, and the like. Throughout human history secondary concerns have been treated as though they were primary. We prefer to live, but we go to war; we prefer to be free, but others must be enslaved or underprivileged to keep us so. History is largely a record of the overriding of primary concerns by what are called the necessities of secondary ones. The limited human powers of social organization have produced this state of things, and the dead weight of what Christianity calls original sin, including laziness, superstition and selfishness, sustains it.
It seems possible that the late twentieth century may be the first age in history when primary concern really shows some possibility of becoming primary. We have, as is the way of human beings, backed into this situation the wrong way round: secondary concern has led us to what is in every sense a dead end. All statements by competing groups that begin with “our interests demand that we” sound rather hollow and macabre when they are followed by “cut off the supply of breathable air,” or “start an all-out war in which the hundreds of millions who will die at once will be the lucky ones.” We seem to be once again in the situation described in a familiar Biblical text (Deuteronomy 30:19) quoted in *The Great Code* [52]: “I have set before thee life and death . . . therefore choose life.” Only now the words life and death have no trace of the metaphorical: the message is not merely to Israel, and the “therefore,” while as profoundly illogical as ever, has a cogency that no member of the human race can fail to respond to.

As a student of English literature I have been following the trail that leads from works of literature to the mythological context in which they are embedded. That context in its turn leads to the documents of concern which form the basis of the mythology. I found myself compelled to become a Biblical critic of sorts, even though I can never call myself a Biblical scholar. In approaching the Bible, I stumbled over the word “demythologize,” applied primarily to the Gospels, which, as I soon realized, actually meant “remythologize,” establishing a new context for Biblical myth from creation to apocalypse. A consistent policy of “demythologizing,” if one took the word seriously, would, when applied to any part of the Bible, soon obliterate it, as my previous book tried to show. In following the trail from mythology to concern, I similarly stumbled over the word “deconstruction,” as applied to [Jacques] Derrida’s technique of criticism. Here again, “deconstruction,” as Derrida and his more astute followers are well aware, really means “reconstruction,” except that “reconstruction” has traditionally meant restoration, or bringing back the true shape of the original, and no literary critic now believes in the possibility of such restoration, except in extremely limited areas.

Every verbal structure has one pole in the past, in the social and historical setting out of which it grew, and the other in the present. The present’s understanding of the past, as well as its mode of applying works of the past to itself, have to be continually reconstructed. Words beginning with “de” are a concession to our notion that analytical tech-
niques are somehow safer and more respectable than constructive ones, and in closer touch with the factual. But as the present draws nearer to its apocalyptic choice between survival and extermination, they begin to look increasingly inappropriate, not to say sick. Analytical techniques in themselves tend to develop esoteric languages and small initiated groups. And although the story of Babel gives us precedent for developing mutually unintelligible languages and abandoning our cooperative structures as a result, the question now is whether we can any longer get away with doing so.

[6] Anyone interested in both the Bible and English literature has to do a good deal of revolving around Milton. Milton’s view of the Bible was that it was a constitution, a guarantee of man’s right to life and liberty, given to him by God. Hence, though it must be continually readapted to changing conditions, it must always be interpreted by what Milton (with others) calls the “rule of charity.” 134 Everything in the Bible, when correctly interpreted, makes for the greater liberty of man: whatever in the Bible seems to confirm the enslavement and humiliation of man has simply not been properly understood. Enormous questions are being begged here, but they are less important than the general principle. The Bible was, in origin, as much a product of secondary concern as any other book—more so than most books, in fact. Throughout history its sacrosanct quality has insured its imprisonment in one structure of secondary concern after another. It is now time to look at it in a context of primary concern, clear of the anxieties of competing faiths, so far as it is humanly possible to do so. One begins this, *The Great Code* tried to show, by realizing that the Bible’s roots are not in doctrine, which is a structure of secondary concern, nor in history, which is the record of it, but in the creative imagination, which from palaeolithic times has been the central force driving humanity from mere survival into life more abundantly.135

2.

[7] In Plato’s *Phaedrus* a conversation is recorded between Socrates and Phaedrus, in which Phaedrus first expresses great enthusiasm for a speech on love he has heard given by a rhetorician named Lysias. Under a little prodding from Socrates, Phaedrus finally admits that he has a written copy of the speech in his pocket, and they discuss the speech together. Socrates points out the limitations of Lysias’ argument with its
facile paradoxes, and goes on to talk more seriously about the real power of love. Before long Socrates has taken off into the blue with one of his superb speculative monologues. The discourse on love modulates into a discourse on reincarnation, or what amounts to it, with its corollary (less explicit than in, say, the Meno, but still present) that all knowledge is recollection, re-cognition, the awakening of a knowledge buried in the mind. Towards the end we are told how the god Thoth invented writing, and of the hostile reception his invention received from the other gods, who told him that writing, so far from being an aid to remembering, would actually be an encouragement to forget.

[8] Two layers of typically Platonic irony are wrapped around the dialogue. First, Phaedrus has clearly been more impressed by the physical impact of Lysias' oral performance than by the content of what he said. In the cooler medium of writing it looks less impressive. After Socrates' speech we come to the Thoth story, which exactly fits the opening situation of the dialogue. The written copy of Lysias' address is only the debris salvaged from the wreck of the experience of hearing it. It is there purely as an aide-memoire, which is all that Thoth's invention amounted to, according to his critics. The trouble is that we have also heard Socrates outlining a vision of life that gives the art of writing a very different status. It is not that we forget so much of what we hear, but that we know so much more than we realize we do. Writing is the primary instrument for recalling what is, as we now say, “imprinted” on our unconscious, or whatever we call the relevant area. And although an actual doctrine of reincarnation is suggested in the Phaedrus, we do not need such a doctrine to see the close connexion of writing and the conception of knowledge as anamnesis, a “remembrance” far deeper than memory.

[9] This leads us to some such axiom as “the text is the presence,” an axiom of the same general form as, and not impossibly related to, McLuhan's “the medium is the message.” Such an axiom would, if applied to, say, the Sermon on the Mount, prevent us from reading with the kind of response that says “Yes, I believe that there was once a man who said essentially this, though of course there are variations in the written records of it.” The text is the one reasonably tangible phenomenon we have, and putting our own reactions to the text in front of it creates a totally unreal world. The text becomes a mere set of invocations of ghostly presences that we supply out of our own conditioning. “In the
beginning was the word." That may invoke the ghost of the creation, which according to the Book of Job is the most elusive of all red herrings. Eventually, as in staring at a perspective drawing, our minds suddenly see a different three-dimensional form, something more like "to begin with, there is the Word." Where? In front of you, stupid: now start reading. And don’t wander off into "yes, I believe this," or "interesting but quite incredible legend." Keep your nose on the trail of "I assume that what I’m about to read next will be roughly consistent with this."  

[Prayers]

The first five of the undated prayers that follow were typewritten on Victoria College stationery, 5½ × 8½ inches. NF has handwritten the day of the week in the upper right-hand corner of the Monday and Tuesday prayers. The other three days of the week are typed. Accompanying the prayers in the same file are outlines of what look like messages delivered at chapel services, no doubt at Victoria College. The Friday prayer, in any case, is part of a two-page typescript on which Frye’s notes for his remarks carry over from the first page: the prayer is typed at the end of his notes. Nothing else is typed on the sheets of the other four prayers, but the accompanying notes for the four additional services also contain the day of the week at the top of the page. The typescripts for the first five prayers are in the NFF, 1992, box 3, file 1. The typescript for the final prayer is in the NFF, 1990, box 1, file 1.

Monday

Blessed Son of God and Man, we would not approach thee in the spirit of the Pharisee of thy parable: we would not hold up our virtues for thy admiration, nor bring our good intentions to thy judgement. We know that thou art within us, but the traitor who sold thee is also there, and the Roman governor who crucified thee for reasons of state, and the high priest who rent his clothes to hear thy blasphemies. Our minds and bodies are thy temple, but our temple is a den of thieves, full of shrieking and discordant voices, with much exchanging of money and goods but no quiet and no reverence. We bring this temple to thee to be cleansed, that we may know the meaning of peace.

Tuesday

Our Saviour and Redeemer, we would not approach thee in the spirit of thy disciples who disputed of precedence in thy kingdom. For we know
that with thee there is no precedence nor respect of persons; that we are members of one body, made free and equal by our faith. Thou didst reward the workers of the eleventh hour; thou didst welcome the disreputable prodigal; thou didst commemorate a merciful Samaritan; thy disciple baptized the Ethiopian. Thou hast made of one blood all the people of the earth; nor may we speak of good or bad men in thy presence. For where thy spirit is, there is only thy spirit, and no room for our human distinctions.

Wednesday

Our Saviour and Redeemer, we do not look for thee in the earthquake and the fire, but, in the still small voice of human utterance. Thou art the Sun of Righteousness, and it is thy glory that the sun of nature declares. Grant us the vision of Job, who could not search into the secrets of thy creation, but who saw, facing him over the monsters of sea and land, his living Redeemer. There are mysteries in the life brought forth by thy Spirit that we cannot know, for we know only what it is within the form of our natures to know. But thou art not a God of mystery; thou art a God of revelation, through whom we may see visions and dream dreams. We may not see thee, but it is through thee that we see, and it is as thy instruments that we may understand the world above our world.

Thursday

Our Saviour and Redeemer, Thou art the Word that creates; thou alone knowest the wisdom that was with thee from the beginning. Grant us the wisdom that seeks and searches; the wisdom that is never satisfied, that never ceases questioning, that never forsakes the doubt that is part of faith, a doubt not of thee but of ourselves. Grant us the wisdom of ignorance, the wisdom that leaps up in joy when the shattering new knowledge comes that lays all that we thought we knew in ruins. For every wise man who has reached Bethlehem there are many who have perished in the dark, but they too may have seen thy star, and with thee their wisdom is not lost. Instruct us to number our days, and apply our hearts to wisdom, that we may lose our all wisdom in thy truth, and that, having lost it, we may gain it again in its eternal form.

Friday

Our Saviour and Redeemer, thou art the man whom the powers of death failed to hold. Thou art born again at every instant of human life; thou art
the power of beginning that confronted the wise men and shepherds, and that still confronts our own wisdom and simplicity with the vision of a new possibility of life. May the Spirit that proceeds from thee hold us to that vision.

Our Saviour and Redeemer, we thank thee for the record of those who fought so grim and dogged a fight for thy word, and with such simple courage. We cannot follow them, for here thy gospel has no effective enemies without. Our enemies are within: we go not through the fires of persecution but through the gray mists of indifference. The traitor within our souls constantly lies in wait for us, reminding us of the weakness of vision, accusing us equally whether we believe or disbelieve. For us all too often thou art a ghost, and no spirit; a speculation, and no certainty of experience. Teach us the real meaning of doubt and despair: lead us to doubt our own understandings and despair of our own good intentions. Those days when thy word came down like a two-edged sword, separating our death from our immortality, have been succeeded by days of lost direction, of wandering in labyrinths of the law, of finding desert wherever we look for thy promised land. Release from us the burden of the past and the fearful expectations of the future, and illuminate the present moment with the vision of thyself, the vision in whose light we live, in whose faith we are justified, in whose love we become identified with all that cannot die.
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Notes

Introduction


2 From the transcription of an audiotape of an as yet an unpublished interview with Morris Wolfe.

3 There seem to have been other stories. In the NFF, 1993, box 3, file 11 is a three-page typescript entitled “Two Preludes,” followed by Roman numeral I. The typescript includes all but the last few lines of the story that was published as “Prelude.” What happened to the remainder of the typescript, which presumably included a second “Prelude,” is unknown. And we know from NF’s correspondence with his wife Helen that in 1938 he submitted at least two stories to the Atlantic Monthly (NFHK, 2:800).

4 The cover sheet preceding four of the stories in the NFF, 1991, box 37, file 5, is entitled “Four Dialogues.”

5 Uncatalogued typescript in the editors’ possession.

6 “[My mother] has always regarded her mind as something passive, worked on by external supernatural forces, and is very unwilling to think that anything might be a creation of her own mind—besides, it flatters her spiritual pride to think of herself as a kind of Armageddon. She told me that once she was working in her kitchen when a voice said to her ‘Don’t touch the stove!’ So she jumped back from it, and something caught her and flung her against the table. Half an hour later the voice came again, ‘Don’t touch the stove!’ She jumped back again and this time was thrown violently on the floor. When Dad came home for dinner he found her with a black eye and a bruised shin. I have read a story by Thomas Mann in which he tells of seeing a similar thing
in a spiritualistic séance: that story was the basis of the priest’s remark to the ghost in my Acta Victoriana sketch: ‘If you are very lucky, you may get a chance to beat up a medium or two’” (Letter to Helen Kemp, 13 August 1936, in NFHK, 2:526–7). The Thomas Mann reference apparently points to the episode involving Ellen Brand towards the end of The Magic Mountain—the section entitled “Highly Questionable” in chap. 7.

7 For the reading of James’s occult fiction, when NF was a student at Oxford, see “Henry James and the Comedy of the Occult,” in EAC, 109–10.

8 Balzac’s story, about a seventeenth-century artistic genius named Frenhofer, does not have the political twist that NF’s does. Frenhofer, the greatest master of his day, works frenetically on his masterpiece for ten years, but when it turns out to be a chaotic failure, he burns it and dies. Picasso was fascinated by Balzac’s story as well and produced a series of strange illustrations for an arts du livre edition of the book.


10 Roy Daniells Fonds, University of British Columbia Archives, box 42, file 5, and box 3, file 2.

11 NF apparently adopted his brother’s name—Eratus Howard—as a pseudonym. Notebook 5, which is in the NFF, 1991, box 22, contains nothing more about the novel.

12 The significance of the title is never made clear. It has some connection apparently with either Yahweh’s instructions to Moses about the kinds of locusts the Israelites are permitted to eat (Leviticus 11:22) or with the wilderness theme of John the Baptist, who ate locusts and wild honey (Matthew 3:4, Mark 1:6). NF did experience the grasshopper plague during his circuit-riding summer in Saskatchewan, and there appears to be a connection between the people he encountered during that sojourn and the characters of his novel, who find themselves in a similar fictional locale. NF may have intended some playful allusion to the Lotos-Eaters episode in book 9 of the Odyssey.

13 The cena [dinner, main meal] was a symposium form, as in Plato’s dialogue of that title, and in the tradition it spawned, from Petronius’s Cena Trimalchionis to the miscellaneous prose satires of Thomas Love Peacock, many of which take place over the dinner table.

14 “I understand very well the remark attributed to McNaughton: he didn’t mind preaching sermons: it was the goddam prayers that got him down” (D, 286).

15 RT, 69–70. These words come from a section of Notebook 3 that was written about 1948.

16 NF felt pre-empted on other occasions: “I’ve noticed a curious form of e.s.p. in me: whenever I dream of writing something in fiction somebody else who
really does write gets the idea instead. This has happened to me so often that it was no surprise to me after thinking about a historical novel situated at Trebizond, to find that Rose Macaulay had the same idea" (RT, 68). The reference is to Macaulay's *The Towers of Trebizond* (1956).


18 *LN*, 1:238. For NF's additional speculations on the anagogic book, see *LN*, 1:172–3, 238, 372.


20 The quotations in the discussion above have been taken from "The Relation of Religion to the Art Forms of Music and Drama," an essay that NF wrote for one of his Emmanuel College classes around 1936; see *SE*, 313–43. But many of the ideas about healthy communal art versus decadent individualistic art had already appeared in the third section of his essay on "Romanticism" in 1933; see *SE*, 60–5. NF turned that section into a paper called "The Social Significance of Music," omitted here because it draws on the "Romanticism" essay with only minor verbal changes. This paper was presented on 10 February 1935 to a group in Toronto called the Society of Incompatibles. George Johnston recalls the presentation: "I remember [Frye's] giving a brilliant paper on something to do with musical counterpoint to an improbable sort of intellectual society that was the mushroom brainchild of an equally improbable first-year student with outsize intellectual pretensions whose name was Proust—I think his first name was George. He called the society The Incompatibles, soon renamed the Nincompoopdoopables by some of its own members, & persuaded some of the brainiest intellectuals among the faculty & students to take it seriously. Norrie’s paper was a dazzling fireworks of wit, delivered at great speed with hardly a flicker to acknowledge the wit of which he was nevertheless obviously aware” (George Johnston to Robert D. Denham, 15 May 1994).

21 NF's later interest in the masque, with its dramatization of the Chain of Being, evident in his essay "Romance as Masque," can be seen as one attempt to fill this vacuum.

22 See also *SE*, 136–7.

23 For NF's particular keyboard and other musical interests, see his interview with Ian Alexander, "Music in My Life," *WGS*, 269–79.

24 In *NFMC*, see "Ballet Russe" (76–8), "The Jooss Ballet (79–82), and "Music and the Savage Breast" (89–91).

26 See NFC, 339–2.
27 For further discussion see NFC, Introduction, xxxvi–xxxvii.
28 In 1976 it was renamed the Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission.
30 Ibid., 34.
31 The Auden talk proved to be extraordinarily difficult to transcribe—perhaps the most difficult of all the material in Frye’s holograph notebooks.
34 See Eighteenth-Century Studies: A Special Issue: Northrop Frye and Eighteenth-Century Studies, 24 (Winter 1990–91). Weinbrot’s essay had been presented as the plenary address at the meeting of the American Society for Eighteenth-Century Studies the year before.
36 “Criticism, Visible and Invisible,” in StS, 82.
37 University of Toronto Quarterly, 19 (October 1949): 12.
39 “The meaning of this work is not simple . . . for we obtain one meaning from the letter of it and another from that which the letter signifies; and the first is called the literal, but the other allegorical or mystical. And to make this matter of treatment clearer, it may be studied in the verse: ‘When Israel came out of Egypt and the House of Jacob from among a strange people, Judah was his sanctuary and Israel his dominion.’ For if we regard the letter alone, what is set before us is the exodus of the Children of Israel from Egypt in the days of Moses; if the allegory, our redemption wrought by Christ; if the moral sense, we are shown the conversion of the soul from the grief and wretchedness of sin to the state of grace; if the anagogical, we are shown the departure of the holy soul from the thralldom of this corruption to the liberty of eternal glory. And although these mystical meanings are called by various names, they may all be called in general allegorical, since they differ from the literal and historical. The subject of the whole work, then, taken merely in the literal sense is ‘the state of the soul after death straightforwardly affirmed,’ for the development of the whole work hinges on and about that. But if, indeed, the work is taken allegorically, its subject is: ‘Man, as by good or ill deserts, in the exercise of his free choice, he becomes liable to rewarding or punishing Justice’” (trans. Dorothy Sayers).
40 Such a study should also include Francis Fergusson, Dante’s Drama of the Mind (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1953), which seems to be the source of medieval rhyme, quoted above. Frye reviewed Fergusson’s book
(“Ministry of Angels,” *Hudson Review*, 6 [Autumn 1953]: 442–9), and he even chides Fergusson for transposing Dante’s second and third levels in his structural analysis of the *Purgatorio*. See Fergusson, chap. 20.

### 1. Autobiographical Reflections

1. Notebook 42 opens with several pages of sketchy notes on NF’s reading of Jung’s *Psychology of the Unconscious*—too fragmentary to be of much interest and so not included in any of the published volumes of NF’s notebooks.


3. Norman Langford, a graduate of Victoria College (1935) and Emmanuel College (1936), was not only NF’s friend since their school days but one of his few intellectual conversation-partners, and, like NF, also a pianist. In his 1942 diary NF speaks of “Lunch with Norm Langford, who is gradually trying to piece his musical & theological interests together & make a pattern out of them, which, if he succeeds, will bring him very close to Blake” (*D*, 23). The description may fit NF during this period more than it fit Langford. The “dispute” referred to here is evidently a central issue for NF. In a letter to Helen Kemp dated 23 April 1935, NF mentions plans to debate Langford at the Theological Society, “Arminius against Calvin” (*NFHK*, 427). The basis of this debate can be inferred from a passage in the student essay “Religion and the Art Forms of Music and Drama,” *SE*, 325: “According to Calvinism, no man can alter his moral status or perform a ‘good’ action, except as God wills it, so that all religious activity is God’s. From this point of view any discussion of ‘religion and art’ becomes confined to the explicit illustration of one by the other. Our own approach is Arminian, via Schleiermacher, and anti-Calvinist…” “The Importance of Calvin for Philosophy” (*SE*, 410–16) may be the text of the talk given at the Theological Society.

4. This paragraph has been cancelled.

5. The third novel in Anthony Trollope’s Barsetshire series, published in 1858.

6. A chain of lakes in the Huntsville, Ontario, area. The Kemps, NF’s in-laws, owned a cottage on one of the Muskoka lakes, Lake Joseph.

7. The references are to the razor-wielding orangutang who turns out to be the murderer in Edgar Allan Poe’s “The Murders in the Rue Morgue” and to Franklin Blake, the hero of Wilkie Collins’s *Moonstone* (1868), who steals a jewel under the influence of a drug, therefore not remembering that he did so.

8. In Trollope’s novel (1867), the mystery to be solved is how Rev. Josiah Crawley came to acquire a cheque for £20.

9. Theophilus Grantly is the wealthy ecclesiastical power in Trollope’s *The Last Chronicle of Barset*. 

Notes to pages 3–5

421
The reference is to the southwest counties of England that form the setting of many of Thomas Hardy’s novels.

A reference to *Don Juan*, canto 8, st. 132, ll. 1–4: “Some voices of the buxom middle-aged / Were also heard to wonder in the din / (Widows of forty were these birds long caged) / ‘Wherefore the ravishing did not begin!’"

“I remember well, when I was still the junior boy in the school, Dr. Butler, the head-master, stopping me in the street, and asking me, with all the clouds of Jove upon his brow and the thunder in his voice, whether it was possible that Harrow School was disgraced by so disreputably dirty a boy as I! Oh, what I felt at that moment! But I could not look my feelings. I do not doubt that I was dirty;—but I think that he was cruel. He must have known me had he seen me as he was wont to see me, for he was in the habit of flogging me constantly. Perhaps he did not recognize me by my face” (Anthony Trollope, *Autobiography*, ed. Michael Sadleir and Frederick Page [Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1980], 4 [chap. 1, par. 3]).

NF made the remark in his 1942 diary, describing Beth Jenking, a Victoria College graduate (1935) and the sister of his colleague in English at Victoria, Ruth Jenking. See D, 3.


See the opening paragraphs of chap. 6 of Samuel Butler’s *Erewhon* (1872). Higgs narrates the story.

Martin Baldwin (1891–1968) was curator and later director of the Art Gallery of Toronto, where Helen Frye had formerly worked as an art educator.

John McAree, dean of Canadian newspaper columnists at the time. He wrote for the Toronto *Globe and Mail* and its predecessor, the *Mail and Empire*.

After confederation the coats of arms of the four original Canadian provinces were placed in the fly of the Red Ensign, and this emblem had popular sanction as Canada’s flag. But attempts to adopt a national flag failed in 1925 and again in 1946. The present maple-leaf flag was not approved by parliament until 1965.

Margaret Avison (1918–2007), poet, was a 1940 graduate of Victoria College. She and NF were friends. They often met over lunch to discuss her poetry in the late 1940s and 1950s. She became a well-known Canadian poet.

The Allied Military Government of Occupied Territories, imposed on France in 1944 after the liberation.

Scapegoat, 227, Frazer compares the custom to the driving out of the scapegoat.

23 Salerno was the seat of a famous medical school from the eleventh through the thirteenth centuries.

24 In Elegy VI Milton indicates that wine and feasting may be all very well for Charles Diodati but that for him, who is devoted to sober poetic themes, pure spring water is sufficient.

25 Arnold Bax (1883–1953), English composer.

26 Socrates’ opinions about rhetoric are found chiefly throughout the Gorgias and in the Phaedrus, 266d–279c.

27 Polonaise-Fantaisie in A-flat major.

28 The Imperial Order Daughters of the Empire, founded by Margaret Polson Murray of Montreal in 1900, was originally devoted to promoting the British empire and its institutions through the schools. It later concentrated on local social and community affairs.

29 “I said, I considered distinction of rank to be of so much importance in civilised society, that if I were asked on the same day to dine with the first Duke in England, and with the first man in Britain for genius, I should hesitate which to prefer. JOHNSON. ‘To be sure, Sir, if you were to dine only once, and it were never to be known where you dined, you would choose rather to dine with the first man for genius; but to gain most respect, you should dine with the first Duke in England. For nine people in ten that you meet with, would have a higher opinion of you for having dined with a Duke; and the great genius himself would receive you better, because you had been with the great Duke’” (Boswell’s Life of Samuel Johnson Including Boswell’s Journal of a Tour to the Hebrides and Johnson’s Diary of a Journey into North Wales, ed. George Birbeck Hill [Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1887], 1:443).

30 Gertrude Kemp, wife of Stanley Heber Franklin Kemp.

31 A character in a novel, The LocustEaters, NF was writing at the time. See pt. 2 of the present volume.

32 Arthur Lismer was a painter, art teacher, and member of the Group of Seven; from 1927 to 1938 he was educational supervisor at the Art Gallery of Toronto, where Helen Frye (then Kemp) began working in 1936; he was a friend of her father, S.F.H. Kemp, and she remembered his visits to their home when she was a young girl. G. Wilson Knight was professor of English at Trinity College, UT, in the 1930s; he returned to Britain in 1941, where he taught at the University of Leeds until 1962; his main interest was Shakespeare, many of whose plays he produced and acted in; his Wheel of Fire was published in 1930.

33 Rev. Lyman Kennedy, a character in the NF’s novel-in-progress, The LocustEaters.
Kenneth Maclean was a member of the English department at Victoria College, having joined the department in 1938 as Pelham Edgar's replacement. John Robins was professor of English at Victoria College from 1925 to 1952, and one of NF's admired undergraduate teachers. Jessie Macpherson was dean of women at Victoria College. NF's colleague in the English department at Victoria College. She became a distinguished Coleridge scholar. The course—English 4k, which NF taught for a number of years—was entitled “Nineteenth-Century Thought.” The reading list for the course included Newman, Burke, James Mill, John Stuart Mill, Carlyle, Ruskin, Huxley, Arnold, Morris, and Butler. Daniel Bertrand De Lury, a special lecturer in mathematics at the University of Toronto. *Analytic Geometry* seems not to be in the database of any Canadian or U.S. library, although De Lury published several volumes on mathematics through the University of Toronto Press for the Ontario Research Foundation. See n. 33, above. The reference is to the protagonist in Thomas Mann's novella—a would-be poet who decides to devote his artistic energies to the service of the ordinary, middle-class people he loves. He is finally able to discover that the two halves of his sensibility, inherited from an authoritarian German father and an artistic Italian mother, are not incompatible. This is apparently Roy Kemp, Helen Frye's younger brother. That is, the three-year pass course. At this time, Victoria College had a two-track system: students were admitted either into the pass course or the honours course. Novels by Anthony Trollope (1864) and Arnold Bennett (1908), respectively. Mildner was a Viennese pianist who made her American debut in New York in 1932. Helen Frye had heard her perform in concert in Toronto in February 1939. Eliot makes this point at several places in the introduction and first two essays of *The Sacred Wood: Essays on Poetry and Society* (London: Methuen, 1920). Apparently either *Maule's Curse: Seven Studies in American Obscurantism* (1938) or *The Anatomy of Nonsense* (1943). NF seems to have been successful in ignoring the book: if he wrote the review, it was never published, and there is no extant manuscript version of it. See Eliot's “Rudyard Kipling” (1941), in *On Poetry and Poets* (New York: Farrar, Straus and Cudahy, 1957), 265–94, and *Homage to John Dryden: Three Essays on Poetry of the Seventeenth Century* (London: Hogarth Press, 1924). Ralph Gustafson, Canadian poet and editor of *Anthology of Canadian Poetry*, who, like NF, was born in Sherbrooke, Quebec. See n. 36, above.
51 Fantasia, one of the most highly regarded of the Disney animated films, had been released in November 1940.

52 The eight musical sequences in the film were “Toccata and Fugue in D Minor” (Bach), “The Nutcracker Suite” (Tchaikowsky), “The Sorcerer’s Apprentice” (Dukas), “Rite of Spring” (Stravinsky), “Pastoral” (Beethoven), “Dance of the Hours” (Ponchielli), “Night on Bald Mountain” (Mussorgsky), and “Ave Maria” (Schubert).

53 A.S.P. Woodhouse, a member of the English department at University College, UT; he was appointed to that position in 1929.

54 A reference to the great books programs at the University of Chicago, championed by its president Robert M. Hutchins, and at St. John’s College in Annapolis, Md.

55 E.E. Stoll had written a series of polemical studies in Shakespeare, beginning in 1907; typical was his Shakespeare Studies, Historical and Comparative in Method (1927).

56 NF’s sister, twelve and one-half years his senior; she taught school in Chicago most of her adult life.

57 Helen Frye had begun work at the Toronto Star Weekly in 1943, where she primarily read nonfiction articles for possible publication in the paper.

58 Richard Hakluyt (1552–1616) devoted his life to collecting and publishing reports of explorations, most of which appeared in his three-volume The Principal Navigations, Voyages and Discoveries of the English Nation (1598–1600).

59 See Nicolas Berdyaev, The Beginning and the End (New York: Harper, 1952), 11; annotated copy in the NFL: “The view usually adopted is that mediaeval philosophy was Christian, whereas the philosophy of modern times is non-Christian or even anti-Christian. But in actual fact it is rather the reverse of this which is true. Mediaeval scholastic philosophy was fundamentally Greek; it did not pass beyond the bounds of ancient thought; it was a philosophy of the object, that is to say it was cosmocentric. Modern philosophy, on the other hand, has become a philosophy of the subject; it is anthropocentric and its centre of gravity is transferred to man. But this means that Christian emancipation from the power of the objectified world over man had not yet made its way into thought in the Middle Ages, whereas in modern times Christianity does enter into thought, it carries on its work unseen within it and leads to the autonomy of man and of his thought.” In Notebook 42a (NR, 5) NF refers, apparently, to this passage in a paragraph that begins “I said that”—one of several indications that the entries of Notebook 42 were composed out of the order in which they appear in the holograph manuscript.

60 Leviticus, later identified by NF with Anticlimax, the third volume of his ogdoad scheme, was to be the third book in the Pentateuch scheme elaborated sometime in 1944 and recorded in Notebook 42a. See NR, 12: “Leviticus, the legalistic or Urizenic side of what I have to say, the catastasis of the play &
the hearing of the word, is fundamentally the job I did on Blake done to
Spenser. Its structure as I conceive it is simple, based on the four levels of
allegory.”

61 James Boswell, The Life of Samuel Johnson (1791), 7 April 1774.

62 A document forged in the eighth or ninth century with the view of promoting
the power of the See of Rome. Nicholas of Cusa, among others, demonstrated
its fabrication in the fifteenth century.

63 Englebert Dollfuss was the Austrian chancellor who in 1933 crushed the
socialists in order to remodel the state; Eamon de Valera was the leader of
various republican movements in Ireland and leader of Sinn Fein (1917–26);
Philippe Pétain negotiated the armistice with Germany when the French
government collapsed in 1940 and became chief-of-state of the Vichy regime;
Antonio de Oliveira Salazar was the dictator of Portugal, 1932–68; Adrian
Arcand (1899–1967) was a Quebec journalist, demagogue, and fascist.

64 Push towards the west, as opposed to the Drang nach Osten, the policy of
Germany prior to the First World War of expanding its influence into
Asia.

65 Sir Charles G.D. Roberts, Canadian poet and animal-story writer (1860–1943),
regarded in his time as Canada’s greatest writer, though he spent the last
thirty-five years of his life mostly outside Canada.

66 Jack London’s 1908 novel about the struggle by socialists against a totalitarian
capitalist power, prophesying a fascist revolution.

67 A popular poem written by the Canadian Lieutenant Colonel John McCrae
during the battle of Ypres and published in Punch in 1915.

68 A book of legends and stories of animals, published by Charles G.D. Roberts
in 1913.

69 See especially bk. 1, chap. 3, part 3 of Arnold Bennett’s Old Wives’ Tale (1908).

70 Two varieties of cannon in the medieval period.

71 On Arnold Toynbee’s version of centaurism, see “The Reversion to Animal-
3.79–88. See also 3.317–22. By 1939 Toynbee had published six of the twelve
volumes in his expansive study of twenty-six civilizations.


73 Ibid., 3:256.

74 Ibid., 3:256–8.

75 Ibid., 3:249–50.

76 “feasteaf funden, he þæs frofre gebad”—“found helpless, he lived to find
comfort for that” (Beowulf, l. 7, trans. Alvin A. Lee).


78 See Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Table Talk, 2 vols., ed Carl Woodring, in The Col-
lected Works of Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Bollingen Series LXXV (Princeton:
Tyrannus, the Alchemist, and Tom Jones the three most perfect plots ever planned.”

79 NF had gone to Edmonton to dispose of the books of his aunt Mary Howard, his mother’s second youngest sister, who had died 28 July 1932. Staying in the Edmonton YMCA, NF bided his time by reading Spengler’s *The Decline of the West*.

80 For the paper Frye wrote during his fourth year on Romanticism, see *SE*, 9–83.

81 NF and Helen Kemp were married on 24 August 1937 in the Emmanuel College Chapel, Victoria University.


83 *University of Toronto Quarterly*, 19 (October 1949): 1–16.


87 NF’s older brother, Eratus Howard Frye, was killed in France in the First World War.

88 NF was born in Sherbrooke, Quebec. In an interview he reports that he arrived in Moncton from Sherbrooke when he was seven or eight (“Moncton, Mentors, and Memories,” interview with Deanne Bogdan, in *WGS*, 323). His uncertainty about his age at the time was apparently connected with the fact that the Fryes moved to Moncton three times, the family’s itinerant existence resulting from his father’s difficulties in the hardware business. The family moved first into a boarding house in 1919. They were then sent back to Quebec when Frye’s father could not make ends meet; returned in 1920 to a house on North Street, where his mother enrolled the eight-year-old in grade four at Victoria School; moved south to Sussex the following summer and then returned to Moncton for the third time, this time settling into the upper floor of the duplex at 24 Pine Street.

89 There were fewer than twenty Jewish families in Moncton during the 1920s. They raised enough money to build the Tiferes Israel Synagogue in 1927.

90 The public library in Moncton had opened in 1927 at the foot of Archibald Street.

91 On NF’s early musical training and experiences, see “Music in My Life.” *Northrop Frye Newsletter*, 1 (Spring 1989): 10–16; rpt. in *WGS*, 269–79.
92 After graduating from Aberdeen High School in Moncton, NF enrolled in Success Business College.

93 NF recounts this story in a letter to Helen Kemp in June 1932. “Moncton is at present shrieking with laughter over the predicament of one of its least popular citizens, a man by the name of Steeves. The name is common enough here, but this worthy is notorious as a tight-fisted and grasping old miser. A man owed him some money, left town, died, and was shipped back here to be buried. Now if a debt is of long standing, the debtor may be arrested under a writ called capias, which is addressed to any constable in the county and says—I have typed dozens of them—“You are required to take the body of So-and-so and him safely keep,” etc. This says nothing about whether the body is dead or alive, so Steeves ordered the corpse seized at the station, and then informed the widow triumphantly that she would have to pay the bill before the late lamented’s remains would be forthcoming. Whereupon the widow developed an unexpectedly stubborn streak and told him he was welcome to them. So now Steeves doesn’t know what to do, but will obviously have to bury the creature in the end at his own expense. The coffin is in Steeves’ warehouse, and veracious witnesses assert that they have distinctly heard the corpse laughing inside it, though I have not had time to check up on this as yet” (NFHK, 1:21).

94 Huey Long (1893–1935) was a well-known governor of Louisiana and later U.S. Senator. He was assassinated in 1935. Known as “The Kingfish,” he espoused the redistribution of wealth. Father James E. Coughlin broadcast radio weekly sermons, beginning in 1926. By the early 1930s the content of his broadcasts had shifted from theology to economics, politics, and a theory of social justice based on monetary reforms—a radical challenge to capitalism.

95 “BARDOLPH. Why, sir, for my part, I say the gentleman had drunk himself out of his five sentences. EVANS. It is his five senses; fie, what the ignorance is!” (The Merry Wives of Windsor, 1.1.86–7).

96 John Ayre reports NF’s saying that he “remembered walking along St. George St to high school and just suddenly that whole shitty and smelly garment (of fundamentalist teaching I had all my life) just dropped off into the sewers and stayed there. It was like the Bunyan feeling, about the burden of sin falling off his back only with me it was a burden of anxiety. Anything might have touched it off, but I don’t know what specifically did, or if anything did. I just remember that suddenly that was no longer a part of me and would never be again” (Ayre, 44).

97 NF’s clergyman at the time was Harold Tomkinson, pastor at Wesley Memorial Church 1926–31. His daughter Constance Tomkinson wrote of her experiences as a chorus girl, would-be actress, and arts administrator in a number of autobiographies, including Les Girls (1956).

98 In 1928, the centenary of the death of Schubert, NF played a couple of move-
ments from Schubert’s sonatas over Moncton radio station CNRA. “Fortunately,” he remarks in an interview, “that was long before the age of tapes” (“Music in My Life,” WGS, 270).

99 NF was at Oxford from 22 March to 20 July 1970.

100 NF had an Anglo-Saxon course from Tolkien, and C.S. Lewis was one of his examiners for the Oxford degree. In one of his letters to his wife Helen, he writes: “I started attending lectures the first week. . . . All pretty awful. Nichol Smith wouldn’t be bad for my sort of job: getting one point per lecture hammered home, but to me he’s prolix & dull. Then there’s Tolkien on Beowulf, dealing with a most insanely complicated problem which involves Anglo-Saxon genealogies, early Danish histories, monkish chronicles in Latin, Icelandic Eddas and Swedish folklore. Imagine my delivery at its very worst: top speed, unintelligible burble, great complexity of ideas and endless references to things unknown, mixed in with a lot of Latin and Anglo-Saxon and a lot of difficult proper names which aren’t spelled, and you have Tolkien on Beowulf” (NFHK, 2:794–5).


102 The reference is to John Porter’s The Vertical Mosaic: An Analysis of Social Power and Class in Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1965). “Vertical mosaic” signifies the inequality in status and power among Canada’s various ethnic, religious, linguistic, and regional groups.

103 Edgar’s father, James David Edgar, was elected to the House of Commons in 1872, where he served as chief whip for the Liberal Opposition. After being defeated in the subsequent election that brought Alexander Mackenzie to power, he was re-elected to the House of Commons in 1884 and served as Speaker until his death in 1899. Pelham was named for one of the townships his father represented.

104 Edgar’s first book was Henry James: Man and Author (Toronto: Macmillan, 1927).

105 Including the Canadian Authors Association and the Canadian Writers’ Foundation.

106 Edith Fowke, a well-known Canadian folklorist, worked with NF on the Canadian Forum in the early 1950s.


109 The understanding with Victoria College was that this was a one-year appointment and that NF would return to Oxford to complete his degree the
following year. For an account of the terms of NF’s appointment, see NFHK, 2:766–8, and Ayre, 143.

110 The colleague was Joseph Fisher, a member of the English faculty at Victoria College, 1936–52.


112 Edmund Kemper Broadus, the first professor in the English department at the University of Alberta; Robert K. Gordon, the second head of the English department; and F.M. Salter, the third head.


115 American humourist of the 1920s and 1930s, best know for his whimsical Topper novels.

116 The Mary/Martha opposition is scattered through the Frye papers, appearing as early as the Frye-Kemp letters from the 1930s. It comes from the story of the two sisters in Luke 10:38–42, where, when Jesus visits them, Martha is said to be “cumbered about” and “distracted with much serving,” and Mary is said to have chosen the good part of the one thing that is needful. This one thing is the word of Jesus, for she sits at Jesus’ feet and listens to his teachings, while Martha busies herself with the chores of her practical life. Martha represents the anxious, frantic search for novelties or skills or even luxuries that don’t really matter because they distract from the one thing she really needs and wants. But for Frye there is no easy division between the good and the bad girl. As he says below (par. 8), “Martha isn’t such a grim hag.”

117 In Hinduism, the lord of the universe.

118 For Helen Kemp’s account of her trip to Brussels, see NFHK, 1:455–6.

119 This telegram was sent to Helen Kemp at the Courtauld Institute on 2 August 1935. See NFHK, 1:484.

120 John Robins had studied German at the Universities of Freiburg and Marburg in 1914. He received his Ph.D. from the University of Chicago in 1927—thirteen years after joining the staff at Victoria College. He was a lecturer in German from 1919 to 1925, when he was appointed associate professor of English.

121 Two years after joining the staff at Victoria College, Robins took a leave of absence to serve in the military, enlisting on 25 May 1916. He was discharged 31 December 1918, with the rank of Company Sergeant Major; he taught musketry at Camp Bordon, Toronto, and Halifax.
122 The Incomplete Anglers won the Governor General’s Award for non-fiction in 1943.

123 Robins’s other anthology was A Book of Canadian Humour (1951), which he co-edited with Margaret V. Ray, the librarian at Victoria College.

124 Some of the details of NF’s relationship with Robins can be traced in NFHK and D. See also NF’s testimonial to Robins in the Canadian Forum, 32 (January 1953): 218; rpt. in RW, 402–3, and C, 236–7.

125 The reference is uncertain. It may be to Goldwin French, president of Victoria University, 1973–87.

126 That is, speeches by Richard Davidson, principal of Emmanuel College, and Walter Brown, principal of Victoria College, 1932–41 and president of Victoria, 1941–49.

127 In 1949 Vincent Massey was appointed chair of the Royal Commission on National Development in the Arts, Letters and Sciences. The ensuing report issued in 1951, known as the Massey Report, led to the creation of the National Library of Canada and the Canada Council.


129 Raymond Knister (1900–32): novelist and poet; educated at the University of Toronto; drowned in Lake Erie before reaching his full potential.


131 R.G. Everson (b. 1903), a Canadian poet, who practised law before becoming a public relations consultant. He co-founded the publishing company Delta Books in Montreal.

132 Marjorie Pickthall (1883–1922) was a poet and novelist who worked for a time at the library at Victoria College. Lorne Pierce edited her Selected Poems (Toronto: McClelland, 1957).

133 Edgerton Herbert Norman (1909–57), who graduated from Victoria College in 1932, later became a distinguished historian and diplomat.

134 David J. Knight (1926–2001), was a graduate of Victoria College (1948). He taught in the English department at Victoria from 1954 until his retirement in 1987.

135 Don Harron, Alan Brown, and Ronald Bates all graduated from Victoria College in 1948. Sandy Johnston and Margaret Atwood graduated in 1961; Dennis Lee in 1962. Harron became a writer, actor, and radio and television personality. Brown became a translator and director of Radio Canada International. Bates taught English at the University of Western Ontario, among other places. Johnston taught English at Victoria College, where she also served as principal. Lee is a well-known poet and one of the founders of Anansi Press. Margaret Atwood is an internationally known poet and novelist.
136 Jay Macpherson became NF’s research assistant and later colleague at Victoria College. She had studied with George Johnston at Carleton University; Johnston had received his B.A. from Victoria College in 1936 and was one of NF’s graduate students in the mid-1940s.

137 Ethel Bennett, wife of Harold Bennett, principal of Victoria College from 1951 until NF assumed that position in 1959, taught French at Victoria. Bouchard joined the French department at Victoria College in 1963. He received his B.A. from the University of Arizona, went to France as a Fulbright scholar, completed his licence ès lettres at Aix-en-Provence in 1956 and his Ph.D. at the Université Laval in 1961. He taught at Skidmore College and Laurentian University before coming to Victoria. Paul Bouissac joined the French department in 1962. He had studied Classical and French literature at the Sorbonne, where he received the licence ès lettres and the diplôme d’études supérieures.


139 See n. 20, above.

140 Kathleen Coburn, *The Grandmothers* (Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1949). Coburn, the well-known Coleridge scholar, was NF’s colleague at Victoria College.

141 Francis Sparshott (b. 1926), poet and philosopher, taught philosophy at Victoria College from 1955 to 1991.

142 Alta Lind Cook was a member of the French department at Victoria College.

143 Douglas Duncan, who studied at Victoria College, was a Toronto art dealer and collector; he helped found the Picture Loan Society in 1936.

144 Audrey Alexandra Brown was a Canadian poet and the first woman writer to receive the Lorne Pierce Medal for literary achievement.

145 This is apparently the sentence NF quotes in his “Conclusion” to the first edition of *Literary History of Canada*: “I can approach a solitary tree with pleasure, a cluster of trees with joy, and a forest with rapture; I must approach a solitary man with caution, a group of men with trepidation, and a nation of men with terror” (*The Incomplete Anglers* [Toronto: Collins, 1963], 187–8). See C, 367.

146 Grace Irwin, a 1929 graduate of Victoria College, was a humanist, novelist, and classicist who taught at Humberside Collegiate Institute in Toronto. She received an Honorary Doctorate of Sacred Letters from Victoria College in 1981.

147 Charles Bruce Sissons was a member of the Classics faculty at Victoria College and author of *A History of Victoria College* (1952).

148 The *Canadian Forum*, Canada’s long-standing political periodical, was an offshoot of a small magazine called *The Rebel*.

149 For Robins’s “The Golfic Mysteries,” see C, 236.
S.H. Hooke was professor of Oriental languages and literature at Victoria University and a widely published biblical scholar and Ancient Near Eastern historian. N.W. Dewitt was a member of the Classics department at Victoria College.

NF was welcomed and introduced by Serge Morin, James De Finney, and Stephen Campbell.

The city was originally called The Bend because of its location on a bend in the Petitcodiac River. In 1829 the entire population of the settlement was contained in eight or nine buildings. By the 1850s the population had expanded to about 800 people. The town was later renamed in honour of the British general Robert Monckton. For complex reasons, Moncton actually had three incorporations—in 1855, 1875, and 1890. The last, of course, defined the current centenary celebration.

NF was born in Sherbrooke, P.Q. The Eastern Townships is a large area of Quebec along the American border, beginning at Lake Champlain and stretching eastward to the Quebec-Maine border and northward to Drummondville. It includes all the land south of the St. Lawrence River that was not granted under the French seigneurial system.

Mt. Allison College (now University), in Sackville, N.B., from which Frye’s sister Vera graduated.

The reference is to the playwright and novelist Antoine Maillet, recipient of the Prix Goncourt (1979), Grand Prix littéraire de la ville de Montréal (1973), and Le Prix Québec-Paris (1975), among many other honours, and the holder of more than twenty-five honorary doctorates.

The Quiet Revolution, under the government of Jean Lesage, was a period in the 1960s of intense social change and a redefinition of the role of Quebec and French Canadians within Confederation. During this period, the basic belief in Quebec was that French Canadians should not have to play a subservient role in social, political, and economic matters, and so the province of Quebec asserted its authority in these areas, embarking on a series of social, medical, educational, and economic reforms.

The trip to Ljubljana was part of a longer European journey, beginning in Mondello, Italy, where in September 1990 Frye was awarded the Premio Mondello, one of the most prestigious Italian literary prizes. From there he travelled to Zagreb, where he received an honorary degree from the University of Zagreb. The trip to Ljubljana ensued.

NF is seventy-eight at the time. He had moved to Moncton when he was eight. The Fryes actually moved to Moncton three times. See n. 88, above.

The Axis-controlled territory extended into Egypt and Bulgaria, but not to Baghdad. NF is apparently confusing the Second with the First World War, when British and Turkish forces met in Mesopotamia.

The Meech Lake Accord was a set of constitutional reforms designed to
induce Quebec to accept the Canada Act, the constitutional act of 1982 that made Canada a sovereign state. Among the Accord’s basic principles was a guarantee of Quebec’s special status as a “distinct society” and a commitment to Canada’s linguistic duality. The Accord died five months before NF’s talk when Newfoundland and Manitoba failed to approve it, leading many Quebeckers to reconsider independence.

2. Short Stories, Unfinished Novel, and Speculations on Fiction-Writing

1 The allusion is to Swift’s epitaph: “HIC DEPOSITUM EST CORPUS JONATHAN SWIFT HUJUS ECCLESIAE CATHEDRALIS DECANI UBI SAEVA INDIGNATIO ULTERIUS COR LACERARE NEQUITE” (“Here lies the body of Jonathan Swift, dean of this cathedral church, where savage indignation can no more lacerate his heart”).

2 The Boys’ Own Annual began as a bound collection of the Boys’ Own Paper, a widely circulated children’s magazine founded by the Religious Tract Society in 1879.

3 Harry read it in Robert Browning’s Time’s Revenges, l. 65. The other things Harry remembers reading are commonplaces.

4 “Papa, potatoes, poultry, prunes and prism, all very good words for the lips,—especially prunes and prism” (Charles Dickens, Little Dorrit, bk. 2, chap. 5).

5 Cf. “The only place I can think of where religion still influences the common law are the obstacles placed on divorce and the law against attempting suicide. Obstacles to birth control perhaps too. Whatever they are, they’re invariably nonsense. Not that I approve of the natural man’s approach to divorce, suicide or rutting in rubber: it’s just that Jesus never said anything that even remotely sounded like ‘there oughta be a law’” (D, 466).

6 Above “shaped,” NF wrote “marked.”

7 C.C.F. = Co-operative Commonwealth Federation, the democratic socialist party formed in Calgary in 1932. Its first leader was J.S. Woodsworth.

8 A reference to the Nazi-Soviet Pact of 1939, apparently.

9 That is, like a child, as in John Skelton’s With Lullay, Lullay, Like a Child and similar lullabies.

10 Above this sentence NF has written: “gave a c. [contemptuous] nod & the Frenchman’s mouth opened.”

11 Above “each other,” NF wrote: “one an”—i.e., “one another.”

12 Above “secret,” NF wrote “security.”

13 Above “play with,” NF wrote “coddle.”

14 Epimetheus, Pandora’s spouse and Prometheus’s brother, advised her not to open the mysterious box sent to her by Zeus.

15 Thorne Smith was an American humourist in the late 1920s until his death in
1934. His most famous books—satirical, witty, and filed with sexual innuendo—became popular films: *Topper* (starring Cary Grant), *I Married a Witch* (starring Frederick March and Veronica Lake), and *Night Life of the Gods* (starring Richard Montgomery). NF had seen *Night Life* in Toronto in 1935, a story in which the hero, with the aid of two magic rings, turns his relatives into statues and statues into Greek gods and goddesses.


17 Above “He,” NF wrote “Boeschler.”

18 Charles Trick Currelly, professor of the history of industrial art at the University of Toronto during NF’s student days and later professor of archeology and director of the Royal Ontario Museum. NF would later edit Currelly’s biography, *I Brought the Ages Home* (1956).

19 Herman Arthur Voaden: playwright and director who developed a unique multimedia production style, “symphonic expressionism,” 1932–43. Voaden was influenced by the Group of Seven.

20 Walter Brown, president of Victoria University.

21 Harold Taylor was a Victoria College student, having graduated in 1935, two years after NF. He makes an occasional appearance in *NFHK*.

22 This and the next two entries are in blue ink, rather than in the black used in the previous entries. They were apparently added later.

23 Above “convention,” NF wrote “custom.”

24 Above “call,” NF wrote “give.”

25 Above “such names,” NF wrote “such conventional labels.”


27 In the typescript chapters NF works out John Goremont’s parentage, outlined here and in par. 6 above, differently: he is the son of John Boeschler and a German girl who died on her way to Canada.

28 Here follow nine pages of unrelated notes—on the dream qualities of drama and on Yeats, Blake and Jung, Milton, Morris.

29 In Mahayana Buddhism, bardo, a concept that dates back to the second century but which gets its most extensive treatment in *The Tibetan Book of the Dead*, is the in-between state—that period that connects the death of individuals with their following rebirth. The word means literally “between” (*bar*) “two” (*do*).

30 Above “I seem to have invented,” NF wrote above, “no I haven’t.”
31 Almost certainly a reference to Elizabeth Fraser, a Canadian graphic artist living in London, who befriended NF during his Oxford years. Fraser’s letters to NF (in the NFF, 1991, box 3, file 1) suggest that their relationship was more than Platonic.

32 Centred above this par., NF wrote “Done.”

33 Centred above this par., NF wrote “Done.”

34 A bugle call in the military tradition signalling the end of the day. It has also been incorporated into funeral and memorial services symbolizing the end of a soldier’s duty.

35 Above the line here NF wrote, “offered at a sacrifice price.”

36 Predella is an Italian term for the long horizontal structure at the base of an altarpiece, usually painted with narrative scenes that are related to the subject of the larger images above.

37 Apparently a small statue of Tanagra, the daughter of Aeolus and Enarete.

38 An apparent reference to N.J. Endicott, a member of the English department at University College, University of Toronto. In 1935 NF had assisted Endicott in preparing the notes for the first vol. of Representative Poetry.

39 A reference to Peggy Kidder, one of Helen Frye’s co-workers at the Art Gallery of Toronto.

40 Martin Tupper was a popular nineteenth-century essayist and poet, remembered mainly for his trivial and moralistic verses.

41 The references are to Gordon Romans, a Victoria College classmate, and Elizabeth Fraser (see n. 31, above).

42 A reference apparently to Wilmouth B. Lane, professor of ethics at Victoria and Emmanuel Colleges.

43 Frederick William Langford, professor of religious pedagogy at Emmanuel College.

44 The reference is to NF’s wife Helen.

45 Charles Bell was an American Rhodes scholar studying at Oxford when NF was at Merton College. They became friends there.

46 Two hills of southeast Thessaly in northeast Greece, where in 197 BCE the Roman general Flaminius decisively defeated Philip V of Macedon.

47 The Battle of Crecy was the first major English land victory of the Hundred Years War. The smaller English army held the higher ground, and repeated French attacks were repulsed, largely due to the English longbowmen.

48 The British navy, under the command of Lord Howard of Effingham and Francis Drake, achieved a strategic victory over the Spanish Armada in 1588. The Maginot line was a string of concrete fortifications, tank obstacles, machine gun posts, and other defences that France constructed along her borders with Germany and with Italy in the wake of the First World War. It
proved to be a futile enterprise: thus, the phrase has become synonymous with “ineffective defence.”

49 “That oak and triple bronze,” in reference to what must have girded the breast of the first seafarer (Horace, Odes 1.3.9).


51 In “Yeats and the Language of Symbolism” NF had written, “A remark of Blavatsky’s that our world has another attached to it at the North Pole, forming a dumbbell-shaped cosmos, is quoted in The Trembling of the Veil. And as, according to all romantic presuppositions, the source of the mythopoetic faculty is the subconscious, Yeats endeavours, he tells us in Per Amica Silentia Lunae, to sink his mind below consciousness into the stream of the anima mundi, in order to become a medium of a creative power which has its basis in the organically traditional, the genus or race, rather than the individual, and which will bring the ancestral gods and myths of that race out of a stream of racial memory” (FI, 228).

52 See n. 29, above.


54 See n. 29, above.

55 “We may be in the universe as dogs and cats are in our libraries, seeing the books and hearing the conversation, but having no inkling of the meaning of it all” (William James, A Pluralistic Universe [New York: Longmans, Green and Co., 1920], 309).

56 “Le souffrances sont énormes mais il faut être fort, être né poète, et je me suis reconnu poète. Ce n’est pas de tout ma faute. C’est faux de dire: Je pense: on devrait dire: on me pense. – Pardon du jeu de mots” (“The suffering is immense, but you have to be strong, and to have been born a poet. And I have realized that I am a poet. It’s not my doing at all. It’s wrong to say: I think. Better to say: I am thought. Pardon the pun,” trans. Paul Schmidt; Letter to Georges Izambard, 13 May 1971).

57 Joseph Sheridan Le Fanu, Green Tea and Other Ghost Stories (Sauk City, Wisc.: Arkham House, 1945).

58 See Emanuel Swedenborg, Heaven and Its Wonders and Hell from Things Heard and Seen, chap. 61.

59 James Reaney, poet, playwright, and teacher, attended University College, University of Toronto, as an undergraduate, taught at the University of Manitoba, returned to Toronto to complete a Ph.D. under NF’s supervision, and taught for many years at the University of Western Ontario.


62 NF had heard Marjorie Hope Nicolson’s Alexander Lectures at the University of Toronto in 1946–47. They were published as *Voyages to the Moon* (New York: Macmillan, 1948).

63 At the end of Lewis Carroll’s *Through the Looking Glass*, Alice asks whether she had been dreaming her own dream or whether she had just been part of the Red King’s dream: was she now the real Alice or was she the imagined Alice?

64 Apuleius’s *The Golden Ass* recounts the adventures of a young Roman who is transformed into an ass and eventually finds spiritual renewal through initiation into the Isis mysteries.

65 According to Swedenborg, he encountered spirits from other planets, which he describes in some detail. See his *Earths in the Universe* (1758), later trans. as *Worlds in Space* (London: Swedenborg Society, 1997).

66 The allusion is to Baron Ludwig Holberg’s *Niels Klim’s Subterranean Journey* (1740), a Utopia that was a popular in England in the eighteenth century. The novel begins with the author returning to Norway, falling through a hole into an underground world, and finally landing on an inner planet.

67 Apparently a reference to H.G. Wells’s *Time Machine*, where a nameless traveller arrives at a subterranean society, the Morlocks, which controls the only machines in this world and have ultimate power over the helpless Eloi, who depend on them for everything.

68 “Millions of spiritual creatures walk the earth / Unseen, both when we wake, and when we sleep” *Paradise Lost*, bk. 4, l. 678. On bardo, see n. 29, above.

69 That is, the Beulah world of Blake, or the world between the present one and the spiritual one, as in the theosophical vision of Madame Blavatsky or the romances of William Morris.

70 Above “meaning” NF wrote, “i.e., significance.”

71 On bardo, see n. 29, above.

72 In Notebook 7 NF defines *schalk* (literally, “rogue”) as “the attempt to escape from high seriousness & moral virtue, & so construct a real comedy” (par. 3). It is the light-hearted and lively stage of literature, with the additional sense of something rooted in ordinary reality.

73 See n. 29, above.

74 *The Sword in the Stone* (1938) is the first and most familiar of T.H. White’s tetralogy based on the life of King Arthur. Walt Disney made a film based on the book in 1963.

75 *Outward Bound* (1923) was Vane Sutton’s successful play about a group of passengers who find themselves making a ship that appears to have no crew.
It gradually dawns on them that they are dead and bound for the other world, which is both heaven and hell.

76 NF had read Garnett’s book in 1930—during the summer after his first year at Victoria College (Ayre, 62).

77 *Gryll Grange* (1860–1) was Thomas Love Peacock’s last novel, a satire on the mid-Victorian age. NF was not alone in thinking the novel was a masterpiece.

78 Thomas Traherne, *Centuries of Meditations* (ca. 1670), a work of luminous religious sensibility that centres on Traherne’s philosophy of “felicity.” Traherne did not title his book, but he numbered the paragraphs of his meditations from one to one hundred. After he had completed the first “century,” he began the numbering sequence all over again, calling this and subsequent sections of his book “Centuries.”

79 On *Jardin d’Épicure* (1894), see also *LN*, 1:172, 372. France’s work is a *bricolage* of essays, dialogues, epigrams, and other short prose fragments.

80 NF may have omitted a word here, or he may mean that his example, insofar as it “talks about” a poetic passage, is a second-order critical text rather than a first-order creative one.

81 See “Autobiographical Notes I,” n. 20, above.

82 Positive analogies are resemblances one finds between Biblical and Christian myth, on the one hand, and Classical versions of the myth, on the other. Thus, the flood in Ovid is a positive analogy of the flood in Genesis. Although the resemblances can be negative analogies (demonic parodies) of the Biblical material, the use of Classical myths in Christian stories and poems is generally a positive analogy. Positive analogies can be found in doctrines as well. The Classical muses are “a positive analogy of Eckhart’s theological doctrine of the birth of the Word in the Soul” (*LN*, 1:153). *Eros* is a positive analogy of *agapê*. Later—in the second half of *Words with Power*—NF treats scores of such analogies.

3. Music and the Visual Arts

1 Roy Daniells Fonds, University of British Columbia Archives, box 42, file 5.

2 Mendelssohn wrote a number of pieces that have been titled “Song without Words,” which is seemingly what NF should have written. What he means to convey by “Word y” is uncertain.

3 This apocryphal anecdote was reported in one of NF’s notes to his student essay on “Romanticism”: see *SE*, 478–9, n. 58. The story was told of other composers besides Mendelssohn, and it is uncertain whether it was based on any actual incident.

4 Op. 14: one of the works that NF discovered among the music of his brother Eratus, who was killed in the First World War. See *LN*, 237.

5 NF is alluding to his “ogdoad project,” the dream of a series of eight works.
that haunted him most of his life. In Autobiographical Notes II (section 1, above) NF recalls, “I had a long fixation of wanting to be a great musical composer—I call it a fixation because I did no work at it. I remember my Opus 2 was to be a series of eight concerti—a sequence of eight masterpieces in the same genre has been a constant dream ever since” (par. 1). These eight works later became projected novels, and finally works of criticism. Their titles, the “literary words” NF is referring to, were Liberal, Tragicomedy, Anticlimax, Rencontre, Mirage, Paradox, Ignoramus, and Twilight.

6 James Gibbons Huneker, in Chopin: The Man and His Music (New York: Scribners, 1900), says this: “It is the musical, the emotional content of the study that fascinates. The worthy editor calls it a companion piece to the F minor study in op. 25. The comparison is not an apt one. Far deeper is this new study, and although the doors never swing quite open, we divine the tragic issues concealed” (206–7).

7 See “Autobiographical Notes I” (NB 42b), n. 3, in section 1, above.

8 Florestan and Eusebius were personae that Schumann used in his writings. They are identified by various critics as projections respectively of his extraverted and introverted sides, his masculine and feminine sides, and so on.

9 The idea that extra notes may be added to the basic triad to produce various types of chords, such as sevenths and ninths, which introduce a dissonance that needs to be resolved. The two lowest, tied-together notes here have no clear relationship to ledger lines, and are thus ambiguous.

10 Dwight Lyman Moody (1837–99) and Ira David Sankey (1840–1908) were revivalist preachers and missionaries who wrote Gospel hymns and established Gospel music as a style.


12 The blank spaces for page numbers in this entry are NF’s.

13 Huneker does not in fact make any remark about a “happy misprint”: “In the concluding bar, but one, Chopin has in the F major Prelude attempted a most audacious feat in harmony. An E flat in the bass of the third group of sixteenths leaves the whole composition floating enigmatically in thin air. It deliciously colors the close, leaving a sense of suspense, of anticipation which is not tonally realized, for the succeeding number is in a widely divorced key. But it must have pressed hard the philistines” (234).

14 Edward Alexander MacDowell (1860–1908), American composer. His Sea Pieces (1898) include “From a Wandering Iceberg” and “MDCXX.”

15 The birth and death dates for Milton, Bach, and Blake respectively.

16 The second half of the manuscript page here is blank. Paragraph 26 of the text, beginning on the next page of the manuscript, is written with a different nib, suggesting perhaps a time lapse between the two sections.

17 In Laocoon (1766), Lessing insists that formal differences between poetry and the visual arts gives each its distinctive sphere.
In the left-hand margin beside the following paragraph NF wrote: “This contains an idea as shit contains nourishment for plants.”


In left margin at this line: “Fantasia, Cosyn.” Benjamin Cosyn (ca. 1570–1652) was an English organist and composer, influenced by John Bull.

In left margin at this line: “Galliard (Salisbury), Am.” See n. 25, below.

Will You Walk the Woods so Wild: a popular anonymous tune, for which Byrd provided a keyboard setting. The standard edition of Byrd’s works is William Byrd, Keyboard Music I and II, Musica Britannica series, vols. 27 & 28, ed. Brown, Stainer and Bell. However, as NF explains in NB 17, par. 13, most of Byrd’s compositions for virginals were originally preserved in two manuscripts, My Lady Nevell’s Book (1591) and the Fitzwilliam Virginal Book (ca. 1613–19), containing music by Byrd and other composers. Will You Walk the Woods so Wild is #85 in the Musica Britannica volumes, and originally appeared in both My Lady Nevell’s Book and the Fitzwilliam Virginal Book.

#84 in the Musica Britannica volumes; originally appeared in My Lady Nevell’s Book and the Fitzwilliam Virginal Book.

NF probably means the Earl of Salisbury Pavan and two Galliards in A minor, #15 in Musica Britannica, a familiar recital piece. See n. 22, above.

John Arbuthnot created the figure of John Bull in 1712, in a series of “John Bull” pamphlets satirizing Whig war policy.

The reference is to John Bull’s Boerendans, K111.

The reference is to Much Ado about Nothing, 2.3, where Balthasar, Don Pedro’s esquire, sings the “Sigh No More” lyric. “Take O take those lips away” is from Measure for Measure, 4.1, set by John Wilson (1595–1674). According to some music historians, Wilson may have been a singer for Shakespeare’s plays; he would have known the lutenist and composer Robert Johnson (1582–1633) through Shakespeare’s company, which employed him from 1609.

Henry Purcell, The Profetess or the History of Dioclesian (New York: Broude Brothers, n.d.), first performed in 1690, later known as simply Dioclesian or Diocletian. NF quotes, slightly inaccurately, the following passage from the Preface, i–ii: “Musick and Poetry have ever been acknowledg’d Sisters, which walking hand in hand, support each other; As Poetry is the harmony of Words, so Musick is that of Notes: and as Poetry is a Rise above Prose and
Oratory, so is Musick the exaltation of Poetry. Both of them may excel apart, but sure they are most excellent when they are joyn’d, because nothing is then wanting to either of their Perfections: for thus they appear like Wit and Beauty in the same Person. Poetry and Painting have arrived to their perfection in our own Country: Musick is yet but in its Nonage, a forward Child, which gives hope of what it may be hereafter in England, when the Masters of it shall find more Encouragement. ’Tis now learning Italian, which is its best Master, and studying a little of the French Air, to give it somewhat more of Gayety and Fashion. Thus being farther from the Sun, we are of later Growth than our Neighbour Countries, and must be content to shake off our Barbarity by degrees.”

30 In left margin at the beginning of this par. NF has written: “?1538–1623, Squire, D.N.B.” This refers to the article on Byrd, written by William Barclay Squire, in The Dictionary of National Biography, 22 vols., ed. Sir Leslie Stephen and Sir Sidney Lee (London: Oxford University Press, 1921–2). He found much of the information repeated, however, in Fellowes.

31 Written above: “organist there.”


33 The prefatory matter to the Psalms, Sonets, and Songs includes a list of eight “Reasons . . . to perswade every one to learne to sing,” given in Fellowes, 83–4.

34 A collection and translation by Nicholas Yonge of fifty-seven madrigals. See Fellowes, 44, 161.

35 The Fitzwilliam Virginal Book and My Lady Nevell’s Book. See n. 23, above.

36 Parthenia is a collection of keyboard pieces commemorating the marriage of King James’s daughter Elizabeth to Frederick, the Elector Palatine: Shakespeare’s The Tempest may have been written to celebrate the same occasion.


38 In left margin at the beginning of this par. NF has written: “?1563–1628, Squire, D.N.B,” referring to the article on Bull, by William Barclay Squire, in volume 3 of The Dictionary of National Biography, from which the information in this paragraph is derived.

39 See Anthony à Wood, Athenae Oxonienses: An Exact History of All the Writers and Bishops Who Have Had their Education in the University of Oxford, to which are added The Fasti or Annals of the Said University, A Facsimile of the London Edition of 1815, 4 vols., The Sources of Science, No. 55 (New York and London: Johnson Reprint Corp., 1967), 2:258.

40 The story is that Bull, travelling incognito, was challenged by a musician at St. Omer to add another part to a forty-part composition; Bull added another forty.

41 In left margin at the beginning of this par. NF has written: “1583–1625, Fuller-
Maitland, D.N.B.,” referring to the article on Gibbons by John Alexander Fuller-Maitland in *The Dictionary of National Biography*, vol. 7, from which he derived the information in this paragraph.

42 See n. 36, above.

43 According to Fuller-Maitland, this is “what is known as Benjamin Cosyn’s virginal book.”

44 See par. 32 and n. 23, above.

45 George Withers, *Hymnes and Songs of the Church* (1623).


47 The composers and musicians listed are William Byrd, Christopher Tye (ca. 1505–73); Robert Whyte, or White (ca. 1538–74); Thomas Tallis (ca. 1505–85); John Bull; and Peter Phillips (1560/61–1628).

48 See 1 Henry IV, 2.4.132–4: “… God help the while! a bad world, I say. I would I were a weaver, I could sing psalms, or any thing.” Quoted by Squire, 20.

49 Written above: “1618.” The reference is to William Brade (1560–1630), and is taken from Squire, 25.


51 The page number refers to the Everyman ed. of Hoby’s translation of Castiglione’s *The Courtier*, annotated copy in the NFL. NF has taken it from Pattison, 131, n. 2. The passage reads, in part: “Me thinke then answered Sir Fredericke, pricksong is a faire musicke, so it be done upon the booke surely and after a good sorte. But to sing to the lute is much better, because all the sweetnes consisteth in one alone, and a man is much more heedfull and understandeth better the feat manner, and the aire of veyne of it, when the eares are not busied in hearing any moe than one voice: and beside every little errour is soone perceived, which happeneth not in singing with company, for one beareth out an other.”

52 See Fellowes, 24.

53 Crossed out: “wrong reference.” See Fellowes, 25, where the passage is quoted and dated 10 March 1667. Curiously enough, the date is actually correct.

54 At this point NF has written and then cancelled “wrong reference” and then added the note, “neither in the fool Braybrooke,” with a bracket showing that “neither” refers to the “wrong reference” remarks in both pars. 47 and 48. The Pepys quotation occurs in Fellowes, 25, where it is dated 15 September 1667, as here. Once again, as in the previous par., the date turns out actually to be correct. “Braybrooke” refers to the nineteenth-century version of the *Diary*

55 For Charles Burney, see par. 28 and n. 20, above. NF probably copied this quotation out of Fellowes, 26. But Fellowes, writing in 1921, is apparently using the original 1782–89 ed. of Burney. In the only version now generally available, edited by Frank Mercer, 2 vols. (New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1935), the passage is footnote u on p. 112.

56 See par. 41 and n. 34, above.

57 See Fellowes, 44. Thomas Morley (1557/8–1602) was the most influential composer and writer in the English madrigal fad of 1593–1601.

58 See Fellowes, 51.

59 See NB 17, par. 10.

60 See Fellowes, 97.

61 In the left margin at the beginning of this par. NF has written: “Fellowes, EHC” [Edmund Horace Fellowes]. See 53–4.


63 See Bruce Pattison, Music and Poetry of the English Renaissance (London: Methuen, 1948), 99: “Take the text away, and musical interest will remain. This was often done; many volumes of madrigals are described as ‘apt for voice or viols.’” NF’s comment made it into AC, 273.

64 See par. 41 and n. 32, above.

65 Quoted in Fellowes, 88.

66 See Fellowes, 94–6.

67 Fellowes, 99.

68 Written above: “if they had two you had to write another madrigal: Weelkes’ Thule.” The reference is to Thomas Weelkes (1576–1623) and his madrigal Thule the period of cosmographie.

69 In A Plaine and Easie Introduction to Practicall Musicke (1597).

70 See Fellowes, 125. For Burney, see par. 28 and n. 20, above.

71 Fellowes, 146.

72 See Fellowes, 150–1.

73 See Fellowes, 152.

74 Fellowes, 160.

75 See Fellowes, 163.

76 See Fellowes, 172.

77 See Fellowes, 269; the words are by Ben Jonson.

78 See Fellowes, 49, 246.

79 See Fellowes, 292.

80 Such as The wild goose chase, Whip it and trip it, and A snatch and away. See Fellowes, 321.
81 For “Parthenia,” see n. 36, above.

82 Luis Grabu or Grabut (fl. 1665–94); his appointment in 1666 as Master of the Music was widely controversial.

83 On 12 August, 1667, Pepys remarks of a woman he had heard sing “after the Italian manner” that she “doth not please me like one of Mrs. Knepps songs to a good English tune, the manner of their ayre not pleasing me so well as the fashion of our own, nor so natural.” See The Diary of Samuel Pepys, ed. Robert Latham and William Matthews, 10 vols. (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1974), 8:384. The Spectator, 2 vols., ed. Donald F. Bond (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1965), #29, 1:119–23, amounts to an editorial granting qualified approval to the new adoption of Italian recitativo to English opera. Previous English “operas” were typically dramas with interspersed songs.

84 See The Diary of Samuel Pepys, 9:93–5. The entry for 27 February 1668 reads in its entirety: “All the morning at the office, and at noon home to dinner; and thence with my wife and Deb to the King’s House to see Virgin Martyr, the first time it hath been acted a great while, and it is mighty pleasant; not that the play is worth much, but it is finely Acted by Becke Marshall; but that which did please me beyond anything in the whole world was the wind-musique when the Angell comes down, which is so sweet that it ravished me; and ended, in a word, did wrap up my soul so that it made me really sick, just as I have formerly been when in love with my wife; that neither then, nor all the evening going home and at home, I was able to think of anything, but remained all night transported, so as I could not believe that ever any music hath that real command over the soul of a man as this did upon me; and makes me resolve to practise wind-music and to make my wife do the like.” Thomas More, in Utopia, trans. Paul Turner (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1961), bk. 2, 96, characterizes music as a second type of physical pleasure, different from those derived from the “natural heat” or digestion or the “discharge of some excess” in excretion, sex, or scratching: “However, there are also pleasures which satisfy no organic need, and relieve no previous discomfort. They merely act, in a mysterious but quite unmistakable way, directly on our senses, and monopolize their reactions. Such is the pleasure of music.”

85 See NB 5, par. 28 and n. 19.

86 A version of this sentence found its way into FS, 166.

87 See NB 5, par. 49.

88 The “Q,” here and elsewhere in the notebook, is NF’s signal to himself to insert a quotation. Here, the quotation from Purcell can be found in NB 5, par. 40.

89 For this quotation from Burney, see NB 5, par. 48.

90 Written at top of page: “Give a clear e.g. from somebody’s book.”

91 See NB 5, par. 51 and n. 63.
92 See NB 5, par. 44.
93 “Q” means “insert quotation from Campion.”
94 See NB 5, par. 46.
95 See John Milton, “To My Friend, Mr. Henry Lawes, on His Airs,” l. 9: “Thou honor’st Verse . . .” See also NB 5, par. 49.
96 Milton says that Lawes “First taught our English Music how to span / Words with just note and accent, not to scan / With Midas’ Ears, committing short and long . . .” (ll. 2–4).
97 See NB 5, par. 58.
98 See “Ad Patrem,” ll. 56–60: “Nec tu perge, precor, sacras contemnere Musas, / Nec vanas inopesque puta, quaram ipse peritus / Munere mille sonos numeros componis ad aptos, / Millibus et vocem modulis variare canoram / Doctus, Arionii merito sis nominis haeres.” (“Do not persist, I beg of you, in your contempt for the sacred Muses, and do not think them futile and worthless whose gift has taught you to harmonize a thousand sounds to fit numbers, and given you skill to vary the voice of the singer with countless modulations, so that you are deservedly the heir of Arion’s name.” Trans. Merritt Y. Hughes.) See also NB 5, par. 55.
99 Edward Phillips, Milton’s nephew and former student, left behind a “Life of John Milton,” in which he recounted how Milton’s father “composed an In Nomine of forty parts; for which he was rewarded with a gold medal and chain by a Polish prince, to whom he presented it.” See Hughes, 1026. NF used the story in NP, 17.
100 Probably the passage quoted in NB 5, par. 48.
101 For this quotation, see NB 5, par. 63.
102 For this quotation, see NB 5, par. 64.
103 See NB 5, par. 63.
104 For the Phillips story, see par. 10 and n. 100, above; for the Bull anecdote, see NB 5, par. 42 and n. 40.
105 From this point, the par. incorporates much of NB 5, par. 41.
106 See NB 5, par. 57.
107 Here NF has inserted: “Introductory verses by Chapman. An excellent selection of G. [Gibbons], it does little for P. [Purcell] or B. [Byrd].”
108 See NB 5, par. 42.
109 See NB 5, par. 41.
110 See NB 5, n. 68.
111 Giles Farnaby (ca. 1563–1640), English composer who wrote music for virginals.
112 See NB 5, par. 32 and n. 35, above.
113 See Fellowes, 99.
114 Jean Sibelius, Opus 85, Five Pieces: Bellis, 1917; Oeillet, 1916; Iris, 1916; Aquileja, 1917; Campanula, 1917.
Published in his eighth, last, and largest book of madrigals, *Il Combattimento di Tancredi e Clorinda* (The Combat of Tancredi and Clorinda, 1624), a setting of an episode in Tasso’s *Gerusalemme Liberata*, is sometimes referred to as an opera or quasi-opera.

“*For Parsifal* is a work of perfidy, of vindictiveness, of a secret attempt to poison the presuppositions of life—a bad work. The preaching of chastity remains an incitement to anti-nature: I despise everyone who does not experience *Parsifal* as an attempted assassination of basic ethics” (*Nietzsche Contra Wagner*, in *The Portable Nietzsche*, trans. and ed. Walter Kaufmann [New York: Penguin, 1984], 666. An earlier version of Nietzsche’s attack on *Parsifal’s* Christianity is in *The Genealogy of Morals*, trans. Francis Golffing [Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1956], 233–5, passages that are selected from his earlier writings and expanded in *Nietzsche Contra Wagner*).

NF means the “Prelude” rather than the “Overture.” Nietzsche refers to the Prelude as “a sublime and extraordinary feeling, experience, happening of the soul at the basis of music, which does Wagner the highest credit. . . . Has any painter ever painted such a melancholy gaze of love as Wagner did with the last accents of his prelude?” (Letter of 21 January 1887, in *Selected Letters of Friedrich Nietzsche*, ed. Christopher Middleton [Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1969], 259–60).

*Der Stürmer*, published by one of Hitler’s earliest followers, Julius Streicher, was an anti-Semitic newspaper, most often remembered for its racist cartoons.
4. Canada and Culture

1 “Amos n’ Andy” was the most popular radio comedy series of all time, running in various formats from 1928–60; a television version with the first all-black cast in television history had a short run from 1951–53. In the radio version, two white dialect comedians, veterans of the minstrel-show tradition, played two black working-class characters from the rural South who run the Fresh Air Taxi Company in Chicago. From the 1960s onward, the show has been criticized in some quarters for its racial stereotypes. “Allen’s Alley” was a radio program by the comedian Fred Allen in the 1940s, a series of sketches with recurring type-characters.


3 In Milton Wilson, Recent Canadian Verse, a Queen’s Quarterly Publication (Kingston, Ont.: Jackson Press [1959]), 6. For “garrison mentality,” see Introduction, pp. xli–xlii.

4 See MC, chap. 2.

5 In the Preface to BG, NF writes, “When I was still a junior instructor, the first edition of A.J.M. Smith’s Book of Canadian Poetry appeared (1943), and my review of it in the Canadian Forum was perhaps my first critical article of any lasting importance. It is hard to overstate my debt to Mr. Smith’s book, which brought my interest in Canadian poetry into focus and gave it direction. What it did for me it did for a great many others: the Canadian conception of Canadian poetry has been largely formed by Mr. Smith, and in fact it is hardly too much to say that he brought that conception into being.” See C, 417–18.

6 Louis Riel (1844–85) was executed after a failed rebellion in 1885 on behalf of his people, the Metis of the Canadian North-west. William Lyon Mackenzie (1795–1861) and Louis-Joseph Papineau (1786–1871) were the leaders of the Rebellion against Upper and Lower Canada respectively in 1837–38.

7 Adele Wiseman (1928–92) won the Governor General’s Award for her first novel, The Sacrifice, in 1956; NF quotes from her Memoirs of a Book Molesting Childhood and Other Essays in LN, 2:202. Fred Bodsworth (b. 1918), Canadian novelist and naturalist, is the author of The Last of the Curlews (1955).

8 A reference to a typographical strike-over in the previous sentence.

9 Not mentioned in the final version of “Culture as Interpenetration,” John Newlove and Susan Musgrave are cited in “Haunted by Lack of Ghosts” as members of a generation younger than his own, who, “in their imaginations, are no longer immigrants but are becoming indigenous, recreating the kind of attitudes appropriate to people who really belong here” (C, 487). Isabella Valancy Crawford is a nineteenth-century precursor whose work looks forward to this new attitude.

10 This last phrase was a holograph addition. This par. is expanded as par. 27, below.
11 See Autobiographical Reflections, n. 101, above.
12 The work of all the Canadian painters NF mentions tended to focus on their local environment: William Kurelek (1927–77), Edward John Hughes (b. 1913), Carl Schaefer (1903–95), Alexander Colville (b. 1920), Jack Chambers (1931–78), and Gregory Richard Curnoe (b. 1936). See C, 530.
13 In “E.J. Pratt,” NF explains, “Canada is deeply preoccupied with whales. There was an anthology produced a few years ago called Whale Sound [1977, ed. Greg Gatenby], and practically every Canadian poet you’ve ever heard of is in it” (C, 604). Farley Mowat’s book on whales is A Whale for the Killing (1972); Mowat (b. 1921) is one of the most famous modern nature writers.
14 See C, 525.
15 A manifesto written by painter Paul-Émile Borduas, poet Claude Gauvreau, Bruno Cormier, dancer François Sullivan, and painter Fernand Leduc and published in Montreal in 1948; it sought to undermine traditional Quebec values and argued for the “refusal” of all views that thwarted creativity.
16 The period of rapid political and ideological change that occurred in Quebec from 1960 to 1966 under the Quebec Liberal government of Jean Lesage.
17 An explanation occurs in “Canadian Culture Today,” C, 519: “In 1948 a group of Quebec artists, headed by Paul-Émile Borduas, produced a surrealism manifesto called Refus Global, which seems to me a most important breakthrough in Canadian culture, not because of what it said, which was naive and confused enough, but because it was a sign that the old antithesis between a conscious mind and an unconscious nature was breaking down. For Borduas, the human mind contained an It as well as an I or ego, and this It was what he felt needed expression.”
18 Margaret Atwood, Survival: A Thematic Guide to Canadian Literature (Toronto: Anansi, 1972); annotated copy is in the NFL. Above this entry NF has added in pencil, “Grove & M. Laurence,” i.e., Frederick Philip Grove (1879–1948), poet, essayist, satirist, and novelist; and Margaret Laurence (1926–87), novelist.
19 Leonard Cohen, Beautiful Losers (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1966), one of Canada’s most experimental novels. An annotated copy is in the NFL.
20 James Reaney (b. 1926) was born near Stratford, Ontario, and his poetry and plays have a strong imaginative grounding in southern Ontario.
21 Marshall McLuhan speaks in The Gutenberg Galaxy (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1962) and elsewhere of “the world as reduced to a single gigantic primitive village, where everything has the same kind of immediacy” (C, 371). This “global village” is the effect of the new electronic communications media.
22 If these notes are really, as their various references to “interpenetration” seem to indicate, towards “Culture as Interpenetration,” this is a puzzling reference, as communitarianism, although it began as a critique of liberal individ-
ualism in the wake of John Rawls’s *A Theory of Justice*, did not really emerge in print as a movement until the 1980s. Communitarianism denies the existence of an autonomous self, and usually stresses the need to curb the normless, self-seeking excesses of liberal individualism.

23 In the early 1400s, Yong Le made Beijing the capital of China; the name literally means “Northern capital.” He laid out the basic city grid, with the Forbidden City as its centre, following a centuries-old tradition in which geomancers and architects designed cities to reflect cosmological principles: cities were aligned with the polar meridian, with walls and gates in the four cardinal directions.


25 This and the next two entries have been cancelled, doubtless because their material has been incorporated in revised form in the first two paragraphs of the final essay.

26 Cf. C, 522.

27 For the contents of this par., see C, 529.

28 Desmond Pacey (1917–75), scholar, critic, and short-story writer, who taught most of his career at the University of New Brunswick; he was the author of *Creative Writing in Canada* (1952), *Ten Canadian Poets* (1958), and numerous other works. NF had known him from his student days at Victoria College (B.A., 1938).

29 Sir Wilfrid Laurier, a Liberal, was defeated in the 1911 federal election after the Conservative party adopted the slogan “No truck nor trade with the Yankees.”

30 Pacey’s criticisms of NF seem mild enough. In Essays in Canadian Criticism: 1938–1968 (Toronto: Ryerson, 1969), 204, he says, “Much as I admire Frye as a critic and Reaney as a poet, I must say that there is an atmosphere of mutual admiration about their recent utterances I find slightly suffocating.” In “The Course of Canadian Criticism,” in *Literary History of Canada: Canadian Literature in English 3*, 2nd ed., ed. Carl F. Klinck (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1976), 26–7, he writes mainly of NF’s contribution to the criticism of Canadian literature. After heaping a great deal of praise on NF, he says, “Frye is sometimes betrayed into too hasty generalization . . . and I frankly disagree with his theoretical view (which he does not in these reviews espouse in practice) that criticism is not and should not be concerned with evaluation, and that literature owes more to other works of literature than to the writer’s own life and times. But any such niggling objections fade into insignificance in the face of the magnificent insights of Frye’s best passages, passages which will soon have launched a thousand theses and a score of books.” “These reviews” refers to NF’s “Letters in Canada” poetry reviews.

Shakespeare derived the names of the devils mentioned by Edgar in *King Lear*, 4.1, from Samuel Harsnett’s *Declaration of Various Popish Impostures* (1603), that date providing the *terminus a quo* for the writing of the play. NF must be referring to Timothy Bright, who was not used by Shakespeare for *King Lear*; however, *Hamlet* owes something to Bright’s *Treatise of Melancholie* (1586).

33 Probably a reference to the Tamblyn Lectures, which NF gave on 25–27 March 1981 at the University of Western Ontario, later published as *MD*.

34 Cf. C, 584.

35 Cf. C, 588. Gilson (1884–1978) was a French historian of medieval philosophy who, after the Second World War, spent much of his time in Toronto, where he founded the Institute for Medieval Studies; after it received pontifical status in 1939 it was renamed the Pontifical Institute for Medieval Studies; for G.G. Coulton, see n. 40, below. Frederic William Maitland (1850–1906) was an English legal historian and barrister who lectured at Cambridge.


37 Cf. C, 588.


39 Cf. C, 582.

40 In C, 698–9, the endnote glossing this assertion reads, “British cultural historian G. G. Coulton (1858–1947) made the remark in his *Europe’s Apprenticeship: A Survey of Mediaeval Latin with Examples* (London: Nelson, 1940), 14, while discussing the difficulties of the coexistence of medieval Latin and the vernacular. (Nevertheless, he himself was an advocate of foreign-language training).”


43 Instead of “word,” NF presumably meant to write something like “monument.”

44 See par. 5, above.
45 Cf. C, 593.
46 Cf. C, 594.
48 Christopher Moore, Louisbourg Portraits: Life in an Eighteenth-Century Garrison Town (Toronto: Macmillan Canada, 1982).
49 Douglas Grant (Ph. D., University of Toronto, 1947) taught at the University of British Columbia until his sudden death in 1952. Guy Sylvestre (b. 1918), an essayist and literary critic, became the director of the National Library of Canada (1968–85).
50 See Introduction, pp. xli–xlii
51 Sam Slick is the comic persona created by the satirist Thomas Haliburton (1796–1865). The particular reference is from Sam Slick the Clockmaker, 260 (2nd ser., chap. 20, “The Wrong Room”).
52 Madame de Pompadour is reputed to have said to Louis XV: “O Louis, why do you withdraw your smile from us? Why, you have lost nothing in America. There are there but some barren acres of snow and ice” (quoted by Charles Morrow in “Four Nations,” The Empire Club of Canada Speeches 1934–1935 [Toronto: The Empire Club of Canada, 1935], 43). Her derisive phrase, referring to New Canada’s lack of mercantile and strategic significance, echoes Voltaire’s Candide: “You know that these two nations are at war about a few acres of barren land in the neighborhood of Canada, and that they have expended much greater sums in the contest than all Canada is worth” (chap. 23, par. 1; trans. Henry Morley).
54 The critic was George Woodcock, as NF says explicitly in a nearly identical passage in “Criticism and Environment,” C, 577, although he gives the inaccurate dates 1960–70.
55 These three references are cribbed from “Haunted by Lack of Ghosts” (1977), C, 472–92. There, he gives the full quotation from George Grant’s Technology and Empire (1969): “That conquering relation to place has left its mark within us. When we go into the Rockies we may have the sense that gods are there. But if so, they cannot manifest themselves to us as ours. They are the gods of another race, and we cannot know them because of what we are, and what we did. There can be nothing immemorial for us except the environment as object” (477). The allusions to Birney and LePan are on pp. 477–8.
57 The first novel of Marie-Claire Blais, written when she was eighteen.
59 Margaret Atwood, “Journey to the Interior,” Selected Poems (New York:

60 Cf. C, 647, and see Introduction, pp. xli–xlii


62 Cf. C, 650: “The Haida mask from the early documentary The Loon’s Necklace has been practically a Canadian logo for some time.” Radford Crawley directed the film in 1948 for the Canadian Educational Association.

63 The sentence is quoted in par. 53, below, and appears in the final version in C, 647–8. Brian Mulroney was the Progressive Conservative prime minister of Canada, 1984–93.

64 This became the first sentence of the address.

65 The small group of Tory bureaucrats who dominated the executive, legislative, and judicial positions in Upper Canada until the 1830s.

66 Cf. C, 652.

67 Cf. C, 645.


69 See par. 2, above, and note.


71 See par. 9, above.

72 Cf. C, 644.

73 Cf. C, 649. Harold Innis’s The Bias of Communication (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1951) was one of the pioneering works in communication studies.

74 No actual use of the phrase by McLuhan has been located, although McLuhan’s son Eric has claimed that his father may have got the phrase “global village” from Joyce, and does cite the phrase from Finnegans Wake, 528, as an analogue. See Eric McLuhan, “The Source of the Term, ‘Global Village,’” in McLuhan Studies 2 (electronic version).

75 Cf. C, 645.


78 Cf. C, 646.

79 John Diefenbaker, running on the Progressive Conservative Party ticket, caught the public imagination in 1957 with his New Frontier Policy, a plan to populate the Canadian north by means of infrastructure development.
5. Literature

1 In pt. 6 of Flaubert’s *The Temptation of St. Anthony* (1874), the devil takes Antony up into outer space, where Antony asks, “What is the purpose of all this?” The devil answers, “There is no purpose.” In pt. 7, two old women, who seem at first to be Antony’s mother and sister, turn into Death and Lust; when they disappear, they are replaced by a vision of the Sphinx and the Chimera. As these are also both female, NF evidently either feels they are forms of the previous pair or is just misremembering. Antony’s ordeal ends with a triumphant cry and a vision of Christ, but critics disagree over the extent of the ending’s ambiguity.

2 The reference is to Blake’s annotation to Swedenborg’s *A Treatise concerning Heaven and Hell* (1784): “Thus Fools quote Shakespeare The Above [Swedenborg’s quotation of lines from Theseus’s speech] is Theseus’s opinion Not Shakespeares You might as well quote Satans blasphemies from Milton & Give them as Miltons Opinions” (Erdman, 601). This marginal note was first reported in G.E. Bentley, Jr.’s “Blake’s Annotations to Swedenborg’s Heaven and Hell.” *University of Toronto Quarterly*, 34 (1965), 290–3, and was published in Bentley’s *William Blake’s Writings* (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1978), 2:1349.

3 The reference is to the paper by Howard D. Weinbrot. See headnote.


6 Each of John Buncle’s seven wives is both beautiful and intelligent.

7 Robert Bage, *Hermsprong or Man as He Is Not* (1796), a story about a man without morals or religion.

8 *Fair Syrian* (1787).

10 Henry Fielding, *Tom Thumb: A Tragedy* (1730), a burlesque of contemporary playwrights; R.B. Sheridan, *The Critic, or a Tragedy Rehearsed* (1779), a satire of both sentimental drama and literary criticism.


13 The hero of Samuel Richardson’s epistolary novel, *Sir Charles Grandison* (1754).

14 Cf. EAC, 99.

15 Edward Young, *Night Thoughts or, The Complaint and The Consolation*, ed. Robert Essick and Jenijoy LaBelle (New York: Dover, 1975), 35. In the left margin beside these lines NF wrote: “more ambiguous now than in 18th c.” Cf. EAC, 98.

16 Cf. EAC, 98–9.

17 Cf. EAC, 105.

18 Cf. EAC, 98.

19 R.D. Laing’s views on mental illness were argued in a series of books, including *The Divided Self* (1960), *Sanity, Madness, and the Family* (1964), and *The Self and Others* (1969). In his annotations to J.G. Spurzheim’s *Observations on the Deranged Manifestations of the Mind, or Insanity* Blake wrote: “Corporeal disease. to which I readily agree. Diseases of the mind I pity him. Denies mental health and perfection. Stick to this all is right. . . . Cowper came to me & said. O that I were insane always I will never rest. Can you not make me truly insane. I will never rest till I am so. O that in the bosom of God I was hid. You retain health & yet are as mad as any of us all—over us all—mad as a refuge from unbelief—from Bacon Newton & Locke.” Blake’s annotations to J.G. Spurzheim’s *Observations on the Deranged Manifestations of the Mind, or Insanity* (Erdman, 663).

20 The source-word for “Troy” may be *troi*, apparently meaning something like “twist.” In Virgil’s *Aeneid*, 5.575–603, Aeneas’ son Iulus and his young companions take part in equestrian military manoeuvres called the Game of Troy, whose complicated movements are likened to the Cretan labyrinth. Augustus promoted this sport in contemporary Rome, and on one level Virgil is paying tribute to him by claiming it has descended from Ascanius, though NF feels there may be something more to it than that.

21 Cf. EAC, 100.

22 Robert Paltock, *The Life and Adventures of Peter Wilkins, a Cornishman* (1751), a romance about a shipwrecked mariner.

23 Cf. EAC, 101.

24 Cf. EAC, 107.
Frances Brooke, *The History of Emily Montague* (1769), an epistolary novel set in Quebec City after New France had become a part of the British empire.


Cf. *EAC*, 100.


"A little learning is a dangerous thing; / Drink deep, or taste not the Pierian spring" (Alexander Pope, *An Essay on Criticism* [1711], lines 215–16).

NF had typed “18th c. primitivism” and later made a handwritten change, cancelling “primitivism” and writing “criticism, fuck it” above the cancelled word.

“The stage but echoes back the public voice. / The drama’s laws the drama’s patrons give, / For we that live to please must please to live” (Samuel Johnson, “Prologue at the Opening of the Theatre in Drury Lane” [1747]). Cf. *EAC*, 97.

The lines from Edward Young are apparently those NF quotes in par. 15, above.


“Towards Defining an Age of Sensibility,” *ELH*, 23 (June 1956), 144–52; rpt. in *FI*, 130–7, and in *ENC*, 7–15.

Louis XV had said, “Après moi le déluge.”

Gower, who appears as the chorus throughout *Pericles*, opens the play by saying, “To sing a song that old was sung, / From ashes ancient Gower is come” (1.1.1–2).

Cf. *EAC*, 100.

Although Marx uses Robinson Crusoe as a favourable example of a pre-capitalist person producing goods because they are useful and producing only as much as is useful to him and not seeking a profit, he writes in *Das Kapital*, “Of his prayers and the like we take no account, since they are a source of pleasure to him, and he looks upon them as so much recreation.” Cf. *EAC*, 102.

Cf. *EAC*, 100.

Cf. *EAC*, 95.

See *AC*, 166: “A little pamphlet called the *Tractatus Coislinianus*, closely related to Aristotle’s *Poetics*, which sets down all the essential facts about comedy into two parts, opinion (*pistis*) and proof (*gnosis*). These correspond roughly to the usurping and desirable societies respectively. Proofs (i.e., the means of bringing about the happier society) are subdivided into oaths, compacts, witnesses, ordeals (or tortures), and laws—in other words the five forms of material proof in law cases listed in the *Rhetoric*.”

*Persuasion*, chap. 21.

A god who exists but is not active in the world, and is therefore not worshipped.
Kairos and Logos consists of four linked sestinas. In the second of them, a girl leaves the garden which is “her mother’s home,” goes into the forest, and eventually loses both her innocence and her influence over nature, an influence that was imaginary anyway. And yet “The Word still nursed Its motherhood, Its child.” See W.H. Auden, *Collected Poems*, ed. Edward Mendelson (New York: Random House, 1976), 239–40.

“Hence men came to scan the Scriptures by the letter, and in the covenant of our redemption, magnified the external signs more than the quickening power of the Spirit; and yet looking on them through their own guiltiness with a servile fear, and finding as little comfort, or rather terror from them again, they knew not how to hide their slavish approach to God’s behests, by them not understood, nor worthily received, but by cloaking their servile crouching to all religious presentments, sometimes lawful, sometimes idolatrous, under the name of humility, and terming the piebald frippery and ostentation of ceremonies, decency” (John Milton, *Of Reformation Touching Church Discipline in England* [1641], in *The Student’s Milton*, ed. Frank Allen Patterson [New York: Crofts, 1945], 442). This is from Milton’s first anti-episcopal tract.

For NF’s sense of prose musical style, see *AC*, 263–8.

“Thus did the Editor see himself, for the while, shut out from all public utterance of these extraordinary Doctrines, and constrained to revolve them, not without disquietude, in the dark depths of his own mind.”

“Occasionally, as above hinted, we find consummate vigor, a true inspiration; his burning thoughts step forth in fit burning words, like so many full-formed Minervas, issuing amid flame and splendor from Jove’s head; a rich, idiomatic diction, picturesque allusions, fiery poetic emphasis, or quaint tricksy turns; all the graces and terrors of a wild Imagination, wedded to the clearest Intellect, alternate in beautiful vicissitude.”

Mill relates the crisis in his *own* mental history in the famous fifth chapter of his *Autobiography*, where he writes, “Instead of my having been taught anything, in the first instance, by Carlyle, it was only in proportion as I came to see the same truths, through media more suited to my mental constitution, that I recognized them in his writings. Then, indeed, the wonderful power with which he put them forth made a deep impression upon me, and I was during a long period one of his most fervent admirers; but the good his writings did me, was not as philosophy to instruct, but as poetry to animate” (John Stuart Mill, *Autobiography and Literary Essays*, ed. John M. Robson and Jack Stillinger [Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1981], 181, 183.). This passage is from chap. 6 of the *Autobiography*, entitled “A Crisis in My Mental History: One Stage Onward.”

The phrase comes from Hans Vaihinger’s *Die Philosophie des Als Ob* (1911; Eng. trans., *The Philosophy of “As If”* [1924]).
51 The reference is to Walter Savage Landor’s *Imaginary Conversations of Literary Men and Statesmen* (1824–29).

52 Thersites = the railing demagogue in bk. 1 of the *Iliad* and the foul-mouthed cynic of Shakespeare’s *Troilus and Cressida*. Diogenes (ca. 412–323 B.C.), the chief among the school of philosophers knows as the cynics, was Teufelsdröckh’s given name.


54 Socrates goes to the theologian Euthyprho, or rather runs into him at the entrance to the law courts, right before the former’s trial, at which point they engage in a discussion of piety.

55 See C.R. Maturin, *Melmoth the Wanderer* (1820), one of the last of the Gothic novels.

56 “Close thy Byron; open thy Goethe”: Teufelsdröckh’s advice to himself in “The Everlasting Yea” (2.9.12).

57 “I have a hundred times heard [my father] say, that all ages and nations have represented their gods as wicked, in a constantly increasing progression; that mankind have gone on adding trait after trait till they reached the most perfect conception of wickedness which the human mind can devise, and have called this God, and prostrated themselves before it” (John Stuart Mill, *Autobiography*, 43).


59 Ira David Sankey (1840–1908): he joined with Dwight L. Moody to form a famous evangelistic mission in the later nineteenth century, Moody preaching and Sankey singing.

60 “Sweetness and light” is Arnold’s phrase for the aims of culture, sweetness signifying moral righteousness and light representing intellectual power.

61 “Culture is then properly described not as having its origin in curiosity, but as having its origin in the love of perfection, it is a study of perfection” (91, ll. 28–31).

62 That is, “Selfhood” in Blake’s sense of the destructive selfishness of the ego, which develops into the Spectre.

63 “In poetry as a criticism of life under the conditions fixed for such a criticism by the laws of poetic truth and poetic beauty, the spirit of our race will find, we have said, as time goes on and as other helps fail, its consolation and stay. But the consolation and stay will be of a power in proportion to the power of the criticism of life” (“The Study of Poetry,” par. 2).

64 NF is apparently thinking of the opening paragraphs of “The Function of Criticism at the Present Time,” where Arnold says, for example, that “the cre-
ation of the modern poet, to be worth much, implies a great critical effort behind it” (par. 8).

65 This is the way Arnold puts it in the 1869 “Preface” to *Culture and Anarchy*, 233, ll. 35–6). In the text itself he says that culture is “the best that has been thought and known in the world” (113, ll. 4–5). His definition of criticism in “The Function of Criticism at the Present Time” is similar: “a disinterested endeavour to learn and propagate the best that has been known and thought in the world” (par. 3).

66 An idea found in Arnold’s 1869 “Preface” to *Culture and Anarchy*, 250–1.

67 Charles Bradlaugh (1833–91), social reformer and free-thinker. John Bright (1811–89), radical statesman and orator who was closely associated with the Reform Act of 1867. For Arnold on both thinkers, who at the time were left-wing progressives, see *Culture and Anarchy*, chaps. 2 and 3. For Mill’s opinions on the two free-thinkers, see his *Autobiography*, chap. 7.

68 Totality for Arnold was the opposite of the provinciality he saw in the Non-conformists. See his “Preface” to the 1869 edition of *Culture and Anarchy*, 236, 244–5, 251–2.


71 A phrase Arnold uses in the 1869 “Preface” to *Culture and Anarchy*. See, e.g., 238, l. 31 and 243, l. 23.

72 Here NF cancelled the sentence “Whenever I hit this plus-thinking I hit back.”

73 “Preface” to the 1869 edition of *Culture and Anarchy*, 238, ll. 25, 26.

74 A phrase used throughout “The Study of Poetry” (1880). High seriousness, for Arnold, was a touchstone for great poetry.

75 For Arnold, the sectary was a religious zealot, a “member of a Nonconforming or self-made religious community” who had “little leisure or inclination for culture” (239, ll. 18–19, 35).

76 Arnold’s idealizing of Greek thought and art appears throughout *Culture and Anarchy*.

77 A term of abuse. See Matthew 5:22.

78 NF means not that Arnold is mocking the names of these three persons but that he treats the positions they take ironically. William Murphy, a representative of the London Protestant Electoral Union, delivered a series of anti-Catholic lectures in Birmingham on 16 June 1867; see *Culture and Anarchy*, 119–20. Reverend William Cattle, Wesleyan minister from Walsall, whom Arnold quotes on 136, ll. 8–13, also joined the anti-Catholic tirade; Sir Daniel Gooch was chairman of the board of directors of the Great Western Railway; Arnold quotes Gooch’s mother’s advice to her son, which Arnold sees as an example of nothing but commercial interest; see 122, 142.

79 Sporus is the name Pope gives to Lord Hervey in *An Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot*.
Pope’s character sketch is one of the most damning in English poetry (ll. 305–33).

Charles Edward Coughlin (1891–1979), an American Roman Catholic priest who gained a wide following by his radio addresses; Jean-Marie-Rodrigue Villeneuve (1883–1947), Roman Catholic archbishop of Quebec; Daniel O’Connell (1775–1847), Irish Roman Catholic political leader.

On 2 May 1866, Thomas Chambers had introduced a bill into parliament permitting a man to marry his deceased wife’s sister. For Arnold’s discussion of the issue, see 205–8.

NF was a student at Merton College for the academic years 1936–37 and 1938–39.

“...our definition of culture, or the pursuit of light and perfection, which made light and perfection consist, not in resting and being, but in growing and becoming, in a perpetual advance in beauty and wisdom” (130, ll. 28–32).

In Arnold’s terms, the Barbarians (aristocrats), Philistines (middle class), and Populace (working class).


See chap. 4 of Culture and Anarchy. The governing idea of Hebraism, which Arnold sees as manifested in primitive Christianity and Protestantism, is “strictness of conscience”; and the controlling idea of Hellenism, which aims to see “things as they really are,” is “spontaneity of consciousness” (165, ll. 34–5).

For his discussion of the works of Sir William Hamilton, see Mill’s Autobiography, chap. 7.


The phrase occurs throughout Culture and Anarchy.

“The governing idea of Hellenism is spontaneity of consciousness; that of Hebraism, strictness of conscience” (165, ll. 34–5).

Edward Lear, Lines to a Young Lady, l. 19 (Edward Lear’s Nonsense Omnibus [London: Frederick Warne, 1942], 21).

Years later NF returned to this idea of Arnold’s. See LN, 1:64, 210.

204, lines 5–7; the quotation within braces comes from 203, l. 38, and 204, l. 1.

Nicæa was the first ecumenical council. NF is apparently referring to the plenary councils, such as the Council of Arles (314).

“Violet-crowned Athens” is Pindar’s phrase (fragment 76).

From the antepenultimate par. of chap. 6, not included in the third edition of Culture and Anarchy (New York: Macmillan and Co., 1882).

Cf. Arnold: “Man worships best, therefore, with the community; he philosophes best alone” (197, ll. 32–3).
Arnold examines the population and poverty problems of London’s East End on pp. 213–20.

Gleichschaltung = political coordination, i.e., bringing into line or eliminating the opposition.

“I will not cease from mental fight, / Nor shall my sword sleep in my hand / Till we have built Jerusalem / In England’s green and pleasant land” (William Blake’s preface to *Milton*, ll. 13–16).

“It appears, in this otherwise so happy meeting, there talked one ‘Philistine’; who even now, to the general weariness, was dominantly pouring forth Philistinism (*Philistriositaten*); little witting what hero was here entering to demolish him! We omit the series of Socratic, or rather Diogenic utterances, not unhappy in their way, whereby the monster, ‘persuaded into silence,’ seems soon after to have withdrawn for the night. ‘Of which dialectic marauder,’ writes our hero, ‘the discomfiture was visibly felt as a benefit by most: but what were all applauds to the glad smile, threatening every moment to become a laugh’” (2.5.16).

Mill writes: “[I]f I have accomplished anything, I owe it, among other fortunate circumstances, to the fact that through the early training bestowed on me by my father, I started, I may fairly say, with an advantage of a quarter of a century over my contemporaries” (33).


The reference is to Benjamin Jowett (1817–93), English educator, Greek scholar, Church of England clergyman, master of Balliol College, Oxford (1870–93), and well-known translator of Plato’s complete *Dialogues*.


William James uses the phrase in lecture 2 of *A Pluralistic Universe*: “When John Mill said that the notion of God’s omnipotence must be given up, if God is to be kept as a religious object, he was surely accurately right; yet so prevalent is the lazy monism that idly haunts the region of God’s name, that so simple and truthful a saying was generally treated as a paradox.”

The name given by Carlyle in his “Latter-Day Pamphlets”—the one on Jesuitism—to the wide-spread philosophy of the time, which regarded the human being as a mere creature of appetite instead of a creature of God endowed with a soul. Carlyle considered economics a pig-philosophy.

The reference is to sections 8–10 of Discourse 8 in Newman’s *The Idea of a
University, where he holds up Julian the Apostate as an example of intellectual religion.

109 Cooper’s Hill (1642), a long poem by Sir John Denham, which is chiefly a topographical description of the scenery around Egham; Windsor Forest (1713) by Alexander Pope is also a topographical poem, imitating the genre of Denham’s Cooper’s Hill.

110 A reference to the Thirty-Nine Articles, adopted by the Church of England in the sixteenth century, which Anglican clergy in Mill’s day were required to endorse by signing. A similar test was imposed on admission to the universities.

111 “white terror” = right-wing counter-revolution, as described by leftists.

112 The reference is to John Henry Cardinal Newman’s recasting of his original Apologia Pro Vita Sua (1864) in 1865 and again in 1873.

113 Both Harriet Taylor and her daughter Helen Taylor helped Mill with the writing of his Autobiography and other works. Mill wrote, “Whoever, either now or hereafter, may think of me and my work I have done, must never forget that it is the product not of one intellect and conscience but of three, the least considerable of whom, and above all the least original, is the one whose name is attached to it” (Autobiography, 265).

114 John Arthur Roebuck, a member of the Utilitarian Society and friend of Mill’s, became active in the campaign for increasing the franchise and after the 1832 Reform Act was selected to represent the Whigs at Bath. As a member of Parliament, he advocated a wide range of radical policies, including expropriating the property of the Church of England.

115 John Sterling was a friend of Mill’s, disciple of Coleridge, a passionate orator, and subject of a biography by Thomas Carlyle.

116 John Austin, professor of jurisprudence at London University. Mill attended his lectures, which were published as The Province of Jurisprudence Determined (London: Murray, 1832).

117 That is, the passages at the beginning of chapter 5 about Harriet Taylor, whom Mill met in 1830 and married twenty-one years later.

118 Mill uses the phrase several times; e.g., “The cultivation of the feelings became one of the cardinal points in my ethical and philosophical creed” (147).

119 Lord Durham (John George Lambton) was attacked because of the decree for clemency he issued following a rebellion in Quebec, to where he had been dispatched in 1832 as governor general of the Province of Canada. The attack on Durham and the failure of the ministries to support him led to his resignation.

120 Harriet Taylor had met Mill in 1830. When her marriage to John Taylor began to deteriorate, she moved to a new home, where Mill would visit on weekends, an arrangement that scandalized their friends. “Court of Love” is
NF’s shorthand for the conventions of courtly love, which combined erotic desire and spiritual fulfilment. For his understanding of the Court of Love NF was indebted to C.S. Lewis’s *The Allegory of Love* (1936), which argued that courtly love consisted of four salient features: humility, courtesy, adultery, and the religion of love.

121 Whether Taylor and Mill had a sexual relationship before their marriage in 1851—and even after—has been a subject of much speculation. In his *Autobiography* Mill wrote that his relation with Taylor before their marriage “was one of strong affection and confidential intimacy only. For though we did not consider the ordinances of society binding on a subject so entirely personal, we did feel bound that our conduct should be such as in no degree to bring discredit on her husband, nor therefore on herself” (237).

122 In his *Memoirs of My Life and Writings*, Edward Gibbon reports: “It was at Rome, on the 15th of October 1764, as I sat musing amidst the ruins of the Capitol, while the bare-footed friars were singing vespers in the temple of Jupiter, that the idea of writing the decline and fall of the city first started to my mind.”

123 Mill had read the English barrister Thomas Hare’s *A Treatise on the Election of Representatives* (1859). Hare advocated an electoral system that tried to ensure that the proportional support gained by different groups was accurately reflected in the election result. In practice this meant that political parties in legislative assemblies receive approximately the number of seats proportional to the percentage of vote they received.

124 Mill refers to Helen Taylor as both his step-daughter and his daughter.

125 The phrase is NF’s. Mill wrote: “I was convinced that no numerous or influential portion of any electoral body, really wished to be represented by a person of my opinions; and that one who possessed no local connection or popularity, and who did not choose to stand as the mere organ of a party had small chance of being elected anywhere unless through the expenditure of money. Now it was, and is, my fixed conviction, that a candidate ought not to incur one farthing of expense for undertaking a public duty. Such of the lawful expenses of an election as have no special reference to any particular candidate, ought to be borne as a public charge, either by the State or by the locality” (273).

126 In 1865 Jamaica’s Governor Edward John Eyre (1815–1901) ruthlessly suppressed the rebellion resulting from Queen Victoria’s forbidding the native population to plant crops on government-held land. Mill chaired the committee to look into the matter, which had divided the British intelligentsia. Mill and a number of economists and religious radicals condemned Eyre. Carlyle, Tennyson, Kingsley, and other writers sided with Eyre.

127 See par. 30, above.
128 Shaw is usually said to have written five novels, but a fragment written in 1887–88 was published in 1958 as *An Unfinished Novel*.

129 Like Shaw, Corelli, the popular Victorian novelist, took it upon herself to cure the world of its social ills. In 1895 Shaw began writing drama criticism for the *Saturday Review*.

130 Shaw published an attack on Max Nordau’s *Degeneration* in *Liberty*, 27 July 1895. It eventually became *The Sanity of Art*, published in 1908.

131 This entry is a holograph addition.

132 Candlemas, the feast of the purification of the Virgin and the presentation of Jesus in the Temple, takes place forty days after Christmas, on February 2. It has some association with pre-Christian celebrations of the middle of winter, halfway between winter and spring; hence the coincidence with Groundhog Day.

133 See par. 10, below, and note.

134 In *WP*, 175–7, NF mentions Eliot’s *Quartets*, then says, “Sir John Davies, again, in his magnificent poem *Orchestra*, gives us a vision of the whole cosmos as an interlocking dance. . . . The poem is said to be sung to Penelope during the absence of Odysseus by the chief of her suitors, Alcinous.

135 Below this entry NF wrote “ut pictura poesis.”

136 See *Ash Wednesday*, sec. 3, ll. 2–3: “I turned and saw below / The same shape twisted on the banister.”

137 A reference to the motto, *In tristitia hilaris, in hilaritate tristis* (“Cheerful in his sadness, sad in his cheerfulness”), that Bruno used at the beginning of his play *Il Candelao* and other places. See *MM*, 371.

138 Grace O’Malley, the Prankquean in *Finnegans Wake*, is the temptress and enchanter whose character merges into that of Isolde, Guinevere, and other female characters. For the “Prankquean story,” see *Finnegans Wake* (New York: Viking, 1958), 21–3.


140 “Perhaps not one of us escapes [the nightmare]; perhaps, as by some sorrowful doom of man, that dream repeats from every one of us, through every generation, the original temptation in Eden” (*The English Mail Coach* [1854], sec. 2). Cf. *MM*, 367–8.

141 The last line of Blake’s *The Four Zoas* (“Night the Ninth,” l. 455).


143 That is, the encounter between HCE and a “cad with a pipe” in Phoenix Park, when the latter asks the former about the time of day. See *Finnegans Wake*, 35.

144 This entry is developed in *MM*, 368.

145 The jiminies whose natures are reversed when they are kidnapped by the
Prankquean. See *Finnegans Wake*, 21–3. Their names are a pun on Bruno’s motto (see par. 1, above).

146 Cf. *MM*, 373.


148 The phrase comes from the very end of *Finnegans Wake*, 628.


152 NF must mean 1939, the year that *Finnegans Wake* was published.


154 In a letter to Harriet Weaver Shaw (4 February 1921) Joyce said that the first part of Upward’s *The Divine Mystery* (1913) “seems to me like a running marginal comment on *Circe*” (*Letters of James Joyce*, ed. Stuart Gilbert [New York: Viking Press, 1956], 1:156).


156 Cf. *MM*, 369–70.


158 “Q” is NF’s note to himself to quote the title. The book in question, *Our Exagmination Round His Factification for Incamination of Work in Progress* (London: Faber & Faber, 1936), included essays by Samuel Beckett and thirteen other contributors.


160 NF does so in *MM*, 358–9: “Joyce tells Harriet Shaw Weaver in a letter that Bruno’s philosophy ‘is a kind of dualism—every power in nature must evolve an opposite in order to realize itself and opposition brings reunion.’ . . . In a later letter to Harriet Weaver, Joyce says, referring to both Vico and Bruno: ‘I would not pay overmuch attention to these theories, beyond using them for all they are worth.’” See *Letters of James Joyce* (New York: Viking, 1957), 224–5, 241 respectively.


163 Here the manuscript ends, or at least stops. The poem NF refers to here is uncertain, but a likely candidate is *New Year Letter (January 1, 1940)*; see
Against his paralyzing smile  
And honest realistic style  
Our best protection is that we  
In fact live in eternity.  
The sleepless counter of our breaths . . .  
Has no direct experience  
Of discontinuous events,  
And all our intuitions mock  
The formal logic of the clock . . .  
Suppose we love, not friends or wives,  
But certain patterns in our lives . . .

164 Cf. EAC, 131.
165 NF quotes the passage in EAC, 132, also in LN, 2:564: “It is as though a poem gave the reader as he left it a single, new word, never before spoken and impossible to actually enunciate, but self-evident as an active principle in the reader’s consciousness henceforward.” See The Complete Poems and Selected Letters and Prose of Hart Crane, ed. Brom Weber (New York: Liveright, 1966), 221.
167 This became the opening line of the final form of the essay.

6. Criticism, Language, and Education

1 Vico describes the three ages thus: “(1) The age of the gods, in which the gentiles believed they lived under divine governments, and everything was commanded them by auspices and oracles, which are the oldest institutions in profane history. (2) The age of the heroes, in which they reigned everywhere in aristocratic commonwealths, on account of certain superiority of nature which they held themselves to have over the plebes. (3) The age of men, in which all men recognized themselves as equal in human nature, and therefore there were established first the popular commonwealths and the monarchies, both of which are forms of human government” (The New Science of Giambattista Vico, unabridged translation of the third edition (1744), trans. Thomas Goddard Bergin and Max Harold Fisch [Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 1991], par. 31).
2 Cogito ergo sum. This is the canonical formulation. What Descartes actually wrote in his Second Meditation was, “I have convinced myself that there is
absolutely nothing in the world, no sky, no earth, no minds, no bodies. Does it now follow that I too do not exist? No: if I convinced myself of something then I certainly existed. But there is a deceiver of supreme power and cunning who is deliberately and constantly deceiving me. In that case I too undoubtedly exist, if he is deceiving me; and let him deceive me as much as he can, he will never bring it about that I am nothing so long as I think that I am something. So after considering everything very thoroughly, I must finally conclude that this proposition, I am, I exist, is necessarily true whenever it is put forward by me or conceived in my mind” (Oeuvres de Descartes, ed. Charles Adam and Paul Tannery [Paris: J. Vrin, 1904], 7:25).

3 “As love is to good, so is hatred to evil; we wish good to them whom we love, and evil to them whom we hate. If then the will of God cannot be inclined to evil, as has been shown, it is impossible for Him to hate anything” (Summa contra Gentiles, bk. 1, sec. 96, par. 1).

4 “O Worship the King,” stanza 2; words by Robert Grant (1779–1838); music arranged from J. Michael Haydn (1737–1806).

5 Frye is referring to the work of Rudolf Bultmann and his followers. Bultmann first proposed the concept of demythologizing in his essay “New Testament and Mythology.” The idea became known outside of Germany with the publication of his Kerygma and Mythos (1948), parts of which were translated into English in 1953, with a complete translation in 1962.


8 “The Old & New Testaments are the Great Code of Art”: from Blake’s drawing and engraving The Laocoön (Erdman, 274).

9 Dante’s theory of polysemous meaning can be found in his well-known letter to Can Grande Della Scalla (ca. 1318) and in “The Banquet” chapter of his Convivio (ca. 1304–8).

10 NF takes the phrase quo tendas from a medieval jingle attributed to Augustine of Denmark (354–430): “Litera gesta docet, / Quid credas allegoria, / Moralis quid agas, / Quo tendas anagogia” (The letter teaches what was done, allegory what to believe, morals teach how to act, anagogy where you will go).

11 See section 5, n. 122, above.

12 At the time of NF’s lectures Jimmy Carter was in the middle of his term as president of the United States (1977–81).

13 The U.S. political scandal, named for the Watergate Hotel, where burglars broke into the Democratic Party’s National Committee offices on 17 June 1972. It eventually led to the resignation of President Richard M. Nixon.

Frye, speaking only from sketchy notes, is misremembering here. The reference is not to “The Decay of Lying” but to this passage, not recounted altogether accurately, in the “The Critic as Artist”: “Gilbert: . . . [L]et me play Chopin to you, or Dvorák? Shall I play you a fantasy by Dvorák? He writes passionate, curiously-coloured things. Ernest: No, I don’t want music just at present. It is far too indefinite. Besides, I took the Baroness Bernstein down to dinner last night, and, though absolutely charming in every other respect, she insisted on discussing music as if it were actually written in the German language . . . Gilbert: After playing Chopin, I feel as if I had been weeping over sins that I had never committed, and mourning over tragedies that were not my own. Music always seems to me to produce that effect. It creates for one a past of which one has been ignorant, and fills one with a sense of sorrows that have been hidden from one’s tears. I can fancy a man who had led a perfectly commonplace life, hearing by chance some curious piece of music, and suddenly discovering that his soul, without his being conscious of it, had passed through terrible experiences, and known fearful joys, or wild romantic loves, or great renunciations” (The Complete Works of Oscar Wilde [New York: Harper and Row, 1989], 1010–11).

“I give you the end of a golden string, / Only wind it into a ball: / It will lead you in at Heaven’s gate, / Built in Jerusalem’s wall” (Jerusalem, plate 77 [Erdman, 231]).


Here NF left a blank space to fill in the title later. Vickery’s collection of thirty-four essays was published by the University of Nebraska Press in 1966.

Weston = Jessie Weston, author of From Ritual to Romance (1920); Knight = Richard Payne Knight (1750–1824), author of The Worship of Priapus (1786); J.F. Newton = Joseph Fort Newton (1876–1950), author of The Builders (1914) and other books on masonry and on religion; Davies = Edward Davies (1756–1831), author of Celtic Researches on the Origin, Traditions and Languages of the Ancient Britons (1804) and The Mythology and Rites of the British Druids (1809).

In Joshua 4, Joshua set up twelve stones in Gilgal, a name that means “circle.” This became an important Israelite shrine. NF is connecting this with the megalithic monuments, including Stonehenge, scattered throughout Europe and the Mediterranean.

“Deification of the void” is a phrase that NF uses in a number of notebooks. For further explanation than he gives here, see NFR, xxvi–xxvii, and Robert D. Denham, Northrop Frye: Religious Visionary and Architect of the Spiritual World (Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 2004), 173–6.

“It is in this world that the union of God & his Shekhinah, his feminine counterpart takes place.” Poncé uses ampersands throughout his book.

Poncé’s spellings are consistently those given here in brackets. The names are capitalized in several charts, but not in the text.
24 Poncé gives no division of the soul for the fourth world, the Malkuth. See his chart on p. 69.

25 Browning’s drama (Luria: A Tragedy, 1846) is about the fall of a man of steadfast fidelity—what NF calls “concentration” here—through treachery.


29 This seems to be NF’s own association; the term is always spelled En-Sof by Poncé. While the rest of these notes move consecutively through Poncé’s text, NF has jumped to p. 133 for the information about ain and ani, where Poncé maintains that the “Hebrew word ain (nothing) & Hebrew word ani (I) are composed of the same consonants. Ani is what God calls himself at the precise moment that his Shekhinah, his feminine counterpart in the form of the Sefirah Malkuth, enters & completes the created world” (133).


31 From the Upanishads, Sanskrit Tat Tvam Asi, normally translated “Thou Art That.”

32 The first sephiroth, Kether, is also, according to Poncé, referred to as Macroprosopus, the Vast Countenance. On p. 114, he cites S.L. MacGregor Mathers’s Kabbalah Unveiled, a translation of some of the books of the Zohar.

33 NF may have intended to write “creation theory” instead of “fall theory.” At any rate, what Poncé actually says on p. 130 is that “[c]reation implies the establishing of something other than oneself, outside of oneself, wholly capable of existing as an independent unit or entity. Emanation on the other hand is an act of flowing (from the Latin, emanare, to flow), which implies not only the existence of a source, but that the activity of flowing is dependent on the source if it is to remain an activity.”

34 See Henry Vaughan, Regeneration, ll. 65–82.

35 That is, the third comparative literature conference Frye has been asked to speak to. The papers presented at the previous two previous conferences

36 “If a student studies Spenser, he is ‘in’ English; if he studies Ariosto, he is ‘in’ Italian; if he wants to study the influence of Ariosto on Spenser, he is in, or may be in if some other program has not annexed him, comparative literature. This is what I think of as the Swiss hotel keeper conception of the subject: anyone who commands two or more languages equally well becomes a comparatiste. To pursue the metaphor a little further: the Swiss hotel keeper watches his guests come down to breakfast. The first couple is clearly German; the second couple obviously American; the third couple seem ill-assorted. He looks English, but her perfume smells French, and he doesn’t think they are married anyway. So, again, they are comparatistes” (LS, 191).

37 That is, the influence of the three Romance languages have had a greater influence on English literature than Old English has.

38 The epigram attributed to Frost: “Poetry is what gets lost in translation.” “Simultaneous translation” apparently refers to the point NF often makes about the mind in the reading process going in two directions simultaneously—the centrifugal and the centripetal.

39 This last phrase is a holograph pencil addition.

40 This last phrase is a holograph pencil addition.


42 The reference is to the last line of the Newfoundland folksong She’s Like the Swallow: “I love my love and love is no more.” In WP, NF quotes a quatrain from the song and then remarks: “A reader, however great his distrust of interpretation, could write out a series of, let us say, eight sentences, each a paraphrase of what the last line could mean. A ninth sentence would also be possible: ‘It doesn’t mean anything really: it’s just a mistake in oral transmission from an original that said something like “I love my love when love is no more.”’ This statement, if true, would be relevant to certain aspects of criticism: as far as experiencing the line as a line of poetry is concerned, it has no relevance whatever. Similarly, all objections to criticism based on the assumption that the poet is speaking, such as ‘Did the poet really mean, or intend, or have in his mind, all that?’ are merely small-minded nagging” (WP, 67).

43 On NF’s point about Sandburg’s Fog, see LS, 192–3.

44 Journey without Arrival: A Personal Point of View from Northrop Frye, aired on CBC television on 6 April 1976.

45 The bronze statue by Vernon March was unveiled in 1925 in Orillia, Ontario.

46 Gerard Manley Hopkins, letter to A.W.M. Baillie (14 January 1883), in Further
The Secretum, which Petrarch began in 1343 and wrote for the rest of his life, is a rueful dialogue between himself and St. Augustine.

Tasso had something of a spiritual crisis when he became aware that in writing Jerusalem Delivered he had improperly conflated holy war and the eros themes of romance. Tolstoy underwent a greater spiritual crisis about his vocation as a writer, leading him to reject the way of the world and his own literary achievements.

Holograph addition at the end of this par.: “Blither, in DHL [D.H. Lawrence], etc. In 1863 and following, the Salon des Refusés exhibited works by Manet and others that had been rejected by the jury of the official Salon.

“In Plato’s dialogue Phaedrus we first meet Phaedrus himself, deeply impressed by a speech about love given by the rhetorician Lysias. As Socrates begins to ask him about the speech, it becomes obvious that it is the personal impact rather than the content of Lysias’s address that has impressed Phaedrus. So he pulls a written copy of the address out of his pocket to refresh his memory of it. At the end of the dialogue we are told that the god Thoth, having invented writing and proclaimed its virtues as an aid to the memory, was informed by his critics that his invention had far more to do with forgetting than with remembering, and that it would only encourage mental laziness. Beginning and end fit together exactly. For Phaedrus at the beginning and for Thoth’s critics at the end, writing is a vestige of a presence that has vanished,
and in fact was continuously vanishing even while it was appearing. The same principle would apply to the oral discourse of Socrates, in that context" (MM, 25).

63 Holograph addition at the end of this par.: “passive.”

64 “[T]he great story of the destruction of two young lovers by a combination of fate and family hostility is older and wider than that. In Shakespeare’s time, Chikamatsu, the Japanese writer of Bunraku (puppet plays), was telling similar stories on the other side of the world, and thousands of years earlier the same story was echoing and re-echoing through ancient myths” (NFS, 30).


67 Browning has his “faultless painter” say, “I am bold to say. / I can do with my pencil what I know, / What I see, what at bottom of my heart / I wish for, if I ever wish so deep— / Do easily, too—when I say, perfectly” (Andrea del Sarto, ll. 59–63). According to Vasari, Andrea del Sarto could draw “perfectly.”

68 “A film, in a single shot, could give you everything Romeo mentions and a good deal more. But then you wouldn’t have the psychological insight that shows you how the desperate Romeo, resolved on death, suddenly concentrates his mind with the fiercest intensity on a single scene: he’s practically hallucinating the shop” (NFS, 8).

69 “Prose is a difficult and complex form of expression, and I do not see how it is possible to master it without entering into the technicalities now associated with linguistics. I am aware of the objections brought against the old-fashioned Latinate grammar I learned myself at school, and against them can set only my own experience. My training in grammar, such as it was, was of immense practical benefit to me, and I feel that I could have accomplished very little as a writer without it. It may have analysed the language in the wrong way, but at least it conveyed the fact that there was a structure in language, of a most exciting kind. It was also a curious and oblique introduction to philosophy. There is no reason why such rudiments of philosophy as the distinction of concrete and abstract, the conceptions of universals, of predication, of the relation of subject and object, cannot be absorbed early in public school. I learned them from Latinate grammar, and am still learning from them (WE, 547–8). NF makes the point in a number of other places.

70 See the headnote, above.

71 The last four words here were a holograph addition. On Akenside, see pars. 8 and 10, above.

73 On the theories of the relation of art to nature in *The Winter’s Tale*, see *NFS*, 166–7.


75 In the preface to *The Rhetoric of Romanticism* (New York: Columbia University Press, 1984) de Man speaks of his “failure to make the various individual readings coalesce,” adding that, although the essays are “laid out diachronically in a roughly chronological sequence, they do not evolve in a manner that easily allows for dialectical progression” (viii).

76 Words “originate like flowers.” See *The Rhetoric of Romanticism*, 2–7, for de Man’s analysis of the Hölderlin passage.

77 See *The Rhetoric of Romanticism*, 22–3, 31–44.


80 See n. 78, above.

81 The point here and in the previous entry is that the original pejorative meanings of words like “Quaker” and “mongolism,” as well as various forms of offensive and sexist language, become outmoded over time. In England the members of the Society of Friends were ridiculed in their early days with the name Quaker for “quaking at the word of the Lord,” the suggestion being that to their detractors they were hysterics. The Quakers then co-opted the term as a second name for themselves. Frye refers elsewhere to such linguistic phenomena as fossilizing. “Christmas” no longer refers to a Mass, just as the original pejorative connotations of “Quaker” have disappeared. See *WP*, 189–90, *DV*, 87, and *LN*, 1:295.

82 The reference is to the anti-*joual* campaign in French Canada, an effort to establish European French as a standard of correctness against the normal linguistic developments which tend to Anglicize and Americanize French Canadian speech.


84 No doubt a reference to Garnett Sedgewick (1882–1949), who served as head of the English department at the University of British Columbia from 1920 to 1948. He had given the Alexander Lectures at the University of Toronto, which were published as *Of Irony, Especially in Drama* (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1934; 2nd ed., 1948).

85 Edgar and Pratt had been Frye’s teachers and later his colleagues at Victoria College. Douglas Jay was a member of the faculty at Emmanuel College and
later principal of Emmanuel, retiring from that position in 1990. It was Jay who invited NF to give the lectures that led to The Double Vision (posthumously published).

86 G.S. Brett, A History of Psychology, 3 vols. (London: G. Allen, 1912–21). Brett was NF’s philosophy teacher during his fourth year at VC.

87 Pelham Edgar, Henry James: Man and the Author (London: Grant Richards, 1927). Edgar was one of Frye’s teachers at VC.

88 George Lyman Kittredge of Harvard was once asked why, given his immense scholarship, he had never received a Ph.D. “My dear sir,” he wryly replied, “who could examine me?”

89 NF recounted this “story of Ned” Pratt in a talk he gave at Victoria College, 25 November 1982: “[E]veryone loved to tell the story of how [Ned Pratt] drove his car down the middle of the street, stopped at a red light in front of a streetcar, got out of the car to talk to a friend on the sidewalk, walked down to the college with him, and remembered that he had left his car in the middle of traffic later. That, if my information is correct, was something which actually did happen to Professor Norman DeWitt in the Department of Classics, but it was, of course, instantly transferred to Ned because he attracted that kind of story as honey attracts flies” (C, 599–600).

90 This entry is a holograph addition.

91 “In the subway, where I do a certain amount of my writing, I can see around me four signs telling me not to do things, three sets of instructions about what to do in an emergency, and two threats of fine or imprisonment if there turns out not to be any emergency. There is also a long document in fine print I have never read, besides all the advertising. It’s clear that the primary motive for teaching one to read is to produce an obedient and adjusted citizen, who can respond to a traffic sign with the right reflex” (WE, 512).

92 In the left margin NF wrote “cf. pidgin.”

93 NF is referring to a comment in Robin Skelton’s review of Fables of Identity: “When he [NF] says that Spenser ‘is not the kind of poet who depends on anything that a Romantic would call inspiration,’ we may be dubious, but are willing to go along with him for the ride. When he adds that ‘He is a professional poet, learned in rhetoric, who approaches his sublime passages with a nonchalance of a car-driver shifting into second-gear,’ I, for one, am incredulous. I concede that Spenser’s Faerie Queene is organized with such complexity and with such dependence upon established rhetorical maneuvers that it looks as if this is the case, but twenty-five years of writing poetry and ten years of studying the psychology of the process have led me to treat such matters with more caution. I don’t know with what ease or difficulty Spenser wrote any more than Frye does, but bland assertions of the unprovable are part of the tools of the metacritical trade” (“The House That Frye Built,” Canadian Literature, 24 [Spring 1965], 63–6).
94 Ivan Illich (b. 1926), the Austrian educationist, who sees schooling as a perpetuator of exploitation and a destroyer of education.

95 Robert Dobbie (1901–95), Professor of Old Testament Literature and Exegesis, Emmanuel College, 1955–69.

96 “Romeo and Juliet is a miniature version of what happens when feuding nobles get out of hand. The opening stage direction tells us that servants are on the street armed with swords and bucklers (small shields). Even if you came in late and missed the prologue, you’d know from seeing those servants that all was not well in Verona. Because that means there’s going to be a fight: if you let servants swank around like that, fully armed, they’re bound to get into fights. So in view of Tudor policy and Queen Elizabeth’s personal dislike of duels and brawling, this play would have no trouble with the censor, because it shows the tragic results of the kind of thing that the authorities thoroughly disapproved of anyway” (NFS, 15).

97 This and the following two entries are handwritten.


99 According to NF, the four-year honour course at the University of Toronto, as distinct from the three-year pass course, provided the best undergraduate education in North America. He was therefore distressed when the honour course was abolished on the recommendation of the Macpherson Report (1967).

### 7. The Bible and Religion

1 Probably NF’s undergraduate essay “Romanticism,” SE, 11–83.

2 “The Christian ideal has not been tried and found wanting; it has been found difficult and left untried” (What’s Wrong with the World [1910], chap. 5).

3 The source of the reference has not been located.

4 “U” and “non-U,” in which the U stands for “upper class,” are terms coined by Alan Ross, a British linguist, popularized by Nancy Mitford in an article, “The English Aristocracy,” in 1954.

5 Anselm’s famous motto is often quoted in Latin: Credo ut intelligam, I believe in order to understand.

6 Alludes to the “principle of the best” in the philosophy of G.W. Leibniz, for example in his Theodicy (1713), that God chooses to create the best of all possible worlds; satirized by Voltaire in Candide.


9 The seventh angel may be looking and listening; at any rate, after the seventh angel blows the seventh trumpet in Revelation 11:15–19, “great voices in heaven” are heard and the temple of God is opened in heaven.
10 John Linnell (1792–1882), for whom Blake did the Job illustrations, became Blake’s patron from 1818 onward.


12 Psalm 137:1–2: “By the rivers of Babylon, there we sat down, yea, we wept, when we remembered Zion. We hanged our harps upon the willows in the midst thereof.”

13 The tent shape is formed by a line surrounding the picture, above which are the words “Our Father which art in Heaven hallowed be thy Name.”

14 An inscription on an altar in the lower border reads: “The Letter Killeth / The Spirit giveth Life / It is Spiritually Discerned.”

15 In the borders, vinelike trees suggest the ribs of Gothic vaults, in which nest various birds, including at least one peacock.

16 Rubble at the very bottom of the page.

17 In Numbers 22:22, God’s anger is inexplicably kindled against Balaam for following an order that he had just given to him two verses before.

18 See Jerusalem, pl. 23, lines 24–5: “He stood between the Palm tree & the oak of weeping / Which stand upon the edge of Beulah.”

19 See Psalm 17:15: “As for me, I will behold thy face in righteousness; I shall be satisfied, when I awake, with thy likeness.”

20 Repetition of the previous par. occurs in the original typescript.

21 In the upper border.


23 From Psalm 30:35: “Did not I weep for him that was in trouble? was not my soul grieved for the poor?”

24 See Genesis 6:6: “And it repented the Lord that he had made man on the earth, and it grieved him at his heart.” The last phrase appears in the lower border.

25 In Ecclesiastes 12:5, when the evil days come, “the grasshopper shall be a burden, and desire shall fail.”

26 See Isaiah 34, as NF indicates below in par. 67.

27 See Grace Abounding to the Chief of Sinners and The Pilgrim’s Progress from this World to that which is to come, ed. Roger Sharrock (London: Oxford University Press, 1966), 155: “So Christian turned out of his way to go to Mr. Legality’s house for help: but behold, when he was got now hard by the Hill, it seemed so high, and also that side of it that was next the way side, did hang so much over, that Christian was afraid to venture further, lest the Hill should fall on his head: wherefore there he stood still, and wotted not what to do. Also his burden, now, seemed heavier to him, than while he was in his way. There came also flashes of fire out of the Hill, that made...
Christian afraid that he should be burned: here therefore he swet, and did quake for fear."

28 Probably a reference to the thundergod as inscrutable judge rather than to his appearance. In a famous passage of the *Iliad* (bk. 24, ll. 527–33), Achilles tells the parable of the two jars of Zeus. Two jars stand on the floor of Zeus’s halls; one holds good fortune and the other bad, which Zeus distributes arbitrarily.

29 James 5:11: “Ye have heard of the patience of Job, and have seen the end of the Lord.”

30 See *FS*, 377; of Hand, one of the Sons of Albion in *Jerusalem*, NF says, “Hand is probably to be connected with the three brothers Hunt, Leigh, Robert and John, who controlled the *Examiner*, a review which made two vicious critical assaults on Blake.”

31 See n. 27, above.

32 Kierkegaard has a term, *indesluttedhed*, sometimes translated “inclosingly reserved,” sometimes “shut up-ness,” which means imprisoned in one’s own psychological defences.

33 See par. 50, above.

34 Revelation 10:7 says that when the seventh angel begins to sound, “the mystery of God should be finished.”

35 Job 4:17–18: “Shall mortal man be more just than God? shall a man be more pure than his maker? Behold, he put no trust in his servants; and his angels he charged with folly.”

36 In 1785 Blake did a pen and wash drawing of *Job, his Wife and his Friends*; forty years later, he used this as a basis for the tenth plate of the Job series.

37 Damon’s commentary on Illustration X reads, “In the lower margin, the cuckoo of slander, the owl of false wisdom clutching a victim, and the adder of hate mock the scrolls of true inspiration. This is Blake’s comment on the critics who attacked his work so blindly and unmercifully.”

38 Job 23:10: “But he knoweth the way that I take: when he hath tried me, I shall come forth as gold.”

39 The top quotation is 2 Corinthians 11:15: “And no marvel; for Satan himself is transformed into a minister of light.” The bottom one is from 2 Thessalonians 2:4, and concerns the “son of perdition”: “Who opposeth and exalteth himself above all that is called God, or that is worshipped.”

40 Job 19: 27 reads, “Whom I shall see for myself, and mine eyes shall behold, and not another; though my reins be consumed within me.” Blake’s version reads, “though consumed be my wrought Image.”

41 Job 33:24: “Then he is gracious unto him, and saith, Deliver him from going down to the pit: I have found a ransom.”

42 Job 38:28: “Hath the rain a father? or who hath begotten the drops of dew?”

43 Job 38:31, quoted in the upper border: “Canst thou bind the sweet influences of Pleides, or loose the bands of Orion?”
44 Job 40:19, of Behemoth: “He is the chief of the ways of God.” Also Job 41:34: “Of Leviathan he saith, He is king over all the children of pride.”

45 See the “Notes to Charles Poncé’s Kabbalah,” par. 10 in chap. 6 above.

46 There are bulrushes growing on the shore where Behemoth stands, beyond which Leviathan swims. Cf. GC, 190: “The poetic kernels out of which they developed may have been the hippopotamus and the crocodile, both Egyptian animals, as marginal notes in many editions of the AV suggest.”

47 1 Corinthians 1:27: “But God hath chosen the foolish things of the world to confound the wise: and God hath chosen the weak things of the world to confound the things which are mighty.”

48 1 John 3:2: “… but we know that, when he shall appear, we shall be like him; for we shall see him as he is.” The quotation from the Song of Hannah is 1 Samuel 2:6: “… he bringeth down to the grave, and bringeth up.” Culbute (literally, a somersault) is NF’s shorthand for culbute générale, a revolutionary reversal.

49 In his commentary on Illustration XVII, Damon quotes from Blake’s Auguries of Innocence:

God Appears & God is Light
To those poor Souls who dwell in Night,
But does a Human Form Display
To those who Dwell in Realms of day.

50 Psalm. 8:3–4: “When I consider thy heavens, the work of thy fingers, the moon and the stars, which thou hast ordained: What is man, that thou art mindful of him? and the son of man, that thou visitest him?” Blake has “behold” for “consider,” “hands” for “fingers,” and adds “then I say” after “ordained.”

51 From Job 42:8: “… and my servant Job shall pray for you”; also from Job 42:10: “And the Lord turned the captivity of Job, when he prayed for his friends.”

52 Above a painter’s palette in the lower border is “Wblake inv and sculpt.”

53 In pl. 5, Job is giving gifts; in pl. 19, he is receiving them.

54 In the bottom border are two quotations. One is from Job 42:11: “… every man also gave him a piece of money.” The other is Psalm 136:23: “Who remembered us in our low estate: for his mercy endureth forever.” Linnell was his patron from 1818 until Blake’s death in 1827.

55 Psalm 139:17: “How precious also are thy thoughts unto me, O God! how great is the sum of them!"

56 These are wall panels depicting various scenes. See Jerusalem, pl. 92, lines 17–18.

57 Psalm 139:8: “If I ascend up into heaven, thou art there: if I make my bed in hell, behold, thou art there.”
58 Pars 136–41 compare this last plate with pl. 1. In pl. 1, the musical instruments are hanging on trees (par. 13); Aries and Taurus are reversed (par. 16); the sun is setting and the moon rising (par. 14); and the sheep are sleeping (par. 16).

59 Hebrews 10:6: “in burnt offerings and sacrifices for sin thou hast had no pleasure.” Blake omits “and sacrifices.”

60 From Revelation 15:3: “Great and marvelous are thy works, Lord God Almighty: just and true are thy ways, thou King of saints.”

61 The first entry in Robert Graves’s *The Greek Myths*, rev. ed., 2 vols. (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1960), 1:27–30, reconstructs the Creation myth of the Pelasgians, the pre-Greek inhabitants of Greece, in which the world is hatched from a cosmic egg laid by the Goddess Eurynome after union with the serpent Ophion. Graves’s reconstruction is controversial in scholarly circles.

62 The destruction of the world by fire at the end of a cycle.

63 The phases of revelation in chap. 5 of *GC*: creation, exodus, law, wisdom, prophecy, gospel, panoramic apocalypse, participating apocalypse.

64 An allusion to Yeats’s poems *Sailing to Byzantium* and *Byzantium*.

65 The reference is to the argument of Paul de Man in *Blindness and Insight: Essays in the Rhetoric of Contemporary Criticism* (New York: Oxford University Press, 1971).


70 Missing p. or pp. here.

71 For these three allusions, see NFR, 112–13.

72 Cf. NFR, 114–15.

73 Cf. NFR, 111.


75 Cf. NFR, 109.

76 Cf. NFR, 113. The names of the two sons, Mahlon and Chilion, mean “sickly” and “frail”; accordingly, they die young. Naomi does mean “sweetness”; in 1:20 she comments, “Call me not Naomi, call me Mara [‘bitterness’]: for the Almighty hath dealt very bitterly with me.” Some, but not all, scholars interpret Orpah to mean “the back of the neck” and Ruth “friend” or “companion.”

77 The custom of exchanging a sandal to confirm a transaction; the specific reference is to Deuteronomy 25:9. In NFR, 105, NF quotes Deuteronomy 25:5–6.
The editor’s introduction to Sirach in *The HarperCollins Study Bible*, New Revised Standard Version, gen. ed. Wayne A. Meeks (New York, 1993), says of the author, “His study of the Hebrew scriptures is mentioned in the prologue. Allusions to this literature throughout Sirach show that he was acquainted with all of the books now contained in the Hebrew Bible except Ezra, Daniel, Esther, and Ruth.”

Cf. *NFR*, 114. The note for Ruth 3:9 in *The HarperCollins Study Bible* states, “This phrase echoes 2:12 in which Boaz speaks of Ruth’s finding refuge under God’s wings (the Hebrew uses the same word for ‘wings’ and ‘cloak.’”

Meaning that NF has already discussed this in par. 2, above.

Cf. *NFR*, 106.


In addition to Hannah, NF mentions Sarah and Rachel as examples of women who bear children after a long period of barrenness.

Cf. *NFR*, 107, which refers the reader to Josephus, *The Antiquities of the Jews*, 5.9.4. NF also includes a note: “Quoted from *The Works of Flavius Josephus*, trans. William Whiston (Edinburgh, 1828), 150.” In 18.3, 4, Josephus interrupts the story of the Jews to speak of how “certain shameful practices happened about the temple of Isis that was at Rome.” He goes on to tell the story of Ide, a servant woman who contrives to enable a man named Mundus to sleep with a married woman named Paulina by claiming to her that Mundus was the god Anubis.

Ruth 1:22: “and they came to Bethlehem in the beginning of barley harvest.”

2 Samuel 21:9: “And he delivered them into the hands of the Gibeonites, and they hanged them in the hill before the Lord: and they fell all seven together, and were put to death in the days of harvest, in the first days, in the beginning of barley harvest.”


4:17: “And the women her neighbours gave it a name, saying, There is a son born to Naomi; and they called his name Obed: he is the father of Jesse, the father of David.” The rest of the book, 4:18–22, is a genealogy of David.

Elimelech means “My God is king.”

Romans 11:17–18: “And if some of the branches be broken off, and thou, being a wild olive tree, wert grafted in among them, and with them partakest of the root and fatness of the olive tree; Boast not against the branches. But if thou boast, thou bearest not the root, but the root thee.”

See “The Drunken Boat: The Revolutionary Element in Romanticism,” *StS*, 214: “The corn-goddess in Keats’s *To Autumn*, the parallel figure identified with Ruth in the *Ode to a Nightingale*, the still unravished bride of the Grecian urn, Psyche, even the veiled Melancholy, are all emblems of a revealed Nature.”

Cf. *NFR*, 112.
93 Cf. NFR, 110.
97 Cf. NFR, 111, 395.
98 Cf. NFR, 112.
99 Cf. NFR, 115.
100 Cf. NFR, 112.
101 Cf. NFR, 112.
102 Usually known as “The Cherry Tree Carol,” Child Ballad #54.
105 Cf. NFR, 110–11.
107 Cf. NFR, 113.
108 For the Sakenfeld article, see n. 97, above. NF never published an essay in the Michigan Quarterly Review.
109 Cf. NFR, 111.
110 This par. was incorporated verbatim into the final article; see NFR, 115–16.
111 This became the final par. of the published article; see NFR, 116.
112 The Statute of Labourers of 1351 decreed that no peasant could be paid wages on a level higher than that of 1346, and that no peasant could leave the village they currently belonged to. Bitterness over this statute contributed a good deal to the Peasant’s Revolt of 1381.
113 Cf. NFR, 136.
114 Cf. NFR, 135. Actually Exodus 34, as the final version makes clear.
115 Cf. NFR, 138.
116 Joseph Butler, The Analogy of Religion (1736), a defence of religion against the deists.
117 Cf. NFR, 134–5.
119 Cf. NFR, 136.
120 Cf. NFR, 134.
121 The strange phrasing occurs in the original typescript.
122 Cf. NFR, 143. Sir Henry James Sumner Maine (1822–88), English jurist and historian. NF’s note in the final version reads, “See chap. 3 of Maine’s Ancient Law (London: Dent, 1917), 26–42, in which Maine argues that the
Romans sought to create a jurisdiction covering non-Romans which featured only laws common to several legal systems or codes, and thus somehow ‘natural’ or given.”

123 Cf. NFR, 141–2.
125 For both these examples, see NFR, 144.
126 This last phrase was a holograph addition in pencil.
127 Cf. NFR, 137.
128 For the example of Milton’s Comus, see NFR, 143.
129 Cf. NFR, 141.
130 Cf. NFR, 143.
131 NF’s term for the body of material that eventually became chap. 5 of WP.
132 Echoes The Winter’s Tale, 5.3.94–5: “It is requir’d / You do awake your faith.”
133 In The Tempest, 1.2.381–7, the burden of Ariel’s song “Come unto these yellow sands” begins “Hark, hark! / Bow-wow, / The watch-dogs bark!”
134 In DV, NF writes, “According to Milton, the Bible should be read by the ‘rule of charity.’ That is, the Bible is the charter of human freedom, and any approach to it that rationalizes the enslaving of man has something wrong with it” (NFR, 228). His own note cites De Doctrina Christiana; in Works of John Milton, vol. 16, the general idea occurs on pp. 149, 197, 265. But the actual phrase occurs in a number of places in Milton’s divorce tracts, for example Tetrachordon, in Works, 4:85.
135 Here NF inserts an asterisk, after which he writes in pencil:

authority of areas in pluralistic culture: science
literature too, especially Eros and Satire
self-conflicts among writers: Aucassin, Chaucer’s Retraction, Petrarch’s Secretum, Tasso, Tolstoy, Rimbaud, etc.

136 At this point, Frye inserts in pencil: “Platonic irony in structure of dialogue vs. Socratic.”
138 Here NF adds in pencil:

Goethe’s Faust trdnl. [traditional] (perhaps next section)
Recording in writing is the resurrection of the presence: the trdnl. doctrine of inspiration says God as HS [Holy Spirit] repeats to the evangelist the exact words of God as Logos (assuming that Mark & Luke at least were never eye-witnesses).
Abide With Me (hymn), 183
Abraham, 311
Absolutism, 212–13; vs. democracy, 23
Achan, 402
Adam, 321, 376, 381, 406; creation of, 332; and Eve, 330, 370, 373, 377; and Lilith, 330; names animals, 347–8
Adam Kadmon, 330
Adams, Henry Brooks (1838–1918), vs. Eliot, 16
Addison, Joseph (1672–1719): Cato (1713), 23
Adonis: cult of, 396; as dying god, 322
Advertising, 358
A.E. See Russell, George William
Aeschylus (ca. 525–456 B.C.E.): Prometheus Bound, 208
Agamemnon, 381
Agape, 400
Air/Ayre (musical term), 173–5, 182
Akenside, Mark (1721–70), 343, 346; The Pleasures of the Imagination (1744), 251
Albion (Blake character), 292, 294, 375
Alcohol, 139
Allegory, 170, 349
Allen’s Alley, 197
Allergies, 7
Ambrose, St. (ca. C.E. 339–97), xxxvii–xxxviii
America. See United States of America
American Constitution, 216
American literature, 53, 198; regionalism in, 221
American Revolution, 204, 216, 217
A.M.G. (Allied Military Government of Occupied Territories), 7
Amory, Thomas (1691–1788), xlviii, 244; The Life of John Buncle (1756), xlviii, 243, 244
Amos ‘n’ Andy, 197
Anabaptists, attitude to music, 181
Anagogic level of meaning, 324
Anatomy (form), 243; NF’s fiction as, xxv–xxviii; and romance, 244
Andromeda, 286
Anglicanism, 24, 44
Anselm of Canterbury, St. (ca. 1034–1109), on belief, 366
Antichrist, 375, 382
Aphorisms, 305–6
Apollo, 377
Apuleius, Lucius (ca. C.E. 125–80): The Golden Ass, 149
Aquinas, St. Thomas (1225–74), 158,
212, 307; and summa form, 364; *Summa Contra Gentiles*, 308

Arabic (language), and the Koran, 333

Arbuthnot, John (1667–1735), 170

Arcand, Adrien (1899–1967), 25

Archetype(s), 34; from Beattie, xlvi, 243; and convention, 345; and stereotypes, 343

Architecture, 235, 236

Aries, 370, 380

Ariosto, Ludovico (1474–1533), 192

Aristophanes (ca. 448–388 b.c.e.), 284, 315

Aristotle (384–322 B.C.E.), 157, 305, 334–5, 363; mean in, 262; *mythos* in, 319–20; and Renaissance criticism, 4; *Poetics*, liv

Arminius, Jacobus (Jacob Harmenszoon) (1560–1609), 363

Arne, Thomas Augustine (1710–78), 178

Arnold, Matthew (1822–88), xlvi, 244, 262–72, 275; on criticism, 263; culture and religion in, 263–4; on education, 267; hatred of, 262; on Hellenism and Hebraism, 242, 263–71 passim, 389; vs. Mill, 263–4; on Oxford, 266; on philistinism, 13; on race, 268; on the sectary, 265, 266, 270; on selfhood, 263, 267, 269; on Utilitarianism and Protestantism, 270; *Culture and Anarchy* (1869), xlix, 262–72, 282

Art(s): ascetic quality in, 167; do not improve, 20, 179, 267; formal principles of, 144; function of, 324–5; and nature, 325; vs. science, 9, 20, 54; Zeitgeist in, 167

Art Gallery of Toronto (later Ontario), 46; HK at, 6, 39–40

Asceticism, 167

Atlantis, myth of, 381

Atlas, giant, 381

Attis, xxvii–xxviii

Atwood, Margaret (b. 1939), 45, 50, 57, 227; *The Handmaid’s Tale* (1985), 229; *Journey to the Interior*, 230, 235; (ed.) *New Oxford Book of Canadian Verse in English* (1983), 227

Auden, Wystan Hugh (1907–73), xlv, xlix; and Kierkegaard, 298–9; *Age of Anxiety* (1948), 296; *For the Time Being* (1944), xl, xlv, 295–300; *Kairos and Logos* (1941), 256

Augustan Age, literature of, 243–55; picaresque in, 249–55 passim; treatment of women in, 243, 248–51, 254. See also Eighteenth century

Augustine, St. (c.e. 354–430), xxix, xxxviii, 24, 259; and myth criticism, 327

Augustine of Denmark (4th c. c.e.), liii

Austen, Jane (1775–1817), 168, 255–6; social conventions in, 255–6; and translation, 334; *Emma* (1816), 256; *Persuasion* (1818), 255–6

Austin, John (1790–1859), 279

Austin, J(ohn) L(angshaw) (1911–60), 364

Australia, NF and HK visit, 41

Avison, Margaret (1918–2007), 7, 45

Aymé, Marcel (1902–67): “La Grâce” (1947), 402

Baal Shem Tov (Rabbi Yisroel ben Eliezer) (1698–1760), 328

Babel, Tower of, 381

Babylon, 305

Bach, Johann Sebastian (1685–1750), xxxviii, xxxix, 18, 159, 164–7, 170, 180, 187; as Protestant poet, 166; *The Art of Fugue* (1750), 164; Bran-
denburg Concerto no. 6 (1721), 165; Christmas Oratorio (1734), 295; Inventions, 188–9; Mass in B minor (1749), xxxvi, 165–6; St. John Passion (1724), 163, 165, 166; St. Matthew Passion (1729), xxxvi, 163, 165, 166, 168; The Well-Tempered Clavier (1722), 164, 165

Bacon, Francis, Viscount St. Albans and Baron Verulam (1561–1626), I, 201, 273; and demotic language, 308; and myth criticism, 327

Bage, Robert (1720–1801), xlviii, 244; reads Wollstonecraft, 246, 250, 254; The Fair Syrian (1787), xlviii, 243 & n. 8; Hermansprong (1796), xlviii, 243, 245, 246, 248, 250, 254

Bakhtin, Mikhail Mikhailovich (1895–1975), 228. See also Dialogism

Baldwin, Martin (1891–1968), 6

Ballet, as communal form, xl

Balzac, Honoré de (1799–1856), 120; “The Unknown Masterpiece” (1837), xxvii

Barbizon school, 343

Bardo, 38, 142

Barker, Arthur E. (1911–90), 36

Baroque age: exploitation of nature in, 336, 360; painting in, 193

Barth, Karl (1886–1968), lv, 364, 365, 387

Barthes, Roland (1915–80), 323, 340; Mythologies (1957), 323

Bates, Ronald Gordon Nudell (1924–95), 45

Bathsheba, 390, 396

Baudelaire, Charles Pierre (1821–67), 112, 265

Bax, Arnold (1883–1953), 8

Beattie, James (1735–1803): The Minstrel (1771–4), xlviii, 243

Beauty, 193


Beckford, William (1760–1844): Vathek (1786), 250

Beethoven, Ludwig van (1770–1827), 18, 161, 162, 180, 187–8; Haydn’s influence on, 164–5, 254; Coriolan Overture (1807), 164, 167; Hammerklavier piano sonata, op. 106 (1818), 164; Moonlight sonata (1801), 160; Pathétique sonata (1799), 164; Rasumovsky string quartets (1805–6), 187–8; String Quartet no. 15 (1825), 187; Symphony no. 7 (1813), 167; Symphony no. 9 (1827), 168

Behemoth, 377

Being, 367

Belief, 322–4, 407; and vision, 383–9

Bell, Charles Greenleaf (b. 1916), 137

Benda, Julien (1867–1956): Le trahison des clercs (1927), 210

Benedict, Ruth (1887–1948): Patterns of Culture (1934), 118


Bennett, (Enoch) Arnold (1867–1931), xxx, 118; The Old Wives’ Tale (1908), 15, 26

Bennett, Ethel Mary Granger (1891–1988), 45

Bentham, Jeremy (1748–1832), 265, 275–80 passim, 362; Mill on, 279–80; on poetry, 277

Bentley, G(erald) E(ades), Jr. (b. 1930), 241

Beowulf, 27, 43, 157

Berdyaev, Nikolai Alexandrovich (1874–1948), on Middle Ages vs. Renaissance, 23

Bergson, Henri (1859–1941), 362; The Two Sources of Morality and
Religion (1932), 26
Berkeley, George (1685–1753), 251; on Mandeville, 245; Siris (1744), 242–4
Berlioz, Hector (1803–69), 254
Beulah, 152
Bhagavad Gita, 288
Bible, liv–lviii, 134, 165, 226–7, 335, 362, 365, 389, 394; as Great Code, 316; historical character of, 322; language of, 304–7, 309, 315–16, 321, 367–8; law in, 405–6; and literal meaning, 341, 350–1; and literary criticism, 303–24 passim, 410–11; literary qualities of, 316, 319, 350–1, 386, 388, 408; messengers in, 371; Milton and, 411; mythos and dianoia in, 386; NF’s course on, see Symbolism in the Bible; NF as critic of, 410; as primitive, 244; and recreation, 310; structure of, 310; typology in, 28, 317–18, 321–2; unity and disunity in, 384; women’s names in, 399
– editions of: Authorized Version (King James Bible) (1611), 306; New English, 393; Vulgate, 334
– imagery in: compared to classical imagery, 380–3; wilderness, 299
Biography, NF on, xxv
Birney, Earle (1904–95), on Canada, 223
Birth, late, 395–8
Bishop, Elizabeth (1911–79), 30, 48–9
Bisset, Bill (b. 1939): nobody owns the earth (1971), 232
Blackstone, Sir William (1723–80), on the Sabbath, 402, 405
Blais, Marie-Claire (b. 1939): La Belle Bête (1959), 228
Blake, William (1757–1827), xxix, xxxix, xlvi–xlviii, 35, 252, 253, 260, 331, 335, 343; as artist, xl; as Biblical writer, 303, 316; influence on NF, xxvi, xlv, 28–9, 226–7; and Joyce, 292; Newton in, 376; and occultism, 35; as Protestant poet, 166; reads Hebrew, 369; Ruth in, 398. See also Albion; Luvah
– ideas on: Bible as “Great Code of Art,” 316; the Book of Revelation, 384–5; creative power, 26; imagination, 165, 362; language and class, 355; literature, 242, 254; madness, 247; natural religion, 371, 376; selfhood, 372; Shakespeare, 241; vision, 387; the Word, 4
– works: The Four Zoas (ca. 1796–1807), liii, 289; Illustrations of the Book of Job (1825), Ivi, 368–80; Island in the Moon (1784), 243; Jerusalem (Prophecy, 1804–20), 294, 326, 385, 398; London (1794), lv; Marriage of Heaven and Hell (1793), xxxviii, 271, 293–4, 372; Milton (1804–8), 157, 271 & n. 100; Prophecies, 35, 244; Songs of Innocence and Experience (1794), 249, 314; The Tyger (1794), 377
Blavatsky, Madame, née Helena Petrovna Hahn (1831–91), and Joyce, 290
Blood, 16, 17, 20–1
Blow, John (1649–1708), 183; Amphion Anglicus (1700), 172
Boaz, 391–2, 395–400 passim; and Jachin, 331
Boccaccio, Giovanni (1313–75): and myth criticism, 327; Decameron (1358), 154–5
Bodsworth, (Charles) Fred (b. 1918), 200
Body, and mind, 20
Boehme, Jacob (1575–1624), 330
Boer War, 33
Boethius Anicius Manlius Severinus (ca. C.E. 480–524), 381
Boileau (-Despréaux), Nicolas (1636–1711), as critic, xlvii, 242
Books, sacred, 340
Borges, Jorge Luis (1899–1986), xxvi, 153
Borrow, George Henry (1803–81), 119, 254; *Lavengro* (1851), 248
Boswell, James (1740–95), 4
Botha, Pieter Willem (1916–2006), 385
Bouchard, Denis, 45
Bouissac, Paul (b. 1934), 45
Boyce, William (1710–79), 178
Boyle, Robert (1627–91), 246
Brade, William (1560–1630), 173
Bradlaugh, Charles (1833–91), 263, 283
Bradley, F(rancis) H(erbert) (1846–1924), 362; *Appearance and Reality* (1897), 365
Brahms, Johannes (1833–97), 161, 180; Shaw on, 283; *Nine Songs*, 162; Piano Sonata no. 3 (1853), 162; Scherzo in E-flat minor for Piano (1851), 162; Symphony no. 4 (1885), 187
Brett, George Sidney (1879–1944): *History of Psychology* (1912–21), 352
Briggs, William (1836–1922), 45, 47
Bright, John (1811–89), 263
Bright, Timothy (1550–1615): *Treatise of Melancholy* (1586), 207
Britain. See Great Britain
Broadus, Edmund Kemper (1876–1936), 37
Brooke, Frances (1724–89): *The History of Emily Montague* (1769), 250
Brooke, Henry (1703–83), xlviii
Brown, Alan, 45
Brown, Audrey Alexandra (1904–98), 46
Brown, Walter Theodore (1883–1954), 44, 120
Browne, Sir Thomas (1605–82): *Hydriotaphia or Urn Burial* (1658), 162
Browning, Robert (1812–89); *Andrea del Sarto* (1855), 245, 344; *Luria* (1846), 330; *With Bernard de Mandeville* (1887), 250
Bruno, Giordano (1548–1600), 289–93; and myth criticism, 327; *Il Candelario* (1582), 290; *Spaccio della bestia trionfante* (1584), 289, 290, 293
Bryant, Jacob (1715–1804), and myth criticism, 328
Buddhism, 142, 347, 388
Bull, John (ca. 1562–1628), 166, 170–3, 175, 183, 184; *Country Dance*, 171; *Parthenia* (ca. 1611), 184
Bulwer-Lytton, Edward George, first Baron Lytton (1803–73), 248, 277; *A Strange Story* (1862), 127; *Zanoni* (1842), 127
Bunraku, 343
Bunyan, John (1628–88), 259; as Protestant poet, 166; *The Pilgrim’s Progress* (1678–84), 372, 374, 397
Bunyan, Paul, 43
Burke, Edmund (1729–97), 231, 246–7, 263, 403; art and nature in, 245; on contract, 236, 237; *Appeal from the New to the Old Whigs* (1792), 253
Burney, Fanny (1752–1840): *Evelina* (1778), 249
Burns, Robert (1759–96), 253, 398
Burton, Robert (1577–1640), 119, 260; *Anatomy of Melancholy* (1621), 34, 128
Bush, Douglas (1896–1983), 47
Bush, George W. (b. 1946), xli
Butler, Joseph (1692–1752): The Analogy of Religion (1736), 274, 402
Butler, Samuel (1613–80): Hudibras (1663), 276
Butler, Samuel (1835–1902): Erewhon (1872), 6
Buttocks, 5, 22
Byrd, William (1543–1623), xxxvi, xxxix, 166, 172–81, 183–7; characteristics of his music, 177; as Roman Catholic, 184; A minor Galliard, 169; O Mistris Myne, 169; Psalmes, Songs and Sonnets (1611), 184; Psalmes, Sonnets and Songes (1588), 184; Sellinger’s Round, 169; Songes of Sundrie Natures (1589), 184; Will You Walk the Woods so Wild, 169
Byron, George Gordon (Baron Byron of Rochdale) (1788–1824), xxv, 116, 204, 260; individual and society in, 245; Mill on, 278; as Whig, 244, 246; Don Juan (1819–24), 5
Caccini, Giulio (1551–1618), 173–4
Caesar, Gaius Julius (ca. 100–44 B.C.E.), 158
Caesar (generic), 296
Calderón de la Barca, Pedro (1600–81), xxxvi
Calvin, John (1509–64), 363, 364; on the Book of Revelation, 384–6
Calvinism, 363; God in, 347
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Orpah, 391, 395–8
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Russian Revolution, 53
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